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It's beensaidthat outdoing the competition is relativelyeasy. 
Outdoing yourself is the hard part. 

\Ve couldn't agree more. 
Case in point: Ivlicrosoft~Excel. We took the most powerful, 

most popularspreadsheetprogram in today's Macintosh~mar
ket and made it history. Enter l\!licrosoft Excel version 1.5. 

It lets you customize your 
own menus and dialog boxes. 
Which is perfectfor an environ
mentwith one-of-a-kindneeds. 
Namely, your office. 

And since customization is 
now easier for the independent 
software developer,you'll be 
seeing a lot more applications 
that useIvlicrosoft Excel to give 

.___________ you specific solutions for your 
specificneeds. 

Ivlicrosoft Excel 1.5 also gives you full color support for the 
Mac• II. Which makes your dailyspreadsheetslook morelike 
annual reports. 

We\re even built Ivlicrosoft Excel 1.5 to take advantage of 
MultiFindei~™ the program that lets your Mac do more than 
one thing at a time. In other words, you can have Microsoft 
Excel number crunching in the backgroundwhile you're word 
processing in the foreground. 

Andifl\!licrosoft Excelwasn'tsimpleandpowerful enough, 
we\re addedsimpler tools for developing charts and 44 power
ful new worksheet functions. All of which means that you do 
les.s work 

Of course, \ve're going to need a lot more room and you're 
going to need a lot more timeto go over everything Microsoft 
Excel 1.5 has to offer. So we suggest you call (800) 541-1261, 
Dept. 137 for a copyof the Microsoft Excel 1.5 brochure and 
thename of your nearest Ivlicrosoft dealer. 

Over eighty-percent of all spreadsheets in use on the 
Macintosh are Microsoft Excel. And with all the enhance
ments of Microsoft Excel 1.5, we're bound to exceed that. 
1' 1988 .Hiaosofl Corpomtion. ,\licrosofl and the .Hicroso;1 lo!P ar~ ll'gisleml tnufemarks and Ftr.rerRJint is a 
trademark of:Hicrosofl Corporation .. Hawnd .\focinlosh arell'gislell'd trademarks and MultiFinder is almdemark 
ofApple Computer, inc. Cm fomers in Canada call I·416·673·9811, outsideofNorth America, 1 ·206·882-8661. 
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Customizable menus enable you to !J> straight to theobject q 
the menu bar to list new menu headings. Orjust add asingh 
fonnats, commands or other macros can be accessed quickly 
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Ifyouhave a111ultih1deoflhi11gs /ado, Miavsoft Excel 1.5is thepmgramforyo11. Under MultiFinder, 
it will continue calat!al'ingand exewtingnzaovs evenwhenyou move on to otherapp/icationss11c/1as 
Micmsoft Word or Microsoft Fawerfbinl." 
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DESCRIPTION ITEM# 
Gidger iid ( reen) - 57 
Lldger Pad (White) AC-658 
Graph Paper (8.SX 11 ) AC -659 
Graph Paper (11 X14) AC-660 
Computer Paper (8.5 X-11) AE-554 
Computer Paper (8.SX 14.) AE-555 
Acetate (8.5 X 11) AF-231 

. [Ulfil{l 2 
Ruler (24') Select Product 

Color Marmrs 1Asst I 
Compass ~~;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;~~'iii 

Circle Template 
Square Template 
Scissors 

Toner 'dge 
Binders 
Calculatms 
Correction Fluid 

Select Product Type 
O Poper 
0 Rrt 
O Office 
®Computer 

WHOI.ESAU: RETAIL 
-~0. 65 -us-

0.65 1.35 
0.73 1.55 
0.76 1.55 
1.12 2.35 
1.25 2.65 
0.86 1.75 

Product Description 

IThree ond o half double sided 

Reorder Leuet 110,000 

Mlnimlum Reorder lso,ooo 

Mic1Vsoft Excel ca11 be c!IStomized to meet yourparticular business needs. You can completely ais
tomize the p1Vgram with new 111en!IS and dialog boxes to pmmpt users u11familiar with tlzeprogram. 

Ke Product Pie 

Pereentage OfTotal ~es -1987 
(Byfmduct Catepy) 

I0 Computer • A rt 0 Paper • Office 

Yo11ro11tp11twillco111111and attention wizen it~enrichedwitlico/01; shadaws,fontsorfil/pattems. And 
floating text can be inse1ted to emphasi:e or clarify particularpoints. 
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We've achieved color on-s creen with 
the Mac II. Big deal. Wha kind .of 
output wi!I'-you get? Try it on a QMS. 
Color$Cl!i;pt l©O'.or Tektronix 4'6QJP 
and see. 182.Wanna make a picture? Well, you' ll \ 


l')eed a script~writing program that 

Gombines presentation and word Portraits of the Artists 

prqce,&sing. And now about by Jon.Ziluer 

budgeting~ You'll need a program 

~hat' IJ h6lp•you manage millio s of 


' dolla l'.~. flI6w•abou1editipg?' flow . 
a.bout feadi ng thi article"to fi rld out? '•
128 .• 

Simpler S~mplers 
by TfrJL."f:: tf)! 
Is it musjc,1l:Jl' is it magic? You make 

' (:he ci1Jt ·~t',~the M~-C: plays il 'big rdle in 
·;-0.fgita~~Q,'ri·nl'I ·sampling. 148 

The Wrile-Staff 

DTP 

Setting Up Shop 
by Kristi Coale 

Although some people may think the 
out-of-house desktop publishing shops 
are ca rrying homework a little too 
far, others have found it a profitable 
business. Find out if you ' re equipped 
Lo start your own DTP business. 
275 

DTP Tips 
by Gregory Wasson 

Have you ever wondered how you can 
create a dropped ca pital letter using 
the style sheets in Word ? Maybe you 
haven't lain awake a l nights 
pondering this question, but you can 
find the answer to this and other DTP 
items right here. 291 

A/UXILIARY INFORMATION 
Filling in the Blanks 
by Vanessa S chnatmeier 

Good news, UNI X fa ns: A/UX 
ve rsion I . I is on the way. Should you 
be pleased? Well , a closer look reveals 
th at it 's not what you might expect. 
295 

by Aileen Abemathy and the 
MacUser Labs S taff 

OK, we got a little excited over the 
Mac 11 and its ability to create 16.8 
million (count 'em) colors - 25 
monitors' worth , anyway. You'll see 
that there are big screens, little 
screens, even ones wi th missing dots 
as MacUser Labs tests such monitors 
as E-M achines, RasterOps, and 
SuperMac 19 to see who counts the 
colors best. 236 
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HYPERSPACE 

Note Cards 
by Kevin Elliott 

With its apt itude for sound, graphics, 
and interactive control, HyperCard 
brings new possibilities for music on 
th ~ Mac. 309 

Card Tricks 
by Michael Swaine 

Progra mmer's Pegboard 327 

Flash Cards 
by Laura Johnson and 
Victoria Juarez 
How can you orga nize your coin 
collection and learn the alphabet at 
the same time? Take a look at this 
month's stacks. 332 

COLUMNS 

The Editor's Desktop 
by Frederic£. Davis 

The Business of Creativity 9 

The Macintosh Community 
by Neil L. Shapiro 

News from Outer Space 47 

The Open Window 
by Steve11 Bobker 

HyperCard Redux 57 

Mainstream Mac 
by Jim S eymour 

The 'Big Lie' TV Spot 87 

Pinstripe Mac 
by Robert R. Wiggins 

More Big Problems 93 

The Help Folder 
by Chris Espinosa 

Get the answers from the Mac team. 
225 

The Devil's Advocate 
by John C. Dvorak 

HyperCard: The Forth of the 1990s 
406 

DEPARTMENTS 

Letters 
ji-0 111 th e Mac com111u11ity 

Readers have their say. 17 

New on the Menu 
edited by Russell Ito 

Latest updates, News Line, and more. 
30 

Quick Clicks 
edited by Ben Templin 

Script Expert. HyperAtlas, Wall 
Street Investor, Stat View II , Acta 
2.0, Type ! , Stepping Out II , 
Color Yue SE, Radi us Accelerator 25, 
ProPoint. 65 

Tip Sheet 
compiled by Gregory Wasson 

How to print Page Maker 2.0 (if you 
don't have 3.0 yet) to a new
genera tion Lase rWriter, 
incompatibilitie with Word 3.01 and 
LaserWriter II SC, and more. 301 

MiniFinders 
Hundreds of capsule rev iews to help 

you pick and choose. 343 


Scrapbook 
edited bl' Kristi Coale a11d Jon 

Z ilber ·· 


What's the latest on the menu at the 
new Mac restauran t? What DAs do 
your favorite (or not so favo rite) sta rs 
use? Plus the latest in kooky goofy 
stuff too nu merous to mention here. 
387 
Coming Soon 386 
Advertiser Index 388 

COVER 
illustration by Da vid S mith 
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HOW TO REACH US 

PRODUCfANNOUNCEMENTS 

AND UPDATES 

MacUsrr is always looking for new ond 
unusual products for our New on the Menu, 
News Linc!, Quick Clicks. and Scrapbook 
sections, as wcll 115 for feature coverage, but 
C\'CO with our cars to the ground and our eyes 
stroighl ahead, we can't catch it nll. (I-leek, 
it's ha rd enough just moving in that pos ition.) 
T hot's why we need you r help. If you've got a 
product thnt you'd like to tell us about 
whclhcr it's new or an upgrudc - send your 
tellers und/or press releases to: Chip Carman. 
Technical Director. MacUs~r Magazine, 950 
Tower Lane, 18th noor, Foster City, CA 

94404. 


TECHNICAL DIFFICULTI ES AND HELP 
Although we can' t offer you any telephone 
nssislnncc, MacUser welcomes your tech nical 
questions. ff you've got a Mac question or 
problem, send it to Chris Espinosa, The Help 
Folder, c/o MacUstr Magazine, 950 Tower 
Lane, 18th noor, Foster City, CA 94404. 
Chris works for Apple (in fact. he's been there 
longer than anyone), and if he can't give you 
an answer himself. hc·11 rind someone who 
can. Because of the \'Olumc of mail we receive, 
'4e can't answer all of your questions so we 
also recommend that you take advantage of 
your local user groups. They're often an 
excellent source of infomrntion, and you can 
find the one nearest you by calli ng Apple toll 
free at: (800) 538-9696. ext. 500. 

rJPS, HI NTS, AND PROGRAMS 
We love to get tips and hints (on disk, please) 
from our readers. Any tips should be sent to 
The Tip Sheet, c/o MarUser Magazi ne. 950 
Tower Lane, 18th noor. Foster City, CA 
94404. We c;;.in't print every tip, but we try 
ourbest to pick the most interesting and 
representative ones for publicntion. '-'1c're also 
interested in hearing from any programmers 
who arc interested in contributing to our 
utili ties disk series or labs bcnchmnrk disk 
series. If interested con tact Chip Ca rmon, 
Technical Director, at the sam e address. 

WR ITING FOR MACUSER 
If you have an idea for an nrt iclc you'd like to 
write , we·d like to read it. Send a query letter 
with sa mples of you r writing (published if 
possible) and some information about your 
background to Louise Kohl. ~ccutivc Editor. 
MacUser Magazi ne, 950 Tower Lane. 18th 
noor. Foster City, CA 94404. No calls please. 
Since we rarely buy unsolicited manuscripts. 
sm·e yourself some work, nnd don't send us a 
comple ted article without writing first. Plcnsc 
ullow 4·6 weeks for a reply. 

PERMISSIONS AND REPRINTS 
Materi al in this publication may not be 
reproduced in any form without permission. I f 
you wa 01 to reprint an article in pnrt or in its 
entirety, call or write to Jean Lamcnsdorf, 
Licensing Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing, a 
division of Ziff Communications Company, 
One Park Ave., New York, NY 10016. 

COMPLAINTS ABOUT ADVERTISERS 
MacUs~r·s editors arc not responsible for the 
content of the advertiscment.s in the 
magazine, although our publisher makes 
e\•cry dTon to prevent fraudulent and 
mi.sleading ad..·enising from appearing in the 
magazine. However, if you bought a product 
advertised in MacUsu. arc dissatisfied. and 
can' t resolve the problem, write (do not call) 

. Eli zabeth McGinnis. Advertising 
Dcp;1rtmcn1, MacUstr Magazine, 950 Tower 
Lane. 18th noor, Foster City, CA 94404. 
Incl ude copies of all your relevant 

correspondence and please be as specific as 

possible. 
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GRAY SCALES- ass il!n 
PnstScript<'i> J!T"JY scales in 1% 
incrcmenl s. -TJ]~-~q,~~¥L:.S.~ 

FINE HAIRJ.I:\~~-;- a.' thin as 
I H•Kllh of an inch for precision 
details. 

16.i ,'IJLLION COJ.ORS-
Full ace<.<> tu the ~ l ac ll 's color 
pi.'ker. Can""-' 2.0 color palette.< 
arc compatible with l'ixl'IP:iint's. 

~:::~---:--__,\-~--ir.POJ.YGOXS- with unlimited 
cuntml poinL' that can re aJJeJ. 
dcl <teJ . jo1n~d or split. 

PIU:CISION- posit ion or resize 
ohjects in I / ti4.(HHlth of an inch 
inuc:mcnts. 

• tomtt th.·;1lly tran..·..- ;111J 1..·om·crts 
bitmap w;iphic.< tu smixJth ohjcct 
art . Also \\'orks \\'i th !>l'.~ llllll'<l 1m~gc..._, 

ITWILL BLOW YOU AWAY! 

Let your creativity sail with Canvas 

2.0"'. Whether you're a seasoned profes
sional or an occasional user, Canvas 2.0 
has the power and speed you need while 
remaining a breeze to use. 

Create multi-point Bezier cul\1es and 
smooth polygons with unlimited control 
points. Points can be added or deleted. 
and curves can be joined or split (using 
the scissors or glue tool) to fonn complex 
shapes. 

Auto-Tracing converts ex isting bit 
mapped images (dots) into true objects 
(shapes) . lt even works with high 
resolution (300 to 2540 dpi) scanned 
graphics. This feature alone can save you 
countless hours of tedious work. 

avigate through complex drawings 
by usi ng an unlimited number of layers 

all together to get the big picture. And 
when we say big... we're tal kin g 9 feet by 
9 feet. 

Hit the mark with precision hair
li nes as thin as 1 / 1 OOOth of an inch. then 
fill or stroke using PostScript® gray 
scales or patterns. Work fast er by pre
defin ing custom line thicknesses and 
arrowheads. 

Mac II users can choose from 16. 7 
million colors for objects. text or bit
maps. And Canvas 2.0 also works with 
l\-1ac compatible color printer.; and film 
printers. 

\\'ith accuracy to 1 64.000th of an 
inch you can position any object. text or 
bi tmap precisely. Canvas 2.0 can even 
calculate and automatically display 
lengths. angles. areas and perimeters 

and write to a variety of fonnats includ
ing PICT. PICT2. TIFF. MacPaint™ and 
MacDraw™.• 

Don't run aground with other draw
ing programs. Whether ifs business gra
phics. presentations, desktop publishing, 
desktop engineering or architecture . 
Canvas 2.0 has all the features you need. 

Set your course to your nearest 
Canva<; dealer and ask for a complete 
demonstration or call us at: 
l-800.6CAi\/VAS. 

In Florida (305) 594-6965 

Canvas 2.0 uggested Retail $299.95. 

Site Licenses Available. 


£._,eneba

SOFTWARE 

to create perfect graphics for engineering. (auto-dimensioning). 7855 N.W. 12th Street, Suite 202, 
desktop presentations or graphic design. Improved importing and exporting Miami , Florida 33126 
Then save or print them individual ly or of text and graphics allows you to read (305) 594-6965 

All product na mes mentioned are trademarks ol their respect ive nolders 

Please circle 84 on reader service card. 
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Otherpresentation software can only nwke \ 
overheads and slides. MORE IIgives you these l 
and much much more. 
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TRADE UP TO MORE II 
I/you own MORE, onfyou boulfil/ PowerPoint, Ready·Set-Show, or Cricket Presents beforeyou discovered MORE II , trade-up 11ow. Send a checlwrmoney · 
order for $89 along with thejirs/ /1age ofyo11n11a1111a//o MORE II Upgrade, Symantec Corp. , /0201 Torre Ave., C11pati110, CA 95014. Orea/I (408) 446-9994 
for upgrade ins/ructions. 



WHEN YOU CAii GETMORE; 

INTRODUCING MORE II: 

PRESENTATIONS AND · ··· · ~· ......w "~~~:.::::::..~.... 

A WHOLE LOT MORE. ·MORE II , 
W'th l f k ·OUUIHE PROCESSINGI ots 0 wor ' .TJ.. lmlupubblo Am nugn of MORE II 

• .l4V11-oo ~ttu"~;. e you can __,.0,., , f')•.,,~,:,,· ,~"l,,..,,)g~}l~,:J: t ll'C. ,.. ~~-
lfll00ftnt 1111 orn1.m!l'l u.t«l lt'f¢tl l'll ~!)~.r•~: •.talent' and tun
~1 1111s.~0«1:;;,cr;nar.t4' :·1 

make overheads and slides · · ~~-:..~":':!:'~,,,-...... ...,,""'"
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with any presentation soft- ,.,,...:=:@"'"" '~~· r 

they're printed. You'll format any text 
to be any font, size, style, or color. Whether 
in one-page letters or sixty-page reports. 
MORE II gives you total control of every 
detail. Because every document is a 
presentation. And every presentation 

ends up as a document. 
ware. But why do it yourself? • ~z~ · : ::':. ""'M":""'"" ~·""~ !~~ INSTANT, ADVANCED,
For the same price, all new / ~ & LIVE VIDEOMORE II can automatically make them PRESENTATIONS.for you. With less work and without talent. 

I 
Click click. That's howIn no time. fast MORE II turns anThat's because MORE II is instant entire outline or any partartistic presentations, advanced drawing, of one into stunning bulletand live video presentations. Plus, power or presentation chart over-outlining and word processing. In heads. Click click click.short, it's the only total solution. For That's how fast MORE IIboth productivity and presentations. completely changes the format of 

OUTLINING, WRITING &WORD one or thousands of slides. Aaaaah. 
PROCESSING. That's the sound you'll hear when 

Bullet charts are small outlines; you use your Macintosh screen to 
paragraphs and long documents are show slides created with MORE II's 
simply bigger outlines. That's why complete drawing tools and 
MORE II's advanced outlining and word ~ graphics libraries. For overheads, 
processing let you easily organize and edit 35mm slides, and live video 
headings, bullets, paragraphs, and pages. shows including fades, 
To create everything from simple .wipes, and dissolves, 
memos to full-scale reports no presentation-only 
and presentations. product even comes 
MORE II's outline close. 
saves you time. It MORE II makes 
helps you plan aplan, planning, organizing, 
revise a report, or writing,andpresenting 
perfecta as easy as double
presentation. clicking amouse. The 

MOREil choice is clear. Get 
has all the ~--..~-l MORE II. Or get less. 
~ord proces For MORE II information, 
smg power call (800) 888-0886 Ext. 761F 
features Please circle 196 on reader service card. 

(including the 
100, 000-word MORE; I';Microlytics SpellFindernJ ·-··..........-.....-· . 
spelling checker) plus, a full 
page preview that shows exactly 
how documents will look before 

WHEll YOU'RE MORI PRODUCTIVE, IT SHOWS'M 
5,,M ANTEC n.i S zll(J!lsled retail pn·ct!S.195. MORE tmd MOl<E II ari' lrtuk marks o/Symm1trc Corp, 11 7EasyS/rttl. Mo:wtam Virw. CA 94043 ~ t415J!J6.l · 6..100. ~ 1988 
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Reaching For the Right Balance 

Software to Balance Your 
Macintosh'" (512KE, Plus, SE, II) Skills 
DISK WO RLD is one 3 112" di sk fu ll of q ua li ty software for your 
M acintosh, d elivered to yourd norevery month for only $6.65 
an issue. DlSKWORLD g ives you jus t the right ba lance of 
useful app lica tions fo r home or work as well as enterta ining 
games and fea tures. Each month you' ll receive from five to 
ten quality, orig inal p rog rams (not public domain) d epend
ing on the s ize of each program. 

Get the Most from Your Macintosh 
Every mon th, you ca n re ly o n the vast experience of our 
ed itors and programmers to provide you wi th carefull y se
lected oftware you can use. Each monthly issue con tai n 
va luable features such as: ready-to-ru n applications, utilities, 
new clip a rt, new fonts, tu toria ls, games, d esk accessories, 
HyperCa rd "'stacks, FKeys, I JT's, product reviev.rs and much 
m ore. With our easy- to- fo llow documentation on d isk a nd 
our s tand a rd Macintosh m nu system , you ' ll maste r each 
new application w ith con fidence a nd ease. 

Your Best Software Value 
W ithout investing a fortune, DISKWORLD wi ll convince you 
tha t your Macintosh is the most versatile and powerful tool 
you ow n. You' ll lea rn mo re about your Macintosh, its capa
biliti es, a nd avai lab le soft wa re, than you no w be lieve pos
s ible. At $6.65 an issue -you jus t can' t find a better software 
va lue fo r your Macintosh than DISK WORLD. 

Call Toll Free 1-800-831-2694 

FREE SOFTWARE-
With a 3-Month Trial Subscription 
DISK WORLD is sen t to you each mon th on an SOOK 31/i" d isk. 
Try DISKWORLD for three months fo r on ly $19.95 (tha t's 
only $6.65 an issue) and receive "The DISKWO RLD Sa mpler" 
absolute ly free. This bonus disk conta ins more new ga mes, 
fo nts, and cl ip a rt fo r your Macintosh. 

Guaranteed Satisfaction 
or Your Money Back 
As soft wa re publishers s ince 1981, we a t SOFTDISK INC. 
g uara ntee the quality of all our soft wa re products. If you are 
not fully sa tis fi ed w ith DISKWORLD return your fi rs t issue 
fo r a full refund . "The Sa mpler Disk" is yours to keep. You 
ca n' t lose. O rder tod ay wi th the a ttached cou pon or ca ll toll 
free 1-800-831-2694. 

"------------------,
YES! Please rush me my free Sampler Disk and start my three 
month trinl subscription to DISKWORLD fo r my Macintosh for 
only $19.95 pos tnge pnid. (Cn11ndn fMexico $24.94, Overseas $27.95) 
Mnke checks pnyable to Softd isk, Inc. in U.S. Fu nd . (Louisinnn 
residents add 4% sa les tax). 

Nil me ------------------
Address __________________ 

Ci ty ______State __Zip+ 4 ______ 

Dnytime Phone ( __) Ex t. ___ 

VISA / MC ::J AmEx Q Payment End o ed(U.5. f 1111rfs 011 /y!) 

Card II Exp. ___ 

Signature-----------------

Please circle 77 on reader service card. 
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BY FR EDERI C E. DAV IS • T H E EDITOR'S D E S K T 0 P 

The Business 

of Creativity 


C
omputers have been hailed as 
the best thing to happen to 
business productivity since the 
industrial revolution and the 

be t thing to happen to scientific re
search since the microscope. Even in 
the ea rl y days of computing, however, 
the incred ible creative drive of the hu
man spirit compe lled some adventur
ous people to ex plore the crea ti ve po
tenti als of computer technology. The 
ea rl y ex plorers of crea ti ve computing 
were not content to accept th at com
puters, the pinnacle of hum an technol
ogy, didn ' t have implications in the 
creative art s that might be as far 
reac hing and profound as the impact 
computers were already hav ing in the 
worlds of science and business. 

Wh at started as unive rsity st udents 
and faculty experimenting with com
puter game , graphics, and music has 
now matured into an im portant new 
computer ma rket that offers a wide ar
ray of ophisti cated applica tions for 
graphic arts, design, music, video, dra
ma, dance, and other crea tive endeav
ors. This emerging market se rves the 
technology needs of many crea ti ve
arts profess ionals. And it 's no surprise 
to Mac aficionados that the computer 
at the forefront of this new alliance of 
art and technology is the Macintosh. 
This month 's special report on the 
business of creativity focuses on the 
two largest groups of artists using the 
Mac - mu icians a nd visual artists. 

THE AVANT-GARDE COMPUTER 
Big Blue may dominate the business 

market, but the Macint osh has be
come the computer of choice among 
people who are in the bu ine s of cre
a ti vity. The Macintosh (unli ke compa
ra ble I BM systems) prov ides good 
built-in gra phics and sound in every 
machine, which prompted early Mac 
soft ware developers to create some de
cent graphics and music progra ms. 

Earl y programs were li mited in power, 
but they both in trod uced innovat ive 
conce pts th at captured the imag in a
tion of arti sts and mu icians a nd ap
pealed to the musica l a nd artist ic sense 
within everyone. 

The earl y crea tivity applications on 
the Mac helped brea k the traditional 
"chicken versus egg" deadlock. Ea rly 
awarenes. of crea tivity software on the 
Mac mea nt th at not only did quite a 
fe w software developers produce more 
and better soft ware for gra phic art s 
and music but that there was also a 
hea lthy marke t of professional artists 
and musician. awa re of the so ft wa re 
th at was be ing developed. And even 
though some soft wa re designed origi
na ll y fo r the Mac has trickled down to 
the less advanced wor ld of MS-DOS, 
the Mac i still the primary source of 
today's mo. t crea ti ve and innovative 
personal-computer software. 

SUCCESS STORIES 
The Macintosh 's success in desktop 

publishing ha led to a well-developed 
graphic-a rt s market for the Macin

tosh. The Macintosh now plays a ma
jor role in the crea tion of illust rations 
fo r magazines, newspapers, books, ad
ve rtisements and packag ing of con
sumer products. Everythi ng from 
USA Today's gra ph ics to the design of 
the Certs mints package are showcas
ing the Mac's revolutionary impact on 
graphic arts. 

The advent of the Macintosh II , 
with its color-gra phics ca pabilities, 
has opened many more doors for the 
Macint osh because it can now be used 
for applications th at require color. 
Places that never thought twice about 
the black-a nd-white, compact Mac 
models now sing the praises of the Mac 
11 with all the zea l of the newly con
ve rted. The Mac 11 's color-graphics 
ca pabilities have propelled sales of the 
machine to many businesses that are 
discovering the Mac 11 is a more pow
erful tool th an an MS-DOS machine 
fo r enhancing a nd fac ilita ting graphic 
art s a nd are ultimately leading to more 
effect ive graphic commun ica tions. 
Companies are eager to tap the power 
of the Mac II to make color publica
tions, presentations, and sa les materi
als because it offers a tremendous sav
ings over the normal four-color 
separation proce s used in traditional 
printing and graphic art s. Color desk
top publishing on the Mac 11 means 
that good looks just got less expensive. 

I WANT MY DESKTOP MTV! 
The Mac II is leading the way in 

another new technology - desktop 
video. This exciting emerging technol
ogy is the combination of ma ny appli
cat ion areas that are already esta b
lished on the Mac such as graphic 
art , video production, a nimation, mu
sic, and sound effects. The Mac Il, in 
combination with special video add-in 
boards, can be used to mi x computer 
graphics, sound , and live (or taped) 
video. 
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Desktop video is a very significant 
development, not only for TV stations 
and video-production facilities but for 
other businesses as well. The Mac II is 
getting ready to take desktop presenta
tions to a new level; instead of showing 
easy-to-read transparencies or a nice 
slide show, you' II be able really to get 
people's attention with a multimedia 
video presentation and leave behind a 
videotape of the presentation too. 
Right now the software and hardware 
is still in the formative stages, and the 
results you get with today's products 
are good but not great - a bit crude 
compared to what you're used to see
ing on TV. 

Within six months to a year, howev
er, you can expect to see Macintosh II 
software and hardware for video that 
will be up to the level of today's profes
sional video systems costing more than 
$I 00,000. The desktop publishing 
price/performance breakthrough 
strikes again! 

T he early 

creativity applications on 

the Mac helped break the 

traditional 'chicken versus 

egg' deadlock. 

-

THIS MONTH'S MENU 

In this month's issue, we've placed 
several items on the menu that are re
lated to our theme of creativity. To 
sta rt, we explore the world of color: 
We have a comprehensive report from 
MacUser Labs that compares 25 color 
monitors for the Macintosh. Next, we 
have a comparison of the only two col

or laser printers available: the Tek
tronix 46930 Color Printer and the 
QMS ColorScript 100 (which each 
take a different approach to color 
printing). To round out our colorful 
stuff, we have a comparative review of 
Illustrator 88 and FreeHand, two ex
cellent drawing programs that are do
ing a lot to make people hungry for 
color monitors and color laser printers. 

For the professional-music crowd, 
we have an ensemble of pieces review
ing the latest in notation and transcrip
tion soft ware as well as programs de
signed to help you get the most from 
your expensive music gear, including 
sound-shaping programs for digital 
sound samplers; editors and librarians 
for synthesizers; and a slew of Hyper
Card stacks for pros, amateurs, and 
fans. 

Also just for this month's issue, 
we' re doing something a bit different. 
There's a misconception that it takes a 
huge studio full of expensive hardware 

Color Output That Sizzles 
From Your Apple®Macintosh'" IL 

If you're looking for an easy-to-use color printer that delivers fas t, high 
quality color output, with full Apple Macintosh 11 compmibili ry, look at the 

A built-in video interface enables the G 330-70 to creme a permanent copy 
on glossy paper or transparency film of ;my image viewed on your computer 

With 150 dots per inch resolution, the G 330-70 is ideally suited for presen
tat ion graphics, paint-type graphic art and PC CAD. It operates smoothl y in 
several PC environments, including the A pple Macintosh II, IBM®PC/ XTI AT 
and compatible , or IBM PS/2 .'"" The G 330-70 can prim the screen displays 
from popular graphics boards, including Ma II, CGA, EGA and VGA. 

For fast, bold, bri lliant color output directly from your moni tor, specify the 
Mitsubishi®G 330-70. At a suggested reta il price of $5900, the G '30-70 offer. the 
most convenient method fo r high quality colo r output. 

For product information or nearest authorized Mitsubishi 
Electronics ales representatives, please call 1-800-556-1234, 
ext. 54R. In Califo rnia, call l-800-441-2 45, ex t. 54R. Mitsubish 
Electronics America, In ., Computer Periphera ls Division, 
99 l Knox Street, To rrance, CA 90502, (213) 217-5732 . 

The G330-70 color 1hernwl 

transfer printer produces d 


full-color 1/z n x 11 · page or 

tmnsparenc. in abom 80 scconck 


6 MITSUBISHI
6' ELECTRONIC!Images pt1ntco With pcrml5SIOO from tile follo-.Vlng oomp.anies (rtadcma1ked software JXJCJ.:.Jgc name follo ,vs company name). 

SuperMac Soflwarc (A>:c/Pamt). Access Technology, Inc (Tropezo); Compu1er Fnenas. Inc (Modem AttJs rJ . 
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to produce state-of-the-art art. It 's not 
true. Good old MacPaint 1.0 on a 
l 28 K Mac is still a powerful art ist's 
tool that even da Vinci would have 
loved. Today's Mac MIDI musicians, 
with a sequencer, a synthesize r, and a 
budget four-track recorder, have more 
technology at their disposal than Bach, 
Beethoven, or The Beatles ever had. 
There are a host of tools for word 
smiths of all types - from specialized 
word-processing programs for screen
writers to simulation packages that 
science- fiction writers can use as brave 
new world processors. A single anima
tor can produce a minimovie that only 
a few years ago would have taken 
teams of animators and specialized 
equipment. And it costs a lot less than 
the quarter of a million dollars per 
minute that Who Framed Roger Rab
bit? ran . 

We felt the best way to make this 
point would be to show you some top
notch Mac artists at work, focu sing on 

G ood old 

MacPaint 1.0 on a 128K 


Mac is still a powerful 


artist's tool that even 


da Vinci would have loved. 
-

how they leverage thei r talent with 
simple tools and a few tricks of the 
trade. You might not know their 
names, but you ' II proba bly recognize 
their work. And you' ll notice, in these 
" Portraits of the Artists," that they 
don 't all have million-dollar produc
tion faciliti es or every software pack
age ever written. They make the most 

they can of the resources ava ilable to 
them, often doing their preliminary 
work on a fa irly modest home system 
and using a service bureau or profes
sional production facility - such as a 
Linotronic print shop for art or a 24
track recording studio fo r music - fo r 
the fi nal output. 

THE POWER TO CREATE 
Some of the toys in these production 

departments and service bureaus are 
truly aston ishing. Accurate ly repre
senting and mani pulating images and 
sound on a com puter is a tech nica ll y 
complex bus iness, and graphics and 
music applications are among the most 
sophist icated and powerfu l programs 
on the Macintosh. (Many creativ ity 
products for the Mac are so technically 
demanding th at they cannot be imple
mented successfully in the world of 
MS-DOS. ) 

If you're outfi tting a studio or pro
duction facility, and money is no ob-

CR.A s MAsrrE:R'" 
Gl:T HEADY TO BEATTIIE HOUSE! C.isi110 Craps gives skilled players llEC01'11 E A MASTffi OF BLACKJACK! lll,1L kjack is the Olll' c,1sino ga11tt' 
11early the s.1111e aclm ntage ,1s the house. 1\ll standard hcts includ ing wht'R' skill and knowledge call pranic,1lly dimitl.1te the houS<' ,1ch•,1111.1ge. 
111u lt iple Odds and Place hets. Lc:arn card counting. basic and ad\',11\CL'd 'tr.negit•s. Pr.ictice dillerent 

cnu111i 11g 1111:thod · using up tn eight detk, while: playing with one toROULETTE lVIA TER 
th ree: hamb. 1\ll standard c,1 ino hc:t>. inliudinµ douhk split. a11dCATCH ItOULETTE FEVER! The croupier sliding owr your \\'innings is 
in!!lur,1ncl·. Repeat bt:is with u ~in~k 1..•111ry.the only thing missing from our rmlistic Casi 110 Roulene game. I \',uch 

the \\'heel spin. Plays Double 0 or Single 0. Rcpe.n bets with singk• c:ntry. S39 pc:r game:. shi pping included. Order.. ,iccqnc:d \\'ith major credit c.mb. 
Disco11111, on multiple game urdcrs. OUR CASINO GAMES GIVE YOU TIIE SKILL FOn TIIAT WlN~Il\'G 
For information and orders CALL TOLL Flt EE l-S00-&18-2424. EDGE. You play and learn at your mm pace \\' itli no risk. ;\lake all 

C.1' ino bets \\'ilh player-selcctahlt' Slilke. chip 1•,1l11e. and ru les options. On Centron Software, Inc. 
scrcc11 window, hel p with p.iyo!Todc!s .111d advice. E.1sy 10 umlcrs1.111d 
m.111 11 ;1ls rnntain complete r.1les and beuing strateµ ics. Tens uf thous,111ds 621 N.W. 53rd Street, Suite 240. Boca Raton. FL 33487 
of satisfied customers. Des igned for Mac's with 5!2K memory. 10 1 MASTER THE WINNING EDGE 
copy protected. OW'S MASTEte Ut.ACKJACK ACE' M'D HOlJt.t-rTE MASl Ell'"Allf. TRADEMAIU<>OF CENTRON SOFlWARE. INC. AND HITECI I M•\N>\GLMl"Nl COl<P. 
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IS NOW HISTORY. INTRODUCING VERSION 3.0 

Professional programmers want maximum perform- THINK's LightspeedC Version 3.0 is absolutely the 
ance with minimum wait; they want their code to be fastest path to a finished product. Create programs in record 
compact and efficient. That's why they choose THINK's · time with an integrated multiwindow text editor, compiler, 
LightspeedC ten times more often than competing C linker, and auto-make facility. Then debug them instantly 
products. Tim Gill of Quark says, "We origim1lly chose with the only Mac-style source-level debugger available 
THINK's LightspeedC to develop the QuarkXPress"' elec- today for Con the Macintosh. Use the debugger to step 
tronic publishing system because it was the fastest Cwe'd through applications function by function, statement by 
ever seen. THINK's LightspeedC helped us to produce statement. Set break points, examine and set variables, 
fine code and dramatically increase the performance of display structs, arrays, and arbitrary exi;:iressions. All in 
QuarkXPress 2.0. Now, with its .,.~""'""""""'l'PP'!'!'P-"l'!'ll"""'P!'ir~"l'P'!lll'Pl'!'.-.i one smooth operation. Finish fast. 
powe1iul new Macintosh-style ' ' ' ' Get to market first. Who knows, with 
source-level debugger, THINK's . Full K&R implementation with Harbison and Steele extensions. THINK's LightspeedC Version 3.0, 
Ll"ghtspeedC "l:Ters1"on 3.0 helps us • Includes Macintosh·stylesource·leveldebuggerforincrediblr you could makev1 fast development. Integrates with TMON for smooth low·leve 
work even better. And its new debugging. Also works with Macsbug. history too Call THINK'S 

•Compilesupto48,0001incsperminute.t ' • 
SUpport for precompiled headers .Links any size program in less than one second. 1-800-888-0886 L" hts~c .. 
means that compiling is much •In-line 68881 math co-processor and 68020 support. Ex. 2~8 F for . 19 ~ 
faster, too. Incredible'.' •Precompiled headers for ultimate compilation speed. more information. 71Je Profi'ssio11al.<OJOice 

•Full toolbox, OS, UNIX libraries, and SANE numeric support. 
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ject, you'll want to start with a large 
color display and lots of RAM. And 
you'll want some special peripherals 
such as graphics tablets, scanners, and 
printers. If you need color scanners or 
color printers, yqu'd better brace your
self for some serious spending. And 
let's not forget to mention mass stor
age. A single 81/2 -x-ll-inch page 
scanned at 300. dots per inch in 8-bit 
color or gray scale can take up to 7 
megabytes of storage space when 
saved as a bit-mapped document. Even 
I00 megabytes of storage space soon 
starts to look pretty cramped. 

Musicians also have demanding 
mass-storage and RAM requirements, 
especially if they are working with dig
itized sound (such as the CD and 
DAT). The Mac II has the processing 
power and most of the software to cre
ate and master a compact disc com
pletely, but you'll need up to 50 mega
bytes of RAM to hold large sound 
samples and about 600 megabytes of 

G raphics 

and music applications are 

among the most 

sophisticated and powerful 

programs on the 

Macintosh. 

-

hard-disk space for the final data that 
comprises the CD. These systems are 
expensive in Mac terms - New En
gland Digital's Synclavier synthesizer 
and Direct-to-Disk recording system, 
at well over$ I 00,000, may be the most 
expensive Mac peripheral there is 

but they're bargains compared to the 
cost of studio time and tape mastering 
that is required to produce an all-digi
tal audio CD. 

Whether you're an after-hours art
ist working in a basement studio or a 
professional with a state-of-the-art fa
cility, there are a few more things 
you'll need: ideas, inspiration, and in
genuity. And, maybe more than any
thing else, that's where the artist's 
Mac shines most. A big part of the 
Mac's appeal to artists is the creative 
design of the machine itself, from the 
sleek, compact, user-friendly, house
hold-appliance look of the original 
Macs to the artistically designed, 
graphic user interface. Even the name 
Macintosh showed a flair for creativity 
and originality - a flair that both at
tracts and inspires creative users. ~ ----c=--·

~~}) 

FREDERIC E. DAVIS/EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

Hardware House, Inc. 
3637 Locust St., Phi ladelphia, PA 19104 

CALL TOLL FREE 
800-356-2892 

MCNISA Accepted 
You will nol be charged until order is snipped: 

Prices subject to change without noffoe. +!: ·. · 
·' · ~:n·t·" = ~' • ~ : 
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227 Main Street 

Your Macintosh Connection in the Heartland ofAmerica 

GB8El:llQS ~ EQt:US 6!.!SINESS UTILITIES QAIA 6ASE 

ABA Software CE Software ALSoft M8~AGEME~I 
Draw It Again Sam 
Broderbund 

95 Quick Mail 
Cricket 

180 Disk Express 
FonUOA Juggler Plus 

32 
38 

Activision 
Reports for Hypercard 59 

Print Shop 39 Cricket Presents 289 CE Software Blythe Software 
CE Software Microsoft Quickeys 57 Omnis 3 Plus/Express 280 
CalendarMaker 29 Excel 1.5 249 Disk top 29 Odesta 
Deneba Software Power Point 249 Central Point Software Double Helix II 350 
Canvas 
Dubl- Click 

117 Works 1.1 
Shana Enterprises 

194 Copy II Mac 
FWB 

23 
DESKTQP 

WORLD CLASS FONTS! Fast Forms 95 Hard Disk Prtition 45 P!.!BLISl:llNG 

Originals, Stylish, Giants 
(Each) 49 
WET PAINT! 
Classic Cl ip Art, Publishing, 

GAMES 
Activision 
Shanghai 
Broderbund 

24 

Hard Disk Utility 
Kent Marsh 
MacSafe 
Night Watch 

55 

90 
109 

Letraset 
Ready, Set, Go! 285 
Allan Banadio Associates 
Expressionist 2.0 80 

Animal Kingdom, Special 
Occassions, Printers Helper, 
Industrial Revolution, Old 
Earth Almanac, Island Life 
(Each) 49 
Foundation Publishing 

Ancient Art Of War 
Bullseye 
Ferrari Grand Prix 
Electronic Arts 
Chuck Yeager's 
Flight Simulator 

28 

34 

38 

Mac Master 
Fedit +Version 1.07 
Olduvai 
Icon-It! 
Supermac Software 
Disk fit 

28 

39 

55 

QAD EBQQ!.!QIS 
Cricket Software 
Cricket Draw 174 
Silicon Beach Software 
Super 30 160 

Comic People 25 
Comic Strip Factory 35 
Silicon Beach Software 
Super Paint 79 
T/Maker 
Click Art Letters I, Letters II, 
Personal Graphics, 

Greene Inc. 
Crystal Quest 
Microsoft 
Flight Simulator 
Practical Computer 
Applications 
MacGolf 

30 

34 

36 

Superspool 50 
Symantec 
S. U. M. 62 
Mlcrolytlcs 
Gofer so 

SEELL Ql:lEQISERS 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Microsoft 
Word 249 
Write 115 
T/Maker 
Write Now 100 

Publications, Holidays, MacRacquetball 36 Working Software 8QQESSQRIES 
Business Image, Silicon Beach Spellswell 42 P.A.C.E. 
Effects (Each) 29 Beyond Dark Castle 28 Deneba MacCarry 63 
Christ ian Images 34 Spectrum Holobyte Spelling Coach 56 Sony 
3G Graphics Falcon 28 Mlcrolytics, Inc. Sony Disks OS-DD 
Images With Impact 60 Solitaire Royal 20 Word Finder 35 10 pak 16 

1-800-541-4620 
Customer Service (515) 497-5270 

Monday through Saturday BAM to 6PM (Central Standard Time) 
Ifyou don't see what you want, please call for information as not all are listed above. 

•VISA and MASTERCARD accepted with no additional charge. 
•Your credit card will not be charged until we ship your order. 
•Iowa residents add 4% sales tax. 
•Sorry, we cannot accept COD orders. 
•A $3.00 shipping charge will be added to all orders. 
•We ship Federal Express Standard Air. 

All prices subject to change without notice. All items subject to availability. 

Please circle 127 on reader service card . 



There's No Reason To Look Beyond 


For The Macintosh 

Data Recovery · Fast Hard Disk Backup · Disk Management 


Now the world's best-selling utilities 
are available for the Mac. From 
the people who brought 
you Copy II Mac comes a 
collection of utilities that 
gives you everything you 
need to keep your data safe 
and secure. Only PC Tools"' 
Deluxe delivers all this for 
just $79: 

•The best UNDELETE 
available. Instead of merely 
guessing, it recovers data even 
from fragmented files. • HARD 
DISK BACKUP. Fast and reli
able, backs up your data to disks 
or tape and is completely com
patible with Multifinder. • DISK 
OPTIMIZER. Unfragments your 
files and improves hard disk perfor
mance. • SMART LOCATED.A. 
Find files fast. Search by filename or 
up to three key phrases. Transfer data 
from the located file into your word 
processor or spreadsheet. • FILE 
ENCRYPTION AND COMPRES.. 
SION. Encrypt and shrink individual 
files and entire fo lders. Save disk space 
and keep your sensitive data secure. 
• DISK RECOVERY. Recover data from 
magnetically damaged diskettes and hard drives. • TRACK/BlOCK 
EDITOR. Examine virtually a~y disk and even repair bad biocks. 

Before you buy any other utility program fo r your Mac, take a look at CentrdPaint 
PC Tools Deluxe. Like hundreds of thousands of users, you'll find there's 

no reason to look any further. For the dealer nearest you, or to order ~ 
direct, call (503) 690-8090, M - F, 8 a. m.-5 p.m. (West Coast time). 


15220 N.W. Gree nbrier Pkwy. #200 
Beaverton, Oregon 97006 

PC Tools is n lradcmark of Cent ral Point Softw 11 rc. All o ther product names are rrademar ksof thtir m.-. nu fonu rcrs. 
(503) 690-8090 

Please circle 105 on reader service card. 
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' The woodcut portraits of the col
umnists ain't coming back, so stop 
asking. We welcome your views on any 
other issues of interest to the Macin
tosh community. Send your comments 
to Letters to the Editor, MacUser, 950 
Tower Lane, 18th floor, Foster City, 
CA 94404. All letters become the 
property of MacUser, and we reserve 
the right to edit any letters we print. 

NONPLUSSED 

AII the talk about the need for a low
cost, entry-level Mac ignores the 

obvious: the "new" Mac Plus. Now 
that Apple has lowered its prices, it's 
not hard to get a Plus for a street price 
of around $1,250. While not exactly 
rock-bottom, it's certainly affordable 
and more competitive with MS-DOS 
setups than it used to be. 

I work with SEs all day at work and 
thought I wouldn ' t be able to afford a 
home system for another year or two. 
Perhaps the soothsayers are right 
when they predict that Apple is getting 
ready to cut the Plus loose, but I would 
be interested in seeing their sales fig
ures for the past few months. 
JIMMY DuRCHSALG 

REDWAY, CA 

LET FREEDOM RING 

Twenty bucks certainly isn' t too 
much to pay for a program you're 

going to use, as suggested in Neil Sha
piro's June '88 column on " Paying for 
What You Get." But on the two-page 
spread in front of the column, there's 
an ad for a $1,000 music program. 
Come on, no wonder we cadge pro
grams from each other, from bulletin 
boards, from owners who sell us their 

> 
en computers. The prices people are askw 

en 
a: ing are simply outrageous! 
a: 
a In the age of the Information Explo:::;: 
<( sion, there can be no explosion if the 
a 

suppliers of the information are splitz 
::::; 
w 
CD ting hairs about who owes what to 

whom. The information and the means 
of transmitting it - the computer pro
gram - must be free. That's right, pal, 
free to everyone who can develop the 
mental wherewithal to use them, just 
like in the public library. Computer 
programs are a medium, like pencils. 
Hardwa,re manufacturers should buy 
the programs from software develop
ers and distribute them free with their 
machines, as incentives to buy. But the 
idea of someone charging $1,000 for a 
couple of disks just because the appli
cations on them can push information 
around in a particular way is ridicu
lous. 

Long live free information. 
ANONYMOUS 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 

Libraries are great places to borrow 
books, but ifyou want to keep one, you 
still have to go to a bookstore. (And you 
pay for the library books with your tax
es, anyway.) But you may be on to the 
NeXT trend in software distribution: 

Steve Jobs plans to distribute at least 
two third-party programs - Mathe
matica and WrireNow - with his long
anticipated machine. - AA 

HYPER FOR MANCE 

What is the likelihood that there 
will be a compiled version of Hy

perTalk and/or an interpreted version 
with bug-chasing facilities similar to 
those that come with Lightspeed pro
grams? I'm an amateur programmer 
- not even a hacker - who's been 
impressed with HyperTalk as a tool for 
developing some programs for offbeat 
data analysis and repou-writing tasks 
at work , and for keepin track of some 
family matters at home. 

But HyperTalk is so slow. Especial
ly when you want to do multiple pro
cessing steps to data on the screen. Ca
chunk, ca-chunk. You can practically 
see the wheels spinning as it reads data 
from a field, manipulates it, and stuffs 
it back. Sure, you could use HyperTalk 
as a development tool and then man
ually translate the code into a com
piled language. But that's asking a lot 
of an amateur working on limited-use 
personal programs. Why not a simple 
way to compile the HyperTalk stack 
once the bugs have been worked out? 
And speaking of debugging, I really 
miss the ability to Aag a stopping point 
and then step through the code, moni
toring variable values as you go. I. 
doubt that HyperTalk can really be a 
programming tool "for the rest of us" 
until it provides more debugging help. 
RODGERS ADAMS 

MINNEAPOLIS. MN 

HyperTalk, like all interpreted lan
guages, is slow to execute. Building a 
source-level debugger for an inter
preted language is much simpler than 
doing the same for a compiled lan
guage, so I'll second your motion for a 
friendlier HyperTalk debugging envi- '--' 
ronment. Michael Swaine's column 
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Made in U.S.A. Anthro" 
All steel frame construction Technology FurnitureEasily /)Olds up to 150 lbs. 

3221 N.W. Yeon St. 
Portland, OR 97210 
503-241-7113 
Telex: 940103 

AnrnroCart af\d Tecflno/ogy Fum11ure a10 
regislerea ·l!ademarks ot Anthro. 

Card Tricks in our August '88 issue 
has a few tips on scripting that you 
might find helpful. - JF 

CLEF NOTES 

I read with interest Paul Lehrman's 
article about his tribulations in cre

ating publication-quality sheet music 
in your July issue. I have a lot of re
spect for Mr. Lehrman. But reading 
his tortured process for creating print
ed music using Deluxe Music Con
struction Set made me so nervous that 
I had to go outside and shoot baskets in 
the middle of the article. It was like 
watching someone write a doctoral dis
sertation using MacPaint. 

I decided to see how long it would 
take me, using Professional Composer, 
lo do the song Fire in the Glen that you 
reproduced on page 224. Doing the 
notes, text underlay, and formatting to 
make it close to Mr. Lehrman's exam
ple took me 12 minutes. I estimate that 
after adding chords, instructions, and 
titles and extra verses (with Page
Maker), it would take a total of about 
half an hour for finished copy. 

It looks like things will only be get
ting better in the near future, as the 
second-generation music programs hit 
the shelves. If I were making my living 
as a music engraver, I'd take some 
Macintosh lessons. The handwriting is 
on the screen. 
BILL STEVENS 

WINSTON-SALEM, NC 

In many ways Professional Com
poser is a superior program to Deluxe 
Music Construction Set, but you can
not export images from Professional 
Composer to any other application, 
including PageMaker, except in bit
map form. I needed more flexibility 
than the program allows, so it was un
usable. By the way, I'm afraid some of 
the second-generation programs are 
going to make musicians' and publish
ers' lives worse, not better. But that's 
another article (see "The Write Staff," 
in this issue). - Paul D. Lehrman 

DVORAK PROS AND CONS 

An item in the June '88 New on the 
Menu exaggerated the advantages 

of the Dvorak keyboard (which re
arranges the keys using a more effi



NEAR ZERO 


Infinity 40 TurboM by PLI 

The 44MB removable drive with near zero average access time . ..,............ 


INTRODUCING TURBO CACHE 

PLl 's new Turbo Cac he software 
accelerates disk average access times 
to near zero (based on DiskTimer II ). 
Add PLl 's Turbo soft ware that 
maximizes data throughput and the 
result is lightning fast perfo rmance 
that saves you time. 

UNLIMITED STORAGE 

The Infinity 40 TurboTM is a 44MB 
removable media Winchester hard 
drive th at works li ke a fl oppy drive . 
When you've run out of disk space
simply inse rt a new 44M B cartridge. 

AFFORDABLE 

Additional Infinity 40 TurboT' 1 44MB 
cartridges cost only slight ly more per 
Megabyte than floppy diskettes. 

be here with quality service and 
innovati ve products for years to come. 
We stand behind the excellent quality 
and workmansh ip that goes into the 
Infini ty 40 Turbo TM with a one year 
limited warranty. 

EASY TO USE 

Know how to use floppy disket tes? 
Then you know how to use the In fi nity 

40 Turborn . 

IBM COMPATIBLE 

The same In finity 40 TurborM you use 
for your Maci ntosh will work on your 
IBM PC or compatible. 

A GREAT BACKUP SYSTEM 

When you use the Infinity 40 Turborn 
to backup your hard drive there is no 
need to restore the data to use it. 

avai lable. Simply remove the cartridge 
from the drive and lock it safe ly away. 

ADDED VALUE 

Included with each PU Infinity 40 
TurboTM is PowerOP Di sk Optimi zer 
by Software Power Company, 
LaserSpeed by TH INK Technologies 
and BackPrint by Cortland Computer. 

Put "near zero" speed, removable 
convenience and PLI reliability to 
work for you. Ask yo ur dealer for 
the PLI Infinity 40 TurboTM today! 

6/PLI 

P ERIPHERAL LA D, I c. 
47800 We tinghouse Drive 

Fremont, CA 94538 RELIABLE 
EASILY SECURED 

PU is one of the oldest manufacturers {415) 657-2211 
The In fi nity 40 Turborn provides the Please circle 48 on reader service card. of hard di sk systems for the 

Al l h:ml v. arr :ind wft,.~rc pr0Juc1' :ire tr:tdcm:u b of1 hclr ~5p«Uvcmost effect ive security system Macintosh. You can depend on us to m.snuf;ac1urtr-. l tt{t r11f\' ·IO ru1ho "• ull<kmu' of Periph<'r:al L;wt Inc. 



cient layout). It cited the claim that 
Dvorak reduces a typist's efforts by a 
factor of 16; this is not true. A study 
reported in BYTE magazine (Febru
ary '86) showed that the fingers of a 
typist producing 70 words per minute 
for 50 minutes per hour for eight hours 
would travel about 1.63 miles per day 
(not the 16 miles so often quoted by 
Dvorak enthusiasts) using the 
QWERTY keyboard, and about 1.17 
miles using the Dvorak layout - less, 
to be sure, but not dramatically so. The 
effort of relearning to type on a new 
keyboard hardly seems worth the trou
ble, given the small difference. 
MARK RILEY (40 WPM) 

CAPAY,CA 

We don't know whose data is the 
most realistic. But even the modest 
28 % reduction in finger travel cited 
by Mr. Riley translates into increased 
productivi1y and reduced wear and 
tear that could be well worth teaching 
those old digits some new tricks. - JZ 

DVORAK PROSE AND CONSCIENCE 

I honestly never thought I'd see the 
day when I agreed with John Dvo

rak, especially on every word in one of 
his columns. But his "Armageddon 
'88" (July '88) sums up the truth sur
rounding the Apple versus Microsoft 
and Hewlett-Packard legal suit. He 
doesn't go far enough, however. (I nev
er thought I'd say that!) To the next 
person who suggests that Apple is 
wrong to protect its inventions and 
other company assets: I'm coming over 
to set up my own living quarters on 
your property. You will let me live off 
your land, won't you? After all, I'm a 
human, too, and all I want to do is 
make a profit using something you de
veloped and own, so I can eventually 
get rid of you. All the grousing shows 
me that there are very few business 
people in this business. 

Thanks, John. Now write another 
one I agree with. 
ROGER HART 

MERRIMAC K, NH 

Although I am a confirmed Mac 
user, I do have a toe in the other camp, 
put there by a wife whose business is 
the Canadian distribution of certain 
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MS-DOS software. Accordingly, I oc

. casionally stick my beak into the offer
ings of one of your sister publications, 
PC Magazine, and have recently 
stumbled across the April 12, '88 issue 
in which John Dvorak expresses pro
found fears that the MS-DOS world 
stands a very decent chance of hoisting 
itself on its own petard with the intro
duction of OS/2, because of a less
than-perfect implementation of the 
graphics interface, a less-than-sincere 
commitment by Microsoft to the 
mouse as a principal user device, and a 
good deal of confusion among hard
ware and software developers as to 
where the whole thing is leading. He 
concludes by saying that, unless things 
change, IBM users will be driven to the 
"weird world of the Apple Macintosh 
sooner than imaginable." 

Since it would appear from the 
masthead of your publication that 
there are a few dozen individuals 
whose job it is to get the thing out the 
door every month, and since your sole 
collective mission in life is to promul
gate the tidings concerning the Mac, 
you and quite a few colleagues are liv
ing at the very center of Mr. D.'s 
"weird world." Notwithstanding the 
obvious observation that your anti-edi
tor has carried the act of lese-majeste 
to new heights in biting the hand that 
feeds him (I presume you do remit to 
him some small stipend) through the 
use of personal invective, I could not 
help but wonder whether you do any
thing special to cause him to think of 
you as "weird." Do you put on funny 
hats and noses when obliged to meet 
with him ? Do you speak with him in 
long-forgotten ancient languages? Do 
you write his paycheck on Saran 
Wrap? 
DAVE PHIPPS 

GUELPH. ONTARIO 

"Armageddon '88" as an oprn1on 
piece is both literate and entertaining 
- up to Mr. Dvorak's usual style. Two 
unrelated salvos buried in his text, 
however, deserve closer scrutiny. 

Mr. Dvorak views Apple developers 
who wish to move to IBM as people 
motivated solely by greed. I always 
thought that (at the risk of sounding 
melodramatic) America was built on 

free enterprise. If some people choose 
to program for IBM because they see 
the sense (and cents) in it, I say "more 
power to them." My love of the Mac 
doesn 't blind me to the basic problem 
of putting food on the table. 

But the item I found more objec
tionable by far was his suggestion that 
"Sculley should then give his wife to 
some white slavers . .. ," suggesting 
that Sculley's wife is a piece of proper
ty "owned" by him, to do with as he 
pleases. The persistence of this damag
ing attitude - even in a piece designed 
to entertain - shocked me and can 
only be detrimental to a magazine that 
has so often shown itself to be aware of 
such issues. 
MARTIN WIXTED 

JERSEY C ITY, NJ 

SCS APPEAL 

I ' m not one to build walls between 
people, but when I learned my Mac 

etiquette, the acronym "SCSI" was 
pronounced "sexy." Imagine my shock 
when, on page 134 of the June issue, 
M acUser proclaimed that SCSI is pro
nounced "scuzzy." I believe that Mac 
users are human, sensitive, and artis
tic; we say "sexy," whereas those who 
were forced to learn the arcane com
mands of MS-DOS (on low-resolution 
monitors) say "scuzzy." Which usage 
is correct? 
DON SKEL LY 

LINDEN. NJ 

Our phone calls to William Safire 
and Miss Manners were not returned, 
so we'll have to improvise. An infor
mal survey showed that "sexy" is 
more common on the East Coast and 
in MS-DOS shops, while "scuzzy" is 
predominant in the West and in the 
Mac community. (Mac users have 
other things that they find sexy.) 
- JZ 

WAVE BYE-BYE 

Regarding your April '88 article on 
Crystal Quest: bigger and better 

things past Wave 40, my foot! Having 
frequently played into Wave 43 before 
finally collapsing, I can say with some 
certainty that there are no discernible 
changes past Wave 40. Sorry to ruin 
the suspense for everyone out there 
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RAGE SYSTEM THIT 
OUTPERFORMS OURS. 
Among the species Homo sapiens, 

the brain is the system of choice 
for storing and retrieving vast amounts 
of information. 

Among the species Macintosh™, 
that designation belongs to a family of 
hard disks from GCCTechnologies. 

Which not only outperforms 
other hard disks but compares quite fa
vorably in many respects to the human 
equivalent. 

Like the brain, our hard disks pro
vide ample space to collect your 
thoughts. You can choose from our in
ternal Fl series or our external FX series, 
both available in an impressive range 
of storage capacities. 

Our hard disks also function with 
brain-like rapidity. So you spend con
siderably less time waiting and more 
time working w ith your Macintosh. 

And our hard disks are far more 
resistant to memory lapses than the 
brain. Because we subject each hard 
disk to the industrys most rigorous bat
tery of reliability tests before its shipped. 

But our hard disks also possess 
other qualities not found in even the fin
est minds, not to mention some very 
good hard disks. 

Including built-in software that 

makes fast back-up copies. A security 
program that protects files from unauth
orized entry. And a disk management 
program that lets you fine-tune your 
hard disks performance to your needs. 

In sum, our hard disks do almost 
everything but think. Fortunately. you 
were issued the necessary equipment 
for that at birth. 

To make sure your Macintosh is 
equally well equipped. stop by an au 
thorized GCC Technologies dealer for 
a hard disk demonstration. For the 
name of one near you or for more in
formation, call (617) 890-0880.* 

~~ccc 
- TECHNOLOGIES 


' In Canada. 18001263-1405.© 1988 GCC Technolog<es. Inc GCC Technologies 1s a 1rademark ol GCC Technologo . Inc The GCC Technologoes logo os a reQ1stered traclomarkof GCC Technolog<es. Inc Maeomosh 
•s a 1rademark of Appk? Computer. Inc 

Please circle 154 on reader service card. 



"Although this category, unlike 
spreadsheets and word proces
sors, had a lot of new players this 
year, one seemed to us to be the 
clear leader. 
41h Dimension, the powerful first 
product from ACIUS, takes the 
kudos." 
lllt1cUser, Februt1ry 1988 • 

"Congratulations! Info World 's 
readers have chosen 
4111 Dimension as the Product 
of the Year in the Macintosh 
Database Systems category." 
jomlllum St1cks, Tnfo World, April 
1988 • 

"I can't imagine a data
management problem that 
you won't be able to solve 

with 4111 Dimension." 
Steve Mmm, Macintosb Todt1)• 

A11g11st 11, 1987 • . 

"Users with no experience or 
interest in programming can 
build a barebones database in 
4D's 'Design Environment' just 
by pointing, clicking, and nam
ing files and fields." 
"For searches and sorts -database 
operations that are performed 
interactively - 4D's performance 
curve is probably the best of the 
four programs (Omnis 3 Plus, 
Double Helix II, dBASE Mac, and 
4111 Dimension) ." 
Dt1vitl Brt111tlt, lllt1cWEEK,jt1111U1ry 19, 1988 • 

"It will do everything you need, 
and then some, and will prove 
itself well worth the cost." 
Jan L. Ht1rrlngton, /llacUser, November 1987 • 

"I'm convinced that many users 
ofother Mac databases and even 
PC databases will want to switch 
over to 4111 Dimension." 
Aclt1111 Green, lllt1cw01·/tl,j11/y 1987• 

"In general, Macintosh software is 
better than software for other per
sonal computers ... 
41 

" Dimension redefines those 
high standards." 
A1ulrew Gore, Tbe Mt1cintos/J B1rye1·'s G11/1le, 
Spring 1988• 

4'1' /J f.lll:NSfON is a rrademark of ACfUS, f11c. al/fl ACf. 
All other /J ra11d 11n111es are tradema rks of tbeir n1rm11 -
facturers. 

!lfacUser 

"4111 Dimension from ACIUS, Inc. 
ofCupertino, California, 
outshines the other databases we 
tested both in number of features 
and in rich database develop
ment environment." 
Don Crabb, Info\Vorld, jan11t1ry• l1, .1988 • 

Want to try it out? 
For $20, we'll send you a demo 
disk and comprehensive 50-page 
user's manual. 
Call today and find out what 
4111 Dimension can do for you. 

• Relational database 
• Multi-user 
• Intuitive interface 
• Graphics and pictures 
• Automatic forms & reports 

Yes you can! 
$20 Demo Offer 
1-800-952-6300 Ask /or Depr. Af2

•Demo version bundled 
on all Jasmine 

Hard Disk Drives. 

20300 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 495 
Cupertino, CA 95014 (408) 252-4444 
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who has been spending too many hours 
glued to the Mac, but it was a letdown 
for me, too. Maybe you meant Wave 
80? 
ANN GREENBERG 

BROOKLYN, NY 

We meant Wave 400, OK? Now don't 
bother us again until you've proved us 
wrong. - JZ 

GOING FOR THE JUGGLER 

I question the editorial standards in 
the comparative product review 

"DAs of Our Lives" in the May '88 
issue of MacUser. I was confident that 
our Font/DA Juggler Plus would get 
an "equal opportunity" from your 
publication. Unfortunately, this has 
not been the case. 

The misleading information begins 
with the article's title and description 
in the table of contents, which says 
"You want to stuff as many fonts and 
DAs as possible onto your Mac." This 
merely describes the limited capabili
ties of the other product discussed in 
the article, Suitcase. 

The complete article is erroneously 
summarized when it states that "Both 
[products] do essentially the same 
thing." Apparently your reviewer feels 
that your readers would not or could 
not do any more with their Mac than 
your reviewer is capable of. I fear that 
your reviewer would find MacPaint 
and Adobe Illustrator "essentially the 
same thing" because all that your re
viewer is capable of doing is drawing 
circles and squares. Ten of the sixteen 
major features of Font/DA Juggler 
Plus (for font face/style viewing and 
printing, Fkeys, numbering/naming 
conflict resolution, and sounds) that 
are printed on page one of the manual 
are either completely ignored or gross
ly misrepresented. These features were 
carefully implemented to increase the 
productivity of first-time users and to 
maximize the users' hardware capabil
ities. 
L ARRY D AVIS 

VI CE PR ESID ENT, A LSOFT 

GO SOUTH, YOUNG MAN 

This letter is in response to Steven 
Bobker's column on "The CD

REVolution" (July '88) wherein he 

Tbe old way to learn 
lllustmtor 88 took days. 

Tbe 11ew imy takes a few hours. 

At last, a faster w-ay 

to learn Illustrator SS® 


Forget about struggling through manuals. Learn 88 from Personal 
Training Systems is a fast , effective way to learn Adobe Systems'® new 
Illustrator 88. 

By having your own personal tutor on cassette tape, you can learn 
quickly, completely and at your own pace. There are modules for 
beginning, intermediate and advanced users. You can select the level 
that 's right for you. 

Learn 88 is so effective , it is unconditionally guaranteed. 

Discover the better way to learn Illustrator. Call us at (408) 559-8635 
or return the coupon below. 

D Send me more information about your training series for 

Illustrator 88. 


D Send me information on your other training series for PageMaker~ 
Excel~ Word, Works, HyperCard;" MORE®and using the 
Macintosh. 

Company-----------------------~ 

Address--------------- --------- 

--------------State --Zip---- -

Daytime Phone------ --------

Personal Training Systems 
The Smart Way To Learn Macintosh Software 

P.O. Box 54240 ·Sanjose, CA 95154 · (408) 559-8635 

e 1988 Person3 1 Tr:i inin~ Systl·ms The follo"''"8 3rc regls1crc:d and unregiS1cred 1radem3rks of 1hc companies lis1ed: Pc.-rsunal 
Tra ining systems - Personal Tr.iin i ng S)·~ crn~: Apple. ,\bcintosh. HyperCard - Apple Compu1er. Inc.: Page~bkcr - A.ldusCorp<.1 rJ1 lon : 
.\ lk roso fr , Excel - Mk ro soft Cmpor:ulon; ~!ORE - Uvl ns Videotcxr: ll lwtr.uor AR- Adobe Sysrems lncorpor:ned . 

Please circle 60 on reader service card. 
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Introducing the newest liiie 
of mega hard drives·-
the Shadow™ 30, 40, 60 
and 80. Sleek low-profile 
hard drives that bring expan
sive power to any desktop. 
The Shadoww 40 turbo-boosts your 
Mac to a higher standard of 
performance in 19 milliseconds. 

Even faster with a free cache. 
A $9900 wlue. 
Increase your speed on the Shadow'" 
drive, with programmable cache that 
buffers your disk and gives you near 
reaJ-time access to 64K of 

It sits silently under your Mac. 
Waiting for the right millisecond to 
release its power. And when you 
demand its speed, only the dimmed 
flashing lights and soft whisper 
indicate its use. 

Shadowr• drift5 come with 
AIRLOCK'" protection. 
AIRLOCK'", a patented automatic 
shipping lock and dedicated landing 
zone protects the read/write head 
against wear and tear 

Why buy from Mirror? 
• Buying dirr!ct saves money 
• Fu0 30 day "money back" guarantee 
• Full 2-year warranty 

• An on-going commitment to innovation 

To order a Shadow'" 30, 40, 60 or 
80 megabyt.e bard drive with a 
free 64K disk cachingprogram, call: 

information. It's free to first-time 
Shadow'" owners who want 
performance and value. 
Sbn1/ow Is" tmdemnrlf ofMirror Tecbnologles, Inc. 
6fad'110$b Is u trademarlf ofApph Computer Company. 
AIRLOCK Is a trademarlf ofQuan/um Qnporallon. 
Prlus ltUbj«t to change. 

'Applin to tbr 40 atul BO Mb drlva 0"91 

1-800-654-5294 

during transport and ...... 

operation. JlJ..JJJB!= Mirror Technologies, Inc. 
2644 Patton Road f E .:fffliff.Ff_ 
Roseville, MN 55113 

You'Q see more from Mirror 

http:ffliff.Ff


Letters 
questions the nonvolatility of hard 
disks. He writes that "if there is any
one reading this who has had a hard 
disk operational for a year or more and 
who hasn't had it go south at least 
once, please let me know. I'd like to 
send you a MacUser Labs T-shirt." I 
currently own a SuperMac Data
Frame XP-20 hard disk that was pur
chased in April 1987 and that has been 
hard at work since that time; it has not 
failed me in any way. It has also sur
vived a flight from San Francisco to 
Los Angeles (I hope this is not what 
Mr. Bobker means when he says "go 
south"!) and back again. 

I take an extra-large. 
ADAM R. TALCOTI 

LOS ALTOS, CA 

MANAGEMENT POTENTIAL 

We at AEC Management Systems 
would like to make some com

ments regarding MacVser's recent re
view of our AEC Information Manag
er. AEC I.M. was designed by an 
architectural engineer for the express 
purpose of aiding project managers 
who track and manage the various 
events and paperwork during design 
and construction. Our target audience 
has expanded to include Fortune 500 
project managers. But AEC J.M. 
should not be confused with what is 
commonly understood as "project 
management" software. Our Project 
Log and Submittal Log fields are de
signed specifically for continually 
tracking calendar events, change 
events, submittals, and transmittals 
that can be worth hundreds of thou
sands of dollars to the project manager 
and his firm. 

"Firm" is the key word here. Our 
product is not normally purchased by 
individuals on a limited budget (or 
middle-level paper pushers, as sug
gested by the reviewer - this demean
ing label shows that she does not relate 
to what she thinks is our target mar
ket), but by corporations or profession
als who need to leverage the efficiency 
of people who are responsible for the 
allocation of large resources of time 
and money. These people do not find 
our product inordinately expensive 
compared with its benefits. 

A vertical-market product is often 

compared with general-purpose prod
ucts that may be more versatile or 
more powerful and that, because of 
their general nature, can reach a much 
broader market and can therefore be 
sold at a much lower price. For exam
ple, 4th Dimension has the same list 
price as our product and can do many 
things that AEC l.M. cannot. But 
learning and customizing a generic da
tabase to serve the needs of a specific 
group of users is a process that can 
involve hundreds of hours. In contrast, 
we have developed a product that is 
ready to use right out of the box and 
that has features not found in any 
other program. 
FREDERIC W. UNGER 

VICE PRESIDENT, 

AEC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

UNADULTERATED ADS 

Shame on you, MacUser! How 
could you accept advertising for 

"adult" graphics (in the entertain 
ment/games section of MacUser 
Marketplace)? Are you in such a seri
ous financial bind that you would risk 
offending a large portion of your read
ership by publishing such a blatantly 
sexist ad? I would remind you that you 
are not the sole source of Macintosh 
information. 
DEBORAH D. MASON 

CAMBRIDGE. MA 

We accept only advertising that is 
accurate and fair and that serves the 
interests ofour readers. Any software 
publisher that can afford to advertise 
on a regular basis would appear to be 
serving the interests of at least some 
segment of our readership. Some 
readers are offended by the existence 
of (and advertisements for) "adult" 
software, others by software that pro
motes connectivity with MS-DOS 
machines - we have to depend on our 
own sense of decency, decorum. and 
common sense to help us decide where 
to draw the line. (Incidentally, only a 
magazine relatively free of financial 
binds can enjoy the luxury of occa
sionally taking the risk that some of 
its readers will be offended by some
thing appearing in either its editorial 
content or paid advertising.) - JZ 

: HARD DRIVES 
: 20mb.SE INT. LIST 700. NOW 448. 
I 20mb. EXT. LIST 700. NOW 488. 
:32mb. INT. LIST 900. NOW 588. 
: 32mb. EXT. LIST 900. NOW 598. 
146mb. /NT. LIST 1000. NOW 698. 
:46mb. EXT. LIST 1100. NOW 748. 
: 60mb./NT. LIST 1200. NOW 848. 
190mb./NT. LIST 1600. NOW 1198. 
: 144mb./NT. LIST 2000. NOW 1398. 
•160mb.INT. LIST 2500. NOW 1988. 

300mb.INT. LIST 4000. NOW 2748. 
42· REMOVABLE LIST 1800. NOW 1198. 
60-TAPE BACK UP LIST 1100. NOW 748. 
CALL FOR INFO. ON HARD DRIVES & OTHER SIZES 

MfiC MOtfITORS 
SE FULL PAGE BIW LIST 1100. NOW 848. 
SONY 13 COLOR. LIST 800. NOW 598. 
E-MACHINEa;w LIST1600. NOW 1298. 
VIKING 1 198/W LIST 1800. NOW 1498. 
LaserView 19 e;w LIST 2000. Now 1598. 
SUPERMac 19 coLoR. Now 3488. 
CALL FOR INFO. ON MONITORs & OTHER MAKES 

PRltlTERS 
SEIKOSHA DOT LIST 400. NOW 228. 

OLYMPIC DOT LIST 500. NOW 388. 

BROTHERLETTER QT.LIST650. NOW 498. 

PLP LASER LIST 2000. NOW 1598. 

NEC LC 890 Laser LIST 4800. NOW 3598. 


NEW 'POST SCRIPT' LASERS CALL 


SCfitlNERS 
VISIONSCAN 200 DPI NOW 698. 
MICROTEK LIST 1900. NOW 1298. 
DEST PC 1000 LIST 1700. NOW 1498. 
DATA COPY LIST 2200.NOW 1898. 

ACCESSORIES 
Turbo MOUSE usT 170. Now 138. 
DATADESK 101 LIST 200.NOW 148. 
2400 BO. MODEM LIST 250. NOW 168. 

ACCELERATORS - UPGRADES - BOARDS CALL 

I WE SELL MAJOR BRJNOS NJMES. ' . 
1 JASMINE- MASS MICRO - SUPERMAC 
: CMS - RODIME - E-MACHINE - SONY1 DOVE •SEAGATE •DATA COPY· AST 

COD'S u11. - u1~c UAT nu;,n utm~very - No TAX 

~~~~ ODO 6Zl-0004 

Cfill FOlt FAST ORDER LINES 

ITEMS HOT LISTED 

WE'LL BEAT EVERY PRICE, CALL US LAST! 
Please circle 85 on reader service card. 
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Letters 


S hame on 

you, M acUser! Are you in 

such a serious financial 


bind that you would risk 


offending a large portion 


of your readership by 


publishing such a blatantly 


sexist ad? 
-

MOUSE TRAP 

There is a growing Mac community 
here at Clemson University, and 

MacUser is the magazine most often 
recommended. However, one of your 
best distinctives, the MiniFinders sec
tion, is becoming more than mislead 
ing. Old four-mouse-rated programs 
would be rated one-mouse today. To 
judge from the MiniFinders, Enchant
ed Scepters is better than the newly 
reviewed and underrated Apache 
Strike. What a joke! Your reviewer 
probably just didn 't have the necessary 
ski ll to enjoy the game. It would be like 
giving Dark Castle a bad review after 
playing it for only four or five hours. 

I suppose, if you print this, you will 
edit it to read "MacUser is the most 
often recommended magazine." How 
about printing the whole letter for the 
sake of honesty? 
R ANDY P ET ERS 

CLEMSON, SC 

Well, we thought about editing your 
letter down to: "Clemson University 
.. . become[s] ... an ... old ... joke 
... after ... only four or five hours," 

but decided to give you guys a break. 
But seriously, we recognize the need to 
update our MiniFinders and rating 
system. We' 11 be making some changes 
in th e near future; let us know what 
you think. - JZ ~ 

IKNOW 

THAT REPORT 


IS INHERE 

SOMEWIJJm.E. 


And COfer is just the one to track it 

down. COfer digs through files at 

blinding speeds to bring up text ~· 


in seconds.,. · ,. 
A phrase, a fact, a note, a date. ) 

If you need it, COfer finds it. . Smith 
Even among countless fi les, . - · . that 

COfer software searches out the ~. 
information you need with just one ~ ainsurance'' 
or two words, even if the correct and athird 
spelling sups your mind. quarter profits;' just summon COfer 

aThe most exciting and essen- w ith one keystroke and give him 
tial add-on since Sidekick. A must the word. Within seconds, that 
for anyone who writes anything/' document will be at your fingertips. 
says Tim Bajarin1 columnist and • Operates as a Macintosh Desk 
commentator. Accessory 

Unlike other text-retrieval soft- • Not copy protected 
ware, you won' t spend hours index- • Finds text in almost any file 
ing or converting files before you including MacWrite, Microsoft 
can start searching. Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft 

Once COfer finds a section of Write, Microsoft Works, Page
tex t, you can create a new file, Maker, Ready-Set-Co, 
maintain a list of found HyperCard, MORE, 
files or copy and paste ThinkTank and 
into the document you're WordPerfect 
currently working in. • Performs com-

So if you need a plex searchesusing 

:::;"d'~ill'"' Gd{i;r ,. A:;,~,~~~~ 


GOfcr is available at quality software retailers. 

,---- 800-828.6293 ----1
IM·icrolytics Inc (716) 37?0130 in New York State 

)>Qft ., ·,,ri~ f'<b"iu...,""'" : " • No risk 30 day money back gu;u,1ncc:c: I 
Mic roly1ics Inc.. JOO Main Stree t. Suite 723 0 MacimoshI 

I 
East Rochester, NY 14445 Also avai lable for IBM PC and compa tibles I 

0 Visa 0 M<utcrCard 0 Amcric..n Express 0 Discover 

I C1rd N umber Exp. Date I 
O Check COD (add SZ.20) 

I ~w ICOMPANY ___________________ 

I ADDRESS I 
CITY STATE Z IP ___ 

I !'HONE I 
S79.95 each. Please add shipping charges and sales tax, if applicable. 

I 
Shipping S3.75 (in Canada S4.75). Shipping outside U.S. and Canada Sl2. I 
N~ ' brk rcsidems .1dd apphc.1blc s.1lcs t:ix. GOfer.., 1s the Text Finder"' utili ty from Micmly11c.:s ,.. GOfcr, Text Finder 
.1nd M1croly11cs .1rc t1<1tlcrn;u~ o( Mic rolytics. Inc. Othe r brand and product names arc trademarks or rcgistc1ed 

Lrr~rk~cir 1cspcCU\.-chold~__ - - © 1988,M1crolytic.:s, Inc. All11ghr.s=c~ 

Please circle 110 on reader service card. 
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0 N T H E M E N u 

SeeDese 
CDs 

CDs aren't just for audio any
more. By the time you read this, 
NEC Home Electronics and Apple 
should both be shipping their CD· 
ROM dri ves in quantity. 

NEC's unit, the Intersect CDR· 
77, marks the firm's first foray 
into the Mac market. The CDR-77 
is a front-loadingdrive that uses a 
caddy, just like the Apple unit, 
and it can read both Mac-compati· 
ble and High Sierra-formatted CD
HOMs. It can also play audio CD . 

EC's drive comes complete with 

all the cables, a te rminator, and 
CD caddy, and lists for $999. 

The AppleCD SC fi ts under a 
standard Mac, and can read both 
HFS aml High Sierm-rormatted 
CD-ROMs. It, too, can play audio 
CDs, and comes with a remote con
trol desk accessory that lets you 
operate the player from your Mac. 
Apple's drive comes with a CD 
caddy, but not the cables or termi· 
nator. It lists for SI,199. 

To find out more, contact NEC 
Home Electronics, 125.5 Michael 
Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191; (312) 
860-9500; or Apple Computer, 
20525 Marian i Avenue, Cupertino, 
CA 95014; (408) 996-1010. 

- Russell Ito 

NEC's Intersect CDR-77 marks the company's entry to the Mac market. 
The CDR-77 reads HFS and High Sierra, as well as playing audio compact 
discs. It costs less than Apple's model and includes the cables. 

James Lee Loper, better known 
as Jimmy or "HyperCardarian," 
was a frequent voice on Compu· 
Serve's MAUG. We all knew him 
as gentle, witty, and full of infor· 
mation. He had a great number of 
on-line friends, many of whom did 
not know that Jimmy's home ad· 
dress, since 1984, was a bed in The 
Children's Hospital in Denver. He 
had suffered from an inoperable 
spinal tumor since the age of fi ve. 
He spent much of his time making 

friends through his Macintosh 
and taught us all that the indomi· 
table human spirit is no cliche 
when you meet it in real life. He 
once described himself as "a very 
patient patient." 

HyperCardarian died June 18, 
1988. He was 21. Contributions 
may be made to The Children's 
Hospital, in care of Lewellen Me
morial Chapel, 503 Terry Street, 
Longmont, CO 80501. 

- Louise Kohl 

Is It 
Blue? 

DOS scoffers beware! Your fa· 
vori te Mac programs may soon ap
pear on the blue side of the street, 
and what's worse, you may not 
even realize it! Screenplay Sys
tems, a company that until now 
has concentrated on applications 
for the motion-picture industry, 
ha5 just announced the Macintosh 
Compatibility Package (MCP), 
which allows a Mac application 
written in C to look and perform 
exactly the same way on a DOS 
machine. 

MCP req uires I!OK HAM, and 

it's completely graphics based, 
supporting VGA, EGA, Hercules, 
and CGA displays on the PC side 
of the world. 

Screenplay Systems hasn't an
nounced its plans for MCP, other 
than its implementation in its 
own programs Movie Magic 
Sched uling/ Breakdown and 
Seri ptor; developers across the 
country are practically drooling at 
the possibili ties. Meanwhile, Ap· 
pie's lawyers are doing the same, 
but fo r different reasons. 

Screenplay Systems is located 
at 150 East Olive Avenue, Sui te 
305, Burbank,CA 91502;(818) 843· 
6557. 

- Russell Ito 

EDITED 

B y 

LOUISE 

K 0 H L 

In Memoriam 

So who's blue? The Macintosh Compatibility Package (MCP), from 
Screenplay Systems, has developers drooling at the possibilities. Using 
MCP, you can run programs written in C on DDS computers with the 
same functionality as on a Mac. 

The AppleCD SC CD-ROM drive can read both HFS and High Sierra data 
discs, and can play audio CDs. It comes with a Remote Control desk 
accessory but not the required cables or terminator. 
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A Hot 

Trio 


Southworth Music Systems has 
just announced a trio of signal
processing cards for the Mac II 
that'll knock the socks off any au· 
dio jock (or jockette, as the case 
may be). The three Max Audio 
boards (due out by the time you 
read this) all use the Motorola 
56000 signal-processing chip to 
achieve a level of fidelity that's 
·reportedly better than compact 
discs. 

Some applications for these 
boards include direct-to-disk re· 
cording and editing for audio post· 
production and digital mastering, 
real-time spectral analysis, and 
sound effects synching for film 
and video. 

The Max Audio Analog Card 
performs all its A/D (analog-to
digital), and D/ A (digital-to-ana
log) conversions using a propri· 
etary 20-bit converter that yields 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 104 deci· 
bets on recording and 120 decibels 
on playback. It supports sampling 
rates of 44. l kilohertz (CDs), 48 
kilohertz (DAT and professional 
digital recorders), 96 kilohertz 

•(2X oversampling), and 192 kilo
hertz (4X oversampling). South· 
worth ships the Analog Card with 
direct-to-disk recording and play
back software, and real-time ster

eo spectral analysis software (64 
to 256 audio bands). The Max Au· 
dio Analog Card lists for $1,400. 

The Max Audio Quad 56000 
DSP Card prov ides signal process
ing for effects such as reverb, 
pitch tracking and shifting, sam
ple playing, and additive synthe
sis. The Quad DSP Card also lets 
the user expand the 56000's on
board RAM with an additional ~ 
megabytes of shared memory for 
storingsamples, and it operates at 
a blazingly fast 68 MIPS. It, too, 
lists for $1 ,400. 

The Digital Audio/SMPTE 
Card does two jobs: It can send 
and receive data in AES/ EBUDig
ital Audio format, which makes it 

possible to record CD and DAT sig
nals digitally, and it also provides 
a SMPTE time-code reader / gener
ator. This feature makes it possi
ble to lock the Mac's recording or 
playback speed to an external 
multitrack tape recorder or VCR. 
Its suggested list price is S995. 

Because these are serious tools, 
Southworth has established the 
Max Audio Certi fi ed Developer 
Program, providing developer dis
counts, licensing, and support, 
and they are also offering OEM 
and VAR discounts. Southworth 
Music Systems is located at 91 
Ann Lee Road, Harvard, MA 
01451; (617) 772-9471. 

- Russell Ito 

Forget Max Headroom. We're talkin' Max Audio! Southworth Music 
Systems' amazing line ol signal-processing boards tor the Mac II 
provides audio fidelity that's better than compact discs'. 

Joining 
the Fight 

The Software Development 
Council , a Palo Alto-based nation· 
al alliance of software trade orga
nizations (with more than 1,000 
member companies) recently 
started up a combined developer
legal task force to fight the cur
rent rash of computer viruses. 

The developer members of the 
SDA see viruses as the most seri· 
ous threat currently facing the 
software industry. Though actual 
viruses have been rare, the real 
danger is not in the actual damage 
(as serious as that is) but in the 
erosion of public confidence. 

SOC wi ll gather and circulate 
information about virus-resistant 
programming techniques. While 
it's not possible to be sure any 
code is 100 percent virus-resis· 
tant, there are programming 
tricks and techniques that will in· 
hibit the . elf-replicating charac· 
teristics that viruses use to spread 
themselves. It is SDC's goal to get 
all commercial software to incor· 
porate such protective code. 

Lawyers from firms that are 
SOC members are coordinating an 
effort to identify viruses legally 
and to use those defini tions in leg
islative proposals that will make 
the dissemination of viruses il le
gal. 

- Elli'1i Hirame 

From 
Hereto 
Farbuktu 

Pop quiz: What do a group of 
islands off the Northern Cali for· 
nia coast and a town in Mali have 
in common? If your answer was 
the merger of Farallon Computing 
and \VOS Data Systems, you're ei· 
ther very good at deciphering 
cryptic headlines, or you cheated. 

Farallon Computing, makers of 
PhoneNet, and WOS Data Sys
tems, makers of Timbuktu, have 
merged. Farallon will now market 
Timbuktu, which allows one or 
more Mac users Lo view (or con· 
trol) activity on another Mac any· 
where on the same or a bridged 
AppleTalk network. Using Tim
buktu, several people can work to
gether to create a single CA D/ 
CAM drawing, or a committee can 
get together to design a horse. 

In addition to the merger, Far· 
allon also announced two new 
products. Timbuktu Remote al· 

lows Timbuktu control via a mo
dem. At our demo, a computer in a 
conference room, locally control
ling a computer on someone's 
desk, instructed that machine to 
call another computer 2,000 miles 
away, which in turn was used to 
view the display of a fourth com
puter, a LaserShare print pooler 
at the remote location. 

The second product, Katman
du , is a QuickDraw recorder. Once 
you turn it on, it records all key
strokes and mouse actions and 
then plays the sequence back on 
demand.And,yes, an XFCN comes 

with it, which allows you to play 
the recorded QuickDraw se
quences from within HyperCard. 
And, yes again, you can use Kat
mandu in conjunction with Fara!· 
Ion's MacRecorder ounds to pro· 
duce complete audiovisual 
presentations. This one is !wt. 

The prices for Timbuktu, Tim· 
buktu Hemotc. and Katmandu had 
not been set by press time, but you 
can check them by contacting 
Farallon Computing at 2150 Kit· 
tredge Street, Berkeley, CA 94704; 
(415) 849-2331. 

- Henry Bortman 
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Ot ~00
$1 .19ea.Qt°Y· 0$~ .29 ea. Q\'Y · ot 1 

100%liletime warrant\' 
includes user labels - $1 59 ea.Q\'Y .ot 100 
soN"Y- Diskettes ..79 ea. Q\'Y· ot ~O$1 

20 million passes 

Guaranteed accuracy to 


loner Cartridge Ne'-'• cartridges
O ages- .... 

\.lselul lile 300 P Wriler Plus® 
LaserWrite!® & Laser 

$2.50 ea.\mageWr\ter Ribbons 
$2.95ea.B\ac\<. 

Colors d eiue. puip\e. Brown) 
OtanQe. Gteen. 116 

' $7 95 ea.
('ie\\OW. 	 ' 

4-color er $29 .95~ 
. ous form ComPu.te~f.a!o, Bond.Clean-pell 

~~~t~~~ets. Bright w;~; ·c~~~rn:rs due to shipping 
• $34.95 lor MST or $5.95 

Disk Ko\der . d' kettes. five adjustable dividers 
Holds 40. 3.5' rrncro is 

.. 

• 
. 1-800-288-2887 

• 	 8 am -10 pm Mon - Fri EST 
10 am - 6 pm Sat EST · 

See us on CompuServe® The Electronic Mall™- GO OM 
Order via Direct Micro BBS - 614-771-87.Z3.-1--;--+-

Free Delivery for $100 + orders 
$3.50 others. MC, Vor MO accepted. 

Ohio residents add 5.5% sales tax 

~-·· · ·· 
MI C R 0 

1776 Dividend Drive/Columbus, OH 43228j9967 
1-614-77 1-8771 FAX 1-614·77/ -8772 

Offer expires October· 28, 1 H---t--; 
Please circle 176 on reader service card. 

L I N E • 

Tangent Technologies Terminates 
NORCROSS, GA - After a three-year financial struggle, Tan
gent Technologies, one of the leading manufacturers of Apple
Ta lk-compatible connectivity devices, has closed. The closure, ef
fective : July I, left a big gap in the market and immediately 
sparked speculation as to who, if anyone, would pick up Tangent's 
products, which included Tangent MCA, an AppleTalk interface 
board for IBM PS/2 machines; TangentShare, a PC-based Ap
pleTalk file server; and TangentSpool, an intelligent AppleTalk 
PostScript print spooler. Among the companies expected to bid for 
Tangent's products are Dayna Communications, Banyan Systems, 
Tektronix, and Adobe. One company that has already stepped into 
the void is Entech Datacomm, which should be introducing its 
MACLAN Connect, an AppleTalk protocol file server, at about 
the time you read this. 

Montage Announced and Shipped 
SUNNYVALE, CA - Presentation Technologies stunned the 
computer press by announcing and shipping> its Montage Film 
Recorder (FR I) on the same day. The FR I , the first in a planned 
series of presentation devices, can produce slides with over 16
million colors, full bit-map graphics, and 4,000-line resolution. It 
supports both Mac and PC environments - simultaneously 
and can be shared over an office network. Fully digital, it can 
rasterize and complete a 4,000-line image in one to three minutes. 
The FR I's list price is $5,995. 

Mac Today, Gone Tomorrow 
SAN FRANCISCO - Macintosh Today, PCW Communica
tions' Macintosh trade magazine, has ceased publication. The end 
came swiftly, following several weeks of speculation about the 
magazine's imminent demise. The announcement caught many 
staffers - and Apple Computer - by surprise. 

Blyth Spirit 
FOSTER CITY, CA - Blyth Software has signed a letter of 
intent to acquire Corpprate Class Software, a division of Celanese 
Corp. Under the proposed consolidation, Blyth would move its 
U.S. corporate operations to New York. Blyth has been without a 
U.S.-based president since March, and Blyth Chairman Paul 
Wright has been filling that job in the interim. The plan, which 
Blyth expects to be finalized by the end of the summer, would keep 
Blyth's technical support and western regional sales offices in 
California. The development staff would be concentrated in En
gland, where the company originated. Blyth's U.S. development 
team is not expected to make the trip . 
. ..... . ... . ....... .. · ····· ........ ...... . ...... . ... ,.. . . .... ........ .. . 


Thin Bits 
Icon Review, a mail-order software and accessory retailer, has filed 
for reorganization under Chapter l l ... Oaris has acquired Na
shoba Systems, thereby adding FileMaker 4 to its roster. The 
purchase also ended the preliminary discussions bet ween N ashoba 
and Orange Micro for the purchase of Ragtime. Nashoba's devel
opment staff will remain in Concord, MA, while some of the 
Foster City, CA, personnel will be moved to Claris. N ashoba will 
continue to provide technical support for FileMaker 4 . .. Letraset 
has purchased the marketing rights for Manhattan Graphics' pre
sentation package, ReadySetShow. Letraset will now provide 
technical support for the product . . . COMDEX/Fall, in Las Ve
gas, should be even more confusing than usual with the addition of 
a ninth exhibit location ... Language Systems has started 
shipping its FORTRAN Compiler version 1.0. The compiler 
includes VAX-compatible extensions. 
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TEC UTILITIES SHOULD 

BE ON EVERYHARD DISKFOR 

THESAME REASONAIRBAGS 


SHOULD BE INEVERYCAR. 


Hard disk crashes happen for millions of reasons. 
Or no reason at all. You can't stop them with static 
guards. And even surge protectors don't help. The only 
fool-proof way to protect yourself is to be prepared be
fore the crash. In cars they use air bags. For hard disks 
it's Symantec Utilities for Macintosh (SUM), featuring 
Guardian. 

Like an air bag, Guardian stays out of sight, loading 
automatically every time you turn on your Mac. It pro
tects invisibly by updating a "map" of your hard disk 
data. So that, in a crash, your data is safe. Because 
Guardian uses the "map" to locate it easily. 
~nd_recover it Bundled exclusively on all • 
m minutes. jasmineHardDisk Drives. 

SYMANTEC unLITIES FOR MAONTOSH: 
G11ardia11- protects and restores hard disk data and deleted 
files. Dish Clinic '" -easy-to-use t.roubleshooting interface. 
Restores hard disk data and deleted files in case you have a crash 
before you can install Guardian. Vints Protection- protects 
systems again t "viruses." HD Tune Up'" -optimizes hard 
disks. Symantec Tools-views and edits data and resource forks 
of a file or volume in HEX or ASCII. QuichCopy'"-makes fast 
floppy copies. HD Partition '" - separates hard disks into 
separate volumes which can be encrypted. 

Other recovery programs work only after a crash 
without a current "map." That means they have trouble 
even finding your data. Much less recovering it. 

And if you back up your hard disk as infrequently as 
most people, a crash could cost you days, weeks, even 
months of work. But with Guardian, you can recover 
data stored up to the second before a crash. So you 
won't lose even a second of work. 

For fast data recovery and effortless disk manage
ment, all seven Symantec Utilities are as indispensable 
as Guardian. They're an advanced version of the best
selling Mac Zap by Micro Analyst, Inc.* Call now to 
order on our 30-day money-back 
guarantee. Foronly $99.95, 
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh 
is the guaranteed way to keep a 
hard disk crash from sending 
you through the roof. 

See your dealer or call: 
(800) 888-0886 Ext. 393F 

·,. 
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Anyone Who Wants: 

FreshPainf · Custom Tools · Texture Tool · High Performance · 
TIFF File Compatibility · Save In MacPaint, PICT, TIFF And 
Cricket Paint Formats· Graded Tints· Pop-Up Palettes· 
Perspective· Multi-Window· Full-Page Editing· Landscape 
Document View · Auto Scrolling · Split-Screen Zooming · 
12.5% to 1600% Zooming · 64 User-Definable Patterns · 64 
Gray Scale Dithers In Flexible Pop-Up Menus And Palette · 
Flexible Ruler Units · Reshaping Ellipse · Polygon · Regular 
Polygon · Rotated Polygon · Spyro Polygon · Parallel Polygon · 
Hyper Polygon · Smooth Polygon · Pen Tool · Line Tool · 
Parallel Line · Rectangle · Freehand Tool · Arc Tool · Paint 
Radial Mode · Invert Paint · Pattern Fill · Darken And 
Lighten Selection Command · Auto Text Wrap · Selectable 
Text Style Attributes · Text Alignment · Margin And Tab 
Settings · Fill Patterns For FreshPaint Text · Grids · 



----

We've been asked why Cricket 
Software would introduce a black and 
white paint program when the whole 
world is making so much noise about 
color. Frankly, we feel it's obvious: 
There are more than 1.5 million* mono
chrome Macintosh® users - Apple® 
hasn't abandoned them and neither have 
we. Plus, we felt there was still a lot 
of room for improvement over the 
current best selliiig paint program. 

So, we revved up our monochrome 
Macintoshes in the best Cricket 
Software tradition and developed 
the new standard: 
Cricket Paint. 

Feature-rich 
power 

Cricket Paint 
is loaded with 
features. Powerful 

features with more capabilities than 
you thought possible. 

Our FreshPaint'¥ feature treats your 
newly painted artwork as an object , 

completely flexible 
ii D iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiigigig until you deselect ... -, it to create "dry I I p ~·- paint" bitmap im

g ages. Create, edit and ~~ 
output documents at 

~it!' •=·m resolutions from ~ 
72 dpi to 300 dpi . 

'-..... ABC Create your own 
textures and tools. 

~ 
0 0 D 
8 

Then save them for 
future use. G CT In addition to the 

6. standard Cricket D V" 0 Paint format , you 
_JL can import or save~ Ir -----

your files in TIFF,
'CJ- MacPaint™, and 

PICT formats. 
~ x 

l:=J liiiiil 

Another member of the 
First Family of Graphics 

Cricket Paint is the latest in the 
Cricket family of graphics productivity 
software , Cricket Graph , Cricket Draw, 
Cricket Pict-0 -Graph , Cricket Presents, 
Cricket Expression Device Drivers. 
Cricket Software. The leade r in 
graphics productivity software. 
•na~cd on marJ...c1 ~tutlic !. . 

---. -----.. 
tfl(:k~t 
'U7~~ 

Great Valley Corporate Center 

40 Valley Stream Parkway, Malvern , PA 19355 


(215) 251-9890 


Apple. Macm1osh. Macintosh Plus. Macintosh SE , ana 
Mac1n!O!h II ate rogl1to1ed Uadomarks of Apple Computer Inc 
Mac:Palnl is a trademark ot CLARIS Corp 

© Copyright 1988 Cricket Software, Inc. 
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NEW ON THE MENU 


CLARIFICATIONS 

Obfuscations obviated, ambiguities 
arbitrated, and errors eradicated. 

FLIP, FLOP having bought a product he 
THE CHART IS WRONG couldn't use or return. We 

In our August '88 MacUser Labs checked with The Mac Zone and 
report, "Black and White & Read found them willing and able to 
All Over," two of the headers on providecompatibi li ty information 
our Phosphor Spectrum Test on request. Not only that, they're 
chart, on page 123, got Oip implementing a database to track 
llopped. The Portrait monitors each customer's configuration, 
were misidentified as Landscape, and to preclude the possibility of 
and vice versa. Sorry. shipping you software you can't 

run. We're impressed, and Robert 
MAIL ORDER ORDER Wilkins, the company's president, 

In a letter in our August '88 is rightfully proud of the fact that, 
issue, a reader complained that unlike most mail order houses, 
the salesperson at The Saving they also have a full-time staff 
Zone (now The l\fac Zone) providing technical support. We 
couldn't tell him if SuperLaser apologize for any problems this 
Spool worked on a Mac II , which letter may have caused The Mac 
then trapped him in a Catch-22 of Zone. 

They may look like trash compactors, but they can keep your Mac from 
being lurned into trash. They're two of EPD's Line Star series of AC line 
conditioners. 

shou ld check out the Line Star se
ries of line conditioners from EPD 
(Electronic Protection Devices). 
The five models range in capacity 

Safety 
Lines from 300\IA to 3KVA and can cor

Power surges are usually rect for line fluctuations from 84 
things you worry about just after to 138\IAC, while maintaining the 
a big one has melted your Mac's output to load to within plus or 
power supply into a lump of smok minus 6 percent of 120\IAC. 
ing metal. It can happen, and The Line Star units range in 
when it does, that power strip price from $429 to $1,299 and are 
you 've got on the floor will be as available from EPD, 1045 S. East 
useful as a sieve on the Titanic. Street, Anaheim, CA 92805-8508; 

If you find this scenario scary (714) 520-0881. 
- or worse yet, familiar - you - Russell Ito 
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A generic prescription. Generic Software's new CAD package, Generic 
CADD Level 1, is the first in a family of CAD programs. And at just S99.95, 
maybe ii should come in a while wrapper with blue type. 

drawing that can be returned to at 
any time. The program also supCAD for 
ports PostScript. Fifteen symbol 
libraries, such as Basic Home Dethe sign and Electronic schematics, 
are also being offered separately. 

Generic plans to dole out its 
CAD software in doses - a level 

Generic Software doesn't put a 

Masses 
at a time for beginners through 

lot of hype into its name. Its new professionals. Level I is targeted 
Macintosh product, Generic at home users and students for the 
CADD Level I, lelb it like it is  relatively low price of $99.95. It 
an entry-level drafting and design requires I megabyte of RAM. Sub
program. But the bland name sequent levels will add more pro
doesn 't mean there isn't any piz fessional CAD features and sup
zazz behind the program. port for plotters. Generic Software 

The object-oriented graphics has used a similar marketing ap
program allows up to 256 layers of proach for their MS-DOS CAD 
objects in a drawing. It supports packages. 
multiple windows and has precise You can reach Generic Soft
manipulation tools, including ro ware at 11911 North Creek Park
tation and scaling. In addition to a way South, Bothell, WA 98011; 
powerful zoom capability, the pro (206) 487-CADD or (800) 228-3601. 
gram lets you set ten views of a - Ben Templin 

Apple 
Says 
Keep'em 
Satisfied 

We thought that that's what 
companies were supposed to do all 
along. But maybe that's not obvi
ous in the corporate climate of the 
late 1980s. 

In any event, boldly taking the 
bull by the horns, Apple has estab
lished a Customer Satisfaction 
Group. These folks will be respon

sible for "customer relationships," 
ISounds like a dating service. 
Eel.I and the group, in Apple's 
words, will be "aligned with the 
company's ongoing efforts to cre
ate a scalable organization that is 
close to its customers and posi
tioned for growth in the Nineties." 

Translated from MBA-ese, that 
seems to mean that if you call Ap
ple with a problem, you might not 
be told to call your dealer, or you 
might be told in a nice way. Or 
maybe it just means Apple always 
has your happiness in mind. In the 
meantime, we'll investigate and 
let you know what this all means 
just as soon as we figure it out'. 

- Hannah Tyree 
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Applica
•tions 

Now 
Being 
Accepted 

Even the best rhymesmiths 
need help lassoing a good rhyme 
- a poet lariat, if you will. And 
"With all the supplementary dic
tionaries available (for medical, 
legal, and other business applica
tions), there is still no rhyming 
dictionary for the Mac," notes 
George Starke of Calistoga, CA. 
Some die-hard traditionalists 
view rhyming dictionaries as 
dirty pool, but even rhymemaster 
Stephen Sondheim has confessed 
publicly that he uses them - a 
bombshell on a par wi th Rosie 
Grier's revelation that it's OK for 
pro football players to do needle
point, so we guess they're kosher 
in our book. 

We've seen rhyming dictio
naries for those blue computers 
but haven't seen one for the Mac
intosh. And, although such a tool 
might be worthwhile in Hyper
Card, we've seen no such stack 
crack an attack on the Mac track. 
If there is one, we're certain, alas 
and alack, to get flak back, Jack. 

DIVIDE AND CONQUER 
We've received several re

sponses to Ms. Dee Forsythe's plea 
for a fraction-generating DA. Sev
eral suggestions have been enu
merated, but they offer only frac
tional solutions - and don't 
address the problems of the least 
common denominator. For exam
ple, some popular fonts like Bever
ly Hills and Chic Math include a 
good selection of common frac
tions. Fabulous Fractions Fonts, a 
set of shareware fon ts (from Mar
vin Schwartz, 119-40 Union Turn
pike, Apartment 4V, Kew Gar
dens, 1Y 11415), lets you create 
virtually any fraction and an im
pressive range of complex mathe
matical expressions - a real bar
gain for only $10 (if you mention 
that you read about it in Mac
User) - but you can't specify the 
typeface for your numerals. 

Michael P. Peratis of Culver 
City, CA, suggests keeping some of 
your most frequently used frac
tions - complete with super

scripts, subscripts, and suffixes 
in a locked word-processing docu
ment; keep that document open 
while you work on your main doc
ument and retrieve your favorite 
fractions as needed. (You migh t 
need to edit the numeric values 
and/or change the fon t, but all 
the formatting will be taken care 
of.) Unfortunately, this won't 
work if you use a word processor 
like MacWrite that can have only 
one document open at a time. 
Nonetheless, these options should 
functionally fulfill most fractional 
fan tasies (where's an alliteration 
dictionary when you need one?). 

If you've got an idea for an ap
plication you'd like to see, send it 
to ANBA, MacUser, 950 Tower 
Lane, 18th floor, Foster City, CA 
94404. If we publish your brain
storm, you'll get $25 and a chance 
to inspire a Mac hack maniac. 
(Pass the ipecac.) 

- Jon Zilber 

Dreama 
Little 
Dream of 
Mac 

Thanks to DreamLighl, this 
Lamborghini Counlach can be 
yours fo r just two dollars. Unfor
tunately, you'll have a li ttle trou
ble driving it off the howroom 
floor. It's only a poster. Through 
"High Performance" digital de
sign, illustration, and animation, 
DreamLight has added a new an
gle to the question, "ls it live, or is 
it memory?" 

'* File E<li l Reques ts Se tup l: l 1C1i<1" Size 

Abe Lincoln probably knew as much about typing as he did about driving, 
but Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing! turns typing the Gettysburg Address 
into a wild car chase game. 

Just Your Type 
"OK, Alex, I'll take Software Ti

tles for S49.95." 
"And the answer is: It's the 

Still rubbingyour eyes trying to 
decide whether this is a mirage or 
not? Well, you're looking at about 
500 solid shapes filled with vary
ing levels of gray and Adobe fon ts. 
The car itself was created using 
Illustrator on a Mac Plus. Page
Maker was used to put this image 
t-0gether wi th the type. The final 
output came through the Lino
tronic 300 lmagesetter at 1,270 
lines per inch resolution. So, if you 
want to own a Countach, but 
you're not Malcolm Forbes, at 
least youcanget the poster to gaze 
at while you save your pennies. 
Send S2 for postage and handling 
to DreamLight, P.O. Box 28613, 
Providence, RI 02908. 

- Kristi Coale 

fi rst Mac application that tells 
you what Mavis Beacon does." 

'What is Mavis Beacon Teaches 
Typing!' 

MBTT! introduces a new char
acter to the annals of software. 
The mysterious Mavis is an atten
tive typing teacher who tailors 
her lesson plan to your abilities 
and performance; as you improve, 
the exercises get tougher; when 
you're in a slump, Mavis decides 
it's time for a typing game to raise 
your spiri ts. There are type-along
with-Mavis exercises, with on
screen accuracy and speed moni
tors, and periodic report cards to 
let you know how you're doing 
(aka "the Ed Koch feature"). 
There's also hot-rod racing, in 
which your typing speed controls 
how fast your car moves. Mavis 
has a repertoi re of intriguing 
quotes, jokes, and fun facts that 
she sprinkles throughout the les
sons, instead of the usual drivel 
about quick brown foxes. MB1i ! 
also keeps track of the typing lev
el and progress for individual stu
dents, and provides a host of diag
nostics to show you where you 
need the most improvement. You 
can also toggle between standard 
and Dvorak keyboards. 

For a date with Mavis, contact 
The Software Toolworks at One 
Toolworks Plaza, 13557 Ventura 
Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423; 
(818) 907-6789. Incidentally, we 
hear through the grapevine that 
two special Washington editions 
of the program are being devel
oped: "Hosemary Woods Teaches 
Aerobics!" and "Fawn Hall Teach
es Shredding! " 

-Jon Zi lber 
Introducing the gray-scale version of the Lamborghini Countach! Only 
from Dreamlight. 
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Novell presents ane1 
even the pickies1 

Macintosh owners have a reputation for 
being fanatical about their Macs. And rightfully 
so, when you consider the elegance of the 
Macintosh user interface. 

So when Novell set out to network the 
Macintosh with PCs, it was with one clear 
caveat preserve the Mac environment. Create 
network software that would feel right to the 
pickiest of all Macintosh users. And none are 
pickier than the ones at Apple. 

Full AppleTalk compatibility. Working 
directly with Apple, Novell's programmers cre
ated a version of NetWare® that is compatible 
with the AppleTalk File Protocol (AFP). It's an 

achievement hailed by Apple President and 
CEO John Sculley as "a very significant event 
for the industry." And it means that Mac users 
can now get all the power and flexibility of the 
number one local area network in the world, 
without sacrificing any Macintosh functionality. 

AFP compatibility also means that 
NetWare for Macintosh will be fully compat
ible with future Macintosh hardware and 
operating system versions. So you can take 
advantage of new Macintosh product releases 
as soon as they become available. 

Freedom to choose. NetWare for 
Macintosh lets you connect Macs with a 

©1988 Novell Inc.• World Heodquorters, 122 Eost 1700 South, Provo, Utoh 84601 1801)379-5900 
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work made to satisfy
Macintosh user. 

myriad of PC, minicomputer and mainframe 
environments, including OS/2. So you can 
choose the workstation environment that best 
suits your needs while communicating easily 
between dissimilar operating systems and 
sharing files and peripherals. 

You get all the performance, security, 
fault tolerance and functionality of NetWare 
without changing the way you work with your 
Macintosh. And you get the power to tran$par
ently connect to over two million NetWare 
users worldwide. 

To satisfy your need for a powerful 
Macintosh network, plug into NetWare-the 

network that passed the ultimate Mac test 
drive. See your Gold Novell Authorized 
Reseller, or call 1-800-LANKIND. 

For more information, call from your 
modem 1-800-444-4472 (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop 
bit) and enter the access code NVMC16. 

For network solutions, 
you should be seeing red. 

Please circle 124 on reader service card. 



NEW ON THE MENU 


Ilsand3.0s 

TML Pascal, the fi rst stand

alone Mac development environ
ment that ran on the Mac, is com
ing back with a bang. While its 
original release achieved wide
spread populari ty, it fell behind 
newer products such as THINK's 
LightSpeedC and Lightspeed Pas
cal, and Apple's MPW family. Tom 
Leonard, creator and publisher of 
TML, has now completed a full 
rewrite, which is called TML Pas
cal II. The Pascal programmers 
and developers attending the re
cent MacHack '88 conference 
greeted the announcement with 
enthusiasm. 

TML Pascal II will run under 
the MPW Shell, supports Object 
Pascal (as defined by Apple), can 
compile MacApp code (the first 
non-Apple product to do so), and 

ij- Now t.hat hardware and chip 
_ . shortages have proven so lu
crative for so many companies, 
what items do you thin k will be 
next to disappear from the 
shelves? SCSI chips? CPUs like 
the 68020, 68030, or 80386? Auxil
iary chips like 6888 ls or, gasp, 
6885 ls? We think that 3.5- inch 
disks are prime candidates for an 
induced shortage - and rea.l 
soon 1ww. Take a look at them. 
Many, if not most, are still made in 
Japan (or elsewhere on the Pacif
ic Rim other than the Uni ted 
States). Demand for them is rapid
ly increasing as the MS-DOS folks 
discover that the Mac called the 
shots right on far more than the 
graphic interface. And overpro
duction in 1987 drove prices down 
to unrealistic lows. If 3.5-inch 
prices are still low by the time you 
read this (and we really have seri
ous doubts about that), it would be 
a good time to stock up. 
- Acius, 4th Dimension and 
'{? nothing el e, is about to be
come a more- than-one-product 
company. Here's what its next few 
acts will bring: 3rd Dimension, a 
low-priced, somewhat weaker re
lational database, able to run 4D 
programs but not to create stand
alone applications; 2nd Dimen
sion, a nat- file version (with enor

does 68020/68881 code genera
tion. It's the fi rst third-party lan
guage to fully support MacApp. It 
implements all 68881 trig func
tions, can optionally generate 
MPW .o and .a files to allow better 
code optimization, and integrates 
with all MPW modules (assembly, 
C, and Pascal). 

Each copy ofTML Pascal II will 
ship with the MPW Shell soft
ware, which has been licensed 
from APDA. Also included are 
three manuals: a tutorial for TML, 
a reference for TML, and MPW 
documentation. As with the earli
er versions, many source-code ex 
amples will be included. The TML 
Source Code Libraries will also be 
updated, with new examples cov
ering AppleTalk, serial drivers, 
and HyperCard. 

Current registered TML owners 
will be able t{) upgrade to TML 
Pascal II for $49.95. Retail list will 
be $125. The product is entering 
final beta testingas we go to press 
and was scheduled to ship in Au
gust. 

For more information, contact 
TML Systems at 8837-B Goodbys 
Executive Drive, Jacksonville, FL 
32217 or call (904) 636-8592. 

Symantec Corporation has an
nounced that they haven't been 
standing around twiddling their 
thumbs while others were ad
vancing the state of the art. Their 
new version of THINK's Light
SpeedC will be called version 3.0, 
and it promises to knock a few 
socks off. 

THINK's LightSpeedC 3.0 
sports a stunning new source-level 
debugger that's the equal of 
TMON and MaeNosy, full 68020 
and in-line 68881 math-coproces-

RUMOR MANAGER 

mous speed) of 4th Dimension 
that will seek to exploit the aver
age Mac buyer's proclivity for llat
ftle databases; and !st Dimension, 
for the NeXT machine. All are be
ing programmed by the original 
4D programmer. 
- Now that keyboards flex to 
'{? fit your hands (like the 
Tony!), there's only the mouse to 
upgrade ergonomically. Look for a 
rash of new ideas in pointing de
vices. The neatest of those we've 
seen is the lsopoint (some bits of 
machined plastic that attach to 
the bottom edge of the keyboard 
and which can be operated by 
your thumbs, obviating the need 
to remove either hand from the 
keyboard). 
~Text retrieval and searching 
_t..!"' ability are rapidly becoming 
more important. The current soft
ware crop is either relatively slow 
(Gofer - a good program, and So
nar - a not-so-good program) or 
limited in conditional search abili
ty (HyperCard). Nothing - so far 
- comfortably and expeditiously 
handles really huge amounts of 
data. MS-DOS programs have 
been making real strides in that 
direction recently, and you canex
pect to see Mac versions of the MS
DOSwinners (such as Lotus' Blue
Fish) as soon as the dust settles 

over there. Do sit down when you 
first watch a Mac BlueFish demo. 
Otherwise the speed and power 
are going to knock you down. 
- New accelerator board ad
'{? vances have caught the in
terest of several large software 
companies (including one best 
known for its telecommunications 
software and another best known 
for its stackware). They, along 
with two hardware companies, 
are negotiating for licenses to 
build boards employing this new 
technology. The new accelerators 
will be as powerful as, and even 
faster than, the current cream of 
the crop, the Radius 25. And 
they'll cost little more than the 
current low-cost leader, the Super
Mac SpeedCard. About $500 will 
buy you all the speed and power 
you'd want. How do they do it? As 
we understand it, the trick in
volves multiple processing and us
ing the 68000 on the motherboard 
as a specialized coprocessor. The 
new boards are about six months 
off and will work with both SEs 
and Pluses. 
- Our inside sources tell us 

17[ that Microsoft is working on 
a code module that will self-docu
ment the software it's buil t into. 
This offers the potential for dras
tically cutting documentation 

sor support, precompiled headers 
for improved compilation speed, 
support for all fi ve volumes of1n
side Macintosh, and entirely new 
documentation. 

The new version di rectly reads 
projects built with versions 2.01 or 
later, and you'll be able to use 
your version 1.02 projects after re
building them using version 3.0's 
libraries. 

If you're a registered Light
SpeedC owner, you can upgrade to 
version 3.0 for $69. If you bought 
Lightspeed after February I, 1988, 
your upgrade is free. If you 
haven't already received an up
grade order form, request one 
from Symantec. 

For more information contact 
Symantec at 10201 Torre Avenue, 
Cupertino, CA 95014. For ques
tions on the upgrade process, call 
(408) 446-9994. 

- Steven Bobker 

costs as it improves documenta
tion quality. The material pro
duced will not only be for hard
copy manuals but for on-line 
context-sensitive systems as well. 
Since Microsoft is already on top 
of the heapas far as on-line help is 
concerned, the new stuff should 
be awesome. And they're doing 
their Mac version first, planning 
to port it over to the MS-DOS. 
~Have you heard any good ru
_t.. !"' mors recently? Started any 
yourself that you'd like to take 
credit for? Can you share your 
"knowledge" with us? Does your 
legal department agree? Will you 
share anyway? If we use your ru
mor, we'll send you a token of our 
appreciation and promise not to 
use your name. Anonymous con
tributions also accepted. Contact 
the Rumor Manager by regular, 
slow, and old-fashioned U.S. Mail 
or fast and modern electronic 
mail. Our old-fashioned address is 
Rumor Manager, care of MacUser, 
950 Tower Lane, 18th floor, Foster 
City, CA 94404. Our newfangled 
electronic addresses are MacUser 
(on MCI Mail), 72257,2671 (on 
CompuServe), and X0259 (on Ap
pleLink). No calls please, the Ru
mor Manager has an unlisted 
number and much prefers it that 
way. 
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The Safety 

Connection 


Who's been sitting in my chair 
- using my computer? If you ask 
this question as often as some of 
us do around here, you may be 
thinking o( chains and padlocks 
for your Mac. Abetter solution for 
protecting your data and hard

ware might be the PC Guardian 
Keyboard Lockout for the Mac SE, 
from Micro Securi ty Devices. 

The Keyboard Lockout system 
consists of the Keyboard Lockout, 
the Port Lock, and two inter· 
changeable keys. Your keyboard 

cable is inserted into the Lockout 
uni t. When locked, this unit dis· 
ables the keyboard. The Lockout 
uni t's own cable fits in to the CPU 
through the Port Lock box. When 
the Port Lock's cover plate is in
stalled, the cable cannot be re· 
moved. 

Installation of the Keyboard 
Lockout requires only a Torx 
screwdriver (supplied) and takes 
just a few minutes. It sells fo r 

$79.95. The Mac II edition lists for 
$89.95. The PC Guardian Power 
Switch Protector locks your on/ 
off switch and prevents theft of 
internal boards. It will be avail
able for $89.95. 

For more information, contact 
Micro Security Devices at 118 Alto 
Street, San Rafael, CA 94901; 
(415) 459-0190 or (800) 882-7766 
outside Cali fornia. 

- Laura Johnson 
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Who needs pen and ink? With Judith Sutclilfe's Flourish font, the 
calligrapher's art is yours for the typing. Abelard & Troubador fonts also 
come with a set of wildflower initials that recall the grand style of 
illuminated manuscripts. 

Pomp and 
Circumstance 

Titles, invitations, award cer· 
tificates, poems - all can be cre
ated in display call igraphy (24 
point and larger) when you com
bine Flourish and your Mac. 

Flourish, The Calligrapher's 
Typeface, contains a basic upper
case and lowercase alphabet, 
flourished capitals and lowercase, 
full ligatures, Roman and old-style 
numerals, and lowercase interna
tional accents. 

Designer Judith Sutcliffe creat· 
ed Flourish in Altsys' Ponto· 
grapher, taking advantage of its 
automatic kerning pairs option. 
Character spacingwill be set auto· 
matically if the program you're 
using offers automatic kerning. 
However, Flourish's auto kerning 
doesn't work 'with every applica· 
tion - automatic kerning works 
well in PageMaker 2.0 and Free-

Hand, but not at all in Ready, Set, 
Go! 4.0. When you can't get the 
computer to do the work for you, 
youcan manuallycontrol the fi t of 
the letters using the Thin Space 
feature. 

Flowers can be added to your 
flourishes with another Sutcliffe 
design - a lovely set of wildflow
er initials included on the Abelard 
& Troubador disk. The initial let· 
ters are based on Cali fo rnia native 
wildflowers. Capitals for these 
fonts were drawn from a 16th-cen· 
tury manuscript. 

Both Abelard & Troubador and 
Flourish output to any Postscript 
printer and are available at $79.95 
each. Contact The Electric Typog
rapher at 2216 Cliff Drive, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93 109; (805) 966· 
7563. 

- Laura Johnson 

One Step 

ata Time 


If you're the type who'd prefer 
dangling a foot in the pool to test 
the water as opposed to diving in 
head first, then Dynamic Graph
ics has the product for you. 
Through their "Step-By-Step" vid
eos,youcan try your hand at desk
top publishing at your own pace. 
In the same amount of time that 
you would spend watching 
"Wheel of Fortune," you can learn 
about the principles of good de
sign and typesetting. Not only 
that, but you'll also get a general 
overview of the hardware and 
software. Even better, you'll walk 

through the basic procedures for 
creating three graphics projects 
on the Mac. This half hour is well 
worth missing out on buying a few 
vowels. 

"Desktop Design: I" is one of 
three newly released videos in a 
how-to series on graphic art sub
jects. Others currently available 
include "Paste-Up: I," which 
guides the user through the proce
dures of preparing camera-ready 
mechanicals, and "Calligraphy: 
I," an introduction to the basic 
techniques and tools of the art. 
Each video sells for $49.95. For 
more information, contact Dy
namic Graphics at 6000 N. Forest 
Park Drive, Peoria, IL 61614-3592; 
(309) 688-8800. 

- K1·isti Coale 

What can you do in 30 minutes? Learn the basics of desktop publishing, 
pasteup, or calligraphy with Step-by-Step videos from Dynamic Graphics. 
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NEW ON THE MENU 


UPDATES 

It's amazing how much action 

you can miss just by blinking, for 
example, the whole Tyson-Spinks 
fighl. The same could be said of 
updates in Mac software. Admit
tedly, it's hard to keep up with all 
the new versions coming out, but 
it is important - it allows you to 
get the most out of your software. 
For those in the dark, here's a list 
of the most recent versions (as of 
press time) of many popular pro
grams. 

To see if you have the most cur-

A.A.l.S. Prolog Ml.15 NCP 
Acta 2.0 NCP,// 
AMS General Ledger 2.08 NCP 
AppleShare 1.1 NCP 
Accountant Inc. 2.1 NCP./ / 
Aztec C 3.4b NCP,/ / 
Backgrounder 1.2 NCP 
Back to Basics 1.03 NCP 
Balance ol Power 1.03 CP 
Bulk Mailer 3.0 NCP,// 
Business Filevision 1.1 NCP 
CateridarMaker 3.0 NCP.I/ 
Capture 1.1 NCP,// 
Chart 1.02 NCP 
Chooser 3.3 NCP 
ClickArt Effec1s 1.01 NCP,// 
Clipper 1.01 NCP 
Close View 1.0 NCP 
Cognate 1.5 NCP.11 
ColorChatt 1.3 NCP 
Colorizer 1.1 NCP,11 
ColorMale 2.1 NCP 
ColorPrin1 2.03 NCP 
Comic Strip Factory 1.6 NCP.// 
Comic Works 1.0 NCP.// 
Comment 2.0 NCP,// 
ConcertWare + 4.0 NCP,I/ 
ConcertWate + MIDI 4.0 NCP,1/ 
Control Panel 3.3 NCP 
Copy II Mac 7.1 NCP 
Copy II HD 7.1 NCP 
Cricket Draw 1.1 NCP. // 
Cricket Graph 1.2 NCP 
Curator 1.04 NCP,// 
DA Handler 6.Q NCP 
Deluxe Music Con· 

struction Set 2.0 CP 
Design/ IDEF 1.1 NCP. 11 
DeslgnScope 1.14 NCP.// 

.Deskllnk 2.0 NCP,// 
. · DisK Express 1.10 NCP 

Disk First Aid 1.4 NCP 
DiskFit 1.4 NCP,// 
Disklnlo 1.45 NCP.S 
Disk Ranger 3.1 NCP 
Disk Tools Plus 1.()1 NCP,// 
DiskTop 3.0.2 NCP.// 
Dollars &Sense 4.0 NCP// 
Double Helix II r40 NCP.I/ 
"Draw 11 Ag1ln, Sam" 2.04 NCP.!/ 
Easy Access 1.0 NCP 
Easy30 1.01 NCP 
Edit 2.1 NCP 
Excel 1.5 NCP,11 
ExperCommon Lisp 2.2 NCP 
Experlisp 1.5 NCP,// 
Experlogo 1.1 NCP 
Elpresslonlst 2.0 NCP,// 
EZ Dralt 2.0 NCP.I/ 
FastBack 1.02 NCP,// 
File 2.0 NCP,11 
Filemaker Plus 2.1 NCP.11 
Finder (MFS·128K} 4.1 NCP 
Finder (HFS} 6.1 NCP 
Ffndswell 2.0 NCP,// 
FlashBack 1.6 NCP 

rent versions, check the About . .. 
item at the top of the Apple menu 
whenever you run a program. 

In the realm of Apple System 
software, owners of 128K Macs 
should have System 2.0 and Find
er 5.1 . 

For those with the 512K, 
512KE, or XL, you should be run
ning System 3.2 and Finder 5.3. 
Everyone else should be running 
System 6.0.1 , which should be out 
by the time this hits the stands. 

There's MORE (JI) where pre-

Flight Simulator 1.0 CP 
Fokker Triplane 1.0 CP 
FONTastic Plus 1.4 NCP.I/ 
FonVOA Mover 3.8 NCP 
Fontographer 2.3 CP 
Forecast 2.0 NCP.I/ 
Frame Mac 1.1 NCP.I/ 
FreeTerm 2.0 NCP,// 
FullPainl 1.0 NCP 
FullWrite Professional 1.0 NCP.// 
Gato 1.42 CP 
General 3.3 NCP 
GeoOuery 1.01 NCP,// 
Glue 1.04 NCP 
·GraphicWorks 1.13 NCP 
Handwriting Analyst 1.2 NCP,// 
Hard Disk 20 1.1 NCP 
Hard Disk Utility 2.0 NCP 
HD Backup 1.1 NCP 
HD SC Setup Apple 2.0 NCP 
HFS Backup 1.1 NCP 
HFS Locator Plus 2.0 NCP 
ltyperCard 1.2.1 NCP.I/ 
Illustrator 1.0 CPINCP,// 
lmageWriter 2.7 NCP 
lmageWriter,AppleTalk 2.7 NCP 
InBox 2.22 NCP 
Insight Expert 

Accounting 2.01 NCP,// 
Installer 2.6 NCP 
in Talk 3.0 NCP,// 
Jam Session 1.1 CP.11 
Jazz 1A CP 
JustText 1.1 NCP 
Keyboard 3.3 NCP 
Key Layout 2.3 NCP,// 
Laser Allthor 1.3 NCP.11 
Laser Prep 5.2 NCP 
LaserShare 1.0 NCP 
LaserSpeed 1.6 NCP,// 
LaserStatus 2.0 NCP 
LaserWriter 5.2 NCP 
Laser Writer llSC 1.1 NCP 
Layout 1.3 NCP.S 
Legal Billing 1.72 NCP.// 
Legal Billing II 2.39 NCP,// 
LightSpeedC 3.0 NCP,// 
UghtSpeed Pascal 2.0 NCP.// 
Listen 2.0 2.1 CP.I/ 
Lode Runner 1.0 CP 
Lookup 1.0c NCP.11 
Mac3D 2.1 NCP.1/ 
MacASM 1.2 NCP 
MacBillboard 4.()1 NCP.S 
Mace 5.0 NCP.I/ 
MacCalc 1.2 NCP 
Mac Daisy Link 1.04 NCP,// 
Mac Disk Catalog II 2.1C NCP 
MacDraw II 1.0 NCP.// 
MacDraft 1.2b NCP,/ / 
MacFlow 2.03 NCP.// 
Macfortran (all} 2.3 NCP.// 
MacGoll 3.0 CP.// 
MaclnTalk 1.1 NCP 
Maclabeler 2.2 CP 
MacMoney 3.01 NCP,// 

sentation packages come from as 
Symantec's update to its presenta
lion package boasts word process
ing and full drawing capabilities. 
In the midst of the System shuffle, 
Apple has managed to put out Hy
perCard 1.2.1. All's well that 
Findswell - 2.0, at least. Version 
2.0 of this document locater adds a 
new button to open and save dia
log boxes. 

All programs listed here are 
HFS compatible. From this chart, 
you can extract the following in-

MacMovies 1.02 NCP 
MacNosyV2 2.8 NCP 
MacPainl 2.0 NCP.I/ 
MacPaletle 1.0 CP 
MacPascal 2.1 CP 
MacProject II 1.0 NCP.I/ 
MacProof 3.0 NCP 
MacSafe 1.08 NCP.11 
MacSchedule 1.0 NCP.I/ 
MacScheme+ 

Toolsmith. 1.51 NCP.I/ 
MacSllrve . 2.3 CP// 
MacSpec 1.3 CP 
MacSpin 1.1 CP 
MacSpool 2.2 NCP 
MacTerminal 2.2 NCP 
MacTools (MFS/HFS} 7.1 NCP 
MacWrite 5.0 NCP,// 
Mac Zap 5.0 NCP.// 
MailManager 1.0 CP 
Map 1.1 NCP 
MapMaker 3.0 NCP.// 
MOA 2.0 NCP.11 
MOS 2.0 NCP 
Measure Test 12.7 CP.S.11 
Menufonts 2 2.0 NCP,// 
MegamaxC 3.0 NCP 
MGMStaUon 2.0 NCP,// 
MicroPhone 1.1 NCP.// 
Micro Planner Plus 5.8b NCP 
Ml1dWrite 2.0 NCP,/ / 
miniWriter 1.4 NCP.S 
MockPackage + 4.3.4 NCP,S 
IWIRE II NCP,// 
Mouse 3:3 NCP 
MPW 2.0b NCP 
MS BASIC 3.0 NCP 
MS BASIC Compiler 1.0 NCP 
MS Fortran 2.2 NCP 
MS Works 1:1 NCP,// 
MultiFinder 6.0 NCP.11 
Muttiplan 1.11 NCP.I/ 
MuslcWorks 1.1 CP 
myOlskla~ler 2.11 NCP,//.. 
'Ncryptor 2.0 NCP.11 
Neon 2.0 NCP 
NightWatch 1.02 NCP.I/ 
Omnis Ill Plus· 3.25 NCP.11 
OverVUE 2.1e NCP.11 
Packlt Ill 1.3 NCP.S 
PageMaker 3.0 NCP.11 
Parameter Manager 1.092 NCP 
Per!onner 2.31 CP 
PictureBase 1.2 NCP 
Plains and Simple 4.1 NCP,// 
PLP 2.0 NCP,// 
PowerPoint 2.0 NCP,// 
PowerStation 2.3 NCP.// 
Print Monitor 1.2 NCP,// 
Professional Composer 2.1 CP 
Profit Stalker II 1.3 NCP 
Programmer's Online 

Companion 2.0 NCP,// 
Project Billing 3.0 NCP.11 
OUED/M 2.04 NCP 
QuicKeys 1.1 NCP.// 

formation: CP or NCP, copy pro
tected or not; / /, programs we've 
found t-0 be Mac JI compatible (not 
yet a comprehensive list); and S, 
for shareware (try before you 
buy). 

Changes and new listings are in 
bold. Programs that appear to be 
compatible with the Mac JI may 
not actually perform 100 percent 
of the functions they do on other 
Macs, nor do they necessarily take 
fu ll advantage of the Macintosh 
II. 

OuickWord 2.0 NCP,// 
Rags to Riches 3.0 CP,// 
Ragtime 2.01 NCP,// 
Read·lt! 1.1 NCP,// 
Ready, Set. Go! 4.0a NCP.11 
Record Holder 2.1 NCP 
REdit 1.2 NCP 
Red Ryder 10.3 NCP 
Reflex Plus 1.()1 NCP.// 
Reports 1.2 NCP.// •. 
Res Edit 1.1b7 .~~~// '·'iSargon Ill 1.o 
Scoop 1.01 NCP//' j 
Scrapbook 174K NCP:// 1 
SldeKick 2.0 NCP j 
Silicon Press 1.1 NCP 
Slide Show Magician 1.3 CP 
Smartcom II 3.0A NCP.11 
SmarlScrap & The 

Clipper 1.03 NCP,// 
Sound 3.3 NCP.I/ 
SoundCap 4.4 CP 
Space Edit 2.0 CP,// 
SpellNow 1.0 NCP 
Spellswell 2.01 NCP// 
Startup Device 3.3 NCP,// 
StatView 512 + 1..1 NCP . 
StatWorks 1.2 NCP.// 
Stella 1.3 CP,// 
Stepping Out 2.0 NCP.11 
Straight Talk 2.08 NCP.11 
Studio Session 1.4 CP 
Suitcase 1.2.1 NCP,11 
SuperGlue 1.03 NCP.ll 
SuperPaint 1.00 NCP.ll 
Switcher 5.1 NCP 
System (MFS·128K} 2.0 NCP 
System (HFS} 6.0 NCP 
Telescape 1.0 NCP.t/ 
Telescape Pro VT 100 1.1 NCP 
Tempo 1.2 NCP 
Textures 1/01 NCP// 
Think 'n Time 1.1 NCP.11' 
ThinkTank 2.0 NCP,// 
Thunder! 1.0.1 NCP 
Thunderscan 4.0 NCP 
TML Pascal 2.01 NCP 
TMON 2.8 NCP 
Top Desk 3.0 CP 
TOPS 2.0 NCP// 
T11peze 2.1 NCP,// 
Turbo Download 2.1 NCPJI 
Turbo Maccountant 2.0 NCP,// 
Turbo Pascal 1.1 NCP.!/ 
Type Now 1.0 NCP,(/ 
VersaTerm 3.0 NCP 
VersaTerm Pro 2.0 NCP 
VideoWorks II 2.0 NCP,// 
VIP 2.5 NCP.11 
Widgets 3.0 NCP 
Word 3.02 NCP.11 
Write 1.0 NCP,// 
WriteNow 1.07 NCP,// l 
XPress 1.1 CP/ NCP,//i 
ZBasic 4.0 NCP '.l 

j 
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It can dance. 

It caneven spit nickels. 

Ifyou're losing your passion for running the 
same oldprograms on yourMac~add alittle excite
ment to the relationship. Start writing your own, 
with the new Microsoft®QuickBASIC for the 
Macintosh~ 

BASIC is already 
the easiest language to 
learn on the Mac. And 
now, with new Micro
soft QuickBASIC,it's 
even easier. 

We've built the 
compiler and theinter
preter into oneprogram. !
Which means you can ·.._______ 
compile and execute Theconsummatenew Microsoft 
whatever your heart de- QuickBASIC for theMacintosh. 

sires with a simpledouble click of the mouse. 
We've even added a complimentary personal 
finance program so you can practice. See any 
Microsoft dealer for atrial run. 

You're going to have alot offun programming 
your own Mac, even when you're getting down to 
serious business.With newMicrosoft Quick.BASIC, 
you'll learn how to customize business applica
tions and programs so theymeet your specific 
needs and work with existing applications. 

And don't be surprised at some of theinge
nious things you can create right off the bat. 

That's perfectlynatural. 

Mictosoft® 
c 1988 Microsoft Corporation. All rights rese!\-.d. ~licrusoft and the Micrusoft logo are registered trademarl<s of 
Micrusoft Corporation. Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarl<s of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Portions of ~licrosoft QuickBASIC for theMacintosh were de\-eloped and are copyrightfd b/' Ab!oft Corporation,
Allhum Hills, Michigan, and are based on a \'el'SiCll of the Absoft AC/BASIC• compiler. Al rights rese1'"'1. 



NEW ON THE MENU 


The Nutmeg 19, along with.the Nutmeg/Xerox Full-Page Display, are the 
first monitors on the market that have adapter cards for different Mac 
models. 

want w upgrade. To make the Double 
monitor run wi th your new Mac, 
youjust purchase the appropriateVision adapter board (S325). 


You can stop rubbing your eyes 
 Also taking advantage of this 
- you are in fact seeing double! "proprietary video interface" is 
It's Nutmeg Systems' dual-page the Nutmeg/ Xerox Full Page Dis
display for the Mac, the Nutmeg play moni tor. This high-resolution 
19. See twice what you used to see moni tor (90 dpi in a 720 X 9tl0
in CAD, desktop-publishing, pixel display) lets you view an en
graphic.~, and imaging applica tire 8 YI X 11 -inch page on-screen. 
tions with this low-priced monitor Like the Nutmeg 19, the Nutmeg/ 
(.3 1,699 for the Plus and SE;$1,899 Xerox FPD package includes a 
for the Mac II). Each monitor video kit that comes with the in 
comes with a video kit that in  terchangeable module - you 
cludes a video module, cabling, have to purchase the adapter. For 
software, and an adapter board the Plus and the SE, the utmeg/ 
for the model of Mac speci fied. Xerox FPD sells for Sl,599; Sl,799 

Unlike other monitors' video fo r the Mac II. Contact Nutmeg 
kits, the module that comes with Systems for more information at 
Lhe Nutmeg systemcan be used in 25 South Avenue, New Canaan, 
any model from the 512 to the Mac CN 06840; (203) 966-3226. 
fl This comes in handy when you - Kristi Coale 

Hard-Core 
Code Bashing 

What happens when you cram pie-bashing session. Lots of tough 
nearly 200 Mac hackers together? questions were asked and lots an
If the recent MacHack '88, held in swered (some, of course, with the 
Ann Arbor, Ml is any indication, in famous, "We don't comment on 
sparks fly, lots of information is unannounced products.") Theses
exchanged, Apple gets a lot of ad  sion, scheduled for two hours, 
vice (both pro and con), and beds went on nearly twice that long. 
go largely unslept in. The conference started with a 

The programmers and develop keynote address delivered by Ted 
ers came from all over the United Nelson of Project Xanadu fame. 
States and from several European Nelson was allotted an hour, but 
countries. And while there was a spoke for several hours, and his 
complete formal program of talk was interrupted by a lunch 
speakers, presentations, and break. (Running over schedule is 
"events," the real reason to go to a not so much a tradition as a rule at 
Holiday Inn on the west side of programmers' gatherings.) 
steaming Ann Arbor was the in We looked at the new TML 
formal meetings and chats that Pascal II and THINK's Light
went on night and day. SpeedC version 3.0 and lots of new 

Apple was represented by no debugging tools, including Steve 
fewer than a dozen engineers, dig Jasik's latest enhancements to 
ital scribes, and programmers. the MacNosy package. Lots of pro
That's 11 more than attended last grammers demonstrated their 
year. One of the highlights of this work (usually work in progress), 
year's gatheringoccurred the first and Apple's engineers were par
night, when the Apple folks faced ticularly interested. 
the rest of us for a good, solid Ap - Steven Bobker 

snapshot for any other time, so 
jet-setters stalkingthe perfect tan 
can plan their itineraries accord 
ingly. You can also cl ick anywhere 

Night 
and DA on the map to find the local time 

The sun never sets on the desk at that location. A miniature ver
wp empire, thanks to a new desk sion of the map can be displayed 
accessory from MLT Software. while running other applications. 
Once installed, Sun Clock checks Sun Clock lists for $17 and is avail
the time and displays a global map able from MLT Software at P.O. 
showing where the sun don't (and Box 98041, 6325 SW Capitol High
do) shine. The display is continu way, Portland, OH 97201; (503) 
ously updated as time goes by. You 245-7093. 
can get a global sun-coverage - Jon Zilber 

Seeing where the sun do (and don't) shine. The Sun Clock desk 
accessory, from MLT Software, lets you see the difference belween night 
and day. 
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Presentation 

Pitch 


Aldus and Software Publishing 
have announced two new prod
ucts for the al ready crowded desk
top presentalion market. Aldus, of 
PageMaker fame, hopes to repeat 
its success with a new package 
called Persuasion. Software Pub
lishing, which already has a pre
sentation package for IBM PCs, is 
developing a program that will 
carry its Harvard brand name. Al
dus' Persuasion is slated for re
lease in late 1988; SPC's Harvard 
program won't be available until 
sometime in 1989. 

Aldus' new Persuasion is tar
geted at managers and salespeo
ple, as opposed to the art directors 
who traditionally design presen
tations. It integrates slide and 
transparency composition with 
outlining and charting tools. To 
help managers over the rough 
spots of slide design, Aldus in
cludes AutoTemplates, which al
low you to dump an outl ine into a 
predefined slide format. 

Other Persuasion features in
clude a slide-show feature for 
viewing presentations on-screen; 
the ability to import Excel, Word, 
and Encapsulated PostScript files 
as well as other formats; a spelling 
checker; and full color support, in
cluding graduated fi lls, on the 
Mac II. At press Li me, Aldus was 
still exploring a joint agreement 
with a national slide service to 
provide next-day turnaround on 
developing slides. (Both Power
Point and Cricket Presents al
ready carry such options.) Persua
sion is expected to sell for $495. 

SPC's Harvard product is still 
under wraps but promises to be 
very much like Harvard Graphics, 
their presentation system for IBM 
PCs that supports a wide variety 
of slide-making devices. It will 
defini tely have a three-dimen
sional charting and graphing ca
pability, and it's likely that there 
will be transparent file transfers 
between their PC product and the 

Aldus does ii too. Persuasion, Aldus' new presentation package, is aimed 
at managers and salespeople, instead of art directors. It combines slide/ 
transparency composition with outlining and charting tools. 

Macintosh offering. Cricket Presents, and MORE) that 
The two new products will join are vying for supremacy in the 

at least four other packages desktop-presentalion market. 
(PowerPoint; ReadySetShow, - Ben Templin 

graphics utilizing 16.8 million 
colors. 

We can solve your statis
tical calculations at mainframe 
speeds. 

And we can make any 
analysis you can do on the 
advanced Macintosh II easier 
than with the software you're 
currently using. 

But even if you have the 
Macintosh SE or the Macin
tosh Plus instead, our Stat
ViewNSE + Graphics soft
ware will accomodate your 
needs just as well. 

Call Abacus Concepts 
at 1-415-540-1949. We've 
designed our Macintosh soft
ware to perform as well as 
the hardware built around it. 
Apple is a registered ttadcmark ol Apple Computer. Inc. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Compuler. Inc. 

A13A<.\A5 

C 0 N C E P T S 

As capable as Macintosh'" 
is, it can only do what your 
software tells it to. That 's why 
we've designed our software 
to make the Macintosh do 

what Apple®had in mind. 
In fact, we've won awards 

for what we can make a 
Macintosh do. 

We can make it produce 
Please circle 25 on reader service card. 
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Choosing a tape backup or hard disk used 
to be a black and white decision. You got 
one or the other and little else. 
Nat anymore. 
'E:verex took three sterling ideas and made 
them golden. We combined them and 
created the EMAC-FS102. The FSI02 
equips your Macintosh™ Plus, SE or II 
with an 88MB hard disk, a high-speed 
60MB tape backup and the most complete 
software utilities manager ever developed. 
You get tape utility as well as hard disk for
matting and management tools, all in a 
single, integrated software package. No 
more switching from program to program, 
so you work faster and more efficiently.. 
The FS l02 comes complete and ready to 
a w;,ye even· 
status display so 
youtEMAC is 
So when you';'e 

quality and pert1~ .
' !him;flfl{1(WA 
24-karat choice' see·· ru1.r1Mtini 


EMAC ~~ 

nearest dea_J~f_ 

••-0806·~22
1~1.osf 
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• THE MACINTOSH COMMUNITY 


News from 
by Neil L. Shapiro Outer Space 

1
ake it from me: Hospitals are no 

un at all. I just spent two weeks in 
ne of Long Island's finest having 

my gallbladder yanked out. It ap
pears that once you turn 40 various 
parts go out of warranty. 

However, while I could have missed 
the experience overall, it did come in 
handy in one way. For the first time in 
a few years I began to, once again, 
suffer from what I call "The Man 
From Mars Syndrome." 

Now, that syndrome is not related to 
gallstones or to surgical procedures or 
even to Blue Shield cards. Rather, it 
was a reminder to me that, in general, 
computing is still a very new field, and 
when you talk about only one type of 
computer you are really starting to get 
parochial. 

The Man From Mars Syndrome 
first manifested itself when one of my 
nurses, probably desperate to stop my 
complaining and whining, asked me 
what I do for a living. I don 't think she 
expected to be challenged by my an
swer. She probably figured that I was a 
schoolteacher or, at worst, sold used 
cars. 

Without thinking much about it, I 
told her I was a sysop on a national 
telecommunications network and that 
I was one of the editors of MacUser 
magazine, which I had founded. Sud
denly, I realized that rwas speaking in 
tongues, at least as far as she was con
cerned. 

I might as well have said that I was 
an Acolyte of the Dark Being and had 
invented the Spell of Omen for the lo
cal witch doctor's convention. Her 
confusion was evident. 

I explained as best I could. I told her 
that on a computer network many peo
ple with home computers can type at 
one another and leave messages, ex
change software, and entertain each 
other. I told her that I was sort of like 
David Letterman, but on my talk 

show, everyone was typing instead of 
talking. And I told her that many 
Macintosh owners knew about Mac
User magazine. 

I think she put on my chart that I 
was a difficult patient. 

Throughout my stay in the hospital, 
this kind of scenario would repeat it
self. I kept glancing at my electronic 
watch, for once thankful it showed the 
year. Yes, it was indeed 1988. I hadn't 
felt like this since 1978 back when I 
was the only person I knew with an 
Apple II computer. 

During the course of my stay there, I 
would meet medical personnel as well 
as visitors to other patient's and just 
general people. In every case, I had 
basically the same Man From Mars 
conversation. 

They would ask what I do for a liv
ing, and I would tell them. And they 
would have no idea what I was talking 
about. 

Wow. 
Now some of these people used mi

crocomputers in their offices. It wasn't 
that they didn't know what a computer 
was. At least, they thought they knew 
what a computer was. 

But to these people a computer is 
just something that you run a spread
sheet or a database on - by rote or 
using learned commands/incantations 
- or it's the mysterious thing that 
school budgets need approval to buy so 
our children are not taken over by the 
Russians. 

I realized two importa..nt things 
while rwas in the hospital. First, I nev
er want to be sick in the hospital again. 
Second, this is not really the Golden 
Age of Computing. What we are in 
now is the Stone Age ofComputing 
well, maybe the Bronze Age. 

Most people still have no conception 
either of what a computer is or of all 
the ways that they might be able to use 
one in their own personal lives. 

Hey, people! Fire is good. Fire is 
your friend. Fire can cook your meat 
and keep you warm. 

It 's amazing, to me anyway, that so 
few people in the "real world" have 
any conception of the things that you 
and I take for granted . And, you know 
something? I think it will get worse 
before it gets better. 

TRIBES AND TRIBULATIONS 
The trouble is that the computing 

community is now so large that it is 
beyond the "one tribe" size. We've al
ready fragmented our society into mi
crocosmic, warring factions. 

We have the Macintosh Tribe (a•:.)
cal subset of the Apple Nation), the 
IBM Warriors, the Commodore Bat
talions, the Amiga Buddies, and the 
ST Troopers. We have so many differ
ent subsets that we can no longer see 
the dark forest for the few brightly lit 
trees. 

You and I have spent a lot of time 
going over reasons why the Macintosh 
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• THE MACINTOSH COMMUNITY 


Y ou don't 

have to recommend a 

Macintosh every time. If 

you know a person with a 

limited income and four 

kids, what's wrong with 

recommending a 

Commodore 64? 

-

is the best computer. You know some
thing? We have been guilty of paroch i
alism in the worst sense. 

Once in a while, let's leave aside the 
question of which compu ter is "best" 
or what CPU has the most softwa re or 
even which platform one should 
choose. Instead, let'. just tell people 
about computin g. 

A lot of people out there really don 't 
know that thei r lives are incomplete, 
that they are miss ing out on one of 
mankind 's greate ·t and most powerful 
steps forward. Let 's tell them about it. 
Today. 

All of us mu t know some acquain
tance or business associate who either 
does not know abou t computing or 
thinks a computer is a piece of glass 
with a spreadsheet behind it. Let's 
wake these people up. 

Get them into computing. 
And it doesn' t mean you have to rec

ommend a Macintosh every time. If 
you know a person with a limited in
come and four kids, what's wrong with 
recommending a trip to Toys ' R' Us 
and a Commodore 64 '? 

Stop being parochial. 
The important thing to get across to 

people is that computing is here, that 
computing can be helpful in ways they 
never imagined, and that computing is 
not difficult to enter into. 

We have to stop si tting back and 
being satisfied that, yes, we have ar

rived. MacUser's circulation is in the 
hundreds of thousands. Great. When I 
worked for Popular Mechanics maga
zi ne, that journal sold more than six 
million copies every month. 

Help our circulation manager reach 
six million! Start telling people about 

· computing as if they had never heard 
of it before - because maybe they 
really have not. 

This may be 1988 for us. It 's still 
1978 for them. 

THE BLUE PENCIL HAVING WRIT. ... 
Well , everybody gets edited sooner 

or later. I received some angry E-mail 
from a Xerox employee in response to 
July's column. That column con
tained these words: 

"No one really knows what agree
ment existed between Apple and Xe
rox PARC that deve loped into an an
cestral, albeit crippled and half
formed, version of the Mac on the 
Xerox STAR computer." 

This fellow, who had worked on the 
STAR, rightfully felt th at I was 
somehow saying the STAR owed 
something to the Mac. 

The copy as I had written it wa s: 
"No one, for example, really knows 
what agreements existed bet ween Ap
ple and Xerox PARC which, on the 
Xerox STAR computer, developed an 
ancestral , albeit terribly crippled and 
half-formed, version of the Mac." 

Whatever. The point I was trying to 
make was that the STAR computer is 
definitely an ancestor of the Macin
tosh computer and that the Macin
tosh owes a great deal to the work of 
the Xerox PARC people. 

In point of fact , the Macintosh 
might never have existed if it were not 
for the STAR. Steve Jobs saw the 
STAR, and Apple purchased various 
rights to its operating system from 
Xerox. What these rights were I do 
not know. But it 's obvious that the 
STAR was the first mass-produced 
microcomputer to have such things as 
pull-down menus, windows, and icons 
as its built-in operating system. 

I'd like to apologize to STAR peo
ple who might have thought I was 
somehow sayi ng that the STAR owed 
a debt to the Macintosh. It is really 
the other way around. 

V ision. 

That's the difference 

between success and 

limiting yourself. The two 

Steves had the vision. 

-
As far as the pejorative words half
formed and crippled, I would like to 
clarify them as well. By half-formed, 
I only meant in relation to where the 
Macintosh would later take things. 

Crippled I stand by. But, by crip
pled I do not mean crippled in execu
tion but crippled by a series of ex
tremely poor marketing decisions 
divorced from the developmental ef
fort. 

The Xerox STAR was sold at up
wards of ten thousand dollars. To say 
th at it was overpriced for the time is 
hardly to do justice to the stupidity of 
such a price point. If ever a worthy 
computer was sold down the river by a 
decisipn to see that it was never really 
sold - the Xerox STAR is the prime 
example. 

The programmers and developers 
of the Xerox STAR should feel al
ways exceedingly proud of thei r vis ion 
and their accomplishment. On the 
other hand, the people who marketed 
the Xerox STAR should never be al
lowed to sell anything again. 

Isn' t it odd how things turn out? 
Back in Apple II days, Steve Wozniak 
put together the first Apple I with 
parts from his job at Hewlett-Pack
ard. And, H-P told him to go ahead 
and keep the idea. Then , in the debut 
days of the Macintosh, Steve Jobs 
picked up an idea from Xerox that 
they had no idea what to do with. 

Vision . Th at's the difference be
tween success and limiting yourse lf. 
The two Steves had the vision. 

And, thanks to them, we have the 
computers. 

See you next month, I have to go get 
some stitches removed. . . . ~ 
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CP denotes copy-protected. 

NCP denotes not copy-protected. 
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3958 Aatrix Payroll PLUS 1.0 . . . . . . . . . 169. 

Aba Software .. . NCP BrainPower ... 
1305 " Draw it again, Sam" 2.03 . .. . . .. 89. 17re A11alvzu Bundle-A comprehensive scientific 
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3959 MindWrite 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95. DesignScope, and StatView 512 +. An S800
1345 MindWritefxpress 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . 149. 
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 1402 


1137 
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1014 
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1324 
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Adobe Systems ... NCP 3962 

Adobe Illustrator '88 1.1 . . . . . . . . 325. 
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Berkeley System Design ... NCP 
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Borland International ... NCP 
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Turbo Pascal 1.1 . ........ . .. . .. 65. 

Eureka: The Solver 1.0 . . . ... .. . 129. 

Reflex Plus 1.01 .. . .. .. ....... 165. 

BralnPower ... NCP 

DataScan 1.0 .. .. . . .... .. . . . . 119. 

DesignScope 1. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . 128. 

MathView Professional 1.0 .. . . .. 145. 

StatView512 + 1.2 . ... . . . .. . ... 175. 
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The Analyzer Bundle . . . . . . . . . . 325. 

Bravo Technologies ... NCP 

MacCalc 1.2C . .. .... . . . .... .. 79. 

Bright Star Technology .. . NCP 

Alphabet Blocks 3.01 . . . . . . . . . . . 32 . 

Talking Tiles 1.0 . .. .. . • . .... . .. 79. 

Hyper Animator 1.0 ..... . . . . .... 89. 

Broderbund ... CP 

Jam Session 1.1 . .... . . . .. . . ... 30. 
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Nutri·Calc Plus 1.1 .. . .. . . ..... 175. 

CasadyWare ... NGP 

Fluent Fonts 2.0 ... . .. . .. . ... .. 27. 

Fluent Laser Fonts . . . . . . . . . . . . . call 

CE Software ... NCP 

Calendar Maker 3.0 .. . . .. .. . . . . 28. 

Disktop 3.0.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28. 

QuicKeys 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54. 

OuickMail 1.0 . . ..... . .. . . . . .. 179. 

Challenger Software ... NCP 

Mac3D2.1 . .. . . .. . . . . ..... . . 119. 

Chang Labs ... NCP 

C.A.T. 2.0 . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 239. 
Inventory Control 2.6 ... . . . .. . . 239. 
Professional Billing 2.9 . . . . .. . .. 239. 
Rags to Riches 3-Pak ... . . . . .. . 289. 
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Cricket Software .. . NCP 

Cricket Graph 1.2 ..... . . . . . . . $1 19. 

Cricket Draw 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

Cricket Presents 1.0 .. ..•. . . ... 289. 

DataVlz ... NCP 

MacLink Plus 2. 11 .. . . . . . . . . .. . 

Davidson ... CP 

Math Blaster! 1.0 . ... . . ... . ... . 

Deneba Software ... NCP 

Merriam-Webster 's Thesaurus 2.0 . 

Comment 2.0 . . .. . . .. . . . .... . . 

Canvas DA 1.01 . ... . .. . . ... ... 

Canvas 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Coach Professional 3.0A . . . .. . . . 

DreamMaker ... NCP 

MacGallery . . . . .. .... .. .. . . . . . 
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Farallon Computing .. . NCP 

MacRecorder 1.05 . . . . . . . . . . . . 145. 

Fifth Generation Systems ... NCP 

Suitcase1 .2.1 . . ... . . . . .. . . ... . 37. 

PowerStation 2.3 .. . ... . . .. .. . . . 37. 

FastBack Mac 1.02 . . . . .. . .. ... . 54. 

1st Byte ... CP 

First Shapes, KidTalk, Math Talk, 

MathTalk Fractions, Smooth Talker, 

Speller Bee . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .each 32. 
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Comic Strip Factory 1.6 .. . ... . . . 45. 
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Symantec .. . NCP 
3982 MacSQZ! 1.0 .. . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 49. 
3983 SUM 1.0 . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. 59. 
3422 More 1.1C .... ... ... . . ... ... 175. 
3984 HFS Navigator 1.0 . .. . . . . .. . .. . 34. 
3419 Laserspeed 1.6 . . ... . . . ... . ... 55. 
3421 Lightspeed Pascal 1.11A . . . . . . .. 65. 
3420 Lightspeed C 3.0 .. .... . . . . . . . . 95. 
3415 CAPP's for Lightspeed C 1.0 . . . .. 49. 
3417 lnBox Starter Kit 2.2 ... . . . . .. .. 199. 

Symmetry ... NCP 
3317 Acta 2.01 . ...... . . .. . . . .. .... 36. 
3318 HyperDA 2.01 . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . 38. 
3319 PictureBase 1.2 . . . ... . ... ..... 58. 

3G Graphics .. . NCP 
3942 Images with Impact . . . . . 59. 

Telegraphies ... NCP 
3630 HyperTutor 1.0.1 . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 

Think Educational .. . CP 
3615 MacEdgell1 .0 ....... .. ... .. .. 28. 

T/Maker ... NCP 

ClickArt Personal Graphics, Effects, 

Publications, Letters Vol. 1 or 2, 

Holidays. Business Images . .each $28. 1184 


3633 	 Christian Images. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 
Bombay, Plymouth or Seville Font . . 45. 1011 


3635 EPS Illustrations . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . 75. 

3639 WriteNow 2.0 .. . . ...... . .. . .. 109. 1429 


TML Systems .. . NCP 1421 

3549 TML Pascal II 2.50 ... .. ... . . . .. 79. 1428 


TOPS ... NCP 4065 

3721 TOPS Teleconnector (DIN-8) . .. . . . 39. 

3723 TOPS Mac 2.0 . . . .. . .... . .. . . . 119. 1544 

3725 TOPS Repeater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132. 1545 


Travellng Software .. . NCP 4074 

3729 	 LAP-LINK Mac 1.2 .. . . . . .... . . . 85. 


True BASIC ... NCP 1W 

LANGUAGE & TOOLKITS 1848 


3587 	 True BASIC 2.0 . ......... . . . .. . 59. 1851 

Advanced String, Business Graphics, 1842 

Mathematicians Toolkit, Scientific 4064 

Graphics, Sorting & Searching, or 

3DGraphics ..... .. . . . . ... . . . . 49. 2037 


2268 


2518 

2519 


2448 

2442 

2457 


2772 


1339 


2868 


T/Maker ... NCP 2787 

Writtflhw 2.0-Award winning word processor. 
New version includes 100,000 word spelling 2764 


2767
dictionary, mail merge, 4editable columns on a 
2765 
page, & instant repaginatlon . . . . . . . . . S109. 

3585 


3751 

3752 

3755 

3756 

3754 


3779 

3783 

3784 


3800 


3790 

3788 

3792 


3985 

3986 


EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Algebra I & II , Arithmetic, Calculus, 

Discrete Math, MacFunction, 

Pre-Calculus. Probability, 

or Trigonometry . . . . . . . . . . 35. 

TrueSTAT 1.2 . . . . ... . . . .. . .. . .. 49. 

Unicorn .. . CP .. . NCP 

Animal Kingdom .. . . . . ... . . . .. . 27. 

Decimal Dungeon . .. . ......... 27. 

Mac Robots . . .. . . ...... . . . . . . 27 . 

Math Wizard . . ......... . . . . .. . 27. 

Read-A-Rama ... . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 32. 

Wllllam & Macias .. . NCP 

DiskFinder 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29. 

myDisklabeler w/Color 2.81 . . . . . . . 31 . 

myDisklabeler w/LaserWriter option. 34 . 

WordPerfect ... NCP 

WordPerfect Mac 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . 185. 
 Deneba Software ... NCPWorking Software . .. NCP 

Lookup 1.0 .. ........ .. .. .. .. . 29. 
 Ca11vas 2.0-New capabilities allow for faster 
Findswell 1.0A . . . .. . . . . . . .... . 29. 
 drawing & printing and increasedprecision to 
Spellswell 2.0E .. . .. .. .. . ... . . . 42. an amazing 1/64000th of an inch! Now includes 
Zedcor ... NCP amore powerful DA version . . .... . . . $169.
ZBasic 4.0 . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 
DeskPaint 2.0 .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . 75. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

Accolade ... CP 

Hardball ... ... ...... . . .. .. . . $23. 

Avalon Hiii .. . CP 

MacPro Football . .. .. .. . .. . . ... 28. 

Broderbund Software .. . CP 

Ultima Ill .. ....... . ........ .. . 24 . 

Ancient Art of War . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 27. 

Toyshop . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . 30. 

PosterMaker Plus .... . . . .... . .. 36. 

Bullseye ... CP 

Ferrari Grand Prix . . . .... . .. . ... 32. 

Fokker TriPlane .. .. . . ...... . ... 32. 

P51 Mustang Flight Simulator .. .. . 32. 

Electronic Arts .. . CP 

~~ ... . . ... .. .. . ... .... .. . . ~. 


Patton vs Rommel. .. . . . .•. ..... 27. 

Scrabble .. .. . .. . .. ... . ... . ... 27. 

Chessmaster 2000 . . . . ... . . . ... 28. 

Chuck Yeager Flight Simulator .. . . 32 . 

Epyx ... CP 

Sub Battle Simulator . . ....... . . . 24. 

Greene, Inc. ... CP 

Crystal Quest .. . . . ..... .. ... . . 24. 

Infinity Software ... CP 

GO ....... . . ... .. . .. .. . . ... . 27. 

Grand Slam Tennis . .. . .. . . . .. . . 27. 

lnfocom ... CP 

Leather Goddesses . . . . ... . . . . . 24 . 

Beyond Zork. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 

Zork Trilogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42. 

MacroMlnd .. . NCP 

Mazewars + ........... . ... ... 31 . 

MEDIAGENIC ... CP 

Shanghai (.Activision) . . . . .. . .. .. . 24. 

Microsoft .. . CP 

Flight Simulator . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 32. 

Micro Sports .. . NCP 

MSFL Pro League Football . . . . . . . 32. 

Miles Computing .. . CP 

Down Hill Racer . . .. . .. . ... . .. . 24. 

Harrier Strike Mission II . . . . . • . . .. 27. 

Fool's Errand .. ... .. . . . ... . .. . 27. 

Mlndscape .. . CP 

Colony, Balance of Power, Crossword 

Magic, Deja Vu , Shadowgate, Siboot, 

Uninvited .. ....... .... . . .each 30. 




P 0 W E R COMPUTING• 


Mac Tames 

Mainframes 


Take a particular need. Use a Mac as 
a front end to a mainframe. Put 

together a backroom solution. Let 
some other people in on the secret. 

That's MacWorkStation. 

I
t's not exactly a secret. On the 
other hand, it's not exactly general 
knowledge. Apple Computer, the 
David to IBM's Goliath, is widely 

known to have a Cray supercomputer. 
What is not so widely known is that 
Apple also ·has IBM mainframes. 
When it needed mainframe commer
cial data processing hardware, Apple 
wan ted the best, and IBM was it. The 
result is that in the core of Apple are a 
bunch of IBM mainframe support 
people. 

This isn't really bad. In fact, if you 
have mainframes of your own, it 's ac
tually quite good. You see, these main
frame people inside Apple got frustrat
ed that they had to make their 
powerful, intelligent Macintoshes act 
like wimpy, dumb terminals in order to 
tie them into their mainframes. Since 
they were inside Apple, they had ac
cess to the resources they needed to do 
something abou t it. So they cobbled 
together some software that would let 
them use their Macintoshes as intelli
gent workstations for their main
frames. 

That was good for them; it also ends 
up being good for all mainframe users, 
because other groups inside Apple saw 
that there was a potential market out 

BY ROBERT R. WIGGINS 




tCWhat mal<es you thinl< you can get away with it?77 

" Dear MacConnection, 

"What makes you think you can conduct business practice to me. How do you 
business this way and get away with it? expect other mail-order businesses to 
To my amazement, the last two times I stay in competition? They don' t hold a 
placed phone orders with you, the ship· candle to your service. What else can a James V. (Vic) Merriman 
ments arrived via Airborne before 10:00 person ask for? You've won another Vic's Computer Graphic Service 
a.m. the next day. This sounds like unfair lifetime customer!" Macon, CA 

MacConnectiori 

14 MILL STREET, MARLOW, NH 03456 1.S00/622-5472 (J()3!44&7711 FAX 603/446-7791 


©Copyright 1988 PC Connection, Inc. tv\acConnection is adivision and trademark of PC Connection, Inc.,~low, NH. 




thatdoyou justice. 

Kraft Systems • . • 1 year 

2600 3-Button OuickStick ...... . .... $39. 
Kurta ••• lifetime 

2604 IS ADB Tablet .. . .... . . . . ..... 259. 
2605 Cordless 4 Button Cursor . . .. . ... 99. 

Mlgent • .. 1 year 
2785 Pocket Modem . .............. 115. 

MSC Technologies ••. lifetime 

2808 A + Mouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65. 

2809 A+ Mouse ADB .. .. .... . . ..... 85. 


Nutmeg Systems • . • 90 days 

2992 15" Monitor for Mac Plus . . .. .. . 1295. 

2994 15" Monitor for Mac SE ..... . . . 1295. 

2993 15" Monitor for Mac II ......... 1395. 

4002 19" Monitor for Mac Plus ... . ... 1395. 

4003 19" Monitor for Mac SE . . . . . . . . 1395. 

4004 19" Monitor for Mac II ......... 1495. 


Nuvotech . •. 1 year 
2999 TurboNeVAppleTalk connector cable 6. 
3000 TurboNet ST (DIN-8) . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 

Orange Micro • . . 1 year 
3036 Grappler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 
4005 Grappler LO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92. 

Personal Computer 
Peripherals . . . 2 years 

3177 HD-WSI (Apple HD-20 to SCSI) .. . 269. 
3181 MacBottom HD 21 SCSI ... .. ... 749. 
3180 MacBottom HD 21 w/Modem . .. . 915. 
3185 MacBottom HD 32 SCSI . .. ... . . 899. 
3184 MacBottom HD 32 w/Modem . 1045. 
3189 MacBottom HD 45 SCSI ... .. .. 1149. 
3188 MacBottom HD 45 w/Modem . . . 1295. 
3190 MacBottom HD 70 SCSI . . . . . . . 1395. 
3176 MacBottom IHD-144 ~1eg (1 yr.) . . 2189. 

Practical Peripherals •. . 5 years 
3100 1200 Baud External Modem . . . . . 109. 
3102 2400 Baud External Modem . . . . . 189. 
3089 Mac Communications Pack . . . . . 249. 

Sharp •.• 90 days 
3453 JX-450 Color Scanner . . . . . . . . . . call 

Shiva 
3444 NetSerial X232 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 309. 
3442 NetModem V1200 .. . ... . . . ... 359. 
3443 NetModem V2400 . . . . . . . . . . . . 479. 

Summagraphlcs •• . 90 days 
3371 MacTablet 12 " x 12 " .... . .. . ... 379. 

Thunderware . . • 90 days 
3648 ThunderScan 4.0 with PowerPort . 199. 

fugus 
Mac SE & E.xttndui Keyboard Cany Cast-Made 
of aspecial material thars as strong as Cordura 
but much smoother so it won't catch on sharp 
comers.Closed-cell foam protects against 
jolts ... ...... .. ..... . . ... .. . .. . . . $69. 

DISKS 

3297 Sony 31/2" DS/DD Disks .. . ..... $18. 
2214 Fuji 3112'' DS/DD Disks . .. .... . . . 19. 
3772 Verbatim 3112'' OS/DD Disks . . . . 19. 
2792 MAXELL 31/2 11 OS/DD Disks . . . . . . 20. 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

CompuServe 
1676 CompuServe Information Service . . 24. 
1671 Grolier 's Online Encyclopedia .... . 32. 
1673 CompuServe Navigator 2.02 .... . 45. 

Dow Jones 
1789 Dow Jones Membershiµ Kit ... . .. 24. 
1785 Desktop Express .... . ... .. ... . 95. 

ACCESSORIES 

Bantam Books 
1403 Complete HyperCard Handbook . . 24. 

Computer Coverup 
1723 lmageWriter II Cover ..... . . . . . . . . 8. 

MECA ... NCP 
Managing }Vtir Money-Use it for taking care of 
budgets & bank accounts, calculate net wonh, 
and track investments. It may even be tax 

deductible ........ ... ....... . .... $129. 

1722 lmageWriter LO Cover . . . . . ... . . . 8. 
1724 Mac SE Cover Set . . . . . . . . . 10. 
1725 Mac SE Ext. Keyboard Cover Set . 10. 

Goldstein & Blair 
2267 The Macintosh Bible ...... . .. . . . 16. 

110 Design 
2378 MacLuggage HDware . ......... 54. 
2376 MacLuggage Macinware Plus .... 69. 
2379 MacLuggage lmageware II ....... 49. 
2381 MacLuggage Macinware SE...... 79. 

Kalmar Designs 
2531 Teakwood Roll-top Case (90 d isks) . 20. 
2533 Teakwood Roll-top Case (135 disks) 27. 

Moustrak 
Available in a variety of colors. 

2694 Moustrak Pad (s tandard 7"x9") ... . 8. 
2692 Moustrak Pad (large 9"x1 1 ") ... . . . 9. 
2693 MoustrakPadUF(9"x77") ....... 10. 

Moustrak Designer Series ... .each 12. 
Ribbons 

3255 lmageWriter II Black Ribbon ....... 4. 
3261 lmageWriter 114-color Ribbon .. .. .. 9. 
3270 lmageWriter II Rainbow Six Pack ... 20. 

Available in black, blue, brown, green, 
orange, purple, red, yellow and silver. 

I 

BrainPower ... NCP 
ArclziTexr- Combines boole.m searching and 
HyperText abilities to create a very practical I 
HyperTextapplication . .. ........ · ~ · $195. I 

3260 lmageWriter LO Black Ribbon ..... 17. 
4011 lmageWriter LO 4-color Ribbon . .. 20. 

Soprls Sottworks 
4017 lmageWriter II Cover .... ..... .. . 11 . 
4016 Mac Plus Cover .. . ... . . . . .. .... 15. 
4019 Mac SE &Ext. Keyboard Cover .... 15. 
4018 LaserWriter II Cover.... . .. . . ... . 17. 
4012 High Trek lmageWriter II carry case. 49. 
4013 High Trek Mac Plus carry case .... 59. 
4014 High Trek Mac SE &ext. kybd. case 69. 

Targus 
3618 lmageWriter II Carry Case . ... . ... 49. 
3617 Mac Plus/SE Carry Case .. .. ... .. 59. 
4015 Mac SE &Ext. Kybd. Carry Case . . 69. 

OUR POLICY 

• 	 We accept VISA and MASTERCARD. 
• 	 No surcharge added for credit card orders. 
• 	 Your card is not charged until we ship. 
• 	 If we must ship a partial order, we never charge 

freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order. 
• 	 No sales tax. 
• 	 All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge. 
• 	 APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail, charged by 

weight. 
• 	 Allow 1 week for personal and company checks to 

clear. 
• 	 COD max. $1000. Cash or cert ified check. 
• 	 120 day limited warranty on all products.· 
• 	 To order, call us anytime Monday through Friday 9:00 

10 9:00 EST, or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30 EST. You can 

call our business offices at 603/446·7711 Monday 

through Friday 9:00 to 5:30 EST. 


SHIPPING 

Continental US: Barring massive computer failures 
and other natural or unnatural catastrophes. all 
non·C.O.D. orders phoned into MacConnection by 
8 PM EST will ship Airborne the same night for next day 
delivery, except for those within UPS Ground Zone 1 
(which is also an overnight service). The total freight 
charge on any order placed with MacConnection is 
now $3. Backorders wil l also ship Airborne overnight 
al no additional charge. Some areas require an 
additional day delivery. 
Hawaii, Alaska and Outside Continental US: Call 
603/446·7711 for information. 



·ces and support 

PBI Software . .. CP 

3110 Strategic Conquest. . . . . $35. 
PCAI ... NCP 

3144 MacGolf 2.0 . .. . . . . . . .... .. .. . 35. 
Primera Software . . . CP 

3169 Smash Hit Racquetball II. ... .. .. . 22. 
Psion ... CP 

3132 Psion Chess .... . . . .... . .... . . 31 . 
Sierra On-Line .. . CP 

3397 Leisure Suit Larry .......... . 23. 
3394 King's Quest I ..... . .. . . . . .. .. . 30. 
3399 Space Quest. ....... . ... . .... . 30. 
3398 Police Quest . . .. .. . . . .... ... . . 30. 

Silicon Beach Software .. . NCP 
3500 Airborne! (CP) . ..... .. .... . . . . . 20. 
3505 Enchanted Scepters (CP) . .. . . . 21. 
3503 Dark Castle . . . . . . ........ . .. . 27. 

Datadesk ... 2years 
Mac-101 ADB Keyboard- Everyone needs more 
keys for macros, cursor control and menu 
shortcuts.This keyboard gives you plenty, plus 
the better feel of resist and release keys . . $139. 

3502 Beyond Dark Castle . . . ......... 27. 
3501 Apache Strike ...... ......... .. 27. 

Simon & Schuster ... CP 
3303 Star Trek- Kobayashi Alternative 24. 
3304 Promethian Prophecy. . . . . . . . . . 24. 

Sir-Tech ... CP 
3347 Mac Wizardry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 

Softstream, Inc. .. . NCP 
4071 Mac• Man (wladapter) ... . .... . . 25. 
4072 The Solitaire DA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25. 
4073 Colour Billiards . .. . . . . ...... .. . 35. 

SPHERE, Inc. .. . NCP 
4070 Solitaire Royale . ..... . ....... . . 20. 
3464 Tetris .. .... .. . . .. ... . . ... ... . 26. 

PT-109, GATO, Orbitor or Falcon . . . 26. 
XOR ... NCP 

3816 Pro Challenge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 

1-800/Mac&Lisa 


3815 NFL Challenge ... . . . . ..... . .. $64. 


HARDWARE 

Manufacturer's minimum limited warranty 
period is listed after each company name. 
Some products in their line may have longer 
warranty periods. 

Abaton .. . lifetime 
1188 ProPoint ADS .... . .... . ....... 99. 

Asher Engineering ... lifetime 
1212 Turbo Trackball ADS . . . . . . . . . 79. 

AST Research ... 6 months 
1229 Mac 286 .... ... . ........ . call 
1226 AST TurboScan (sheetfeed). . . . . . . call 
1227 AST TurboLaser P/S . . . . . . . . . . . . call 

Curtis Manufacturing .. . lifetime 
SURGESUPPRESSORS 

1715 Safestrip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . 
1689 Diamond ..... .. . . . . . .. . ... .. 32. 
1694 Emerald . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 36. 
1709 Sapphire..... . ... . ... . .. . .... 47. 
1707 Ruby . . .. ... .. ....... . .. .. . . 59. 

Cutting Edge .. . 1 year 
3988 CE 105ADB Keyboard . . . . . . . . . 1j5, 
3989 800k Disk Drive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175. 
3990 The Wedge XL 30 + SCSI Drive .. 629. 
3991 ·The Wedge XL 45 + SCSI Drive . . 829. 

Datadesk .. . 2 years 
1819 MAC-101 Keyboard(beige) . .. 139. 
1820 MAC-101 Keyboard (platinum) .. . · 139. 
1821 MAC-101 Keyboard (ADB). . ... 139. 
1818 HyperDialer . . . .. .......... . .. 26. 

Dove Computer ... 90 days 
1801 SCSI Interface/Port .... . .... .. .. 85. 
1806 MacSnap 524 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195. 
1809 MacSnap 524S ... . .. . . . . . . . .. 219. 
1810 MacSnap 548 . . .. .. . .. .. . • .. . 399. 
1812 MacSnap 548S . ............ . . 479. 
1800 MacSnap 2SE . . . .. ... . . .. .... 299. 
1797 MacSnap Plus2 ... . . .. ...... . 299. 

MAC SE 68020 ACCELERATOR BOARDS 
1793 Model MSE1.. ..... . . . . . . . . 585. 
1794 Model MSE2 (1 Meg). 779. 
1795 Model MSE3 (math chip) .. .. . . . . 779. 
1796 Model MSE4 (1 Meg/math chip) . . . 975. 
1803 1024 Option ..... . ... ... ... . . 299. 

Ergotron .. . 1 year 
3992 The Muzzle (platinum) . . ......... 65. 
3993 Mac II Workstation Model A ... . . 525. 
2004 Mouse Cleaner 360° . . . . . . . . . . . 15. 
2000 MacTi lt SE . . ...... .. .... . . . . 68. 
1999 MacTilt Large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85. 

Farallon Computing ... 1 year 
2196 PhoneNET PLUS (DIN-8) ........ 36. 
2200 PhoneNET StarController . . . . . 1395. 

2198 PhoneNET Punch Down Block ... $69. 
2207 TratticWatch .. . . . . . ... . . .. . .. 159. 

FWB Software .. . 1 year 
3996 PocketHammer40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . call 
3997 PocketHammer80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . call 
3998 Hammer91 ... .. . ... . . . . . .. . 21 95. 
3999 Hammer155 ... . . . ... .. . . ... 2995. 
4000 Hammer300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4295. 

Hayes ... 2 years 
2300 Smartcom II ..... . ............ 88. 
2307 Smartmodem 2400 .. . .. ...... . 449. 
2297 Smartmodem 2400 Pkg SE/I I . . . . 549. 

Kensington .. . 1 year 
2563 Mouse Pocket ADS . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 
2569 Mac Plus or SE Cover . .. .. . .. . . .. 9. 
2562 Mouse Cleaning Kit. ....... . . ... 17. 
2550 Disk Drive Cleaning Kit . . . . . . . . . . 20. 
2580 Mac II Stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20. 
2545 Universal Copy Stand .. . . .. . . . .. 22. 
2573 Maccessories TilUSwivel . . . . . . . . . 22. 
2578 Extra Long AD S Keyboard Cable .. 25. 
2556 Maccessories Anti-glare Filter . . . . . 33. 
2579 Mac II Monitor Cable Extension ... 33. 
2559 Apple Security System . . . . . . . . . . 34. 
2568 Maccessories SuperBase . . . . . . . . 34. 
2585 Printer Muffler 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43. 
4001 System Saver SE . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 52. 
2560 MasterPiece 400 . . . .. . ... . . . .. . 64 . 
2561 MasterPiece Mac II . . . . . . . . . . . . 105. 
2546 Maccessories A-8 Box .... . ..... 64. 
2566 System Saver Mac (platinum) . . . . . 64. 
2547 New Turbo Mouse ADS . . ... . . . . 109. 

Koala Technologies ... 90 days 
2593 MacVision 1.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

Mame Software ... NCP 

Aztec C-Comes with both Aztec shell and the 

MPW shell so that you can decide what envi

ronment is best for the way youprogram. $75. 


s?ou 

MacConnectiorl" 

MacConnection, 14 Mill Street, Marlo""i NH 03456 1-800/622-5472 603/446-7711 FAX 603/446-7791 
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All items subject to availability. Prices subject to change without notice. 


•Defective software replaced immediately. Defective b.mlware replaced or repaired at our ~iscretion. 
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• Mac Tames Mainframes 

in the real world for a product like this. 
There are a lot of people who feel the 
same frustrations at making their pow
erful Macintoshes play dumb to talk to 
mainframes. So Apple took this work
station software, worked with it, im
proved it, and debugged it, and the re
sult is MacWorkStation. Apple is 
letting everyone know that MacWork
Station isn't brand-new by numbering 
this first public release as version 3.0. 

THE FRONT END 
The idea of putting some intelli

gence at the front end is not new. IBM 
did it with their PC3270, using a com
bination of hardware and software. It's 
been done on the Macintosh, too, with 
programs such as Front End from Kaz 
Business Systems and Navigator from 
CompuServe. Most front ends have 
been limited by the fact that the main
frame end didn't know it was talking to 
an intelligent terminal and therefore 
couldn't take full advantage of the in
telligence at the front end. MacWork
Station is designed to integrate host 
applications and the Macintosh to pro
duce true cooperative applications. 

~ 3.0 


You're probably thinking that, if the 
host end has to know that MacWork
Station is at the other end, then you 
would have to modify existing applica
tions or write new ones, so what's the 
big deal? The big deal is that Mac
WorkStation lets you quickly and easi
ly build the Macintosh end of a cooper
ative application without the extensive 
work and detailed knowledge of the 
Macintosh normally required to devel
op a Macintosh application. Usually, 
the modifications to existing main
frame programs need be made only at 
the terminal-handling level, which in 
many cases is in a separate module 
outside of the main program anyway. 

THE CENTER 
What makes MacWorkStation so 

powerful is its modular design (see 
Figure I). At its heart is the Main 
Module, which handles the message 
traffic in both directions and deter
mines what other modules need to be 
involved. Above the Main Module are 
the Director Suites containing the var
ious Directors. Directors act as a high
level toolbox of routines that can be 

~ future support 

called upon to perform the functions 
required to maintain the Macintosh 
interface. 

The Presentation Directors handle 
displaying alerts and dialog boxes, 
windows, graphics, the cursor, menus, 
and lists. The File Directors handle 
creating, opening, and saving files, as 
well as printing. Graphics images can 
be saved as PICT files, which Mac
Draw and most other graphics pro
grams (except MacPaint) can read. 
Text information is saved as text. 

These Directors make it possible to 
build an application that can create 
files, display data, and even print with
out doing any real programming. If 
you happen to have Macintosh pro
gramming expertise, you can create 
your own Exec Directors using any 
high-level Macintosh programming 
language and then use your Exec Di
rectors in your application. These Exec 
Modules can also use the facilities of 
the other Directors, so even this level of 
programming doesn't necessarily re
quire the level of skill that normal 
Macintosh programming does. 

THE BASE 
MacWorkStation is built above sev

eral Communications Modules. The 
modular approach at the base helps 
make MacWorkStation device- and 
network-independent. The currently 
available modules are TTY, for simple 
ASCII terminal emulation; ADSP, for 
communicating via AppleTalk; 3270, 
for IBM 3270 emulation using Apple
Line; and OSI. Additional communi
cations modules are expected from 
Apple and from third-party develop
ers. 

MacWorkStation also includes a 
powerful scripting language, the Com
munications Connection Language 
(CCL). CCL scripts can be very com
plex and can handle all of the work 
necessary to establish the connection 
with the mainframe application. Once 
CCL gets the session established, it 
passes control to the appropriate Com
munications Module. 

CREATING APPLICATIONS 
You can create two kinds of applica

future 
comm. 
module 

Figure 1: MacWorkStalion was made of a set of building blocks. This modula_r approach allows tions with MacWorkStation: generic 
you to customize at both the low-level communications end and the high-level director end. applications and tightly coupled appli
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cations. The simplest is the generic ap
plication, which gets all data from the 
host. More than likely, the best appli
cations for MacWorkStation already 
exist, except they're meant to talk to 
dumb terminals. These are candidates 
for generic MacWorkStation applica
tions. These mainframe applications 

Figure 2: A simple 
application, the Bear Cal 
airline reservation 
system, as It might look 
In MacTerminal 3270 
emulation using 
Apple line. 

I& 
Figure 3: The same 
application, but 
implemented with 
MacWorkStation to take 
advantage ol the 
Macintosh interface. 
(This is one of the sample 
applications provided 
with MacWorkSlalion.) 

Figure 4: The commands 
sent from the host to 
create the Bear Cal 
dialog box, captured 
using the TestHost 
program's traffic
monllorlng capability. 

send data to the screen of the terminal 
and process the input that comes back 
from the terminal. By programming a 
Terminal Interface Module (TIM) on 
the mainframe, it is possible to "fool" 
the application into thinking it's talk
ing to just another terminal. The main
frame application sends and receives 

the same data streams it always did. 
The TIM adds the MacWorkStation 
commands on the way out and strips 
them off on the way in. 

Figure 2 shows an example applica
tion as it would appear on a Mac using 
MacTerminal and AppleLine for 3270 
emulation. Figure 3 shows the same 
example as it could be implemented 
using MacWorkStation. Notice how 
mutually exclusive choices can be 
shown with radio buttons, and how 
Program Function keys can be re
placed with buttons or with pulldown 
menu items. 

The programming effort for a ge
neric MacWorkStation application is 
completely in the TIM, or in the host 
application if a separate TIM isn't pos
sible. Figure 4 shows the data stream 
sent to MacWorkStation to create the 
dialog box shown in Figure 3. The 
TIM would construct this data stream. 

The more advanced form of Mac
WorkStation application is the tightly 
coupled application. In a generic appli
cation , the host handles all events. In a 
tightly coupled application, the host 
application and the MacWorkStation 
application interact less because the 
MacWorkStation application has 
more intelligence and handles some 
events locally, only bothering the host 
when necessary. This makes for more 
powerful applications that perform 
better. Tightly coupled applications 
require coding at the Macintosh end as 
well as at the host end, and they re
quire a higher level of expertise to im
plement. 

TESTING APPLICATIONS 
MacWorkStation comes with a pro

gram called TestHost that lets you see 
what MacWorkStation applications 
are up to. You can also send com
mands and scripts to an application to 
make sure it is responding properly. By 
using AppleTalk and Multi Finder, it is 
even possible to run the MacWorkSta
tion application and TestHost on a sin
gle Macintosh. Figure 4 shows the 
TestHost program monitoring traffic. 

EXPENSIVEBUT VALUABLE 
MacWorkStation is not cheap. Ali

cense to use it for internal development 
within a company is $2,500. If you 

http:111,JM,1'.IO
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want to sell any applications you pro
duce, the license is $5,000. You get 
value for your money, though, and the 
price is certainly reasonable when 
compared to mainframe software 
prices. The programmer time that can 
be saved on the Macintosh end on just 
one simple application could cover the 
license cost. 

WHAT'S AMAINFRAME? 
The MacWorkStation end of one of 

these cooperative applications is al
ways a Macintosh. What can be at the 
other end? The obvious answer is a 
mainframe. With its 3270 driver, 
MacWorkStation is a natural for con
necting to IBM mainframes. A major 
bank in New York is developing a 
CICS-based mainframe application to 
talk to MacWorkStation. With its 
TTY driver, MacWorkStation can 
also be used with any ASCII-based 
mainframe or minicomputer, such as 
DEC and Data General systems. 

But it doesn't stop at mainframes. 
With its AppleTalk driver, MacWork
Station can talk to any system you can 
connect via AppleTalk. So even a 
Macintosh can be a host to MacWork
Station (in fact, that 's exactly why 
TestHost works). 

PERFORMANCE 
Applications created with Mac

WorkStation can be sluggish at times, 
especially generic applications. As 
Figure 4 illustrates, the amount of 
data that must be transmitted to draw 
a single dialog box can be substantial. 
Graphics can require even more data 
transmission. MacWorkStation must 
also interpret and act upon each trans
mitted command, which takes more 
time. 

DOCUMENTATION 
MacWorkStation comes with an 

86-page Programmer's Guide and a 
230-page Programmer's Reference. 
The Programmer's Guide includes the 
C source code for the example Bear 
Cal application (the source also comes 
in machine-readable form). The Pro
grammer's Reference includes an ap
pendix describing the TestHost pro
gram. The documentation may seem 
scanty, but it is more comprehensive 

than it appears. If you are familiar 
with the Macintosh, you should be 
able to get everything you need out of 
the documentation. 

SUPPORT 
Apple has never been known for its 

product support, but since MacWork
Station isn't a consumer product, the 
support is much better than usual. Ap
ple's developer services organization is 
supporting MacWorkStation. Apple 
direct accounts and MIS developers 
can get additional support from Ap
ple's Technical Communications sup
port group. 

BOTTOM LINE 
MacWorkStation is obviously not a 

casual application. It is a development 
environment and a sophisticated com
munications program wrapped up in a 
single package. It is not for everyone. 
But if you're one of those people who 
get really annoyed that your compa
ny's Macintoshes have to play dumb to 
access your mainframe data, Mac
WorkStation is just what you've been 
looking for. ~ 

ROBERT R. WIGGINS USED TO BE MACUSER'S 

CONTRIBUTING BUSINESS EDITOR UNTIL IT 

WAS DECIDED THAT HIS TITLE TOOK UP TOO 

MUCH SPACE ON THE MASTHEAD. 

MACUSER RATING 

MacWorkStation 3.0 
!!!! 
Follows Mac Interface 
Printed Documentation • • • • 0 
On-Screen Help 0 0 0• 0 
Performance • • • • 0 
Support • • • • 0 
Consumer Value • • • • 0 

Comments: Development environment 
and communications program that allows 
custom mainframe applications access to 
the Macintosh interface. Best Feature: 
Modular design, which allows for expand
ability. Worst Feature: The large data 
streams required can mean poor perform
ance. Lisi Price: $2,500 for internal use 
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cense. Available from Apple Software Li
censing, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cuperti
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WHEll SUE MORGA# USED THlllK'S 
LIGHTSPEED PASCAL 10 CREAR 
MAClllTAX, SHE GOT AFAST llf1'URll••• . 


AllD NEW l/ERSION 2.0 
PUTS H& PllOGUMMING 
IN All ft/fll HIGHER 
BRACKEr. 

Only one prograrruning 
environment in the world can 
take you from alearning pro
grammer to an earning pro
grammer faster than THINK'S 
Lightspeed Pascal Version 
1.11. Introducing Version 2. 0. 
Sue Morgan ofSoftView says 
'To develop MaclnTax, we 
needed the most powerful 
development and debugging 
environment we could find. 
That's why we chose THINK'S 
Lightspeed Pascal, one ofthe 
easiest and most powerful pro
grams on the market And 
now, new version 2. 0 is even 
better! Its new multi-pass 
compiler generates smaller, 
faster code. Which for us 
means faster, easier and 
smarterprogramming. And a 
faster finished product (which 
is particularly critical for us 
during tax season). What else 
could adeveloper want?" 

What else?How about 
even faster compilingand link
ing than before. Reducing 
turnaround time to seconds. 
How about almost unlimited 
program size. So your pro
grams can be as bigas your 
ideas. How about newObject· 
Pascal support. For object ori
ented programming. And soon, MacApp™!Fmally; how 
about an enhanced, super-powerful source level debugger 
that can stepthrough applications function by function, 

• Fast, multi-pass oplimizing compiler quickly creates compact, commercial qualitycode. 
• Compiles44,000 linesperminute~· 
• Links any size pro1,'l"am in Jess than two seconds. 
• Object Pascal support. 
• Enhanced source level debugger for e••en !aster developmenL 
• Relaxed size limilations allow virtually unlimi1ed program size. 
• Flextblc, advanced editor with configurable automatic formatting. 
• Source filecompalibility willi MPWPascal. Support for MPWobject files using 

converter utility. 
• 68881mathco-processor and 68020 support. 

statement by statement So you can set break points, 
trace execution, and view heaps, registers and variables 
simultaneously... even examine and modify variables, 
arrays, and records symbolically. All this and more 
makes THINK'S Lightspeed Pascal Version 2. 0 the 
perfect way to put your programming skills into ahigher 
bracket Without taxing your patience. 

Get afaster program
ming return, Call (800) THINK'S888-0886 Ext 299 F. 

Lightspeed Pascal ,.. 
The Prof essionaf~c; Cboice 
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"One of the big advantages 
of TOPS is that it actually makes 
connectivity between different 
operating systems pretty simple. 
Moes and PCs con be connected 
using simple phone wire, and 
you con also connect to Sun"' 
workstations'.' 

"We use TOPS with our 
multi-user database manager. 
Paradox"' . .. and the LAN version 
of our spreadsheet program, 
Quattro':' We love its ease of use 
and intuitive interface'.' 

"But even more impor1ont is its 
pricing edge. I think TOPS is a 
great idea. I'm surprised I didn't 
come up with it myself :· 
- Phillippe Kohn, Founder & CEO, 
Borland International 

TOPS, 950 Morino Village 
Parkway, Alameda, California 
94501 (415)769-8700 
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by Steven Bobker 

H
yperCard has now been widely 
available for a little over a year 
(actually it's a bit under a year 
as I write this, but that doesn't 

change what I'm about to say). A year 
ago there was a lot of oohing and aah
ing and some kvetching about Hyper
Card. It was ballyhooed as the greatest 
thing since sliced bread - or at least 
since the first Macintosh. Lots of pre
dictions were made. 

Here are some of them: "Hyper
Card delivers enough magic and tools 
to start a revolution in information 
management." HyperTalk would be
come the programming language of 
choice for all levels of Mac users. By 
this time next year (i.e., now), dealers' 
shelves would be awash with dozens of 
HyperCard applications. "Many com
mercial stacks are already on the mar
ket or under development." Hyper
Card would radically change how we 
look at and manipulate data. Apple 
would (or would not) continue strong 
development efforts. Lots of develop
ers and software publishing companies 
would have to switch to developing and 
publishing stackware or be driven 
from the marketplace. Paint programs 
would be supplanted by HyperCard 
with its built-in graphics capabilities. 
Most hypertext/HyperCard imple
mentations have an inherent nastiness 
about them (that from Dvorak, of 
course). Everyone will be able to devel
op applications using HyperTalk. It 
will destroy the Mac interface (me, of 
atl people). It will hurt the Macintosh. 
It will help the Macintosh. Neil Sha
piro called HyperCard "the world's 
most exciting computer program, both 
from a personal viewpoint and from 
that as an observer of the Macintosh 

x 
=> scene." 

w 

You can find all of those comments 
~ 
cc w 

and predictions (and many more) in<.:> 
cc 
w MacUser's November and December 
iS 
iS '87 issues. Those were our first issues 
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HyperCard 
Redux 

and City to City. They're all published 
by Activision (or, as they are now 
known, Mediagenics). The first two 
were developed with lots of help from 
the HyperCard crew at Apple. City to 
City didn't require that sort of help, 
since it relies very heavily on the Busi
ness Class technology. 

There are other applications, and 
the recent HyperExpo held in San 
Francisco proved that a lot of people 
are producing good stacks. In fact, it 
was there that I found the organizer 
that I am currently using, Organizer + 
from Dazzi Software (2 Chandler 
Court, Columbia, MO 65201; (314) 
874-8657). 

What are less visible (and so Jess 
obvious) but far more important are 
the other places and disguises where 
HyperCard is turning up. As noted 
above, many software publishers are 
turning to HyperCard for tutorials 

to cover HyperCard. And as you can 
see, most of the predictions missed; 
some by a bit, some by a mile. 

There's no denying that, at a year 
old, HyperCard has been a success. It's 
fairly widely used, and lots of good 
books explaining and empowering it 
have been produced and - judging 
from the rate at which they disappear 
from the shelves at my local dealer 
(ComputerWare in Palo Alto) 
bought. 

But the slew of commercial applica
tions hasn't materialized. Major soft
ware publishers are using HyperCard, 
but not to publish stackware. They're 
producing help and tutorial files for 
their existing and new "normal" prod
ucts, not for HyperCard applications. 

Sure, there are some HyperCard 
applications, but you can count them 
rather easily - without using your 
toes. The only three that you're likely 
to see in a store (at the time we went to 
press) are Focal Point, Business Class, 

and help files. HyperCard is a particu
larly effective medium for presenting 
learning materials, especially those 
that accompany the new generation of 
programs that require more than I me
gabyte of memory. If you have a mini
mum of 2 megs, then HyperCard's 
overhead isn't nearly so onerous. 

If you're doing anything with CD
ROM for the Macintosh, you're look
ing at HyperCard for your all-impor
tant search engine. Right now, it's the 
only way to go; it's a real fine way to 
go. Eventually, HyperCard will be 
supplanted as the CD-ROM search 
engine of choice. But for now it does a 
yeoman's work in that regard and will 
continue to do so in the near future. 

Lots of consultants have also been 
tailoring custom stacks for their cli
ents. Most of this work is proprietary 
but of very high quality. In fact, my 
informal survey indicates that custom 
stacks for business are the most com
mon usage of HyperCard in the busi
ness world. 
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·Pmstnpe P<ek' 
- Roberi W'@1ns. MacUser 

·1 SWltChed to Aedux r 
- Bob LeV11 us. Macazme 

IEDUX 
the hard disk backup 
by Dave Winzler 

Redux, the only backup 
program designed for 
both novices and p<m~r 
users, is easy to use, fast 
enough to use regularly, 
and powerful enough to 
use for the most demand
ing backup needs. Use the 
advanced options for flex
ible selection of files and 
folders-tl1ere's even a 
built-in scripting language. 

~ MICROSEEDS 
.- PUBLISHING, INC 
Redux is bundled exclusively wi. 
aUjasmine Hard Disk Drives. W' 

Color Desk by Paul Mercer 
personalizes your screen by disph1ying 
your choire of a background picture (any 
PICT ftle) in plare of the gray desktop. 

Dimmer by Chris Derossi 

three great 
Macintosh II 

dims your screen \\11ile you 're not using 
it (other utilities just blank tl1e screen) to 
prevent bum-in. Works witl1 multiple 
screens. Specify delay before din1ming 
( J-120 min) and dim level (0%·10006). 

Switch-A-Koo by Bill Steinberg 
quickly :™tches berneen 2 user-defined 
screen modes 'Without bringing up Ille 
Control Panel "Monitors" device. 
Supports multiple monitors. 

1---IMICROSEEDS 
4702 N~~n;~;1~-~~~,3~~C. 

813-878-2142 

Please circle 121 on reader service card. 
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A large number of training stacks, 
tools stacks, and utility stacks are also 
available. In addition, many of the bet
ter XCMDs and XFCNs - the real 
power tools of HyperCard - are 
available either electronically or com
mercially. Among the more significant 
HyperCard utilities products are Hy
perPress' recently released Icon Fac
tory and Script Express. They're use
ful for building your own stacks but 
have no other functionality. 

Bulletin boards, user groups, and 
on-line services have been overrun 
with stackware, some of which is also 
shareware. Some of these stacks are 

· brilliant, but the vast majority simply 
use HyperCard as a fancy database
type application. The good ones are 
really neat, combining inventive pro
gramming with useful functionality. 
But most are, at best, cute. Too many 
are simply flat databases with far more 
fl ash than substance. Still, there are 
enough raw gems out there to make 
trolling the nets worth it. 

One of the main points of the early 
HyperCard hype was that the pro
gram, thanks to HyperTalk, is user
extensible. If you find something that 
you like a lot but that's just not quite 
right, fix it. That's certainly proven 
true. HyperCard programming is cov
ered in a monthly column here (Card 
Tricks, by Michael Swaine) and in 
similar columns in other magazines. 
There are even two fairly slick maga
zi nes (Hyper Age and HyperLink) de
voted solely to HyperCard, Hyper
Talk, and HyperCard products. 

While the future of HyperCard is 
assured, there are still some problems. 
The program stiH requires at least 1 
megabyte of memory. The HyperDA 
from Symmetry does give 5 I 2K own
ers limited access to the text in stacks, 
but it becomes less useful every day, as 
stacks become more complex and rely 
on features and scripts that HyperDA 
can' t deal with. A limited version of 
HyperCard with read-only capability 
would be greatly appreciated. 

HyperCard went through many re
lease revisions in its first I 0 months on 
the market. The original versions had a 
few bugs and couldn't, for example, 
work with stacks on CD-ROM drives. 
The newer versions, including the ver

sion current at press time ( 1.2. l ), work 
fine with CD-ROMs and clean up 
many of the other small problems. 

In the fixing and upgrading process, 
a small amount of downward (or back
ward, if you will) compatibility has 
been lost. It's not really Apple's fault, 

Alimited 

version of HyperCard, 

with read-only capability, 

would be greatly 

appreciated. 

-

but it 's a problem all the same, and it's 
a problem caused by HyperCard being 
too good for its own good. 

What's happened is that several 
bugs got to be well known. Patches 
that you could use as part of your 
scripts were also developed and gener
ally widely circulated. Now if you run 
a stack with a script that you've added 
patches to, you'll be trying to fix things 
that are no longer broken. That can 
sometimes lead to problems. In the 
simplest case, you might wind up fix
ing something already fixed by the 
new version, and all that you' ll do is 
waste a tiny bit of time. In more severe 
cases, the script might no longer run at 
all, and you'll be faced with some Hy
perTalk debugging in order to get it 
going again. 

Apple's record of supporting and 
upgrading HyperCard has been very 
good. And, starting with version 1.2, 
they have taken a giant step toward 
really making HyperCard the System 
software they always claimed it was. 
What they did was allow developers 
and publishers to include the latest 
version of HyperCard with their pack
ages. There is a license fee , but it's 
extremely small. Of course, those who 
can ' t afford the few dollars it costs 
don ' t have to include HyperCard with 
their shipping products. I find this very 
intelligent move by Apple somewhat 
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· 
End Financial Hassles.~~/

Quicken, $49.95 
Click and Quicken auto
matically updates your check 
register, recalculates balances 
and prints your checks. 

Click three times for these 
instant reports: 

• Income & Expenses (P&L) 
• Budget vs. Actual 
• Taxable Income/ Deductions 
• Rental Property/Job Cost 
• Account.I' Payable 
• Cash Flow/Cash Needs 
• Payroll Taxes 

Introducing the fastest, easiest way to do your 
personal finances and small business books. 
Quicken for the Macintosh~ 

Eliminate Bookkeeping Chores 
Forever 

Quicken is so automatic it does your financial 
work for you. To pay bills just tell Quicken the 
amounts. It does 14 automatic bookkeeping steps 
and hands you the printed checks. 

At tax time, Quicken gives you the itemized 
reports supporting each tax deduction. Need to 
find a check you wrote months ago? Quicken 
finds it in 3 seconds flat 

Finish Financial Work 
in Seconds 

Quicken is extremely fast. It does in seconds 
what used to take minutes or hours. 

Time to do 10 Checks 

Quicken -
$49.95 

Dollars l!r Sense• ••••••• 
5149.95 
MacMoney• 
5119.95 
Hand Written ----if= 

I I I 

Minutes 

No Accounting Hassles 
Before Quicken, computerizing your books 

was difficult, even on a Mac. Accounting jargon, 
inflexible rules and tedious procedures were 
standard. 

Quicken has changed all that. Like Macintosh, 
Quicken uses a familiar visual metaphor; a check
book right on your screen. So there are no strange 
rules to learn. Absolutely no "debits'.' No "credits'.' 
No "ledgers'.' No "forced closes'.' Nothing in your 
finances changes. Finally there is bookkeeping 
with the soul of the Mac. 

Flexible Enough for Personal 
or Business Use. 

Quicken works for individuals. For service 
and manufacturing businesses. For doctors, con
sultants, designers and property managers. For 
anyone who wants relief from routine bookkeep
ing hassles. 

Order Now and Get 1\vo Free 

HyperCard'M Stacks 


• Check Designer-put clip art or logos on your 
checks. 
• Custom Reporter-produce a wide variety of 
customized financial reports. 
SpedficatJons: 

Comp.atlblUty : F.xports tl.ita In SYIJ< form.at for use In sprc.idsheeu llkc &eel~ 


Exporu dat.1 t0 HypcrC m1. 

Hardware: All Macintosh with 512K RAM. All printers, Including laserprinten. 

Capacity: Number ofl>.tnk .iccounts-unUmJtOO. Numbcr of transal1ions 
u nlimi1ed. Number or im:omc/~xpense catcgoriCS- wll!mitl.'d. Amo unts lo 

S9,999,999.99. 

Oth~r: Not copy prolected. 

Please circle 65 on reader service card. 

Click and Quicken instantly 
writes your regular checks. 

I want to tty Quicken on your no-risk J().day guarantee. If I 
don't save time, eliminate hassles andget the clearest picture of 
my finances, I will return it within 30 days for a full refund. 

Quicken for Macintosh. $49.95 plus $3.00 shipping and 
handling. catifomia residents add sales LU. 

Call 800-624-8742 (In Ctllfomia call 800-468-8481) 
or send this coupon with your check or credit card number to 
lntuit 

Address_______________

City__________Stale_____ 
Zip Phone______ 

D Check enclosed (No pun:hasc orders) 
DVisa DMasterCard OAm Ex 

Card No. _______________ 

Exp.________________ 

~]ntu1t :~~i:;.e~~:;;~ue ~ 1 
L-------------------~ 

,;.:,,..-'------- Q;licken works like your paper 

--- 

checkbook. Not a speck of 
accounting mumbo-jumbo. 

7ty Q;licken for 3 0 days free! 

New! 
Checksfor laserpri11te~. 
Pri11t.i' checks 011 all pri11ters. 

http:S9,999,999.99


.Overhea 
for 
laser 
Printers! 

For great presentations use 
Avery Overhead Transparencies 
for Laser Printers. Sheets feed 
automatically from the paper 
tray of your HP,™ Apple;M or 
other popular laser printer. 

Avery Overhead Transparen
cies for Laser Printers (Product 
#'s 5182 &5282) and Avery's 
complete line of Laser Printer 
Labels are available wherever 
computer and office supplies 
are sold . Or call 
1-800-535-3232 
ext. 30 for afree 
sample pack. 

AVERY 

Please circle 42 on reader service card. 

• THE OPEN WINDOW 


ironic, because I've recently heard 
they've been "encouraging" other de
velopers (not stackware developers) to 
no longer bundle the standard System 
software with their products. 

CD CHANGES 
Here's some more good . news for 

CD-ROM developers. Laser Optical 
Technology - yet another name for 
the company that first introduced opti
cal disc technology to the Mac under 
the LoDown and Arc Laser Optical 
Technology (ALOT) labels - and 
Philips and Du Pont Optical (PDO) 
have joined their considerable forces to 
reduce their prices for first-time com
pact disc developers. They are charg
ing a flat $2,000 for mastering and 
replicating I 00 finished disks with 
three-color custom-printed labels and 
jewel boxes. They even throw in a copy 
of the CD Publisher formatting soft
ware. Turnaround time for mastering 
and replication is I 0 days. The only 
catch is that you must provide your 
material on a LOT write-once read
many (WORM) cartridge. The LOT 
WORM isn't a bad place to gather 
your materials, but if you don't al
ready have one, you 'II need to acquire 
one. WORM drives list for $5,900, 
and cartridges are $I 7 5 each. 

That price (and offer) is similar to 
that recently announced by Discovery 
Systems. (See The Open Window, 
August '88.) It differs in detail, but the 
unit price for an order of I 00 discs (the 
only size of order LOT/PDO will do) 
is about 10 cents lower per disc than 
Discovery's price. The Discovery sys
tem, which has a $1,500 mastering 
charge and a $2 per-disc replication 
charge, seems slightly more flexible. But 
the differences aren't worth quibbling 
about. Both offers are a fantastic boon 
that should result in many more CD
ROM products than we would have 
seen under the old pricing structures. 

PDO also offers one of the strongest 
quality guarantees in the business. 
They call it their No-Risk Disc Guar
antee. They are sure enough of their 
quality control to offer free mastering 
of another disc if as little as one byte on 
a PDO-manufactured disc is faulty. 

For more information, you can call 
PDO at (800) 433-DISC (or -3472, if 

your phone doesn' t have letters) or call 
Robert Lindgren at LOT at ( 408) 426
7171 . You can also write to LOT for 
more information. They're located at 
3004 Mission Street, Suite E, Santa 
Cruz, CA 95060. 

Image Club Graphics, pioneers in 

B oth offers 

are a fantastic boon that 

should result in many 

more CD-ROM products 

than we would have seen 

under the old pricing 

structures. 

-

putting clip art on CD-ROM, have an
nounced another interesting product. 
Their DarkRoom CD-ROM is a stock 
library of approximately 500 profes
sionally shot photos. The black-and
white photos are in the sports, busi
ness, lifestyle, and travel areas. And as 
long as the photographer is credited, 
the photos can be used royalty-free. 

The photos are in TIFF format, 
which means that all major page-lay
out programs can import them. They 
can also be further manipulated in 
Letraset's ImageStudio and Silicon 
Beach's Digital Darkroom (which fi
nally should be released by the time 
you read this). 

All of the photos were originally 
shot in color, and the CD-ROM comes 
with a color reference catalog. If you 
want to use the original in color, trans
parencies are available (for a royalty 
fee) from the owner of the photos, Fo
cus Stock Photo, Inc. 

The DarkRoom CD-ROM lists for 
$499. To order yours (it should be re
leased well before you read this) or to 
get more information, contact Lorn 
McCausland at Image Club, 2915-19 
Street NE, Calgary, Alberta T2E 
7Al , Canada; (403) 250-1969. ~ 
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Finall}T, 

the kind of 


scanner · 
you'veal~s


wanted 

for your


Macintosh. 




It justtook HP to 


Scan. In less than 30 seconds, your Preview Scan.To add 
image is transferred from the HP another image without leav
ScanJet scanner to your Macintosh ing your application software, 
screen. pull down the scanning desk 

accessory and begin with 
Preview Scan from the menu . 

"~ ~ 1im11111111111111 rnub
-

Edit/Paint. Bring in DeskPaint to touch 
up your images . Menus and point-click 
commands make it easy. 

The HP ScanJet scanner 
puts you several steps 
ahead of other Macintosh
compatible scanners . 
Because our desk accessory 
approach lets you scan, 
edit and paint images all 
together on the screen. With-

Place. Bring in your mast
head from memory, place the 
scanned images wherever 
you want, copy and place 
multiple images, key in text, 
wrap, enlarge or shrink to fit. 

out having to jump from 
one application to another. 
HP's Desk Gallery software 
makes it all possible. So 
you can add the impact of 
photographs, illustrations 
and logos to your presenta
tions, proposals, sales 



1nake it this easy. 


Final Scan. Select a portion or all of your 
image to reduce or enlarge, and scan as 
line art , halftones , gray scale or negative 
images. 

1oc uen:r stop
osf..-1 ng --..Y' 

Print. Another click and 
you're done. Thanks to 
the HP ScanJet scanner, 
the fewest clicks from 
scanned image to final 
copy. 

letters, newsletters and 
bulletins . 
And you can do it easier 

_12,~lE._ <OIF IP'Jfill(.~~!;.~= 
The "let"• Grr Physl<lr" lllw1i.tt., 

r.atWkw. 

THE DOWNSIDE OF GRAVITY 


kfW P"¥tiOol ~ l'l'O\. The ~I 
ronenoaem...., to.....otnhOnON 
~10~ IOw1 Of. end.... 
os orO"tfty. tr.com- f'90tOl"!llOl. lr*V«V 
man foci mot any Olca-iory oblOIYaliOl'I 
lftUPpOflod bOdV "'°' oM>n o:ctn!Orl 
l<*fotriegrouno toJOYO<Olfllr'dO· 
wot e91fdiW ~ monlOJ CIM>f\C&I 
fYOnlO~PllO l"llC.-U:tie~. 

I II 1i. tul)(M of G.olloo. 8v tosW>Q 
llilotieltlO.,.OICll twooQfoc111!0tnrM 
bliltltlflCJ"'°" loe>oftnel•°"'*'O 
~ot TO'#WotP"da. hO 
lrlO fllKJry Of Cl'°"' Ctov.d ttiot U\41 
IClllOl'I. oceelerollon 01 ony 

ftwr.11to ...vov.. to.'rt'IQooctvbcen
me IOw ot monon ot atont and hol tr.. 
OfallnQbocl'fWCl i-ir.r....icriPOQe.ll 

HP dealer. Then try the HP 
ScanJet scanner for yourself. 
This is one case where 

and faster than ever before. seeing is believing. 
For as little as $1990 for 
the complete package. Ff/0- HEWLETT 
Call 1-800-752-0900, ~ea PACKARD 

~ 1988 HewleLL-Packard CompanyExt. 688B, for your nearest PE12803Please clrcle 20 on reader service card. 

http:lllw1i.tt


The table 

Applewould have designed,


had~eygone into 

the furniture business. 


Any company with thevision to create a 
product as elegamand useful ;t5 the Macintosh., 
would have hit it big in imy industry. 

Fortunately, Apple .. chose computers. 
We, on theother hand,chose to make 

furniture. More speci fically, theMacl'able. 
Like the Macintosh itself, the MacTable was 

created to put information at your fingertips, 
quickly and easily. We accomplish this by 
thinkingof the workspacenotas an inflexible 
monolith,but as a network of individual 
surfaces onto which you can place each of 
your Mac components, like yourprinter, 
modem, external drive, mouse, even manuals. 
Everything with plenty of elbow room,easily 
within reach, and there when youneed it. 

Next, each surface ti lts to optimize your 
eye-to-screen and hand-to-component 

efficiency. Rest assured that as your comfort 
increases,so does your productivity. 

Finally, there's theoverall design - sleek, 
contemporary, and mindful of the futureof 
your computing neecl5. Because Macfable's 
surface panels can be arranged, your 
workspace can accommodate any modelof 
Macintosh, from the Plus to theMac a ... to 
who knows what. 

Surprisingly enough,all of this Mac-like 
versatili ty and European beechwood framing 
is more than affordable: only $289 for 
Macfableand $139 for the optional roll-away 
cabinet (doubles as a Laserwriter stand);$269 
for thematching, ergonomically balanced 
chair; lateral file cabinet $239;bookshelves 
$1l9;and two-doorcabinet $159. 

Maclable. It's theworkspace that organizes 
the tools that organize your life. And it 's 
availableby calling(800)722-6263 which, 
by theway, is not Apple's phonem1111ber. 

MacTuble. 

The ultimate Mac peripheral. 

Aproduct of ScanCoFum 
Call (800) 722-6263 or (2o6) 481-5434 
in WA to order your Macl'able or for 
moreinformation. 

Prices do not includelJ . l ~S . shippin)I. 

Mtu:ft:hli! dts1,q11 ptlll!tll fJt!llf//11;: M11t lidJk l.f un}fistmWtrr11/muuJ: nfi;cmuli11miar1 (,11mp11lt'T' 1'im 11111n·. /11t Afr>U· is 11 frr1J1'>t1111rJ:1/. mu/1ll11011taW is fl tmdemarl! liwzsed to. Apple Compult'r, /11c. P'rret.:f mu/ c.k'Stgm .mhfa'CI lo dxmgr u.1"JhouJ 11o/ice. 

Please circle 69 on reader service card. 



Quick Clicks 

Quick Clicks are short reviews of released 

products - not beta release, pre-release, or 
vaporware. If it appears here, it is available 
commercially. 

The 5-Mouse Rating 

!!!!! EXCELLENT 

!!!! VERY GOOD 

!!! GOOD 

!! FAIR 

! POOR 

DOESN'T WORK'.< 
H Y P E R C A R D 

ScriptExpert 
ScriptExpert is the Hy

~ perTalk helper for con
~ structing HyperCard 

scripts. It provides but
tons for many of the commonly used 
HyperTalk statements and prompts 
you through the correct use of the lan
guage. If you're an occasional Hyper
Talker, ScriptExpert can assist you in 
several ways: You' ll take fewer dives 
into the reference books looking for 
keywords and command formats, 
you'll type less, you'll be held by the 
hand through creating blocked state
ments, and you'll see and learn the cor
rect format for HyperTalk commands 
as they're added to your developing 
script. 

ScriptExpert's starting screen has 
three buttons. The "Install in Stack" 
button places a ScriptExpert-activa
tion button in the Clipboard, ready for 
pasting into whatever stack you 
choose. Click on "Begin Scripting" 
and you'll be asked whether you're 
building a handler or a function . If 

you' re confused here, you can click for 
help and get a one-card refresher 
course in the philosophy of handlers 
and functions. If your handler is for 
mouseUp (and most will be), you can 
click "Give me a Starter Script" and 
immediately begin a mouseUp han
dler. 

ScriptExpert's main menu provides 
an array of 35 buttons, each of which 
corresponds to a HyperTalk com
mand. Another set of buttons selects 
the system message to which a handler 
will respond (mouseDown, open
Stack). Yet another array of buttons 
helps you select from the standard Hy
perCard functions. 

After you click a button, Script
Expert prompts you, in a logical se
quence, for any associated elements 
like values or container names. The 
prompts and other guided steps are 
based on the type of action being 
scripted. To help keep statements val
id, ScriptExpert hides buttons that are 
inappropriate in the current context. 

As you click and type, your script 
develops in a small scrollable window. 
You can review and edit script lines 
here, or you can ask for a broader look, 
which shows the script in a field that is 
as wide as a card but only two thirds as 
high. Here you can view, scroll, edit, 
and even undo all the changes you 
made while in this wide view. Script-

on mouseEnter 
beep 10 
Os k · oo you really went to t>e here? - wi th -No-

beep hi de 
-~~ 

end If... 

put 

re peal... t ype 

displays an array of 
buttons that correspond 
to HyperTalk commands. 

ge t ploy se t As you click on buttons ~~ ::r and respond to dialog 
boxes, your script 

nnswcr dlulde globol .show 

OSI< do go sort develops in the scrolling 
field at the upper left. 
Clicking the "end" button 
ends both your script 
and your scripting 
session. 

Expert installs quotes, properly in
dents the body lines and correctly la
bels the end of a script with an " end 
mouseUp." At any time you can have 
the script formatted and printed, or 
saved to a text file. 

At the end of a session, ScriptExpert 
prompts for a filename to save the 
script. If you click cancel, you're of
fered the choice of abandoning or 
keeping the script. If you choose to 
keep it, ScriptExpert copies it to the 
Clipboard and whisks you back to your 
target stack, where you can paste the 
Clipboard into any target object. 
That's the basic sequence. You can 
continue working in your target stack 
or click the ScriptExpert button and 
go another round. 

ScriptExpert can be useful to those 
who understand HyperTalk principles 
but don't use the language enough to 
memorize the commands, their precise 
constructs, number of parameters, and 
the other trivia that necessitates con
stant thumbing through heavy books. 
ScriptExpert's own manual is admit
tedly thin, placing the burden of en
lightenment on its scripting stack and 
on your own wits and experience. I 
wouldn't classify it as a training tool, 
nor as a substitute for a good Hyper
Card/HyperTalk reference book. 

For the frequent HyperTalk pro
grammer, ScriptExpert can serve as a 

ScriptExpert's main menu 
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Quick Clicks 

ready reference and an occasional 
helping hand. However, its tightly con
trolled sequencing of events, combined 
with HyperCard's lumbering speed, 
might eventually try your patience. To 
be useful to more advanced program
mers, it should have a true language
reference mode where the syntax of 
each command appears in its entirety 
as a template, ready for cutting, past
ing, and editing. 

The "expert" part of this stack is 
evident. Its coverage of HyperTalk is 
quite extensive. But its interface lacks 
a few coats of polish. For instance, 
ScriptExpert always asks whether you 
want to save your script to a file. This 
should be an exception and not the de
fault case, as scripts usually are head
ed for buttons or fields. If you decline 
to place the script into a file, Script
Expert then asks whether you want to 
abandon the script. One wrong click 
and you can trash an entire session of 
painstaking dialog boxes and respons
es. If you do decide to abandon the 
script, you're sent Home and not back 
to your target stack. 

Although the Ask and Answer 
dialog boxes contain buttons of fixed 
size, ScriptExpert lets you enter text 
strings longer than the buttons can 
contain. A simple length check would 
prevent this. Using command buttons, 
you can show and select the painting 
tools and patterns. You must, howev
er, specify mouse drags and clicks nu
merically, using horizontal and verti
cal coordinates. There should be an 
option to drag the mouse and have 
ScriptExpert figure out where you 
started and stopped. When you click 
the Play command button, it 
prompts for the sound and the notes to 
play but then tells you to add the notes 
yourself between the quotes in the 
script line. Here it could display a la
beled piano keyboard and let you sim
ply click on the keys, with the ability to 
undo the last note. Finally, and I mean 
this literally, ScriptExpert allows you 
to quit HyperCard without asking 
whether you want to save the script in 
progress. 

The only bug-like problem I found 
was in trying to script the closing of a 
text file. Every time I clicked the 
"close" button, a repetition of my last 

"read" or "write" command was add
ed to the script. 

The shortcomings cited here are not 
all deadly serious, nor do they detract 
greatly from the usefulness of this 
well-constructed scripting tool. This 
stack has a lot to offer. But to provide 
greater utility, ScriptExpert needs a 
few enhancements that could easily be 
added either by Hyperpress in re
sponse to users' feedback or by the 
adventurous scriptors who are 
"Hyped" enough to customize their 
own copies of the ScriptExpert stack. 

ScriptExpert!H! 

List Price: $79.95. Published by: Hyperpress 

Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 8243, Foster City, 

CA 94404; (415) 345-4620. Version: 1.0. Re

quires: HyperCard. Compatibility: MultiFinder 

and Mac II friendly. Application Size: 258K. 

Copy Protection: None. 


- Salvatore Parascandolo 

HyperAtlas 

HyperAtlas is a misno

,,,. mer. Usually the word 
~ atlas denotes a compila

tion of reference dia
grams, specifically geographical 
maps. Though maps are its unifying 
theme, the true focus of Hyper Atlas is 
information management. The maps 
are there merely to provide a geo
graphical framework for data. So, if 
you buy it as an electronic replacement 
for your trusty Hagstrom or Ham
mond's, you're sure to be disappointed. 
However, as a quick and easy way to 
correlate information with geography, 
HyperAtlas is handy. 

HyperAtlas is a network of Hyper
Card stacks organized into two geo
graphical collections: The World and 
the United States. As well as maps, 
each collection includes Info stacks, 
containing economic (World stack), 
political (U.S. stack), and population 
(both) data; also included are User 
stacks, which are predesigned cards 
ready to accept information, and Im
port stacks, which facilitate the trans
fer of existing databases. Built-in links 
permit the two sets to be used in con
cert with each other. 

Consisting primarily of simple out
lines, the maps in HyperAtlas are far 
from reference quality. Most, in fact, 
are the same plots available in the 
MacAtlas clip art disk from Micro
Maps. From the world map, you click 
on areas to be magnified. But, of 
course, this is not a true zoom; you 
simply move from one card to another. 
The regional maps are not much more 
detailed, but clicking on the edges of 
some maps shifts you to another card 
with a more centered view. In the U.S. 
stack, the state maps have county 
boundaries drawn, but you can't zoom 
in any further. 

The labels, which identify individ
ual countries in the world regional 
maps and cities in the U.S. states 
maps, are buttons leading to Info cards 
for those particular locations. The 
data in the Info stacks included with 
HyperAtlas is useful enough, but it is 
general in nature and readily available 
in an average almanac - at much less 
cost. 

So HyperAtlas must sink or swim 
on the strength of its architecture. And 
that's pretty good. What you really get 

s rile Edit Go .. .. . . .. ... . ...... .. .. . ... ... 
 HyperAtlas brings the 
world to HyperCard in the 
form of maps and 
demographic Information 
that are linked to form a 
geographic database. 
Population and economic 
information is only a click 
away to another 
information-packed card. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 

U<:J: : : 

. . .fiE : . .. .... . . . .... . . . .. .. , , .. , 
··· ·· . . . . ' 
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for your 99 bucks is a framework on 
which to build your own data struc
ture. 

In accordance with HyperCard phi
losophy, HyperAtlas is unprotected. 
Any card may be copied and modified. 
New stacks or cards may be added as 
necessary. Maps can incorporate new 
locations with buttons leading to user 
Info cards. Stack links are in place, 
and scripts governing their operation 
are already formulated. Hyper Atlas is 
like a cake mix - just add data. 

Of course, as with a cake mix, you 
can find yourself constrained by the 
recipe. HyperAtlas is designed to work 
primarily with stacks that hold one 
card per location. For example, if more 
than one record is attached to a loca
tion (like a dozen clients in one city), 
HyperAtlas can't sort them to order. 
When you go to the Info stack from 
that location's Index card, only the 
first entry is returned. You can't page 
through them all unless you use the 
Find command or build your own links 
from card to card. 

Also, before data is imported, it 
must be properly prepared. The Im
port stacks read tab-delimited text 
files, but records are restricted to ten 
fields, a geographic name must be the 
first field of each record, and its spell
ing must exactly match that used by 
HyperAtlas. If your database uses ab
breviations for state names, they will 
have to be fixed before the information 
is imported. 

Though Info cards can be custom
ized, HyperAtlas is sensitive about the 
name of the card and the content of its 
name field . According to the manual, 
if these are changed, stack links will 
malfunction. 

Having said all that, is HyperAtlas 
worth the money? Well, consider the 
cake-mix analogy. Though Hyper
Card is easy to work with, building 
stacks is - any way you look at it 
programming. Just as very few of us 
make cakes from scratch, most Mac 
users aren't likely to have the time or 
the inclination to build an application 
of this caliber. That's worth some
thing. 

HyperAtlas is competently con
structed stackware and (for the mo
ment) is the least-expensive commer

cial product of its type. If you can live 
with its recipe, it can provide a useful 
mechanism for organizing data geo
graphically. 

HyperAtlas!!! 

List Price: $99. Published by: MicroMaps Soft

ware, Inc. , P.O. Box 757, Lambertville, NJ 

08530; (609) 397-1611, (800) 334-4291. Ver

sion: 1.0. Requires: I megabyte, second disk 

drive, and HyperCard; hard disk recommended. 

Compatibility: Mac II and Multi Finder friendly. 

Copy Protection: None. 


- Carlos Domingo Martinez 

PERSONAL FINANCE 

Wall Street 
Investor 

A year ago this October, 
Wall Street took a dive 
unlike any in the past 40 
years. With hindsight, 

some investors may now wish they'd 
had a program like Wall Street Inves
tor to help them track their stocks. 
While Wall Street Investor won't 
automatically let you make a killing 
(or prevent you from losing a bundle), 
it does spot trends to make your buying 
decisions more informed. 

Wall Street Investor is based on an 
older investment-tracking program 
called Market Pro. Wall Street Inves
tor hooks up via modem to LP. Sharp, 
an electronic stock-data service that 
costs an additional fee. To use Wall 
Street Investor, you create a portfolio 
containing the stocks you want to fol
low. You type in the amount of cash in 
the portfolio, then give the program 
some information: the stock database 
you want quotes pulled from, the fre
quency of quotes, how far back you 
want to save data, the exchange each 
stock is traded on, the dividend you 
expect, and the dates the dividends are 
paid. This provides the basis for down
loading data as well as the information 
on which your account records are 
based. 

When you buy a stock the program 
tracks the amount, price, commis
sions, and any associated interest or 
tax expenses. It then totals up the in
vestment. As you update prices and re-

Put the NFL 

at your


fingertips. 

Hands-on pro football excitement 

is as close as your keyboard with NFL 
Challenge from XOR. This exciting, 
action-packed computer game gives you 
updatable rosters of all 28 NFL teams, 
offensive and defensive playbooks, and 
true-to-life realism with penalties, inju
ries, substitutions, and more! 

Operating on the IBM PC, PC-XT,PC
AT, and their compatibles as well as the 
Apple Macintosh, NFL Challenge puts 
you at the heart of the action as you 
select the starting lineups, drive down
field against the clock, and go head-to
head against the league's most innovative 
offenses and formidable defenses. 

Kick off your home season with this 
software classic now at your local com
puter store. Or call 1-800-NFL·CHAL 
TOLL FREE. Be sure to check out PRO 
Challenge~ Basketball Challenge:• 
Oligopoly';" and Bermuda Square~· 
examples of some other First Class 

Software from XOR. ••_ 

Nfb · :. . • 

lx lolRI'" 

CORPORATION 

5421 Opportunity Court 
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343 

(612) 938-0005 

Please circle 153 on reader service card. 
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HYPERWARE 
Activision 
Business Class .. .... ..... .. .... ....... ...... ............ 30.00 
Focal Point .. .. ........................ .. ..... ....... .. .... 59.00 
ReportsI for HyperCard .. .... .. ..................... 59.00 
Bantam (Goodman) 
Complete HyperCard Handbook ............... 24.00 
DataDesk 
HyperDialer .................................... ........... 26.00 

~~~~r~~~~~~~~.lis·h·i·".9. ........... ................ .49.oo 

~~~:O~l~d' ......... .. ............................ ....... 29.00 


VideoWorks II HyperCard Driver .. ........ .. .. .75.00 
MlcroMaps 
HyperAtlas .................... .................... .. .. ..... 64.00 
Symmetry 
~~fi~~~~h i~~ .............................................. 38.00 


HyperTutor ... ...... ...... .................. ...... ... ...... 29.00 


UTILITIES 
Affin ity 
Tempo II ................................................. .. .89.00 
Berkeley System Design, Inc. 
Stepping Out II .. ........... .. .... .. ... .. .... .. .. ...... .. 54.00 
Beyond Inc. 
MenuFonts 2 ........ .................... .. .. ...... ... .... 32.00 
CE Software 
DiskTop 3.0.2 ............................................ 28.00 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

I
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OuicKeys (new macro programmer) ......... 54.00 
Central Point 
Copy II Mac (with MacTools) ..................... 20.00 
Emerald City Software 
Lasertalk 1.0 ............................................ 187.00 
Fifth Generation 
PowerStation ..... ........ .. ...... .............. .. ...... .. 37.00 
Suitcase ....... .. .. ............... .. ...... .. ......... ....... 37.00 
Kent Marsh 
MacSafe or NightWatch ................ ....... ea 89.00 
Mainstay 
Capture ............... .. ... ... ........ ....... ......... ...... 47.00 
TypeNow ......... ............. ... .......................... 30.00 
Micro ?.-:t lcs 
GOfer ~... .. ................................................ .. 45.00 
Olduvai 
Cl1pShare ............................................ .... 119.00 

ic~~t-~t~~~.e.. :::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: :::::::::: ::: : ::: ::: : .~!6 :88 
MultiClip ... ....... ..... .. ... .............................. ..45.00 
Simon and Schuster 
Fully Powered Mac ............ .. .................. .... 24.00 
Software Power Company 
PowerOP 1.4 .............................. ...... ......... 39.00 
SuperMac 
DiskFit .. ... ........... ... ...... ................. ............. 54.00 
Sentinel 2.0 ........ ...... .. ................... .......... 155.00 
SuperSpool 5.0 .. .... .. ........ .. ................. .. .... 54.00 
Symantec Corporation 
Symantec Utilities for Macintosh ............. .. 59.00 

DESK ACCESSORIES 
Activision 
Focal Point ...... .. .................................. ...... 59.00 
Affinity 
AffiniF1le ...... ...... ... ... .. .. ........ ......... .......... ... 46.00 

Allan Bonadio Associates 
Expressionist 2.0 (equation editor) ........... .79.00 
Borland 
Sidekick 2.0 ........ .. .. .............................. .. .. .59.00 
Electronlc Arts 
DiskTools Plus .. ..... ................................... 31 .00 
Exodus Software 
Retriever ................ ................ .................. .. 55.00 
Greene 
QuickDEX .................. .. ... ...... ...... .. ........ ..... 32.00 
Imagine 
Multi User Appointment Diary wlSmart 
Alarms ....................... .......... ...... ... ........... 85.00 

~~~nks'~~ime .. .... .. ... .... .... .. ...... ......... ..... .. .. 61 .00 
Software For Recognition Tech 
MiniDraw ........................ ....... .. .... .. ...... .. .... 21 .00 
Solutions 
SmartScrap & The Clipper ........... ......... .. .. 35.00 

LANGUAGES 
Borland 
Turbo Pascal .............. ................... ............ 65.00 
Turbo Database Mac .. .. .. ................... .... .. .. 66.00 
Consula lr 
68000 Development System ..... .. .......... .... 59.00 
Manx Software Systems 
Aztec C ............................. .............. .. .. .. ..... 65.00 
Aztec C+SDB .... ................. .... .... .. ........ .... .95.00 
Microsoft 
Basic Interpreter 3.0 .......... ...... .. ................ 61.00 
Fortran Compiler 2.2 .. ................... .......... 189.00 
SmethersBarnes 
~~~~O~Yf:~h ....... .. ............................ .. ... ... ... 74.00 

CAPP's Lightspeed C or Pascal ................ 49.00 

Lightspeed C (super compiler) ........ .......... 95.00 

Lightspeed Pascal ...... .. ..................... .. ...... 65.00 

Zedcor 

ZBasic ..................... ... ... ............. ... ........ .. .. 65.00 


COMMUNICATIONS 
CE Software 
QuickMail ..... ... ........................... ............. 169.00 
CompuServe 
CompuServe Navigator .................... ......... 45.00 

~fnm.f~~~ ~~.~'.'.~~'. '.~~.~........................ .. 109.00 
DataVIZ 
Maclink Plus w/Cable ............................. 145.00 
Dow Jones 
Desktop Express .... .. ....... ..... .. .... ...... ....... .. 95.00 
FreeSoft 
Red Ryder 10.3 .... ........ .. .. .... .... .... .. .... ....... 55.00 
Hayes 
Smartcom II (communications) .. .......... .. ... 88.00 

Ill 
II 

II 
II 

Microsoft Excel 1.5 (Microsoft) 
IIII 

Customize your needs wtth this powertul and 
popular spreadsheel , business graphics and II 
da1abase program. Includes 44 additional 
new worksheel tunclions. (busin1>ss) $249.00 
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Software Ventures 
Microphone (includes Glue) .... .. ..... .. .. .. .... .Call 
Traveling Software 
LAP-LINK .......... .... ... .... ... ... .... ................ ... 79.00 

DATABASE SOFTWARE 
Aclus 
4th Dimension ............................ ............. 529.00 
Ashton-Tate 
dBase Mac .......... .. ...... ...... ...................... 295.00 
Borland 
Reflex Plus ...... ...... .. ...... .......... ................ 165.00 
Fox Software 
FoxBASE+/Mac .............. .............. ... ....... .214.00 
Odesta 
Double Helix II .. ...................... ................ .339.00 

ORDERS FOR MOST ITEMS PLACED 
BEFORE 5:00 P.M. EASTERN TIME 
(WEEKDAYS) SHIP SAME DAY BY 

Park Row Incorporated 
Publish or Perish ......... .. .... ... .. .. .. .. ............. 21 .00 
Personal Bibliographic 
Pro-Cite ................................................... 179.00 
Software Discoveries 
Record Holder Pius .... ........... .. .. ................ 45.00 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Activision 
City to City ........ .. ....... .. ..... .. ... .................... 30.00 
Bravo 
MacCalc .......... ... ......... ... ... .. .. .................... 79.00 
Cognition Technology 
MacSMARTS 3.02 .. .......... .. .. .. ............. .. . 135.00 
Cricket 
Cricket Graph {advanced graphing) ... ..... 119.00 
Cricket Presents ... .. ....................... ...... .. .. 289.00 
Lundeen & Associates 
Works Plus Commands ... .. ...... ..... .. ... ....... .. 60.00 
Microsoft 
Excel 1.5 .... ... .. .................................... .... 249.00 
PowerPoint 2.0 .......... ............ .. ............. .. ... Call 
Wo rks 1.1 (integrated software) .. .. ..... ... .. 189.00 
nView Corporation 
MacViewFrame .. ... .. ...... ...... .. ..... ........... 1299.00 
North Edge Software 
Timeslips 111 (time/expense tracking) ... ... . 119.00 
Satori 
Bulk Mailer 3.2 .......................................... 79.00 
Select Micro Systems 
FlowMaster .. ... ........................ ... ... ....... .... 369.00 
Shana Enterprises 
FastForms! Construction Kit ................. .. .. 96.00 
Software Discoveries 
MergeWrite (mailing program) ...................35.00 

WORD PROCESSORS AND 

OUTLINERS 


Ashton-Tate 
FullWrite Professional .. .. .... .. .. ... ................ Call 
Bootware Software 
Pro Resume Writer (multiple resumes) ..... 75.00 
Microsoft 
Word (updated word processor) .... ... ....... 249.00 
Write 1.0 (new word processor) .. ............ 113.00 

b~~~~n.. .... .. ......................... ...... ............ 109.00 

T/Maker 
WriteNow 2.0 (word processor) .... .. ... ...... 109.00 
WordPerfect Corp. 
WordPerfect ...... .. ..... .. .... .. ................ .... ... 185.00 

SPELLING CHECKERS 
Aegis 
Doug Clapp's Word Tools .... .. ...... ............. 42.00 
Deneba Software 
Spelling Coach 3.0 .. .. .... .. .......................... 54.00 
Spelling Coach Pro ....... .. ..... .. ..... .. .......... 109.00 
Coach Merriam-Webster Thesaurus ......... 36.00 
Electronic Arts 
Thunder (spelling checker) ....... ................. 30.00 
Microlylics 
Word Finder (synonym finder) ...... ...... .. .. .. .35.00 
Sensible Software 
Sensible Grammar .......... .. ... .... .. .. ........... .. 55.00 
Working Software 
Spellswell 2.0 (spelling checker) .. ... .. .. .. .... 42.00 

GRAPHICS 
3G Graphics 
Images w/lmpacVGraphics & Symbols 1 ... 59.00 
Aba Software 
Draw It Again Sam 2.0 .. ..... ... .................... 89.00 
Aldus 
Freehand .... ........................................ ..... 379.00 
Broderbund 
Print Shop (cards and more) ..................... 36.00 
CE Software 
CalendarMaker ......... ..... .. .......................... 27.00 
Challenger 
Mac3D 2.1 (3-0 graphics) ......... ... .. .... ... .. 119.00 

~·---'~----IL----JL---l__• 



From nView Corporation this projection 
display allows you to use Macintosh 

computer high-quality graphics in your 
presentations. MacViewFrame is a 

low-cost, easy-to-use tool for "explod
ing" your computer's text and graphics 
on a large screen, using anY. ordinary 

overhead projector. (business) 
$1299.00 

Cutting Edge's most popular external 
floppy drive reads and writes 400/SOOK 
disks and is now quieter than the origin 
design. It is compatible with all new AO 
Macs and comes in both beige and 
platinum. Convenient front panel eject 
switch. (disk drives) $175.00 

-Ma~AREHOUSECATALOO--------, 
16900akStreet FCK8 I 
P.O. Box 1579 
Lakewood, NJ 08701 I 

II don't need to order right now, but please RUSH me my 
FREE copy of the brand new MacWarehouse Catalog. I 
~,,.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ' 
NAM 

~~~~~~~~~~~~----.,.==-~-' 
ADDRESS APT# I 
CITY STATE ZIP 

Contains over 400 hand drawn clip art 
images created by a team of talented 
artists. Included are graphics for holi
days, special occasions, food, sports, 
nature, fantasy, and religion, plus 
teddy bears, borders, and mortised 
cuts. MacGallery is available in either 
HyperCard Stack or MacPaint 
versions. (graphics) $29.00 

II 
Introducing Cutting Edge's special 
45MB wedge shaped hard disk drive. 
Plugs directly into your Mac's SCSI port 
and is prefDrmatted for immediate use. 
Features extra quiet fan with excellent 
cooling capabilities. Compact design for 
easy portability. Daisy Chainable with 2 
SCSI ports, external address switch and 
includes 6 ft. SCSI cable. (disk drives) 
$829.00 

CHOOSE MacWAREHCXJ SE .. For 
price, quality and service you won't 
find a better source for your Mac needs. 

If you don't see it here. give us a call. 

Most like ly we'll have it in stock. Our 

sales representatives are here to help' 


I'm Kerry. call me at: 
~"'1111111.. 

MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 

BA.M. TO 11 P.M. 

(Eastern Time) 

SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO 

8 P.M. (Eastern Time) 

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS! 

8 A.M. to 8 P.M. 

(Eastern Time) 




Nolo Press 
Will Maker 2.0 (prepare your own will) .. .. .. 35.00 
Nordic Software 
MacKids Turbo Math Facts ..................... .. 21 .00 
Palantl r 
Mac Type .............. .. .. ...... .. ......... .. .............. 31 .00 
Th ink Educ 
MacEdge II ... ....... ..... ..... .. .......................... 28.00 

GAMES 
Activi sion 
Shanghai (strategy) .. ...... ..... ....... ..... .......... 24.00 
Broderbund 
Shuff lepuck Cale ................ ................ ....... 24.00 
Where In the World is Carmen San Diego 25.00 
Bullseye 
Ferrari Grand Prix (racing) ....... ................. 32 .00 
Fokker Triplane Flight Simulator .. .. .. .. .... ... 32.00 
Centron Software, Inc. 
Crapsmaster or Roulette .. .. ....................... 27 .00 
Ciasa 
Handwriting Analyst .................................. 29.00 
Electronic Arts 
Chessmaster 2000 (deluxe chess) ............ 28.00 
Patton vs . Rommel (strategy) .... ........ .. .... . 27.00 
Starfleet I: The War Begins ....... .... .. .. .. .. .... 37.00 
Chuck Yeager Adv. Flight Trainer ............. 36.00 
Greene 
Crystal Quest II ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ............... 27.00 
Microsoft 
Flight Simulator 1.0 .. .. .... ........................... 32.00 
Mlndscape 
Balance of Power, Deja Vu - ................ ea 30.00 

Crapsmaster (Centron) - Click into Casino 

Excitement .. . teaches/simulates the game of 

Casino Craps with a realistic display of the 

game table. Includes player-selectable rules 

tor "odds" bets. (entertainment} $27.00 


Citadel ... .. ....... ... ......... ... .... ... ..................... 39.00 
Make Millions ............ .. ............... ............... 17.00 
Shadowgate, Uninvited · .... .. .. .............. ea 30.00 
PBI 
Strategic Conquest Plus .... .. .......... .. .. .. ...... 46.00 
Practical Computer 
Lunar Rescue ............ .. ..................... ......... 29.00 
MacCourses .............. ...... .. ........ ........... ..... 34.00 
MacGolf 2.0, MacRacquetball - .... .. ...... ea 35.00 
Primera 
Smash Hit Racquetball II ........................ .. . 22.00 
Sierra On-Line 
Leisure Suit Larry .................................... .. 23.00 
Silicon Beach 
Apache SJrike, Dark Castle - ................ ea 27.00 
Beyond Dark Castle .............................. .. .. 27.00 
Simulated Environment Systems 
Quarterstaff ............................................. . 29.00 
Spectrum HoloByte 
Falcon. Gato - .. .................................... ea 26.00 
PT1 09 ........ ................... .. ............. .............. 26.00 
Solitaire Royale ..... .................................... 19.00 
Tetris ............ .... ............ ................. .. .......... 23.00 

DISK DRIVES/ MEMORY 

OPGRADES 


1 MEG SIMMS .... .. ... ............................ .... . Call 
AST 
Mac286 Co-Processor (Mac II) ...... .... .. . 1069.00 
CMS 
CMS TapeStack 60 Meg .......... .. ............... Call 
MacStack 20 Meg ................. ............... ... 569.00 
MacStack 40 Meg ................................... 789.00 

MacStack 60 Meg ....................... .. .. ..... ... 849.00 
Cutting Edge 
BOOK Disk Drive "NEW" ............... .... .. ...... 175.00 
Wedge XL 30 Plus ............. ..................... 629.00 
Wedge XL 45 Plus .. ........ .. .. .. ... .. .. ........... 829.00 
XL 30 Internal .......................................... 509.00 
XL 45 Internal .... .. ...... .. ...... .... ......... .. ....... 649.00 
Dayna Communications 
DaynaFile single 360K (5 114") ................ 529.00 
Dove 
Mach II/SE Accelerator Board ...... .... ....... 585.00 
MacSnap 2SE .............. .......... ...... ... ........ 315.00 
MacSnap SCSI Interface Port ................. 124.00 
MacSnap 524 (512k to 1 meg) .... ............ 195.00 
MacSnap 524S (incl. SCSI interface) ...... 249.00 
MacSnap 548 (512k to 2 meg) .. ...... .... ...... Call 
MacSnap 548S (incl. SCSI interface) ...... 479.00 
MacSnap Plus 2 (Mac Plus to 2 meg) ..... 315.00 
MacSnap 1024 Memory Expansion Brd .... Call 
MacSnap Tool Kit (ins ta//at1on tools) ..... .... 15.00 
Everex 
EMAC 20D (hard drive) ............. ..... .. ....... 520.00 
EMAC 20D Deluxe (0 footprint) .. .. ........... 585.00 
EMAC 40D (hard drive) ........................... 945.00 
EMAC 40D Deluxe (0 footprint) ............... 995.00 
EMAC 60T (tape backup) .... .. .. .. .............. 895.00 
EMAC FS-102 .................. .. .. ................. 2495.00 
PCPC 
MacBottom HD21 iSCSI) ........................ 749.00 
MacBottom HD21 SCSI) w/Modem ....... 915.00 
MacBottom HD32 SCSI) ........................ 899.00 
MacBottom HD32 (SCSI) w/Modem .. .. 1 ,045.00 
MacBottom HD45 (SCSI) ..... .. .............. 1 .149.00 
MacBottom HD45 (SCSI) w/Modem .... 1, 189.00 
WSI (With SCSI Interface) ........ .............. 269.00 
Peripheral Land,. Inc. 
infinity Turbo 40 Meg ..... .......... ........... .. 1299.00 
PL 30 Meg Turbo Dnve ...... .. .. ................. 819.00 
PL 50 Meg Turbo Drive .......... .. ..... ........ .. 919.00 

MODEMS 
Abaton 
lnterFax 12/48 ..................... .. .. ........... ...... Call 
Everex 
EMAC 2400 ........ .. .. ........... ... ...... ............. 225.00 
Hayes 
Smartmodem 1200 ...................... .. ... ....... 299.00 
Smartmodem 2400 .......... .. ...................... 449.00 
Smart modem 9600 (V series) ...... .. .... ..... 985.00 
Migent 
Pocket Modem (ext. 30011200 baud) ...... 115.00 
Novatlon 
Parrot Modem (with software) .... .. .. .... ....... 93 .00 
Prometheus 
Promodem 2400 ...... .. ........................... ... 309.00 
Shiva 
NetModem 1200 (modom for network 

use) ................................... .. ... ............. 450.00 
US Robotics 
Courier 1200 Modem .... ............. .. .... ....... ·, 99.00 
Courier 2400 Modem .................. ... .. ....... 349.00 

BLANK MEDIA 
Goldstar 
DS/DD (box of 10) ........................ .. ....... ... 15.00 
Sony 
DS/DD (box of 10) ................................. .... 18.00 
SS/DD (box of 10) .. ........................... .. .. .... 13.00 

INPOT /OOTPOT 
Abaton 
ProPoint ........................ .. .. .... ...... ...... ... ... .. 99.00 
Asher Engineering 
Turbo Trackball (512/Plus or SEii/) .. .. ...... . 69.00 
Cutting Edge 
CE-105 ADB Keyboard .. .... .... .... .. ........... 135.00 
Data Desk 
Mac 101 Keyboard ..................... ...... .. .... . 139.00 
Kensington 
New Turbo Mouse ..... .................... .. ........ 109.00 
Koala 
MacVision (digitizer) .................................. Call 
Mouse Systems 
A+ Mouse (512, Plus) .. ....... .......... ... .... .. ... 65.00 
A+ Mouse ADB (SE, II) ... ......... .. .. ............. 85.00 
New Image 
MacScan (feed·thru) ............... ............. 1, 189.00 
MacScan (flatbed) ......... .. .. ...... .. ........... 1,749.00 
Seikosha America 
Seikosha Printer (dot·matrix) ..... ... ....... .. . 219.00 
Summagraphlcs 
Bit Pad Pius ... ................ .. .............. .. .. ...... 335.00 
Mac Tablet 12 x 12 ............ .... ...... ... ........ .. 379.00 

ThunderWare 
ThunderScan 4.0 (incl. Powerport) ....... .. 199.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Computer Friends, Inc. 
Mac Inker/Black Ink ...................................... 3.00 
Maclnker (IW & /WI/) .. .. .. ...... ..................... 41 .00 
Curtis 
Ruby (6 outlets; filtered: 6 ft cord) ........... .. 55.00 
Ergotron 
MacTilt or MacTilt SE ......... .. .. ............. .. .... 68.00 
Mouse Cleaner 360 .. ....... .. .. .. .... .. .... ..... .. ... 15.00 
The Muzzle (for tile SE) ...... .......... .... ... ..... 62.00 
110 Designs 
lmageWriter LO Ribbon-Black .... .. ............ 14.00 

II 
II 
II 

I
Fanny Mac OT (Moblus Products) - 
Sale. effective cooling for your Mac with 
low-profile. ultra -quiet Ian. Reduces internal 

operating tempera1ures, includes built-in 
 II 
surge protector. (accessories} S65.00 
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Image Writer LO Four Color Ribbon .......... 18.00 
IW II Ribbons-Black or Color ............... ........ 5.00 
Four Color Ribbon ...... .................. ............. 12.00 
Matrix Film Ribbon-Black or Color .............. 8.00 
Macinware Plus Carrying Case ... ........... .. . 64.00 
Macinware SE Carrying Case ...... .. ........... 76.00 
Ribbon for Seikosha - Black .. ............... .. .... 6.00 
Kalmar 
Rolltop Cabinets (45, 90, or 135 disks) ..... Call 
Kensington 
ADB Keyboard Cable-Extra Long ........... 25.00 
Anti-Glare Fi lter .......... ............................... 33.00 
Apple Security Kit ................. .. .. .. .. .... .. ....... 34.00 
Apple Talk Clips-cables or connectors ...... 1.00 
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit ...... .. .. ................... 20.00 
Mac II Monitor Cable Extension Kit ........... 35.00 
Mac II Stand .. ................... .... ......... ..... .. ..... 20.00 
MasterPiece Mac II .............................. ... 105.00 
Printer Stand ...................... ............... .... .... 16.00 
System Saver SE ...... ................................ 59.00 
Super Base ........... .. ............ ..... .. .. .... ......... 34.00 
Mobius Products 
Fanny Mac QT ................................ .. .. .. .... 65.00 
Omnium Corporation 
Mac Desktop Workstation ...... .. .. .... ........... 75.00 
Orange Micro 
Grappler Interface UQ ............ .. ................ 92.00 
Polaroid 
Circular Polarizing Filter ............ .. .. ... .... .. ... 35.00 
Targus, Ltd. 
Deluxe Mac PluS/SE-XKB Case (black) .... 65.00 
lmageWriter II Case (black) .. .. .......... ........ 45.00 
Mac PluS/SE Case (black) ...... ................ .. 59.00 

II 
II 
II 

Aztec C (Manx Software) - Includes Aztec 
Shell, Compiler, 68000 Macro Assembler, 
Overlay Linker, Librarian, Run Time Libraries. II 
Profiler. Full Macintosh Toolbpx Interface, and 
Portable C Library Interlace. (language)$65.00 

11111111111111 

continued ... 

http:language)$65.00
http:1,749.00


• Your credit card will not be charged until your order Is shipped. 
• II we must ship a partial order, we pay the freight on the remaining portion. 
• All U.S. shipments are insured at no extra charge. 1-800-255-6227 

Cricket 
Cricket Draw ............... ............................. 169.00 
Pict-0-Graph (color on the Mac II) ........ .. 105.00 
Deneba 
Canvas ........ .. ..... .. ....... 109.00 
Dream Maker 
MacGallery ................................ ................ 29.00 
Dubl-Click 
Wet Paint - Both Volumes ............... .. ...... .. 36.00 
Enzan-Hoshigumi 
MacCalligraphy ........................... ............ 109.00 
LaserWare 
LaserPaint Color II ......................... ......... 359.00 
Mana~ement Graphics 
Easy lider 1.0 .............. .. .. 105.00 
MicroMaps 
MacAtlas Pro (MacDraw format) .......... ... 129.00 
Olduvai 
Post-Art II .... .. .............. .. ........ . .. ....... Call 
Shaherazam 
Mac-a-Mug ... ........ ..................................... 39.00 
Si l icon Beach 
Digital Darkroom ..................................... 159.00 
SuperPaint (super graphics) .. .. .. .. ..... ...... 109.00 
Super 3D ................................................. 159.00 
Solutions 
Curator (graphics management) .......... .. .. 79.00 
SuperMac 
PixelPaint .. .... .. ... Call 
Symmetry 
PictureBase t .2 .......................... .............. 58.00 
T/Maker 
ClickArt Business or Publications .............. 28.00 
ClickArt EPS Illustrations ........................ .. 75.00 
Unison World 
Chest Top Publishing ................. .. ............. 34.00 
Zedcor 
DeskPaint 2.0 .... .. .. .. ........ .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... 69.00 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

PRODUCTS 


Adobe 
Illustrator 88 ........................................... 325.00 

Aldus 
PageMaker 3.0 ........ .. ......... .. ............ .. . ... 475.00 
Brainpower, Inc. 
ArchiText ....... ..... .... .. ......... .... .. ... 185.00 
Letraset 
Image Studio or Ready.Set.Go! 4 ...... ea 279.00 
Manhattan Graphics 
ReadySetShow .... .......... ......................... 289.00 

• VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. No surcharge. 

• C.O.D. orders accepted (add $3.00surcharge) - $1 .000 maximum. Cash or (1-800-ALL·MACS) certified check. lnqulrles:201·367-0440 Canada:aoo-255-6447 • Corporate purchase orders accepted subject to credit approval. 
• All products are covered by a 120 day limited warranty.• ~~f't
• CT residents add 7.5% sales tax. NJ residents add 6.0% sales tax. 
SHIPPING 1690 Oak Street, P.O. Box 1579. 


unless UPS ground delivers overniQht. Lakewood. NJ 08701 

• All orders add $3.00 per order. We ship Federal Express Standard Air, 

• We ship all orders (except C.O.D.) via Federal Express Standard Air unless MONDAYTHAU FRIDAY 8 A.M. 
instrucied otherwise at time of order. to 11 P.M. (Eastern Time)

• C.O.D. orders ship via UPS (Blue Label II you are more than 2 days from us SATURDAY 8 A.M. to 8 P.M. via UPS ground). (Eastern Time) • Alaska. Hawaii, Foreign, APO/FPO please inquire at time of order. NOW OPEN SUNDAYS! 8 A.M. 
"Oefoctivo software replaced Immediately. Hardware replaced or repaired al OUf dfSCrebOn. t o 8 P.M. (Eastern Time) 

Retriever (Exodus SoHware) - Power1ul 
Database DA ·Retrieves' data instantly. 
Searches, sorts and marks records. Includes 
custom Hypercard stacks and full import/ 
export capablitlty. (desk accessory) $55.00 

Olduvai 
Read- It! 2.0 (OCR) .. .. .... ........ . ................ 199.00 
Solut ions 
SuperGlue (total graphics integration) ...... 52.00 
Target 
Scoop .................. .. .. ............ .. .. SPECIAL 189.00 

NETWORKING PRODUCTS 
Connect Inc. 
MacNet ............ .. ........ ..... .... ...... ................ 43.00 
Faralton 
PhoneNET (12815 12 or Plus. SE & II) . ..... Call 
Micros of t 
Mail ........ ... Call 
Nuvotech 
TurboNET (1281512 or Plus. SE & II) ... ea 27.00 
SuperMac 
Network DiskFit ...... .................. . .. ... 199.00 
TOPS 
TOPS 2.0 .... .. .. .. ....................... .. ............... Call 
WOS Data Systems 
Timbuktu 2-User pack .. .... .. .................... 119.00 

FONTS 
Adobe 
Fonts (va rious volumes) ....... 
Altsys 
Fontastic Plus 2.0 .................. 
Dubl-Click 
World Class Fonts - Both Volumes 
Postcraft 
Laser FX ..................... .. ........ .. 

CAD/CAM 
GraEh soft 
MirnCad 4.0 .................................. 375.00 
Innovative Data 
MacDralt 1.2a (power drafting) ......... ...... 155.00 
Dreams .................................................... 318.00 
Micro CAD/CAM 
MGMStation (professional CAD) .............. . Call 

FINANCIAL AND 

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 


Aatrix 
Payroll 3.01 .. .. .................. ........ .... . t 15.00 
Bedford 
Simply Accounting ...... .. ..... ........ ......... .... 219.00 

I'm Kerry, call me at: MUKS 

.. .. .. Call 

.. ......... 47.00 

........... 36.00 

""""" 115 00 

Chang 
Rags to Riches 3 Pak .......... .. .................. 289.00 
Intuit 
Qu icken ............................... .......... ............ 35.00 
MECA 
A~drew Tobias' Managing Your Money .. 129.00 
M1gent 
In-House Accountant .................... .. .... .... . 1t9.00 
Monogram 
Business Sense .................. .. ........ .. ........ 279.00 
ShopKeeper Software 
Bill-It 1.06 ............. .. .............................. .. .. . 99.00 
Surv ivor 
MacMoney (personal finance) ................ ... 62.00 

ST A TISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Abacus Concepts 
StatView II (req. Mac II. or Plus/SE 

w/68881 co-processor) .. .. ... .. ........... 369.00 
Stat View SE+Graphics ............. ...... ......... 230.00 
B rain Power 
MathView Professional ....................... ..... 145.00 
StatView 512+ (requires 512k) ................ 175.00 
D2 Software 
MacSpin 1.5 .... .... ..................... .. ...... .. ..... 155.00 
Select Micro Systems, Inc. 
Exstat ix ........ ......... ....... ....... ..................... 219.00 

MUSIC AND SOUND 
Coda 
MacDrums .... .. .... ...... ........ ......... .............. 35.00 
Electronic Arts 
Deluxe Music Construction 2.0 ...... .... ....... 61.00 
Farallon Computing 
MacRecorder (records sound) .. .. ...... .. ... . 145.00 
Great Wave 
ConcertWare + MIDI 4.0 ...... .. .......... .. .... ... 79.00 
Impulse 
Impulse Audio Digitizer w/SoundWave .. . 149.00 
Opcode Systems 
Music Mouse ............................ .. .. .. .. ........ . 39.00 
Passport Designs 
Master Tracks Pro ................................... 259.00 

EDUCATIONAL/PERSONAL 
Bright Star Technology 
Alphabet Blocks ........................................ 32.00 
Broderbund 
Calculus ........ .. ............................... .. ........ 63.00 
Davidson 
Math Blaster ...... .. ................................. .. ... 27.00 
Electronic Arts · 
Business Simulator (executive training) .... 48.00 
First Byte 
Kid Talk, Math Talk ...... .. ......... ...... .. ..... ea 32.00 
Great Wave 
Kids Time ................. .. ............................. .. 26.00 

Ill 
II 
II 
II 
II 

EMAC FS-102 (Everex)- Ahigh
per1ormance, high capacity hard disk and 
 IItape backup unit that olfers 88MB of hard 

disk storage and 60MB of high-speed 

cassette backup. (disk drives) $2495.00 
 II 

FAX# 201-905-9279 

<!:> Copyright 1987 Micro Warehouse, Inc.MacWAREHOUSE '" is a division ol Micro Warehouse, Inc.MacWAREHOUSE'" and Micro 
Warehouse are trademarks of Micro Warehouse, Inc. llom avaUabilily and price subject to change wilhoul notice. 
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ceive dividends, the program tracks 
your unrealized gain or loss and accu
mulates dividend income. When you 
sell , the program totals the realized 
ga in or loss. Wall Street Investor 
tracks your transactions and prints out 
a variety of portfolio summaries. 

The technical analysis menu is the 
highlight of the program. Technical 
analysts - who like to say "the trend 
is your friend" - chart stock prices 
and trading volume, tryi ng to hop 
aboard when a stock trend is upward 
and bail out when it fa lters. Wall 
Street Investor allows you to draw 
trend linesand create a varietyofmov
ing averages; you can also calculate a 
number of more esoteric price- and 
volume-based indicators. 

Overlay ing the technical indicators 
on the price charts creates a chart that 
is every bit as impressive as the ones 
spewed out by your broker's research 
department. The manual does a good 
job of briefly explaining how the indi
cators are calculated and interpreted. 
It also contains a bibliography, as well 
as lots of boldfaced disclaimers decry
ing all responsihility for investment de
cisions based on the charts which is 
on ly prudent. Many investors believe 
that charts are about as reliable as ad
vice from ancy Reagan's astrologer. 
For those people, Wall Street Investor 
o!Ters the fundamental analysis capa
bilities as well. 

Fundamentalists moni tor the eco
nom ics of a company as revealed in the 
income statement and balance sheet. 
Using the fundamental analysis menu , 
users can choose from among 115 
downloadable "facts" - time series 
culled from the lOK reports that pub-

Wall Street Investor 
takes the daily stock 
prices of a company, 
which you download from 
an electronic service. and 
charts them against 
different indicators like 
the Standard & Poor's 
Index. Shown here is 
Apple Computer's 
performance in 1987. 
Notice the big dip during 
the October crash. 

licly traded companies file with the 
SEC. You can displ ay the resu lts in a 
numeric or graphic format, or save 
them for manipulation in Excel. For 
instance, an investor checking out a 
possible takeover candidate might 
watch the trend in a company's net 
worth and compare it with the capital
iza tion - the value of all shares out
standing - to see if an arbitrageur 
could buy the shares, sell the assets, 
and realize a profit. 

Wall Street Investor has one special 
distinction: one of the most ingenious 
copy-protection schemes ever devised. 
The program disk is not copy-protect
ed. However, the program will not al
low you to download data from an ex
isting l.P. Sharp account. It 's either 
open a new account through a desig
nated ve ndor or manually collect and 
input hundreds of data items. Trouble 
is, the account you open will be linked 
to a unique ID number contained in 
your copy of Wall Street In vestor. In 
practical terms, this means th at any
one who downloads prices with a copy 
of your software will also incur charges 
to your account. Giving away Wall 
Street In vestor is like handing ou t 
sig ned copies of yo ur American Ex
press card . 

As always, some of the indica tors 
generated with Wall Street Investor 
might suggest the start of a down turn ; 
other won ' t. You 're left to ponder the 
age-old riddle: Should I fold or double 
the bet? Investi ng in . tocks is one big 
judgment ca ll . Wall Street Investor 
won ' t provide the judgment, but it will 
give you more ways of analyzing stocks 
and help you automate your record
keeping. Using Wall Street Investor 

and the stock prices and SEC financ ial 
data ava ilable on l.P. Sharp, you can 
duplicate most of the number-crunch
ing analysis done by professional secu 
rity analysts at big brokerage houses. 

Wall Street Inrcstor!H! 

List Price: $495. Published by: Pro Plus Soft

ware . Inc., 2 150 East Brown Road. Mesa . AZ 

85203: (602) 461-3296. Version: 2. 1. Requires: I 

mcgahyte. two SOOK drives or hard disk . Com

patibility: Multi Finder and Mac II friendly. Ap

plication Size: 36 1.SK. Copy Protection: one 

on softwa re. requires an l.P. Sharp account. 


- Dan Armstrong 

NUMBER CRUNCHING 

Statview II 
StatView II is StatView 
grown up. Meaner, fast
er, and more colorfu l, it's 
a remarkably complete 

stat1st1cs and data-analysis package. 
Unlike its older siblings, Stat View and 
Stal View 512, Stal View I I is mea nt 
especia lly for the Mac I I. It takes full 
advantage of the II 's color monitor (if 
present), math coprocessor, and add i
tiona l speed. If you work with any kind 
of descript ive, comparative, or multi
variate statistics (and you've the hard
wa re), this is the program for you. If 
you don 't have the equipment yet, this 
program might be a good reason lo 
upgrade. 

Everyt hing you 'd expect in a statis
tics program is here and then some. 
You migh t not even have hea rd of all 
the analytical methods ava il ab le. En
ter data (or import it seam lessly from a 
spreadsheet or database) and then de
sc ribe the da ta set by its mean , stand 
ard deviation , minimum, maximum 
range, median , mode, geometric 
mean, harmonic mean, and frequency 
distribution . Compare data sets using 
a I-test, Pea rson correlation, ANOVA 
table, four different kinds of regression 
analysis, and contingency tab les that 
incorpora te the late t cell-contribution 
methods. Or perform nonparametric 
test like Mann-Whitneyoroneof sev
en others. Even perform multivariate 
ana lys is using exploratory factor 
methods. And, since Stat View II is op
timized for the Mac II , do all this tak

72 M A C U S E R 0 C T 0 B E R 9 8 8 



• file Edit TeH t Graph Uors Oe1c Comp Ulew Tool s I 

lipid Data 
Nome Gender Hge Weight Cholest erol Trlglyc 

I J . Suds male 22 138 t97 
2 T. Wiison f emale 22 t t5 t8t 
3 D.S. Qulntent male 22 t9D t9D 
~ n. Deal lemole Uiew of lipid Data ~!:!II 

5 R. James mole ... Cl Do• Plots for columa )(I : llDL If,] 
6 S. Kaufman mate rt= 75 

7 M. Mubrold mole 
70 g
•• 9 

D L. Phot e male /$ 60 

~ 
9 C. Norman mnle D .. 

t D n.s. Smith Jr. mole I- ....!... ~ 50 

II Wolk er male 0 :5 45 

t 2 W. Rooers male 0 
40 
30 

t 3 M. Lumpole male l!i 30 

t q D. Fineman f emale 25 

15 R. Smith mole Qi ..,._ 
~ Columns 

ing full advantage of the 68881 co
processor's native speed. 

Once you've massaged the data, put 
the stunning graphics to work. Gener
ate the same scattergrams, line, pie, 
and box charts you might get from 
other programs, but high light them 
with colors anywhere. Then go beyond 
what most plotting programs can do 
and create graphs with error bars, box 
plots, histograms, or percentile graphs 
and color those too. A complete tool
box is provided so you can add text, 
arrows, boxes, and diagrams anywhere 
on a plot. Data sets, analyses, and 
graphs are linked and can be displayed 
together, so cha nging a data point 
automatically redraws the graph and 
updates the analysis. Graphs and ta
bles can be copied into any program 
that accepts MacPaint or MacDraw 
pictures, and analysis results can be 
copied as text and pasted into spread
sheets, databases, and word proces
sors. 

or course, your graphs and charts 
will look only as good on paper as the 
printer they come from. StatView II 
supports color output from an Image
Writer II with a multicolored ribbon, 
and black-and-white output from 
ImageWriters and LaserWriters. If 
you wa nt more colors or better resolu
tion , you ' ll need to provide " driver" 
software that will work with the print
er, plotter, or other device of your 
choice (simila r to the ImageWriter 
and Laser Writer files provided by Ap
ple for its printers). I didn' t have the 
opportunity to tes t StatView II with 
non-Apple printers, but it should pro
vide excellent output from standard 
IB M/Hewlett-Packard pen plotters 

StatView II analyzes 
statistics with more 
finesse than most 
programs. The powerful 
charting and graphing 
capabilities let you see 
the results In color on the 
Mac II. 

and many other kinds of equipment if 
you have driver routines like those 
available from Cricket Software and 
other companies. 

If the program has any fl aw, it's that 
the maximum size of a data set is limit
ed by the memory available on your 
Mac. Th is flaw isn't serious, though, 
since a Mac with one megabyte of 
memory can handle most fi les that can 
be generated in Excel. Un less you 
work with very large data sets all at 
once, don' t worry. In extreme cases, 
M ultifinder and RAM caches may 
have to be disabled. If the worst hap
pens a nd StatView II runs out of mem
ory, a dialog box gives you the chance 
to save all your work and then exit 
gracefully so you can split the data up 
and work with it a section at a time. 

The manual contains more than 270 
pages of easy-to-find and use informa
tion . The table of contents and index 
are thorough, and the examples are 
backed up with some in teresti ng rea l
li fe cholesterol data files on disk. A 
"Quick Start" chapter lets you use 
Stat View II immediately, and the fo r
mulas used in every part of the pro
gram are listed a nd fully referenced in 
an appendix so you' ll know how all 
your answers were calculated. 

If you used StatView 512 +(see De
cember ' 86 for a feature review), all 
data files from the older program will 
import automatically, though some 
files will require minor changes. You 
should find StatView II a very natural 
extension of the earlier versions. If 
you 've never had the pleasure of work
ing with either product before, you're 
in for a pleasant surprise. StatView II 
represents an intu it ive, well-imple

0 C T 0 B E R 

ARCHITECTURE 

ArchiCAD™ -If you have been 
waiting for a professional 
Architects 011/y CAD tool that allows 
you to completely automate your 
office with features such as: 
• Complete construction d ocuments, 
• Bill of malerials wj lh p ricing. 
• 30 shaded color perspectives & 30 sections, 
• plus, a macro-language, plotter d rivers, objccl 

libraries, full color ... 

ArchiCAD begins where other CAD 
programs end ... 

SIMULATION 

SIMUL ™-For the first time, you 
can draw, visualize, and calculate 
the dynamic interaction occurring 
in vir tually any phenomena. 
• Breaklhrough Simula tion Software 

• Create simula tions using va lues, 

formu las o r moving objc-c-ts 

• Full g raphic palette (yo u ca11 also 

import desig n from any othu software) 

• Almost infinite formulas 

ABYEllT 
23331 El Toro Road, Suite 209 

El Toro, California 92630 
Fax: (714) 380·0858 TELEX: 650 319-3233 

(714) 380-0333 
C IGU, by ADVENT. 

Al'cNC>D,... ncHitn#\ of Cit~ SinU'" ~of Soft T~ 

Please circle 2 on reader service card. 
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o Software 
The MacSource Top 100 

Fifth Generation Systems 
FastBackMac(Backup 10 Megs/ 10 Min.)... 55 
PowerStation (Alternative to Finder) ....... 36 
Sui tcase (# 1 Font & DA Utility) .......... . . 36 

Call Toll Free 

1(800) 442-9229 

SuperSpool s .o 

ABA Software 

Draw It Again , Sam (Paint Program) ...... $79 

Activision 

Reports! (Generator works w/HyperCard) ... 59 

Adobe Systems 

Adobe Illustrator . . ... . .... . .... .... . . . 315 

Adobe Fonts ........................ . .... Call 

Aegis Development 

Doug Clapp's Word Tools ................. 42 

Affinity Microsystems 

Tempo II (Powerful Macro Utility) .......... 79 

Aldus 

Page Maker 3.0 (# 1 For Desktop Pub.) ... 399 

Free Hand ..... ..................... .. ... Cal l 

Ashton-Tate 

dBASE Mac 1.0 (Relational Database) ... 295 

Berkeley Systems Design 

Stepping Out II (Screen Extender) . . ... . ... 54 

Blyth 

Omnis 3 Plus / Express (Database) ....... 275 

Borland International 

Eureka: The Solver ............. . ... . .... 125 

Reflex Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 65 

SideKick 2.0 .... .... ............. .... . ... 59 

Turbo Pascal . ................. . .... • ...... 65 

Turbo Pascal Tutor ................... .. ... 65 

Bravo Technologies 

MacCalc(Fast,Easy-to-UseSpreadsheet) ... 75 

Broderbund 

Jam Session (Create Songs) ........... . . .. 32 

Print Shop (Create Memos & Cards) .. .. . . . 38 

CE Software 

Calendar Maker(Create Un ique Calendars) . 27 

Disk Top (DA Finder) ................ ...... 27 

QuicKeys (Keyboard Macro Utility) ... .. ... 53 

Central Point Software 

Copy II Mac (Includes Mac Tools) . ... . ... 22 

Champion Swiftware 

Spelling Champion 3.1 (Spelling Checker) .... 35 

Chang Labs 

C.A.T. (Contacts, Activities & Time) ....... 225 

Rags to Riches -3 Pack(GL/AR/AP) .... 285 

Inventory or Professional Billing .......... 235 

Cricket Software 

Cricket Draw .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . 1 59 

Cricket Graph . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 119 

Cricket Presents .......................... 279 

Deneba Software 

Canvas . . ... ... ............. . ......... ... . 105 

Canvas DA . .. ... ... ....................... 55 

Coach Professional (Pro. Spell Checker) . . . 1 05 

Dubf·Click Software 

Calcu lator Construction Set .......... .. ... 35 

Wet Paint Clip Art (Volumes 1 & 2)......... 35 

World Class Fonts (Volumes 1 & 2) ....... . 35 


C .A .T .- (Chang Labs) 
Organizes your Contacts, 

Activities & Time. CAT. 
can handle 50 or 50,000 

contacts with up to 16 
Pages of notes on eac'1. 

In short , CAT. automates 
your workday!. .. . , . $225 

FreeSoft 

Red Ryder 10.3 (#1 Commun. Program) ... 52 

Imagine Software 

Smart Alarms (DA Reminder System) .. . 33 

Innovative Data Design 

MacOraft 1.2b.... .... .. .. .. ..... .. 149 

Dreams (Powerful CAO Program) .... .... 289 

LetraSet 

Ready, Set, Go! 4.0 or Image Studio ..... 275 

Living Vldeotext 

More 1.1 C (Outliner) .. 149 

MacroMlnd 

VideoWorks 11 .. 119 

MacroPac 

101 Macros lor Excel (A must lor Excel Users) 42 

MECA 

Managing Your Money.... . .... .. .. . . .. . 127 


Stepping Out II 
(Berkeley Systems Design) 
gives the effect ol a 
big screen at a small 
price. ft convinces 
your software that your 
screen has grown to 
any size you specify. 
$54 

Microsoft 

Basic ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 

Excel ... .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239 

PowerPoint ... . .. .. ....................... 239 

Word ... .. . . . .. . . ... . . ... . ............ . ... 239 

Works .. ...... . ... . . . .... .. . ... ........... 189 

Write . ... . .......... . .................... . 89 

Migent 

In House Accountant .. ... .............. . 115 

Nantucket 

McMax (Compatible W/ dBASE Ill) .. ... .. 175 

Nashoba Systems 

FileMaker Plus (#1 Database for Mac) ... 149 

FileMaker 4 (New Expanded Version) . ... 169 

North Edge Software 

Timeslips 111 (Tracks time & expenses) ... 117 

Odesta 

Double Helix II (Relational Database) .... 339 

Postcraft International 

Laser FX (Special F/ X- Postscript Fonts) ... 1 09 

Satori Software 

Bulk Mailer (Up to 8.600 Names)........ . . 79 

Bulk Mailer Plus(Upto90,000 Names) .... . 189 


FUN & GAMES 

Airborne! ......... . ...........•....... $20 

Dark Castle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 

Beyond Dark Castle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 

Beyond Zork .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. 32 

Downhi ll Racer . ... . ... . . ... ........... 24 

Flight Simulator ..... ................... 33 

Lode Runner ... . .. .. .. . . . . .. . ..... . . . . 25 

MacPro Football . ... .. .... ..... ... ..... 29 

Sub Batt le Simulator ........... ... ..... 25 

World Builder ........... .......... . .... 44 


(SuperMac Soltware) 

spools your printing 

in the background 


while you run in 

the foreground . 


Order SuperSpool 

today and stop 

waiting for your 


Mac1 .. . $54 

SuperLaserSpool . . 82 


(Multi-user) .. 199 


Silicon Beach Software 

SuperPaint ... ... .. ... . $79 

Simon & Schuster 

Typing Tutor IV ... .. .................... 33 

Speed Reading Tutor IV ................... 33 

Software Ventures 

Microphone 1 .1 (Adv Commun. Prog.) .... 11 7 

Solutions International 

Smart Scrap & The Clipper ................ 37 

SuperGlue(Complete Graphic Integration) .. . 49 

The Curator( Puts artwork at the l ingertips) .. . 77 

SuperMac Software 

OiskFit (Automatic Backup & Restore) .. . .. 54 

PixelPaint (Color Painting for Mac 11 ) .... . 259 

Sentinel (Data Encrypt ion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 

SuperSpool 5.0 (For lmagewriters) .. . ..... 54 

SuperLaserSpool 2.0 .................... .. 82 

SuperLaserSpool (Multi-User Version) ... 199 

Survivor Software 

MacMoney3.0(Tracks Personal Finances) ... 65 

Symantec 

Mac SOZ (Compacts Excel Files) ......... . 4 7 

Symantec Utilities For Mac (SUM) ... ... .. . 59 

Symmetry 

Hyper DA( Easy access to HyperCard stacks) . 39 

T/Maker 

WriteNow 2.0 (easy-to-use word processor) 115 

ClickArt.... . . .. . .... ... .. .......... . ...... Call 

Tops 

Tops for the Mac (Network Soltware) .. . .. 149 

Traveling Software 

LAP-LINK Mac (Links Mac to IBM PC) . . . 85 

Wiiiiams & Macias 

OiskFinder (Disk Librarian) .... . . . . ....... . 28 

myOis kLabeler(w/Color for I mageWriter 11) . .. 30 

myOiskLabeler (w/ LaserWriter Option) ..... 34 

216 SmartLabels(Refill for lmageWriter 11 ) .. . 15 

216 Laser Labels (Refill for LaserWriters) . . . 19 

WordPerfect 

WordPerfect Mac........ . ................ 1 79 




Cornerstone Technology - 1 Year 
Full Page Display (15" Hi-Res). . ... $799 
Monlterm - 1 Year 
Viking 1 (19" Monochrome) . . 1599 
Viking 2400 (24" 2 Page Display)..... 1999 
Viking G/ S(19" Gray-Scale Mac 11 only)... 2399 

E

MacSource· 

Viking 10 (19" Full color Mac II only) . .. 3899 

Power R - 1 Year 

MacLarger (12 " Monitor) . . .. . . ... 349 


MacLarger
(Power R) gives you 

70% larger images (12") 

with the Macs original 

flicker- free 512 x 342 

resolution . Order 

MacLarger today and 

put an end to 

MacSquinting! . .. $349 


Anchor Automation - 5 Years 

Anchor 2400E External. .. 159 

Everex - 1 Year 

EMAC MD2400 External .. 225 

Migent - 1 Year 

Pocket Modem 1200 ... .. 115 


o~Dove Upgrades~~ 
MacSnap 524 (512K to 1 Meg) . . .. . .. . . $309 

MacSnap524E(512Eto1 Meg) ......... 299 

MacSnap524S(512 to1Megw/ SCSI) .. . . . 389 

MacSnap 548 (512K to 2 Meg) . ......... 569 

MacSnap 548E {512E to 2 Meg) . ..... ... 559 

MacSnap548S(512 to2 Megw/ SCSt) . . ... 619 

MacSnap Plus 2 {MacPlus to 2 Meg) .. . . 459 

MacSnap 2SE {Mac SE to 2 Meg) ....... 459 

MacSnap 2S:1 Meg to 2.5 Meg for Plus.SE Call 

MacSnap4S:1 Megto4 Megfor Plus,SE, 11 Call 

MacSnap8S:1 Megto8MegforMacll). .. . Call 

MACH II ACCELERATOR BOARDS FOR MAC SE 

Model MSE 1 (16 Mhz, Ok Memory) . . ... 559 

Model MSE 2 {MSE 1 w/ 1 Meg) ..... . .. 1,019 

Model MSE 3 (MSE 1 w/Math Chip) ..... 7 49 

Model MSE4{MSE 1 w/1 Meg& Math Chip 1,199 

RAMSnap (Ram Disk& Disk Cache Utility) .. 24 

SCSI Interlace/ Port .......... . ... . ......... 115 

1 Meg SIMMS . . ... . . . ........ .... . ...... Call 

Tool Kit(w/Hex Driver & Case Spreader) .. . .. 15 


o~lnput/Output~~~ 
AST Research -6 Months 

Mac86{Runs MS-DOS On Your MacSE) ... Call 

Mac286(Runs MS-DOS On Your Mac II) ... Call 

Datadesk - 2 Years 

MAC-101 Enhanced Keyboards .. . ...... 135 

HyperDialer {Auto-Dial for HyperCard) . . . . 29 

Farralon/MacCable- PhoneNet ........ . 36 

Koala Technologies - 3 Months 

MacVision .. .. .. .. .. . . .... . ... . ....... . . 169 

Nuvotech TurboNet (DIN-8 or DB-9) . ... 27 

TurboNet Apple/Talk Connector Cable . ... 6 

Seikosha - 1 Year 

SP1000(1mageWriterCompatible Printer). 229 

Thunderware - 3 Months ThunderScan ... 189 

Please circle 187 on reader service card. 

All MacSource Orders Are Shipped

.lliRBORl"E Overnight ... , 


o~Disk Drives~~~~ 
CMS Enhancements - 1 Year 

CMS MacStack 30 Meg - 38 ms . . . 649 

CMS MacStack 60 Meg- 40 ms .. .... . .. 799 

CMS MacStack 80 Meg- 26 ms ... . .. . . 1259 

CMS Portable SC 45 Meg- 28 ms ....... 849 

CMS PRO-SE Internal 30 Meg - 38 ms ... 499 

CMS PRO-SE Internal 45 Meg- 28 ms ... 699 

CMS PRO-SE Internal 100 Meg - 25 ms ... 1449 

CMS PRO-II lnternal60 Meg-40ms . ... 699 

CMS PRO-II 80 Meg - 26 ms .......... 1149 

CM S PRO- II Interna l 100 Meg- 25 ms .... 1449 


We stock the fu ll 
line of Quality 
CMS Hard 
Disk Drives
Compare CMS's 
quick access 
time and 
MacSources 
low prices. 

Cutting Edge - 1 Year 

BOOK External Drive ........... . .. .. ...... 175 

EVEREX - 1 Year 

EMAC 20D 20 Meg- 65 ms ... . . . ........ 529 

EMAC 20DLX-Zero Footprint . ... . . ..... . 579 

EMAC 40D 40 Meg- 28 ms ........ .... .. 849 

EMAC 40DLX-Zero Footprint .. .. . .. ..... 899 

EMAC91D91 Meg - 18ms ............. 1549 

EMAC 91 DLX-Zero Footprint . . . ........ 1599 

EMAC 40/60 DLX-Zero Footprint - 40 


Meg Disk & 60 Meg Tape . .. ..... . . 1749 

EMAC 60/60 DLX-Zero Footprint -60 


Meg Disk & 60 Meg Tape . . . 1899 


o~lape Backup~~~ 
CMS Enhancements - 1 Year 

TapeStack- 60 Meg Tape Backup... . . . $739 

EVEREX- 1 Year 

EMAC 60T-60 Meg Tape Backup. . ...... 899 


~"PRESS Just fh8~ 5 I 

~ ® s4 service. 

o~Diskettes & Disk Storage 
Maxell 3Yi'SS/DD(10/ pk)... (1-4)14 (5+) . . . 13 

Maxell 3'/2' DS/ DD(10/ pk) ... (1-4)20 (5+) ... 19 

Sony 3'h" SS/ DD (1 0/ pk) ... (t-4)13 (5 +) ... 12 

Sony 3 Yi'DS/ DD(10/ pk) ... (1-4)18 (5 +) ... 17 

Sony 3'/i' (Bulk 50/pk) w/labels 


3 '12' SS/ DD DS/ DD (50/ pk) 
50 + 100+ 50 + 100+ 
1 .1 0 1.05 1 .40 1 .35 


Amaray Media-Mate 3 {Disk Box) ..... ... . 9 

Amaray Media-Mate 3 + {w/lock).. ..... . . 11 

Kalmar Designs 

Teakwood Roll -topCase {Holds 45 Disks) ... 15 

Teakwood Roll-top Case{ Holds 90 Disks) ... . 22 

Teakwood Roll-top Case{ Holds 135 Disks) . .. 29 

MlcroStore (Avail. in Blue, Red ,Burgundy&Grey) 

DiskBook 10 {Nylon/ Holds 10 Disks) . .. ... 12 

DiskB ook 32 (Nylon/ Holds 32 Disks) ..... 22 


o~Accessories~~~~ 
Curtis Mfg. - Lifetime SU RGE SUPPRESSORS 

Safestrip (6 Outlets, 7' Cord) ............... 20 

Emerald (6 Outlets 6' Cord) .. 39 

Ruby(60utlets,6' Cord,EMl / RFI Filtered) ... 59 

RubyPlus (w/Modem Protection) .......... 69 

Ergotron - 1 Year 

Mouse Cleaner 360°... .... . ............... 15 

MacTilt for Mac, SE or II . . ... . . .. ... . ..... . 68 

MacTilt for Large Monitors . ............... . 85 

The Muzzle(Protects Mac SE From Theft) .... 68 

Kensington - 1 Year 

A-B Box {Mini Din 8)........ . .............. 68 

Anti-gla re Polarizing Filter for Plus or SE . . ... 35 

Disk Drive Cleaning Ki t .................... 22 

Extra Long ADB Keyboard Cable .. ... . . . . . 28 

lmageWri ter Cover .... ...... .. . . ...... . . . .. . 9 

MacPlus or SE Cover ..................... . . 9 

Mac II Moni tor Cable Extension Kit ...... . 34 

Mac II Vertical Stand ..................... . 22 

MasterPiece Mac II (Power Center) ...... 109 

Printer Muffler 80 {Quiets your Printer) ..... 49 

Printer Muffler 80 Stand ................ ... 25 

Printer Stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 

System Saver Mac. . . .. . . . ............ .. . .. 65 

Tilt & Swivel. ........ . .... .. .. . . . . ....... . .. 22 

Turbo Mouse (Specify Plus, SE or II) ...... 82 

Turbo Mouse {New & Awesome) ...... . .. 109 


o~MacSource-~~~~ 
Cables (For Printers & Modems) ..... . ... Call 

lmageWriterl& II Blk Ribbon . . .. (1 -5)4 (6 +)3 

lmageWriter I & II Color 6 Pack ... . ....... 19 

lmageWriler II 4 Color Ribbon .... .. . . . . . . . . 9 

Genuine Canon Toner for LaserWriter .... . 99 

Mac Plus & SE Carry Case (Blue) ....... .. 69 

lmageWriter II Carry Case (Blue) .......... 49 

Mouse Pads (Red/Blue/ Grey or Black) ..... 6 


§~§O§The lntelligem Choice For Macin1osh Products§~~ 

•VISA and MASTERCARD accepted with no surcharge. 
•Your credit card will not be charged until we ship. 
•To order, call 1-800-442-9229 anytime Mon- Fri 7 to 7; 

Sat 10 to 5 (PST). Mail and FAX orders also accepted. 
• C.O.D. maximum is $2000. Cash or certified check. 
• P.O.'s are accepted from highy rated {D & Bl corporations, 

G011emment, and Educational accounts on a Net30 basis. 
•Cal ifornia residents add appropriate sales tax. 
•If we must ship a partial order, your backorders will be 

shipped freight free, as soon as possible. 
•All products are covered by our 120 day limited warranty. 

1 (800) 442-9229 

11tm Ava.tatloliry ana ptw;et are suo,ec.:1 k) e:MnQe 'MO'IOUI nctiC:fl• Covr'rlQIU 1968 We Ate, Inc 

M~Soure:e will no4 De rMPCl'\SIDkl lot rypogr•pl'tical 41!1'0f1 ,MacSource IS a 0Mkln anci Traoemv\i ol We Are, Inc 

We're Not Satisfied, 
Until You're SatisfiedI Bob Willmes, Jr. 

President & CEO 

•The 	MacSource shipping policy is: alt orders 
placed by5 pm PST will be shipped tha1 night by 
Airborne Express for Overnight delivery. 

• 	MacSource ships every order placed from any
where in the U.S.{including AK & HI) byAirborne 
Express Overnight for just $4 (COD's are $7). 

•Saturday delivery i!!. available on request. 
•APO/FPO & International orders, call for charges. 
•Some rural US cities require an extra day delivery. 

Defective software replaced lmmedialely. 

Hardware replaced or repaired al our discretion. 


560 Hi Tech Parkway Oakdale, CA 95361 

(209) 847-8160 FAX (209) 847-0062 
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mented solution to almost any statisti
cal problem. 

StatView 11!!!!! 

List Price: $495. Published by: Abacus Con

cepts, Inc., 1984 Bonila Avenue, Berkeley CA 

94704; (415) 540-1949. Version: I.OJ. Requires: 

Mac JI or SE equipped with 68020 and 6888 1 

math coprocessor; two SOOK disk drives or hard 

disk . Compatibility: MultiFinder fri endly. Ap

plication Size: 648K. Copy Protection: None. 


- Linda Custer 

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS 

Acta 
Writing and outli ning go 
hand in hand. You've 
heard that so many times 
that you might believe 

it's a cliche. It's not, as any good writer 
will tell you. Outlining isn 't always 
necessary, but preparing an out line 
helps sharpen your ideas. That's why 
outlining software is so popular. 

Outliners are avai lable as stand
alone applications (like MORE and 
ThinkTank), DAs (like Acta), and as 
parts of word processors (as in Word 
and Ful lWrite Professional). The best 
and most versatile are the stand-alone 
products (in particular, MORE). 
However, the stand-alone outliners 
aren't very good word processors. So, if 
you want to outline and write in the 
same session, you frequently need to 
quit and switch or use MultiFinder 
(which isn 't a reasonable option for 
most users who have 1 megabyte of 
RAM or less). And the outliners built 
into the word processors are, at best, 
fair. That leaves DAs. 

& File E<l11 lesson Speciol Tes 1s Results T~pe! -nlhlon 

ID Results ror This Session 

Res ul ts by Letter Group 

100 ~~~==~~=;;;==~ i:c Accuracy (:S) 

~g lliill Speed (wpm ) 

7 0 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 

·g ~Y.!i!YY!.\Y!Y!!Yf!!.\Y~!!:::d 

Next 

PrC'v 

• fil e [ dil Ulow Spe clol Ot lo 
The outlining tool, Acta,~.... is robust enough to;SD 	 monu ol~ Speech support its own manual 

~ 	 lnlroducUon ~ 
on-line. A special "Five• About Acta 	 I~ Wed. A< 

~ Uses Minute Lesson" gets you 
• Reports up and running with little 
• Presenta tJons effort..Lists 
• Agendas 
• Manuscripts 

~ 	 Aboul Uus m;inuat
.) -minute l&sson 

• Ouummg With Acta 
• Reference 

~ Contents 

I • The Ftvc Mmut..e L~sson 


~ Using Acta 
~ Cr~almg an ouume 

t Opening a New Ou Uinc· 

DAs are the natural place for an 
outliner. If the outliner is a DA, you 
can use it freely while in any word pro
cessor, page layout program, or other 
application. And if the outliner is one 
of the absolute best outliners avai l
able (as Acta 2.0 is) , then you've got 
the best of both worlds. 

On a very basic, do-a-simple-outline 
level, Acta works easily and offers no 
surprises. Topics and families are easi 
ly created and modified. There are 
Command-key equivalents for virtual
ly all options. Up to four different out 
lines can be on-screen at once. You can 
cut and paste between an outline and 
the application you're currently run
ning. 

Topics and families can be expand 
ed or collapsed at a click (or key com
bination). Selections can be dragged to 
new locations within outlines. Topics 
are restricted to 32,767 characters 
(32K). Outlines can run up to 2,000 
levels deep, although your screen 
width restricts the number you can ac
tually see (about 30 levels on a Plus or 
SE, more on a II). Topics can be sorted 

12 
01 

Type! teaches typing to 
the hunt-and-peck artist 
and novice alike. Shown 
here are the accuracy 
and speed statistics for 
each linger. 

either alphabetically or numerically, 
and sorts can be either A-to-Z or Z-to
A ordered. Multiple typefaces are pos
sible within outlines, although topics 
are restricted to a single typeface. 
Plain, bold, italic, underline, and out
line type styles are supported. Mac II 
users can select from eight basic col
ors. 

Acta comes preset to use New York 
as its default typeface, regardless of 
what your application font is set to, 
and to use curly rather than straight 
quotation marks and apostrophes. 
These would be ma ior annoyances, if it 
weren't for a companion application 
ca lled Configure Acta . This simple 
program lets you change the defaults 
in your installed copy of the Acta DA. 
You can specify both typeface and 
size, as well as how the items that you 
can set with the Options command 
shou ld be preset. Neat, but also neces
sary. 

There's one setting that's missing: 
the one that sets up the window size 
when you open Acta. You get a win
dow about an inch narrower than the 
screen width . Yes, you can readj ust or 
zoom it easily, but I'd like to see, at the 
least, several windowing options. For 
example, my preference would be for a 
shallower but wider window. Anyone 
reasonably familiar with ResEdit 
cou ld hack WIND ID -16000 (in an 
uninstalled copy of the DA) to suit 
their taste, but that shouldn ' t be neces
sary. 

Acta comes wi th a set of what it calls 
format drivers. These are placed in 
your System folder. They allow Acta 
to read and write various formats. The 
set of format drivers is constantly be
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ing added to. At press time it included 
MORE, ThinkTank, WriteNow, 
Works, and RTF (Rich Text Format), 
as well as text-only and the Scrapbook. 

Acta, until recently, was bundled 
with MORE. You might still be ab le to 
find it this way. In the future it will be 
bundled with Cricket Presents. A revi
sion to ve rsion 2.0 is expected shortly 
also. It appears that, along with gener
al enhancements, version 3.0 will add 
an application to run your outlines. 

Acta is a well-designed, well-imple
mented program. If you outline, you 
should have Acta. If you write but 
don't outline, try Acta. You'll be a bet
ter writer. 

Acta!!!!V. 
List Price: $79. Published by: Symmetry Corpo
ration, 761 East University Drive, Mesa, AZ 
85203; (602) 844-2199. Version: 2.0. Requires: 
512K. Compatibility: Mac II and MultiFinder 
rriendly. Application Size: 65K. Copy Protec
tion: None. 

- Steven Bobker 

IJ f·jL! u 

Type! 
When I was in high 
school, the only people 

VP[! who took typing were the 
girls who were going on 

to secretarial school. Those of us on the 
college track were never offered a 
crack at the keyboard; and, ifthe truth 
be known, we would have disdainfully 
turned down the chance to take such a 
stigmatized course. Never mind all 
those term papers we would have to 
type in college; never mind that some 
of us wou ld become writers; never 
mind that we might eventually wind 
up at a computer terminal. 

Now an awful lot of us need typing 
skills. Despite the Mac's mouse, key
board input is an all-important ele
ment of computer use. Ifyou're a hunt
and-peck artist or a two-finger speed 
demon, you can use a program like 
Broderbund's Type! 

I'll say right up front that the only 
fault of Type! is that, although it takes 
great advantage of the computer to 
test and analyze your keyboard skills 
and faults, it forgets that the computer 

lets you do more than a typewriter 
does. You can backspace in a word 
processor to make a quick correction, 
but not when you ' re at a typewriter. 
Type! doesn't let you correct mistakes; 
once made, a mistake is forever. And, 
on a more minor point, the program 
forces you to use two spaces after each 
sentence, which is more and more out
moded as computers become fro nt-end 
typese tters. 

It 's hard to think of anything Type! 
leaves out. You can start with the ba 
sics of finger position at the home row, 
work on the letters there, then add the 
QWERTY row, and so on, gradually 
adding shifted keys, numbers, and 
punctuation. Training is in drills of 
short words and phrases. You can also 
approach drills from a different per
spective: Instead of choosing the 
groups of keys (home row, QWERTY, 
numbers, and so forth) you can drill 
according to left or right hand or any 
specific finger. There are even catego
ries like "Common words" and "Mir
ror images." 

Type!'s analysis of your practice ses
sions is extensive, yet every aspect is 
useful. Words per minute, of course, is 
always available. But you can get 
analysis graphs by key, hand, or finger: 
Is you r right hand better than your 
left? Are the little fingers on both 
hands weak? Do you keep missing the 
Q. or the Z? Analysis pinpoints your 
weak spots in easy-to-read graphs that 
note both speed and accuracy by every 
category. And, in case you can't decide 
what to do next, the program suggests 
specific lessons for you to work on. 

No computer typing program would 
be complete without a skill-building 
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game, and Type! has Type-Athlon. In 
the game, you ' re running hurdles 
against the computer; each of you has 
a fig ure at the bottom of the screen. As 
long as you type the phrases in the win
dow, your figure keeps running and 
jumping; if you make a mistake, your 
figure fall s with an amusing "splat" 
sound effect. When you fa ll, you lose a 
few precious seconds because the other 
runner keeps going. 

Type-Athlon lets you play in any of 
the drilling categories (such as hand, 
key groups, common words, specific 
fingers). The speed of the "other" run
ner is au tomatically set at your last 
Words-per-minute drill speed, but you 
can reset the speed at any time. If you 
lose, the game automatically notches 
down the speed by five words a minute. 

Type! is a complete typing tutor. 
The "weak spots" analyses are great, 
the game is fun , and even the drill 
phrases are interesting. You can' t lose. 

Type!!!!! 

List Price: $44.95. Published by: Broderbund, 

17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903; (415) 

492-3500, (800) 527-6263. Version: 1.0. Re

quires: 512K. Compatibility: M ultiFinder and 

Mac II rriendly. Application Size: 226K. Copy 

Protection: None. 


- Sharon Zardetto Aker 
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Stepping Out II 
A fact of Mac life is that 
most documents, even 
one-pagers, contain more 
than the physical Mac 

screen can show. To see more, you nor-

II you don't have the 
bucks to buy a big screen 
monitor, Stepping Out II 
is a software alternative 
that provides some of the 
power. Through the 
Control Panel, you tool 
programs into thinking 
that the Mac's internal 9
inch monitor is actually 
larger. The screen will 
then scroll to the preset 
width and height as you 
move the mouse. 
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mally use scroll bars to tell your appli
cations which way to shift your view. 
Large monitors show more of any giv
en document, and practically elimi
nate the need for scroll bars. Their only 
drawbacks are that they are expensive, 
bulky, and don't quite fit in a nook or 
cranny of a tote bag. That's where 
Stepping Out II steps in . 

Stepping Out II is a software substi
tute for a large screen display. As such, 
it has no physical inconveniences or 
limitations. With enough RAM in 
your Mac, you can have the equivalent 
of an immense screen. 

How is it possible to see a wide view 
with a small monitor? Well, scrolling 
is still required, but Stepping Out II 
handles that for you, instantly and 
smoothly. 

Stepping Out I I convinces your pro
grams that they're writing to a large 
RAM-based virtual screen. So they 
open and fill working windows much 
larger than your Mac screen can show 
at once. You can easily navigate these 
wide expanses because the edges of 
your screen become sensors that trig
ger lateral or horizontal scrolling. 
Whenever you touch an edge with the 
cursor, off you go. You don' t need to 
click somewhere and wait. Instead, 
you mouse left, and you go left; you 
mouse up, and you go up .... 

All application windows, although 
larger than usual, behave normally. 
They retain their scroll bars, which 
you may never need if you set up a 
virtual screen that's large enough. If 
you're typing text into a wide docu
ment, Stepping Out II follows the cur
sor as it touches the edge of the screen 
and autoscrolls as you type. I find 
Stepping Out II especially useful, and 
often indispensable, for graphics and 
desktop-publishing programs where, 
for a modest amount of RAM, I can 
have a tabloid-sized monitor with in
stant reduced or enlarged working 
views. 

To use Stepping Out II, you must 
copy the icon into your System folder 
and restart. Thereafter you can acti
vate it and customize it through the 
Control Panel, even from within an ap
plication. During the setup process, 
you can define and name new virtual 
screens or edit the attributes of exist

ing ones. 
You can then designate one screen 

size as the default. Screen sizes can be 
specified in pixels or inches or by drag
ging the corner of a rectangle that rep
resents the virtual screen. Stepping 
Out II then calculates and displays the 
RAM required for the job. During 
startup, Stepping Out II reserves 
enough memory to ensure that you can 
have your big screen anytime without 
shortchanging your applications in 
mid session. 

To keep the menu bar and any left
side tool palettes in view, you can set 
up resizable nonscrolling regions along 
thelop and the left side of the physical 
screen. These areas remain perfectly 
functional, but they never leave your 
sight. It's now possible to efficiently 
use Stepping Out II with Excel and 
other spreadsheets because the formu
la bar can remain visible in a nonscroll
ing region regardless of the location of 
the active cell. One drawback: You 
cannot fix any tool palettes at the bot
tom or right of the screen. This can be 
a problem if that's where your applica
tion has an unmovable control area 
like a scroll bar or pa lette (as do 
Cricket Draw, PageMaker, Laser
Paint, and others). 

Stepping Out II automatically 
shifts your view to any dialog box that 
pops up or to any window that becomes 
active - a welcome feature when us
ing applications like MultiFinder, Re
flex, or Excel. Other useful features 
are activated with Command-Option 
key combinations: Screen reductions 
of 25, 50, and 75 percent; screen shots 
the size of a full page; a resizable rec
tangular magnifying lens that follows 
the cursor, and enlarges the covered 
area from 2X to I 6X. In both the mag
nified and reduced views, the tools and 
features of your applications are fully 
functional. If you hold down the Op
tion key while launching an applica
tion, you' ll have a large screen until 
you quit (this feature is not Multi
Finder compatible, though). 

On a Mac II, the extra speed essen
tially nullifies Stepping Out II's pro
cessing overhead. Now for the expen
sive news: Ifyou work in color or gray
scale, you'll need at least two 
megabytes - and more if you use it 

with high-end graphics programs like 
Illustrator 88 or PixelPaint. For ex
ample: A I 2-x-12-inch screen uses 
798K at 256 colors, 433K at 16 colors, 
251 K at 4 colors, and I 60K in black 
and white. You can minimize the 
RAM expense by adjusting the virtual 
screen size to the exact dimensions of 
the usable document area, not to the 
physical page dimensions. If your ap
plication is usable in black and white, 
as most are, you can do your large
screen work in that mode, then deacti
vate Stepping Out II and shift to color 
for the finishing touches. 

Stepping Out I. Ip was reviewed in 
depth in the March '88 issue of Mac
User. Stepping Out II is larger, but 
also vastly improved in features, speed, 
and transparency. Every noted short
coming of version I . Ip is fixed. I highly 
recommend this solid product for your 
graphics arsenal. Use it. It's one of the 
best productivity tools around. 

Stepping Out 11!!!!! 

Lisi Price: $95. Published by: Berkeley System 

Design, 1700 Shauuck Avenue, Berkeley, CA 

94709; (415) 540-5536. Version: 2.0. Requires: I 

megabyte. Compatibility: Mac II and Multi

Finder friendl y. Application Size: cdev, 59K. 

Copy Protection: None. 


- Salvatore Parascando/o 

H A R D W A R E 

Colorvue SE 
Everyone knows the II is 
the way to get color on a ~ 
Macintosh. But there's~ another option too. The 

ColorYue board, from Orchid Tech
nology, links an SE to an external 
monitor to display up to 16 colors at a 
time. 

Installing the board into the Macin
tosh SE's expansion slot is quite sim
ple. It just requires the right tools and a 
little know-how. The ColorVue board 
has two video output jacks that con
nect to displays with a resolution of 
640 x 480 pixels - one jack for an 
AppleColor High Resolution RGB 
Monitor and another for an I BM-style 
VGA monitor. The documentation 
also describes the cables required for 
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multiscan monitors. 
Choosing a monitor to work with is 

done through the Control Panel. (Or
chid includes the cdev file.) You 
choose the type of monitor and which 
monitor to have active - the Mac SE, 
the external color monitor, or both. 
You also choose the mode of the dis
play - Black & White/Grays or Col
or - and how many grays or colors 
you want to use - two, eight, or six
teen. If you choose to use two colors, 
you get black and white regardless of 
the mode. With Black & White mode 
selected, though , choosing to use eight 
or 16 colors yields that many shades of 
gray. 

The eight colors are the standard 
ones used for printing on an Image
Writer 11 or LQ. Most programs that 
support color do so with these eight. 
However, if you select 16 colors, the 
additional eight can be used only by 
applications designed specifically for 
Color Vue. 

When you select eight or 16 colors, 
you' ll instantly see three planes of col
or (red , yellow, and blue) sweep across 
the screen - even if the program 
you' re running doesn' t use color. (Col
orVue uses the planer coloring tech
nique, which layers three additional 
planes of color information behind the 
original layer.) You will immediately 
notice how much slower things move. 

To get around the speed problem, 
Orchid provides the Automatic option, 
which keeps the screen in Black & 
White mode until color is used by an 
application. The majority of the time, 
you' ll get fast performance in Black & 
White - only slowing down when col
or is available. 

ColorVue comes with a utility to 
save a screen image to disk in any of 

three different formats: PICT, TIFF, 
or MacPaint. A screen-dump capabili
ty lets you print the screen on whatever 
printer is currently selected in the 
Chooser, including LaserWriters. 
Other goodies include a screen saver. 

The documentation is simple and 
straigh tforward, though I would have 
liked a few simple explanations, such 
as why you can't get color back
grounds and menu bars and why some 
programs that use color won't display 
color with the ColorVue board. 

In general, if an application follows 
Apple's guidelines allowing maximum 
compatibility across a wide range of 
systems, then the program will work 
correctly with Color Vue. The first two 
programs I tried, FreeHand and Crys
tal Quest, didn't produce any color but 
sti ll worked in Black & White mode. 

The problem with a color board for a 
computer never designed for color is 
that if Apple ever changes its ROM 
then the Color Vue ROM must also be 
replaced. (Such a change is unlikely, 
though , since Apple doesn't think that 
16 colors is enough and because they 
use the color QuickDraw model in the 
Mac II). 

The list price of a Mac II , I mega
byte of memory, an AppleColor moni
tor, and a video card is at about $5,500; 
the Mac SE with the AppleColor mon
itor and the ColorVue SE board is 
around $4,600. About a thousand-dol
lar difference (you can probably find 
the board for a $499 street price). That 
gives you a more economical solution 
for color output. It may make sense if 
you need a color display and want to 
maintain the portability of a Mac SE 
between work and home. 

Two bits, four bits, eight bits, a dol
lar. If you really want color, then give 

The ColorVue SE board 
installs in a Macintosh SE 
to give color capability to 
that black-and-white 
computer. Up to 16 colors 
can be displayed on an 
AppleColor High 
Resolution RGB Monitor. 

~GW Instruments, Inc. 
~ 35 Mcdfonl SI. • omrrvillr. MA 02143 

The Macintosh Data Acquisition Company 

Please circle 135 on reader service card. 



FINALLY.A 
MASS STORAGE 

SOLUTION FOR 


YOUR MEGABTIE 

HOGS. 


Your Mac can do astonishing things with 
graphics and text. But as you well know, those 
software applications, 3-D diagrams, and 
bloated data files are eating up storage mega
bytes by the bushel. In fact, they're probably 

dipping into your last 
MB right now. But 
there is a solution. 
The Bernoulli™ 
never-ending 

storage solution. 
Bernoulli removable PERFORMANCE.Disk Cartridgesprovide infinite 

da ta storage capacity Bernoulli offers high-
performance, removable mass storage systems 
for the Mac. Unlimited primary storage systems 
with performance that compares to better hard 
disks ( <40msec access time). And ifyou already 
have a hard disk, Bernoulli provides infinite 
extended storage capacity. So you can store 
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and manage your projects on 20MB removable as your primary storage device and backup 
Disk Cartridges easily and inexpensively as you system all in one. 
see fit. With increased on-line capacity plus SECURITY. Bernoulli Technologf is the 
never-ending additional storage at one data storage technology that's virtually head-
your fingertips. ~/f/11. crash and disk-contamination free. As 

BACKUP. Bernoulli also FD" JC,, _ t:"- for durability, Bernoulli Disk Cartridges 
provides backup. \\brking withstand over lOOOGs of shock. They're 
backup that can give you an built to survive the trip across town, or 
immediately usable, identical across the world. Add to that the physical 
20MB copy of your original in 9 security Bernoulli provides. With Bernoulli 
under 2 minutes. All in all your . . removable Disk Cartridges,you can lock 

. ' . Bernoulli Cartridges are /1ghtwe1ght
Bernoulli system can function and durable enough 10 ship anywhere. your data in a safe or desk drawer, or take 
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Bernoulli it with you. In 
/e/SjOUf effect, you retainMac 
exchange absolute controldata with 
PCs and ~·~~~ ofyour files. And
PS/2s. 

what could be 
more secure 

than that? 
---

, 
~ 

CONNECTMTY. Finally, there's one more 
Bernoulli benefit you should consider: Bernoulli 
Disk Cartridges are transferable between the 
Macintosh'"and PCs and PS/2s'." So you can now 
exchange files with the IBM®world as much (or 

as little, for that matter) as you like. Bernoulli 
provides the missing link. What else would 
you expect from the number one company in 
removable mass storage? So roll your megabyte 
hogs and your other storage problems into one 
low-cost solution.. Bernoulli Boxes for the Mac 
are available in three models, in 5114" and 8" 
form factors. For more information, see your 
Iomega Authorized • 
Reseller,or call l•"'11•-~ I&® 
1-800-346-6655. ..1r•,_Ul4 

Neverending storage solutions. 
Please circle 68 on reader service card. 

()1966 IOMEGA Corporation , IBM is a registered trademark and PS/2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation. Apple ls a regislered trademark of , and Macintosh is a trademark licensed to, Apple Computer, Inc. 



Quick Clicks 

Orchid a holler. 

ColorVuc SE!!! 

List Price: $695. Manufactured by: Orchid 

Technology, 45365 Northport Loop West , Fre

mont, CA 94538; ( 415) 683-0300. Version: 1.0. 

Requires: Mac SE and external monitor with 

resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. Compatibility: 

Multifinder friendly. Application Size: cclev, 

26K. Copy Protection: None on software. 


- Chip Carman 

Radius 
Accelerator 25 

Do you value speed?n Work fast? Live fast? 
Want to compute fast? ~ Really fast? Then get a 

Radius Accelerator 25 card. This add
in accelerator card for the SE has a 
Motorola 68020 CPU that runs at 25 
MHz. And an option puts a 25-MHz 
68881 math coprocessor on the card as 
well. The board evaluated here has the 
68881. The SE used contained 4 mega
bytes of RAM. 

The 68020 CPU is the same chip 
that powers the Mac II, but this one is 
able to and does run at 25 MHz, 9 
MHz faster than the chip in the Mac 
II. There's also a speed gain simply 
because the SE does not have a Nu Bus 
and thus doesn't have to spend the tiny 
amount of time the Mac II spends 
looking at the NuBus and the boards 
on it. Overall, speed is more than 50 
percent faster than a Mac II. 

Radius, for warranty reasons, wants 
your dealer to install the board. How
ever, installation is literally a snap. If 
you 've ever had your SE open, you'll 
find it to be a five-minute procedure. 
Once t.he board is installed, you drag 
one file from the disk provided to your 
System folder, restart, and it's off to 
the races. To further optimize per
formance, you' ll probably want to re
format your hard disk. Hard disks for
matted for the SE normally use a 2-to
I interleave. You can get noticeably 
better performance by reformatting 
with a I -to- I interleave. 

I've used and given up on several 
accelerator boards in the past, includ
ing a slower Radius board. The rea
sons were always the same. The accel

eration was not transparent; there 
were software compatibility issues. 
Some programs ran awkwardly or not 
at all. Sound wasn't handled well. 
They frequently were more of a pain 
than a benefit. 

This board is different. It's as trans
parent as anyone could hope. Right af
ter installing it, I ran every application 
on my disk. All ran and ran correctly. 
The programs included Word, Mac
Write, WriteNow, PageMaker, Excel, 
RagTime, FullPaint, Smartcom II, 
and my rather large collection of utili
ties. All the games - freeware, 
shareware, and commercial - ran. I 
was both pleased and surprised. The 
only effect ,other than vastly increased 
speed was a slight but hardly notice
able degradation of my custom sounds 
(which are invoked for most disk oper
ations by SoundMaster 1.2). Even 
MacWrite 4.5, a program notorious 
for its Mac II incompatibility, worked 
perfectly. 

And the speed, the sheer speed. It's 
glorious. Imagine calling Word's Page 
Preview and having it appea r virtually 
instantly, even in long documents. And 
you can scroll the pages so much fast
er. The Accelerator 25 naturally 
enough shines at applications that re
quire massive amounts of number 
crunching. That's what the 68881 is so 
good at. And thanks to the Radius
supplied software, all programs, not 
only those specifically designed to do 
so, can take advantage of the 68881. 
It's very hard to tell if this always hap
pens, but my observations indicate it 
does. Other operations that are very 
quick when using the Accelerator 25 
are spreadsheet recalculations and 

anything involving lots of graphics. 
My tests showed a six to ten times im
provement in speed. Recalcs that took 
30 seconds with the accelerator turned 
off took less than 4 seconds with it on. 
Screen updates in graphics programs 
are much quicker, and applications 
like Illustrator handle much better (of 
course, the 4 megabytes of RAM help 
too). 

Accelerators are pretty much neces
sary to get ru11 performance from big 
screens. The Accelerator 25 has a Ra
dius MagicBus slot so that you can 
plug the video board for a Radius Full 
Page Display or Two Page Display in 
directly. Using the Accelerator 25, 
graphics programs that are otherwise 
too slow to use effectively become de
sirable tools. It would be nice, al
though the SE's internal layout makes 
it rough, if there were also a standard 
96-pin SE expansion slot on the board. 
That would make it useful with other 
big screens. 

If for some reason you don't want to 
use the accelerator, shutting it off is a 
simple matter of restarting the SE 
while holding the mouse button down. 
Then you shut the accelerator off on 
the control panel that appears. 

Radius says that there might be 
problems with some hard disks. Our 
unit worked fine with 20-, 45-, and 70
megabyte MacBottoms, various Ro
dime and Apple drives (including an 
internal Rodime drive) , and the Jas
mine 0050. 

This board makes the SE the fastest 
computer you can run on your desktop 
(for now - a 33-M Hz 68030 was just 
announced) and should be considered 
by anyone with a Radius FPO or TPD. 

Your Macintosh SE can 
go nine megahertz faster 
than a Mac II when 
equipped with a Radius 
Accelerator 25 card. 
That's an increase in 
speed of about 50 
percent. The Radius has 
a Motorola 68020 CPU 
that runs at 25 
megahertz. An optional 
25-megahertz 68881 
math coprocessor is also 
available. 
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From SOFTWARE LIBRARYTM 

Your comglete source ofeve!}1hing for your Mac ... 

Partial List of--&$ 
Alphabet Blocks 
Business Sense 
CAT 
Certificate Maker 
City To City 
Clickart Christian Images 
Comment 
ConcertWare+MIDI 
Disl<Fn 
Dollars & Sense 

$8.99 
70.56 
64.79 

8.99 
8.99 
8.99 

12.76 
21.05 
14.03 
21 .37 

BEST-SELLING SOFTWARE 
TRY IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT! 

(Rental applies against purchase price 
ifyou decide to keep the software.) 

Double Helix II 
Fast Forms 
Filemaker Plus 
Graphic Wor1<s 1.1 
Graphidex 
Jam Factory 
LaserFonts Option 
LaserServe 
LightSpeed Pascal 
MacForth Developers Ktt 
Maclightning 
MacUnk plus 
MacMemOlies Series 
MacP\ots Standard 3.0 
MacSale 
MacSpace 
MenuFonts 2.0 
Micrograde 
Mindsight 
MindWrite1.1 
myDiskl.abeler Color 
OverVUE 2.1 
PixelPaint 
PowerPoint 
Professional Bibliographic System 
Pr03D 
Quarterstaff 
Ready,Se~Go! 4.0 
RecordHolder Plus 
Reports' 
Score Improvement SAT 
Scrabble 
Sidekick 
Simply Accounting 
Smart Scrap & Clipper 
Smartcorn II 
Studio Session 
SuperPaint 
SYSTAT Mac II 
ThunderScan 
True BASIC 
VersaTerm-PRO 
Wil\Maker 
WriteNow 

Introducing MiniCad Plus: 
unbelievably easy 30 CAD. 
many new 20 features, 
spreadsheet, programmable 

86.04 
24.13 
42.05 
16.19 
17.82 
29.70 

Call 
2025 
17.55 
80.73 
16.05 
31.59 
55.08 
32.24 
2429 
57.38 
8.99 

17.95 
46.98 
31.59 
8.99 

38.61 
80.19 
58.59 
49.14 
56.53 
8.99 

75.11 
10.76 
14.03 
14.24 
8.99 

14.58 
56.00 
9.71 

20.95 
13.84 
21 .03 

109.35 
4725 
24.28 
47.63 
8.99 

23.32 

Please circle 115 on reader service card. 

Tempo II automates your Mac! 
Record repetitive work once, 
then sit back and relax! This 
powerhouse takes over, mak
ing your Mac a slave! .. . .... $89.00 

BEST
' SELLING",SOFI'WARE
WE'LL SAVE YOU 


MONEY 

(Sale Prices Guaranteed 


for next 30 Days) 

Basic Property Management $ 281.75 
CalendarMaker 3.0 
Canvas 1.0 (free upgrade) 
Coach Professional 
Coorse Builder 2.0 
Cricket Graph 
Cricket Presents 
dBASE Mac 
Deluxe Music ConS1ruction Set 
DeskPaint 
Digtt-Art Lasergraphics Vol. 1 
Fastback Mac 
FileMaker 4 
FoxBASE+IMac 
Ful\Paint 
HyperDA 
ImageStudio 
Jam Session 
Japanese Clip Art Scroll 1&2 
LaserPaint 
UghtSpeed C 1.5 (free upgrade) 
US1en 2.0 
Mac Daisy Link w/Cable 
Mac Daisy Link w/o Cable 
MacCalligraphy 
MacGotf3.0 
MacMoney 
MacSQZ (for MS Excel) 
Mac3D 
MapMaker 
Master Tracks Pro 3.0 
Maze Wars+ 
Micro Planner Plus 
MicroPhone 2 
Minicad 4.0 
MS Word, Excel. Basic 
NightWatch 
PowerMath II 
Print-Link w/cable 
Rags To Riches Acctg.Modules 
Read-11! 
Read-11! for Thunderscan 
Reader Rabbtt 
STELLA For Business/Mac II 
Stepping Out II 
Strictly Business AP, AR, GL (each) 
Symantec Utilities (SUM) 
Tempo\\ 
ZBasic 
ZBasic w/Conversion Ktt 

30.00 
105.00 
105.80 
276.00 
120.00 
289.00 
298.00 
60.95 
82.20 
67.85 
91.42 

183.44 
228.85 
60.69 
41 .89 

280.00 
30.00 
64.35 

280.00 
97.00 
68.31 
75.56 
56.58 

112.09 
70.93 
62.00 
49.22 

122.00 
203.55 
272.55 
37.50 

341.55 
229.00 
341 .55 

Call 
94.84 

103.47 
61 .18 

Call 
199.00 
80.00 
41 .36 

342.70 
57.68 

256.75 
59.00 
89.00 
55.86 
64.73 

$111'E~
SA 
TIME-SAVING, 
MONEY-SAVING 
HARDWARE! 

Anchor Automation 2400 Modem s 183.60 
Cable Apple LaserWriter 14.30 
Cable Mac+ to Hayes Modem 14.80 
Cable Mac+ to lmageWriter II 11 .70 
Cable Peripheral Adapter 13.00 
Cable 512K to Hayes Modem 15.70 
Cable 512K to lmageWriter II 14.30 
Cable 512K to lmageWrtter I 17.60 
CMS 43 MB Ext Hard Drive 811 .20 
Computalk AppleTalk Ktt llM2053 39.54 
Dust Covers Mac+ w/Hard Drive 17.50 
DuS1 Covers SE w/Extended Kybd. 17.50 
Everex EMAC 20DL 570.00 
Everex EMAC 60T Backup 895.00 
Everex 2400 Modem w/Cable 204.00 
Fanny Mac 72.56 
High Trek Bag 53.40 
LaserView Big Screen 19"/MAC II 1963.20 
MacOpener 16.75 
Macnit 70.t5 
Mac-10t Keyboard 140.40 
PhoneNET PLUS (+/SE/II) 42.00 
PhoneNET (128K/512K) 42.00 
Quiet Cool 22.80 
Rodime 100 MB Int Hard Drive 1124.40 
Rodime 140 MB Ext Hard Drive 1470.00 
Serial To Parallel Converter 88.80 
System Saver Mac 69.60 

Symantec Utilities for Macintosh 
Virus protection. hard disk optim
ization, data recovery and security. 
SUM gives any hard drive flexibility 
without compromise! ....... $59.00 

orders under $150 ($3 
for UPS ground) . 

EE WITH 

Disk Drive Cleaning Ktt $21.96 
Disk Pockets 7.28 
Disks - Bulk DSDD 1.37 
Disks • Bulk SSDD 1.16 
Disks - Boxed DSDD 1.64 
Disks - Boxed SSDD 1.18 
Disk Labels 0.05 
Disk Labels - Disk Ranger 16.07 
MacFlip 14.40 
Mouse Cleaner 360 12.20 
Mouse Pad 7.22 
Mouse Pocket 6.42 
Ribbons - Black 2.95 
Ribbons - Multicolor 10.95 

Rules of th e Road 
•Credit card orders 

aren't charged until 

actually shipped. 


•All rentals are for a 

two week period. 


•FREE 2nd day air ship
ment oforders totalling 
$150 or more; $6 for 

fR ORD~; 

TIDSMONTH! 

•Huge SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY catalog 

•The Desk Tup™ 
($5.00value) 

Visa, MasterCardorders 
call toll-free 

1-800-847-5775 
WE'RE WAITING FOR 


YOUR CALL 

customer service call 
713-529-1100 

SOFTWARE LIBRARYCall toll-free. In most 
cases you'11 have your 
software in two days. 
Rental is 14 days, ship 
date to due date. Then 
either send it back or 
keep it. If you keep it, 
your rental applies 
against the super-low 
Software Library price! 

2211 Norfolk, Ste. 518 
PO Box 980305 
Houston,Tuxas 
77098 

macros ............. .... $479.55 




1\vo OUT OF THREE 

OF YOU ARE ABOUf 


TO 1RASH YOUR 

ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS. 


~............... ,~;.,...·~~~-~m:=-iiiiiii~l::miiiiiii~~~ ;~!~1~~;t~~~;v~e~~~~t:i~ish. "
· ~ ·, '
Business Sense gives you sophisticated You won't find any of the 

cash flow analysis. You can agefonvard as balkiness of programs designed 
well as backward to get a clearpicturo of for other computers. 

According to the survey, account Every reason businesses 
ing software can be difficult to use throw out their accounting 
even user-hostile. software is a reason 

Business Sense is easy to use- Business Sense users won't. 

*Business Software Magazine Accounting Survey,July, 1987 

Please circle 94 on reader service card. 

It's painful for a business 
to throw out its account
ing software and start all 
over again. But that's just 
what most businesses do, 

according to a recent survey by Busi
ness Software magazine:t' 

Business Sense '" will change all 
that. It's a fully-integrated, full fea
tured program that overcomes 
the accounting problems most 
businesses are fed up with. 

For one thing, businesses 
often find the program they 
started with can't grow to meet 
the demands of their success. 

....... ..... ..... O?.~.~~- --· 


your commitments. 

Business Sense can manage up 
to 2000 employees, 2000 vendors 
and 2000 customers. And it handles 
checks up to a trillion dollars! It's 
accessible enough for a CEO, but 
powerful enough for a CFO. 

'. .!•iiii> financial situation can be repcmed in 
tabular orgraphic fomiat . 

This extraordinary ease of 
use comes from the fact that 

even for non-accounting personnel. 
Instead of dealing wid1 "integrated 
modules;' you have one program disk 
with all the functions built in: Gen
eral Ledger, Accounts Payable, Ac
counts Receivable, Payroll, Invoicing 
and Budgeting. They all work alike. 
Moving from one to anod1er is as easy 
as pulling down a menu. 

Gl Report RR/ RP/Pe roll Report 

Nearly every aspect ofyour 

It's a bargain at under S500. 
And it's from Monogram, 

publishers of Dollars and Sense~ 
the world's best-selling personal 
financial management program. 

So there's no need to suffer 
any longer. 

General ledger• Manages multiple com· 
panics, up to 2000 accounts, five bank 
accounts, 99 departments or profit centers; 
unlimited transactions. • Handles checks to 
S1 trillion. •Automates recurring entries. 
•Distributes data automatically on posting. 

• Transactions can be reversed. • Provides 

multiple open months. • Imports Dollars 

and Sense® files . 

Accounts Receivable • Provides detailed 

history and analysis for up to 2000 custom· 

ers, with credit limit warning and automatic 

credit memos. • Calculates and applies 

finance charges and discounts.• Handles 

partial payments. • Tracks commissions. 

• Produces aging reports. 

Accounts Payable • Manages up to 2000 

vendors. •Tracks invoice date , due date and 

discount date. • Details aging for cash flow 

analysis. • Allows partial payments. • Prints 

1099 forms. • Provides vendor analysis. 

Payroll• Manages up to 2000 employees, 

10 withholding and wage categories plus 

tips and fringes. • Prints W-2 forms, checks 

and 9 41 forms and handles federal and · 

state taxes. 

Invoicing is fully integrated into AR and GL. 

Budgeting• Sophisticated and flex ible, 

reporting on departments, divisions and 

projects for any time period. 


Seey our dealer or call Monogram for a 
brochure with a complete feature list. 

MONill~ 

531 Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 

(213) 533-5UO FAX: (213) 533-1365 



Quick Clicks 

The ProPoint trackball is 
an alternative to the 
standard Apple mouse tor 
the Macintosh SE and II. 
It frees up desk space 
and makes rolling across 
a big screen one simple 
motion instead ol several 
drags. 

Test Results 
(Actual Performance Time in Seconds) 
4th Dimension Sort: 56.9 
Excel Recalculation: 8.2 
Word Scroll: 89.3 
Load Application: 18.0 
PageMaker Scroll: 19.5 
MacDraw Redraw: 26.4 
Normalized Average* : 27.7% 
* The lower the number, the better the 
performance. The normalized average 
puts the product in a percentile range 
relative to other accelerator boards test
ed by MacUser Labs in the March '88 
issue. 

If your SE seems slow, this is the fix. 

You'll be the fastest kid on the block. 


Radius Accclcralor 25!H!! 

List Price: $1 ,695: $2, I 95 with 25-MI-l z 68891. 

Manufactured by: Radius, 404 East Plumcria 

Drive. San Jose, CA 95134, (408) 434-1010. 

Requires: Macintosh SE. Version 2.0 ROM and 

6888 1 in review unit. Compatibility: Multi 

Finder friendly. Copy Protection: None on soft
wa re. 


- Steven Bobker 

Propoint 
There are days when my 

··[OJ;i. mouse pad is buried un
~ der three manuscripts, a 

half dozen press releases, 
three or four loose disks, and a cup of 
coffee. Those a re the good days. This 
makes mousing around not only diffi

cult but also dangerous. The ProPoint, 
a mouse alternative from Abaton, lets 
me free up some desk space by putting 
all the point-and-click action in a 
trackball. 

Trackballs are sexy, but they've 
been given a bad rap since they' re usu
ally associated with video games. In 
fact , trackballs do more for productivi
ty than just clearing desk space; they 
travel across large monitors in one 
smooth roll instead of the several drags 
it takes with a mouse. 

The ProPoint uses a regulation-size 
billiard ball (albeit slightly lighter) 
that rests freely in its own nook. Aba
ton says the ball can be interchanged 
with the ones from your local pool hall. 
Unfortunately, the ball is set a little 
too high to be comfortable. 

The base is angled so that it fits 
snugly a nd in line with the height of 
the standard Apple keyboard. The Ap
ple Extended Keyboard is a little high
er, so you don't get the same clean 
lines. Cable ports on both the right and 
left side of the ProPoint enable you to 
set up the device on either side of your 
keyboard. Even though the trackball 
can be put on the left side of a key
board, left-handed people won't find it 
easy to use. The buttons are positioned 
on the left side of the base, so lefties 
must either use their pinkies or contort 
their thumbs to click. 

The ProPoint takes some getting 
used to. You may feel less precision at 
first. To compensate, slow down the 
mouse tracking speed in the Control 
Panel and you'll feel like you're in con
trol. 

There are two buttons: The larger is 
the normal click button like the one on 
a mouse; the second button is like a 

shift key on a keyboard. Press this shift 
button and it's as if you're keeping the 
regular mouse button held down. This 
makes scrolling through long hierar
chical menus easier and is. also useful 
for some graphics work. 

The ProPoint is an optomechanical 
device as opposed to the Apple mouse, 
which runs mechanically. If you open 
up a mouse and remove the roller ball , 
you ' II see wheels tha t spin as the ball 
moves across them. When the wheels 
move, they deliver position informa
tion to reflect where the cursor is on 
the screen. The ProPoint has similar 
wheels, except each wheel also has an 
optical LED focused on it. The light 
from the LED shines on lines that are 
etched into the wheel. As the wheel 
moves, the light bounces off a mirror 
a nd sends out position information. 

Unfortunately, the ProPoint doesn 't 
shine in the one area it should - roll
ing across large screens. The cursor 
drags when you try to roll from the 
lower right to the upper left. The Pro
Point works fine on the small screen of 
an SE, but with a Mac II or a large 
screen display, the action isn't as pre
cise. 

If for no other reason , you can prob
ably justify the cost of a trackball be
cause of the time it will save you in 
scraping grit off the mouse wheels. 
Since the ProPoint ball doesn' t slide 
over a mouse pad, it won 't collect dirt 
as easily as a mouse. Also its bearings 
are self-lubricating, although they still 
need to be wiped occasionally with a 
rag and a mild cleanser. 

People who complain that track
balls aren't as elegant as mice are 
probably the same folk who com
plained about using a mouse when 
they first bought into Macintosh. 
Spend a little time getting used to it, 
and the ProPoint can not only make 
room on your desk but also help you 
maneuver around large screens quick
ly and more efficiently. It's just too 
bad that the action isn ' t as smooth as 
the surface of the ball itself. 

ProPoint!!! 

List Price: $139.95. Manufactured by: Abaton, 

48431 Milmount Drive, Fremont, CA 94538; 

(41 5) 683-2226. (800) 444-5321. Requires: Mac 
S E or 11. Compatibility: Multi Finder friendly. 

- Ben Templin ~ 
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VESTMENT 


1f you'I:e shoP,ping for a Macintosh® 

scanner, ycm may know that most are 

qi.itte ex;pen~ive, At $249, TbunderScan® 

ls the lowest priced scanner of any 

on t h e market. But don't be fooled by its prtce. 

ThunderScan has power to bank on. 

ThunderSean replaces the ribbon 

cartridge of any fmageWriter"' printer 

(except I.,@). Just snap in the scanner and roll 

in an oli.ginai. ThunderScan scans in 32 gray 

levels w11ih high resolution. CJearly an 

impressive return on your investment. 

Yet that's only part of a great Cleal. After scanning 
you have so much power! Take your images at face 
value or create a wealth of special effects. 
Enlarge alild reduce. Change contrast and 
brightness. Rotate and frame. Create 
halft0nes a1'1d linesereens, 
Tiiere's e,ven more to the picture. Use ThunderScan 

-to improve your graphics portfolio. Add ·images · 
to desktop publishing files. Refine yeur scans with 
ImageStudio•;~ Illustrator™ or FreeHand".' 
The fine print: ThunderScan (version 4.0) works 
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by Jim Seymour 

A
ple's .television adver~ising is 

sometimes even more interest
ing, and very occasionally even 
more appealing, than its com

puters. Apple and the Macintosh first 
hit television in a big way with the Rid
ley Scott, one-time, Super Bowl spot 
that introduced the Mac. When that 
young woman flung her ax through the 
cinema screen in a theatre full of zom
bies, Apple gave notice that computing 
was forever changed. 

Then came the insulting "Take that, 
you stupid IBM customers!" Super 
Bowl follow-up, which portrayed cor
porate computer users marching Iem
minglike off a cliff - into, one pre
sumed, the Abyss of IBM or the 
Slough of DOSpond. 

More recently we've seen the won
derful Macintosh slice-of-corporate
lif e commercials, which capture what 
seem like remarkably true moments in 
business. The first I saw, more than a 
year ago, had senior management at 
some BigHugeCorp talking about a 
great piece of work - a report or may
be a proposal to a customer. 

The boss got upset when he learned 
that the report was done on employees' 
own computers, which they had to 
bring in from home. As we looked 
down from Mr. Big's office window on 
those faithful souls slogging home with 
their Macs at the end of the day, he 
wondered why the company's own 
computers couldn't do work like that. 

Fair enough: Macs are better for 
lots of corporate jobs, and the point 
was made in a memorable way. 

A favorite of mine among the more 
recent entries in this group of Mac 
spots is the one with employees talking 
in a crowded, noisy lunchroom about a 
piece of work done under the supervi
sion of one of the men at the table. As 

5 the lunch bunch admires the piece 
<..> 
CJ') another lavishly illustrated internal recc 
0 
cc port, of the sort almost no one in the 
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The 'Big Lie' TV 
Spot 


real world prepares on a Mac or other
wise - we learn that it was pulled to
gether by staffers from several points 
all around the country - all of them, 
one assumes (but is never told), using 
Macs. 

Finally, one of the gang turns to the 
guy who ran the effort and asks what 
kind of computer they used to produce 
something that looks like this? In a 
marvelous bit of enigmatic understate
ment borrowed directly from Robert 
Altman's movies, he responds, mouth 
full of sandwich,"Maimwosh." 

"Whaaaaa?" goes the table. 
Louder but even more garbled, he 

blurts out through his chicken salad on 
rye "MAIMWUSCH!" Fade to 
black, bring up Mac logo, dump, and 
out. 

It's another wonderful spot , fair 
enough once again. The wit of the al
most-intelligible audio tag is what 
makes it work. The Mac has from the 
beginning been in substantial part 

about being "in," and the sense of in
ness among those who can figure out 
what the man's saying in that tag line 
seals the deal : The Mac is cool, and so 
are you, dear viewer. Now please give 
us a lot of your money. 

But recently Apple's been running 
another TV spot in that series that is as 
bald and offensive and ultimately self
defeating a lie as I've seen in advertis
ing in a long time. Apple is hurting 
itself, and thousands of its corporate 
allies, by foisting off this myth 
wrapped in videotape. 

I call it the "Big Lie" spot. 
We see a defensive and not-a-little

whiny woman being interviewed 
across a corporate big cheese's desk 
about expenses for PCs and PC train
ing. "But why," the man asks her in 
the end, "do we have such low training 
costs in one of our far-flung 
branches?" 

"Well," she simps, "because they 
have a different kind of computer 
there. And apparently people can train 
themselves to use it." 

Aarrrggghhhhh! 
Please, Mr. Sculley: Let's not have 

any more of this kind of blather in 
those expensive "good demographics" 
spots you're buying on the Sunday 
news shows, during golf tournaments, 
and at other times when oodles of cor
porate-bigwig decision makers are 
presumed to be watching the tube. Be
cause it ain 't so, John, and you and 
your agency people know it. 

Lower training costs for Mac-using 
employees than for DOS-machine-us
ing employees? Sure. Not phenome
nally lower, but materially lower, so 
that kind of claim could be fair. But 
"people can train themselves?" 
C'mon: We all know it doesn't work 
that way. 

I've trained a lot of corporate people 
to use Macs. In many cases that was 
because I was something of an expert 
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on the DOS machines a nd DOS soft
ware from which those users were 
coming, as well as on the Macs a nd 
Mac software to which they were mov
ing. ln other cases these were new PC 
users, people not yet warped by years 
of staring at that sinister C) prompt. 

HOW TO GET 

A MOUSE 


OFF YOUR DESKTOP. 


Now you can do CA D/CAM, 

Desktop Publishing, and all graphics 

applications without the clutter ofa mouse. 


othing against mice . But there: arc: 

some applications where they'll drive 

you crazy. The: MACH IV PLUS'" Profcs

sion:1l Joysti c k provi des both mouse 


and joystick com

p:uibilit y in one unit 


Without exception, I consider the 
best Mac application packages - Mi
crosoft Word, Ashton-Tate's Full
Write Professional, Excel, Trapeze, 
MicroPhone, and so on - to be easier 
to use and easier to learn than the best 
equally featured DOS programs. 

for all Apple II and 
Macintosh users. 

Adnnced fca 
t ures inclu de 

an Absolute 
Mo<.k that 

For morl' inform:uio n o r a complete produl" I hrod1urc. ca ll (6 19) +i -H5 ·t6 . 

Please circle 197 on reader service card. 

trJcks and acts like :1 mouse and three 
Rate Modes of movcmcm . 

Or if you already have a Cl I Prod
uc ts Joys ti ck, get the MIRAGE:" the 
joystick/mouse interface for all Apple 
II and Macintosh computers th:u turns 
your Cll Joys tick (MACH 11 :" MACH 
ill '" o r fl.l(;HTSTI CK'") into :thigh 
powered mouse. So 
see your dc:1lcr to· - · 
day. Credit c:a rd 
ord e rs ca ll 1
800-262-2004, I I I 

A divi!\ion of jop1tkk ' ICdmologic~. Inc 
l l25 Stone Dri ve 

San Mar~"" C:A 92069 

And certainly performing such 
housekeeping functions as copying 
files, creating subdirectories, and for
matting floppies is easier to manage 
with the Mac's Finder and System, es
pecially for newcomers, than similar 
functions under DOS. 

But I've yet to find a business Mac 
user who truly learned best through 
training himself or herself. When we 
talk about serious corporate PC use, 
we shouldn't be ta lking about getting a 
spotty, half-baked sense of a program 
- enough to start using it but without 
much confidence and without exploit
ing the program's internal shortcuts 
and productivity-enhancing features. 

or course, there are people who be
lieve they learned how to use their 
Macs and Mac software by themselves 
and learned it well. But the fair-mind
ed among them always admit when we 
talk about the learning process that it 
was full of false starts and unavailing 
jabs and feints. 

Let me say this simply: ln a business 
setting, where learning to use a com
puter means learning quickly and 
learning the whole story, including 
how things are done at tha t company, 
there is simply no way "people can 
train themselves" with anything like 
the efficiency and effectiveness of a 
well-thought-out trai ning program. 

Certainly that training may be easi
er and less costly to organize and im
plement for people using Macs than 
for people using DOS machines. And 
certainly office workers who know how 
to use one or two programs on the Mac 
have a head start when learning anoth
er program, whereas users of DOS ma
chines can't rely on that kind of cross
program transfer of experience and 
intuition. But using Macs effectively 
in business takes training. Serious 
training. To launch people on that 
course by themselves is both an act of 
cruelty a nd a stupid business decision . 

Maybe they can teach themselves. 
But not enough, not well enough, and 
not nearly fast enough to make eco
nomic sense. Unless, of course, cost
effectiveness doesn't mean anything in 
that shop. In which case the company 
needs a hell of a lot more changed than 
the kind of computers it puts on em
ployees' desks. ~ 
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and overhead transparen
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In brilliance, color; and 
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WhereWe Stand On Accounting. 

Eight years into it and firmly planted. 
With our experience and knowledge we have created a new foundation 

for over 70,000 businesses worldwide. 
And now, you might say we wear a bigger pair of shoes. Because we write 

accounting software that's more than just a tool for accountants. Our Database 
Accounting Library~ is designed from the ground up to run an entire business. 

A system that everyone in a business can use, on just about every computer 
or network. It's written in dBASE~ The most accepted business programming 
language in the industry. Providing the power and flexibility that enables your 
information to achieve its maximum potential. 

A financial system should grow as your business grows and be able to fit 
the specific needs of that business. No matter what type of business you're in. 
The Database Accounting Library includes the source code that allows you to do 
just that. And we back it up with an unprecedented five-year warranty. 

It's all designed to put your company on a much firmer footing. 
You see at SBT, we stand for more than accounting. ~ 
We stand for better business. ~ 
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More Big 

by Robert R. Wiggins Problems 

I§ month we started discussing 

me of the problems that main
ame computer users encountered 

years ago that are new prob
lems to most Macintosh owners. There 
were too many to cover in one column, 
so some were covered last month and 
the rest this month. Backup, recovery, 
and system crashes were discussed last 
month. 

Mainframe people learned early on 
to back up their data, and since tape 
came first in the mainframe world, 
they had an easy time of it. Macintosh 
hard disks are more difficult to back 
up, but it is just as important to do so, 
and the tools needed are being im
proved slowly. 

Mainframe systems use several 
techniques so they can restore data to 
the point of failure . Macintosh owners 
are usually lucky to get their data back 
to the point where it was backed up. 
For the most part, fixing this is up to 
software developers. 

Mainframe operating systems work 
very hard to minimize system crashes, 
and the support personnel work just as 
hard to keep the system stable. Macin
tosh users need to follow their example 
and keep careful track of changes to 
the operating environment. 

And now we cover the last two big 
problems. 

BIG PROBLEM #4: 
SOFTWARE UPDATES 

Possibly the biggest problem ever 
faced in the mainframe world was how 
to maintain the vast amount of soft
ware used. A minor change to the op
erating system could affect important 
application programs. There was also 
a stability problem. Changes cause 
problems, so there had to be a way to 
keep track of changes made to the sys
tem software, and some method of 
backing changes off if problems oc
curred. 

IBM came up with an excellent way 
to handle this problem: a program to 
keep track of all changes. For their 
MYS operating system, the program 
was called SMP, the System Modifi
cation Program. When you installed a 
new piece of software, SMP installed it 
and recorded it and kept track of all 
the modules and bits and pieces. [f you 
wanted to take it back out, SMP knew 
what had to be removed and could do 
so. When a problem occurred and 
IBM had a fix for it, SMP would tell 
you if the fix was already in place, and 
it could install it if necessary. When a 
new version of a piece of software 
came out, SMP could install it and re
main ready to back it out. 

This approach has many advan
tages. Many software bugs cause prob
lems for only a few people. If you are 
one of the few, SMP could install the 
fix. Ifyou weren't affected, SMP could 
store the fix in case you needed it later, 
and by not installing it you avoided a 
change that could cause another prob
lem. IBM would also store up bunches 
of fixes and release a Program Update 

Tape, and periodically you could bring 
your system up to the current mainte
nance level. Your system software 
could be tailored to your needs, and 
you could pick and choose what main
tenance you wanted. 

In the Macintosh world, software 
updates are simpler: You get a com
plete replacement for a piece of soft
ware. All bug fixes are included, 
whether they affect your configuration 
or not. If a program has to be changed 
to work on a Mac II, the Mac Plus and 
SE owners get the same changes. If 
you are having problems with System 
Software 5.0 and need a bug fix that's 
in System 6.0, then you have to go all 
the way. And if there's a change in 
System 6.0 that causes a problem in 
another program, then you have to up
date it too. 

Apple has made some progress in 
simplifying system updating with its 
Installer program. By using the appro
priate script for your machine, only the 
resources you need are placed in your 
System folder and System file, and 
your fonts and desk accessories are left 
intact. Something as complex as SMP 
would be too difficult to use for many 
Macintosh owners, but Apple needs to 
do something more than the Installer, 
and it needs to be useful to third-party 
developers. In the meantime, most 
Macintosh users will stumble along, 
and corporate users will need a support 
person to keep track of versions and 
updates. 

BIG PROBLEM #5: 
BUDGETS OUT OF CONTROL 

The one problem that every user of 
computers eventually runs into is the 
out-of-control budget. Computers are 
almost like an addiction, with a con
stant urge to go faster or add memory 
or increase disk space. Books have 
been written on how to control data 
processing budgets. In the seminal 
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work on the subject , " The Stages of 
DP Growth," which originally ap
peared in the Harvard Business R e
view and has been widely publ ished 
and updated, Richard N olan identi 
fied several stages of growth (original 
ly three, then four, then six). In the 
early stage, the budget grows steadily 
as the early adopters and technophiles 
bring equipment and software in. 
When the value of the technology be
comes apparent, everyone wants it, 
and the explosive, out-of-control 
growth begins. Then comes the control 
phase, where management clamps 
down and forces the growth to slow to 
a crawl, unt il things get sorted out 
en"0ugh for the next phase, which is a 
controlled growth of the budget. 

In most companies, the mainframe 
group has been through all these stages 
and has fi nally gotten its data-process
ing budget under control, reined in 
while still galloping along. But j ust 
when they got things well in hand, 
along came microcomputers, and the 
battle moved from the DP budget at 
the company level to the computer 
component of departmental budgets. 
And ~uess what? The stages repeat 
themselves in the microcosm of the de
partment. 

The M acintosh fi ts rather oddly in to 
th is scheme of things in .many compa
nies. These companies have already 
gone through one or more stages at the 
departmental level , bu t with the IBM 
PC as the main budget problem. These 
companies often handle the later, con
trolled phases by buying lower-priced 
clones to get more bang for the same 
buck. When the M ac gets into the act , 
even com panies with a good grip on 
their budgets can get back into trou
ble. The M acintosh can be expensive, 
especially if companies try to stay at 
the leading edge of technology. And 
the M acin tosh doesn't have clones, so 
there is no budget pressure valve avai l
able that way. 

The companies that will have the 
most trauma are those that never com
puterized at all and that don't have the 
mainframe experience to help them 
even a little. The first rea lization that 
the budget has gotten out of control 
can come as a real shock to these com
panies, and can cause real problems 
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depending on the levels of expendi
tures. 

Those are the five big problems that 
mainframe people have experienced 
and for the most part solved, and that 
Macintosh people are experiencing 
now or can expect to experience. Un
fortunately, there's not a lot you can do 
about some of these problems except 
wait for Apple and third-party devel
opers to solve them for you. But fore
warned is forearmed , and you ca n start 
to prepare yourself to deal with these 
problems. They're coming. 

W hen the 

value of the technology 

becomes apparent, 

everyone wants it, and the 

explosive, out-of-control 

growth begins. -

BUY THIS PROGRAM! 

One of the big problems discussed 
last month was losing data. Backups, 
no matter how frequent, are just a 
"snapshot" of your data at one point in 
time (and often severa l days old) . The 
other day I accidentally deleted from 
my hard disk a folder containing other 
folders that added up to more than I0 
megabytes of data. And, you guessed 
it , my backup was over a week old and 
many of the files had changed since 
then. I had that horrible sinking feel
ing that I hope you have never experi 
enced. 

But there was a glimmer of hope, 
because I had recently received and 
installed the Symantec Utilities for 
Macintosh. So I quickly ran SUM's 
Disk Clinic application and tried the 
Undelete File option . I had installed 
SUM's Guardian facility, so I hoped 
the fi les could be found . Disk Clinic 
did find several fi les I had deleted , but 
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not the ones I wanted because the 
whole folder was gone. That's because 
the files themselves weren ' t deleted, 
only the folder 's directory was erased. 
The effect was the same, but left SUM 
with an impossible task. Or so it 
seemed. 

Since I knew Guardian had record
ed the slate of my hard disk the last 
time I shut down, and that the folders 
were there then, I simply turned the 
power to my Mac off, being very care
ful not to shut down (see note follow
ing) and tried Disk Clinic's Recover 
Crashed Disk option. And when it was 
done (in less than 4 minutes total 
time), the folders and their contents 
were restored! (Very important techni
ca l note: The Guardian writes its files 
at shutdown time, so if I had shut down 
at any point before the recovery, the 
new state of the volume, without those 
folders , would have been saved.) 

Recreating the files in those deleted 
folders would have taken me several 
days. Since SUM costs less than $100, 
it paid for itself right then and there. I 
can' t recommend Symantec Utilities 
for Macintosh highly enough. Buy it. 
But remember, you still have to back 
up your disks. There are some prob
lems SUM can' t help you with . But in 
conjunction with a good backup proce
dure, SUM makes your data a lot saf
er. 

PINSTRIPE PICKS 
Some products recently released or 

upgraded that are worth looking into if 
you use your Macintosh in business: 

PowerPoint 2.0: (Microsoft) An 
update to the first desktop-pre
sentation program that adds 

many enhancements, including sup
port for color. 
n£ Symantec Utilities for Macin
bm' tosh (SUM): (Symantec) An in
• dispensable set of utilities to pro
tect and recover data. 

FileMaker 4:(Nashoba) A new 
~ multiuser version of the popular 

and easy-to-use database pro
gram. 

Pixel Paint 1.1: (SuperMac) 
Minor revisions to the powerful 
color painting program. This up

grade necessary to work with new Ap
ple System Software 6.0. ~ 
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Hard Disk Drives 
AppleCrate 

Call for the Lowest Price! 

CMS Enhancements, Inc. 
1 Year Warranty 
MacStack Serles 

CMS MacStack 20 ....... . ............. $539 

CMS MacStack 30 .. ..... ....... ..... .. $589 

CMS MacStack 43 .... ... . ............ . $719 

CMS MacStack 45 . .. ..........•.. . . ... $825 

CMS MacStack 60 . . . ............. ... . . $749 

CMS MacStack 81 . .................. $1 ,115 

CMS MacStack 100 ....... . .. . .•..... $1 ,529 

CMS MacStack 102 .................. $1,189 

CMS MacStack 140 ........ . ..•. .. .. . $1 ,299 


Compact Series 
CMS Compact 20 ....... . .....•. ....... $559 

(limited supply) 

CMS Compact 30 . ... . ........•. . ...... $625 

CMS Compact 45 . .. .. .... . . .. ....... . . $799 

CMS Compact 100 . .... . .... ....... . . $1 ,499 


SE 
CMS Pro 30 SE ............ . . .. . . .. ... . $449 

CMS Pro 45 SE . . . . . .. .. . .... • .. . . . . . . . $659 

CMS Pro 65 SE . .............• . . . .. . ... $859 

CMS Pro 80 SE . . . . ... .. .... . • .. .. ... $1 ,115 

CMS Pro 100 SE .. . ...... . .... . . . .... $1,389 


Mac/I 
CMS Pro 43 11/i . ...... . . . . . .. ... . .... . . $615 

CMS Pro 60 11/ i ... . ..... . .... . ... . . .. . . $659 

CMS Pro 81 11/ i ..... . . . ..... • . . .. ... ... $999 

CMS Pro 102 11/ i ............. ........ $1,059 

CMS Pro 140 11/i . ... . . .......... . .. . . $1,199 

CMS Pro 150 11/ i ............•........ $1,799 

CMS Pro 300 11/ i . ........ .... ........ $2,679 


Tape Backup 
CMS 60 Meg Tape . ...... .. . ........ . .. $699 


Glga Cell Systems - NuData 
1 Year Warranty 
(A ll Giga Cells come with disk optimization/ 
Backup/Partitioning Software ... a $200 value!!! 
FREE) 

Data Cell 20 ... . .. . . ...•....... . . .. ... . . $539 

Data Cell 30 . .. ... . .. . .... . .. .. . . . .. .... $699 

Data Cell 60 ................. . . ... . . ....Sn9 


SE 
Data Cell 30 SE ..........•...... .. .. .. . $569 

Data Cell 45 SE ..........•...... . . ... . . $749 


Mac/I 
Data Cell 60 II ...... .............. ...... $739 

Data Cell 40 II .......... . .. . . ... ..... . .. $699 

Data Cell 90 II .......... .. . .. . ... .. .. . $1,599 


Cartridge Drives 
10R x 10R ..............• . .•.......... $1 ,749 

40 x 10R ............................. $1 ,549 

60 x 10R ..... . ..................... . . $1 ,659 

90 x 1OR ... . . . .........•. . .... . .... . . $2,399 


Compare our Prices!!! 

We are the counhy's largest 


CMS Hard disk dealer. 


NOBODY BEATS MAC/AND!!! 
We Will Beat Any AdYertlsed Price 

·WARNING-

Beware ofmoney-back offers 


on hardware! 

MacLand sells only NEW, NEVER USED 


merchandise. We wfll notsend 

)OCI re-packaged, 


slightly-usedharddisks. 


MicroNet 
1 Year Warranty 
MlcroStack Serles 

MicroNet MicroStack 30 .............. . $579 

MicroNet MicroStack 62 .............. . $739 

MicroNet MicroStack 91 . . ........ . .. $1,139 


Mac/I 
MicroNet II 62 . ......... ...•.•. .. .. . ... . 5619 

MicroNet Micro II 91 . .. ... . . •... .. . .. $1 ,025 


SE 
MicroNet Micro SE 30 ... .. ........... . $499 

MicroNet Micro SE 45 ................. $649 


Irwin Magnellcs 
Irwin 40 Meg Tape .......•............. $899 

Irwin 80 Meg Tape ................... $1 ,099 


Everex 
1 Year Warranty 

Everex 20D ............. . ... . ....... . . . $499 

Everex 20 Deluxe ..... . ...... . .... . . . . . $569 

Everex 40D .......... . ... . . ............ $819 

Everex 40 Deluxe ......... . •........... $899 

EMAC 40/60 ................ . .. .. .... $1,669 


Tape Back Up 
EMAC 60T .......... . ... .. •. . ..... . .... $879 


Rodime 
Rodime 100 External. ........... . .... S1 , 169 

Rodime 100 Internal ...... . .......... $1,025 

Rodime 144 External ......•....... . .. $1,299 

Rodime 144 Internal ........... . ..... $1,149 


Hardware Accessories 
A baton 

Propoint . ......... . . .. . .... .. . .. . . •..... $95 


Anchor 
5 Year Wa"anty 

2400 Baud Modem 
(includes cable and software) ............ $149 

Cutting Edge 
BOOK Disk Drive .............. . .• . . .. ... $189 


Data Desk lntematlonal 
Mac 101 Key Board V 1.0 . . .. ..• . .. . ... $125 


Dove Computer 
MacSnap 548S . ....... . ...... . ......... $479 
Due to increasing memory chip prices please 
call on current Dove Prices 

Everex 
2400 Baud Modem ..........•..........$209 


Fa"allon 
Mac Recorder . .. ........ ....... . .... . . . $135 


Kraft 
Joy Stick (512. +,SE, II) ....... . ........ $39 


General Computer 
Personal LaserWriter ......•....... .. S1 ,595 

Business LaserWriter ......•......... $3,049 


Mon/term 
Vik ing 1 . ........... . ......... .... .. . $1,549 

Viking 10 Color .. . ........ , ... . . .. . .. $3,775 

Viking GS .. .... .. ....... ... .. . ...... . $2,195 


Sigma Designs 
LaserView Mac II 19"" .... . . .... . . . .. . $1,749 


Targus 
Mac Garring Case ........ .... . . . ... . . . . $49 

lmageWriter Garring Case .. . . ... . ...... $45 


Radius 
Radius 16+ Accelerator ... . . . ..... .... . $897 

Radius 25 Accelerator .. ........ ..... $1,399 

Rad ius Full Page Display .. . ... . .. .....$889 

Radius Two Page Display ........... $1,399 


SIMMS ............................. In Stocki!! 


To Order Call 1-800-333-3353 

Monday thru Friday 7AM to 7PM (Mountain Time) /Saturday 8 AM to 6PM. If you don't see it call!!! 

• Visa, MasterCard & Amer. Express accepted. No surcharge. • Your Credit Card will not be charged until order is shipped. 
• All U.S. Shipments are insured at no extra charge. • We accept eoo charges - $2.00 surcharge. 
• Arizona Residents add 6.5% sales tax. • Allow 1 week for personal & company checks to clear. 

All prices subject to change without notice. All products are subject to availability. 
Returns: p.11 sales are Inal. Products purchased in enor will be subfed to ~ 3)11(, restocking lee.Defectrie merchandise will be replaced i1T11l)ediately. Hardware replaced 01 repaired at oor discretion.Ouestions can (602)82M002. 

Shipping: All Mcessoly orders add $4.00.All hard disll dmes add $10.00.Prlntera and Monilots, call for shipping oosts. Shipmefits ~ by Federal Express Standard Air Se!v!ce. which is 1to 2day semae. 
COD's will be shiJ!P8d UPS second dayai; Alaska,Hawaii &FO!elgn OrrJera Call tor Oetans. q:: II 

4409 S:' Rural Road Suite 200 • Tempe Arizona 85282 • (602) 820-5802 ~ • VIS4 ~ 
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YOU SHOULD BUYYOl 


fUSAUTH(
a virtually flicker-free display 

Now you can buy your 
Macintosh II with a powerful 
tool which will dramatically 
increase your daily productivity. 

A Radius Display. 
Radius offers displays for 

every type of Macintosh user 
and every type of Macintosh 
software application. 

If you 're involved primarily 
in intensive word processing 
and database management, we 
heartily recommend our FPO. 

The Radius Full Page 
Display'" shows you an entire 
8Yz"x 11" paper-like page.With 
a refresh rate of 69 Hz, you have 

ideally suited for working with 
software like Microsoft Word 
and 4th Dimension. 

Ifyou 're incorporating your 
word processing into page lay
out and design, we suggest that 
the Radius Two Page Display'" 
is clearly the more appropriate 
choice.For these reasons: 

You have the same flicker
free resolution of the FPO and a 
full two-page horizontal layout. 
The ideal environment for view

ing a magazine spread created 
in PageMaker or architectural 
plans drafted in MacDraft. 

Or, if you 're putting photo
graphs into your Macintosh, our 
Radius Gray Scale Oisplay'"lets 
you create and manipulate life
like images in 256 shades of gray 
across the same expansive TPD. 

Scan your photographs, 
then do your own retouching 
using Image Studio or Digital 
Darkroom. When you're ready, 
just print out on a LaserWriter 
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or download to a Linotronic. 
You'll get startling results. 

For professional publishers 
and engineering designers, the 
Radius Color Display'" offers 
you the latest in digital design 
and Trinitron color technology. 

You can work with 256 
brilliant colors at one time from 
a palette of 16.7 million. 

Create layouts with color 
photos. Draw dynamic 3D color 
illustrations. Design a new cir
cuit board. Or prod uce and 

direct your own presentations. 
All in vivid, living color. 

And should you need it, 
our Color Display is more than 
willing to work in gray scale . 

Best of all,no matter which 
Radius display you do choose, 
you get all the classic Radius 
firmware features. 

All of our displays offer 
you Tear-off Menus that can be 
positioned anywhere on the 
screen. As well as adjustable 
menu and menu bar type size. 

Please circle 130 on reader service card. 

+ map screen dumps. And our 
Gray Scale and Color Displays 
allow you to save any portion of 
your screen in a PICT file . 

So before you buy your 
Macintosh II anywhere else ,call 
1-408-434-1010 for a brochure 
and the name of your nearest 
Radius Authorized Dealer. 

It's clearly the thing to do.d•
-ra l lS'" 
.I. 1 

Intelligent Hardware "' 
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Interactive 
Cultures 

11
he Mac has brought a touch of 

The Mac brought art to the business 
world. It also helps the art world get 

down to business. 

he artistic to a ll those drudge 
asks that computers get stuck 

with. In the post-M ac world, 
memos can be fun . Finally, a computer 
that li ves by the creed, "We are all 
artists, even when we're just writing up 
inventory memos. " On the Mac, con
structing a spreadsheet can be as aes
thetically satisfying as completing a 
crossword puzzle. Newsletters have 
become an art form unto themselves. 
We Macophiles live in a world of ap
plication software as art. 

But some folks were painters even 
before MacPaint, performers before 
Performer, page makers long before 
PageMaker, and video workers way 
before VideoWorks. And the Mac 
hasn't ignored them. 

PRO CREATIVE 
Artists in every discipline have been 

drawn to the Mac just as strongly as 
the memo-writers and spreadsheeters. 
The Mac has struck a chord among 
musicians, created a big hit in Holly
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wood, and provided a home for the 
muses of sculptors, fabric designers, il
lustrators, dancers, poets, and more. 
Marlon Brando reportedly has eight 
Macs (application unknown). There's 
even a journal of personal computer 
aesthetics (called Verbum) featuring 
stunning graphics, much of which 
come from the Mac. 

Many artists use conventional soft
ware tailored to their needs. A theatri
cal designer I know uses Excel for 
lighting and sound-effect cue sheets, 
for example. For craftspeople and 
three-dimensional artists, the Mac can 
help plan and visualize a work; 
CAD/CAM and 3-D modeling pack
ages that might have been intended to 
design widgets also make great tools 
for sculptors. And at least one science
fiction writer is using simulation soft
ware to help keep his facts consistent 
and to generate ideas about life in his 
artificial worlds (see sidebar, "Surreal 
Port"). And artists also use main
stream commercial software to handle 
the inevitable business end of art, free
ing more time for creativity. 

There is also a wide variety of spe
cialized software designed specifically 
for artists. There are storyboarding 
tools for screenwriters, screenplay 
word processors for screenwriters, mu
sic-notation applications for musi
cians, graphics tools designed for com
ic-book artists, and so on. 

And there is also software designed 
for the specialized electronic hardware 
that now dominates many artistic dis
ciplines. There are sequencers for re
cording bravura . musical perfor
mances, HyperCard videodisc 

BY JON ZILBER 
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• Interactive Cultures 

interfaces for multimedia artists, and 
SMPTE synchronization utilities for 
film production. 

LET'S GET GRAPHIC 
Let's sta rt simply, with tools for 

graphics artists. Most of these are 
aimed at business and commercial ap
plications, not fine arts. Some artists 
have shied away from the Mac be
cause they thin k everything will come 
out looking bit-mapped or reminiscent 
of a pie chart. As with any medium, 
there are cert ainly some styles for 
which the Mac is less suited tha n oth
ers, but the combination of PostScript 
illustra tion and Linotronic output of
fers a rtists a huge range of styles. 

A more serious lim itation has been 
color. Color is a relatively new concept 
for the Mac, but there are now a good 
se lection of tools for display and out
put. Look for the MacUser Labs re
port on color monitors ("True Col
ors") and the review of two hot color 
printers (" Here's Looking a t Hue" ) in 
this issue. However, these tools a re still 
pricey and a re likely to be used mostly 
in serv ice bureaus - which makes 
them viable as production tools but not 
for the fi ne a rts. 

For moving pictures, things are even 
further behind , though the future 
holds equal promise. For video and 
fi lm, the Mac is prima ri ly an organiza
tional tool - something to put a ll the 
pieces together. For example, you can 
take graphics created on or scanned 
into a M ac, combine them wi th text, 
fo rmat them appropriately, a nd you've 
got yourself a storyboard . " The Pro
ducers," in this issue, takes a look at 
what's ava ilable for fil mmakers. 

But you ca n't really use the M ac to 
generate, store, or process the actua l 
footage - the thousands of individua l 
frames of images. There's simply t.oo 
much data in a frame of visual in for
mation (with the kind of resolution 
we've come to expect) to make this fea
sible - with one exception: object-ori
ented a nimation . 

Programs like MacroMind's Vi
deoWorks II have been enormously 
popular fo r a rtists creating animation. 
Two new utilities make the program 
even more powerful. The VWll Hy
perCard Driver lets you import color 

Gonna Take a SMPTE-MIDI Journey 


It's Monday morning, 9 A.M .. Somebody hands you a film or videotape and says, 
"I need music for this. Write some now. " You know how to write music (I pretend 
that all the time about myself), but you need some way to match your musical 

ideas to the action on the screen. 
And then that same somebody says, "Oh, and by the way, I need you to put some 

tire squeals in the chase sequence, and I want a great big explosion when the car 
hits the outhouse. You 're gonna love this script, babe!" 

I hear you; you 're saying, "Yes indeedo, that happens to me all the time. What the 
heck do I do? I have all these great musical ideas, but how do I get them to 
synchronize to th is darn picture? And how do I get the sound effects to match 
events exactly? There ought to be some way to use a Mac to make this easier." 

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT, MIDI? 
Let's start with a digression into the world of MIDI, SMPTE time code, and MIDI 

time code. MIDI, which stands for Musical Instrument Digi tal Interface, is a term 
used to describe a special serial protocol for communicating between music
contro lling devices (MIDI-equipped keyboards, guitars, viol ins, drum pads, wood
wind controllers, or even tap shoes); sound-generating devices (synthesizers, 
samplers, drum machines, or MIDI player pianos); and, yes, computers. MIDI can 
also talk to aud io mixers, signal processors (equal izers and reverbs) , and even 
lighting consoles. For the sake of brevity, let's call music-controlling devices 
keyboards, sound-generating devices synths, and computers Macs. 

Using MIDI, you can plug a keyboard into one or more synths, play, and the 
synths will play music (depending on your skill) . The keyboard may even have a 
synth built in, but you can also control other synths. You can record your 
performance on your Mac, using sequencing software. The Mac can later play it 
back into any combination of synths. Whether the information is coming directly 
from your fingers or from the Mac playing back the sequenced recording of your fin
ger motions, the synths will sound the same. 

Record ing a performance on a computer allows a musician to ed it that 
performance and make it exactly what was intended. That's like Paganini being able 
to play a virtuosic piece, step outside of himsel f, and have his old self play exactly 
what he just played at any tempo (with or without changing the pitch). He could then 
move the fingers and adjust the bowing of his old self to perfection, fine-tune the 
tempo, and have his old self record the edited version onto tape. 

You 're probably starting to see that, if Paganini were alive today, he could 
sequence his fi lm/ video soundtrack on his Mac, adjust the tempo after the fact to 
match the picture, and sequence a violin smashing to create the sound of the car 
hitting the outhouse. 

But how would his Mac know when to trigger the vio lin smash, and how would it 
know when to .'Start the music or how fast to play it? 

a nimation (including sound ) into your 
stacks. And the VWII Accelerator lets 
you "compile" a nimation seq uences to 
speed up the replay to a t least 30 
frames per second - comparable to 
fi lm and video output. Macro Mind has 
also released Clip A nimation, C lip 
Sounds, Clip Charts, and Black & 
White Movies, ready-to-use compo
nents that you can incorporate into 
your own animation. 

A nd MacroMind has a new package 
for the pro, due out by about the Lime 
you read th is, ca lled (of a ll things) Vi
deo Works Pro (expected list price: 
$695). It goes beyond the ea rlier ver

sions with a host of features, aimed at 
professional mul t imed ia prod uction. It 
has a revamped user interface a nd in
corporates much of the functionali ty 
of still-graphics programs like Pixel
Paint while adding text and comment
ing capabil ities tha t make the program 
suitable for storyboarding. It a lso adds 
color cycl ing and ma nipula tion fea
tures, enabling each frame to have its 
own pa lette of colors. It will a lso in
clude cl ip animation to make it easy to 
create presentat ion charts a nd point
of-purchase displays. You just enter 
your text , select options such as wheth
er you want the text to enter the frame 
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AND THEN ALONG CAME SMPTE 
SMPTE stands for the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, an 

organization that works hard to create standards in these fast-changing technologi
cal times. But it 's not that SMPTE that we want here; it's SMPTE time code that 
matters to us. SMPTE time code is a way to give each frame of a video or film its 
own unique numerical name. People usually end up calling it SMPTE (pronounced 
simp-fee) . 

Say, for example, that you 're writing music to a videotape and you want to have a 
saxophone play the obligatory sultry note when the actress playing the obligatory 
love interest walks up to the obligatory car (just before the obligatory chase scene). 
It's very important to know at which frame her walk begins. You might even want to 
know the frame numbers of all her footsteps so you could write your music to match 
the tempo of the walk. SMPTE is invaluable for this. ff you're lucky, on some film 
projects the music editor will give you feet/frame numbers for the same purpose. 

Each footstep is referred to as a hit, and the whole scene is called a cue. Hits are 
frames you want to fall on a beat, or frames where you need to trigger an 
appropriate sound effect. 

Each frame is labeled with an hour, minute, second, and frame number, with two 
digits for each. It looks like a digital stopwatch, with an extra space for frames. The 
number of ·frames per second (FPS) can be 30 for video; almost thirty (or drop 
frame), also for video; 25 for video in some other countries; and 24 for film. 

Every few minutes, drop code skips a few frame numbers to conform to real time. 
Drop-frame time code gets used a lot because it does conform to real time and be
cause it's handy to look at the time code numbers and know exactly how far into a 
show you are. 

Why is it that regular time code of 30 frames per second doesn't conform to real 
time, you ask? SMPTE 's timing is derived from video color frequency, which turns 
out not to be an even division of 60 hertz; it's just the way the math works out. Life 
is strange. 

SMPTE can be recorded as pulses called longitudinal time code (LTC) on any 
spare audio track of an audio or video tape. It can also be recorded in the vertical in
terval (between frames) of a video picture as a signal, called appropriately enough, 
vertical interval time code (VITC). LTC works at high tape shuttle speeds; VITC 
doesn't, but it has the advantage of being able to tell the world where a tape is when 
the tape is moving vecy slowly or is stopped (very useful when you want to stop a 
video on a hit frame and write down the time-code number). 

Time for a quick jargon check. Repeat after me: keyboard, synth, Mac. Good. Now 
try: MIDI, sequencing, SMPTE, hit, cue, FPS, LTC, VITC. Did you say, "Mid-ee, 
sequencing, simp-tee, hit, cue, frames per second, el tee see, and vit-see"? 
Excellent. You're becoming an expert. 

- Jamie Krutz 

from the left or right, set a tempo, and Combined with technological 
watch the result. strides in multi track recording, MIDI

based software has made it possible for 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE your Mac to become the hub of a base

Among the fine arts, the discipline ment or professional recording studio. 
in which the Mac has made the most M IOI is a data standard that provides 
headway is music. Musicians use a way to seamlessly combine outputs 
Macs for everything from perform from almost every make and model of 
ance to composition to recording. Ac synthesizer with the power of comput
cording to one estimate, half of all the er processing. (MIDI newcomers 
music the average listener hears today should take a detour past the sidebar 
passes through a computer at some " Gonna Take a SMPTE-MIDI Jour
point. And, despite Apple's initial hesi ney" for an explanation of MIDI and 
tation in pushing Macs in music, the its video cousin, SMPTE. The sidebar 
Mac has become the computer of "Side By Side" tells how you can get 
choice among musicians. MIDI and SMPTE to work hand in 

hand. For a more detailed tutorial, dig 
up the June '88 issue of Keyboard 
magazine, which featured an excellent 
"Back to Basics" package that will get 
you up to speed on the musical terms 
and practices. And for some historical 
perspective, Electronic Musician did a 
wonderful look backward in their July 
'88 issue on "20 Great Achievements 
in Twenty Years of Musical Electron
ics." ) 

Another reason computers have had 
such a visible (er, audible) impact in 
music more than other arts may be 
that the Mac's current level of technol
ogy is just good enough to handle the 
bandwidth - the amount and com
plexity of information - inherent in 
music; they can, for example, record 
the stream of notes coming off a rack 
of synthesizers using MIDI sequenc
ers. (MIDI data rates aren 't always 
enough, though. If you want the gritty 
details, look up "The Dysfunctions of 
MID I" in the Spring '88 issue of the 
Computer Music Journal.) 

There are different theories on how 
MIDI came about. Some say that the 
synthesizer manufacturers had the 
foresight to plan ahead for connectiv
ity between musical instruments, com
puters, and other hardware (like mix
ers, lighting controllers, and video 
equ ipment). Others say that MIDI 
came about because rock keyboardists 
were grumbling that they wanted to be 
able to control a rack of hardware 
from a remote portable keyboard light 
enough to strut around the stage with, 
like a guitarist. In any case, MIDI 
happened, and a world of possibilities 
opened up. 

To enter that world, you'll need to 
invest in a synthesizer. Prices range 
from a few hundred dollars to more 
than you 'd care to think about. While 
you re shopping, bear in mind that the 
third-party software packages devel
oped for some synths sometimes lean 
toward a particular computer - Ro
land software leans toward MS-DOS, 
while Yamaha has been more closely 
associated with the Mac camp (al
though Yamaha has just come out 
with its own Cl computer, a powerful 
MS-DOS-compatible laptop with 11 
built-in MIDI jacks). A Mac is fea
tured prominently in ads for E-mu and 
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Kurzweil samplers (E-mu even has a 
sampler called the Emax SE). But 
there are no hard and fast lines. Mac 
softwa re is available for nearly every 
synth on the market. (Incidentally, if 
you're not a keyboa rdist , there are also 
MIDlfied guitar, wind, mallet, and 
percussion controllers - even voice
tracking devices that convert your 
voice to a MIDI signal.) 

l'VE GOT MIDI 
Now all you need is software. If 

you' re a performer, the first thing 
you' ll want to look at is sequencers. 
Sequencers record all the MIDI out
put of a synth. Many of these use a 
tape-recorder metaphor - you can re
cord, play back, fast forward, and re
wind MIDI tracks. But they also let 
you edit MIDI "events" (a note being 
hit or released , the velocity with which 
it was hit, the use of a controller, such 
as a sustain pedal or pitch-bend wheel, 
and so on) with digital accuracy. 

Sequencers don ' t record the music; 
they record the sequence of events, 
which can be played back through 
your synth . You can record using one 
synth and play back on another. That 
means you can work out all the tracks 
on your composition in your basement 
MI DI studio using a $500 Casio syn th 
- and then hand the disk over to a pro 
studio that can produce the final out
put on a $I 0,000 Kurzweil sa mpler or 
a $200,000 Synclavier system. 

Several new sequencers are in the 
works, but hadn ' t yet been released in 
time for this issue. (For an idea of 
what's available, check the directory 
at the end of this article.) New versions 
of Passport's Master Tracks Pro and 
Opcode's Sequencer are due out short
ly. Also, keep an eye out for Level II , 
from Dr. T's Music Software, an old
timeron other computers but a relative 
newcomer on the Mac. It has features 
like macro generation, note mapping 
(useful for translating one drum ma
chine into another), and blending 
functions for smoothing out discrepan
cies in rhythms, velocities, and dura
tions among tracks. It also lets you al
gori thmically edit tracks to create 
variations on a sequenced theme. An
other new sequencer is One-Step from 
Southworth. It emphasizes a palette of 

tools (rather than menu choices), the els of quantization. (We' ll be review
use of color, the ability to stretch time ing the new crop of sequencers in the 
to fit SMPTE hit lists, and varying lev- near future.) 

Side by Side 

When we left Mr. Paganini, he understood what MIDI and SIMPTE are and 
what they do, but what can he do with them? Wouldn't it be nice if Paganini 
could send SMPTE down a MIDI cable into his Mac, so the Mac could 

"watch" each frame of the video as it goes by? That way, with the appropriate soft
ware, Paganini could tell the Mac exactly where he wants sound effects triggered. 
The Mac could patiently look at each SMPTE frame number as the video plays; when 
it sees one he's told it about, it could send a MIDI signal to a synth or sampler to 
trigger a perfectly timed sound effect. The right software could also assist Paganini 
in finding the tempos that work best with each scene, given a starting time and time
code numbers of relevant hits (like the footsteps) . 

A little over a year ago, SMPTE and MIDI were married into something called MIDI 
Time Code (MTC). A piece of hardware (like Opcode 's Timecode Machine) reads 
SMPTE, translates It into MTC, and sends it to the computer (via a MIDI Interface). 
Developers of sequencing software are moving to support MTC, and a new breed of 
software has appeared to help c'omposers and sound-effects editors as they create 
soundtracks for pictures. 

l'VE GOT RHYTHM 
The first of these programs to appear was Opcode 's Cue. Digidesign followed 

with 0-Sheet, and recently Passport joined in with ClickTracks. ClickTracks is the 
simplest of the three. Though it doesn't lock to MTC, it lets you enter hit points into 
a hit list by typing them in. If the video you're working with doesn't have SMPTE 
codes on it, you can use the Stopwatch function to time cues. A Tempo Tap feature 
lets you tap a tempo as you watch the picture. 

After you 've entered the hit points, you can use the Scan function. Define a 
starting time and give the program a range of possible tempos and how close to a 
beat you'd like the hit points to be, and the program will let you see which tempos 
work best. 

When you 've settled on a tempo, you can call up a hit map, which graphically 
shows beats and hit points. You can make changes on the hit map and print it out. 
The hit list and the "conductor" can also be printed. The conductor shows tempo 
and meter changes. 

ClickTracks deals with all four kinds of SMPTE, as well as feet/ frame formats for 
16-, 35-, and 70-millimeter film. A tempo convert function translates between any 
SMPTE and film format. 

Film composers used to have to refer to page after page of numeric charts to fig
ure out likely tempos in tomes called click books . ClickTracks has a click 
book built-in, should you need it. When you have come up with a tempo or range of 
tempos you like, ClickTracks will save them as a standard MIDI file for use in your 
sequencer. The file includes meter/ beat/tempo and hit information. Once you've 
imported it into your compatible sequencer, lock the sequencer to the picture and 
write your music. Your sequencer must support the standard MIDI file format and 
MTC to accomplish this. ClickTracks can also dump a tempo map into a Roland 
SBX-80 or Southworth Jambox, for control of a sequencer through MIDI song 
pointer (if you don't have an MTC compatible sequencer). 

AND THE BEAT GOES ON 
Opcode's Cue has many of the same functions as ClickTracks, though some are 

more flexible, and it also has some unique features. There is a cue list for entering 
hits (all types of SMPTE/fi lm formats), a stopwatch, a click book, a Tempo Tap 
feature, and a Tempo Search function for calculating tempos to match hits to beats. 

Sometimes you want to mark events just for reference without writing music 
around them, and Cue lets you do that. You can also adjust how closely you need 
the cues to fall on beats, but with separate tolerances for each side of the beat. Cue 
can even handle accelerandos and rltardandos. 
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Digital samplers have come way actual digitized sounds for sampling, the difference between scanning a pho
down in price and are giving synthesiz rather than creating a purely artificial to and creating a PostScript graphic; 
ers a run for the money. Samplers store sound from scratch. It s analogous to both approaches have their strengths 
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Opcode's Cue lets you enter hit points in the 
Cue Sheet window. 
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Puttin' on the hits is easy - Opcode's Cue 
marks them on the printed score. 
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The program can synchronize to tape or film via MTC, and it can trigger synth and 
sampler effects on up to 40 different MIDI note numbers for laying in sound effects di
rectly. The MTC lockup also lets you use the tempo tap feature to create tempos on-the
fly as you watch the video. The program can be set to average out minor inconsisten
cies in your tapping. 

Cue can also generate a performing rights list documenting how much music you've 
written (for royalty purposes). In the playback mode, a streamers and punches display 
provides visual feedback of hits. Special hardware is available to superimpose this 
display onto video, which is helpful when conducting a live ensemble. 

An on-screen Clicks window shows a timeline display of click number, measures, 
beats, hits, and time. You can print out your work in the form of blank score paper (up 
to 12 staves), with the tempos, time signatures, and hits marked. Cue can output 
standard MIDI files or dump a tempo map via MIDI system-exclusive commands to 
SMPTE boxes like the Roland SBX-80 and the Southworth Jambox. 

A DIFFERENT DRUMMER 
Like Cue or ClickTracks, a-sheet will let you enter hits into a hit list, but it's really a 

different animal. a-Sheet won't help you figure out tempos for music. It's a standalone 
tool for synchronizing sound effects to the picture. While it's doing that, a-Sheet has 
the added ability to automate your mixer, synth changes, and signal-processing 
devices. 

Instead of exporting standard MIDI files to a sequencer, a-Sheet is itself a sort of se
quencer. It will lock to MTC, play in sync with the picture, and trigger events from the 
list. An event could be a single note to trigger a sound effect on a synth or sampler 
(notes can be entered directly from a MIDI keyboard) , or it could be a complete 
sequence created on another, more music-oriented sequencing program and imported 
into a-Sheet. To save time when working with video, a-Sheet can also import a CMX
compatible edit-decision list from some video-edit controllers. 

a-Sheet can import standard MIDI files, or it can capture sequences in real time from 
sequencers that don 't yet support the MIDI file standard (including sequencing software 
running on computers other than a Mac). 

a-Sheet's automation capabilities are amazingly flexible. The program allows you to 
design your own control panels by drawing knobs, faders, and buttons. You can assign 
them to any MIDI controller or switch numbers. Unlimited subgrouping is supported. 
Using your own or a supplied panel , you can click on buttons or slide faders with the 
mouse to control your MIDI devices. Your button clicks and fader moves are recorded 
by Q-Sheet and played back in sync to the picture. If you have a MIDI-controllable mix
er, you can completely automate your mix . The ability to trigger sound effects while 
automating your entire MIDI studio lets one Mac do the job of two. 

An enhanced version of Q-Sheet, called a-Sheet AV, sports these additions: thePassport's ClickTracks displays hits in a Hit List 
abil ity to import a CMX-compatible edit-decision list from some video-edit controllers;window. 
enhanced automatic event generating, for background or repeated sounds; and a 
printable track sheet for manual mixing. 

an11tkt1- 1: tr•c• 2 c.. 1h1 

'~ -~~li'"''~"'..~-,,~··~·"tiic*"~· ~~~111~~~! · ·~· ~1 A ONE, AND ATWO, AND A THREE 
~ ~ ClickTracks can be very helpful in figuring out timings and tempos for exporting your 
~ Ill decisions to a sequencer for further work. Cue adds the abilities to trigger sound 

.:a= effects directly, generate a performing-rights list, print marked music paper for 
1-=~L~;:;;:::;:::====::==========~I composing, and display a streamer/ punch display on playback. Q-Sheet can handle a 

•• ,,,,,_ 
0 

complete sound-effects session while doing total MIDI automation. These are the kinds 
1::; ;;:;- !ii71 1';3'@"::·;:. of programs the Mac was meant for. They handle the drudgery, leaving you free to be 

__ . iiiiiiii aiiiii ~ 1- '" '"· ;;u~1 cre ative.i,;"a. .._-_ a iii a -·;i;i.,,;;;;h;;;;;;;;· u · ..... 
- Jamie Krutz 

Digidesign's Q-Sheet lets you draw your own 
controls for MIDI automation. 
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Programs &Peripherals 


Canvas 2.0 by Deneba Software 
Canvas 2.0, one of the top graphics pro
grams in use today, now includes many new 
features. Some of the enhancements include: 
an unlimited number of layers, precision 
positioning to 1/64,000th of an inch, 
Bezier curves and polygons with unlimited 
control points, and 16.7 million colors on 
the Mac II. Auto-Tracing converts exist

...:;..·~ ing bit mapped images into true o~jects. 
~~....,. As you can see, Canvas 2.0 now nvals 
~ dedicated CAD programs. Whether 

you use it for business graphics, presenta
tions, desktop publishing, engineering or 
architecture, Canvas 2.0 will stimulate your 
creativity. 

Canvas 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165. 

Desk Accessory Programs 
Afr.oily Mkrosyslrms Tempo 11 89. Gmno, Inc. Qu ick Dex l.4A 32. 

AffiniFile 46. lmagino Soflwm 

Beyond Inc. Men u Fonts 2 32. Smart Alarms & Appoinlmcnl Diary 35. 

Borland Sidc Kick V2.0 59. Mainslav Think'n Ti me 61. 

CF. Soflwm Disk Top 3.0 28. Olduvai"Soflwaro DA-Swi tcher II 25. 

Oeneba Soflwarr Comment 2.0 54. Solulions, lnternalional Super Gluc 52. 

Eleclronk Arts Disk Tools Plus 31. SmanScrap & The Clipper 2.0 52. 

Exodus Soflware Retriever · 59. Symmolry HypcrDA (//<•q. 511K) 38. 


Languages 
Borland Microsofl 

Turbo Pascal 65. Microsoft Basic Interpre ter 3.0 62. 

Turbo Pascal Numerical Me1hods 65. Microsof1 Bas ic Compiler 125. 

Turbo Pascal Tutor 45. Smolhors & Barnos Prototypc r 75. 

Consulair Symanloc Lightspccd C 95. 

Maci nlosh 68000 De,·elopment Sysiem 59. Lightspeed Pascal 65. 

lnsigna Soft PC 489. T.M.I.. T.M.L. Pascal II 

Mainslay V.1.P. 2.5 (/11c/11des M PW) 79. 


(Visual l111cracriv1• Programming) 109. T.M.L. Source Code Library II 49. 

Turbo Trackball by Asher Engineering 
The inherent drawbacks of 
tlJC mouse are elegantly 
so~ved with the new Turbo 
Trackball. The two-button 
Turbo Trackball is sculpted 
to fit neatly alongside your 
keyboard and leave the rest 
of your desk free. The ball 
mechanism provides smooth 
and precise control, and a 
button lock feature allows 
you to pull down menus 
and drag items with east:. 
Everything that the mouse 
can do can be done quickly 
and easily with the Tiirbo 
Trackball. 

Turbo Trackball ..... . .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . . .... . .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. . . . .. 69. 


MacKids Educational Programs 
by Nordic Software 
MacKids is a complete series of twelve 
quality educational software products 
for the Mac specifically designed to ,...--:;:.•.•~ 
teach and entertain kids. Whether -;:::':'.... 
your children are preschoolers or --' 
young adults, there's a MacKids pack
age that will give them the learning - · ~ 

~ ~ edge. ~ 

Preschool Disk I (3-7), Preschool Disk ,.. 
2 (3-7), CoinWorks (4-12), ClockWorks 
(4-10), Early Elementary I (6-9), Lem
onade Stand (6-16), FlashWorks (6
adult), Naval Battle (6-adult), Word 
Search (6-adult), Alphabetizer (7-adult), 
EarthWorks (JO-adult), or BodyWorks (JO-adult). 

Each Program .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . ... . . .. ... . . . . .. . .. . 28. 

Utility Software 
ALSofl Disk Express 1.10 26. Olduvai Soflware 

Font / DA Juggler l'lus 32. Icon-II ! or Mult iClip 39. 

Berkeley Syslem Design • Read-It ! TS (For T/11mclmco11) 79. 

Stepping Out II 54. Read-It ! O.C.R. (For Image Scanners) 199. 

Btyond Inc. Fore Runner 32. Silicon Brach Soflware 

CESoflwuo Silicon Press 4 1. 

QuicKeys (Macro Program) 54. Sonwuo Powrr 

Cenlral Poinl Soflware Powcr·op Disk Op1 imizcr 39. 

Copy II Muc (111c/11des MacTools) 20. SuprrMac Software SupcrSpool 5.0 54. 

Dosign Soflwarc/ Eloclronic Aris SupcrLascrSpool 2.0 82. 

DS Backup 49. Diskfit 1.4 54. 

Emmld Cily Sof1waro LascrTalk I 7. Sent inel l.(j 155. 

Fiflh Generalion Sysiems Sym1n1ec 

Fas1Back For The Macintosh 54. MacSQZ! 49. 

Suitcase or Power Stat ion 37. Symantec Utilit ies for Mac (S.U.M.) 59. 

ldeaform Disk Quick V2.IO 27. Williams & Macias Disk Finder 29. 

lnfospherc Liaison 129. myDiskLabclcr w/ Color 31. 

Las<rScrvc (LaserlVriter Prim Spooler) 62. myDiskLabclcr w/ LaserWriter Option 34. 

Microlylics, Inc. GOfer 45. Working Sofl warc. Inc. 

Miaos ..ds Redux 65. Findswcll 2.0 (Documew Findrr) 36. 


Communications Software 
Compusrrve Froosofl Red Ryder V10.3 55. 

Compuserve Staner Kit 24. Hayos Smartcom II 3.0 88. 

Grolier On Linc Encyclopedia 32. Palantir lnTalk VJ 119. 

Compuserve Navigator 45. Soflwarc Venlures 

DalaViz MacLink Plus with Cable 145. Microphone II (Includes Glr11•) 225. 

Dow Jon<S De klop Express 95. Travtling SoHware LAP-LINK 85. 




to Polish Up Your Mac. • • 
Deluxe Macplus-XKB Case by Targus 
Macintosh users value the portability of their 
machines, and Targus has provided a stylish 
way to carry your Mac. The Deluxe 
Macplus-XKB case is made for the 
Macintosh/ Plus/SE and the extended 
keyboard. This unique bag conveniently 
houses the keyboard in a separate, 
removable case. The rugged outer
shell is made from treated 840-D 
nylon. Full I" foam padding protects 
your valuable equipment. The case 
includes a large exterior pocket for 
miscellaneous items such as manuals. 
A portfolio section includes disk pockets, 
mouse and cable pockets, as well as pen 
and business card holders. Padded handles 
and shoulder strap allow you to transport your Mac in comfort. 
Deluxe Macplus-XKB case . . ... . . .. . . ........ . ... .... ... .. ...... 65. 


Where in the World is Carmen 
Sandiego? by Broderbund 

Where on Earth will you find the excitement of 
international travel combined with the intrigue 
of cloak and dagger sleuthing? In your Macin
tosh - when you boot up Broderbund's Where 
in the World is Carmen Sandiego? As an 
Interpol agent you'll use clues, police dossiers, 
a computer database, and the World Almanac 
(the folks at Broderbund include this useful 
reference with the program) to pursue the 
world's most notorious criminals! This award
winning educational game teaches children 
(age 12+) geography and culture, and helps 

adults sharpen their reasoning skills. 
Lively graphics, animation, and sound 

maintain excitement. Combinations of 
30 cities, 30 criminals, and 1.000+clues 

assure new challenges every time you take a 
new case! 

Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? ... .. ........ .... .. .. . . . . 25. 


CommLink 2400 Modem by MDideas 
Give your telecommunications a boost 
with the high-performance CommLink 
2400 external modem. Although it is 
small in size (same as the Apple 3.5" 
drive), it has a surplus of features. 
Operating at 0-300/ 1200/2400 
baud, it supports Hayes ~;;:;:::::::::::::==== 
"AT" commands and 
"S" registers, and works 
with all Hayes compati- D 
ble communications soft- ---........:::.. 
ware. Digital signal processing and 
VLSI technology ensure reliable and 
clean data transfer. Save time with 
auto-dial / auto-answer modes, and 
monitor calls on-screen or with the internal adjustable-volume speaker. 
Comm Link 2400 ... . .. .. . . . ... . .. ... . . .. . . ........ . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 179. 


MacSnap Internal Memory Expansions 
by Dove Computer Corporation 

It's a safe bet that no matter what Mac
intosh model you have, Dove 

' • Computer has a MacSnap memory 
expansion product that matches 

your needs. That's because Dove has 
an extensive line of high quality mem

ory and productivity enhancement 
products available. All Dove 
products are easy to install and 

represent a superior value! We've 
selected some of the most popular mod

els, and are offering them at special prices. 
All models listed include Dove's RamSnap soft 

ware, their intelligent ram management software. 
MacSnap 2SE ... . ... . ..... ..... .. .. ... . . . ..... . ... .475. 


MacSnap 524E . ..... ..... . . .. ........ . ... . .. . .. ....... 265. 

MacSnap 524S . . . .. . .. . .... ... . . . .. ........................ . . . ... 409. 

MacSnap 548E . .. . . .. . . .. .. .... .. . . . . . . ....... .... .. ... . ... . ..... 585. 

MacSnap 5488 . . . ...... .. .. .. ..... .. ... ...... ............... .... . 649. 

MacSnap Plus 2 . . . . . .. ....... . . . . .......... .. ..... . .. ... .. . . ..... 475. 


Acknowledge by SuperMac Software 
Acknowledge enables you to create 

telecommunications systems linking 

virtually every user to any data they 

need , allowing them almost unlimited ... ,,., 

access to your most valuable resource, ~ ·,;. ...; 

information. With Acknowledge ~ / ; 

Custom Informat ion Systems, users r<-.,...,,.-·•"' 

can access mainframes, PCs, other ·.; ~' 

Ma~intoshes! and communications \~.. ·... 

devices running AppleShare, TOPS, \ '-.. · 

lnBox, and Microsoft Mail, plus other ·-. 

LAN products - geography and com

patibility are problems of the past! And 

because it's Multifinder compatible, file 

transfers and program execution con

tinue while individual users work in their applications, increasing staff 

and system efficiency. Acknowledge includes TAL (Telecommunica

tions Access Language - a new user-friendly programming language), 

AckEdit for creating custom dialogs, a menu construction tool, and 

support for creation of custom help files and icons. 

Acknowledge .. . ........... . . ..... .. . . . .. . .. . ..... . ...... ....... 359. 
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• • • Positively APlus! 

Disk Drives/Hard Disks/Upgrades Blank Media 
Appied Engineering MacSnap 548 (5/l K 10 lM BJ 599. Single Sided JV," Diskettes Centech JY, • DS/ DD Color Disks (10) 19. 

Mac RAM S (I M/J SIMMS Ma<~ . St: II) 489. MacSnap 548E (512£ 10 l MBJ Special 585. Bulk (Sony) JW SS/ DD Disks (10) 12. Sony JW DS/ DD Disks (box of /OJ 18. 

AST Research MacSnap 548S (512£ IV 2M/J Soni 3W SS/ DD Disks (box of 10) IJ. Fuji JW DS/ DD Disks (box of 10) 19. 

Mac286 Co-Processor (Mac II) Call "' / SCSI) Special 649. Douhle Sided 3'1{ Diskettes Maxell 3W DS/ DD Disks (box of 10) 20. 

Central Point MacSnap Plus 2 (MacP/11.1 /0 llASF 3W OS / DD Disks (hox of 5) 9. Verbatim JW DS/ 0 0 Disks (bo.~ of JO) 19. 

Cent ral Point 800 K External Drive 185. l MB Non £xpa11dable) Special 475. llul k (Sony) 3Y, . DS/ DD (10) Ii. JM JV,- OS/ DD Disks (box of 10) 20. 

CMS PRO- II Series 60-11 /1 735. MacSnap 2SE or 1024 Option (I M/J 

PRO-II Series 100-11 /1 1169. Acc. or Mac/I Memor)' Exp.) Special 4 7 5. 

Compact Series SCJO (Mac+ /SE/ 11) 649. SCSI Interface/ Port 129. Modems 

Compact Series SC45 (Mar+ /SE/ II) 859. MacSnap Toolk it (w rx dri1•1•r, 

SD Series MacStack SD20 !Mac+/S E/ II) 569. opener & growuling sel) 15. 
 Anchor Automation NovatlonSD Series MacStack SD30 (Mac• /SE/ 11) 615. Em ex Emac 20D !20Mg /lard Disk) 520. 

Mac Pac 2400E w/software & cable 179. Novation Parrot 1200 109. SD Series MacStack SD60 (A/ac+ /S£/ II) 849. Emac 20 Deluxe 585. 
AST Practical Peripherals PRO-SE Series JOSE/I or 30SE/ R 535. Personal Comput<r Peripherals 
AST-2x2400 (Ma cP/11s/SE/ /f) 625. Practical Modem 1200SA 109. PRO-SE Series 45SE / I or 45SE/ R 735. /Jeige or Pla1i1111111 Co lor. Op1io11al Epic Practical Modem 2400SA 189. 60M BTape Backup !Mac+ /SE/ 11) 785. B11ill- l11 Modems Availo/>/e. 
Epic 2400 Int. SE Jl5. MacCommpackCutting Edge Cutting Edge 800k Drive 175. MacBottom HD-21 Epic 2400 Int. Mac II Jl 5. (l400SA ll'/Microp/1011e & Cable) 149. Cutt ing Edge Wedge XL JO w/ SCS I HD 629. (20+M/J SCS I /lard Disk) 749. 
Epic 2400 Mini Ext. PrometheusCutting Edge Wedge XL 45 w/SCSI HD 829. Mac Bouom HD-32 

(Hayes Comparihle) 155. Promodem 2400M Ext.Cutt ing Edge XL 30 Internal Hard Drive 505. (32 M Ii SCSI llard Disk) 879. 
Everex (Soflll'are & Cable) 199. Cuuing Edge XL 45 Internal Hard Drive 645. MacBottom HD-45 
Emac 2400 Baud 225. Promodcm 1200 (Ila.res Compa1ible) 239.Dove Computer Corporation (45M/J SCSI /Jard Disk) 1139. Hayes Microcomputing Promodem 2400 (/Jayes Compa1ible) 309.68010 Accelerm or Boards f or Mac SE MacB0110111 HD-70 (lOM /J 
Smanmodem 1200 299. Supra Corporation MSE I (16 Mhl) 585. SCSI /lard Disk) Pla1 on(" 1395. 
Smanmodcm 2400 449. Supra Mode m 2400 149.MSE2 (16 Mhzw/ IMB) 1059. Rodime Rod ime 20 Plus Ext. 629. 
MD Ideas U.S. RoboticsMSE 3 (16 Mhl w/ Math Co-processor) 779. Rodimc 45 Plus IE.ti . 45M IJ SCSI) 939. 
Commlink 2400 Special 179. Courier 1200 (llayes Compa1ihle) 199.MSE4( 16 Mhl w/ IMBand Rodi me 450RX (1111 . 45 M B Mac SE/ II) 829. Migent Courier 2400 (/layes Compa1ible) 349.Math Co-processor) 1255. Rodi me 60 Plus (Ext. 60M8 SCSI) 1039. 
Migcnt Pocket Modem Courier 2400E (Hayes Compa1ihle) 379.MacSnap 524 (5 /l K to / MR) 325. Rodime 100 Plus (Ex1. /OOMB SCSI) 11 69. 

MacSnap 524E (512E 10 IM /J) Special 265. Rod imc 140 Plus (Ex1. /40M/J SCSI) 1319. 
MacSnap 524S (5/1Eto /MB Rodime 1000 RX ("11. IOOMB Mac /I) 1045. 

11·/ SCSI) Special 409. Rodimc 1400 RX (/111 . 144M B M11r ll) 1669. 

Printers & Digitizers 
AST Resurc h Turbol ase r l'/S 
TurboScan (Shee1feed modl'I) 
TurboScan (Fla1hed model) 
Koala Trchnologies Corp. 
Mac Vision 2.0 (Digitizer) 
Kurta IS AD B lablet 
Cord less 4 Button Curso r 

3559. 
11 99. 
1329. 

225. 
259. 
99. 

Seikosha SPIOOO (lmage> ,.riier Comp.) 
Summa graphics Bi t l'ad Plus 
ThuoderWare Thu ndc rScan V4.0 with 

Power Port 
Mm: II Po"·er Accessory 
Video Tec hnology 
Lase r 190 A (lmagcwriter Compatible) 

229. 
3J5. 

199. 
42. 

249. 

Accessories 
Abaton Pro Point (A DB 1iirhoMouse Disk Drive Cleaning Kit 20. 

for Mac SE & Mac II) 99. Tilt /Swivel 22. 
Asher Engineering Apple Secur ity Kit J4. 
Tu rbo Trackball (Mac & Mac+ or Antiglare Polarizing Filter 33. 

Mac SE & Mac II) Special 69. Modem/ Fax Protector 10 15. 
Bech-Tech Modem/ Fax Protector 20 29. 
Fanny Mac (Beige or Pla1i1111111) 65. Power Tree Surge Su ppresso rs 
CH Products Mach IV Plus: (10, 20. or 50) Call 

Quad or AD B 65. Printer Mufner Stand (80 & /Jl) 21. 
Mirage: Quad or ADB (7iirm Printer Mufner 80 43. 

JoyS/ick Imo Mouse) 39. Printer Mufner 132 58. 
Curtis Manufacturing System Saver Mac (Beige ur l'lati11 11111) 64 . 
Emerald-Su rge Su ppressor-S P-2 36. Super Base 34. 
Ruby-Surge Supprcssor-SPF-2 55. Sys tem Saver SE 62. 
Cutting Edge Cutting Edge EA DB-105 Masterpiece Mac II 11 9. 

Keyboard (Mac SE & Mac II) 135. New Turbo Mouse 
DataDesk MAC-IOI Keyboard / Beige (Reg. ur A DB) 109. 

(118k/5 12k & MarPlus) IJ9. Mouse Systems At Mouse (Ma c Plus) 65. 
MAC-IO I AOR Keyboa rd/ Platinum A+ ADB Mouse (Mac SE/ Ma« II) 85. 

(Mac SE & Mac II) IJ9. :'>loustrak Mouse Pad 7"x 9- Size 8. 
F.rgotron Mouse Pad 9· x W Size 9. 
MacTi lt or Macl ilt SE (Plarinum Color) 68. Orange Micro Grappler C/Mac/GS 84. 
Fara llon Mac Recorder Sound Sys tem Grappler L/ Q 98. 

(Mac SE or Mac II) 145. Ribbons 
1/ 0 Design .·fruilable in Black, B/1Je, Brown. Grt.•e11 , 
Mac Luggage in Na,1y or Platinum Grai· Orange. Purple. Red. l'elloll', Silrer & Gold 
Macinware Pl us Carrying Case · 64. lmageWritcr Ribbon 4. 

Macinwarc SE Carrying Ca e 76. lmagcWriter Black 6-pack 20. 

lmagewarc II Carrying Case 49. hnagcWriter Rainbow Pack (6 Colors) 20. 

Kalmar Designs lmagcWritcr II-Four Color Ribbon 9. 

7eakwood /loll- fop Disk Cases: Silicon Comforts MacChimncy 

Micro Cabinet (hulds 45 disks) 14. (Very Effmil'e Cardboard 

Double Micro Cabinet (holds 90 disks) 23. Laminate Convection Cooling De ,•icr) 16. 

Triple Micro Cabinet (holds 135 disks) J2. Smith & Bt llows 

Kensington External Disk Drive Cover 8. Mahogany Disk Cas. (holds 96) JO. 

Extra Long ADB Keyboard Cable 25. Sopris Softworks 

Macintosh II Stand 20. lligh Trek Carry Cases - Pla1i11 11m Gra): Navy 

Macintosh II Monitor Extension Cable J3. lmagewritcr II Case 49. 

Mouse Pocket (Reg. or A /)/J) 8. Macintosh Pl us, SE w/ Standa rd Kybd 59. 

Mouseway (Mo11s1·11ad) 8. Macintosh SE & Extended Kybd Case 69. 

lmagcWriter or lmage\Vr iter II Cover 9. Targus 

Macintosh Plus/SE Dust Cover 9. lmagewri tcr II Carry Case Bl k. 49. 

Macin tosh SE w/cxtended Kybd Cover 9. Macintosh Plus CarryCase Blk. 59. 

Mouse Cleaning Kit w / Pocket 17. Deluxe MacPlus-XKB Blk . Special 65. 


(1·x1. 300/ /100 /Ja11d) 115. Courier HST 9600 (Ila yes Compa1ible) 689. 

800/832-3201 

Customer Service (203) 378-3662 • FAX (203) 381-9043 
Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P. M. 
Saturdays IO A.M. to 6 P. M. (Eastern Time) 

OU R POLICIES 
• We accept MASTERCARD and VISA with no added surcharge. 
• Your credit card is not charged until we ship. 
• If we must ship a part ial order the shipment that completes the order is 


sent freight free . 

• If you arc ordering by mail. we accept private and company checks. With 


MASTE RCA RD and VISA orders include card number and expiration 

date. Connecticut residents add 7. 5% sales tax. 


• Locations more than I day away shipped via Federal Express Stand ard 

Air service.• 


• Federal Express Priority I service also available. 
• Sorry, we cannot accept COD orders. 

SHI PPING 
• Continental United States: Add $3.00 per order to cover Federal Express 

Standard Air service.• APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail (add 3% 
S5.00 Min charge). Alaska, Hawaii and Outside Continental US: call or write 
for info rmation. 

RETU RNS 
• Defective soft ware wi ll be replaced immed iately by the same item. Defective 

hardware will be replaced or repaired at our own discretion. Call customer 
service at (203) 378-3662 to obtain a Return Authorization Number before 
returning goods fo r rcplncemcnl. Prod ucts purchased in error subject to 11 

20% restock ing fee. 

All items subject to availability. Prices subject to change without notice. 
Mail-in orders (especially from foreign countries), please furnish telephone 
number. 
•When your order is shipped from our facili ty in Stratford, CT. Federal 

Express Standard Air servict will deliver the packagt in I to 2 days. 
This service does not guara ntee next day delivery. •lJ: j, ( 

Now Shipping Standard Air Service by !'i'~ 

75 Research Drive 
Stratfo rd , Connecticut 06497 
800/832-3201 

©Copyright 1988 Programs Plus, Inc. 
Please circle 70 on reader service card. 



& Phenomenal Prices • • 

DataBase Management 	 Graphics Software 
Acrivision Focal Point 59. Fox Sofrware Fox Base Plus 21 4. JG Graphics Images wirh lmpacr! 59. Year of rhe Dragon 21. 
Business Class or Ciry co City .JO. Fox Base Unlim ircd 259. ABA Software Draw Ir Aeain Sam 2.0 89. Foundation Publishinc Comic People 25. 
Re pons fo r H ypercard 59. ldeaform Hyper Book Maker 31. Adobe Systems Adoh< lllustraror 88 325. Comic Scrip Factory 45. 
Acius 4ch Dimension 529. Microsoft Micro ofr File 119. Aldus Freehand 379. lnnovarive Dato Dosi~n Mae Drafr l.2B 149. 
4D Runtime 245. Nanluckel Software McMax 175. Alrsys Corp. FONTastic Plus 2.0 59. Dreams 319. 
Apple Compurer HyperCard 44. Nordic HyperCONTROL 42. Fonrographer 2.2 239. Laserware L;1serpaint Color II 359. 
Ashton Tate dBASE Mac 1.0 295. Odesra Double Helix II 339. Ashton Tate Full Paint 69. Letmet lmageSrud io 279. 
Blythe Software Om nis J Plu I Expms 215. GeoQuery 295. Brodrrbund Print Shop 36. Macromind Vidcoworks II 11 8. 
Borland Reflex Plus 165. Park Row Incorporated Publi h or Perish 28. Casadywarr Flucnl Fones 2.0 (2·Disk Set) 26. Vidcoworks II Accelerator 125. 
Claris File Maker 4 C.111 ProV UE Development OverVUE 2. IE 149. Fluent Laser Fones Vol. 1-19 (ea) 45. Videoworks II Driver for Hypercard 60. 
Oucsofl. Inc. Appl ications & Soflware Discoveries Rccordlloldcrl'lus 45. CE Software Calendar Maker 3.0 28. Manhatten Graphics Ready Ser Show 289. 

Routines for 4th Dimension Vol. I 86. Telegraphies Hypcnutor 30. 	 Claris Macl'ainr 2.0 119. Mera Sofhure Oesign/ 2.0 199. 
MacDraw II 2.0 309. Micro CAD/CAM MGMSration 685. 
Cricket Software Crickcr Draw 169. Micro: MapsBusiness Software Cricket Graph 119. MacA tlas Paine 2.0 (MacPaim Formar) 45. 
Cricket Presc nrs 289. MacArlas Hyper Arias 64. 

Abacus Conctpts S•arView II MacroPac International Dtneba Sofrware Canvas 2.0 MacArlas Professional 
(Mac+. SE. l/ 11'/68020 & 68881) 369. IOI Macros For Excel 44 . (Includes Desk Acn'Ssory) Special 165. (PICT/ MacDraw Vmio11) 129. 

S1a1View SE• Graphics 229. ~lainsray Capture 38. Can>'as DA 2.0 75. Microsoft Microsoft Powerl'oint 2.0 249. 
Access Ttchnology Trapeze 2. 1 159. Mac Flow 2.0 or Mac Schedule 115. Dithl Graphsoft Mini Cad 4.0 375. Olduvai Soflwart 
Ashton Tait Full lmpacr 319. Micro Planning Software Dream Maktr MacGal lc ry Pose-ART II (4-Disk Ser) or An Fones 59. 
Borland Eureka! Th< Ol\•er 119. Micro Planner 6.0 349. (/lypercardor Paim) 29. Silicon Buch Softwart 
BrainPo,.·er ArchiTcxt 185. Microsoft Microsofr Excel 1.5 249. Dubl·Click Software Digiral Darkroom 159. 
Scar Vie"· 512 Plus li5. Microsofr Works I.I wirh Spellswcll 189. World Class Fones: 1&2 Originals. SupcrPaint 2.0 109. 
Math View Professional IJ5. Microsofr Multiplan I.I I 119. 3&4 Srylish. or 5&6 Giants 49. Super 3D 159. 
Da1aScan 119. Owl International Guide 2.0 119. \VerPaint : 1&2 Classic Clip Arr. 3&4 Super 3D Enhanced (Mac II) 249. 
Brno Technologies MacCalc i9. Guide Envelope Symm 99. Publ ishing. 5&6 Animal Kingd om. Solutions lnternation1I 
Chang Lohoratorios Satori Soflwarc Bulk Mailer 3.2 79. 7&8 Special Occasions, 9& 10 Prinrer's The Curator (Catalog Your Arr) 79. 
C.A.T. Contacrs•Acri vit ics •Timc 229. Bulk Mailer Plus 195. Helper. 11& 12 Industrial Revolucion. Springboard Ccrrificate Maker 24. 
Claris MacProjccrll 2.0 395. Select Micro Systems, Inc. IJ& 14 Old Earth Almanac. or SuperM1e Software Pixel Paine 259. 
Cognition Technology Exsrari x or MapMake r 225. 15& 16 Island Lik 49. T / Maker Click An Lcuers I. Leners II. 
MacSMA RTS 135. Shana Entrrprisos Fast Forms K9. f.lertronic Arts Srudio 8 (Mac/I) 309. Personal Graphics. Publications. Effects, 
l . .cgisoft / Nolo Press WillM aker 3.0 35. Synex Mac Envelope 19. Enzan·Hoshigumi USA Business Image. or Holidays (each) 28. 
l.otus Jazz I A 189. Mac Invoice 32. MacCalligrnphy 2.0 109. Chrisrian Images 35. 
l.undetn & Associates Systat Sysrar 3.1 (Sperifr Mac 512k. Japanm· Cl ip An Scroll I Click An EPS lllusrrations 75. 
Works Plus Com mands 60. Mac/'lu.<. or Mac II) 459. "/le11ve11 "or Scroll 2 "/:irrrh " 52. Zedcor Desk Paine2.0 69. 

Word Processors & Desktop Publishing Educational/Creative Software 
Access Technology Mind IVrirc 2.0 95. Microsoft Microsofr Word 4.0 249. Baron 's Baron·s SAT 35. Venrure's Busincs Simularor 47.Mind \Vrire Express 149. Microsofr Write 1.0 llJ. Bihlr Research The Word (KJV or N IV) 165. Deluxe Music Consrrucrion Ser V2.0 61.Allan Bonadio Associatt1 Postcraft International. Inc. Laser FX 11 5. 

Bogas Productions Srudio Session 49. 151 Byte/ Elertronic ArtsEx prmionisr 2.0 79. Quark, Inc. QuarkX Press V2.0 499. 
Bright Star Technology Alphah<r Blocks 32. Kid Talk. Speller Bee.Aldus Corporotion PageMaker 3.0 475. Symantec More I. IC (Color Versio 11) 175. Brodtrbund Jam Session 30. First Shapes. or Mach Talk J2.Ashron Tare Full \Vrire Professional 275. Symmetry Acea V2.0 42. 
Scnsci Geomcrry. Calculus or Physics 60. Grut Wive Soft,.·ur KidsTime 26.Claris MaclVrire 5.0 119. T /Maktr Company IVrireNow V2.0 105. Type! 	 31. Conccrrwarc• MIDI 4.0 79.Lrtrasrt Ready. Ser. Go' 4.0 279. Word Perfect Corporalion Word Perfec t 185. Where in rhc World Lurning Comp1ny Reader Rabbit 33. 

is Carmen SanDicgo1 Special 25. Mindscape Pcrfecr Score SAT 
Coda Mac Dru ms 35. w/The Pcrfccr College 46. 

Da•·ldson & Associatt1 Speed Reader II 39. Nordic Mac Kids 

Math Blasrcr or Word Attack! 27. Eduearional Programs (ear/1) Specia/28. 


Spelling & Grammar Checkers 
Ae~ is De>-elopment 	 Eltctronic Arts Thunder! l.2J 30. 

Elecrronic Arts Mavis Beacon Typi ng 36. Simon & Schuster Typing Turor IV 35.Doug Clapp's Word Tools 42. Lundetn & Associatt1 Works Plus Spell I.I 46. 

A.LP. Systems MacProof 3.0 115. Microlyrics. Inc. 

Deneba Sofrwart Word Finder (Sy11011ym Finder) 35. 

Coach Merriam Wcb. tcr's Thcsauru 2.0 )6. Sensible Software Sensible Grammar 55. Game Software 

Spelling Coach 3.0 Sensible Speller 45. 


(Jl'i-hsrer's/Medical/u xal/llyplm1111io11) l4. Working Software, Inc. Spellswcll 2.0 42. 	 Access World Class Leader Board Golf 34. Hirehhiker' Guide to The Galaxy 18. 
Spelling Coach 3.0 Profess ional 109. Lookup (Maki-.< Spelling Suggestions) 29. 	 Accolade Hard Ball 23. Zork Trilogy 42. 

4th & Inches 24. Microsoft Flighr Simularor 1.02 32. 
Activision Firepower 16. Micro Sports MSFL Pro Drafr 26.Accounting Packages Shanghai, Romanr ic Encounrers MSFL Pro League Football 32. 

or Jinxrcr 24. Milos Computing Inc. Harrier Strike 
Aatrix Sofrware Aarrix Payroll VJ.!J 115. Intuit Quicken 35. Universal Military Simula1or 30. Miss ion II or The Fool's Errand 27. 
Aatrix Payroll Plus 189. Layered Insight One Write 189. Mighr and Magic 37 . Mindscape Bala nce of Power. 
Bedford Soflwarr Simply Accounring 219. MECA Managing Your Money 129. Sky Travel 45. Crossword Magic or Ciradcl JO. 
Chang I.abs Migenl In Housc Accounlanl 11 9. Artworx Bridge 5.0 22. Deja Vu: A Nightma re Comes True JO. 
Ne•· Enhanced Versio11 J// Modules! Monogram Business Sense 279. Anion Hill Mac Pro Foorball 30. King Of Chicago or Shadowgare 30. 
Rags 10 Riche 3-Pak 3. 1(GL /AR/AP) 289. Dollars & Sense 4.0 81. Baudville Award Maker Plus 29. Defender of the Crown, Colony 
Professional J· Pak or North Edge Software Timcsli ps Ill 119. Broderbund /\ncienr Arr of War or The Uninvircd 30. 

Retail Business 3-Pak J59. Ptachrrte or Ancicnr Art of War ar Sea 27. Practic1I Computer Applications 
ln\'entory Control 2.6 or Back To Basics Professional Pose er Maker Plus J9. Lun ar Rescue 30. 

Professional Bill ing 2.6 239. (GL/A R/AP/ JNV) 159. Bullsryt Soft,.·are MacGolf or MacRacqucrball V2.0 35. 

Rags 10 Riches GL. AR. or AP 120. Sunirnr Software P5 I Musrang or Ferrari Grand Prix 32. MacCourses 34. 

Dae Sofrwarr Dae-Easy Lighr 45. MacMoney 3.0 (Enhanced Version) 62. Cenrron Crapsmasrcr or Rouk11emas1er 28. Primm Smash Hit Racquetball II 21. 


Electronic Ar1s Ogre 20. Sierro On·Line Leisure Suir Larry 23. 

ChcssMasrer 2000 28. Space Quesr or Space Quest II 30.
Networking Software & Hardware Chuck Yeager Flighr Simulator Police Qucsr 	 35. 

or Li fe & Death 36. Silicon Buch Soflwue 
CE Software Quick Mail 169. Shin NetModcm Vl200 359. Starflcer I 37. Dark Casele or Apache Srrike 27. 
lmaginiSoflwart Net Modem V2400 479. Panon vs Rom mel or Scrabble 27. Beyond Dark Castle 27. 
Multi- User Appoinr menr Diary Nee Serial X232 309. One-On-One, Pin ball Consrrucrion Ser , Simon & Schuster 

wirh Smart Alarms 85. Nc1Bridge 309. Seven Ciries of Gold or Sky Fox (each) 15. Scar Trek (71ie Kolrayaslri Adl'elllure) 24. 
lnfosphere MacServe (Ne11w rk So/t11·are) 158. SuperMac Sofrware EPYX Winrcr Game> Scar Trek (711e Promerhea11 Prophe<J~ 24. 
L1Cie Silvcrserver 99. Mulri-User SuperLaserSpool 199. or Sub Ban le Simularor 24. Sir·Tech Mac Wizardry 35. 
'.1-licrosoft Microsofr Mail 1·4 users 195. Acknowledge Special 359. Hayden Software Sargon IV 29. Sphm, Inc. Terris 23. 
Nu,·ottch Symantec ln Box-MacConnccrion 79. H.J.C. Software, Inc. GATO. Orbiter. Falcon, or Pr-!09 26. 
Easy Nee(Specify Din 8 or DB-9) 27. lnBox-Startcr Kie V2.0 Air Traffic Conlrol Simularor 35. Solirairc Royalc 19. 
TurboNcr 128/512k or TurboNcr Plus 27. (J Persanal Connections) 199. Infinity Suftwarr, LTD. Go 27. Studio Zero Orbital Mech JS. 
Olduvai Software Clip Share 109. TOPS Tops 2.0 or Nee Prine 119. lnfocom I.cacher Goddesses of Phobos 24. XOR Software NFLChallenge 64. 
Font Sharer 149. Tops Repeater 129. Beyond Zork 30. Pro Challenge or Baskerball Challenge JO. 
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VideoWorks Pro is a high-end version of the popular MacroMind graphics and animation program 
that incorporates more features, an improved interlace, and easy-to-use templates. 

Take a sprinkle of music, 
a handful of graphics, 
toss ii all into OvalTune, 
stir gently (with the 
mouse), and presto! It's a 
simple recipe for 
interactive audiovisual 
performance and 
composition. 

Qyartet 	 Songs in the Key of 
just what key is thatby Jame~ J. Romeo 
anyway? You don't have 
to write music in a key 
signature with both 
sharps and flats (doesn't 
AC/OC play in that key?) 
to appreciate the many 
and diverse capabilities 
of Finale, the anxiously 
awaited notation package 
from Coda. 

and weaknesses (see " Simpler Sam
plers" in this issue). 

Composers and arrangers can use 
desktop publishing to print anything 
from lead sheets to orchestral scores 
(see "The Write Staff" in this issue). 
To keep track of all your syn th patches 
(the different instrument sounds), a 
patch editor/librarian will come in 
handy (we'll be reviewing patch edi
tor /librarians in a future issue). 

One of the hottest buzzwords in mu
sic software these days is algorithmic. 
With algorithmic software - which is 
used mostly for composition - you 

can establish certain musical parame-
Mac make the final choices about 

what the music sounds like. All of this 
happens in real time with the perform
er taking on a role more like that of a 
conductor, evoking music rather than 
playing it. Music Mouse (distributed 
by Opcode) was one of the pioneers in 
this genre, and it's due for a new ver
sion, possibly by the time you read this. 
A trio of programs from Intelligent 
Music - M (with a new version, 2.0), 
Jam Factory (not to be confused with 
Jam Session), a nd UpBeat - were re
viewed in our October '87 and May '88 
issues. A new Intelligent Music pro
gram - OvalTune - should be re
leased soon. It marries a video compo
nent to the sound, creating instant 
MTV. The sidebar "Get Smart" also 
describes some of the latest research 
aimed at creating musically sensitive 
software. 

ters within a piece while letting the 

SECRET CODA 
In an era when physicists are off 

looking for a grand unification theory 
of everything, the folks at Coda Music 
Software may have found it - at least 
as far as music software goes - with a 
program called Finale (that was due to 
be released in August). Finale will be
come either the Cadillac of music soft
wa re or the Edsel, and I'd put my mon
ey on the former. Although the price is 
high - $1 ,000 - the jump in func
tionality over previous programs is in
credible. Finale is the first program 
that takes a complex, multiple-voice 
keyboard performance a nd instantly 
transcribes it on your very own Mac 
screen in standard music notation , 
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From all the information we've 
gathered on Macintosh®data
bases, the clear winner with users 
and critics alike is FileMaker.® 

And it was no mere coin
cidence that the database we were 
using was also FileMaker. 

We were so impressed we just 
had to put the ClmisTM name on it. 
And all our support behind it. 

Even hard-case power users agree••• 
FileMaker is the one database 

manager that does everything 
you really want a database to do. 

Automatically index entries 
for lightning-fast searches. View 

and edit multiple records on
screen. Import and export infor
mation and graphics from other 
programs. Calculate, sort and 
print numbers-heavy forms like 
invoices, p.o.'s, and expense reports. 
Produce text-heavy output like 
lists, mailing labels and form 
letters. Automate repetitive tasks, 
like regular statements and sales 
reports, with easy-to-use scripts. 

All in fewer keystrokes, and 
less time, with no aggravation. 

Powerful and hassle-free 
for workgroups, too. 

No setup time. No dedicated 

hardware. Easily-shared files and 
access to laser printers and other 
peripherals. 

Everyone and anyone can 
use FileMaker to manage data 
better. And make use ofits for
midable graphic power to make 
output look its best. 

So your information not 
only makes more sense, it makes 
an impression. · 

For more information and the 
location of a Clmis dealer near 
you, call 800-334-3535 today. 

FileMaker II. It's now ready 
for your stamp of 
approval, too. n'tJ'tl 

1988 Claris C0171om1io11, 440 C6rle Al'I'.. Mo11111ai11 Vi<'l1; CA 94().JJ. 415-960-15()(1 Claris is a trademark 1!fC/aris Corpom1io11. RleMakRr is 11 n'gisuml tmdmwrk QfC/aris CofT}Oration. Madmosh is a ~imml 
1mdemark ofApple Compuwr, Inc. mr fl!OfT! itifonnarion in Canada, mil BfXJ-668-8948. 
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ready to print out. This is a wonderful 
parlor trick to show off with (at par
ties, concerts, and product demos, for 
example), but it's not the real reason to 
get excited about Finale. Other soft
ware has been around that could do 
this in a two-step process - by record
ing the performance in a sequencer 
and importing the sequence into a no
tation program - and saving that in
termediate step isn't that big a deal. 
The real beauty of Finale is far more 
than skin deep. It lies in the smarts 
with which it interprets the subtleties 
of music notation. Notation is a tricky 
business, and Finale gets it right far 
more often than software has any right 
to. 

Compared with its predecessors, Fi
nale isn't just a better product, it's a 
new category; it 's like comparing 
PageMaker 3.0 with MacWrite 1.0. 
Composer Wendy Carlos, a beta tester 
for Finale, says of the program: " It 
contains the features of the music pro
gram we've all been hoping for." ( Inci
dentally, she has a new album due out 
about now that was created on a M ac 
- it includes a new version of Prokof
iev's Peter and the Wolfand a sequel to 
Saint-Saen's Carnival ofthe Animals. 
It 's on CBS records and was done with 
- who else? - Al Yankovic.) 

What does Finale do? For starters, 
it creates score:; in which all notated 
events can be MIDI-aware. That is, 
staccato, dynamics, accents, and such
like can all have an executable (and 
user-definable) meaning that can be 
relayed via MIDI. And you're not lim
ited to standard music symbols, either. 
It takes only a click or two to redefine a 
standard crescendo symbol (which 
normally indicates a gradual increase 
in loudness) as a symbol for increasing 
the tempo, for gradually modula ting to 
a different key, or for steadily increas
ing the MIDI channel or patch num
ber. If you didn ' t want a steady, linear 
increase, you can draw in an execut
able shape - you can have crescendos 
with exponential or Bezier curves that 
behave just as they look like they 
should. You can create a library of 
these executable shapes - for notat
ing and playing back pitch bends, 
trills, or jazzy riffs, for example. And 
all of your newly invented symbols 

Surreal Port 


We weren't sure if we should - or how to - include writers in our look at 
the arts. Writers write, and everybody knows about all the great word 
processors at their fingertips. But writers do more than write; they create. 

They create ideas, relationships, characters, lives. And they can use a little help in 
keeping track of the details. 

Suppose you were going to create an entire world from scratch. That's a lot of de
tails to keep track of. You need to keep track of your facts if you hope to maintain 
some internal consistency. Of course, it's your world, and you could always 
postulate that consistency hadn't been invented. But that won't fly in the genre of 
"hard" science fiction. Hard sci-fi readers expect novelty, but they also demand 
adherence to certain rules and natural law. Realism, in a word. · 

John Barnes is a hard sci-fi author (The Man Who Pulled Down the Sky, Sin of Or
igin, and several short stories). He uses STELLA For Business - the simulation 
program from High Performance Systems (reviewed in our June '88 issue) - to 
build models that help him check his assumptions and reveal hidden implications 
about the worlds and futures he makes up. He uses one of these models, Planet 
Builder, to visualize what it's like to put your feet on the surface of an alien world. 
The model starts with some basic astronomical and environmental parameters and 
uses basic physics and some sci-fi rules of thumb to determine such descriptive pa
rameters as the size of the sun in the sky, how long ayear on this planet is, and how 
violent the weather is compared with earth 's. The purpose, says Barnes, is to get 
answers to questions like "Is it possible to stand around on this planet in your 
BVDs?" ·or "Is it conceivable that people could walk around here without breathing 
apparatus?" 

Barnes has also developed a macroeconomic model to help predict some of the 
social aspects of particular eras in the future. The model looks for regularities in 
world affairs, like cycles of war and peace or of economic depression and 
prosperity. Barnes believes that people are interested in science fiction for the .same 
reason they're interested in models of the future - because the future is where 
they're going to live. 

With STELLA, models that took days to create can be created in hours, freeing 
Barnes to concentrate on the more important questions of fiction that models can 't 
answer: "What's it like there? When you look out the window, what should you 
see?" 

Iplanet builder I Planet Builder turns 
astronomical and 
environmental data into 
the kinds of useful detail 
that a good "hard" 
science-fiction story 
needs. How fast does the 
wind blow, and what does 
ii feel like? In a dense 
atmosphere, every little 
breeze will have the force 
of a hurricane. The model 
churns out the data that 
gives author John Barnes 
more time to think about 
other things. 

wut.buYiol~ct 
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macroeconomic model - fong wave generator 
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The macroeconomic 
status of the world Is 
something that one 
doesn't often see In 
science-fiction, says 
Barnes. But ii one of your 
characters Is having a 
fight with his boss, it 
makes all the difference 
in the world (any world) ii 
the.planet is in the 
middle of a worldwide 
recession. This model Is 
used as a driver for other 
models, so that·when 
everything comes out the 
other end, it has the fuzzy 
look of a real world. 

The Kondratiev wave is 
an empirical economic 
concept that describes 
the long-term cycles 
affecting the health of the 
economy. (Kondratlev 
was a Soviet economist 
whom Stalin hired to 
predict when the West 
would collapse; instead, 
he discovered long-wave 
phenomena.) 
Incidentally, Barnes says 
that the 1990s don't look 
so good, and the 2040s 
will be worse. 

Barnes uses this phase 
diagram to see what's 
really going on 
underneath the model. 
There's a constant global 
struggle to balance the 
accumulation of captial 
with the accumulation of 
inventory, and societies 
tend to overreact to try to 
correct a surplus of one 
or the other. The values 
in this model are from 
the simulated country of 
Normalia - an 
Imaginary Western 
industrial nation where 
all the values are very 
convenient ones to work 
with - this country of 
exactly 10 million people 
will, by the middle of the 
next century, have a 
Gross National .Product of 
exact1y·one triillon 
dollars. 

print with all the detail of PostScript. 
Finale has lot of nice touches and 

shows a real attention to the endless 
details of both classical and contempo
rary music. For example, the program 
knows when to call an F-sharp an F
sharp and when to call it a G-flat. 
Transposed parts can be displayed ei
ther in the key in which they actually 
sound or in the key in which they're 
customarily written. (Oh, did I men
tion that it's a breeze to extract orches
tral parts from a piano score or to "im
plode" parts into a condensed score?) 
And, naturally, the program also reads 
in existing MIDI files, as well as word
processing files (for lyrics and explan
atory text). 

But the real pizzazz only starts to 
show when you dig deeper. I'll tanta
lize you with only a couple of features 
- we' ll be covering Finale with a full 
review as soon as it's finally released. 
How about this one: When you're 
playing in a piece, you can state where 
the split between your left and right 
hands is, so that Finale will put the 
right notes in the right staff. For music 
where both hands are moving up and 
down the keyboard, you can set the 
Active Split option and let Finale fig
ure out what notes go with which hand, 
based on the musical context and on 
the span of your hand. And it can even 
deduce if and when you're playing 
cross-hand style. 

Another mind-blowing feature is 
floating quantization. Quantization is 
one of the main problems with nota
tion. You don't want the program to 
show exactly what you played; even 
the most rhythmically precise players 
will be just. slightly off the beat. The 
goal is to round notes off - or quan
tize them - to the nearest reasonable 
value (typically eighth or sixteenth 
notes). Too much quantization leads 
to transcriptions that don't know what 
to do with grace notes, trills, tuplets, 
and all the other realities of interesting 
music. Finale's floating quantization 
lets the program decide - on the fly 
- how much quantization makes 
sense for each passage. And the float
ing tuplet parsing is one of the features 
that has especially impressed compos
ers of complex contemporary music 
(like Wendy Carlos). 
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For even more control over the tran
scription, you can enter the beats and 
measure breaks - either while you're 
playing or afterward - by tapping a 
pedal or a note on the keyboard. That 
makes it easy to tell Finale when 
you' re moving in and out of different 
time signatures, tempos, swing 
rhythms, and so forth . Unlike some 
other notation programs, Finale seems 
equally at home in pop and classical, to 
say nothing of the shape-notes font for 
gospel, the microtuning options for 
avant-garde, and the intelligent tabla
ture and chord symbols for guitar and 
other kinds of stringed instruments 
(including those not even invented 
yet). 

Finale also has a welcome quirky 
sense of humor. The icons in Finale, 
for example, follow the progress of a 
monk transcribing music the old-fash
ioned way. The commands and options 
have names like Trashy Transcription 
(a quick-and-dirty notation tool), 
Igor's View (a view of the page in 
which the entire score is printed on one 
long line, a la Strav insky), and Back-
0-Matic (go figure). (Finale doesn't 
have a monopoly on cuteness: Another 
notation program, Music Publisher, 
has commands called Beam Me Up 
and Tie Me Up. Incidentally, Music 
Publisher is the program from Graph
ic Notes in Santa Cruz, not to be con
fused with an as-yet-unreleased pro
gram from Shaherazam in Milwaukee 
that has changed its name to Brass.) 

What's the down side? Well , Finale 
isn't just expensive; it 's complicated, 
too. But not any more complex than, 
say, accounting software. It's also 
modular, so that you can become pro
ductive on some aspects of it without 
trying to master it al l. Some aspects of 
the interface are a little convoluted, 
although the developers say they 
wouldn't have been able to fit the 
whole thing on an SOOK disk if they'd 
added code to simplify things. Coda 
expects to unbundle some of the mod
ules, which would leave a little more 
room on the disk for interface consid
erations (and which would bring the 
price down from the stratosphere). 

At the very least, Finale will become 
a studio tool - something that mere 
mortals don't own or know how to use 
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Mr~ Softy 

Soft-Drop is a new video post-production subscription service, the MIDI 
alternative to "needle-drop" services. Subscribers are pr.ovided with a rack of 
equipment that includes a Mac and several synths. They can log on to the 

system via modem and download ready-to-play sequenced music, indexed and 
cataloged in a HyperCard stack. Unlike conventional "needle-drop" music services, 
the MIDI sequences can be customized simply by editing the sequences. 

For composers, music can be submitted for "publication" in sequenced format ; 
the composer need not worry about the logistics and cost of turning MIDI sequences 
into tape. For more in formation about subscribing or submitting material , contact 
Soft-Drop at 12080 SW Parkway, Portland, OR 97225; (503) 626-9084. 

Some of the newest synths can be tuned to microtonal scales. which depart 
from the familiar Western 12-tone chromatic scales. A $49 package called 
Tuneup Microtuning Library (from Antelope Engineering, distributed by Frog 

Peak Music) includes 100 different microtunings from non-Western musical 
traditions that can be downloaded to modify the tuning of a Yamaha TX81 Z or DX7-ll 
synth. These tunings include anc ient Greek just intonation, gamelan tunings, 
medieval and modern Arabic scales, and contemporary experimental settings. 
Contact Frog Peak Music at P.O. Box 9911 , Oakland, CA 94613 ; (415) 485-6867. 

Mr. Universe 

Perhaps somewhere on the Un iverse of Sounds CD -ROM disc is the digitized 
voice of Carl Sagan. lost among billions and billions of bits that represent 
sounds of all kinds. The $995 disc includes 2,500 different high-quality 

samples - already looped , cross-faded , and ready to use - of everything from 
orchestral instruments to sound effects. The sounds are stored in Sound Designer 
format (compatible with Alchemy and TurboSynth) and can be uploaded to most 
popular samplers. The sounds are cataloged using HyperCard to help you locate just 
what you're looking for. For more information , contact Optical Media International, 
485 Alberto Way, Suite 115, Los Gatos. CA 95032; (408) 395-4332. 

but for which they pay studio wizards 
and gurus handsome hourly rates to 
make everything work. 

THE 'MORROW AND THE MIDI 
Let's take a peek at the ultra-high 

end of the Mac-based art world. Let's 
go to a land where Walt Disney meets 
Mac MIDI /and comes out Walter 
MIDI? - Ed./, where animation and 
music merge. To a land where price 
tags make your eyes twirl. To a land 
called Synclavier. 

Remember the dueling piano scene 
in Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, in 
which ducks Daffy and Donald did 
battle at the keyboards? They weren't 
Ferrante and Teicher, but it was im
pressive. Not just because it was the 
first time cartoon characters from 
Warner Brothers and Walt Disney 
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shared the stage, but because it was 
probably also the first time that MIDI 
has played an important role in the 
visual - not just the audio - portion 
of a movie. The real-life piano keys 
were MIDI-controlled by a New En
gland Digital Synclavier (under the 
supervision of the film's composer, 
Alan Silvestri), making it possible for 
the animators to perfectly match the 
real-life images with the animated 
duo. The Synclavier is the ultimate 
MIDI synthesizer /sampler /sequencer/ 
SMPTE controller /breath mint all in 
one box, and it just got a Mac as its 
front end. Having a Synclavier as the 
Mac's big brother is a little like having 
a rich uncle - you're not sure how or 
when it' ll help, but it couldn't hurt. 
(See sidebar, "The Well-Tempered 
Synclavier.") 



The Mac II has two new musical big brothers: the New England Digital Synclavler and the NED 
'. Direct-to-Disk recording systems (like the PostPro system shown here). Since real estate for a 
mouse pad Is scarce In the typical recording studio, a trackball is standard equipment. 

.., 	 ~ the category of "world's most 
expensive Macintosh peripheral," 
consider a new nominee: the Syn 

clavier. The Synclavier (pronounced 

Sin'-kla-veer) is a digital-audio work

station; manufactured by New England 

Digital (NED) of White River Junction, 

VT, that is increasingly popular among 

high-end music and audio-for-video 


· studios. Stevie Wonder uses one, 

Frank .Zappa has been remixing all his 


·old records ori one,. Sting has several. 

and Max Headroom lives in one. 

Originally conceived more than a 
decade ago as a computer-based syn
th'esizer for use by students at Dart
mouth College, the Synclavier has 
evolved into a highly complex digital 
recording and processi"ng unit. It uses 
custom. audio-processing hardware 

· it's essentially a specialized music 
minicomputer - and over the years 
has come with a variety of displays, 
including a modified DEC VT100 and a 
color CAD/CAM terminal made for 
NED · by a British manufacturer. Re
cently, however, NED decided to use 
the Mac II as the system's front end. 

The Synclavier itself, however, will 
still do the sound synthesis. It also 
performs several other useful func
tions, like score generation and sonic 
analysis. Two other parts of the sys
tem that are generating a lot of excite
ment these days are polyphonic sam
pling and direct-to-disk (or tapeless) 
recording. Polyphonic sampling lets 
the user record any sound into RAM 
a piano, a thunderclap, a spoken 

The Well·Tempered Synclavier 

phrase - and edit it in a huge _variety 
of ways, including changing its pitch, 
timbre, envelope, or speed, while dis
playing the parameters and the sample 
waveform itself on the terminal. (That 
graphic representation is where the 
Mac comes into play.) The sound can 
then be played back, in its original or 
modified forms, either from a 76-note 
piano keyboard or using an internal 
200-track computer sequencer, which 
in turn can be synchronized to an 
audio or video tape. 

Eight, sixteen, or more sample 
voices can be played at a time, de
pending on the particular system 's 
configuration. Since each sample can 
be a different instrument, the device 
can create an entire orchestra out of 
sampled sounds. And because the 
sounds remain in the digital domain, 
the sound quality can be near perfect, 
and all editing is nondestructive. 

The direct-to-disk system is like a 
multitrack tape recorder, with up to 32 
tracks, in which the sounds are re 
corded digitally for maximum fidelity. 
However, unlike recording on standard 
audio tape, with the Synclavier each 
individual track can be cued to start, 
stop, rewind, and restart at any point, 
completely independent of the others. 
As a result, the system is equivalent to 
multiple individual tape recorders, all 
synchronized to each other, in one 
unit. The recorded tracks are stored on 
removable disk packs of 80 megabytes 
or more. (Figuring on about six mega
bytes per track per minute to record 

better-than-CD-quality sound, an 80
megabyte disk is good for about three 
or four minutes of four-track music.) 

For generating sound effects, 
matching music to picture, or editing 
dialogue, the Synclavier is hard to 
beat. But the front end has always 
seemed a little kludgey compared with 
the power it controlled, and that's why 
NED has put the Mac into the picture. 
After evaluating everything on the mar
ket - including products from Sun, 
Apollo, IBM, and HP - NED settled on 
the Mac II. The company has written 
its own custom software that will al
low up to 18 open windows at a time 
and will also support double displays 
on the Mac. This lets a user look at 
waveforms on one screen and do se
quence editing on the other. The soft
ware is not yet MultiFinder compatible, 
but that may change. NED also plans 
to let standard video images be dis
played on the computer screen, so 
users working with videotape won't 
have to keep referring back to a sepa
rate video monitor. 

The new front end - which should 
be available by about the time you read 
this - will be offered as an option to 
both new and current users of the 
Synclavier. It will come with a custom 
high-resolution color monitor and a 
high-speed graphics card, as well as 2 
megabytes of RAM. The company will 
also include stands and goosenecks to 
Integrate the new hardware with exist
ing hardware like the music keyboard. 
There's only one floppy drive included, 
and no hard disk included for the Mac: 
the Synclavier handles all the heavy
duty data storage. So a special super
speed communications card between 
the two computers is included. 

NED customers who already have 
Mac lls (for MIDI sequencing, music 
editing, or business purposes) can add 
just the peripheral hardware, but most 
end up buying a dedicated Mac just for 
the Synclavier. If you think two Mac lls 
is an extravagance, you have to con
sider the league that New England 
Digital plays in: A relatively modest 
Synclavier, with four tracks and 80 
megabytes of direct-to-disk recording, 
and another 80 megabytes of backup 
disk memory for the samples, goes for 
about $250,000. 

- Paul 0. Lehrman 
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You already know 

how to make great slides. 


WITH THE MIRUS 

DIGITAL FILMPRINTER AND 


YOUR MACINTOSH. 

If you use a Macintosh, 

you already know how to use 
the most advanced slide
making system ever made. 

The Mirus™Desktop 
Digital FilmPrinter~ 

The first slidemaking 
system designed to take 
full advantage of the graphics 
power and point-and-click 
simplicity of the Macintosh. 

And just wait till you see 
the slides it delivers. 

SERVICE BUREAU 

SLIDEMAKING TECHNOLOGY 


ON A DESKTOP. 

Before the Mirus FilmPrinter, you had for both object and bit-mapped ·graphics as 

only two choices in desktop presentation service bureau systems costing as much 
systems. as $100,000. 

Either a video-based, or a font-wheel film All for under $6,000. 

recorder. IT'S SO ADVANCED, YOU ALREADY
Neither has the flexibility and paper-cut KNOW HOW TO USE IT.

sharpness of service bureau slides. The Mirus FilmPrinter works like the other
But with more than 16 million colors and printers you have attached to your Mac. 

up to 8000 lines of Scalable Resolution~ the 
Mirus FilmPrinter 
has both. And more..Qi ~II ( 

liitfilfi!i\lij LaserWriter Including the 

same kind of digital


To you and your Clwoser, the 
Film Printer is just a11oll1er pri11fe1: imaging techniques 



Just plug it into 
the SCSI port. 

To make slides, 
you go to the 
Chooser, select 
the Film.Printer, Stand 011t in a crowd. Emboss yo11r 

corporate logo.
then just pull down 
the File menu and click on Print.That's all 
there is to it. 

The FilmPrinter's software will look 
familiar, too. 

Because it uses the same Macintosh soft
ware you've been using all along. 

Canvas, Cricket Presents,Excel, MacDraw, 
MORE, PixelPaint, PowerPoint, SuperPaint, 

. and many, many more. 
New XN You don't have to get 
~roes: :11:o used to new fonts, either. 

-~1iue·-------;e;- The Film.Printer gives 
511118 n=.________ you the same kind of scal-
Pllge setup... 
r11nt :. ~ r 

able, crisp, outlined fonts 
that are in the LaserWriter 

Quit XQ 
and LaserWriter Plus 

To make slides, j11st point 
at Print and click. printers. 

And even if you have a black-and-white 
Macintosh Plus or SE, don't worry. 

Using patterns to indicate color, the 

Tiie M ints Film Printer lras millions of Get lnte color plroto inserts witlro11 /going 
colors so you can smoolh ly sweep from lo a service b11rea11. Or into debt. 
om to a11otl1 er. 

FilmPrinter puts the color where it really 

counts. On film. 


COME SEE 

THE GREATEST 


SHOW ON 

A DESKTOP 


Knowing what you 

know now, what you 

probably want to 

know next is where 

you can buy the Mirus 

FilmPrinter, or at least 

see it in living color. 


Just call us at 

1-800-654-0808 for the 

Mirus dealer nearest 

you, in California, 

415-949-5544. Or write, 

Mirus Corporation, 

445 South San Antonio 

Road, Los Altos, CA 

94022. 


After all, if it's true 
that you only look as 
good as your slides, Sowl1y dowitl1011t it? 

doesn't it pay to have great ones? 
Especially since you already know how 

to make them? 

.IL;.. 

• 

TI1e Fi/111Pri11terworkswitlr
/lie samesoftware yo11 do. 

Please circle 159 on reader service card. 

"1958 Mirus Corporation. Desktop Digit.I Film Printer. Scalable Re.olulion, 
and Mirusarc trademarks of Mirus Corporation. Other brand or product 
names arc trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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Since you can also control lighting, 
mixers, and basically any electrically 
actuated equipment with MIDI (if 
you're willing to do a little customiza
tion), MIDI will likely be used as the 
heartbeat of yet more special effects in 
Hollywood, particularly when syn
chronization to music or sound effects 
is critical. And MIDI is equally ·appli
cable for live theater and dance. 

But unless you 're one of the 130 peo
ple who bought Synclaviers last year 
or one of the 200 full-time music copy
ists in the U.S., you might be wonder
ing why you should care about Finale, 
Synclaviers, and other high-priced 
toys. Well, the folks at Coda are bet
ting that there are scores of"sublimat
ed professionals" out there, after
hours musicians who want the tools to 
make the most of their hobby. Keeping 
the program under wraps, they say, 
was tough, since everybody was inter
ested (including the police, who 
showed up when a security alarm was 
accidentally triggered at Coda's of
fices and who ended up leaving with 
Finale brochures in hand ). 

And, on the hardware side, the re
cording studio equipment of today will 
be the basement studio equipment of 
tomorrow - or at least of next month. 
New hardware is already on the way 
for the Mac II. Digidesign's Sound 
Accelerator board is designed to let 
you produce studio-quality sound on
board. This saves you lots of time when 
transferring samples (which are big 
files) between Mac and sampler. 
Other boards are forthcoming: for re
search, (from universities like M.1.T.); 
for laboratory-oriented sound analysis 
(like the M acDSP board from Spec
tral Innovations, a general-purpose 
floating-point accelerator card and 
signal-processing analysis package for 
the Mac 11, based on AT &T's DSP32 
processor); and from commercial mu
sic-oriented companies (like South
worth, which has some new boards due 
out by about now, described in this 
month's New on the Menu). 

HOMEWARD BOUND 
Let's forget the technobabble for a 

moment and get back to the music. 
(Reading specs for a MIDI instrument 
can start to sound suspiciously like 
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transfers between your Mac and your sampler. 

computer shopping, what with option
al 20-megabyte internal hard-disk 
drives, your choice of external disk 
drive, various interface options, and 
regular or extended keyboards.) If 
you' re looking for music software that 
emphasizes the music and not the soft
ware, fear not. There are many appli
cations that don 't come with three-vol
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MacDSP is a general-purpose, digital-signal-processing board aimed at laboratory applications. When 
applied to sound, it can help you analyze and visualize music, speech, and other acoustic phenomena. 

Digldesign's Sound Accelerator board lets you preview sampled sounds straight from your Mac, 
saving you time (and money, if you're paying hourly studio rates) by eliminating tedious file 

ume manuals and video training tapes. 
Check out "Note Cards" in this issue 
for a glimpse at some of the simple 
(and inexpensive) music stacks that 
have made HyperCard one of the hot
test things in music. 

For a zen-like musical experience, 
keep an eye out for Harmony Grid, 
from Hip Software (due out around 
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You've got to learn the 
rules belore you break 
them, or so they say to 
skeptical music theory 
and composition 
students. In any case, 
MacVolce can help you 
become lluent In the 
workings of classlcal 
counterpoint. 

me Edit Shaw end Ploy He lp 
We've heard of songs 
without words, but songs 
without notes? 
Appletones locus on the 
structural aspects of 
composition - rhythm, 
timbre, repetition and 
patterns, and dynamics 
- using a collection of 
12 archetypal sounds. 
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now). Harmony Grid uses a graphic 
representation of scales and chords to 
show you visually the patterns you've 
been hearing all your life. It's hard to 
explain, but it evokes an odd simulta
neous sense of deja vu and of seeing 
something new. 

Ifyou want to hone your musicality, 
there are lots of educational tools 
available. A new program from Sonus 
called 7th Heaven tries to present the 
somewhat off-putting subject of music 
theory in an intuitive way, emphasiz
ing ear-training drills to help you learn 
to understand the kinds of chords and 

You can proceed through 
the ear training exercises 
In 7th Heaven at your 
own pace. The program 
Includes lessons suited 
for every level, from tin 
ear to Tin Pan Alley. 

symbols used in contemporary sheet 
music. It can be used with or without a 
MIDI keyboard (although, if you elect 
to use the M ac's internal sounds, you'll 
get a dialog box that gently chides you 
with the message: "You can get a 
MIDI keyboard for under $500 and a 
MIDI interface for about $100 . . .."). 

If you'd rather learn classical music 
theory ------ sixteenth century counter
point, for example ------ you'll be inter
ested in Palestrina, a new program 
from Kinko's Academic Courseware 
Exchange (ACE) Catalog. The ACE 
programs are inexpensive and have a 
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slightly academic slant, although 
they're perfectly suitable for self-edu
cation. In Palestrina, the challenge is 
to compose contrapuntal harmonies to 
a given melodic line. The program 
highlights the notes in your counter
point that violate standard composi
tion rules of the era. MacVoice is a 
similar ACE program that evaluates 
your compositions using the rules of 
eighteenth-century counterpoint. 

Zipping ahead to the twentieth cen
tury, Appletones is a nifty program 
that lets budding composers focus on 
the structural aspects of music, rather 
than the notes. The program gives you 
a palette of 12 predefined classes of 
sounds ------ a low note, a high note, a 
tight interval, a wide interval, a rising 
note, a falling note, a flurry of notes, 
and so on. You can control the place
ment, durations, dynamics, and tim
bres ------ but not the pitches ------ of a piece 
composed using these 12 tones. On the 
same disk (which, at $13, is a great 
buy) is a program called Mozart. It's 
based on a simple musical divertisse
ment he came up with in 1787: the 
musical dice game. Take six prede
fined two-measure phrases and assem
ble them in any order to come up with 
a perfectly decent little minuet. 

Jam Session (from Broderbund) is a 
more contemporary version of the 
same concept, building fully orches
trated pop, funk, country, and classical 
music from a library of riffs and licks 
that you access through the Mac's own 
keyboard. You don't need a synthesiz
er and you don't even need any musical 
talent ------ anybody, and I mean any
body, can make creative, expressive 
music with this program. 

LISTEN, MY CHILDREN 
Lest we forget, the goal of music is 

to produce something that others will 
listen to. And the Mac is also forging 
new ground on the listener's side of 
things, helping to create new media 
and formats for distributing music, 
like prerecorded MIDI sequence "al
bums." Syn-Comp Productions will be 
releasing a series of MIDI albums 
compatible with many of the leading 
Mac sequencers. These sequences of 
pop, rock, classical, and jazz songs are· 
aimed at professionals who want pre
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sequenced '· back up musicians" for 
their live performa nces, as well as at 
listeners who want to be active listen
ers - playing along on another MIDI 
channel or experimenting with some of 
the MIDI parameters. 

Another form at to watch is 
CD+ MID I. It 's a proposed format 
from Warner New Media that uses 
some of the space on a traditional CD 
disc for MIDI information. This 
MI DI data lets you listen to and simul
taneously play along with a song on 
CD. An inexpensive CD-to-MIDI 
converter would then turn a passive 
medium into one with interactive po
tential , in a high-tech twist on the old 
Music Minus One records. The differ
ence here is tha t you could control 
which tracks to delete, or you could 
change a ll the patch data. The pro
posed format would use about 30 me
gabytes - or 5% of the CD's capacity 
- for MIDI data. 

PORTFOLIO 
The artistic community is often a 

tight-knit one, and the musical Mac 
often serves as an ambassador to other 
arts. A storyboarder gets intrigued 
when he sees a M ac over in the film
scoring department. An album-cover 
designer gets hooked when he sees a 
Mac in the recording studio. 

In " Portra its of the Artists" (in this 
issue), we've tried to convey some of 
the fl avor a nd variety of Mac-based 
artists at work. If there's a common 
thread among these profiles, it's that 
you don't need a megastudio full of 
equipment to produce truly creative 
and wonderful art. The more toys you 
have, of course, the more power is at 
your disposa l. But with even a modest 
system, you have incredibly creative 
tools a t your fingertips. Even if all you 
have is a lowly Mac 5 I 2K, a n Image
Writer, and good old MacPaint and 
MacWrite, you can still wri te the great 
American short story - or screenplay, 
or symphony, or sculpture .. . a nd 
that's just the s's! ~ 

WHEN HE'S NOT EDITING MACUSER DEPART

M ENTS, JON ZILOER USES HIS DX7 TO SYN

THESIZE SONGS LIK E " LOVE SONG FOR AMY 

CARTER," " DEAD BABIES," A ND " JULIUS CAE

SAR WEARING ARGYLE SOCKS." 

Get Smart 

gorithmic music software .provides real-time interactive control for performers 
and composers. Some of the commercial packages emulate the way many 
composers work: They sit down at the piano (or whatever their instrument) 

and start improvising. Much of the improvisation is unmemorable. But when they hit 
a phrase, chord progression, or riff that they like, they make a mental (or written) 
note of it and keep going, adding that passage to the piece and improvising some 
more until they find something else they like. 

Other composers work differently - they have goals and constraints that almost 
uniquely define what the passage must sound like in advance. You could compare 
the process to finding a solution to a mathematical equation. Suppose you want to 
start on an F-major seventh chord, end up with a B-flat in the melody at the end of 
the phrase, pass through a particular series of chords, and have the whole thing in 
an Oscar Peterson style. By working backward from your goal , you can reverse
engineer a possible solution to your compositional constraints. Hip Software, an 
M.l.T. Media Laboratory spin-off, is developing software along these lines. 

For even more algorithmic flexibility, There are several programming languages 
and systems that you can use to create new instruments in software. There are MIDI 
versions of standard languages that include extra commands for MIDI control. And 
there are completely new music-oriented langauges, like the Hierarchical Music 
Specification Language (HMSL), developed at the Center for Contemporary Music at 
Mills College and available through Frog Peak Music. HMSL is an object-oriented 
set of extensions to the Forth language. HMSL lets you develop real-time and batch 
composition and performance tools. The HMSL toolbox includes algorithmic and 
artificial-intelligence-type tools, modules for generating hierarchies of programma
ble musical structures, and a graphics editor for visually editing musical parame
ters. The program has also been used to control output devices other than MIDI 
synths. For example, a piece called Air Player 9 used HMSL to control electric fans 
blowing on a large kinetic paper sculpture, to produce both visual and sound effects. 

The M.l.T. Media Lab is developing a number of what it calls hyperinstruments. A 
hyperinstrument resides in software; its characteristics and operation can be 

This Is a Recording 

If you 've got a recording studio - or if the one you rent time in has a Mac - • 
there's lots of software to help you make the most of your studio time. Studio 
Master Plus (from Studio Master Systems) is an integrated software package for 

tracking nearly every aspect of a recording ··studio's operation. It includes a billing 
system that automatically picks up the amount of time that tape was running, bills 
clients at the appropriate hourly rate, adds in tape charges, lets you add in 
miscellaneous charges (if, for example~ someone orders a pizza), creates track 
sheets and tape labels, and generates bills and invoices. It also lets you enter a pre
set credit limit; if it's exceeded, the speakers shut off. Another module lets you 
graphically record the position of every control knob and slider. An optional mixing 
console interface lets you match spectrum and output levels with those for 
previously recorded tracks, using an animated procedure that walks you through 
each of the necessary adjustments. 

Archie, from Words & Deeds, is another recording studio management tool, 
based on a run-time version of Double Helix. It handles both the financial and 
recording aspects of running a studio and includes form letters and other 
administrative tools. 

HIT THE TAPE DECK 
Mac-based software control is also on the way for more modest recording setups, 

like the Tascam 238, a new 8-track cassette multi-track recorder. At the last music 
industry NAMM show, a preliminary Mac software controller was on display. Rival 
multitrack recorder manufacturer Fostex displayed its video-event editing package, 
called FAME (Fostex Automated Media Editor) . 
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tailored to meet the needs of a particular composition. A trivial example of a 
hyperinstrument would be the arpeggjators and auto-chord accompaniment features 
found on many inexpensive synthesizers. These take a single note as the input and 
generate a more complex - if som~what stale - musical pattern as the.output. B
Imagine an arpeggiator that reacted :to the velocity with whicfr akey wa·s str,uok: the, 
harder you strike, the more complex the arpeggio would be. The effect might be 
programmed to increase or decrease as time progresses, or it could be keyed to kick 
in only after a certain passage has been played. Or perhaps the arpeggios created 
would be based on the most recently played notes in the melo~y. ,,. 

These sorts of musical transformations are limited only by imagination;1hey don't 
require any special hardware. Most of the hyperinstruments being developed at MIT 
use conventional MIDI ~eyboards (and other standard MIDI input devices.• like 
percussion controllers) for both input and sound ,.generatlon. l'.he ,hyperinstruments 
live in Mac lls.• using fairly conventional programming languages'· such as Allegro 
Common Lisp and Lightspeed C. (Some of the sound processing is facilitated by the " 
use of a digital srgnal-processing board developed in-house, which speeds up real
time sound transformations.) You can hear hyperinstuments :in performance on 
new Bridge Records recording of the science-ficJion opera;''VALIS (based on the 
Philip K. Dick novel), composed by Tod Machover of the Media .Lab. · 

Hyperinstrument ensembles are also in the works. In these musical networks, the 
algorithms can be extended so that the output of one instrument is responsive to the 
input of another, to create orchestral works in which each performer is,.to·some ex
tent, conducting each of the other per.formers. Another type of .hyperensemble would 
divide the players' roles along functional lines. Rather than having different players 
playing different instruments, the players share a common instrument;. with one 
player responsible for rhythm, another for harmony, and another for melody. 

Other work at the Media Lab is focusing on real-lime musically' intelligent 
performance analysis. For example, a musically savvy computer accompanist could 

Hyperformance hyperinstruments can becorrectly follow a soloist, adjusting to tempo changes, covering for mistakes, and heard in Tod Machover's science-fictionresponding appropriately to the soloist's musical choices. opera VALIS, distributed by Bridge Records. 

DIGITAL DOES IT BffiER 
The Dyaxis from IMS is one of a small but growing group of so-called digital-audio 

workstations and is the only one so far to adopt the Mac II as its platform. You could 
think of Dyaxis as a pro-quality MacRecorder (see "Can We--;-;Jalk?",' dune '88). A, · 
complete Dyaxis system typically sells in the $10,000 to $50,000 range, depending _, 
on the amount of hard-disk memory you need·- the more me,mory you have, the 
more minutes of music you can digitize and record: 1 r', 

Using th1fsystem's MacMix software, you can then edit' the"performance with a 
fine level of detail - down to a single sample, if you like. The s'Oftware simplifies the " 
job of smoothly splicing different takes or snippets of sound and mixing different 
tracks. It also communicates with sampling software like S_ound Designer and 
Alchemy. . 

Unlike the Synclavier, the Dyaxis has an open architecture based on the Mac II. 
(The Synclavier uses processor hardware of its own design.} M least one third-party 
product is in the works - Sound Base, a HyperCard database for MacMix sound files 
(see "Note Cards" in this issue). 

The Dyaxis has both analog and digital output, letting you ·premaster sound for 
tape, CD, CD-I, DAT, and other standard formats. The system is designed primarily 
for music recording, but it's also being used for editing speech and for laboratory 
analysis of sound. For example, it's been used in psychol inguistic experiments to 
analyze how a baby responds to its mother's voice when various aspects of her 
voice are altered. It can also be used to analyze any phenomenon that generates data 
in the acoustic frequency range - such as earthquake and weather information 
regardless of whether the data is normally audible. 
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The MacMlx software .front·end to ~he Dyaxls 
hard·dlsk recording system lets you eillt 
anything from an entire song or passage 
down to an individual sample. 
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These days, more and more 

The computerofrecordw 

... 

of music you make,there is Macintosh software to 
artists are entering the charts not just help you make it better. Composing, arranging, 
with a bullet But with a Macintosh® sequencing, sampling,sound design-you name 
personal computer. it,Macintosh can do it 

Thats one reason you'll find so Macintosh is flexible. It doesn't lock you in to 
many Macintosh computers in the any single,rigid MIDI configuration. So as your 
studios where they cut the hit ~!!!i~ music grows,your music computer will, too. 
records. No matter what kind _::1___ _ And the performance doesn't stop when you 
' A ''song .. being defined as $9.95 p/11.s $3. 00 past11ge, 11o11111 a a1ppelill rendition ofy011rji11!0rite 'fbp 40 hit. lfJ11 lli!l!fl ti W.YI or MtLllerCllrd lo order by pbo11c. Or mil, and ue'll /ell)1111 tvbereJVU c1111 send11 check 
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finish playing. Because Macintosh also gives you 
access to a huge libraryof serious business soft
ware.That means you can shift from playing your 
music to promoting it without missing a beat 

See for yourself. Order the Macintosh, MIDI 
& Music video. Half an hour jammed with insight 
and instruction from manyof America5 most no
table artists. Demonstrating how Macintosh can 

therecords. 

be as instrumental to your success as it is to theirs. 

You can have the video for a song~ just call 
800-538-9696,ext. 750, and we'll send you a copy. 

You'll discover why, in the music business to
day, the signs all point to Macintosh. 

~ 

The power to be your bese 
Mi m~h. stamps. ha\' IOfi1·nr J!.llliar pick; aca111cd 110 maller /Joli' mce(J'J'Oll a.sk Vidir1 r!l/L'>r eipirt'S /Jee. J i. 1988.© 1988 1'{>{111' (.'o111p11ter. /11c. Malintas/;."l>fllc and theApple logo t/1'1! tmdemarl.~ o}AppleCo111prill'f. /11c. 
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Directory 
delve deeper into 

the topics and prod T: o 

ucts mentioned in this 
article, you can use the fol
1owing resources . The 
prices listed are for the 
current version of the prod
uct as of press time; some 
prices for new products 
have not yet been finalized 
and are subject to change. 
If a review of the product 
has appeared in an earlier 
issue of MacUser. the date 
is shown in parentheses. 
Apple Computer 
20525 Mariani Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-1 010 
Apple MIDI Interface; $99 
(6/ 88) 

Bogas Productions 
1520 Pacific Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
(415) 332-6427 
Studio Session; $89.95 
(8/ 87) 

Bridge Records 
JAF Box 1864 
New York, NY 10116 
(516) 487-1 662 
VALIS; $17.98 (CD); 
$12.98 (cassette) 

Broderbund 
17 Paul Drive 
San Rafael , CA 94903 
(415) 492-3500 
Jam Session; $49.95 
(7/ 88) 

Coda Music Software 
1401 East ?9th Street 
Bloomington. MN 55425

(612) 854-1 288 
Finale; $1 ,000 

Computer Music Journal 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
E39-346 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 628-2358 

Digidesign 
1360 Willow Road, 
Suite 101 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415) 327-8811 
a-Sheet; $495 
a-Sheet AV; $995 
Sound Accelerator; $995 

Dr. T's Music Software 
220 Boylston Street. 
Suite 306 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
(617) 244-6954 
Level II; price to be 
determined 

Electronic Arts 
1820 Gateway Drive 
San Mateo, CA 94404 
(415) 571-7171 
Deluxe Music Construction 
Set; $99.95 (6/88) 

Farallon Computing 
2150 Kittredge Street 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
(415) 849-2331 
MacRecorder; $199 (6/88) 

Fostex 
15431 Blackburn Avenue 
Norwalk, CA 90650 
(213) 921 -1112 
FAME 

Frog Peak Music 
P.O. Box 9911 
Oakland, CA 94613 
(415) 485-6867 
HMSL; $150 
(requires Mach2 Forth 
language; $100) 

GPI Publications 
20085 Stevens Creek 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(800) 999-9018 
Electrohic music glossary; 
free (while supply lasts) 
Keyboard magazine; 
$23.95/ year 
MIDI Sequencing for 
Musicians, 
by Jim Aikin; $2.95 

Great Wave Software 
5353 Scotts Valley Drive 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
(408) 438-1990 

ConcertWare +; $69.95 
(12/87) 
ConcertWare+ MIDI; 
$149.95 (12/87) 
KldsTime; $49.95 (10/ 86) 

High Performance 
Systems 
13 Dartmouth College 
Highway 
Lyme, NH 03768 
(603) 795-4857 
STELLA for Business; $350 
(6/88) 

Hip Software 
E15-494 
77 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 
(617) 253-0608 
Harmony Grid; pricing to 
be determined 

Integrated Media Systems 
1552 Laurel Street 
San Carlos, CA 94070 
(415) 592-8055 
Dyaxis (with MacMlx); 
systems from $6,995 to 
about $50,000 

Intelligent Music 
116 North Lake Avenue 
Albany, NY 12206 
(518) 434-4110 

M; $250 (10/87) 

Jam Factory; $200 (10/ 87) 

UpBeat; $150 (5/88) 

Ova/Tune; pricing to be 

determined 


Kinko's Academic 
Courseware Exchange 
4141 State Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93110 
(800) 235-6919; in CA, 
(800) 292-6640 
Appletones/Mozart; $13 
MacVoice; $25.50 
Palestrina; $20 (tentative) 

MacroMind 
1028 West Wolfram 
Chicago, IL 60657 
(312) 871-0987 
VldeoWorks II; $195 
(3/88) 
Clip Animation, Clip 

Charts, 

and Clip Sounds; $59.95 

each (8/88) 


Black and White Movies; 
$49.95 (8/88) 
HyperCard Driver; $99.95 
Accelerator; $195 
VldeoWorks Pro; $695 
(tentative) 

Mark of the Unicorn 
222 Third Street 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 576-2760 
Performer; $395 (1 / 88) 
Professional Composer; 
$495 (1 / 88) 

The Media Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
Room E15-487 
20 Ames Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 253-0300 

Mix Bookshelf 
6400 Hollis Street #12 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
(800) 233-9604 
or (415) 653-3307 
Electronic Musician 
magazine; $22/year 
MIDI for Musicians, 
by Craig Anderton; $14.95 

New England Digital 
49 North Main Street 
White River Junction, VT 
05001 
(802) 295-5800 

Synclavier; pricing: 

If you have to ask, you 

can 't afford it! 


Opcode Systems 
1024 Hamilton Court 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415) 321-8977 
Cue - The Film Music 
System; $595 
Music Mouse; $59.95 
(5/ 87) 
Tlmecode Machine; $300 

Passport Designs 
625 Miramontes Street, 
#103 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
(415) 726-0280 
ClickTracks; $349.95 
Master Tracks Pro; $395 
(12/87) 
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Soft-Drop 
12080 S.W. Parkway 
Portland, OR 97225 
(503) 626-9084 
"Needle-drop" music 
subscription service 

Sonus 
21430 Strathern Street, 
Suite H 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 
(818) 702-0992 
7th Heaven; $79.95 

Southworth Music 
Systems 
91 Ann Lee Road 
Harvard, MA 01451 
(617) 772-9471 
Max Audio; $995 to $ ,400 
per board 

Spectral Innovations 
292 Gibraltar Drive, 
Suite A-4 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408) 734-1314 
MacOSP; $2,249 

Studio Master Systems 
229 Sunny Isles Boulevard 
N. Miami Beach, FL 33160 
(305) 945.9774 
Studio Master Plus; 
systems from $300 to 
$12,500 

Syn-Comp Productions 
P.O. Box 6478 
Champaign, IL 61821 
SongBook Albums; $49.95 
per volume 

TEAC 
7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 
(213) 726-0303 
Tascam 238 recorder 
controller 

Verbum 
P.O. Box 15439 
San Diego, CA 92115 
(619) 463-9977 

Warner New Media 
3500 Olive Avenue 
Burbank, CA 91505 
(818) 955-9999 
CD+MIOI 

Words & Deeds 
4480 Sunnycrest Drive 
Los Angeles, CA 90065 
(213) 255-2887 
Archie; $795 

The following 
organizations may also be 
of interest: 

Center for Computer 
Research in Music and 
Acoustics 
Stanford University 
Stanford, CA 94305 
Research center 

The Center for Electronic 
Music 
432 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) 686-1755 
Nonprofit educational and 
production center 

The International MIDI 
Association 
5316 W. 57th Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90056 
(213) 649-6434 
Publishes MIDI 
specification 

IRCAM 
31 , Rue S. Merri 
75004 Paris, France 
Electronic music and 
acoustics 
research center 

Macintosh Entertainment 
Guild of America 
1032 North Sycamore 
Avenue 
Hollywood, CA 90038 
(213) 653-0240 
Interdisciplinary artists 
association 

Performing Artists 
Network (PAN) 
P.O. Box 162 
Skippack, PA 19474 
(215) 584-0300 
Telecommunications 
network 

PLUG IN 
''POWERFUi:' 
SAVINGS FOR 
YOUR MAC 

Save up to 
63°/o on your 
subscription 
to MacUser 
and plug into 
increased power 
for your 
Macintosh. 

Every month you'll receive in-depth side-by-side 

product comparisons and benchmark test results 

of Mac hardware, software and peripherals from 

MacUser Labs, the publishing industry's only inde

pendent testing lab. Plus, you get proven power user 

tips and techniques, comprehensive coverage on 

business, professional and educational applications, 
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The Producers 

The Mac may not 
be on Hollywood's 
A list, but there are 
more production 
tools out there than 
you might think. 

rson Welles once said that a 
poet needs a pen, a painter a 
brush, and a fi lmmaker an 
army. Welles' quip is still apt, 

but today it would probably be more 
appropriate to give the filmmaker an 
army and a computer. While the en
lightened might think that the com
puter should by definition be a Mac, 
Hollywood still hasn' t seen the light. 
In the industry, DOS still receives top 
billing, and the reasons aren't without 
merit. Most of the studios are on main
frames, the Mac is much more expen
sive than a PC clone, and there is no 
true Mac portable to take on location. 
But in spite of these facts , the Mac is 
making inroads. A sufficient number 
of software publishers have come for
ward with Mac products that people 
considering using a Mac in a produc
tion should be able to find an applica
tion to fit their needs. 

IF IT AIN'T ON THE PAGE 
Every production starts with a 

script, thus the familiar Hollywood 

BY RUSSELL ITO 
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• The Producers 

chestnut: " If it ai n't on the page, it 
ain' t on the stage." Computers are 
great at word processing, but unfortu
nately, not so great at screenwriting. 

Screenplays have their own unique 
conventions, and since a producer 
measures screen time by page count 
(one page roughly equals one minute), 
those conventions must be observed. 
For example, a page break should nev
er split a character's name from his 
dialogue, but at the same time, you 
don't want to carry everything over to 
the next page, since the pages should 
be as fu ll as possible. Intelligent page 
breaking is something word processors 
don't do, and that's where scriptwrit
ing tools come in. 

DIRECT FROM PARIS 
CineWrite, from Parisoft, is a 

French program being distributed in 
the U.S. through Max3. It's an inte
grated word processor and quasi-pre
sentation tool that lets you write a 
script and then combine storyboard 
frames with the text for presentation 
purposes. 

As a word processor, Cine Write 
handles the two basic types of screen
play: feature (single column) and vid
eo (two columns). It comes with prede
fined formats for both Europe and the 
U.S., and these can be modified if de
sired. You can also create your own 
formats. CineWrite's formats , howev
er, are linked to a script, so they can't 
be saved independently. This is an in
convenience if you're offering the 
same material to several producers or 
studios, each of whom has his own par
ticular format. 

One of the problems of writing a 
script in a word processor is that every 
element - scene description, charac
ter names, dialogue, and so on - has 
its own margins, and the text has to 
wrap within them. CineWrite's ap
proach to this is, well, unique. You for
mat your script as you write it, using a 
combination of keyboard entries and a 
series of glossaries. For example, to 
switch from the scene description mar
gins to the dialogue margins (and vice 
versa), you type Command-Spacebar. 
To get from the dialogue margins to 
the character margins, you then hit 
two tabs, and to get from the character 

name to a parenthetical instruction , 
you hit Return and a tab. It works, but 
there are so many keystrokes involved 
that it's almost as bad as typing every
thing on a typewriter. The addition of 
a macro utility like QuicKeys and an 
extended keyboard improves the situa
tion somewhat. 

Cine Write tries to offer some short
cuts for repetitive typing with its glos
saries. There are five of them, with up 
to ten entries in each. There's a glossa
ry for slug lines (Ext. Xanadu - ), 
character names, transitions (Dissolve 
To:, Fade Out ), atmospheres (day, 
night, evening), and a main glossary 
for whatever you want. The problem is 
that it's difficult to remember what's 
where, because the entries are invoked 
by number (for example, number one 
in the Character glossary might be 
Charles Foster Kane, while the same 
number in Transitions might be Fade 
In ). The manual suggests you print all 
the lists so you can refer to them while 
you're writing. But the process should 
be more intuitive than that. 

The procedure for video scripts is 
essentially the same, except that the 
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text appears on-screen in two columns. 
Unfortunately, the right column is one 
line down from the left column, just as 
it is in Microsoft Word. This discrep
ancy disappears on the printed script. 

CineWrite does handle intelligent 
page breaks, inserting Continued at di
vided scenes and (More) at the end of 
split dialogue. But in both examples 
that I ran, the program made mistakes 
on the succeeding pages; in feature 
mode, it positioned the character name 
incorrectly, and in video, it dropped a 
line space. 

CineWrite also provides a simple 
presentation module that lets the user 
assemble storyboards with or without 
the appropriate sections of text. The 
storyboards can then be sequenced 
into a slide show or printed out. There 
are no drawing or painting tools avail
able from Cine Write, so graphics must 
be imported from another program. 
Templates for the standard aspect ra
tios are supplied, however, and these
quencer offers a number of basic visual 
effects for transitions between boards. 

CineWrite also imports scripts cre
ated in other word processors but ac-

This list of stories is 
taken from BASELINE's 
satellite edition of the 
Hollywood Reporter. 
BASELINE is an on-line 
service that can keep you 
up to date on who's in 
production, what hot 
literary properties are out 
there, and the latest 
industry news. 

lndeH~~I ) I CONNECT J
Print Append( ) ( ) ( Repent I( Gulde I '" 

Too Late for Review 

l wo products would have been included in this roundup, had they arrived in 
time: Storyboarder and Scriptwriter, both from American lntelliware. 

Storyboarder is no stranger to these pages, and its last mention was in 
Douglas K. Dempsey's article on storyboarding, "Once Upon a Board," August 
1987. In a sidebar to his article, Dempsey wrote of Storyboarder: "It has a limited 
paint program. It has a good sequencer, with lots of editing and effects. But you 
can 't design your own templates, the interface Is confusing, and there have been 
some serious complaints from professionals about its reliability." 

American lntelliware has established a reputation in the production industry, and 
we will review their programs in a future issue. 
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Ifyou're like most MacintosHusers, 
one of the reasons you got hooked on 
the Macintosh in the first place is that 
it's so easy to use. 

Which is why you11 be happy to know 
that now you can use any Macintosh, 
from the 512Ke to the Macintosh II, 
to access any IBM® 
mainframe with 

,,,., 
' " 

scarcely more than 
the click of amouse. 

MacMainfunneM 

And because MacMainFhnne builds 
on the flexibility inherent in your Mac
intosh, you can even create your own 
personal operating environment. With 
convenient features that include every
thing from keyboard remapping to user
definable screen colors. 

In all candor, when it 
comes to 

connecting 
the Macintosh 

with IBM, no other 
Macintosh-to-mainframeis aMacintosh-to

link is as true to theIBM mainframe link 
that puts your Macintosh and your 
mainframe on speaking terms. 

MacMainfunne gives you complete 
Macintosh-to-mainframe functionality 
including file transfer. 

You can access the host remotely 
from your satellite or home office. Or 
from client sites. 
Please circle 143 on reader service card. 

~1acintosh is aregistered trademark or Apple Computer Inc . I IL\I is a registered trademark or International Business 
.\ lachincs Corporation Avat3' is aregistered tradcntarl< and ~lacMainframe is a trndenta rl< of AvatarTudmologies Inc. 

Macintosh ideal as MacMainfunne. 
fur the authorized MacMainfunne 

dealer or distributor nearest you, call 
1-800-289-2526, ext. '27. Or write 
Avatar Technologies, 99 South Street, 
Hopkinton, A 
Massachu- ~ JW:lltar 
setts01748. LV U 

~//////~ 

~/A 



Safety first. 
That's the basic rule ofthmnb 'With 

disk drives because you can't risk crashing. 
And that's precisely why you should 

buy aJasmine DirectDrive'." 
Ranging in storage from 20MB up to 

140MB, all DirectDrives have to first pass 
theJasmine torture test: 10 million 
and wiite commands \\~th stop/ 
at lowvoltages.Which is far more 

I 

than any typical work environmen~ 
In fact, once installed,you won tlffi:ow. :;.;..,,:-:'w.:~m 

our engine's running-though we driVe 
far faster than the ca etiti · ~ 
reason? Div 

- bearing fan. ·"";U'.I.""·" 
to ensure trouble-free operan 
after our no-nonsense, two year warranty 
runs out. 

Equipped with Symantec Utilitie 

19$Jl1Sll]int1Cchnologlt lnc.nin:<.1 Dril'tb3 1rildemark ofJmin 'fl>dtn0l0gic .Inc. 



DirectDrive 20- $549 
20MBfonnatted 
DirectDrive 45- $799 
43MBformatted 
DirectDrive 70- $999 
67MB formatted 
DirectDrive 100- $1249 
98f}1Bformatted 
DirectDrive 140- $1499 
137MBformatted 

O Jasmine 

1-800-347-3228 


" 
Please clrcle 86 on reader s·ervlce card. 



FIRST IN MIDI ON 

THE MACINTOSH 


In 1984, Southworth introduced 
the first MIDI interface and the 
first MIDI sequencer program for 
the Macintosh .. Today, we are 
the leader in MIDI/SMPTE control 
hardware, digital audio hardware 
and audio-for-video software. 

Max Audio™ A/D-------- $1400 

Macintosh II NuBus card with 
stereo AID, stereo DIA, and AES/ 
EBU digital 1/0. 20-bit AID con
version and 104db SNR. Includes 
dual Motorola 56000 DSP chips. 
For direct to disk recording, 
sound effects, and CD mastering. 

MidiPaint™ --------------- S149 

Keyboard Magazine called it 
".. .our all-time favorite graphic 
editing environment in a Mac 
sequencer" . Used to produce 
more major motion pictures than 
any other Mac sequencer. 

One-Step™ ------------- $69 

Keyboard said, " ... one of the few 
'simple' programs we've found 
with enough power to satisfy the 
uninitiated long after they've 
gotton up to speed." A very full
featured , professional quality 
composition tool. 

JamBox/4™ -------------- $459 

The most widely used MIDI/ 
SMPTE synchronizer in the world. 
Performs sync-to-tape, merging, 
MIDI filtering, Mac MIDI interface 
and much more. 

JamBox/2™ ------------- $269 

Two MIDI input jamBox for use 
with Apple's MIDI interface. 

~SOUTHWORTH 
~ MUSIC SYSTEMS INC. 

Harvard, Massachusetts 01451 

Telephone (508) 772-9471 


Please circle 128 on reader service card. 
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cepts them only as text with tab stops 
- bad news for anyone who writes in 
Word with style sheets. To import a 
Word script, you have to save it as a 
text file and then add all the tab stops 
Cine Write requires - no small task in 
a 120-page script. 

DIRECT FROM BURBANK 
Scripter, from Screenplay Systems, 

is a unique tool in that it isn 't a word 
processor, but rather a formatter. It 
takes a single-column script written 
with Word, applies a consistent format 
to it, and performs all the necessary 
intelligent page breaks (it doesn't sup
port two-column video format) . For
mats (Scripter calls them layouts ) 
can be created and saved without be
ing attached to a script, so you can 
build a library of them. Scripter can 
also generate a simple script report, 
which lists each scene, its title, the 
page it begins on, and its length in 
eighths of pages. 

Since its introduction, Scripter has 
become something of a standard 
among Hollywood professionals, but it 
isn ' t perfect. The current version still 

.. 1•rnj1.•1:h r u11 l.IHf OU fS 11 1' 10 
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doesn't support the hierarchical file 
system (HFS) or proportionally 
spaced fonts - limitations that 
Screenplay Systems says will be cor
rected with the next release. Nonethe
less, it does its job well, and it's rela
tively easy to use. 

SOOTHING THE SUITS 
In any production, at least part of 

the struggle involves satisfying the ac
countants. Budgeting has always been 
the bane of production, because the 
process was so time-consuming, but 
computerized budgeting has eliminat
ed most, if not all , of the drudgery. 

Currently, there are two programs 
for Mac budgeting: MacToolkit Pro
duction Budgeter (Max3) and Movie 
Magic Budgeting for the Macintosh 
(Screenplay Systems). These pro
grams take similar approaches. 

A movie budget is usually struc
tured in a three-tier hierarchy: the Top 
Sheet, Accounts, and Details. The Top 
Sheet is a summary of all the underly
ing accounts, with each group of ac
counts represented as a single line. For 
example, Production Staff would show 

In Scriptor's Margins 
window, you can set your 
script's layout precisely. 
The six icons along the 
bottom give you access 
to the other available 
formatting windows: 
Blueprint (a graphic 
representation of the 
layout), Margins 
(currently active), Scene 
and Page Numbering, 
Headers and Footers, 
Miscellaneous Options, 
and Margin Moving. 

Hold on , My Data's on the Line 

If Daily Variety isn't getting you the scoop fast enough, maybe you should look 
into an on-line service. 

BASELINE is an on-line service that provides Information on credits, what's in 
production, literary properties, contacts, box-office grosses, and even a satellite 
edition of the daily Hollywood Reporter. 

And for those who don 't like paying for their on-line services, there's VIDEOMAN, 
a free, public-access, remote computer system that includes a BBS and also the 
MEDIA-MAN DATABASES, which provide information on hardware, people, produc
tion services, and more. Users who contribute $25 get access to additional 
directories and longer log-on periods. 
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Qmta~ 
: ~=-':"llMlnut• $3595 
• 35 Ae1kfent Font• 
FrM Fec1111t Expr•• Delivery 

SOFTWARE DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS... 
BUSINESS & PRODUC'l'IVITY ------------ ABA Software 
Draw h Again, Sam ...........$74.00 

Access Technology 
Mlndwrite ............ ..............$99.00 

Trapeze •..........•........... •..•$159.00 

Adobe 
llluS1ralor88 .•.••••• •.•.•...••••$319.00 
Affinity 
Alfinlllle ...................•.......••$39.95 

Tempo II ... .•........ ...••. •..•.••.•$79.95 

Aldus 
Pagamalcer (3.0) •..• •.• ••...•$459.00 
Freehand .......................s:w.1.00 
Ashton-Tate 
dBa se Mac ..._ ................$289.00 
Fullwrile Professlan8j ...••• $265.00 
Batteries Included 
Disk Tools Plus .................$29.95 

Thunder 1.1 ......................$27.95 

Berkeley Systems 
Stepping Out 11 ..................$54.95 

Eureka ......... ...............$127.00 
Reflex Plus ..•....•..••.....$159.00 
Sidekick 2.0 ..................$59.00 
Turbo Pascal ................ $59.95 

eE Software 
OlskTop•.••••............•..•......$29.95 

OulcKeys ·-·················-···$59.95 
Oulckmall ....- ...................SCAll 
Central Point Software 
Copy II Mae..•....... ..•.•.•..•... $24.00 
Copy II PC.Deluxe Brd ....$109.00 
Challenger Software 
MncJD...........••.....••..••••.•• $109.00 

Chang Labs 
C.A.T (2.0)......................$219.00 

Rags la Riches 3 pak ... ••.$287.00 
Cricket Software 
Cricl<el Draw ..•..•............. $159.95 
Cricl<el Graph ...,•...•...•.....$119.95 
Oe\'fce Drlver ..................$299.00 
Presents ..........•.•. ....••......$269.00 
Datavlz 
Meo Un~+ w/cable .••..•. ... $129.00 
Deneba 
Canvas (2.0) ........... ••.•.•• .•.$CALL 

Coach ...............................$57.95 

Coacl1 Thesaurus .............$34.95 

Comment ..........................$55.95 

Duhl-click 
Calculator conslrucllon sel $39.95 
Wei Palnl vols 1 & 2..........$39.95 
World Class Fonts Bundle $39.95 
Fifth Generation 
Fastback ...- ..............••.....$54.95 

Powemation ···-·····-········$37.95 
Suitcase ............................$37.95 
Free Soft 
Red Ryder (10.3) ......••..••.• $52.00 
Letraset 
Image Studio•..•..............•$279.00 
Ready Set Go {4.0) .•......• $279.00 
Macromind 
Video Wor1<s II ..•••.•..••...... St29.00 
Maoropao 
101 Macros lor Excel ...•••.•$42.95 
Mlcrolytlcs 
GOfer ................................$39.95 

Word Finder ..............•.•..•..$29.95 


lfiClosolt• 
Bulc-··-·-·-·--····..$59.95
Clllll ....- ............- .......1611.95 

Excel (1.5} -·-·······-··$239.00 

Ale (2.0) ................- ..$109.00 

Fortran ........................$187.00 

Powe1J)Olnt (2.0) ....- ..$2.W.OO 

Word (3.02} .................$239.00 

Wort.a (1.f) .................$189.00 

Write ...·-·-····............1 129.00 


Mono5'ram 
Dollars & Sense ................$89.00 


To order by mall: We accept money order, cenilled check. personal check. AJloW 2 weeks lor personal & 
company checks 10 clear. Shipping: $4.00 !or sollware. FOR ALL HABQWARE ANO ANY ACCESSORY 
~Call our Ton Free Number 1-800.468-9044 lor shipping charges. Add $3.00 per box shipped 
COD. Additional shipping reqlired on APO, FPO, AK. HI. Tenms: ALL PRICES REFLECT CASH DIS· 
COUNT, ADD 1.9% FOR MASTERCARD OR VISA. YOUR CREDIT CARD IS NOT CHARGED Ul>ITIL 
YOUR ORDER IS SHIPPED. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. Delectlve flems 

replaced or repaired al our discretion. Pennsylvania residents add I~ ID J 
6% sales tax. Prices and terms subject 10 change without notice. ~ 

Odesta 
Double Heb II .••.............$339.00 

Olduvai Software 
lcon·h! ...............................$44.95 

PoS1 Ar1 ............................. $44.95 

PoS1 Ar1 11 ..........................SCALL 

PCS 
Versaterm Pro .................$19•.00 

Satori 
Bull< Mailer+ ................... $199.00 
legal Billing ..........• .. .•..•..• $329.00 
Project BilUng ...•..•.....•..... $389.00 
Silicon Beach Software 
Super Paint .......................$79.00 

Software Ventures 
Microphone (1.1)............. $115.00 
Microphone 11 ••••••. •••••• ••••••• SCALL 

GAMES&EDUCATIONAL•----· 

Avalon Bill 
MacPro FoolbaU••••••••••.•. .• $27.95 
Broderbund 
Prinl Shop .........................$34.95 
Bullseye 
Ferrarl Grand Prix .•••.........$32.95 
Fokker Triplane .................$32.95 
Davidson & Associates 
Math Blaster......................$27.95 
Speed Reader 11 ••••••• ••••••• •• $37.95 

ELECTRO. IC ART • 
a..-2000 .......$29.95 
PlllOn \!S Ranilnil ........$26.95 
~... .....................~5.Q5 
Slalitee.~ 1 ...................~~-95 
\1tniure'1 Bullneu 
SlmulalOr .....................$44.95 


EPYX 
Sob Battle Simulator .......$22.95 


HARDWARE
APPLE 
Call For Pricing On: Mac Plus, 
Mae SE. & lmagowrllor II. 

MODEMS 
Everex 
2400 Baud, 
1000/.i Hayes Compa1lble $219.00 
Migent 
Pocket Modem •••....•...•.... $109.00 

Mouse Systems
A+ Mouse ....................$62.95 

M Mouse AOB ............ $79.95 


Da.tadesk 
Mae 101 Keyboald ..........$139.00 


ACCESSORIE S • 

B iohard 
MACFAN ....................... ....$79.95 

Ergotron 
Mouse Cleaner .............. ...$14.95 
Maclilt •.. ...••..•...••..••......•- $69.00 
Maclitt SE.........................$69.00 

UODesign 
MAC.JSE Bag •....••.•..........$59.95 
Mac SE Ext Bag ..••.•••........$69.95 
lmagewriler II Bag •.••••••..... $44.95 

EDUCATIONAL 
&CORPORATE 
ACCOUNTS: 

We otter e lull lln• or services 

catering to your nffds. 


To reach our Educatlonal 

&. Sal11 Department 


Call 1-800-533· 1131 
For lnformatlOn 

Call 814·234·2236 

DRIVES 

fo~~~~~~1'b4:tve ......•.$179.00 

MacBottom 
HD21 SCSI ....._ .••..........$749.00 

HD32 ...............................$879.00 

H045 .............................$1149.00 

HD70 ............................. $t395.00 

Call For Pricing on Modem Options 


SuperMac 
Super Spool •..•.•. .•.......••.•..$44.95 

Super Leser Spool •..........• $84.95 

Olskfil .........•...•....•............•$49.95 

Springboard 
Certificate Maker ...............$24,95 

~:!'~(18.....................$99.00 
More ..•..•... ••. ..............•..... $149.00 
Utllilles For Madntosh ...... $57.00 
T/Maker
Write Now .........................599.00 

TOPS 
TeleconnectOr!O*I a"°" I ) $42.95 
TOPS/Mae ......................$164.95 
Word Perfect Corp. 
Word Perfect ...................$199.00 


Microsoft 
Flight Simulator .....•........•.•$32.95 

Mindscape 
Balance ol Power •.••.......•..$29.95 

Oelender ol lhe Crown ....•.$29,95 

Deja vu .............................$29.00 

Klng ol Chicago ,...............$27.95 

Uninvited ...........................$29.95 

P.C.A.I. 
Lunar Rescue ...... .............$CALL 

MacCourses ...........•.••.•..•.•$29.95 

MacGoll.....•.........•....•.•..•• •• $34.95 

MacRaquelball •• - ............$34.95 

Silicon Beach Software 

Airborne ............................$19.95 

Beyond Datk Casile •.........$CALL 

Dark Caslle .......................$27.95 

World Builder •••.•••.•.•.........$39.95 

Simon & Schuster 
Typing Tutor IV •.•.•......••....$34.95 

~r~~~..~.°.~.°.~~.$27.00 
Falcon •..•.•.•..••..••...............$24.95 


Kensington
Drive Cleaning Kil ......•....•• $19.95 
A"er .................................. $29.00 
Mouse cleaning kil & pl<t ••• $16.00 
Mouseway .•.........................$9.95 
SyS1em Saver •.•.....•..•...•...$59.00 
Till/Swivel .•....•..•................$19.95 
Turbo Mouse .............- .....$77.00 
MAC CABLES 
$Call tor Prtce & Configurations 
MAC RIBBONS 
lmagewriler Ribbcns ...•..... •• $5.95 

DISKS 

per box oUO 
,.. 10+5-11 

SONY 
SS/00 12,45 It.US 11 .45 
DDIOD 1695 16 45 15.115 
M'AXELL 
SStDD 11.95 11 45 10-95 
DD/OD 17.95 1745 tB.115 
VERBATIM 
SS/DD 14•5 13.95 i345 
DOIOD 1895 18A5 i7.95 

tcp SHIPSIT 


Software orders over $100 & Accessories under 
6 pounds will be shipped FEDERAL EXPRESS 
(Yes even at these prices). You only pay TCP's standard shipping charge of $4.00 per 
order.Orders arriving belore3:00 PMourtimewillbeshfppe<loutsameday.11 part of your 
order Is backordered the remainder will be shipped UPS Ground for FREE. 

~ MACINTOSH 
DOVE MEMORY 

COM'UIER UPGRADES 
CClllPOAAOON 

MacSnap 524S ...................$269 

MacSnap 548S ...................$469 

MacSnap Plus 2 .................$299 

MacSnap 2S CMOS ....... $CALL 

MacSnap 4S CMOS ....... $CALL 

MacSnap 2 SE ...................$329 

Mach II/SE ..........................$549 

Toolklt ..................................$14 


Microsoft. Word i]-- · 
Word r-ocessing -o;;: 
Power. $

239 
..::...~ , 

V.3.02 
Frt>t UP&radt lo V. 4.0 whe11 a..llablel 

HAROORlVES 
EMAC 200 ••••••• $499 
EMAC 200 Deluxe - ····-- $579 
EMAC 400 -···-····--···········$849 
EMAC 400 Deluxe .............$899 
EMAC60T 

M.f:!:8~'f01.....-...-......$879 

(40MB Dr/eGMB T•pe Bkup)$CALL 
2400 Bd Ext Modem ··-··--S219 

1080 11 .....................$164 
1091111 .....................$199 
1524 (24 PIN) ........-.$599 

IOron<)e mrc1~'?. 
Grappler Interface ........... $74 
w/prfnter 
from Tussey .... ...... $69 
Grappler LO Interface •..•.$87 
w/prlnter 
from TU888Y..........$82 

For /nfonnstlon Cs/1814-234-2236 FAX: 814-237-4450tcsOPE•·~--··"'""""" ·F'4 .....M .......... '""""· """"'$~ .... ,,.... ,,,,,.. 

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS ~1~.T~~xoL~~tE. PA 16804 

Please clrcle 123 on reader service card. 

http:PMourtimewillbeshfppe<loutsameday.11
http:s:w.1.00
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The breakdown starts 
here. This is the first 
screen in MacToolkit's 
breakdown page (you can 
have up to five screens 
that are accessible via 
the buttons in the top 
row). The Information In 
the Script Breakdown box 
and Cast window will be 
condensed on the strips. 

a total for everyone in that category. 
The Accounts comprise the second lev
el. Here, the total group of, say, Pro
duction Staff, is broken down into its 
individual accounts: Production Man
ager, First and Second Assistant Di
rectors, and Script Supervisor. The 
lowest level of the hiera rchy, the De
tails, is where the actual figures are 
entered. At this level, each individual's 
pay rate, hours, benefits, taxes, and so 
on are entered and calculated. Any en
tries or changes made at this level 
trickle upward through the budget, 
updating everything else. 

Since no one ever knows how much 
it will actually cost to make a movie 
until well after the project is finished 
(and sometimes not even then), Mac
Toolkit and Movie Magic let the user 
play those very important "what if" 
scenarios up front. If you needed to 
know how much it would cost to shoot 
a film in Toronto versus New York, 
you could do separate budgets for each 
city, but MacToolkit and Movie Mag
ic make that unnecessary. Both let you 
create one budget with suppressible 
lines. So you can toggle back and forth 
between your options just by activat
ing one set of figures and suppressing 
the other. 

Both programs perform essentially 
the same functions, but Movie Magic 
appears the more stable, and therefore 
preferable, of the two. MacToolkit 
does not have an Undo function, and it 
bombed on me when I was performing 
some seemingly simple and innocuous 
tests. Movie Magic has a much more 
elegant interface, but where it wins big 
is in two features that MacToolkit 
doesn't offer: definable data Libraries 
and a simple macro-making 
capability. 

When creating budgets, you'll often 
find yourself repeating data, especially 
things like labor rates. Movie Magic 
lets you copy and save these repetitious 
lines to a Library, or glossary, that is 
independent of the originating budget. 
Once saved, these Libraries (you can 
have as many as memory allows) are 
accessible from any other budget you 
create. 

The macro function , called Magic 
Keys, lets you define a Command-key 
equivalent for a set of Fringes (bene
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MacToolkit's scheduling 
package emulates the 
look of a production 
manager's slripboard. 
Breakdown page 35 is 
represented by the first 
strip on the left in lhe 
Production Board. The 
Current Slrip field holds 
the next strip for pasting 
inlo the board, and the 
graphic at the bottom 
represents the entire 
schedule. 
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(C) SHOOT S Wttb 1 1750 6.562 OGC C co 
(C) WRAP 3 Wu b 1 1750 3,938 OGC C co 
OY CRllM( .20 " 1 165 0 0 3.300 OGC C 

fits) or Subgroups (detail lines) that 
you use all the time. Again , the goal is 
to eliminate repetitive data entry. 

WE'RE SHOOTING WHAT, WHEN? 

forms the two 

At this writing, the only scheduling 
program ava ilable was the MacTool
kit Production Scheduler (Max3) 
although, by the time you read this, 
Screenplay Systems will probably 
have released its package as well. (See 
sidebar, "Scheduling Magic.") This 
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MacToolkil's budgeting 
package structures your 
budget as a three-tiered 
hierarchy. The active 
window is the detail 
level, the next window 
back is the category 
level, and the last 
window is the top sheet. 

package is a companion to the Mac
Toolkit Production Budgeter and per

basic operations in
volved in scheduling: script breakdown 
and production scheduling. 

Script breakdown is performed 
manually. All essential script informa
tion - the number of script pages per 
scene, the scene number, set descrip
tion , interior /exterior, and day /night 
- is entered in the first screen's first 
field. MacToolkit lets you have five 



It's As Plain As 

After 3 years and over 25,000 drives shipped, Warp Nine continues . 

to manufacture the highest quality drives for Macintosh® Computers. 


Ibe Photon 20, 30, 40, 80, 
andNEW60 
Quality and VALUE separate the 
Photon series from other drives in 
their class. MacUser says 'The WatJJ 
Nine (Photon 20) delivers excellent 
value" and "1be support from the 
manufacturer was very good. " 

All Photon drives feature ... 
• FAN COOLING to move the air 
through the drive front to back, not 
out the bottom where it will reheat 
your drive, unlike our competition. 
• AUTO HEAD PARKING to insure 
that data is safe while transporting. 

Photon20 $499.00 
Photon30 $599.00 
Photon 40 $699.00 
Photon60 $799.00 
Photon80 $1199.00 

Introducing Four New 
Internal Hard Drives for 
the Mac SE 
Add capacity to your Mac SE without 
replacing the existing drive. In 15 
minutes you can install our internal 
hard drive and, for hundreds less than 
Apple, gain maximum l.-apacity. 

P20i(20Mb) $475.00 
P30i(30Mb) $525.00 
P45i (45Mb) $649.00 
P80i (80Mb) $1149.00 

THE PHOTON 

20, 30, 40, 60, and 80 


THE PHASER. 800 
RoppyDrive 

MAC II 40, 80 AND 
120Mb INTER.NAIS 

MAC SE INTERNAL HARD DRIVES 

For 512k Owners 
All our hard drives work with your 

5 I 2k enhanced. Just add our easy to 

install Plusport SCSI port adapter. 

$149.00 


Sp~C 
~o~ 

Phaser BOO 
MacWorld described it as ':SO quiet it 
would be unobtrusive anywhere 
except a librmy on a Friday night." 
Works with 128, 512, MacPlus and SE. 

$169.00 

MAC II 40, 80 and 120Mb 
Internal Hard Drives 

With our design, two internal drives 
can be installed in your Mac II. 
Comes with everything you need to 
mount into your Mac 11 in less than 
five minutes. 

4011(19ms) $749.00 
80 II (19ms) $1149.00 

120 II (28tns) $1649.00 

One year Warranty: 

All Warp Nine products come with 

a one year warranty. 

30 Day "money back" guarantee: 

[f in the first thirty days of owning 

your Warp Nine product you are 

dissatisfied in any way, send it back to 

us for a refund of the unit price. 


EASY ORDER.ING. 

FAST DELWERY. 

DIRECT FROM 1HE MANUFACIVRER. 


1-800-654-5294 
. ..... "·::.:.~'ft.~ l 

- VISA I .!'\ · " I. ...... _ '.., 

Macintosh and Mac SE arc tradcm:uks ofApple Computer, Inc. 
MacWorld is a pubJJC'Jtion of PCW Communicat ions, Inc. -9MacUscr is a publication o f Ziff Communlcatlon.< Co. 

WUPllNllHG01IWIG 

2644 Patton Road• Roseville, MN 55113 · 
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response keys. 

our 
overit. 

''It beats the Apple® board hands 
down'.' 

That's how Macintosh Today
judged the MAC-101,™our 
advanced keyboard for the 
Macintosh:" 

It's not hard to see why.
With the MAC-101,you can 

work the same fast, simple way 
your mouse works-without 
leaving your keyboard 

And turn functionless func
tion keys into a major resource. 

It's the only keyboard that works 
with every model Macintosh. 

It's also the only one Microsoft® 
recommends for Word® 3. 

And the only one Aldus® 
recommends for PageMaker.® 

Function is 
as function does. 

Since the function keys on an 
Apple Extended Keyboard can't 

We make lite MAC- JOI/or 
every Mac model- from 128 to fl. 

otherwise need numerous key
strokes-or mousestrokes-can 
now be assigned to just one key.

So you can rip right through 
your work.Without unnecessary 
detours to the mouse. 

Feeling is believing. 
Obviously the MAC-101 is great 
news for every Mac user. 

But for IBM® types who are 
feeling their way around on the 

The MAC-JOI lets you execute program commands with a keystroke- wit/tout ltaving to reach/or the mouse. 

relate to most Macintosh soft
ware, their only real function is to 
take up space.

But the MAC-101 can find 
function keys a real job.By using 
our 101-Keys"'enhancement soft
ware to assign them dozens of 
mouse or keyboard commands. 

Even functions that would 
All individual trademarks and copyrights are acknowledged 

Mac, the news is even greater. 
Because our keyboard is laid 

out in a standard configuration 
that's identical to the IBM PC. 

Which means that anyone
who's used to an AT or PS/2-or 
a Selectric~for that matter-will 
instantly know the MAC-101 like 
the back of their hand. 

And type on it accurately, with 
the confident touch that comes 
only from our tactile, positive

"Clearly
in a class by itself' 

That's how MACazine sizes up 
the MAC-101While 

MacWEEK calls it "the 
most important accelerator you 
can buy for a Macintosh:' 

You can buy it for under $195
software 
included 
And since 
it carries a 
two-year 
warranty, 
you'll be 
enhancing
your piece ._____,Iii:::~ 
of mind right 
along with 
your Mac. 

So call 800/
826-5398 (in 
California 800/
592-9602) and 
find out where you can layyour 
hands on the MAC-101 

Once you do, you won't let go. 

Ours is the 
only keyboard that 's 
recommended by Microsoft 
and Aldus/or Word 3 and 
PageMaker. 

DATADESK 

7651 Haskell Ave. Va11 Nuys, CA 91406 •(818)780-1673 

FAX (818)780-7307 

Please circle 138 on reader service card. 
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Open Stack ... 
Introducing HyperDA-the desk accessory 

stack browser. Open and brow.;e any stack. 
copy text and graphics and even search a stack 
all vAthout leaving the current application . And. 
HyperDA works on any Mac INith 5121< of 
memory or more. 

For more information see your dealer or call 
1-ID).624-2485. 

Sym!!l!;!,ry 
761 E. L\ii....,.;iy Dr. • Mesa. AZ 85203 • (602) 844-2199 

Please circle 49 on reader service card. 
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CAMER A • 
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rant Mug lc 
Movie Magic's budgeting01 
program has a slickhtal 0 

17 ,000 interlace. This is the top 
~.18 1 sheet. The icon palette at

112.000 

76 ,590 the bottom lets you set 
179,7"1 fringes, set up globals 
79 .756 and subgroups, view data 

517.;278 
libraries, and apply168 , 1" 

94 ,372 Command-key 
31,184 equivalents.
51 ,200 
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- are used to identify who's on call 
when. One problem I encountered was 
that the program doesn't prevent du
plicate names or ID numbers. So just 
like Santa, you had better check your 
list twice. 

Once the breakdown has been en
tered, you can create the strips for the 
production's stripboards merely by in
voking a single command. Traditional
ly, stripboards have been the produc
tion manager's Bible. These hinged 
pieces of wood covered with leather (or 
vinyl), with strips of colored cardboard 
carefully arranged and secured to 
them, provide the production manager 
(PM) with an immediate, visual 
breakdown of the shoot's schedule. As 

screens, with up to 20 windows in each, 
per breakdown page. The windows are 
used for listing additional information, 
such as cast, props, special equipment, 
animals, costumes, and effects. 

These windows are text fields into 
which you can enter data directly, but 
the Cast window is one that you really 
shouldn't use in that way. To make 
sure that the cast is properly accounted 
for, the total cast list should be com
piled in the Character List dialog box 
from the Breakdown menu. In this dia
log box, each character is assigned an 
ID number and name. The ID number 
is important, because when the pro
gram builds the production board 
strips, the numbers - not the names 

Scheduling Magic 

By the time you read this, Screenplay Systems should have released their long
awaited scheduling program, Movie Magic Scheduling/ Breakdown. The com· 
pany demonstrated it at the recent Show Biz Expo in Los Angeles, and it' looks 

like an extremely powerful tool. 
On the breakdown side, Movie Magic automates and simplifies much of the 

tedious data entry that breakdown usually requires. It can take a Scriptor-generated 
report and automatically load the scene numbers, headings, and page counts. All the 
fields in the breakdown are on one screen, and they can be accessed via an icon pal
ette. When you enter elements by hand, the program automatically retrieves and 
enters unique text strin'gs based on only a fraction of the element's full name. This 
is a real timesaver when you're repeatedly using the same locations, props, and so 
on. 

The stripboard mode is in color, and it's graphically oriented so you can actually 
drag the strips around on-screen. Movie Magic will print to a laser printer. If you use 
Screenplay System's perforated strip paper (called Striper! Paper) , the strips can 
then be slipped into clear, colored, plastic strip holders (called Striperf Strips) that 
provide standardized colors and fit into traditional stripboards. The printed strips 
also have bar codes on them, so that if the strips are rearranged on the set, all the 
PM has to do to update his or her Mac is to run a bar-code reader over the codes. 

Movie Magic Scheduling/ Breakdown will be the first program from Screenplay 
Systems to feature their Macintosh Compatibility Package, which lets DOS users 
have the same functionality as their Mac compatriots. There's more to say about 
MCP, but you'll have to read New on the Menu to find out the rest. 
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WHEN APPLE AND DIGITALWANTED 

TOTALK,THEYCAME TO US. 


For good reason. 
Because we make it simple for 

Apple Macintosh and Digital VAX 
systems to join the same network. 

And open the lines of 
communications. 

For instance, we utilize 
AppleThlk for VMS, the sole pub
lished standard platform for net
working on the VAX. We're also 
the one company that offers complete solutions. 

Such as AlisaTalk~ which puts AppleTalk on the 
VAX. And includes AlisaShare~ the only 100% AppleShare, VAX/VMS based, 

full-function file seiver. 
lji:i:i;;;:::;;;::;;a TSSnet~ a package for the Mac that lets it 

communicate over DECnet networks as a Phase IV 
end node. 

And SequeLlnk:M which allows Macs access to 
Digital system host SQL databases. 

We can also hook you up with Kinetics FastPath, EtherPort II, EtherPort 
SE, EtherSC, and everything in between. 

So when you want the right Mac-VAX connections, call or write to 
Alisa Systems. .. .~ The talk of the computer industry. 

3-"'.,~Alisa So/Stems n 1c. 
We, keep everybody talking. 
Please circle 5 on reader service card. 

d~tln.,1tw
TARGET 221 East 'Mtlnut Street, Suite175 Pasadena, CA 91101 (818 )792-9474 
AWARDS Alisa and AINJ3lk,and AlisaShare are l!adcmaoo or All" ~tcm.1, loc., Apple, Macintosh, Appl<!rill< kl< VMS, and AppleShare are trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc.. D€C. VM, VMS, and DEOiet are trademarl<I or 

"' ' ' ' ' ' Digital Equipment Co<p.1S.5net ~a l!ademari o1Thw>l1t SolMre S)stems.SequeUnlc ~a trademarl< or GnOsls.Ri.stl'ath, Etherlbrt II, Eiherl\in SE. and EtmSC are trademarl<I ol Kinetics, Inc. 
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• The Producers 

"low tech" as it may seem, these 
boards are still the standard, so it isn't 
surprising that MacToolkit repro
duces the look of a stripboard in its 
scheduling mode. 

The information on each strip is 
loaded directly from the breakdown, 
and the strips are then placed onto a 
representation of a stripboard. Avail
able strips are cut and pasted into the 
final board, where they can then be 
rearranged by cutting and pasting. 
MacToolkit will also sort and place the 
strips for you. So if your star will be 
available only for the first half of the 
shoot, you can automatically pull all 
the strips with the star's ID number in 
the cast list and schedule them first. 

Although it did bomb on me twice, 
MacToolkit did do what it was sup
posed to do. But it does have limita
tions. First, the current version doesn't 
support color, so the kind of standard 
color coding PMs use for things like 
interior/exterior or day/night isn't 
possible on screen . Second, to put the 
printed strips into an actual stripboard 
that a PM can take to the set requires 
the use of some colored label stock that 
has to be pressed onto actua l strips. 
And third, there's no provision for 
automatically rearranging the sched 
ule on the Mac if the PM has to adjust 
the schedule on the set. Once the strips 
are moved on the board, someone has 
to sit down at the office and laborious
ly match the Mac to the board by 
hand. 

THE MAC ON THE 
CUTTING ROOM FLOOR 

Once your footage is in the can, the 
Mac can help you with your editing. If 
you're cutting on video for a final video 
composite, there's Edit Lister. If 
you're transferring from film to video 
for editing and back to film for the 
final release, there's Edge Writer. 

Edit Lister, from Comprehensive 
Video Supply, is an off-line edit-l ist 
manager that will compile a list of all 
your SMPTE time-code in/out points. 
This list can then be dumped directly 
into an on-line system, such as a CMX. 
To get the time-code numbers into 
Edit Lister, you can either enter them 
by hand from a window dub (a copy of 
your original footage, with the time

•code numbers superimposed on the im
age in their own window) or you can 
connect your Mac to an off-line system 
and have the off-line suite enter them 
automatically while you edit. This is 
obviously the preferred method, and 
the Mac can be connected to the edit
ing system via an RS-232 cable. Pin 
diagrams are provided in the manual if 
you want or need to build your own. 

For those who need telecine conver
sion, there's Edge Writer. The problem 

for people who shoot on film, edit on 
video, and return to film for their final 
compositing is that frame-accurate 
sync is hard to maintain. Transferring 
from 24 frames per second (fps) film to 
30-fps video (NTSC) and then back to 
24-fps film entails some pretty ugly 
calculations. EdgeWriter was de
signed to solve this problem. Unlike 
the other products mentioned here, 
however, Edge Writer involves both 
hardware and software, so it's definite

* me Edl1 Go 
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EdgeWrlter's frame data 
can be dumped into a 
HyperCard database for 
easy access. Each shot 
gets its own card, listing 
(among other things) its 
edge numbers and 
corresponding SMPTE 
time codes. 

24-30-24. No, those 
aren't Miss America's 
measurements, they're 
the frame rates you have 
to pass through when 
going from film to video 
and back to film. 
EdgeWriter can control 
your transfer and keep 
you In frame-accurate 
sync all the way. 

It doesn't win any points 
for looks, but Edit Lister 
will compile an on-line 
compatible list ol your 
off-line video edits. The 
box at the top lets you 
specify the sources and 
In/out points. The 
scrolling list at the 
bottom is the actual edit· 
list data. 
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761MB 

761MB 

761MB 

761MB. 761MB 

761MB 

761MB 

761MB 761MB 761MB 

PRESENTING THE LARGEST STORAGE 

CAPACITY AVAILABLE FOR MACINTOSH NETWORKS: 


MEMORYBANK FROM NORTHERN TELECOM. 

Memorybank* offers up to 761 MB formatted capacity, all on a single disk. 
Thats the largest storage system available for Macintosh** networks. 

Since the Memorybank is the core of your local area network, 
we also gave it extra reliability. Like a full-function tape backup for 
data-safe operation.And a comprehensive two-year disk warranty. 

Fast disk response is another plus. An 8" disk and SCSI bus 
technology provide fast data seeks and data transfers. 

Memorybank is compatible with major networking hardware and 
software like AppleShare;'*TOPS; Ethenalk** and LANSTAR* AppleTalk:'* 
It also supports the NUX** operating system. 

The Memorybank offers a range of capacity levels depending on 
your specific storage requirements. From 261 MB all the way up to 5 
gigabytes by daisy-chaining additional units. 

For more information on how the Memorybank can put more 
byte in your LAN,return the attached card or 
call 1-800-521-3278. In Michigan, call ~ nu1thatn 
313-973-4625. • ...... talacum 

Please circle 88 on reader service card. 



MacFortran''t 77 

World's Most Popular 

FORTRAN 77 for Mac 


MacFortran V2.3 
Full ANSI 77 with debugger. No limit on 
code or data size. Full Mac toolbox 
support. $295 NCP. 

MacFortran/020 
ANSI 77, 6a020/6aaa1 and 6a030/ 
6aaa2, Mac II ROMS, large linker, VAX 
and FORTRAN ax extensions and Multl
Flnder. Create clickable applications. 
$495 NCP. 

MacFortran/AUX 
New RAT technology. 
RAT (RISC Architecture Technology) 
compiler provides full ANSI 77, IEEE 
P754, MIL-STD-1753 also, VAX/ VMS 
and ax extensions. COMPLEX* 16, NAME
LIST and more. Mac and command line 
interface. Full toolbox support. $495 NCP. 

MacFortran/MPW 
Comming late 1988 when Apple intro
duces MPW 3.0. Based on RAT tech
nology-fullycompatible with SANE, SADE 
(MPW debugger) and MPW 3.0. Only for 
sao2016aaa1 machines. Call for details 
$495. 

MacFortran/88 
FORTRAN compiler for Motorola Maaooo 
17 MIP RISC CPU. 100% source com
patible with A/UX and MPW compilers. 
Call for details. 

Updates (Prices do not include freight) 
MacFortran - > MacFortran 2.3 $50. 
MS FORTRAN-> MacFortran 2.3 $50. 
MacFortran - > MacFortran/020 $100 

credit. 

Order direct 

Telephone Orders Welcome 
(313) 853-0050 

ab§iiEft
Scientific/Engineering Software 
2781 Bond Street 
Auburn Hills, MI 48057 
Telex 235608 FAX (313) 853-0108 

MacFortran. MacF0'1rant020. MacForttant AUX, MacFortran!MPW. 
MacForttanl88X. RAT are trademarlcs of Absoft. Maciniosh, A/ UX 
MPW are lrademarks ot Apple Computer, VAX are llademarks of 
Digital Equipment 

Please circle 82 on reader service card. 
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ly not for the fai nt of pocketbook. 
EdgeWriter starts the telecine pro

cess with someone (usually an assis
tant editor) entering the original film's 
edge numbers into a specially prepared 
Excel spreadsheet - the same job that 
that assistant would have performed 
anyway, except the numbers are being 
entered into a computer and not a log 
book. The film and the mag sound are 
then synchronized on the telecine, and 
the edge numbers are loaded into the 
Edge Writer. The Mac now becomes 
the telecine's controller, and you can 
start and stop the transfer or just trans
fer selected shots. Edge Writer writes 
the edge numbers into the video as it 
controls the transfer. When the edited 
video comes back, the film edge num
bers can be recovered and printed out 
as a list for the workprint and negative 
cutters. And in case they've forgotten 
where all those shots are, Edge Writer 
also has a HyperCard database that 

Directory 
American lntelliware 
P.O. Box 6980 
Torrance, CA 90504 
(213) 533-4040 
Scriptwriter; $495 
Storyboarder; $495 

BASELINE 
838 Broadway 
New York, NY 10003 
(212) 254-8235 
Information line in New York 

BASELINE 
8929 Wilshire Blvd. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 
(213) 659-3830 
Information line in California 

Comprehensive Video Supply 
148 Veterans Drive 
Northvale, NJ 07647 
(201) 797-7990 
Edit Lister; $900 

EdgeWriter 
30 Berry Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957-1744 
EdgeWriter; Price varies depending on 
configuration. 

Max3 
9538 Brighton Way #332 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210 
(213) 271 -1112 
CineWrite; $495 
MacToolkit Production Budgeter; $750 
Mac Toolkit Production Scheduler; $750 
MacToolkit Package; $1,450 

Screenplay Systems 
150 E. Olive Avenue, Suite 305 
Burbank, CA 91502 
(818) 843-6557 
Movie Magic Budgeting; $595 
Movie Magic Scheduling/Breakdown; 
$695 ($595 if purchased with Movie 
Magic Budgeting) 
Scriptor; $295 

VIDEOMAN 
(213) 666-8588 
Data line only 
Settings: 300, 1200, 2400 baud. 
No parity, 1 or 2 stop bits. 

imports the data right off that original 
Excel spreadsheet and gives each shot 
its own card. 

CALL IT AWRAP 
Even with all these packages, the 

Mac still isn't playing leads, but it is 
gaining in popularity. While your soft 
ware choices are still limited, there are 
enough products to cover you from 
writing to post-production. True, copy 
protection (boo, hiss) is de rigueur, 
and none of these packages is cheap. 
But the cost of buying a few of them to 
go with your Mac will be a lot less than 
hiring an army and, in the end, proba
bly a lot more effective. ~ 

RUSSELL ITO WAS A FILM PRODUCTION MA· 

JOR IN COLLEGE. IN HIS COPIOUS SPARE 

TIME, HE WRITES SCREENPLAYS THAT DO 

NOT FEATURE ROBOTS. MARTIANS, CUTE 

CHILDREN. CAR CHASES. OR FORMER BODY 

BUILDERS WITH SPEECH IMPEDIMENTS. 
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Simpler 

Samplers 


Is it live or is it MIDI hex? Only your 
sampler knows for sure. 

In the world of music performance 
and recording, the 1980s have be
longed to the digital sampler. From 

the rep-, rep-, repetitious lyrics of rap 
to the techno-babble of Max Head
room, the technology of digital sound 
sampling has been at center stage since 
the decade began. 

Sampling is the practice of record
ing, processing, and playing back 
acoustic sounds with an electronic de
vice called, of all things, a sampler. 

. Samplers have all kinds of built-in mi
crocircuitry, but they become even 
more powerful when hooked to an in
dependent computer. Sound waves can 
be represented in a number of graphi
cal formats to make them easier to 

BY TIM 

(.!) 
z 
:::> 
UJ_, 
0 "" 0..., 

work with, so the Mac's interface 
makes it the ideal partner for any sam
pler. If you're new to sampling, the 
sidebar "Connecting the Dots" pro
vides a basic introduction to the con
cepts involved. 

The evolution of sampling has pro
gressed as a dialectic, a tension be
tween two technological and economic 
poles, each moving gradually toward 
the other (see the sidebar "A Sampler 
Sampler" for a history of the origin of 
the various sampler species). The 
Macintosh has been involved with 
sampling for a while, but now more 
than ever it's playing some of the key 
passages in this movement, and there
in lies a story. 

TULLY 
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DESIGNER SOUNDS 
The first successful Macintosh sam

ple-editing program to come onto the 
scene was the aptly named Sound De
signer, developed by the California
based Digidesign. Originally, there 
were separate and incompatible Sound 
Designer programs for each of the 
samplers it supported, but the latest 
version supports most of the samplers 
currently on the market. 

Sound Designer loads a sample 
from a sampler into the Mac's ran
dom-access memory (RAM) and dis
plays it in either of two different 
graphic formats. While the sample is 
in RAM, the program provides the 
tools to do any tailoring one could 
wish. 

Truncation, for example, is one of 
the first operations most samples need. 
Even carefully taken samples usually 

Fiie Edit Display Calibra t e Tools Mode 

pi ano 

·100 I 

This might be a complex 
sound wave displayed in 
Sound Designer. Then 
again, It might be a day 
in the life of a California 
seismograph. 

Most musical instruments 
(like this piano sample 
displayed in Sound 
Designer) have complex 
wave forms that show 
distinct attack, sustain, 
and release stages. 

The Sound Designer 
loop-splicing features let 
you fix mismatched 
looping points (like the 
ones shown) that would 
otherwise create 
unwanted noise. 

include a certain amount of silence re
corded at their beginnings and/or 
ends. Since memory is always at a pre
mium, and since you want to control 
how soon your sample starts and stops 
after you hit or release a key, you'll 
want to snip off these silent heads and 
tails. While most samplers include a 
truncation function, finding the exact 
byte that exists at the border between 
silence and sound is difficult. Typically 
the budget sampler handles this by 

Atthe end of 

a session spent editing 

samples, one usually 

attributes a new and near

religious meaning to the 

concept of trial and error. -

presenting you with a series of num
bers - byte values - on its liquid
crystal display. You scroll through 
these, one screen at a time, until you 
find one that looks different enough 
from the last (or next), whereupon you 
delete the part you hope is the garbage, 
play the sound to see how close you 
came, and so on. At the end of a session 
spent editing samples this way, one 
usually attributes a new and near
religious meaning to the concept of tri
al and error. 

Load a sample into Sound Designer, 
however, and it displays the waveform 
of the whole sample on an x,y-axis. 
Once you've used this overview to get a 
general idea of the area you want to 
change, you can zoom in to see detail 
as fine as an individual period of a 
sound wave. It's a snap to find any part 
of the sample with a map like this. 
Once you've found the beginning and 
end of the silence (or any other part of 
the sample you don' t want to keep), 
ordinary Mac select and cut proce
dures will get rid of it. 

The second principal way to edit a 
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sample is to "loop" it. Another memo
ry-conserving trick, looping also lets 
you control how long a sampled note 
sustains when it 's played. Think of a 
note played on a keyboard as being 
divided into three parts: attack, sus
tain, and release. The attack is the 
very beginning of a note, governing 
how quickly the sound rises to its vol
ume or full harmonic richness after 
you hit the key. For example, a 
plucked string or an organ note at
tacks immediately, a piano a bit slow
er, a bowed string slower yet. Sustain 
is what the sound does while you hold 
the key down: an organ will sustain 
forever, a piano will gradually die. 
Likewise, the organ note stops as soon 
as you release the key, the piano de
cays more slowly, and so forth . To 
make sure your sampled sound sus
tains exactly as long as you want, you 
can find a short section of it following 
the attack, and tell the sampler to loop 
that section - to play it over and over 
again - until you release the key, at 
which time it plays the tail you've set. 

Unfortunately, musical sounds 
nearly all change continuously as they 
sustain. (Well, it 's fortunate for the 
music, but it makes sample editing 
tougher.) As a result , finding the right 
section to loop is the event that holds 
the record for prematurely ending the 
careers of most potential samplists. 
The auto-looping functions built into 
many samplers are not known for ease 
of use or success rate, but the looping 
windows in Sound Designer make it 
easy to find compatible beginning and 
ending loop points whose amplitude, 
phase, and other attributes will make 
the loop sound smooth and musical. 

Crossfade looping functions help 
even more. With just a few key
strokes, you can fade a loop's crossing 
points up and down in volume to 
smooth things further. These tech
niques produce essentially flawless 
loops and let you do it downright pain
lessly. 

Sound Designer also offers a 
paletteful of such functions as mixing 
two or more samples to play simulta
neously; merging two samples (letting 
you create, for example, a sound that 
has the attack of a trumpet and sus
tains with the sound of a cello); and 

Connecting the Dots 

Just what, the generally-well-informed-yet-techno-musically-innocent Mac user 
might well ask, is a sampler? How indeed does a computer record music? 
These are good questions. 

A sampler is essentially a computer that records and plays back sound waves. To 
make sense of this, we need to know a bit about the ways sound waves function, so 
hang on for a little cyber-acoustics. 

When an object - say a piano string or a loudspeaker cone - vibrates, it 
continuously compresses and decompresses the air around it, creating a wave or 
series of peaks and valleys, like those in a puddle after you 've tossed a stone in it. 
When the wave hits our ears, we perceive it as sound. The faster the peaks and val
leys come (that is, the higher the wave's frequency), the higher-pitched the sound 
sounds; the taller the wave 's peaks and the lower its valleys are, the louder it 
sounds. Different wave shapes (sound waves can be shaped like anything from the 
smooth rolling curve of a sine wave to the printout of a politician on a polygraph) 
produce different timbres, or colors. 

Sound waves - like all waves - exist as unbroken, continuous events: The air 
gets compressed and then decompressed in one uninterrupted motion. This is an 
analog event. We can represent that wave as a series of numbers - a digital event. 
This can be graphically displayed as a connect-the-dots picture showing numerous 
individual events; with enough dots, the image starts to look like a continuous line, 
or the original analog event. If you 're still with me, there's only one more piece of 
esoterica to go. 

A microphone converts a sound wave into a continuous electrical current that has 
frequency, amplitude, and shape that are analogous to the sound wave. It can send 
that current to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which measures the amplitude 
of the wave at a number of given instants and generates digital data representing the 
measurements. Each measurement is a sample of the wave, and the number of 
measurements taken per second is the sampling rate. 

This series of samples effectively represents the analog event in a digital form 
that is recorded in a computer. Then, through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), 
the sampler's internal computer can turn these numbers back into an electrical 
current that, when pumped through something like your stereo system, can again 
become a sound, more or less identical to the original. If the sampling rate Is fast 
enough - that is, if the dots are close enough together - your ear won't know the 
difference. 

Digital, as opposed to old-fashioned analog, recording has lots of benefits. With 
powerful enough hardware and software, the quality of a digital recording can beat 
the pants off most analog recordings, compact discs being the most familiar 
example. More to the point here, though, is that the digital nature of a sampled 
sound is as protean as you can get. Sample a pitched sound, say a piano playing 
middle C, and play back the samples at a slower rate than the one at which it was 
sampled, and bingo, you get a note pitched below middle C. Play it back faster, you 
hear a higher note. Build a sample playback machine with a piano-style keyboard 

using a pencil to redraw any part of should, if past is prologue, be another 
the sound wave. A digital parametric giant step for samplekind . 
equalizer accurately shapes a sample 
harmonica lly, and a Fourier trans TURBO POWER 
form function lets you analyze a wave Turbosynth is a new program from 
as a group of frequencies and their Digidesign that gives jaded sampler
envelopes, instead of as an amplitude players a way to create samples with a 
changing over time. combination of contemporary digital 

Sound Designer set a standa rd for technology and early synthesizer con
flexible , functional, and stable sam cepts. 
ple-editing software. This develop Many of the original synthesizers 
ment put major might into the Mac (the best-known being the Moog and 
based, modular sampling system. A Arp instruments of the '60s and '70s) 
rewritten version is in the works that were modular; they used a collection of 
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Di gi tal sample points: Rnolog Waueform: 

Figure 2 

An analog sound wave 
can be represented In 
digital "connect-the· 
dots" form. If the dots 
are close enough, your 
ear won't know the 
difference. 

that triggers playback at various rates, and you have a device that can play any 
sound in the cosmos from a keyboard. 

But that's just the start. We now have the situation quite familiar to the computer
literate: we 've turned a real-world (analog) phenomenon into (digital) computer 
fodder. Like words in a word processor or numbers on a spreadsheet, once we 've 
got that data digitized, we can use software to do anything we want with it: Run it 
backward, run it forward, delete pieces, repeat pieces, add two together, thin it out, 
fatten it up, and so on. That's why a graphics-oriented computer like the Mac can be 
a sampler's best friend; you can add new features and innovations without having to 
buy new sampling hardware. 

It's not just the flexibility but also the quality of sampled sound that makes 
musicians froth at their collective mouths. The sounds of synthesizers (the "other" 
electronic instrument) have improved continually from the beginning of their 
history. But in the early '80s, their sound palettes still seemed somewhat limited 
and wooden, so the idea of being able to load just one magic box with a "real" piano 
and a "real" violin - not to mention one's favorite tire screeches, James Brown 
hollers, and the complete works of Curly, Larry, and Moe - was an offer no 
electronic musician could refuse. 

Since they're computers, samplers work well or poorly for the same reasons as 
any processor. One needs RAM and a nice wide bit path - more is always better in 
both cases. (In sampling, this adds up to more and/or longer sounds.) Processing 
speed and power are helpful, too; and of course, the right software, both systems 
and applications, has to be developed (usually slowly) to let the user get at the data 
and push it around. So, like any other computer, samplers started off big and 
expensive, then got smaller, less expensive, and more capable. 

electrical circuits - one or more oscil
lators to create a waveform and a num
ber of other kinds to modulate this 
waveform in sundry ways - to build 
up a natural- and musical-sounding 
tone. None of th'es.e circuits (modules) 
were connected unless the player used 
a patch cord to hook them together. 
Imagine a program that does this, but 
with software and all in the digital do
main. Add a few new twists, and 
you've got the basic idea behind Tur
bosynth. 

Basic sound-generating waveforms 

are represented in a window by an icon 
and can be reshaped by ten preset tools 
that modulate, stretch, soften, ampli
fy, compress, and otherwise mold the 
sound, which is then linked, using a 
patch cord tool, to any of twelve mod
ules. The shaped, modified, and modu
lated waveform is routed, finally, to 
the mixer tool, which combines every
thing digitally into one wave. This 
wave can then be dumped to any of ten 
samplers currently on the market. It 
can then be played just like a "real" 
sample. 

Although the modular concept is an 
old idea, Turbosynth includes a num
ber of functions that no Arp 2600 ever 
had. In addition to the 15 on-board 
synth~sizer-type waveforms, you can 
use any Sound Designer sample or 
draw a wave with the pencil tool. 
You're not restricted to using just one 
waveform, either. Turbosynth lets you 
string a number of waves along a time
line so that, when triggered, the sound 
will crossfade smoothly from one into 
the other according to the time you 
specify. This directly combats one of 
the more durable betes noires of both 
sampled and synthesized sound: the 
static waveform. To be perceived by 
humans as musical, a sound usually 
needs to evolve harmonically over 
time. 

While most acoustic musical instru
ments produce tones that have this 
quality, it takes a lot of circuitry and 
memory to create this effect electroni
cally. This is one of the reasons synthe
sizers can sound flat or wooden, and 
over the last few decades, a good deal 
of research and development have 
gone into overcoming this limitation. 
Turbosynth's Crossfade function not 
only can create a waveform with the 
subtle harmonic changes of a natural 
sound but also lets you invent a wave 
that evolves smoothly from one sound 
into a completely different one; a 
trumpet attack might sustain with the 
sound of a violin, then decay with a 
piano sound. 

The waveform can be patched 
through various modules, including 
envelope generators for both filter and 
amplitude and such digital signal pro
cessing as delay, pitch shifting, and 
modulation to add flanging, chorus
ing, echo, and other common effects. 
More arcane modules shape a wave 
according to different preset or pencil
drawn scales or stretch it with a resyn
thesis algorithm. My personal favor
ite, the Spectral Inverter, flip-flops the 
low-frequency components of a wave 
with those of the higher half to create 
effects that seem to vary with the na
ture of the sound. This digital doodad 
generates effects that are not quite like 
anything else and have to be heard to 
be appreciated. 

The program also offers a powerful 
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looping function, much like the one in 
Sound Designer, whereby a pair of 
markers define the beginning and end 
of a loop and display them in adjoining 
windows to help find compatible loop 
points. What's more, in addition to its 
normal functioning, a loop can itself be 
extracted and used as a sound-generat
ing waveform. 

TRANSMUTE 'N' COMPUTE 
Alchemy is the new player from 

Blank Software. The manual says the 
program is "the first universal stereo 
sampling editing network and because 
of that it's revolutionary in many 
ways." While the people at Blank Soft
ware have done their homework quite 
assiduously, and the program has a 
whole lot going for it, I'm not so sure 
about ''revolutionary." In fact - to 
invoke a cliche - Alchemy is not so 
much revolutionary as it is evolution
ary. The program owes a debt to 
Sound Designer; many of its features 
and operations are similar or identical. 
This isn't meant as a denigration; the 

Slow Attock Bross E!ll 

graphics conventions both programs 
use to display sound waves are stan
dards of acoustic physics and weren' t 
invented by Sound Designer any more 
than were the kinds of editing that 
samples require. That Alchemy uses 
concepts, visuals, and functions proved 
effective by prior efforts is to its credit. 
Even more so are the enhancements it 
embodies. 

Alchemy first displays a waveform 
on a time and amplitude x,y-axis, 
where, by selecting all or pa rt of the 
wave, you can cut, copy, paste, delete, 
and reverse the selection . The Clip
board contents can also be mixed with 
the contents of the open window (so 
both sounds play at once), with a fea
ture allowing alignment of either the 
beginnings or ends of the waves being 
mixed. The Extract feature facilitates 
truncation by deleting everything ex
cept the selected section. 

GRAND SAMPLE STATION 
Alchemy bills itself as the commu

nications and storage hub of a network 

Fiie Edit Process Network Windows Action 
Alchemy's main Edit 
screen and palette of 
tools pack a lot of power 
into even a 9-inch screen. 

Process Network Windows Action 

Harmonic Spectrum: Slam Rttnck: Bran 
The Harmonic Synthesis 
window in Alchemy 
shows the frequency 
components of a sound 
(instead of the way the 
sound changes over 
lime). 

of samplers: DAN, the Distributed 
Audio Network. Version 1.0 I supports 
the Akai S900, Ensoniq EPS and Mi
rage, IMS Dyaxis sample-to-disk sys
tem , and E-mu Emax and SP 1200 
(Emulator III support is forthcom
ing). One might suppose that the si
multaneous presence of even two of 
these units presupposes that the soft
ware is being used in a high-end re
cording studio. But the network ap
proach also lends a flexibility to "the 
rest of us," working with but a single 
sampler. Alchemy's ability to load a 
sample from nearly any sampler, edit 
it, and then send it to any other sam
pler is a blessing to anyone looking to 
upgrade to a better sampler, or for the 
occasional project where using a dif
ferent instrument is necessary for any 
of the usual reasons: better quality, 
convenience, or the insistence of a cli
ent. 

Alchemy's tool palette resides to the 
left of its windows. It's a nonstandard 
palette in that it's always visible, cov
ering up part of even the active window 
if it impinges on the palette's space. 

Of the tools you'd expect, there is a 
pencil for drawing waves and parts of 
waves; loop start and end markers; and 
a tool that opens the loop splice-point 
window. There are tools that zoom in 
and out incrementally or, with the 
Command key, all the way; loop mark
er selectors; axis markers; and a tool to 
activate the select function . 

In addition, one click on the appro
priate palette tool will fade all or part 
of a wave in or out at one of four selec
table rates. The Crossfade tool auto
matically mixes the selected wave with 
the wave on the Clipboard so that one 
fades out as the other fades in . These 
functions work fast and simply to help 
mix two sounds smoothly into one. 

The Scaling tool lets you change the 
overall volume of the sound just as eas
ily by dragging a dotted line up or 
down. An Invert tool turns the wave 
upside down, for use in mirror looping, 
and the replicate icon fills a selected 
range with as many duplicates of the 
wave in the Clipboard as will fit. This 
helps lengthen single-period waves and 
can be used to create echos. 

Alchemy's Fourier transform func
tion displays the harmonic spectrum 
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abetter product-at any price-than MacPEAK. 


The Orion SE also supports two co-processors:the 

The Orion'" SE""'.. 25Accelerator. A 
full-featured multispeed accelerator 
card for the Macintosh SE, the Orion SE 
replaces the SE's standard 8 MHz 
68000 microprocessor with a 68020 

processor, running at either 20 or 25 MHz. 

68851 Memory Management Unit, and either a68881 or a 
68882 Math Co-processor. The Math Co-processor performs 
math operations up to 100 times faster than astock S£ Addi
tionally, using the Orion SE's 8 standard SIMM sockets, users 
can expand to a full 8 megabytes. The result ofall this power is a 
machine that's able to outperform aMac II by as much as 3 times! 

The Orion One Accelerator. The 
Orion One is an entry·level accelerator 
card for the Macintosh Plus or Macin
tosh S£ The Orion One replaces the 
native 8MHz 68000 with a faster 16 
MHz68000and /6kofzero-wait

state static RAM. The result up to 2.5 times 
better performance. The Orion One also supports an optional 
68881 Floating Point Math Co-processor. Using the optional 
68881, math-intensive applications can see performance in
creases inexcess of30 times. 

The Orion I13'V25 Accelerator. 
The Orion II isastate-of-the-art 
accelerator for the Macintosh II. 

68020 with a25 MHz 68030, supported by 256k of 
singNuBus, itreplacestheMacl/'s 16MHz 

zero-wait-state static RAM. Users can optionally add up to a 
megabyte ofstatic RAM, and the new 68882 Floating Point 
Math Co-processor. The static RAM serves as ageneral function 
cache, greatly enhancing the performance ofall applications, 
including AIUX. The advanced cache technology also works 
with other Nu8us cards, like 24-bit video cards, thereby sub
stantially increasing theirperformance as well. The Orion II is 
able to boost aMac /l's performance by 2-4 times. With 
supporting applications, the 68882 is able to do floating point 
calculations up to twice as fast as the 68881. 

offeatures, such asone screen only, bigscreen only, 

Galaxy'" ECL Video Option. Available 
for the Orion One and Orion SE acceler
ators, the Galaxy Video Option provides 
acrisp 19" 1024 x 890 ECL display 
with lightning-fast refresh times. 
Using advanced C-DEV software, 

the user isable to choose from a full array 

both screens with big screen on either side {le~ or right-hand 
flexibility), image magnification, and more. 

Galaxy II. Galaxy II is MacPEAK's 19" 
Monochrome Video Controller for the 
Macintosh II, using the most ad

vanced high-speed ECL technology. 
With its bright, stable 1024 x 890 image, the 

quality ofthe Galaxy II equals the original Macintosh screen. 
One look and you'll see the difference! 

~ 
Pegasus •• Plus and SE. MacPEAK 
introduces Pegasus, a cutting-edge 
graphics system for the Macintosh Plus 
and S£ It'sa powerfiJI combination of 
Orion One accelerator technology 

and the finest ECL graphics drivers avail
able. The result isan incredibly bright, crisp large

screen display that'severy bit as goad as the original. Fast? You 
bet With its 16 MHz 68000 microprocessat and zero-wait
state --. 
draw times are up to 3 times faster 

monitor. Pegasus works wonders 
for PageMaker* and other layout 

static RAM, refresh and re-

than an ordinary large screen 
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on a bar chart, each bar representing 
the amplitude of a different partial 
(frequency component) of the sound. 
The amplitude of the bars can be 
raised or lowered by dragging, and 
bars can be cut, pasted, and mixed . 
The program then resynthesizes the 
waveform to reflect the changes, pro
vid ing limited harmonic synthesis. Al
though this is not true harmonic syn
thesis (which includes altering partials 
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continuously over time - this feature 
changes only one selected Lime span), 
this is a great way to do su rgically ac
curate edits and has a lot of potential. 

Alchemy's window arrangement is 
very friendly. The Strip and Tile fea
tures arrange the open windows top
to-bottom or in a checkerboard, and 
Overview puts a small version of the 
entire waveform above the active wi n
dow to complement any zoomed-in 

Tiled windows in 
Alchemy can mix 
diHerent types of views 
of diHerent sounds from 
diHerent samplers. The 
top two include Overview 
subwindows. In these 
Overviews, the thin 
rectangle above the wave 
shows what part of the 
wave is blown up in the 
Edit window below. 

The main Soltsynth 
window shows the partial 
envelopes and faders for 
the frequencies that 
comprise a synthesized 
sound. 

c nle Edit SmertSynth Options sempler 
You can get a closer lookfim o s llce al - .-- second1 
at each Soltsynth partial 
in the Time Slice mode. -
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view the active window displays. 
Overview also displays a small rec

tangle that indicates the area shown in 
the active window and shades whatev
er area is selected. View Number re
members up to eight of your previous 
views of the wave and recalls them at a 
click. All of this makes it easy to move 
around, mitigating the limitations of 
the Mac's small screen. 

Alchemy can create stereo samples 
and offers sophisticated digital EQ 
and signal processing. The latter will 
resample a file to make it compatible 
with any sampler and can actually in
crease a file's sample rate through a bit 
of algorithmic magic. It can also cre
ate effects such as echo, flange , chorus, 
and reverb that have traditionally re
quired additional hardware. 

Despite a couple of minor inconsis
tencies, Alchemy's manual is excel
lent, particularly its detailed and infor
mative int roduction to sampling 
theory and practice. This is an intu
itive, powerful, and fast -moving piece 
of software that adds new dimt:nsions 
to sample editing. 

Alchemy, like the rest of these pro
grams, really needs a hard di k. The 
one megabyte in my SE worked ade
quately, but . . . well , you know. 

ADDITION TRADITION 
Another Digidesign program, Soft

synth, covers the area left open by both 
Sound Designer and Alchemy. Soft
synth creates sounds for samplers that 
use additive synthesis, the process of 
building up a sound by adding together 
a stack of partials, or harmonics. 

Acoustic physics tells us that any 
sound can be created by stacking up a 
series of simple sine waves of different 
frequencies . Typically, the ampl itude 
or each frequency changes as the 
sound sustains, each in a pattern dif
ferent from the others. Softsynth's 
main screen makes easy graphic sense 
of this and shows how simple it makes 
the traditionally herculean job of addi
tive synthesis. An image that looks like 
a Daliesque landscape represents 32 
frequencies of a sound and their enve
lopes (how their amplitudes rise and 
fall over time). From back to front, 
each line is one frequency - its val ue 
indicated by the number at its left. Fol
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The first commercially available 
sampling instrument was intro
duced in 1979 by Fairlight CMI 

(for Computer Musical Instrument), a 
small company from Australia. The 
Fairlight had the whole shebang: a 
bunch of 8-bit 6800 processors; a 
monitor screen that accepted input 
from an attached lightpen; a piano-like 
keyboard with touch-sensitivity for 
putting dynamics in the music (a rare 
feature for electronic keyboards back 
then) ; digital synthesis of musical 
waveforms : a sequencer that allowed a 
musician to play an entire musical 
performance on the Fairlight, then 
have the internal computer play back 
the same performance, like a player 
piano ; and, not least of all , the abil ity 
to record digital samples. Using Its 
own 1/ 0, processors, and RAM, the 
Fairlight could remember individual 
sounds of any sort - dog barks, 
waterfalls, or grand pianos - and 
store them to be played back from its 
keyboard as pitched notes. 

NOT·SO·FREE SAMPLES 
The Fairlight rapidly became the 

darling of the mega-studio set. The 
lovely clarity of its sounds and the 
functionality brought to production by 
its sequencer and processor made it 
the instrument of choice for those who 
could pay the freight. And the freight 
went dear; the Fairlight tipped the 
scales at a cruiserweight $28,000. 

The next major step came in 1982, 
when Vermont-based New England 
Digital enhanced its high-ticket digital 
synthesizer, the Synclavier II, by giv
ing it the ability to sample whole musi
cal performances  not just individual 
samples - directly to hard disk. This 
system used a similar sampling pro
cess but, instead of saving a sample to 
RAM, it saved the sounds directly to a 
Winchester hard disk. The large stor
age available on the Winchester and 
the sophisticated number crunching 
done by the Synclavier's processor 
allowed It to store many minutes of 
sound from the Synclavier or external 
sources, like other electronic or 
acoustic instruments. (This is different 
from MIDI sequencing in which only 
MIDI data - not sound - is record
ed.) New England Digital advertises its 
product as the "tapeless studio." 

Both Fairlight and New England Digi
tal took an integrated system approach 
to their products. All the sophisticated 
processing - not to mention memory 
- needed to get a worldful of sounds 
sampled , tailored, arranged, combined, 
and generally cared for is included in 
their machines. They do a great job, but 
are affordable only by the well-heeled 
major studio or rock star, with complete 
systems easily running well into six 
figures. Whither then, the poor potential 
musician/ samplist in the street? Whith
er even the somewhat-above-average 
Joe with a bit of discretionary income 
who wants to fool around with this neat
o new technology? 

THESIS 
The answers to these questions be

gan to appear in 1981 when E-mu Sys
tems introduced the Emulator I. While 
not having the features of a Fairlight, the 
Emulator broke the sampler price barri
er, retailing for around $8,000. Soon 
after that, The Mirage, from Ensoniq, hit 
the market in a stripped-down, but pro
fessionally functional $1 ,700 package. 
Each machine had a keyboard, half a 
megabyte or less of RAM, and only the 
essentials of processing, and these 
were communicated to the user through 
a two-line liquid-crystal display. 

Despite their limitations, these units 
made sampling a financially accessible 
proposition for the aforementioned Joe, 
and the popularity of both units and 
their descendants was immense: the 
Mirage and Emulator have both sold 
thousands of units. Today, E-mu also 
makes the Emulator Ill and Emax sam
plers as well as the SP-1200 sampling 
drum machine; Ensoniq markets the En
soniq Performance Sampler: and an 
easy dozen competitors occupy the 
$1 ,600 to $10,000 price range from 
companies such as Roland, Akai, Karg, 
Kurzweil . Casio, and Yamaha. 

There are also a few samplers avail
able that go below the $200 level , al
though none of the software mentioned 
here works with such samplers. MacRe
corder, from Farallon Computing, is a 
hardware/software package (reviewed 
in the June '88 MacUser) with which 
even the most callow of us can record 
sounds digitally into the Macintosh and 
pop them straight into a HyperCard 
stack, use them as replacement beep 

sounds, or create other uses for speech, 
music, and sound effects. 

ANTITHESIS 
With the exception of the integrated 

systems (at the six-figure feet of which 
you and I can only grovel), samplers 
have pretty weak built-in computer 
power. Consequently, their ability to 
process the samples they take has been 
even more limited. 

What does processing have to do with 
it? Plenty. Creating a musically useful 
sound sample is not easy. It requires a 
good deal more than just plugging a 
microphone into a sampler input, 
squeezing the cat until he becomes a 
sound source, and sitting down to re
cord your Garfield Sings the Most Be
loved Christmas Carols album. 

Once a sample has been taken, to 
become useful as a musical tone it 
almost always needs certain modifica
tions (at least one of which - looping 
- has developed a near-mystical infa
my among the cognoscenti). As good as 
many of them are, the budget samplers 
all have a cramped user interface. Al
though most of them can do the mini
mum necessary sample editing, even 
the best communicate via a two- or 
three-line liquid-crystal display that 
barely lets the user see, let alone adjust, 
one parameter at a time. 

SYNTHESIS 
And here at last, patient Mac-reader, 

is where our favorite personal computer 
enters the fray. 

While this sampling scenario was 
working itself out, along came the Mac
intosh to effect its well-known revolu
tion in the computer/human interface. 
Rather quietly, without too many of the 
biggies catching wise, third parties be
gan developing sample editing software 
that took advantage of the Mac's user 
interface to add the needed power to the 
budget samplers in a format that made 
even non -techies comfortable. The 
growth of modular sampling systems 
began, the Macintosh entrenched at its 
center. 

At present, it may not be a 
complete stand-off, but it's not difficult 
to imagine a $3,000 sampler like E-mu 's 
Emax, along with a Mac and the right 
software, doing the same job as one of 
the high-priced spreads. 
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low a line from left to right, and its 
height shows the amplitude of that fre
quency at a given instant, time being 
indicated along the left-right axis . 

The lower half of the main screen 
looks like a set of faders on a sound
mixing board - and for good reason. 
Click and drag any fader, and you will 
raise or lower the overall amplitude of 
the partial it's assigned to. The pro
gram's unique power comes from the 
Envelope window. This screen displays 
the amplitude envelope of an individ
ual partial, to which you can make up 
to 40 changes in its amplitude with the 
same click-and-drag method. 

There is also a Tuning Contour win
dow, where you can change a partial's 
pitch envelope as you do its amplitude. 
The Time Slice function allows a 
slightly different approach where you 
edit a sound's overall amplitude at a 
series of moments, and the Smartsynth 
function generates sounds according 
to random algorithms you can modify 
using self-explanatory terms like 
"slight," "extreme," or "bend." 

Softsynth can be an important tool 
in conjunction with a sampler and a 
program like Sound Designer or Al
chemy. Its only real limitations are 
that, despite its power and friendliness , 
the work of additive synthesis is still 
time-consuming for both human and 
computer. Likewise (as with all of 
these programs), transfer time be
tween Mac and sampler is problemat
ic, which brings us to Sound Accelera
tor. 

SPEED OF SOUND 
Using any of these programs, one 

now has the choice of either listening 
to one's creations through the Mac's 
tinny speaker at 8-bit resolution - a 
severely limiting factor - or moving 
the sound back to a sampler for play
back - which takes just long enough 
to be annoying. I used the E-mu Emax, 
which helped some. Emax uses an RS
422 port to transfer data at .500,000 
bits per second (bps) versus the more 
common MIDI rate of 31,250 bps. 

Digidesign's Sound Accelerator 
card (which should be released by the 
time you read this, carrying a list price 
of $995) promises to tighten up ·this 
gap in the Mac/sampler system. 

Sound Accelerator is an add-on card 
for the Mac II and SE NuBus, based 
on the Motorola 56001 Digital Signal 
Processing chip. It produces CD quali
ty ( 16-bit, 44.1-kilohertz sample rate) 
playback of samples that have been 
loaded into the Mac from a sampler or 
a CD-ROM drive. (Several prerecord
ed sample libraries are available on 
CD and CD-ROM discs.) While any 
of Digidesign 's sample processing pro
grams are running, the card can not 
only play a sample in RAM but can 
also play the changes in the sound as 
you make them on the edit screen. 
Both the high-quality playback and 
the real-time sound alteration will save 
time and creative energy. 

MACUSER RATING 

Alchemv !!!!! 
Follows Mac rnterface • • • • IJ 
Printed Documentation • • • • IJ 
On-Screen Help None 
Performance • • • • • 
Support • • • • D 
Consumer Value • • • • • 
Comments: Alchemy loads and edits digi
tally sampled sounds from most commer
cial samplers, producing a sample com
patible with all of them. Best Features: 
Ability to work with any sampler, excel
lent manual. Worst Feature: Requires lots 
of RAM to achieve best results in most 
applications. List Price: $495. Published 
by Blank Software, 1477 Folsom Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 863
9224. Requires 512K (two megabytes of 
RAM and hard disk highly recommended) , 
MIDI or RS-422 interface, and sampler. 
Copy protected. 

MACUSER RATING 

Softslnth!!!!1h 
Follows ac Interface • 
Printed Documentation IJ 
On-Screen Help • • • • 

None 
Performance 
Support 
Consumer Value D• • • • D 

Comments: Creates sounds for additive 
synthesis samplers. Best Feature: Re
duces memory requirements for additive 
synthesis sounds. Worst Feature: Down
loading from Mac to sampler is time 
consuming. List Price: $295. Published 
by Digidesign, 1360 Willow Road, Suite 
101 , Menlo Park, CA 94025; (415) 327
8811 . Requires 512K, sampler, MIDI in
terface. Copy protected. 

To make matters even better, Digi
design and Motorola are planning to 
release a developer's kit, along with the 
Accelerator, to encourage other devel
opers to use the card in creating their 
own software. If this kind of product 
development foresight is as successful 
as it should be, it will do a lot to keep 
the fires burning in the sample soft
ware industry. ~ 

TIM TULLY HAS BEEN DOING SOUND, SAM

PLING, AND SOFTWARE FOR EVEN LONGER 

THAN HE HAS BEEN WRITING ABOUT IT. HE IS 

ALSO THE EDITOR OF ELECTRONIC MUSI

CIAN MAGAZINE AND IS VERY HAPPY TO LET 

SOMEONE ELSE DO THE EDITING FOR A 

CHANGE. 

MACUSER RATING 

Sound Designer!!!! 
Follows Mac Interface • • • • • 
Printed Documentation • • • • • 
On-Screen Help Non~ 

Performance • • • • D 
Support • • • • D 
Consumer Value • • • • D 

Comments: Set the standard for editing 
samples on lower-cost samplers. Initiated 
development of modular sampling sys
tem. Best Feature: Vastly improves on 
sample-editing abilities of the samplers it 
supports. Worst Feature: Lacks real-time 
high-fidelity playback. List Price: $495 
(Emax, E-11, 2000/ 2002, DSS-1, S900); all 
others, $395. Published by Digidesign, 
1360 Willow Road, Suite 101, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025; (415) 327-8811 . Re
quires 512K (one megabyte and hard disk 
highly recommended) , sampler, MIDI in
terface. Copy protected. 

MACUSER RATING 

Turbosynth!!!!! 
Follows Mac Interface • • • • • 
Printed Documentation • • • • • 
On-Screen Help None 
Performance • • • • • 
Support • • • • D 
Consumer Value • • • • IJ 

Comments: Turbosynth creates sounds 
for a digital sampler using modular syn
thesis techniques. Best Feature: Harmon
ic spectral inverter. Worst Feature: Lacks 
an easy method of multisampling. List 
Price: $349. Published by Digidesign, 
1360 Willow Road, Suite 101 , Menlo 
Park, CA 94025; (415) 327-8811. Re
quires : Mac Plus, sampler, MIDI interface. 
Copy protected. 
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Affordable CADD. And it's 
only the beginning. 

The CADD stands for Com
puter Aided Design and Draft
ing. W ith a suggested retai! 
price of just $99. 95, Generic 
CADD Level 1 makes the power 
of real CADD affordable. And 
it's just part of a family of · 
Generic CADD products that 
will make you more productive 
than ever before. 

Standard Mac interface for 
ease of use. 

Now you can produce accu
rate drawings with real world 
scale on the Mac Plus, Mac SE, 
or Moc II. You can edit multiple 
drawings in separate windows 
and cut and paste between 
them. CADD Level 1 is also 
multifinder compatible. 

Symbol libraries boost 
productivity. 

From office furniture to spe
cialized electronics symbols, 
our Symbol Libraries save Y?U 
the time of redrawing repeti
tive elements every time you 
need them . 

Add the power of real CADD 

to your Mac. 


Move your Macintosh draw
ings into the real world. Call us 
at 1-800-228-3601 for your free 
CADDalog or the name of your 
Generic dealer. And find out 
why we say the o~ly thin~ 
generic about us is the price. 

~ 1988 Generk Solrwore. Inc. Generic CADD level I 
· ~ not co p1otec1ed and comes \vith a 60..doy money
~\,; g:onice. Registered users get free technical 
suppor1 from Generic . . 

11 d Generic CADO are trademarks of Geneoc 
~f~o:. Inc. Macintosh is o trodemar\:. of !he Apple 
Computer Corp. 

11911 N0<1h Croek Porlwoy Sourh. Borhell, WA 98011 

Please circle 1 on reader service card. 

Generic 
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The Write Staff 

programs is emerging that can do 
things such as generate oversized 
pages with scads of staves or include 
angled beams, expression marks, and 
alternative forms of notation , all of 
which are beyond the capabilities of 
the programs that made up the first 
generation. 

They are 

strictly publishing 

programs, with hardly any 

"musical" features at all. 

-

This new generation of programs il'!

cludes HB Music Engraver, from HB 
Imaging of Orem, Utah, and Music 
Publisher, developed in Australia and 
available from Graphic Notes of Santa 
Cruz, California. More programs are 
on the way, and I'll discuss some of 
them later. These programs are pri
marily intended for music publishers, 
so performers and composers may not 
find them very useful. Designed to al
low the user to typeset music that has 
already been written down, they are 
not intended as compositional tools. 
Both HB Music Engraver and Music 
Publisher can produce professional
quality PostScript output and offer a 
relatively inexpensive alternative to 
hand-engraving for composers and 
small publishers. 

While these programs offer many 
innovations that go beyond the first 
wave of notation software, they are not 
without problems. For openers, they 
are strictly publishing programs, with 
hardly any "musical" features at all, at 
least in their first release. Neither pro
gram has any audio output, using ei
ther the Mac's own sound drivers or 
MIDI. You can get a MIDI perform
ance into Engraver, but only indirectly 
- by first recording it with Mark of 
the Unicorn's Performer sequencer, 
importing it into Professional Com
poser, and then importing that into 
Engraver. Both publishers say that, in 

subsequent releases, the programs will ditional Mac usage. Basically, if you 
allow importation of the newly ap are willing to work in the exact manner 
proved MIDI file standard (see side dictated by the program's authors, and 
bar, "Audio Files" ) and output of if you don' t make mistakes, either one 
transcribed music over MIDI. In addi can typeset music efficiently. Howev
tion, Music Publisher will soon have a er, if you have your own method or you 
step-time input mode from a MIDI like to work quickly and fix things later 
keyboard. Another missing feature in (a mode of operation which the Mac
the first releases of both programs is intosh excels at, which is one reason 
the ability to extract and print parts - why it is such a great creativity tool), 
you have to print the full score. This, you' re in trouble. 
too, will likely be implemented in the 
near future. HUGE BENEFITS 

Also, in their initial versions, these HB Music Engraver's main screen 
two programs are not in tune with tra- is a large window consisting of a single 

Under Construction 

[In our July '88 issue, Paul Lehrman recounted the trials and tribulations of using 
some of the "first-generation" notation.programs, like Deluxe Music Construction 
Set. Alt~ough these programs may not be as powerful as the latest crop of 
transcription tools, many casual copyists will find them more than adequate. Here 's 
a suggestion on how to get the most out of Deluxe Music Construction Set. It came 
to us from . a Nashville-based musician, journalist, and student named Wheat 
Williams Ill (no relation to Wil Wheaton). - Ed.] 

0ne of the main limitations of Deluxe Music Construction Set (DMCS) version 
2.0 is that it can 't calculate or display page layouts. To prepare a DMCS 
document for paged LaserWriter output, you must perform the calculations 

and format the document yourself. Berkeley System Design's screen extender, 
Stepping Out II, can make this task easier. In Stepping Out, you create an 
"extended" screen big enough to display a window containing a single page of 
formatted musical score. 

In addition, Stepping Out can display an entire "extended" screen's contents 
shrunk down to Mac screen size, and it permits you to zoom in and take a magnified 
look at any part of a DMCS score for precise symbol alignment. These abilities are 
invaluable in a music-editing situation, because scrolling through DMCS' window to 
view systems of music is prohibitively slow. 

WIDTH OR WIDTHOUT 
Page width, an easy item to calculate, will simply be the value you assign to the 

Score Width parameter in the Score Setup box. If you print out your score on the 
LaserWriter with no reduction, a width of 556 pixels (WYSIWYG default width) will 
give you output at exactly the size displayed on the screen. 

DMCS works best with the LaserWriter and Laser Prep resources found in 
System 3.2 (which should be run with.Finder 5.3) through System 4.0 (which runs 
with Finder 5.4), according to its publisher. Be warned, however; Apple recom
mends that you use the current System and drivers, and using these older Systems 
could result in other incompatibilities. 

If you want to see more music horizontally on the screen, you need to increase 
the Score Width parameter. You must also decrease the "Reduce or Enlarge" 
feature on the LaserWriter print box by the same percentage that you increased the 
width. This process might take some experimentation. 

Once you have formatted your first system, you can calculate the width of a 
Stepping Out screen. Stepping Out figures screen size in pixels, the same unit that 
DMCS uses to place elements in the score. All you have to do is take the page width 
value from above and add 17 pixels (for the main window's scroll bar) plus 48 
pixels, the width of DMCS' Note Palette window (which must be visible at all times). 
The resulting number is the screen width of Stepping Out that you will need. If you 
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This is an example of HB 
Music Engraver's 
dynamics window, 
showing a whole system 
and one of the symbol 
palettes. 

can afford the memory, increase the value by 5 or 10%, In case you need to readjust 
the score's width later. 

WUTHERING HEIGHTS 
To determine the height of your page, you will adjust the Space Above and Space 

Below parameters for each staff. As you do this, keep in mind how much space 
you'll need for lyrics between parts. To adjust for space between systems on the 
page, use the Space Above Staff commmand on Staff One. 

DMCS automatically places 26 pixels between systems and at the tops of pages 
before it even considers the Space Above Staff value. Thus, if you enter a Space 
Above Staff of 50 (this only applies to Staff One), DMCS will actually place 76 pixels 
of space on the screen. Since DMCS has no command for number of systems per 
page, you must calculate this. To start, you need to set up a mock first page by us
ing the Score Setup values you found earlier. To compute the height in pixels of 
each system in your score, add up the following: Start with 26 pixels for the extra 
space at the top of each system. Add 24 pixels for each staff in the system (24 is 
the height of each staff). Add the Space Above Staff and Space Below Staff values 
for each individual staff in the system. 

Now, multiply the above figure by the number of systems you want on one page. 
This is your preliminary value for your score's page height. You should print out the 
first mock page before you begin entering your music, because DMCS may bomb if 
you make format changes while working on a document. 

THE BOUN DS OF MUSIC 
You will have to construct a formatted page of music that will approximate a ratio 

of 0. 756 horizontal pixels to vertical pixels. (J:he print area on a sheet of paper 8 1h 
by 11 inches under Laser Prep 3.1 is 7 ~ by 10 V.. inches.) If your music can 't ac
commodate a0.756 ratio and does not print out on a single LaserWriter page, try re
ducing the LaserWriter's "Reduce or Enlarge" value by a few points (your left and 
right margins on the printout will no longer be equal). Failing that, you will have to 
readjust all of the parameters in the Score Setup window interactively, see how the 
changes make the music look on the screen, recalculate the ratio, and then see if 
they will all fit on the LaserWriter page. 

Now you can determine the height of the Stepping Out screen that will display an 
entire page in one window. Simply add 67 pixels (25 for the Macintosh menu bar, 25 
for the window's title bar, and 17 for the horizontal scroll bar) to the value of your 
page height. Again, add an additional 5% if you can afford the memory.· 

All that is left is to launch Stepping Out and construct a screen of the appropriate 
width and height. And, by all means, save the sized screen in Stepping Out's 
"Choose Your Screen" file under the name of the composition. 

- Wheat Williams Ill 

staff with a half-dozen or so notes on it, 
but no clefs, key or time signatures, or 
dynamic markings. You select a time 
value for the note you want to enter 
with the Mac keyboard or the mouse 
and then click on the staff at th~ pitch 
you want. Because the screen is so 
huge, placement of the mouse is hardly 
critical, a feature which the authors 
claim speeds up note entry and mini
mizes errors. The program can support 
50 musical voices on 50 musical staves 
- and voices can be combined on a 
staff or cross over from one staff to 
another - but the input window only 
shows one voice. 

Other musical elements besides 
notes are shown on different windows, 
only one of which can be open at a 
time. There is a screen for setting up 
formats for pages and systems (staves 
linked together, like the left and right 
hands of a piano score), another for 
placing lyrics, another for dynamic 
markings, and yet another for block 
text like titles, credits, and perform
ance instructions. 

Lyrics can be tagged to particular 
notes in a particular voice. If you type 
a space while entering text in the Lyric 
screen, the next word you type jumps 
to the next note (or rest) of the associ
ated voice. Hyphens and underline 
characters have the same effect. If you 
type a long syllable, such as the word 
through, the notes will spread out to 
accommodate it. When a page is refor
matted and measures get moved to dif
ferent systems or pages, the lyrics 
move along with the notes. 

Dynamics - including slurs, pedal
ings, glissandos, trills, fermatas, cus
tom graphic objects, and volume 
markings - are placed from a set of 
palettes on the left side of the screen. 
They too are tagged to the bar and beat 
in which they are placed. Block text is 
entered after specifying font, size, 
style, and alignment. It is locked to the 
entered page and does not move when 
a piece is reformatted. 

The program follows a complicated, 
yet sensible and comprehensive, set of 
rules for setting stem directions and 
beaming eighth and shorter notes. For 
one thing, continuous beaming of 
voices that cross staves is allowed. The 
program also deals nicely with propor-
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Knowledge Technologiesn.• Report: 

Look what happened 

when Texas Instruments and Apple® 

put their heads together. 

Introducing microExplorer™. Extraordinary capabilities. 

The AI computer for all of us. Ordinary price. 

Computers designed for symbolic pro- With its excellent user interface, open 

cessing have long been recognized as NuBus architecture and comprehensive 
providing the performance and sophisti- networking strategy, the Macintosh II 
cated software environments needed to is setting new standards for desktop 
develop complex artificial intelligence computing. 
applications. But volume delivery of With the addition of Tl's Explorer 
these applications often requires comput- chip and software environment, you 
ers that are smaller, lower in price and have higher symbolic processing perfor
that can also run a broad range of con- mance, at significantly lower cost, than 
ventional applications. ~------~ competitors' dedicated Al 

Now, for the first time, theres workstations. 
a computer that meets these For many, the availability 
needs. The new microExplorer of the microExplorer'puts 
from Texas Instruments. widespread delivery of Al 
Combining the power applications within reach for 
of Explorer™ and the first time. 
Macintosh. II. Tl's Lisp chip is Q[ the Get the best of AI

heart of tl1e Explorer 

The microExplorer com- famil y, rhe world 's most from Tl. 


bines the capabilities of Apple's powerful Al With our company-wide 
widely acclaimed Macintosh II ~U~~~;'~~~ strategy called Knowledge 
personal computer and Tis .___________.. Technologies, TI is committed 
Explorer Al workstation. You can run to helping you realize the full potential 
the same system software and powerful of Al. From our Explorer fumily to 
knowledge-based software environments expert systems software tools to knowl
as the Explorer. You can also run the edge engineering services, Tl provides 
more than 3,000 conventional appli- the most complete range of products 
cations written for the Macintosh. and services in the Al marketplace. 
What's more, you can run both software The microExplorer heralds an impor
environments concurrently, so that ap- cant new era in the evolution of artificial 
plications can be developed integrating intelligence. An era of integrated sym
the capabilities of both. bolic and conventional computing that 
Two computers in one. will make remarkable new applications 

In addition to the Mac IIS 32-bit pro- possible. Because now there's an Al 
cessor, the microExplorer features the computer for all of us. 
same powerful microprocessor used in To find out more, call Texas 
the Explorer II, the worlds most power- Instruments toll-free at 1-800
ful symbolic processing workstation. 527-3500. Or, in Europe, (44) + 
Tis Explorer Lisp chip, the world's first (234) 224187. 
microprocessor optimized for Al applica- " 
tions, packs over 500,000 transistors into Ji 
a single square centimeter. TJEXAS 

The microExplorer's multiprocessor J 
design is made possible by Apples choice NSTRUMENTS 
of Tis advanced NuBusnt architecture 
for the Mac II. Operating concurrently, 44198 

C 1988TI the two processors provide you with Apple and Macintosh are registered m1dcmarks of Apple 
Comp1..ucr, lncorpor:1ted. Knowledge Technologies, 
microExplorcr, Explorer and Nu Bus ~re trademarks ofTcx::u 

computer. ln.scruments lnc.orpor.ued. 

unprecedented power in a desktop 
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HB Music Engraver's 
Intelligent note spacingc::. :r!rrtrf keeps things from getting 
bunched up - even with 
drastic rhythm changes, 
such as In this excerpt 
from Fugue No. 5 of J.S. 
Bach's Well-Tempered 
Clavier, Book I. 

s Fiie Edit Tupl ets Specl ol Other rant f ormot Ulew 

bech U/I : Uolce Number I 

tional spacing. Proportional spacing is 
the concept of how strictly the place
ment of notes in a measure reflects 
their rhythmic values. If rhythms are 
mirrored too strictly, thirty-second 
notes end up getting very crowded, and 
bars containing only half-notes have 
too much empty space. If rhythms are 
not followed strictly enough, the music 
is hard to read. Setting the rules for 
proportional spacing is one of the 
"black arts" of professional music en
graving. Engraver's rules are highly 
refined and effective, with the result 
that the program can produce very 
professional-looking music. 

But all of these rules are inviolable 
- if you want to do something the 
program doesn 't like, tough luck. 
There is the option, however, of ex
porting files in Adobe Illustrator or 
MacPaint bit-mapped format for fur
ther tweaking. You can also export in 
Encapsulated PostScript format to 
programs like PageMaker, but you 
can't do any editing in that form , ex
cept for resizing and cropping. 

Engraver comes with both screen 
and PostScript versions of its own mu
sical font, called Interlude, which be
haves like a character-compatible sub-

In HB Music Engraver's 
Input window, only one 
voice can be seen at a 
time, with no beaming, 
dynamics, or lyrics. 

set of Adobe's Sonata font. Although 
Interlude appears complete enough for 
most purposes, HB Imaging plans to 
make the font available in Fonto
grapher-compatible form for a nomi
nal fee. This will enable users to cus
tomize the font for their own 
particular notational needs. 

In spite of its good points, there are 
two serious problems with HB Music 
Engraver: The user interface is very 
clumsy, and the program as released is 
buggy. 

Engraver's front end doesn't really 
support the Mac interface. You have 
to open a different window each time 
you want to perform a new operation, 
and only one window can be open at a 
time. In some cases, what you do in one 
window doesn 't show up in others, and 
in one case it only shows up in others. 

Getting from one window to another 
can be a real pain. For example, since 
the Input window itself doesn't show 
any clefs, dynamics, beams, stem di
rections, or lyrics, you have to go to the 
Lyrics or Dynamics screens to actually 
see what you' re entering. Once there, 
you can't edit notes. Likewise, the Lyr
ics and Dynamics screens show only 
one system at a time, so if you want to 

see a whole page, you have to go to the 
Block Text screen. And once you are 
there, you can' t edit anything except 
block text; if you happen to notice a 
mistake in one of the dynamic mark
ings, you have to close Block Text, go 
back to the Input window, open Dy
namics, find the bar you want (the pro
gram does not consistently remember 
where you are as it moves from screen 
to screen), and edit the dynamic mark
mg. 

The note-spreading feature of the 
lyric entry does not actually show up 
on the Lyrics screen. As you enter the 
spaces and hyphens on that screen, you 
see only their effect on the music in the 
Dynamics or Block Text screens. If 
you are typing in a long line of lyrics 
and make a mistake in spacing, which 
is far too easy to do, there is no easy 
way to correct it. You must backspace 
all the way to the error and retype the 
whole thing. And if that weren't 
enough, you can' t really cut and paste 
to move notes. When you try to do so in 
a voice that has lyrics attached to it, 
the lyrics get left behind. 

Elements like time and key signa
tures, clefs, repeats, and double bars 
are placed through a complex process 
involving opening two different win
dows. Again, to see what you' re doing, 
you have to close those windows, go 
back to the Input window, open anoth
er window, and then search for the 
right measure. 

Not only is the interface awkward, 
sometimes it's arbitrary. On some 
screens, pressing the Return key is the 
same as clicking OK, but on others it 
does nothing. When painting slurs, 
you cannot dictate whether they bend 
up or down; they seem to follow some 
arbitrary rule that is inconsistent and 
undocumented. 

The Page Layout window, which 
determines margins and placement of 
systems and measures, also has serious 
problems. The program has its own 
ideas about how many bars should ap
pear in a system. It is easy for the user 
to work through an entire piece of 20 
pages or more, carefully adjusting the 
measures and systems on each page, 
only to watch all of his work being un
done by the program. 

One unusual bug appears when you 
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Start Recording Music 

ForASong! 


Master TracksJr.™For the Mac, Atari ST, 
IBM PC and Apple IIGS 

lfyou\·e gor the de ire to play, record or compose music 
but fear the . tart -up costs \Yill break the bank - take note. 
\X1ith M~1 s te rTracks jr., an affordable, easy-to-use so ftware 
sequencer, you can record and edit your music at home. 
j ust hook up a MIDI* keyboard to your computer and you're 
ready to go. When yo u p lay a song, Master Tracks Jr. 
w ill record your performance and display it on the screen. 
Now, you're ready ro create ,·inually endless ,·ariations 
of your song. 
A Personal Recording Studio 

Because Master Tracks Jr. combines professional record
ing features \Yith easy operation. you 're free to experiment 
and increase the complexity o f yo ur music. 64 -track 
recording lets y u record li,·e, or enter songs note by note 
in step time. The transpon conu-ols"-'Ork like a tape recorder. 
You can move through the song and record or play from any 
point, or punch-in to correct mistake ·. Master Tracks Jr. 
also gives you independent track looping - and much more! 

Unique Graphic Display for Easy Editing 
The Song E litor graphica lly d isplays your music 

::...~-..::~·~·~s= 
,..., .... .1it:===-=-=-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1 

• - - ------------------ - - · -

incl uding cu t, paste, mb; 
and copy, you can , ·isually 
edit the song and remm·e 
or insert time. The con
ductor track lets you change 
n1eter and ten1pos. Add i
tional features make it easy 
to change key, add 

expression or correct p laying <: rrors. 

P~sport to the Future 
M:1srer Track ·_J r. is compatible \Yith an integrated series 

o f products including Encore™ which prints your song 
fil<: s in st:111clarcl music notation. When you're ready for 
more sequencing power and feature -, upgrade i\faster 
Track. Jr. to i\lasterTracks Pro:" Becau ·e Master Tracks Jr. 
and Pro are MIDI fil e compatible, you can ea ily transfer 
all your sequences from one music program to another. 

See Your Local Dealer. Or Call For Our Free Catalog! 

PASSPORr 
and lets you "build" songs. With editing commands ( 415) 726-0280 625 Miramontes SL, Half Moon Bay,caiifornia 94019 

Please circle 59 on reader service card. 
·~IJ OI is ~lu~h.:a l lmtrumcnl Di)th:li l111crf:tn .·, an in1crn:11 iu n;tl ~t amfard fo r musk c.:ommunic:11l11ns. 
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Krafty Music Programs 


What this country needs is a good $49.95 music typesetting system. That's 
the premise, anyway, behind ExampleKrafter, from MusiKrafters. What don't 

you get for that price? Well , no MIDI, for starters (never had it; never will) . If 
you want the Mac to play your efforts back for you, this isn't the program for you. 
And if you want typeset-quality printed output, the cost goes up a bit. But it does 
have a few features that its more expensive competitors miss. 

What ExampleKrafter will do is enable you to typeset from one to five staves of 
music. You can produce a MacPaint file for low-resolution printing, and if you spend 
just $139.95 more for the accompanying PrintKrafter program, you can print 
Postscript files of your examples on LaserWriters, Linotronics, or other PostScript
compatible printers. 

If you 've got PrintKrafter, you can also combine examples to create full pages of 
printed music. The major limitation for users who have both ExampleKrafter and 
PrintKrafter is that the staves can be only 6 3A inches wide (professional copyists 
often need staves as wide as 7 1h or 8 1h inches). 

-· ,,..-....,_fl I - I I f":\ 
-

~ ~ 

'~ 
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This sample of lute tablature, from LuteKrafter, typlftes the versatility of the MuslKrafters 
family of programs. 

ExampleKrafter doesn't skimp when it comes to quality. What constitutes good
looking music notation is a subjective matter. but this program gives you the tools 
to make your manuscript look as artful as your ability allows. 

This isn 't, however, the sort of program that you can just boot and run. No 
attempt at all has been made to follow the Macintosh interface, and the author 
disdains using the mouse for staff notation (too slow), though the mouse is used for 
placing symbols at arbitrary locations. This means that most information is entered 
via the keyboard. It can take a while to get the knack of the ExampleKrafter system, 
but it's not hard to imagine someone who finally learns all the keyboard codes 
entering notation at a brisk, un-mouse-impeded clip. 

Because of the staff-size limitation, ExampleKrafter is not aimed at the profes
sional music copyist (though an upgrade to allow the wider staves is planned) but at 
people who need to print relatively small amounts of specialized, high-quality music 
notation. In other words, music scholars. A typical music scholar, after all, would 
rather spend his or her money on a field trip to South America than on fancy music
publishing software. Special features for scholars include unmeasured or polymetri
cally measured music, chords of any complexity, most standard ornaments, figured 
bass, and musica ficta. 

MusiKratters Music Services has some other oddball music notation programs 
available too. LuteKrafter is designed to typeset French, Italian, Spanish, and 
English lute tablature, &s well as certain types of cittern and guitar tablatures. Shape 
Notes is a modified version of ExampleKrafter that allows the user to typeset shape 
notes using the Aiken or Sol-fa systems (widely used in gospel music). Both 
programs also work with PrintKrafter to create typeset-quality printed output. 

For more information on the MusiKrafters family of programs, contact them at 
P.O. Box 14124, Louisville, KY 40214; (502) 361-4597. 

- James Bradbury 
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save a document in other file formats. 
As the screen restores itself, there's an 
extra ghost image, slightly offset from 
the original, si nce the other format is 
scaled just a little differently. Another 
bug: You can specify typestyles for one 
line of lyrics, but if you try to change 
any other line, for some reason the 

The Presto 

keypad, once you get used 

to it, can speed up note 

entry considerably. One 

observer calls the Presto 

keypad the two-handed 

supermarket-checkout 

approach . 

-

changes don't take. (But you don't 
know this until you have gone through 
three or four different windows.) The 
manual is also plagued with missing 
and incorrect information. 

The folks at HB Imaging swear that 
they are taking care of these problems. 
The bugs will be fixed, the manual will 
be totally rewritten, and the input win
dow will be expanded to show multiple 
voices. The clumsiness of the user in
terface, however, seems to be burned 
in at the very deepest level, and it may 
take more than one revision. 

LOOKING SHARP 
Graphic Notes' Music Publisher 

takes a rather different approach to 
music notation. The authors, deciding 
that the traditional keyboard/mouse 
method is too slow for music notation, 
have included in the package a special 
36-key pad known as Presto, which 
ties into the Mac's ADB keyboard bus. 
Various cables are provided so that it 
can be used with any Mac. The Presto 
pad handles the task traditionally giv



C fas1man Kodak Company, 1988 

Now. 
Put Macintosh images on the big screen. 

Finally, with the KODAK DATASHOW™ HR/ M 
Projection Pad, users of Macintosh® computers 
won't have to look at fuzzy, blue-tinted projected 
images. Kodak presents the first black-and-white 
image for Macintosh, generated by an exclusive 20:1 
contrast ratio and high-resolution 512 x 342 pixel 
display. Project any Mac program for a roomful of 
people. You'll see text and graphics tha( more closely 
match your monitor image than possible with any 
other LCD projection pad. You won't have to put up 
with fluctuating contrast, either. The cooling system 
eliminates the heat buildup that causes these prob
lems in other systems. Advanced technology also 
eliminates time-consuming vertical and horizontal 
image adjustments. And finally, the Kodak pad can 

be used with all Macintosh computers from 
128K through SE, with the advanced inter

face we offer. For product and dealer 
information, call 1 800 44KODAK 

, (1 800 445-6325), Ext. 835A 

The new vision olKodak 

62-002 

Please circle 10 on reader service card. 
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en to the mouse - placing notes and 
other characters on the staff. 

Rhythmic values, as usual, are han
dled by the Macintosh keyboard, but 
the keyboard does far more than that. 
Various Shift-key and Option-key 

combinations let you place many other 
symbols - including clefs, accents, 
grace notes, trills, and time signatures, 
as well as both pitched and unpitched 
noteheads. Because of this complexity, 
Graphic Notes includes a sheet of 

Music Publisher's main 
--,, --· .:It 1••\ 

--- :J J' 
screen contains all the 
musical elements and

I 	 l ~ u ·: Lll!~ . 

1uu·: ~ :] 
 one palette for changing 

tools. You can also 
·Jo ·~ display the screen InI Sc oi<' l o 1ol different magnifications, 

(i '. 1•11 " l •·U1 111.111 • but you can't edit 
) h: h -, :· h ·1i.1d 11li · anything except al 100 

percent.(~ ·.. •I :I• • "l• · t I 

·.. ·1 l t • l •l 1• t

1 ·. ,•l 1' . 1o1•· '-. 111 h l• 1· r

l Hide loolboH .x 

~ H1de Ruter Guide\ 


Music Publisher uses a 
combination of its custom 
keypad and the Mac's 
keyboard for entering a 
score. The interface 
takes some getting used 
to, but for publishers ii 
can be a real limesaver. 

Music Publisher's 
unchangeable rhythm
based spacing canll!::"' ;. ral: r: 3

: ii produce music that looks 
alternately too crowded 
and too sparse. 

ll!I: ;;~:::1:m 
ll! :: : I 

transparent Keycap Stickers for the 
Mac keyboard, to show the various 
characters. 

Thankfully, Music Publisher has 
only one display screen, with every
thing on it. The various tools for deal
ing with notes, bar lines, dynamics, 
and so on, are accessed separately 
from a movable palette. There are sev
eral magnification screens available, 
but you can't actually work in any of 
them. If you click on any of them, the 
display jumps back to I00%. 

Music Publisher includes such pow
erful layout tools as selectable line 
thicknesses for graphics, selectable 
fonts for dynamic markings, single
point spacing and manual or automat
ic leading for text, and tabs and ruler 
guides. You can even set systems on a 
page with custom configurations, 
which can be saved and recalled at any 
time. Having so many characters 
available directly from the main key
board and from the Presto keypad 
once you get used to it - can really 
speed up note entry. (One observer 
calls it the two-handed supermarket
checkout approach.) The keycap stick
ers are really a necessity if you want to 
take advantage of this feature, and if 
you object in principle to sticking 
things onto your keyboard (as I do), 
you have a dilemma. If you're really 
serious about this program, however, 
investing an extra $I 00 or so in a 
(used) extra keyboard is not out of the 
question. Like HB Music Engraver, 
Music Publisher has its own font, 
called Repertoire. In this case, howev
er, you must use the program with the 
provided font; it will not work with So
nata. And Music Publisher does not 
export graphics in any form. 

FALLING FLAT 
Like HB Music Engraver, Music 

Publisher is showing its youth - it has 
many problems. Chief among them is 
that it is locked into time-proportional 
spacing: a sixteenth note always takes 
up one-fourth as much physical space 
as a quarter note, no matter how many 
of each are in a measure. You can 
stretch and compress bars, but you 
can't move individual elements within 
a bar, except by using an exceptionally 
tedious Option-cursor method that lets 
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ScripTENrM 
High perlormance and immediate delivery. 
Qume has it right now. It's the ScripTEN 
with genuine Adobe PostScript® - a 
rugged value-packed laser printer that's 
25% faster and comes with 50% more 
memory than the Apple®laserWriter® IINr. 

Start Desktop Publishing Today 
The ScripTEN with Adobe PostScript 

style with complex images to produce 
newsletters, manuals, artwork and 
illustrations with quality that rivals 
typesetting systems. 

Choose from ScripTEN's 11 resident type 
families with 35 typefaces in an unlimited 
range of sizes and styles. Or, if that's not 
enough,.a wide selection of downloadable 
fonts is also available from Qume. 

Bulletproof Quality, Competitive Price 
Money can't buy a more ruggedly built or 
more dependable page printer than the 
Qume ScripTEN. And, at just $4,595~ it's 
priced below the competition. So don't 
wait a moment longer. For more infor
mation, or a demonstration, call your local 
Qume dealer or distributor. Or contact 
Qume, 500 Yosemite Drive, Milpitas, 
CA 95035. Telephone (800) 223-2479. 

page description language gives you Plus ScripTEN's ten-page-per-minute print 
virtually limitless capability to create speed and three megabytes of RAM 
sophisticated graphics and layouts. You memory give you full pages of printed Qume®can integrate typefaces of any size and bit-mapped images quicker than ever. 

The Company with Peripheral Vision 

PostScript, Apple and U.serWriter are registered trademarks of their respective corporations. ScripTEN is a trademark of Qume Corporation. 'Suggested Retail Price 0 Qume Corporation, 1988 
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you move only one element at a time. 
As a result , rhythmically complex mu
sic can look very stilted. 

If HB Music Engraver's user inter
face is clumsy, Music Publisher's is 
downright unfriendly. If generating 
scores is your main business - if 
you' re a copyist , a rranger, or music 
publisher - you'll get used to the in
terface soon enough. (In fact, the pro
gram was origina lly developed by a 
music publishing house to automate its 
in-house engraving operation.) But if 
scoring is just a necessary evil you have 
to squeeze in with composing or per
forming, you might get irked at some 
of the nonstanda rd aspects of the inter
face. 

Music Publisher doesn't work quite 
like your sequencer, patch editors and 
librarians, or word processor. There 
are lots of little tricks in selecting notes 
and other objects for editing - involv
ing Option-clicks, triple-clicks, and 
Option-cursors, to name a few - that 
are not at all intuitive and are some
times inconsistent. 

For example, if you want to change 
the pitch of a note, you click on it and 
type in the new pitch from the Presto 
keypad. To go to the next note, you use 
the left or right cursor key. However, if 
you want to change the horizontal 
placement of a note, you have to Op
tion-cl ick on it and then use the left or 
right cursor key while holding down 
the Option key. But if you click on a 
note and then use an arrow key to 
move to the next note in a voice, you 
can change the placement of this note 
without Option-clicking. Did you get 
a ll of that? 

There is a lso no linkage between 
text and notes, which means you' re on 
your own about making sure there is 
enough room for both. M aking room 
for text a fter you 've placed the notes 
can be a major task. Should you dis
cover during th is process (or a t any 
other time) that the music on a system 
is too crowded and you would like to 
move a bar down to the next system, 
you can' t do it without a tremendous 
amount of trouble. You have to create 
a new ba r at the end of the piece, cut 
the rest of the piece (one voice at a 
time), and paste it in one bar later. 
Next;cut the bar in question (a lso one 

voice at a time) and paste it in on the that has only one staff, wh ich is silly. 
new line, eliminate the now-empty bar, Graphic Notes promises that many 
and re-space the remaining bars and of the problems in this initia l release 
the lyrics. Now, of course, you run the will be cleaned up, perhaps by the time 
risk of the next line being too crowded. you read this. And the programmers 

If you create your own custom sys are working on note-lyric linking a nd a 
tem for a particular type of score, you nonproportional spacing option. 
have to remember to specify how bar
lines will carry over between staves SPECIFIC OVERTURES 
(whether they will be broken or con HB Music Engraver and Music 
nected). If you don' t, the program does Publisher are j ust the beginning of the 
not give you a defa ult a rrangement for new wave in nota tion; there's a verita
barlines; instead, you get no barlines at ble explosion of music-notation pro
all. If you try to place barlines later on gram development going on. It would 
in the editing process, you get a very be a bit much to expect tha t the ma rket 
confusing error dia logue. This rule is will support a ll of the new programs, 
so strict tha t you must specify barline but tha t's not stopping anyone yet. The 
connections even in a custom system most ta lked-about of the bunch is Fi-

Audio Files 

When you need to move information from one electronic music device (such 
as a synthesizer, sampler, or computer) to another, the five-year-old MIDI 
nterface dictates a standard format for making sure your data can get 

around. But it doesn 't say anything about how to store that data in a universal 
standard file format that any software package that speaks MIDI can open. 
Fortunately, there 's now a MIDI file specification that promises to bring some 
uniformity to stored MIDI data. 

MIDI files bring to MIDI data, such as sequences of notes and rhythms, the basic 
data changeability that the Macintosh pioneered with text and pictures. Since the 
Mac's clipboard has uniform ways of storing text and pictures, it lets applications 
share data back and forth without knowing anything about each other. 

Before MIDI, each hardware manufacturer had his own proprietary interface. 
There was Oberheim 's System, Roland 's Dig ital Communication Bus, and Sequen
tial 's digital interface. When MIDI came along, everyone agreed on how instruments 
and sequencers, regardless of manufacturer, would talk to one another. MIDI files 
are to sequencers what MIDI was in getting instruments to communicate with each 
other. 

There are several MIDI sequencer programs that already implement the MIDI file 
standard . They include Passport Designs' Master Tracks Pro, OpCode 's sequencer, 
all of Intell igent Music's products (Jam Factory, M, and UpBeat), and Southworth 's 
MidiPaint. Hybrid Arts and Dr. T's Music Software are interested in implementing 
MIDI files in their upcoming Atari ST software. 

Eventually, MIDI file data will be accessible via the Clipboard in the same ways 
that text and graphics data are now. At this point, however, MIDI files are dealt with 
only on a Save As MIDI File basis - you have to select Save, Export, and Open in
stead of Cut, Copy, and Paste. 

Like standardized text, spreadsheet, or graphics formats, the goal is to be able to 
share files with musicians using different applications or even different computers. 
You might record a sequence on a Mac and hand the file to someone using a PC to 
transcribe it using a scoring or notation program. However, MIDI files, like a Save 
As Text Only command in a word processor, wipe out some of the control data used 
in MIDI sequences. In other words, you can still lose something in the translation. 

The MIDI fi le spec was conceived and largely authored by Dave Oppenheim, of 
OpCode Systems. Dave realized that a standard file format would let people write lit
tle programs to manipulate MIDI data in ways that would interact with various MIDI 
sequencers. He hoped that such a format would prevent users from having to write 
their own sequencer programs. MIDI files were born when he was attempting to 
document a file format for OpCode 's sequencer. Realizing that OpCode 's file format 
was a bit too complicated and that there were, as he puts it, "things that were either 
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nale from Coda Music Software, but staff as a quarter-note but actually last 
I'll get to that later. For now, here's only a third of a beat. The two aspects 
some information on other forthcom of a note can be edited separately or 
ing and notable programs we can talk together. This is an important feature 
about (there are others that are in even for composers who want to print out 
earlier stages of development, on their MIDI recordings without chang
which mum's the word). ing those performances to conform to 

Advanced Music Notation Systems, standard music notation by quantizing 
of Maynard, Massachusetts, is work attacks and durations. 
ing on Nightingale, a MIDI program Dynamic markings can also be rec
with full real-time input and output ognized as MIDI data. Besides con
capabilities that uses a notation front ventional notation, Nightingale can 
end. (The name is a pun on Mocking display MIDI data using a clever form 
bird, a music-notation project at the of piano-roll notation that combines 
Xerox PARC in the early 1980s.) standard staves and markings with the 

Every note in a Nightingale file has length-equals-duration graphics used 
two distinct identities: one graphic and by many sequencing programs. 
one MIDI. A note can appear on a Nightingale uses Sonata font and 

too proprietary or even too embarrassing to explain," Dave decided to make a 
simpler file format to simplify OpCode's own format. In the end, he created a format 
simple enough to become a generic standard. 

Like any attempt at an industry standard, MIDI files have not been without 
criticism. Some of the format's obvious disadvantages are that there are always 
going to be variations between MIDI sequencers. For example, Southworth 's 
MidiPaint is a graphics-based, almost MacPaint-like sequencing program. With 
MidiPaint, note events are displayed in a highly visual fashion. At the other end of 
the spectrum is Mark of the Unicorn 's Performer, which is based on the concepts 
used in the operation of a tape recorder. Here, notes are displayed in MIDI event 
lists. Standardized MIDI files attempt to fill the gap between such radically different 
program architectures, but there's a lot of ground to cover. 

A MIDI file converter is also not an easy piece of software to write. Programmers 
who write computer-based sequencers will probably take the time to include them. 
But those who build dedicated hardware sequencers (as standalone units or built 
into keyboard instruments and drum machines) are probably going to shy away 
from MIDI files, at least initially. 

There are other payoffs (besides data compatibility) that make it worth the 
trouble. MIDI files can make it easier for a third-party to enhance an existing piece 
of software - to add one or two features to a sequencer, for example, without hav
ing to start from scratch. Asequencer's MIDI file could be downloaded into a little 
homemade module that might adjust the feel of the sequence, and could then be 
sent back to the main sequencer for further manipulation. 

The MIDI Manufacturer's Association (MMA), which approves MIDI standards for 
the U.S. and Europe, has just ratified Dave Oppenheim's MIDI Files Specification 
1.0, and the Japan MIDI Standards Committee (JMSC) is expected to follow suit in 
the near future. MIDI files are now an integral part of MIDI, and the specification will 
be published as an addendum to the MIDI spec. 

The approved MIDI file spec doesn't include provisions for the transmission of 
MIDI files . Of course, files can be transferred from one computer to another over 
modems or via direct serial connections, but this is much slower than a MIDI
specific transmission scheme. MMA is reportedly working on a generic file 
transmission protocol for MIDI. 

Currently, MIDI files can be transferred from one sequencer to another sequencer 
on the same make of computer; there's no all-purpose file copy capability. If you're 
going from a hardware-based sequencer into a computer, though, there 's no way of 
doing it without recording data in real-time - playing the data off one machine and 
recording onto another. (Just like you did with tape - remember tape?) 

- David Leytze 

allows great control over placement 
and slope of slurs and beams. The au
thors' objective is to make the "easiest
to-use serious notation program," with 
an intuitive user interface. The price is 
expected to be between $400 and $500, 
and the authors hope to have it out 
around the beginning of 1989. At press 
time, final negotiations on distribution 
were underway. 

Passport Designs recently an
nounced two programs. NoteWriter, 
which should be shipping by the time 
you read this, is a graphics-based pro
gram with no MIDI features. Devel
oped at the University of British Co
lumbia, NoteWriter is designed to 
emulate a traditional music engraver's 
drawing table. In addition to the usual 
tool palette, one- or two-letter mne
monics can be typed in from the Mac
intosh keyboard to call up musical 
characters, which can then be placed 
with the mouse. In one mode, called 
QuickScraw/, short freehand move
ments of the mouse that approximate 
the drawing of a note on paper are in
terpreted as specific Sonata charac
ters. This seems a little strange at first, 
but once you get the hang of it, it can 
make data entry go quickly. 

Another interesting feature of 
NoteWriter is an alignment tool, 
which simulates a drafter's rule and 
allows quick, precise placement of 
characters. The program also has a re
movable invisible grid. Interactive 
page-showing and scrolling modes 
have been implemented to simplify 
and speed up layout. Page sizes up to 
48 inches are supported, with up to 40 
staves per page. The program can out
put directly to a PostScript printer or 
store files in Encapsulated PostScript 
format. The planned price is $295. 

Encore, which is scheduled for re
lease around the end of the year, is a 
transcribing program designed for the 
MIDI musician who needs printouts of 
scores and parts. Encore works with 
MIDI files or files from Passport's 
Master Tracks Pro sequencer. Editing 
can be done simultaneously on dis
played notation and MIDI data. The 
program plays in real time over MIDI 
and accepts step-time input from a 
MIDI keyboard. The projected price is 
$395. 
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The Write Staff 

Electronic Arts is planning a new 
release of Deluxe Music Construction 
Set, to be known as version 2.5. The 
program's author says that the new 
version is basically a "clean-up" of ver
sion 2, but it will also include such im
portant features as text alignment, ties 
that can go either up or down, im
proved M IOI implementation, and 
something that will really bring it into 
the big leagues: 32 staves per score, up 
from eight. Due out by the time you 
read this, DMCS 2.5 will sell for about 
$130. 

THE GRAND FINALE 
And finally, there's Finale, from 

Coda Music Software. No music pro
gram in history has garnered such cu
riosity, enthusiasm, anxiety, and hype. 
At $1,000, it aims to be the be-all and 
end-all of music processors. Originally 
announced for a June release, the pro
gram was delayed a couple of months 
for final tweaking but should be out by 
the time this article hits the stands. 

Although it has features far too nu
merous to go into here (its documenta
tion will consist of three bound vol
umes and a videotape), most of the 
excitement about the program focuses 
on its ability to interpret music per
formed on a MIDI keyboard and dis
play it immediately in perfectly read
able standard notation. 

The key phrase here is "perfectly 
readable." Under the best of circum
stances, music notation can be only an 
approximation of a real performance 
- if a program tries to distinguish be
tween notes that are 63 /64ths of a beat 
and ones that are exactly one beat, 
things can get messy real fast. Most 
music notation programs use some 
kind of after-the-fact quantization al
gorithms to regularize the music be
fore it's displayed, and then they let 
you tweak the results for clarity and 
accuracy. Finale does it on the fly, in 
essence making extremely fast deci
sions about what it thinks you wanted 
to play, not what you actually played. 
It 's a feat comparable to reverse-engi
neering an Edsel and turning it into a 
Rolls-Royce - while it's going past 
you at 90 miles per hour. 

After the performance is recorded 
(although the music notation may look 

clean, the grimy details of the per
formance can remain in the computer 
untouched), you can reconfigure bar
lines and beats on the screen or in real 
time, without moving the notes, so the 
rhythmic structure of the printed mu
sic can be altered. You can create your 
own dynamic symbols (in PostScript) 
or text commands and then tie them to 
specific types of MIDI events, so that 
you can literally operate MIDI con
trollers by moving graphics objects 
around. Or you can type in "take it 
easy" and have the music slow down 
by a predetermined amount. One thing 
Finale doesn ' t offer is numeric MIDI 
editing, now used in most sequencers, 
with which you can microscopically 
adjust note velocities, timings, and 
controller values. But early users of Fi
nale say its symbol-creating and edit
ing capabilities are so useful that you 
don't really need to get to the numbers. 

IfFinale turns out to be the program 
many hope it is, it will not be an unrea
sonable investment for the musician 
who has already sunk a great deal of 
money into instruments, computers, 
and printers. What promises to be 
steeper than the price, however, is the 
learning curve. One pre-release user of 
the program has said that it would take 
even an experienced computer musi
cian two solid months of work to get 
comfortable with it. Not many musi
cians can easily afford to take that 
kind of time. 

ENGRAVABLE YOU 
These second-generation programs 

are aiming at a variety of audiences: 
professional publishers, who stand to 
save tons of money by substituting a 
computer for hand-engraving; profes
sional and semi-professional musi
cians, who need to generate scores and 
parts for publishing themselves, for 
copyright purposes, and for use in per
formance; and music educators, who 
need to create textbook examples and 
lessons. Whichever category you fall 
into, you'll find features in these pro
grams that are designed to speed up 
your notation chores and make your 
life easier. 

But some labor-saving devices are so 
temperamental, idiosyncratic, or lim
ited that you end up working for them, 
instead of vice-versa, regardless of how 
impressive they initially appear. (Re
member the l 28K Mac?) By this time 
next year, when more of the players 
have come out of the vapor and others 
have gone through a couple of revi
sions, the state of the art will be im
pressive, indeed. ~ 

PAUL D. LEHRMAN, A MACUSER CONTRIBUT

ING EDITOR, LEARNED HOW TO READ MUSIC 

WHEN HE WAS SIX BUT NEVER DEVELOPED A 

LEGIBLE HANDWRITING STYLE, SO HE IS 

HAPPY ALL THIS IS GOING ON. NEVERTHE

LESS. AS HE CONTINUES TO WRITE FILM 

SCORES IN HIS HOME MIDI STUDIO, HE SUS

PECTS IT IS ALL UNNECESSARY. 

Directory 

Advanced Music Notation Systems 
23 South Stanworth Drive 
Princeton, NJ 08544 
Nightingale; $400 (approx.) 

Coda Music Software 
1401 East 79th Street 
Bloomington, MN 55425-1126 
(612) 854-1288 
Finale; $1,000 

Electronic Arts 
1820 Gateway Drive 
San Mateo, CA 94404 
(415) 571-7171 
Deluxe Music Construction Set; 
$129.95 (version 2.5) 

Graphic Notes 
200 Seventh Avenue, Suite 125 
Santa Cruz, CA 95062 
(408) 476-0147 
Music Publisher; $595 

HB Imaging 
560 South State, Suite G1 
Orem, UT 84058 
(801) 225-7222 

HB Music Engraver; $495 (version 1.1) 


Passport Designs 
625 Miramontes Street, Suite 103 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 
(415) 726-0280 
NoteWriter; $295 
Encore; $395 
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It's Why You Need 


AnotherDrop-DeadDeadline How often 

does it happen? Another presentation due and no time 

to spare. Color 35mm slides? Sure, slides would be perfect 

but they take too long to produce and are very costly. 

Overhead transparencies would be fine, but how do you 

get a complete .presentation done quickly and easily? 


You're Not Alone Each and every workday, 

millions of people are faced with the problem of gettirrg 

together a presentation. If you are one of those 

presenters, Cricket software can make your 

life easier. Now you can create presenta

done quickly 

, 


tions, full-col0r or black & white, 

right at your desktop with 

Cricket Eresents. 


A Total Presentation 
Environment Devel

oping a presentation requires 

a diverse range of tasks

planning, text editing, crea

tion of graphs and illustrations, 

speech-writing AND tl1e produc

tion of the actual presentation media. 

Cricket Presents provides all the tools you 

need to get the whole job_

and efficiently. 


'• 

© Copyright 1988 Cricket Software, Inc. 
)\utographlx is· a trademark of Autographlx , Inc. 

• Contact-y<;mr local Autographi,x Imaging Center for details 



Cricket Presents.~-. 
>resentations In Minutes imagine 
eing aole to create a dazzling, full-color, professional
uality presentation in minutes. Cricket Presents' 
h ique templating feature makes it easy. 
imply select and apply a frame format, add 
our text and you're done. 

;5mm Slides·From 
t_utograpbix Imaging 
';enters All it takes is a modem or a ' 
•ostage stamp. Cricket Presents' built-it;l 
m_tographix Driver lets you send your files 
ither via modem or mail to your nearest 
i:utographix Imaging Center. AutograpI?-ix. 
vill produce your slides and· have them on 
·our desk within 24 hours•. 

~ Full Range OfColor Output Options 
ntroducing freedom of choice. 
With Cricket: Device Drivers ' 
rou can produce beautiful color 
>resentations with high resolu
iion fonts on a variety of popular 
~on-PostScript devices including 

ink jet printers, thermal 
printers, laser printers and 

film recorders. 

Sof• Ride l le ycle Co. ~ 

~e:u~!e~[[:C!£f/e!~hrough
another drop-deaa deadline again. Hurry to 
your local computer dealer for a complete 
demonstration of Cricket Presents today. 

Frorn The 
First Family 
Of Graphic~ , 
Dep(ind on the · _ 
Grick~t,. SOftw;u;~ · . ' 
Family for all of your 
graphic needs: 

Cricket Presents 
Crieket Draw 
Cricket Paint 
Cricket Graph 
Cricket Pict-0-Graph 
Cricket Device Drivers 

Please circle 134 on reader service card. 



Here's Looking 

at Hue 


At last, there are color printers for the 
Mac. MacUser looks at the Tektronix 
4693D and the QMS ColorScript 100. 

TEKTRONIX 46930 
Imaging technique 

Bit map, ordered dither 

Processor 
68020 {16.7 MHz) 

RAM 
4 Mb s1andard. optional 8 or 12 

lnterface(s) 
8-bit parallel (1 or 4 ports) 

Networkable 

No, but up to four computers can be connec1ed to 


separate ports 


Paper sizes 
Letter. legal, A4 

Sheet capacity 
100 

Resident fonts 
NIA 

Physical s ize (with paper tray) 
21 .2 x 33.8 x 12.6 inches 

Weight 
97 lb. 

Requ ired Mac configuration 

Mac II . 1 Mb RAM. color monitor required to print 


color images 


Recommended Mac configuration 
2 Mb RAM or more 

Recommended printer configuration 
8 Mb RAM 

BY HENRY BOATMAN 
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OMS C 0 L 0 R S C R I P T 100 
Imaging technique 

Postscript , halltoning 

Processor 

68020 (16.7 MHz) 


RAM 
8 Mb 


lnterface(s) 

AppleTalk. parallel . RS-232 


Networkable 

Yes (AppleTalk interface only) 


Paper sizes 

Letter (A). tabloid (B), A3, A4 


Sheet capacity 

150 


Resident fonts 

35 


Physical size (with paper tray) 

20.9 x 22.2 x 24 inches 

Weight 
112.5 lb. (printer plus controller) 

Required Mac configuration 

Any Mac 


Recommended Mac configuration 

Mac II , 2 Mb RAM 


Recommended printer configuration 

No options 


Have you noticed that once you get 
those beautiful color images up on 
your Mac II screen, it's hard to fig ure 
out what to do with them? If you can' t 
show them to someone, what good are 
they? And if the only way you can 
show them to someone is to run down 
the hall ye lling, " Hey, come look at 
this," it wears a little thin after a while. 
Like, where are the output devices? 

We knew you'd be asking these very 
questions. We've been asking them 
ourselves. So, ' round about May of this 
yea r, we got hold of two 300-dpi color 
printers, a Tektronix 4693 0 and a 
QMS ColorScript JOO, and gave them 
a workout. The results were, as Mr. 
Spock would say, fasc inating. 

A few thing are worth keeping in 
mind. First, low-end color prin ting 
technology is in its in fa ncy. Of course, 
in the world of silicon, technology 
tends to age rapidly. But still, it's only 
fair to remind ourselves that this is new 
stuff 

0 C T 0 B E R 

Second, both printe rs have an out
put resolu tion of 300 dpi, like the ma
jority of black-and-white laser print
ers. You can expect to get some fa irly 
good-looking output, but it's simply 
not going to compare to the pictures in 
National Geographic. It ca n't. 

Furthermore, the colors that 
emerge from these printers - at least 
at this point in their evolution - will 
not precisely match either the colors 
you see on your screen or the colors 
that result if you print four-color sepa
ra tions of your images on a commer
cial offset press. Some colors will be 
close; others will miss by a mile. 

Thi rd , although these two printers 
use nea rl y identical printing technolo
gy (wax thermal transfer), they are 
very different in other respects. The 
Tektronix 4693 0 is a bit-map printer, 
more or less a functional equ ivalent of 
the LaserWriter II SC but with color. 
The ColorScript is a PostScript print
er, more akin to the LaserWriter II 
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• Here's Looking at Hue 

AppleTolk Zones: 
remot e 

Chooser 

~ Sorry, TEK 4693 0 co nnot be used. 

([ Continue JJ 

®Active 
O lnoct1ve 3.3 

NT. Many of the differences between 
bit-map and PostScript black-and
white printers apply here as well. 

What follows is a general discussion 
of each printer's features. Several of 
the critical factors distinguishing their 
performance are covered in sidebars. 
For example, almost all the applica
tions we tested worked with the 
4693D, but, to our surprise, only a few 
could print color to the ColorScript 
100. "Whaddaya Mean It Doesn't 
Work?" gives the details. "What You 
Get Is What You Get" addresses how 
well the colors output by each printer 
match the colors you expected (you 
may need to learn to adjust your ex
pectations). And "What's in a Face" 
talks about the problems inherent in 
printing type with bit-map printers 
and explains why the ColorScript's 
type looks so much better than that of 
the 4693D. 

THE TEKTRONIX 46930 
The 4693D (about $10,000 for the 

minimum configuration) is not a 
net workable printer, and the only Mac 

Chooser The 46930 comes with a 
Choose o Pr1 nter ... 

[ 
custom printer driver 
which you copy into your 
System folder. Hthen 

~ ~ Q 
ApploShort m•9t'o'rlttr 

appears in the Chooser, 
where it can be easily 
selected most of thel•~tr & ~ 
 time. Occasionally, under 
Multifinder (System 6.0), 
the Tek printer becomes 
unchoosable and you 
must quit all open 
applications before you 
can access it. 

that supports it is the Macintosh 11. To 
use the printer, you must install a Nu
Bus card in one of your Mac II's slots. 
Although the printer cannot be 
networked, Tektronix does offer a 
four-port option (one port is standard) 
that allows several computers- Macs 
and PCs and Suns, even some main
frames, are all supported to one degree 
or another- to be connected at once, 
each with its own separate cable. 

Installation of the card and cable is 
simple, and the manual guides you 
through the process with clear instruc
tions. The procedure includes setting 
some parameters by using the pro
gramming buttons and the liquid-crys
tal display (LCD) on the printer's 
front pa nel. A little unfamiliar, per
haps, but not hard if you follow direc
tions. 

You must also install the four-color 
ribbon. To call it a ribbon is a bit of a 
misnomer in our opinion. It 's more like 
a roll of colored cellophane wrap, only 
it 's sturdier and doesn' t cling together. 
It 's not hard to install, but it doesn 't 
just pop in like a toner cartridge, ei

ther. Don't answer the phone in the 
middle of the operation. 

Special paper must be used for suc
cessful printing. The Tektronix sup
ports both letter- and legal-size pages, 
a nd the company sells pa per in both 
sizes. The 4693D can also make trans
parencies. Special transparency film is 
avai lable from Tektronix. Regular 
transparency paper, the kind used in 
copy machines, will also work. 

The 4693D has its own printer driv
er, which you must copy from one of 
the supplied disks into your System 
folder. Doing this adds a 4693D icon to 
the display in your Chooser. When you 
want to print to the 4693D, you select 
its Chooser icon first. Most of the time 
this works without any problem. On 
occasion, however, when running un
der Multifinder, the 4693D driver be
comes inaccessible from an applica
tion. As a result, you have to quit a ll 
open applications before you can 
choose it. 

After you choose the 4693D driver, 
Page Setup and Print will invoke unfa
miliar dialog boxes. The Page Setup 
dialog box offers a number of options 
that affect the printer's output. You 
have a choice between low (75-dpi), 
medium ( 150-dpi), and high (300-dpi) 
resolution. Images print significantly 
faster at lower resolutions. At high res
olution, images from object-based 
drawing programs, like FreeHand or 
Illustrator 88, will print with greater 
precision. 

In Expert mode, two other sets of 
controls are available that directly af
fect the appearance of colors printed 
by the 4693D. The manual states that 
when you select Gamma Correction, 
"the printer attempts to correct colors 
for printing inaccuracies"; and that 
with Color Matching, "the printer at
tempts to match the colors as they ap
pear on the screen." However, while 
each of these does modify overall color 
appearance, neither one performs a 
major overha ul that brings the printed 
colors qualitatively closer to what is 
displayed on the screen. A set of ad
justments that let the user lighten all 
the printed colors to varying degrees 
a lso has a noticeable effect but, again, 
does not bring printed colors into cor
respondence with displayed colors. Fi
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0ne of the first comments most peo
1 pie niake after comparing the output 

of either the 4693D or the Color
Script 100 with the colors displayed on a 
Mac II screen is "Oh, they don't really 
look the same, do they?" 

No. They don't. Display technology and 
print technology are very different. A dis
play is a source of radiated light; a printed 
page reflects light from an external 
source. 

This is one of the reasons why color 
systems that can be relied on for exact 
color matching cost hundreds of thou
sands of dollars. Furthermore, the colors 
that you see on your Mac II screen can 
vary widely from one monitor to another, 
even among monitors of the same model. 
Or try this: get a color image up on your 
monitor. Adjust the brightness and con
trast controls. Which colors are the 
"real" ones? 

It's perfectly understandable that Mac II 
users who create artwork or presenta
tions on their computers want the output 
they generate from a color printer to 
match what they created on the screen as 
closely as possible. But one of the first 
things you'll discover with either of these 
printers is the art of compromise. 

For most applications - producing a 
set of color overhead transparencies for a 
presentation, a color page for inclusion in 
a handout to a small group of people, or a 
low-cost color image for inclusion in a 
wall display - getting an exact match 
between screen colors and printed colors 
won't usually be that important. By trial 
and error, you'll learn what colors to 
select on-screen to generate acceptable 
colors on your printout. 

However, many people will also want to 
use these printers to make low-cost pre
press proofs. For this purpose, color 
matching is more critical. 

What is at issue here is not how well 
the color printers reproduce what you see 
on your screen. Far more important is 
how closely the colors in the output from 
your color printer - your proofing device 
- match the colors you see when you 
print your final art on an offset press. 

While the 4693D and the ColorScript 
100 use similar four-color wax-transfer 
technology, the computer processing that 

precedes the actual transfer of colored 
wax to paper is very different for the two 
printers. Outputting the same artwork to 
both printers produces dissimilar results. 
These differences affect how well-suited 
each printer is to various uses. 

Many color Macintosh applications, 
such as FreeHand, which we used to 
produce the color block tests on the 
following pages, allow users to specify 
millions of different colors in their art
work by assigning various percentages of 
cyan, yellow, magenta, and black (CYMK) 
to objects in their artwork. These are the 
four ink colors used in process color 
offset printing and the four wax colors 
used in wax-thermal printing. 

This CYMK information, however, can 
be utilized fully only when the artwork is 
actually printed. When it is displayed on 
the screen, because of the current limita
tions of the Macintosh, only 256 different 
solid colors can be shown. FreeHand 
doesn't allow the user to determine which 
256 colors will be displayed. It always 
uses the standard Apple System color 
palette, a preset group of colors. When 
you specify a CYMK color in FreeHand, 
the application will display whatever it 
considers to be the closest match from 
the System palette. So two colors speci
fied differently can display as the same 
color on the Mac ll's screen. (If you blend 
between two colors in FreeHand, the pro
gram will use dithering to simulate the 
blend, which, in effect, expands the range 
of colors that can be displayed.) 

The 4693D, as we have said, is a bit
map printer. When you print to it, it takes 
the RGB values of each pixel on the Mac 
ll's screen and processes them through 
an ordered dither matrix to determine 
what CYMK wax colors to put on the 
page. 

The ColorScript 100 gets its color in
formation not from the pixels displayed 
on the Mac screen but from the CYMK 
color information specified by the user. It 
then processes that information through 
the Postscript halftoning algorithm. 

What does all this mean? First, there's 
the issue of where each printer gets its 
color information. Although each color in 
the test squares is specced differently, 
several adjacent pairs of squares in the 

4693D output look identical. That's be
cause the 4693D gets its color informa
tion from the Mac's display. Colors that 
display identically on-screen print identi
cally on the 4693D. The 4693D is capable 
of printing the same 16.7 million different 
colors that the Mac is capable of 
displaying. 

Nevertheless, until both Macintosh 
System software and applications 
change, Tektronix output from most appli
cations will be restricted to the 256 colors 
in Apple's standard System palette. (Dith
ered blends are an exception in output, as 
they are in the display.) 

By contrast, the ColorScript 100, which 
can interpret directly the user-input CYMK 
color specifications, can distinguish each 
of the individual colors in the test pattern. 
For this reason, the ColorScript is likely 
to be a better choice for producing press 
proofs. 

But remember that thermal wax and 
printer's ink have very different charac
teristics. Furthermore, the ColorScript, 
being a 300-dpi Postscript printer, can 
produce the equivalent of about a 55-line 
halftone screen. High-quality offset print
ing is usually done with 133- or 150-line 
screens. It should come as no surprise, 
then, that the ColorScript can't precisely 
match all the colors produced by a com
mercial offset press. 

And, since we 've mentioned halftone 
screens, what about ordered dither versus 
halftoning? 

The full technical explanation would 
probably take several pages. But to put it 
simply, an ordered dither, the technique 
used by the 4693D, spreads out the color 
dots more evenly on the page. Halfton
ing-the ColorScript's approach-clumps 
them up. 

The result is that the 4693D's output in 
the test blocks looks relatively smooth, 
that of the ColorScript relatively grainy. 
This effect is more noticeable on some 
colors than on others. It also shows up on 
horizontal and vertical lines. On the 
4693D they are straight; on the Color
Script, because of the optical illusion 
created by the halftones, they often ap
pear jagged or wavy. 
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... Is What You Get 

Tektronix 46930 Output ColorScript 100 Output 

Elizabeth was output Elizabeth was output 
directly from MacScan directly from MacScan 
1.37 in 24-bil mode. The 1.37. The color blocks 
color blocks were output were output directly from 
directly from FreeHand. FreeHand. Notice the 
Nolice the reduced set of · apparent graininess in 
colors in the FreeHand both images, a result of 
image, a result of the Postscript's halftoning
4693D's prinling exactly algorithm. Also, compare
what FreeHand displays the subtlety of the color 
on the Mac screen. blocks' color range with 

the 46930 output 

~ . -_--- -~ :-:-.. 
. ___ ....__ ~ -· ~ 

MacScan driving a Sharp 24-bit color scanner. The color blocks 
The picture of Elizabeth in each pair of images on these pages is were created in Aldus FreeHand: Cyan increases from top to 
from a 24-bit color TIFF file created with New Image Technology's bottom; magenta from left to right; yellow from the upper-left 
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Linotronic Separations 

Separations for Elizabeth· 
were generated directly 
from MacScan 1.37 using 
a 133-line screen, default 
angles, and default 
settings for under-color 
removal. Separations for 
the color blocks were 
generated directly from 
FreeHand, again using a 
133-line screen at default 
angles. (FreeHand does 
not offer any user control 
over under-color 
removal.) 

Tr~ditional Photomechanical Techniques 

Color separations lor 
Elizabeth were created by 
our printer using 
their standard 
photomechanical color
separalion technology. 
The color blocks were 
also created by the 
printer according to 
CYMK specs that we 
provided. These specs 
matched the CYMK 
values we set in 
FreeHand. Both images 
were separated with 
133-line screens. 

comer to the center; and black from the upper-right corner to the Herb Weiner of Kitchen Wisdom Publishing Company and 
center. The four strips underneath the blocks are 0 to 100% ramps Mike Fritz of New Image Technology for their help in scanning and 
of pure cyan, -magenta, yellow, and black. Special thanks to outputting the picture of Mike's daughter Elizabeth. · 
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Can you move a mouse? 

Then you can draw with our 

freehand tool. 


You don 't even have to draw 

ifyou don't want to. Our 

auto trace tool does it for you. 


What could be easier? 
Maybe if you could push a button labeled 

"Sales Chart" and get a sales 
chart, that would be easier. 

But it wouldn't be reality. 
This is. 
Presenting Adobe 

I11ustrator 88'" software. 
A program so powe1ful, it 

makes making art effortless. 
Begin anywhere you like. 
Like to start from scratch? 

Sd1rd11kt111d Rlttcs '88I · -~·-·--1......,.... . '-'• · ~ ·-·· . . -
=~ .~.~ ..-.··-· 

Blend one shade into another. 
It just takes afew clicks. 

Transfonn any text or 
graphic by tunzing, twisting, 
shearing, or scaling it till 
it suits you. 

Ifyou want to change 
something orget a duplicate 
original, you don't have to go 
back to the drawing board. 

Just move the mouse to create an image on the 
;=..-~ 

- ---.----.HlllllJ!llHIscreen. Our new freehand tool makes it simpler 
than ever. 

Rather start with a rough sketch 
or existing line art? No problem. 

Adobe Illustrator 88 software lets 
you scan all sorts of existing images 
so they appear directly on your com
puter screen. Then, our new auto 
trace tool takes over. Just click on or 
near a portion of the scanned image, 
and bingo, instant line art. 

Kemal Korn 



• 
Creating exciting 
business graphics is an 
art. But now,you don't Adobe lllustrator 88 software 
have to be an artist. can produce black and white, 

color. or color separated/Um.MAX CORPORATION SALES CHART 
just tell it what you want. 

With a Macintosh® 
Plus, SE, or I!, and any 
PostScrip printer you 
can gel high quality 
Adobe Illustrator 88 art, 
automatically. 

About that fast. too. and shading and masking and blending 
Or let' say you 've been using other pro and color separations and printing. But you 

grams and want to work with don't know a thing about them. 
th e art you've created. AQUACULTURE That's okay. Now you don't have to. 

The Adobe Illustrator All you have to know is where to buy 
88 program can convert Adobe Illustrator 88 software. And that's 
MacDra files instantly. easy, too. Just call us at (800) 29-ADOBE. 
Or auto trace your MacPaint Or (415) 962-2100 in Alaska and Canada. 
fil e . Click. Done. No other illustration, paint, or drawing 

Maybe you want to do program lets you do so 
more. A lot more. ~~-· ·much s? easily. Y~u 'll 'Vj-

Like airbrush ing effects take to 1t automatically. Ms 1Nco• ro=. 

Please circle 117 on reader service card. 



• Here's Looking at Hue 

_re=· "='r=on~i-" _46_9_3o_P_o,;:.ge_s_e_1u.-p_~_uo_1_. o_o-_o_o___ (QC)J 
Media Typ e: 
® Poper 

Me dl o Size: 
® US letter 
0 US legal 
Q A4 

Print ab le Areo : 
(8. 1 IC 8.3 In.) 

(Cancel J 

~0 Transparency 
O loaded 

0 A4 Special 

rerformonce : 
® Min imum Mem ory 

Picture Position: O Ma11tmum Speed 
(64K Req uired) 

lm nglng Options ---- -

Res olution: 
0 Sto nd ord 1• run c-;;;-f"-~----

O low ( 75 dpll 
Q Med ( I SO dpl) 
@ High (300 dpl) 

® Cupert : ~:~~:~~1;:tPrW\hrCo\or
0 fron t Pon el • 0o uo 1rxch~t Co~rs: 

• Do Uol AdjuJ t Ttnnwu1 Cole,.. 
( Opti ons ... ) ~~,?tc t R.t t io : 32x 32 

46930 Options (EHperl) 

Pale tte: 

@full Color I 0 Full Color 2 0 0 Colors 
0 Gray Scale O Block fr While On ly 

I( OK lJ 
( Cn nc el ) 

~ 

Picture Sizing: Print er Color Adjus tm ent : 

0 MoKlml ze Dy Interpolation 
O Increase Oy Repllcotl on 
® Do Not Enl arge 

O Gummo Correcti on 
O Co lor Matching 
® Oo Not Adj us t 

Color EKcho nge: 

® Do Not CHc hong e 

Terminnl Color Adjus tmen t: 

O EKc honge Block fr White 
0 2.2 Sid. 0 2.4 Sid. 0 2.6 Sid. 
0 2.0 Si d. ® Oo Nol Adj ust 

O EHc han ge: 

lnd eH l• IG' lndeK D 
PiHel Aspec t Rollo: Height 32 , Wid th EJ 

nally, there is the Color Excha nge fea
ture, which supposedly lets you 
substitute one color for another. But 
since the colors you are ma nipula ting 
are those in the Apple system color 
table, and since the software doesn't 
give you a ny idea what the colors in the 
table are, we couldn ' t exactly call it the 
most va luable funct ion we've ever en
countered. All but a few brave souls 
wi ll avoid th is one. 

The 46930 goes th rough a three
step process when you print to it. Fi rst, 
as it receives the data from the Mac, 
the drive r displays a message on your 
screen tell ing you what percentage of 
your artwork has been t ransmitted to 
the printer. Once the transmission is 
complete, you rega in cont rol over your 
Mac screen, a nd the printer's LC D 
pa ne! in forms you that it has moved on 
to the " Imagi ng" phase, during which 
the color in formation from your Mac 
is converted to dot patterns to be print
ed on the page. Finall y, the printer 
starts making its characteristic noises, 
a nd the printer's display tells you that 
it is in " Printing" mode, putting hot 
wax to paper. 

The 46930 printer driver 
provides custom Page 
Setup dialogs that allow 
you to control the 
printer's functions, 
including page size, 
resolution, and, from the 
Expert dialog, several 
color correction options. 

The 46930 can work on more than 
one image a t a time. It can, for exam
ple, print one image while receivi ng 
a nother. How rapidly a ll this ha ppens 
depends on how much memory you 
have in the printer, how much memory 
you have in your computer, and wheth
er you print in low, mediu m, or high 
resolution. T he 46930 comes standa rd 
wi th 4 megabytes of ra ndom-access 
memory (RAM ) but can be upgraded 
to 8 megabytes or 12 megabytes. A 
minimum of 8 megabytes (Tektroni x's 
recommended configuration fo r the 
Mac) is requ ired fo r printing high-res
olution images a nd wi ll a llow queued 
printing of full -page low- and medi
um-resolution images . A 12-mega
byte config ura tion also lets you queue 
high-resolut ion images. But conside r
ing the $2,500 cost of the RAM up
grade from 8 megabytes to 12 mega
bytes, unless you get the four-port 
option as well and have severa l users 
printing at once, you' ll probably fi nd 8 
megabytes suffic ient. 

OMS COLORSCRIPT 100 
The ColorScript is perha ps one of 

Whaddaya Mean It 

Doesn't Work? 

though. it did not at fi rst occur to 
us, it turns out that one of the 
most signif icant factors in 

choosing a color printer is whether or 
not there is software available that 
supports it. We were surprised to learn 
that, although the ColorScript has 
many features to recommend it, most 
appl ications can 't use it. This may 
seem strange, considering that it Is a 
Postscript printer, a class .of printers 
that has become closely identified with 
the Macintosh. 

The problem is that what is needed 
to drive the ColorScript is support for 
the color extensions to Postscript. 
Because Apple does not yet support 
color Postscript In its standard Laser
Writer driver, and since most appl ica
tions talk to Postscript printers using 
only the features offered by this driver 
(a practice that Apple recommends) ; 
what you get from the ColorScript in 
most cases is, shall we say, less than 
satisfactory. 

Apple has said that it intends to 
include support for color Postscript iri 
the next release of the LaserWriter 
driver, which will be part of the next 
major System upgrade. But. true to 
form, Apple has not announced any 
definite plans or dates. Whenever the 
new driver arrives. the color printing 
landscape will change dramatically; all 
color software that follows Apple 's 
rule s wi ll then work wit h the 
ColorScript. 

In the meantime, only a handful of 
applicati ons - those that implement 
their own support for color Postscript 
- can produce usable output on the 
ColorScript. These include Pixel Pa int, 
Illustrator 88, FreeHand, and Mathe
matica. (Pixel Paint 1.0 suffers from a 
bug in its print dialog box, which 
supposedly allows the user to select a 
portion of an image too large to print 
on a single page but which always 
prints the top left porti on of the image, 
no matter what the user selects. Su
perMac had fixed this in a beta version 
of Pixel Paint 2.0 .) 

To test desktop-publishing pro
grams for color support. we imported 
three files - a color TIFF produced by 
MacScan, a co lor PICT from Pixel 
Paint, and a color EPSF from Free
Hand - into each program tested. 
XPress 2.0 - we looked at a beta 
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version - was the only program that 
could successfully import all three 
files and print them in color on both 
printers. New Image. Techn9logy 's 
MacScan (versions 1.33 and higher), 
which can drive the Sharp color scan
ner and save color TIFF images, was 
being upgraded at press time to sup
port the ColorScript directly. This was 
working in beta version 1.37. 

Cricket's products (Draw, Graph, 
and Presents .. . ) didn't print in color, 
but they did print tasteful shades of 
gray. All the other applications we 
tested on the ColorScript printed hid
eous high-contrast black-and-white 
images. 

The most disappointing aspect of 
this problem is this: While the typo
graphic excellence of the ColorScript 
makes it well-suited to producing color 
transparencies for overhead projec
tors, of the three desktop-presentation 
applications on the market to date -
PowerPoint , ReadySetShow, and 
Cricket Presents . . . - not a single 
one supports the OMS color printer. 

In stark contrast, only one applica
tion we tested would not print color on 
the Tektronix 4693D - Illustrator 88. 
The reason is simple. Illustrator is 
Postscript all the way. One other, 
Cricket Draw, had problems with text. 

The chart below lists the applica
tions we tested and the results we 
achieved. All tests were done on a 
Macintosh II with 5 megabytes of 
RAM, running under System 6.0 and 
Finder 6.1. 
While the 4693D's output of this 
ReadySetShow slide (lop image) doesn't 
faithlully reproduce the colors displayed on 
the Mac's screen, it is a far sight better than 
the ColorScript's rendition of the same image 
(bottom image). Until Apple releases a LaserWriter driver that supports the color extensions to Postscript, Macintosh .ipplicalions that do not 
include custom support for color Postscript are likely to suller from similar problems. 

Tektronix 4693 D ProgramNersion QMS ColorScript 100 
_ OK Modern Artis!N .871_1_,~. md IQQ!!sn·t support PostScri11t printers YJIO System ~-0 

OK. but selec)ion in Print dialog .Q_o~~· t work • Pi!<el P!!_lnlfl:O -+-OK 
OK FreeHapdj l _,_Q_ _ OK 

Not supported Illustrator 88/1 .o~ . 015 
OK Macpr~w llfL Qvj__ ~ Prints in gray sc~le 

colors grint OK,_but te~J has roblems Cricket Drawf1 .1 ____ ; Prints in gray scale 
OK 1 Pow!!_!:f'olnV2,,00 Prints_b~w 

_____O.~K____ReadySetSho~J.:!l___! Pr'n s b& 

OK Cricket Pres~nt~.. ./j .Q.. _.Prinls in gray scale 
OK Excel/1.5 .. , Prints b&w 
OK Cricket Grap~ : Prints in gray scale 

Color PICT OK: color EPSF prints w/ reduced color set; PageMaker/3.0 Color PICT prints b&w; color EPSF prints OK; color 
color TIFF displays error message wt'!en you import . TIFF d~plays error message when you import 
Color PICT OK: color EPSF prints w/ reduced color Ready,Set,Go/4.0 Color PICT prints b&w; color EPSF prints OK: 

palette: color TIFF crashes when you J!!1port . _:_color TIFF crashes when you import 
Color PICT OK; color EPSF prints w/ reduced color set: XPress/2.0 (beta) Prints ali three OK; improves on halftone for 

color TIFF prints "chunky" low-resolution image color EPSF and color TIFF 
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Chooser 

~ 
Select 6 L6serwrtler: 

App It Sh.,.• 
MccUser Edit Spooler 

~ 
1nltrM•i1 

Bcckground Prtnltng: O 011 @ lllf 
AppleT6l k Zones: 

@Acti ve 
O ln6c live 3.3 

Select fonts to downlood: 
=Internal ...

le adobe I 
t: j<H t 


D StonelnfBol 

II 

Driue
D StonelnfBollto 
D Stonelnflto Add Font 

list of fonts to downlood: ·····-····--··-······-·····-··-··· 
GolliBol rGolllBol I to 

(Remoue Font).....' 

GolliRom fC 
LoserWriter: QMS ColorScript 100 

O PrinterDownload to: 
@ Printer's Disk 

( Help ) ( Concel (( Downlood J)l 
the longest-awaited peripherals for the 
Macintosh. And, a t $24,995, one of 
the most expensive. Has it been worth 
the wait - and is it worth the money? 
Well, that depends not only on who's 
asking the question but also on when 
they ask it. Ifyou ask it today (this was 
written in mid-July), a relatively small 
group of users will be ab le to answer 
"yes." Why? Because Apple's Laser
Writer driver, on which most applica
tions depend for PostScript printing, 
doesn't yet support the color exten
sions to PostScript (see "Whaddaya 
Mean It Doesn' t Work?" ). 

With that caveat out of the way, 
let's take a look at what the printer is 
supposed to do - and does quite well 
with the a pplications that do support 
it. 

The ColorScript comes in two units: 
the printer itself a nd the controller, 
which sits under the printer. The con
troller includes a dedicated 20-mega-

The ColorScript 100 
appears in the list of 
Postscript printers 
available on the 
AppleTalk network when 
the LaserWriter icon is 
selected in the Chooser. 

Apple 's LaserWriler Font 
Utility, provided by OMS 
on the System disk that 
ships with the 
ColorScript, allows you to 
download fonts to the 
printer's internal 
20-megabyte hard disk. 
Unfortunately, QMS's 
documentation barely 
even mentions the 
existence of this 
invaluable utility and 
says even less about how 
to use it. Fortunately, the 
utility's user interface is 
highly intuitive and 
includes on-line help. 

byte hard disk, to which PostScript 
fonts can be permanently downloaded 
(more on this later) , and a set of three 
toggle switches with which the user 
can speci fy various operating options: 
paper size, ribbon type, and interface. 

Setup is easy, but you have to follow 
the directions ca refully. Again , as with 
the 46930, don' t take a break in the 
middle of loading the color ribbon. 
Also, when you get to the part where 
you set one of the switches on the con
troller's front panel for the paper size 
you' ll be using, a nd the directions 
don't tell you that "A" is good old 8V2 
x- I I-inch paper, remember that you 
heard it here first. As with the 46930, 
the QMS printer can print either to 
special coated paper or to tra nsparen
cies. 

The ColorScript supports tabloid as 
well as letter-size paper. But you can
not blithely switch between the two. 
Not only do you have to change paper 

What's in a Face? 


T: he OMS ColorScript 100, being a 
Postscript printer, uses outline 
fonts. A number of these outlines 

come already stored in the printer. 
Others can be purchased separately 
and downloaded to the printer. Outline 
fonts have the advantage of being 
scalable to any point size and rotated 
to any angle while still maintaining 
sharp character definitions. 

The Tektronix 46930, being a bit
map printer, does not use outline 
fonts. Instead, for printing characters 
on a page, it uses the same screen 
fonts that the Macintosh uses to dis
play text on the screen. These do not 
lend themselves as flexibly to being 
printed at a variety of point sizes and 
rotation angles. 

As these examples show, the 
ColorScript has the definite advantage 
in this category. There is already a 
large library of Postscript typefaces 
available, and those who already own 
some for use with other Postscript 
printers will be able to use them im
mediately with the ColorScript as well . 

Tektronix has attempted to address 
the type problem by providing two 
disks of large-point-size screen fonts 
for Times, Helvetica, Courier, and 
Symbol. Screen fonts for the roman 
(normal) style of these fonts are pro
vided at various sizes up to 96 points. 
This allows type in sizes up to 24 
points to be printed with reasonable 
definition (the 46930 uses a screen 
font four times the size of the printed 
characters, if it is available). Still , even 
when printing type at small sizes (in 
the 10- to 12-point range) the Color
Script's output is superior. 

Furthermore, Tektronix doesn 't pro 
vide any italic, bold, or bold-italic 
screen fonts. So italic characters 
printed on the 46930, especially from 
serif fonts like Times, look slanty, 
rather than truly italic; and bold char
acters don 't look bold enough. Adobe 
makes true italic and bold screen fonts 
available for its library of typefaces, as 
do other Postscript font manufactur
ers, but these typically come only in 
sizes up to 24 points. Using these 
screen fonts doesn't get you very far, 
because the 46930 needs a 24-point 
screen font just to print 6-point type 
without jaggies. 
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To make matters worse, no large Compugraphics and Bitstream are ru available from either company about 
size screen fonts are avai lable from mored to be developing large-point when they might be available to users. 
any source - even in the roman type size screen fonts, including nonroman And, as you can see, the 46930 
style - for any fonts other than styles, for a large library of fonts. But does a pretty miserable job of printing 
Times, Helvetica, Courier, and Symbol. at press time, no information was rotated type. 

Times Roman and Times Bold Italic type set in 6, 10, 12, 18, 24, created in FreeHand show the stark differences between the 
and 48 points in PageMaker 3.0 and curved Hevetica Bold type 4693D's and the ColorScript's type-handling capabilities. 

Tektronix 46930 Output ColorScript 100 Output 
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Type is one of the weak points of the Tektronix printer. Although special Being a Postscript printer, the ColorScript excels at imaging type, at 

·screen fonts are provided for some typefaces, small type tends to any point size and rotation. 

disappear, large type has noticeable jaggies, italic type is really just 

slanted roman·type, and bold type is not very bold. 
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AGreat New Part~~t~hip; 
Icon Review & 

Start Printing For Less 

Buy Now! 
New 
Lower 
Prices 

CMO & Icon Review 

T wo great names in the business have joined forces, and thi.s is terrific news for you! ~MO is the oldest 
and most respected direct marketer of micro-computer peripherals. Ask any one of our over 400,000 
satisfied customers. Icon Review delivers the most up-to-date Macintosh software, hardware ·and ac
cessories at the lowest possible prices. Now you have a single source for all of your hardware, software 

and accessory requirements. Together we're a powerful team . You'll get help choosing Mac products .from our 
highly trained sales staff. Our tremendous buying power guarantees you the best prices. And we offer the 
fastest_. friendliest and most reliable service--before and after the sale. 

.. 
. .. 

••• ••••• 
• 

800/228-8910a &f Good anywhere in U.S . 
~w•. 717-327-9575 

Icon Review by CMO: Your clear 
choice in the Macintosh marketplace 



---------

A PARTIAL LISTING OF OUR MORE THAN 4,000 PRODUCTS-MANY REAT BARGAINS 


Notes EACH $ 42 

for l'.brd 3.0 P'Mkr z.o, Y.brks, E=I & RSC4 

101 Macros for Excel $ 55 

Pict-0-Graph $105 

PixelPaint $299 

Power Op SPECIAL $ 35 

PowerPomt SPEC/JIL $259 

Power Station SPCOAL $ ~ 

Practica Musica SPECIAL $ 85 

QuickDEX $ 44 

QuicI<eys SPECIAL $ 62 

Qume Fonts $Call 

Call for complete list of fonts & lowest prices 

RAMRd IS,nap $$ 20 


ea - t. 300 SPCC/A/ l99 
• Rtad·lt! lhunderScm SPECJAI $ 89 

ReadySetGo! 4.0 SPEOAL $299 

Record Holder Plus $ 45 

Reflex Plus $l79 

Resume Writer $ 28 

• Professionil ~n $ 75 

Sentinel SPECIAL $169 

SideI<ick 2.0 $ 65 

Silicon Press SP'CIAL $ 44
• 
Space Edit $499 

Spelling Champion $ 35 

Spellswell SPECIAL $. 45 

• LtgaJ Oictiontry $ 55 

• Mtdl<ol Oictiontry $ 55 

Stepping Out $ 55 

Suitcase $ 36 

SuperGlue $ 54 

Super LaserSpool SPECIAL $ 89 

• Super LisetSpoolMulti-user $225 
Super Paint $ 89 

SuperSpool SPECIAL $ 45 

Tempo II $109 

•T•mpo 1.2 $ 53 

Turbo Pascal $ 64 

• o..-.i-Toolbax $$ 64


64
• Nwnoric Toolbox 
•Twbo P¥c.i Tutor $ 49 

VideoWorks II SPECIAL $118 

• Hyper(Md om.r $Call 
VLS Buil Mailer $$159,.,etPamt' 36
 

$ 36 

... SPECIAL 
WillMaker 3.o
Word Finder $ ~ 
Wo_rd Perfect/Mac SPECJAI. $199 
Wnte Now $109 
COMMUNICATIONS 

ComServe $124 
Courier Modems 
• iirn.... Modm! SPECIAL $199 
-r·

• 2400bps Modm! SPEOAL $359 
•~ Modftn SPECIAL $759 
Direct 1200 Modem $119 
EMAC 2400 Modem $239 
Hayes 
•SllllllModtm ml $289 
•SINtlModtm 2400 $429 
• SINl1Modtm bundle $359 
InBox Starter Kit 2.2 

SPECW. $229 
in~ CannmmSPECIAL $ 75 $Call 

MacEnhancer SPEC/,\L $159 
MacLink Plus w/cable $149 
MacSe.rve (pa..,.,,,) $164 
Microphone II $229 
• Mic:rophone t.1 $119 

Modular Cable Kit $ 99 

NetBridge SP£CIAL $319 

NetMocfem V1200 $ 369 

NetModem V2400 $ 489 

NetSerial $ 349 

PhoneFlex SPECIAL $ 99 


PhoneNet-NttwomnxProducts 
• for 128 & 512K/E $ 45 

• for Plus, SE & II $ 45 

• AppleT.ik Ad•pttr $ 8 

Pocket Modem SPCCIAI. $ 119 

Practical Modem 2400 $ 189 

Red Ryder $ 59 

lOPS for MacintoshNEW $ 125 

• lOPS /or PClboml SPECIAL $ 179 

• lOPS for POsoltww $ 129 


HARDWARE 

A+ Mouse $ 79 

• A+ Mo- ADB SPECIAL $ 89 

AST TurboScan Flatbed $1599 

CanonCopiers- Ull pr'"'° prim 

Datacopy Scanner $1499 

•Document Fttdtr $ 459 

•Scltw.wlncm.c. $ 599 

Grappler NEW $ 89 

Grappler l.Q NEW $ 99 

Kurta Graphics Tablets 

• IS/One .(12xUJ $ 499 

•IS/One Pmmo-(6x9) $ 199 

Mac 101 Keyboards UC1I $ 149 

MacRecorder NEW $ 155 

MacScan Flatbed $1825 

• MacScm She<tftd $1299 
•T..tScan OCR scttw... NEW $ 169 

Mac VtSion $ 179 

MinuteMan Power Supplies 

• MinultMan 'J!iJ $ 289 

• MinultMiln JOOSS $ 439 

• MinuteMiln £iOOSS $ 739 

Neos Mouse $ 49 

PanChroma Printer NEW $4399 

ProPopoint Trackball $ 119 

QMS Laser Printer Nf:W $4999 

quadLYNX Trackball $ 89 

• Turbo Ti:acldNll ADI! EW $ 99 

Qurne Laser Printer 


SPECIAL $3995 

Seikosha Printer $ 229 

ThunderScan 4.0 SPEOAL $ 199 

Turbo Mouse SPECIAL $ 83 


BOARDS & MONITORS 
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MacSnap 524 $Call 
MacSnap 524E $Call 
MacSnap 524S $Call 
MacSnap 548 $Call 
MacSnap 548E $Call 
MacSnap 548S $Call 
DlSK DRIVES 

Cutting Edge BOOK $1B9.00 
Mirror Tech . BOOK $209.00 
Central Point SOOK $189.00 
Many Others! 

HA.Ro DRIVES 
CMS $Call 

$Call Everex $CallMacBottom 
Many Others! 
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FREE Catalog 

I Order yours today and save 

I money on more than 500 
I Mac products . 


Llea~~cle_:7~~ead~ervl~~~J 

ORDERS 

800/228-8910

Fax # (717) 327-1217 


Good anywhere in U.S. 


Monday thru Friday 
8:30 am to 7:00 pm ES'f 

Saturdays 9:00 am - 2:00 pm ES'f 
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPOKr: Need more Wormation? Icon 
Review maintains a technical support team for your conve
nience. (7V..J27·957S) U you need help-before or after 
ordering. 

l'OUCTES: W. acnpt MasterCard and VISA with no added 
service chaJxe, We will not chaige your card until )'O}" order 
is shipped. l'nsonal and company checks~ fur Casla!r 
~. send c:etilied c:hed, ~. ch«k, or money order. 
COD's accepted; please call for ddails. 

• We accept Pun:hase Orders from qualified corporations, 
=ities, and volume buyets. Please call 8001228-8910 for 

CHANGES"' CANCELLATIONS: )bu may change or cancel 
your order at any time prior to shiinnent. ln·stodt items are 
Shi~ wilhin 2'4 hours;~Olilen are shipped w same 
day if received bdo"' 2 pm . 

RETURNS: All retums-~ a ~ Mm:NndiR 
Authoriution Number (KMA). Pho~ Customer Servn at 
81XJ1228.l1910 to ~Ive your RMA. All returns must ~com· 
plete, inclu~~~ warranties, ~num, documm· 
talion, and .~g.l'lease incl.ude a~ of your~ 
or packings 'p and• drscription of the p em. Remember. 
no returns authoriud after 30 days from date of shi~nt, 
and all returns must ~ complete and include your l!MA. 

SIDPPING "'HANDLING: w. ship all in-stodt items within24 hows of~- · your order. Our standanl service is UPS. 
Need it tomorrow? UPS Ovemidit Savicr, or Feder.ii 
Express. lntc?rNtlo Service also avallable; call ror details. 

A shippi.!>g and handling dwge of 3'!1. ($3.00 minimum, $2.00 
fur co.D.J will ~ added to your order. 

~ufo~~tlons, and avaj);,biJity subj«! to change 

.,...,.. 
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Macintosh is • tndemark licensed to Apple Co"tuter, Inc. 
~~9sa 17iU1~:.;'·~~ighant Ave., Williamsport, P. 

SOITWARE 
Adobe Fonts $Call 
We carry all of the most 
popular styles at the mos/ 
competitive prices! 
Adobe Illustrator $379 
• Dlustrator •88 Nf.W $Call 

AffinFile SPE 45 

Analyze! 
 $ 84 

Business Gass $ 32 

Business $ense $309 

CalendarMaker SPECIAL $ 32 

Canvas SPECIJIL $109 

C.A.T. 2.0 SPECIAL $239 

Certificate maker $ 35 

CheckMark Payroll $199 

Coach 3.0 
• Cooch ProfmioNI 
• Cooch Prof. Network 
• Ca.ch Thesaurus 
Colorizer 
Comment 

Co~ II Mac 
Cnc et Draw 
Cricket Graph 
Cricket Presents 
Curator 
dBase Mac 
DeskPaint 
Disk Express 
DiskFit 
•Network Oislclit 
DiskTop 3.0 
Eureka 
Executive Life 
Expressionist 
FactFinder 
Fastback for Mac 
Fast Forms 
FileMaker Plus 2.0 
Findswell 
Flourish ront 
Focal Point 
Fo t/D,A J rfc Pl 

n "' u erFront Desk .0 (per user) $ 79

FullPaint $ 49 

Full Write Professional 


NEW $289
GridMaker $ 42
HB Music Engraver NEW $325 
Hype DA 

r 
ImageStudio
In-House Accountant 
Insight OneWrite 
LaserFX 
LaserServe (per user) 
MacAtlas 
MacCalc 
MacDraft 1.2b 
MacGraphics 
Maclabeler 
MacMoney 3.0 
MacProof 3.0 
MacSQZ 
Mac Zap 

$ 59 

SPlOAL $109 


$299 

$ 36 

$ 39 

$ 59 

$ .,., 


-
SPECJAL $169 
$119 


NEW $299 

SPECIAL $ 79 


$299 

$ 85 

$ 30 


>PECIAL $ 60 

SPECIAL $239 


NEW $ 29

$129 


SP£CIAL $ 54 

$ 52 

$ 39 

$ 59 


SPECIAL $ 99 

$195 


SPECJAL $ 'Z7 

NEW $ 59 


SPF.CIAL $ 62 

$ 45 


us · 

$ 42 

$299 

$ 99 

$199 

$115 

$ 64 

$125 

$ 82 


Managing Your Mon~EW $135 

MapMaker 3.0 $245 

McMax SPECIA L $185 

MergeWrite $ 35 

Micro Planner $319 

• Ml<ro Plonntt Multi-User $399 

Microsoft 

All Minmof! prod.a. 0.,.It-Oll pr prim! 

MindWrite $149 

Modem Artist SPEOAL $125 

MORE 1.lc SPECJAL $175 

Multi-User Appt. Diary $ 89 


SPECIAL $155 
$149 


SPECIAL $ 28 

$ 74 

$U4 
$ 62 


SPECIAL $39 
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• Here's Looking at Hue 

t rays but you also have to change rib
bons to go back and forth . This isn' t 
something you want to do frequently. 
You'll have to choose between wasting 
tabloid-size paper and ribbon on let
ter-size images, doing a lot of ribbon 
changes, or forgoing the tabloid op
tion. 

Connecting the ColorScript to your 
Mac is a snap. Because it's a Post
Script printer, you can use standard 
AppleTalk connectors. Plug and play, 
as they say in Cupertino. The Color
Script then shows up on the list of 
available printers when you select the 
Laser Writer icon in the Chooser. That 
went by so fast , it 's worth pausing to 
emphasize: It's as easy to connect a 
ColorScript as it is to connect a Laser
Writer. Period. 

Of course, the ease of Apple Talk ac
cess can be a mixed blessing once ev
eryone finds out there's a color printer 
available, because anyone on the net
work can now use it. (The first thing 
you may want to do is issue an E-mail 
message warning unauthorized people 
to stay away. We speak from experi
ence.) Spoolers that work with other 
PostScript printers should, in theory, 
work with the ColorScript as well. Un
fortunately, the limited testing we per
formed indicated that it might not be 
so simple. 

When the ColorScript prints, you 
get the same messages on the screen 
that you're used to seeing with other 
PostScript printers. A small red light 
on the controller blinks to let you know 
something's happening while the data 
is being transmitted to the printer. But 
the fun part is the printing itself. Since 
there are four colors on the ribbon, it 
takes four passes through the printer 
to complete an image. This is true with 
the 4693D as well, but with the Color
Script, the paper comes two-thirds of 
the way out of the printer after each 
pass, then gets pulled back in for the 
next color. So you get to see the image 
after each color is laid down. It hasn't 
gotten boring yet. 

Along with the manual for the print
er hardware comes a package called 
PS Exec, which contains a set of utility 
disks (both for the Mac and for MS
DOS machines) and a manual describ
ing their use. Some of the utilities in-

eluded a re the Namer (for renaming 
your printer on the AppleTalk net
work); a set of PageMaker APDs for 
all of QMS's PostScript printers (with 
one exception : a ColorScript APD is 
not included!); and SendPS 1.21 (a 
PostScript download utility). 

Also included on the System disk is 
Apple's LaserWriter Font Utility. 
This little software gem lets you per
manently download PostScript printer 
fonts to the 20-megabyte hard disk in 
the ColorScript's controller. Once a 
font is on the hard disk, anytime you 
print a document that uses it, your 
Mac never has to download it to the 
printer again, even if you reset the 
printer in the meantime. What's more, 
you no longer even need the printer 
font on your local hard disk - and 
neither does anyone else on the net
work. This is a great time-saver. The 
Font Utility is not documented in the 
Exec PS manual, and it receives only a 
brief and confusing treatment in the 
Read Me file on the System disk that 
comes with the ColorScript. Fortu
nately, the utility is easy to use and 
includes on-line help. 

Exec PS didn't ship with the Color
Script we received; it hadn't yet been 
released. (It was released just prior to 
press time and sent free of charge to a ll 
ColorScript owners. ) When we first 
called to ask how to download fonts to 
the printer's hard disk, we were told to 
use Font/DA Mover. Wrong. It took a 
week of telephone tag to establish that 
the needed software was on the PS 
Exec disks, which were subsequently 
shipped to us. 

We chalk this one up to the newness 
of the ColorScript and the fact that 
QMS had barely rolled the first ones 
off the production line when we re
ceived ours, let alone had time to train 
their support staff in its features. We 
were assured that QMS would correct 
this problem. Nevertheless, had we not 
already known how to use the ha rd 
disk, neither the QMS documentation 
nor anything technica l support ever 
told us would have shed much light on 
the subject. By the way, a portion of 
the hard disk is also set aside for use as 
a font cache, which works automati
cally with no additiona l software re
qu ired . 

AMATIER OF TIMING 
You may be wondering how fast 

these printers are. And you may be 
disappointed to find out that we didn' t 
do any extensive timing tests. In our 
opinion, it's too early in the develop
ment of 300-dpi color printers to worry 
about speed. But here are some rough 
guidelines. Both printers take about a 
minute to print a full 8V2-x-l l-inch 
page of average complexity. This is a 
gross oversimplification and is intend
ed only as a ballpark figure. 

Both the Tektronix 46930 and the 
OMS ColorScript 100 use a four
color ribbon that requires each 

page to pass through the printer four 
times. While both printers can print to 
within about 1f.i inch of the left and right 
of the page, they both require large top 
and bottom margins where no printing 
can be done. These top and bottom 
unprintable areas are used by the grip
pers that pull the paper back and forth 
as each successive color is laid down. 

It would be nice if applications took 
these margins into account when indi
cating the printable area of a page on 
the Mac's screen. Sadly, almost none 
do. You will likely learn the hard way 
that you can 't trust the margin indica
tors set by applications to prevent your 
artwork from being clipped at the top 
and bottom. 

These diagrams show you what the 
printable areas are for each type of 
paper available for the two printers. You 
can use them as guidelines to set cor
rect margins manually. 

A tip: In FreeHand 's Printer Setup 
dialog, there is no ColorScript 100 op
tion in the printer list, and most of the 
printers listed do not offer a tabloid 
option. If you want to use a tabloid-size 
page, choose the Dataproducts LZR 
2665; then select tabloid. 

Another tip, or rather a warning : As 
we went to press we discovered that 
Illustrator 88 doesn't appear to support 
tabloid-size pages on the ColorScript 
very well. Thinking we'd outsmart the 
reluctant program, we ·tried tiling 811:!-x
11-inch pages. No luck. We found that 
significant strips of our artwork were 
missing along each edge where the 
drawing overlapped from one page to 
another. 
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With the 46930, a number of fac
tors affect printing time. Bit maps are 
faster than vector graphics, and the 
more complex a vector (object-orient
ed) graphic is, the longer it will take. 
The lower the resolution selected by 
the user, the shorter the printing time. 
Scaling options available in the Page 
Setup dialog also have an effect. Some 
images even print within a few sec
onds. 

With the ColorScript, bit maps do 
not print faster than object-oriented 

drawings; in fact, PostScript takes 
longer to process bit maps than simple 
vector drawings. There are no resolu
tion settings to choose from, and scal
ing an image in the Page Setup dialog 
has no effect on printing time. One im
portant factor is the typeface. Fonts 
that are downloaded to the printer's 
hard disk will print faster than those 
that must be downloaded by the Mac 
before being used. Likewise, fonts that 
have been used at a particular point 
size and rotation in a previous docu

ment, and that are therefore stored on 
the hard disk's font cache, will be im
aged more quickly than those that are 
being printed for the first time. 

WHICH ONE SHOULD I BUY? 
That is not an easy question to an

swer. The 46930 has better-looking, 
although not necessarily more accu
rate, colors. It is well-supported by al
most every color application on the 
Macintosh (Illustrator 88 and Cricket 
Draw are notable exceptions). It is sig-

Tektronix 46930 Color Printer 

LETTER 8.5 x 11" 

10.6" 

LEGAL 8.5 x 14" 

LETTER ·a.5 x 11" OMS ColorScript 100 

1.3" 

TABLOID 11x17" 
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nificantly cheaper. If you can live 
within the restrictions of bit-mapped 
type, you'll probably be satisfied with 
this choice. 

The ColorScript is a very high-tick
et item. The value of this printer will 
increase dramatically when Apple re
leases a LaserWriter driver with color 
PostScript support. If you choose to 
buy it now, you should do so with full 
knowledge that it currently works with 
only a limited number of applications. 
Still, this short list includes Illustrator 

88, FreeH and, and Pixel Paint, some 
of the most important programs for 
color work. XPress 2.0, not yet re
leased at press time, will also provide 
full support for the ColorScript. 

Because it's a PostScript printer, the 
ColorScript does a more precise job of 
rendering curves than the 4693D is ca
pable of. Text also looks better on the 
ColorScript, and if your work is text
intensive, this will probably be the 
printer you want. Its halftoning meth
od allows for more subtle shades of col

or from some applications, but the col
ors tend to look more subdued and 
grainier. 

And that's as close to telling you 
which one to buy as we're going to get. 
Our final advice to the wise shopper: 
Try before you buy. ~ 

HENRY BORTMAN IS A SENIOR TECHNICAL 

WRITER FOR MACUSER AND PROMISES THAT 

THIS IS NOT THE LAST TIME YOU WILL HEAR 

FROM HIM ON THE SUBJECT OF COLOR 

PRINTERS. 

Buying just the Tektronix 46930 Col On top of that, Tektronix recommends Still, that's a mere pittance compared 
or Image Printer will set you back that you also purchase the Option 34 RAM to the cost of the ColorScript 100. At 
$8,495. Not too bad, all things con upgrade (which brings your printer mem $24,995, the OMS printer weighs in at 

sidered. But you also have to consider ory to a total of 8 megabytes). This little more than twice the price. 
that you can't use it with a Mac II without item will set you back another $2,500. The accompanying chart details the 
also buying the Option 44 Macintosh II When you add that to the price of the cost of various options, supplies, and 
Printer Interface Kit at $495, which brings printer and Option 44, you get a grand maintenance agreements for the two 
the total to $8,990. total of $11,490. printers. 

Tektronix 46930 Color Printer 
Tektronix, Inc. 46930 Color Printer $8,495 
P.O. Box 500 Macintosh Interface Kit - Option 44 (required) $495 

Beaverton, OR 97077 8 Mb total printer memory - Option 34 $2,500
(800) 225-5434 

12 Mb total printer memory - Option 38 $5,000 

Four-channel Multiplexer - Option 2 $2,500 
Letter-size paper (1,000 sheets) $50 
Legal-size paper (1 ,000 sheets) $60 
Letter-size transparencies (50 sheets) $55 
Four-color ribbon (1 cartridge) $85 
Monochrome ribbon (1 cartridge) $125 

Installation and setup Included 
One year on-site coverage for repairs $607 
Two years on-site coverage for repairs $1,289 
Three years on-site coverage for repairs $1 ,715 

QMS ColorScript 100 
OMS, Inc. ColorScript 100 printer $24,995 

One Magnum Pass Letter-size paper (2,000 sheets) $125 
Mobile, AL 36618 Tabloid-size aper (2,000 sheets) $220

(205) 633-4300 
Letter-size ribbon (black, three-color, or four-color; box of 4) $360 
Tabloid-size ribbon (black, three-color, or four-color; box of 4 $360 
Letter-size transparencies (box of 200) $205 
Tabloid-size trans arencies box of 200) $325 

Factory service (annual $1,785 
On-site service (annual) $2,975 
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YES, please rush me ___ copies of Dae-Easy Light for the Macintosh at $69.95 per 
copy plus $7.50 for shipping & handling ($17.50 outside the U.S.). Texas residents add sales tax. 

Phone _______________ (Important: Your phone no. is our reference number) 
Name Company _____________ _ 
Address _________ ________________________ 

~ City _ ________ ________ State _ _ _ ____ Zip _______ 

Method of Payment (Please no C.O.D. or P.O. Boxes) D Check D Money Order D MC D AMX D VISA 

Account#--------- Expires _____ Signature----------------------
30·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Dae offers 30.<fay unconditional guarantee on all products bought directly from Dae Software (less shipping charges). MINIMUM HARDWARE 
REQUIREMENTS Dae-Easy Light for the Macintosh runs on Macintosh 512KIPlus/SE/ll . Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Dae-Easy is a trademark of Dae 
Software, Inc., 17950 Preston Rd., Suite 800, Dallas, TX 75252. Copyright () 1988, Dae Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Please circle 173 on reader service card. 





Call It A Draw 

It was a photo finish, and Illustrator 88 
and FreeHand came out ofour tests as 

equals. See how speaking a different 
language has enabled these two 

programs to go well beyond the early 
art programs. 

A
t programs for the Mac, like 
good wine, improve with age. 
Look at the beginning of art on 
the Mac - MacPaint and 

MacDraw. These two programs gener
ated a lot of excitement in the Mac 
community when they appeared. In 
the time since the debut of these pro
grams, Adobe created an entirely dif
ferent, much more powerful drawing 
language. We are indeed talking about 
PostScript. And today, you'll find it in 
two of the most exciting art packages 
on the market: FreeHand, from the 
Aldus Corporation, and Illustrator 88, 
from Adobe Systems. With the Post
Script drawing tools, these programs 
offer remarkable new potentials for 
Mac artistry. 

In the past, you might have been 
able to accomplish some of the tasks 

that these drawing programs are capa
ble of, such as drawing complex 
curves, by using a high-end graphics or 
CAD system that cost more than 
$50,000. i:-his puts the list prices of 
FreeHand ($495) and Illustrator 88 
($495) into perspective. Both applica
tions let you draw and edit complex 
curves easily: a task that's not possible 
with other personal computer drawing 
and painting applications, and a task 
that higher end CAD systems compli
cate. They also generate graphics in 
PostScript, the page-description lan
guage that's become a standard for 
publishing systems. 

WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT 
POSTSCRIPT? 

PostScript is supported by a grow
ing number of page-layout applica-

BY DIANE BURNS ANDS . VENIT 
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• Call It ADraw 

tions, laser printers, and phototypeset
ters. PostScript describes graphics the 
same way it defines fonts : The outline 
of each object or letter of the a lphabet 
is defined in mathematical formulas 
that describe complex Bezier curves. 
One advantage that this approach has 
over bit-mapped page description is 
that space requirements are econo
mized. For example, by storing on ly 
one set of outlines of characters for a 
typeface, you can print text in any size. 
Similarly, a PostScript version of a 
graphic requires a small fraction of the 
amount of space that would be re
quired by a scanned image of the same 
graphic. 

Before the original version of Adobe 
Illustrator was released, the only way 
to create PostScript graphics was to 
code them yourself. Programmers 
could wri te PostScript code directly to 
define a graphic and print the graphics 
on any PostScript-capable printer. 
Similarly, you could buy PostScript 
fonts and use an application 's menu 
selections to format text. But to get at 
many of the special, powerful typo
graphic effects supported by Post
Script, you would have to write the 
procedure yourself. 

The power of PostScript was first 
captured in drawing tools by the origi
nal Illustrator, released in March 
1987. Illustrator's features were so 
revolutionary at the time that many 
graphic designers who had resisted 
desktop publishing, from one-man 
graphics studios to Madison Avenue's 
slickest ad agencies, finally embraced 
the Macintosh. The program also had 
strong appeal as a tracing tool to cor
porate desktop publishers, giving them 
the ability to recreate corporate logos 
and other existing hand-rendered art-

BENCHMARK CHART 

'& Task 

work for which the closest electronic 
a lternative, a scanned bit-map image, 
was a poor substitute. 

Of course, if a ll you want is an exact 
duplicate of an image, why not paste 
up a photostat of the original artwork? 
One good reason is because these 
drawing tools Jet you alter PostScript 
graphics in many powerfu l ways. You 
can electronica lly scale an image to 
any size, and you can reshape, reshade, 
mirror, rotate, and skew your artwork 
as you like. 

Since the initial release of Adobe Il
lustrator, the world of Macintosh 
graphics has opened further with the 
advent of the Macintosh II - a more 
powerful CPU, expanded video op
tions, and the ability to display color. 
Aldus FreeHand was designed to take 
full advantage of color, and it added 
some features supported by PostScript 
that weren' t incorporated in Illustra
tor I. I. Illustrator 88 adds features 
first introduced by FreeHand, as well 
as new features not offered by any 
other application. Priced as they are, 
these packages come in at the high end 
of drawing applications for the Macin
tosh. And the differences between 
them are significant enough that seri 
ous graphics studios will want both in 
order to get the full range of capabili
ties. 

CAN YOU TELL THEM APART? 
Adobe Illustrator 88 and Aldus 

FreeHand are similar in many ways. 
The programs have similar tool pal
ettes, and they use many of the same 
keyboard short cuts, including conven
tions for essential operations like 
pointing, zooming, and moving the 
page. Both programs Jet you draw 
smooth curved lines, set the lines to 

Mode D 
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FreeHand (left) and 
Illustrator 88 (right) have 
similar tool palettes. 
They also use similar 
keyboard short cuts for 
pointing, zooming, and 
moving the page. 

any width, and fill lines or solid objects 
with any percentage of black or color. 
You can perform transformations on 
graphic objects or type: scale an object 
to any size, rotate an object any num
ber of degrees, reflect or mirror an ob
ject across any angled ax is, and skew 
the axes of an object. 

Both programs offer easy access to 
PostScript capabilities like masking, 
which gives you the ability to silhou
ette a part of an image inside any out
line shape you draw. You can also de
fine custom patterns and colors to be 
used as fills for lines or solid shapes. 

With both Illustrator 88 and Free
Hand you can print your art and use it 
directly as camera-ready art. Or you 

FreeHand tT-&1 Illustrator 88 

Refresh screen 
Refresh screen 
Switch from non-Preview to Preview mode 
Zoom from Fit in Window to next zoom level 
Print to LaserWriter Plus using built-i n font 
Print to LaserWriter Plus using downloadable font 

12.05 sec 
Iuo sec 

ls.83 sec 
18.03 sec---

All tests were conducted using the same file in both products on Macintosh II with an 8-blt color monitor, 5 megabytes ol RAM. 
All tasks were clocked three limes; average lime is shown. 
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• Call It ADraw 

can import the artwork into page-com
position applications that support 
PostScript and EPS (Encapsu lated 
PostScript) graphics, including Page
Maker, Ready, Set, Go! 4.0, and 
QuarkXPress on the Macintosh, and 
PageMaker and Ventura Publ isher on 
MS-DOS systems (after first transfer
ring the EPS files from the Macin
tosh). 

IT'S DONE WITH WIRES 
Both FreeH and and Illustrator 88 

enable you to draw in a wire-frame 
mode and to preview the image as it 
wi ll print. One of the most fundamen
tal differences bet ween the l wo pro
grams is that FreeHand lets you work 
in either mode, whereas with Illustra
tor 88 you must always work in wire
frame mode, as the Preview mode in 
Illustrator 88 doesn' t allow edi ting. 

FreeHand's ability to work in Pre
view mode gives the program the " look 
and feel" of other drawing applica
tions like MacDraw. For example, to 
resize an object in FreeHand, you can 
simply point and drag one of the corner 
handles, just as in MacDraw. This 
makes FreeHand easy to learn if you 
already have experience with other 
graphics applications. Casual users 
might validly choose FreeHand over 
Illustrator 88 for this difference alone, 
and choose always to work in Preview 
mode. Illustrator 88's wire-frame op

Times-Bold I tolic 
Times- I tolie 

Type 

ZopfChoncery- Medluml tolie 

OK 

[ Concel I 

l4B IptSize: Rllgnment 

Leoding: :=Is=o===il pt 1~~ o~ o~I 
Spocing: I0 Ipt 

Orogon Teo 

erations - with anchor points and di
rection lines - can seem difficult by 
compari son, though you have the op
tion of Previewing in a separate win
dow on the screen as you work. 

The disadvantage of working in Pre
view mode is that the relatively thick 
lines of a drawing, when depicted as 
actual artwork on screen, are more dif
fic ult and less precise to work with 
th an pixel-wide wire-frame lines. For 
more detailed artwork, the time it 
takes for the screen to redraw is always 
much longer when working in Preview 
mode as well. This becomes significant 
when you arc working with complex 
drawings, and FreeHand users will be 

FreeHand Feature Illustrator 88 
6 Zoom levels 8 
8 Undo levels 1 

yes Allows bit maps to be traced yes 
no Automatic tracing yes 
no Freehand drawing tool adjustment yes 
no Erase freehand line yes 
no Blending yes 

yes Bind text to a path no 
yes Color separation yes, with separator 
yes Change anchor point type no 

yes, by entering Patterns yes 
Postscript code 

no Preview patterns yes 
yes Masking yes 
yes Imports EPS files yes 

To handle text in either 
FreeHand or llluslralor 
88, you type ii into a 
dialog box instead of 
directly on the text. 

aggravated to discover that screen re
draw is slower in any mode when com
pared with Illustrator 88 (see the ac
companying Performance Chart). For 
these reasons, many artists wi ll choose 
to work in wire-frame mode and turn 
Preview on on ly periodically to check 
their work. Nevertheless, there is still a 
tremendous advantage in being able to 
make changes in Preview mode direct
ly, and we think Illustrator 88 suffers 
by not offering this as an option. 

TRACING THE IMPORTS 
Both programs let you trace an im

age or draw from scratch. In Illustra
tor 88, you can trace an image by open
ing any bit-mapped or PICT file as a 
"template" - artwork that you can 
see on the screen but that won't print 
or show in Preview mode. You can 
then trace this template by using any 
of three tools: a pen tool that you click 
and drag at selected points along the 
path of the template, a freehand tool 
that you use to draw over the template, 
or an autotrace tool that you click to 
generate an outline of any continuous 
edge in the template. The template can 
be hidden from view or eventually dis
carded, but the template image cannot 
be moved or scaled in Illustrator 88 
directly. The FreeHand tool and Pen 
tool can also be used to draw without a 
template, along with the recta ngle and 
ova l tools. Once a path is drawn, you 
can edit it by dragging part of the This is not inlended to be an exhaustive list of features. Rather. it is meant to highlight the features 
curve, moving an anchor point along that are different between the two programs or features that are more advanced Postscript 

features. the curve, or moving a direction handle 
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Commitment that goes 

beyond the sale. 


Richard Elliott and Cathertite Gallagher 
Uvermore, Edwards and oclates 

0 ur architectural firm provides a top quality product, on tim and within our clients' budgets. W-e:-re alse-a-oompany 
that firmly believes our responsibili e !anding behind our finished product and servicing our 
clients' needs is what Livermore, a ut.•.and what we feel Microtech is all about. 

We bought a Nova external liar tlisk drive from Microtetfrb'"i.SecI upon a recommendation from a fellow architect. 
A number of employees use it for numerous applications: from acoounting, to word processing, to graphics; and the one 
thing we know is...we can count on ii! 

Microtech has a superb produc an-great'price;-ana-a top rat~servi~ depa.rtment to back it up. Whenever we have 
contacted Microtecb, we have encotillter'M enthusiastic, technically know~geable support personnel. eing a company 
that doesn't desert you once the sale is made, we appreciate when we rµn across a company with the same philosophy. 

In this day and age it's so rare1to find acompany that provides exceptional service; we not onlyMrecommenEl-Mieretech---="" 
but we are now in the process o ~ eciding which Microtec 

-~-.., 
drive5"-w~ 

, 

,;;-' 

ant to purchase next!,,....-;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~ 
~ 

Fo mor~ei:mation;-pricing, or your 
loca'l Microtech dealer call 

(800) 325-1895 

Please circle 51 on reader service card. 



ONE OF TIIE MO~T . 

IMPORTANT 


MACINID~H APPLlCATION~ 

YOU'LL EVER U~E. 


It's your application to attend the 1988 Macintosh Business Conference & Exposition, 

to be held November 1-3 at the Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim, California. 

The 1988 MBC&E is the place to get the definitive word on corporate and profes

sional Macintosh0 applications: how to set up the ''Power'' Macintosh office, how to 

choose a LAN, how to connect to MS-DOS, UNIX and DEC VAX, and more. 

With over 100 major exhibitors and a full range of half-day Professional Tutorials 

and full-day Executive Seminars, the 1988 MBC&E is geared to help you get the 

most and the best from your Macintosh - no matter what your application. 

The 1988 Macintosh Business Conference & Exposition. Apply yourself now. 

Classic Macintosh Applications Applications on the Cutting Edge Applications for the Rest ofUs 
MBC&E offers more than 40 Core Conference Listen to the movers and shakers. 'fest-drive the MBC&E's Vertical Market Case Studies series 
se~ons designed specifically with the corporate latest in corporate and profe~onal Macintosh will bring you face to face with experienced users 
and prof~onal Macintosh user in mind. applications. Featuring: in your own industry. Namely: Architecture, 
Including: • Desktop Audio/Video: The Next Revolution Marketing,Communications, Health Services, 
• The Power Macintosh Desktop (3-part series) Accounting, Law, Publishing, Engineering, 
• Business Planning with Macintosh •CD-ROM: How You Can Use It Now Military, Music, Govemment...and more. 
• Hyper-Productivity Through Hyper<::ard™ • State of the Art of Electronic Mail Applications in Focus• How to Become a Power Desktop Publisher • Al/Expert Systems Come of Age MBC&E also offers arange of half-day•Macintosh LANs: What's Best for Your Applications Vs. Applications Professional Tutorials and full-day ExecutiveBusiness? MBC&E's "Shootout" Series of conference Seminars. Each is led by aleader in the field 

sessions will give you your best opportunity to and includes admission to the three-day 
compare popular business software. Including: Conference and Exlubits.Sign up now; space
• Desktop Presentation Packages for all of these se~ons is extremely limited. 
• Desktop Publishing Packages 
• Macintosh Data Bases 
• Macintosh CAD 



, - -~~~--~~- -- -- -- ----~~---~---.___, 

APPLICATION AND REGISTRATION FORM 
1 	 Advance Registration Deadline is October 7, 1988. 

I 
1. Please print the correct infonnation here:I 
NameI I~ I I J u I I I I I I I THE 1988 

Fl ORIN IT!A 

Position/
I Tulephone 	 I I I -1 I I 1- MACINTOSH 

AREA CODE · NUMBER

I Company/ 


I Organization I I I I I I I BUSINESS 
Business 
AddressI 	 I I I I I ~ E ~ CONFERENCEORM IS 

CityiStat.el
I 	 I I I I I I I I I & EXPOSITION 

I 
Zip Code 


STATE ZIPCODE 


2. MBC&E HALF-DAY PROFESSIONAL 3. FULL-DAY EXECUTIVE SEMINARS 5. HOO'EL RESERVATIONS 
TUTORIALS Reserve your hotel room, ifdesired.The Power Macintosh Office: A Complete, 

Macintosh in Corporate AIV Production No-Nonsense Guide Disneyland Hott! 800/854--6165 (In CA: 213/636-3251) 

(Nov. 2; 8:00-12:00. Code: Pl'-1) (Repeated Nov.1 & 2; 8:00 - 3:30. Code: ES.1 No./ Arrival Departure 
Single Double Gueata Date 	 Date From st.oryboarding to finshed product: incorpo	 and ES.2) 
0$94 0 $94rating mixed media to create first-clas.5 training 	 Hardware configurations, networking; E-mail, 
Arrival: 0 Early 0 Lat<and'rnarketing tools. 	 training, software and security issues: Ev~ Reser»ations must be guaranteed by one nighL's deposit.

thing you need to know to launch and adminisMacintosh in Accounting& Finance 	 0 Please use the credit card I've indicated below.trate the Power Macintosh Office. Why learn(Nov. 2; 1:00- 5:00. Code: P1'·2) 	 0 I'veenclosed a separate check payable to theirn{>Ortant lessons and strategies the hard way?Bookkeeping, invoicing, purchasing, financial 	 Disneyland Hotel.This Executive Seminar can save months of indeanalysis, inventory control and office compatibil cision and thousands ofdollars for your business. For ~t,est confirm.ati,on, caUtM lwtel diredly.ity is.5ues. Ask fer tM svecial Macintosh Business ConferenuThe MIS/DP Connectivity Round-tableMacintosh in Admin. & Management 	 rat.es (good thT0U9h Sept. 90, 1988). Call American
(Nov. 3; 8:00 - 3:30. Code: ES.3)(Nov. 2, 1:00 - 5:00. Code: PT-3) 	 Airlinesfer f!U11ronte00 lowest rat.es t.o tM show:Making Macintosh work with an existing corpoBusiness planning, project tracking, personnel 	 1·800-499-1790and askfw STAR.fil,e S-14940.rate DP/MIS environment: an interactive lee·and resource management. For managers in all tureldemonstration. Connectivity issues, protobusiness areas. typing,HyperCard as dashboard: this Seminar 6.PAYMENT

Macintosh in Sales & Marketing 	 Will helpyou seamlesslyintegrate Macintosh Please enclose payment with your order. (Nov. 3, 1:00 - 5:00. Code: Pl'-4) 	 with your current MIS/DP structure. 
Tutal Amount Due$_ ______Clientlprospect tracking, contact prioritizing, 


report generation and analysis: in short, how to 
 0 Check Enclosed use Macintosh to make the sale. 	 4. TICKET OPl'lONS 
(MJ!ce che<k for tickets payable ta Cambridge Marketing, Inc. Che<kChoose one of thefollowing:The MBC&E Hands On Business 	 for hotel reservation l!hould be made payoblt ta lhe Disneyland Hot.el.)AdTanct Mail to: Cambridge Marketing, Int., MBC&E, One Forbes Rd.,Software Series 	 Rq. Dilcount 
Lexington. MA O'll73Professional, four-hour hands-on tutorials, led 	 A. Full-Day Exec:uliTt Stmlnan Price Price 

by experienced workshop leaders. Learn how 	 0 ES.I PowerMacin~hotlice- ll/l ,8:00 AM $495' $395' 

to become a "power" user of the top-selling 	 0 ES.2 Power Macintosh Office · 1112,8:00 $495' $395' 0 Credit Card (circle one) aEJ • 
Macintosh packajres. (The Macintosh Overview 	 0 ES-3 MIS/DP Roundtable- 1113,8.-00 $495' $395' 

Daytime Phone Number:is designed"for newcomers to Macintosh tech	 B. Half-Day ProftlliOOAI Tutarial1 

nology. Other sessions assume some familiarity 	 0 PT-I Corpor.W! AN Prod. - 1112,8.-00 $295" $225" 

with Macintosh; they are designed for beginning 	 0 PT-2 Accounting &Finance· 1112, 1:00 PM $295'-' S.225'' Credit Can! f : 	 Exp. Date 

to intermediate users of these packages, except 	 0 PT-3 Admin. &Manag<ment - 1113, 8:00 $295" $225" 
Cardholder's Name:where noted.) 	 0 PT-t Sales &:Marketing- 1113, l:OO $295'' $225.. 


0 Pl'-5 Macintosh Oveniew-1111,8:00 $295'' $225'' 
P1'·5 Macintosh Overview (11/1; 8:00) 	 Authoru.d SignaLure:0 Pl'-6 HandsOnExrel-11/1,8.:00 $295.. $225" 
Pl'~ HandsOnExcel (l111;8:00) 0 Pl'-7 HandsOnMkrosolt\\brks-llll, l:OO $295'' $225" 
Pl'· 7 Hands On Microsoft m>rks 	 Your Amex an! billing address:0 Pl'-8 HandsOn HyperCard- 11/1, l:OO $295'' $225" (1111; 1:00) 	 Th be sure you receive complei< MDC& E cttdentW., please complete0 Pl'-9 Macintosh Overview · 1112,8:00 $295' ' $225" PT-8 Hands On HyperCard (1111; 1:00) this fonn entirely and end..,. )1ltlT che<k, money ortler, or credit an! 

0 PI'-10Hands 0n Excel(Adv)· l ll2,8:00 $295.. $221;" number.Sating atsomeBeSSions is limited; reserve your pi&«!,savePl'-9 Macintosh Overview (1112; 8:00) 0 PI'·ll Hands OnHyperCard(Adv) - IL'l, 1:00 $295' ' $226' ' money, andavoid lines by pre-regi.sterinr.Onlen recerl"eda/Ur SepPl'-10 Hands On Excel (for intermediate to tember 30 ,.;n be held at Lhe "Will Call" window at lhe show.Show0 Pl'-12 Hands On MacDraw - 1112, I:00 $295" $225" adv. users; 1112; 8:00) 	 boursare 11:00- 6:00on Nov. I (KeynotutazUat IO:OO)and 10:00 
0 PI'- 13 Hands0n~· 1113,8.:00 ~.. $225" 6:00 on Nov. 2111d3. Registnlion opens at 9:00 a.m. Please not<:Pl'-11 Hands On HyperCard (for intermediate 0 PI'-14HandsOnCricketl'resents- 11/3,8:00 ~.. 	S22S" Some Professional Tutorials and Full-day Executive Seminan beginto adv.; 1112; 1:00) 0 PI'·16 Hand! On Adobe lllustratar • 11/3, 1:00 $295' ' $225" at8:00 Lm. All regi.stntions are non-refundable. ONE FORM PER 

Pl'-12 Hands On MacDraw(ll/2;1:00) . REGISTRANT• PHOfOCOPIES ARE WELCOME0 PI'-16 HandsOn MIC!'rojed ll • 1113, 1:00 1295'' $225" Pl'-13 Hands On PageMaker 
C. Thrtt-Day Confe"'nc• & Exhibit.(1113; 8:00) 
0 CE Including Vertical Market Cue Studies $125 '96 7. IMPORTANTPl'-14 Hands On Cricket Present.s 

(1113;8:00) 	 D. Thrtt-Day Exhibit. Only Complete andreturn this fonn by October 7 oo: 
0 EO Including Keyno~ $40 $2li Cambridge Marketing, Inc. (MBC&E)PT-15 Hands On Adobe !Uustratm 

(1113; 1:00) 	 •J.Wwiu tlt rmlayDmf<rm<e, EV.ibittandlundi ontitedavof One Forbes Road, Lexington, MA 02173 
rovrumiMr. Pl'-16 Hands On MacPrcefectll 

"/ntliula tltrudar Dmf<mia and Euibitt. Jndit:iduala mar al· Or Call Toll Free: 1-800.262-3378(1113; 1:00) tnwl a 1wmd n.torialfar Clll addilional $95. 	 fm Mass., 617-8fi0.7100) 

http:CityiStat.el


• Call It ADraw 

Both FreeHand and Illustrator 88 ture also serves as a color style sheet in 

Reflect Dialog boxes come into 
play when you handle

-Reflect ocross--------. n OK u transformations in 

@ Horizontol OHis 
 FreeHand and Illustrator.I Concel)O Uerticol oHis 
O Angled OHis: [_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_............................~] 
 Copy ) 

D Reflect pottern tiles 

0Angle: l~I OK D 
(Cancel ) 

D Rotate pattern tiles Copy J 

FILLING THE BILL 
Both Illustrator 88 and FreeHand 

let you define a line or a fill pattern as 
any percentage of black (shades of 
gray), any color (from the colors pro
vided or custom color ), or any pattern 
that you design yourself (neither prod
uct comes with predefined patterns). 
Graduated fi lls, ca lled fountains in 
PostScript terminology, can be auto
matically generated by FreeHand. In 
Illustrator 88 there is no automatic 
graduated fill or fountain , but you can 
create the effect of a fountain by using 
the blending tool. 

Custom patterns are another area 
where FreeHa nd and Illustrator 88 
have taken different approaches. Cus
tom patternscan be created in Illustra
tor 88 simply by drawing a rectangle 
around any artwork or portion of art
work that you wish to make into a pat
tern and invoking a menu command to 
define the new pattern. In FreeHand 
you can create custom patterns by 
writing PostScript code. This is easy 
enough for those who know PostScript 
or for the simplest of patterns, but it's 
difficult and awkward compared wi th 

-o Shear 

Angle: 1-1° 
-Shear along---------. 

@ Horizontol oHis 
0 Uerticol aHis 
0 Angled aHis: [_"_._........................·.-.................] 

D Sheor pattern tiles 

Scole 

® Uniform scale: ID!Iml '7o 

@ Preserue line weights 
0 Scole line weights 

0 Non- uniform scole: 

HO ri 7. CHI 1<11 ; r-······················1 ':·:. 
;....-...................; 

l•c~1 ·1ic nl: [_"_"_~_·:.:·.·.·:.·.·.·.·-~·.·.] ·:-:. 

D Scole pottern tiles 

n OK , 

ICancel) 


Copy ) 


n OK u 
I Concel I 


Copy 


that defines a part of the curve. All 
drawing and editing must be done in 
wire-frame view. 

In Free Hand, you can trace artwork 
that is brought in through the Clip
board. Artwork brought in this way 
can be moved and scaled before it is 
traced, but it won 't print out or display 
in Preview mode. Tracing and drawing 
tools include a Free Hand tool and four 
pen tools that must be used in combi
nation. FreeHand doesn' t offer an au
totrace feature, nor is the sensitivity of 
the FreeHand drawing tool adjust
able, as it is in Illustrator 88. 

In both applica tions you can create 
and modify objects visually on the 
screen, or you can use dialog boxes to 
define transformations numerically: 
distances and angles for moving; per
centages for scaling; and angles for ro
tation, mirroring, and skewing. 

You can also import EPS graph ics 
into both applications. The template 
can be hidden from view, or eventually 
discarded, but the template image ca n
not be moved or scaled in lllustrator 88 
direct ly. 

Illustra tor 88's right-brained imple
mentation . The repeats - getting 
each tile pattern to line up with all ad
jacent tiles - can be difficult in either 
case. 

IN FULL COLOR 

make handling color easy. You can de
fine colors in terms of percentages of 
cyan, magenta, and yellow, then name 
the color and save a list of colors to a 
fi le. FreeHand ca lls these files Librar
ies, and Il lustrator 88 saves them as 
regular Illustrator 88 files. This fea
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That's right AST's Mac86'" puts the power 
ofan IBM® PC compatible, 8086 processor 
and all, into your Macintosh® SE. 

In fact, the Mac86 gives you more than 
the power of two computers on your desk. 
That's because Mac86 lets your familiar 
MS-DOS® programs take advantage of the 
Macintosh environment. Cut, cqpy and paste 
text and graphics. Print through AppleTalk~ 
Store data files on the Mac hard disk. And, 
share DOS files with other network users. It's 
that easy. 

Who needs Mac86? You do. Maybe 
you're in a remote office, and corporate uses 
dBASE~ Or you're part ofa sales team, and 
spreadsheets are due in Lo~ Maybe you 
need access to a vertical application, but it's 
written for DOS users only. Ifyou want the 
benefits of the Mac, but you need MS-DOS 
software, you need Mac86. 

There is no other DOS solution that 
offers so much. Mac86's 8086 processor 
gives you the performance and compatibili
ty you need to get the job done.And extras, 
like a built-in floppy disk controller, save 
you the hidden costs that show up in other 
Mac/DOS products. 

There's one other thing you'll find on 
the Mac86 that you won't find on any other 
board The AST name. And, after shipping 
over three million of the best enhancement 
boards in the industry, you can count on 
AST to do it right 

So ifyou're a user who loves the Mac, 
but needs PC software, there's only one real 
solution. AST Mac86. 

Ifyou're interested in getting the best 
ofboth worlds, call AST (714) 863-0181, 
Operator AA44, or send us the coupon 

DYes, send me infonnation on the Mac86. 
DYes, have an AST representative call me. 
Name ___ __________ _ 

Title ______________ 

Company _ _______ ____ _ 

Address _____________ 

City ___ ___ State _ Zip _ ___ 
Phone ______________ 

Send to: AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Ave. 
Llrvine, CA 927 ~-4992. Attn: M.C_:_ _ MacU- 1~ 

ASfls p roud to 
sponsor N'BC's 

® tolcc.\Slofthcl988 • •
AS[ 

9RESEARCH INC. Sumn>ttOlympks 

Times Have Changed. 
AST markets products worldwidt:-ln Europe ilftd the Middle East, c.dl: 
44 I 5684350; In 1he Far Eas1, call:852 5 717223; In <:anada, call: 416 
826 7514. AST and J\Sf logo registe red and Mac86 trndem.irk AST Research. 
Inc. All other b rand .rnd product UJ.111(."S arc 1rademarksor registered trade
marks of their resp«tive compJ.nies. Copyrigl1t © 1988 AST Research, Inc. 
All rights resen •ed. 

Please circle 13 on reader service card. 



• Call It ADraw 

iD Preferences In the Preferences mode 
in Illustrator BB, you can~ Snap to point I OK I 

~ Preulew and print patterns adjust the sensitivity of( Cance l I
OTransform pattern tlles the Freehand tool and the 

Auto trace tool.Constrain angle: ~l~==~I • - Ruler unlts
0 Centimeters


Corner radius: IO Ipt O Inches 

Cursor key distance: I1 Ipt 
 @Picas/Points 

Freehand tolerance: I2 IplHels 


Rulo trace gap distance: Io IplHels 


[Change Progresslue Colors ... ] 

In FreeHand, you canLoyer control 
lock or hide selected 
layers rather than 
selected objects. 

Drawing layer IDlDH 
Rctlue Ulsible FreeHand offers 200

O Rll layers ®RU layers different layers. 
O Rll eHcept background 


®Drawing laye r only 

O Rll eHcept background 

O Rctlue layers only 
O From IT!!] to IT!!] ,(~ DK 

the sense that when you make a change 
in the definition of a color, all the ob
jects in the current file that have been 
designated with that color name auto
matically change to the new definition. 

Illustrator 88 ships with all the col
ors in the Pantone Matching System. 
FreeHand ships with two predefined 
color libraries. Both programs let you 
print out full-color images on color 
PostScript printers, or print black
and-white color separations on laser 
printers or PostScript typesetters. 
FreeHand will print to any Quick
Draw printer, which includes Apple's 
LaserWriter SC and the Tektronix 
thermal color printer. 

MANAGING TEXT 
Text handling is quite a mixed bag; 

this is an area where the combination 
of both products can truly be appreci 
ated. The approaches of the two look 
simila r initially in that when you use 
the text tool you type into a dialog box 
rather than directly on the page. 

Illustrator 88 offers the same limit
ed text-handling features of its earlier 
versions. Specifically, you are limited 
to 255 characters per text block, you 
must force line endings with hard car
riage returns, and you can 't mix type 
styles within any single block. You can 
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Cancel ) 

align text left, right, or centered, but 
you can't justify text. The option la
beled "kern" in Illustrator 88's text di
alog box would be more accurately 
called " tracking" - the same amount 
of space is added or removed between 
all letters in the text block, rather than 
actually kerning selected pairs of let
ters. The Illustrator 88 text dialog 
doesn' t even contain a scroll bar. 

FreeHand has much more flexible 
text-formatting features. It is capable 
of controlling the most essential for 
mats within a single block of text, in
cluding automatic word wrap (includ
ing when you change the width of the 
block); four alignment options includ
ing justification; and both forms of in
ter-letter spacing control (tracking 
and kerning). You can also mix differ
ent fonts, text styles, sizes, and colors 
within a single block of text. 

Another PostScript feature that 
FreeHand makes available is the abili
ty to bind text to an arbitrary path. 
This feature is useful when the base
lines of the letters within one word or 
phrase do not fall on a straight line, as 
in package labels on many products. 
To achieve this effect, Illustrator 88 
requires that you literally hand-place 
each letter individually, but in Free
Hand you simply draw a curve, which 

0 B E R I 9 8 8 

can be smooth or wavy, and then in
voke a single command to constrain 
the baseline of text you've typed to the 
shape of the line drawn. Text binding 
is one of those things that you may not 
need to do every day, but if you need 
the feature, it's good to have a product 
that does the hard part for you. 

Yet with all these advantages, Free
Hand is missing one very important 
feature that is available in Illustrator 
88: the ability to change the width and 
pen-fill of the outlines of letters, and to 
define the fill patterns of these charac
ters. This feature is required for cer
tain special effects. In both applica
tions you can produce other types of 
special effects or custom type, since 
text - just like graphics - can be 
rotated , mirrored, or skewed to any an
gle. 

ON TOP OF EACH OTHER 
One factor that comes up in any 

drawing program when you are work
ing with complex images is that of 
grouped objects and layers. Both Free
Hand and Illustrator 88 provide 
Group, Ungroup, Send to Back, and 
Bring to Front commands as methods 
of arranging or rearranging layered 
objects, but working in complex layers 
is made even easier by the option of 
locking or suppressing a view of select
ed elements. Here again, Adobe and 
Aldus have taken different approach
es. 

With Illustrator 88, you can Lock a 
selected group of objects. Locked ob
jects display on the screen and print, 
but they can't be selected or edited un
til Unlocked. In addition to the locking 
feature, the program also gives you the 
ability to Hide selected elements. Hid
den elements can't be selected or edit
ed, and they aren't displayed on the 
screen in wire-frame mode. You can't 
selectively Unlock (or Unhide) objects 
- all locked (or hidden) objects are 
unlocked (or unhidden) at once by the 
Unlock command. 

In FreeHand, you can lock or hide 
selected layers rather than selected ob
jects. FreeHand offers 200 different 
layers, each of which can include any 
number of complex objects, composed 
of elements that fall in front of or be
hind others. The Send to Back and 



S1795 S499 S799 S1249 $1399 $1099 $1249 

DPI44 DP/ 20 DP/ 60 DP/ IOO DPI 144 DPI 100 II DPJ 144 II 
Removable External External External External Internal Internal 
25ms. 10 65ms, 7.5 48ms, 7.5 28ms, 10 28ms, JO 28 ms, 10 28ms, 10 
Mega bits/Sec. data Mcgabits/S<.>c. data Mega bits/Sec. data Megabil5/Scc. d:tCt Megabits/5<.'C. da"' Megabi ts/S<.>c. data Megabits/Sec. data 
transfer rJtc, shock 1ransfer rate, shock lrJnsfer rate, shock transfer r-Jtc, shock transfer r.Hc, shock transfer rJtc, shock transfer rate, shock 
resistant to 30Gs. resistant to 50Gs. resistant to 50Gs. resiscam to 50Gs. resistant to SOGs. resisrnm m S<XJs. resistant to SOGs. 

Unlimited capaci on 

afixedbud9 


0 ur 44MD removable hard disk drive is not 
only fast ( 25ms average access time), it's 
also extremely flexible. With the remov

able Data cartridge, you're assured flexibility, 
portability, security, and an unlimited amount of 
storage space. 

Application specific. 
The DPI 44 removable is designed with the 
demanding user in mind Whether you're working 
with spreadsheets, desktop publishing, graphic:s, or 
multiple data bases, the 44R has both the speed, and 
unlimited storage capacity. 

Goes anywhere. 
Whether you need to take information with you, or 
send it by courier, the removable Data cartridge is 
ideal. Rugged ( tested to 30G's ), and lightweight 
enough you won't lose time and money shipping 
cro&5-COUfltry. 

Cnmplete data security. 
What could be safer than being able to take your 
data with you? No more unauthorized access by 
outside system users. The cartridge is small enough 
to fit inside any safe, briefcase, or desk drawer. 

Unlimited storage. 
You simply need to buy additional cartridges. The 
storage po.s.5ibilities are endless. You could back-up 
your hard disk drives in less time than conventional 
tape drives, and without the po.s.5ibility of data loss 
due to tape-stretch. 

*Limited time specialofferl 
With the purchase of a DPI 44R, you have the 
opportunity to trade-in your existing hard drive for 
cash.. Yes, we'll buy your old hard disks, working or 
not. You could earn up to s300 cash depending on 
the drive you trade in. call for details on how you 
qualify to save big bucks. 

Af amily traditimi. 
In addition to our DP! 44R, we also manufacture both 
Internal and External hard disks. From our Internal 
100 and 144MD, to our External 20, 60, 100, and 
144MB drives, you can count on DPI's service and 
guarantee. A full 30 day money-back and one year 
on both parts and labor. No matter what the reason, 
DPI will repair or replace your drive, absolutely free! 
What are you waiting for? Add a DPI hard drive to 
your system today and come out of the dark ages. 

40 Corning Avenue, Milpitas, Ca 95035 

408/945-1850 800/825-1850 
Please circle 34 on reader service card. 

Prices quoted are 10< cash purchases. Califomla reslden1s add 7% sales tax. Price does nol lnciude sys1om cable or daisy chaining cable nor shipping. DP! 44 Romo..·able. 20, 60. 
100, 144. 100 II. and 144 II are trademar11.s of DPI. Macintosh Is a regis1ered trademark of Apple Computer. Prk:essubjecl to change Wl1hout nolice. O Copyrighl OP! 1988. 



• Call It ADraw 

Bring to Front commands are used to 
arrange elements within these layers. 
In addition, whole layers can be selec
tively locked (hidden) or rearranged. 

ILLUSTRATING PERFORMANCE 
We compared the performance of 

these two packages by timing several 
common operations. First, we mea
sured the time required for the screen 

to redraw. The longer you have to wait 
for the screen to redraw, the greater 
the interruption to the creative process 
and the longer the overall production 
time. 

The second important measure for a 
graphics program is the speed with 
which a file can be printed. Illustrator 
88 is the clear winner in both regards. 
It redraws the screen in all modes 

Alot of programs claim to be 'CAD.' But they're really just drawing programs. If you want to 
design something to be built, you need real CAD. 

MGMStation~ is real CAD. It's part of a fast, sophisticated, cost-effective CAD/CAM 
package developed for engineers and designers. It offers capabilities equal to mainframe 
CAD packages, with floating point precision up to 16 decimal places. Unlimited zoom. Color 
or black-and-white output. Auto dimensioning. Multiple layers, multiple windows. Hatching 
and filling of arbitrary shapes. Sophisticated functions like filleting and chamfering. Display 

precision beyond that of QuickDraW"' (note the smooth curves). And built-in 
plotter drivers. Options include symbol libraries and an IGF,S conversion utility. 

If you're designing mechanical parts, you may be interested in our CAM 
package, too. It handles milling, turning, sheet metal cutting and wire EDM. 

See your dealer for your HyperCAD'" demo stack or write us on your 
letterhead for a free disk. 

MacUser If you are serious about creating producible designs on your Macinto.sh, 
Edd~ Aword you can't afford to waste your time on anything lessWanner ' 

1988 MGMStation. Real CAD. 

5900 Sepulveda Blvd., Van Nuys, CA 91411 (818) 376-0oos AppleLink 00572 Telex: (650) 310.7078 MCI-UW 
~-is' &gi"'1'<d Tr.idcmuk "1d <;IJiddlraw is a Tr.idcmuk ci ApPc ~Inc. 

Please circle 188 on reader service card. 

much faster than FreeHand, and 
prints faster as well (see benchmarks). 

One of the features that Illustrator 
88 has for which FreeHand has no 
equivalent is a Blending tool. The 
Blending tool can be used to combine 
any two objects, even of different 
shapes, in a user-definable number of 
iterations. 

While using this tool is more cum
bersome for producing the graduated 
screens that FreeHand does automati
cally, it does make it possible to com
bine other elements besides colors. 
Since you can blend two differently 
shaped objects, you can, for example, 
blend the shape of an object into the 
shape of a letterform, or produce sim
ple animation. 

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS 
The most important characteristic 

for any program, of course, is stability. 
Both FreeHand and Illustrator 88 rate 
well - neither program has crashed or 
manifested any serious bugs through
out our extensive trials, and both prod
ucts are backed by companies that 
have built good track records for reli
ability and support. But after reliabil
ity come other, perhaps more subtle, 
criteria for evaluating performance in 
a drawing program. These are two dif
ferent products, originally aimed at 
twoditferent markets: Illustrator 88 for 
professional graphic artists, FreeHand 
for nonprofessionals. 

We can expect a convergence of ap
proaches in upcoming versions of both 
products. But as is true in natural se
lection, in diversity there is strength. 
Certain aspects of FreeHand and of 
Illustrator 88 wiU continue to evolve in 
two different directions - with corre
sponding benefits to their users. More 
importantly, as two of the most power
ful, important pieces of PostScript 
drawing packages today, they have 
laid the foundations for the packages 
of tomorrow. ~ 

DI AN E BURNS ANDS. VENIT ARE FOUNDERS 

OF T ECHART, A DESKTOP PUBLISHING DE

SIGN AND PRODUCTION FIRM LOCATED IN 

SAN FRANCISCO. TH EY ARE THE COAU

THORS, ALONG WITH DAVID SMITH, OF THE 

FORTHCOMING BOOK FROM ADDISON-WES

LEY, TH E EXPERT ADVISOR: ILLUSTRATOR 88. 

http:Macinto.sh


Easy Entry ofCurrent 
Year-to-Date Payroll Data! 

AT 
PAYROLL 

TIME ... 
this? 

or this? 

Aatrix 
Process paychecks in as 

little as two seconds each 
• Paycheck printout adapts 

to most check forms • Tax 
V. 3.01 Tables included • All taxes 

and deductions are calculated, 
deducted and a.ccumulated • Prints 1 OO's of reports including 
By-date, Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly; also state 
unemployment, federal 940 & 941 information • Password 
protection • Automatic back-up 
feature • Prints W-2 forms • Much 
Morell 

Time tracking utility which can be used in conjunction with Astrix 
Payroll, Astrix Payroll Plus, TimeMinder and any other payroll, 
accounting or spreadsheet application which accepts tabular form 
text files. Records, calculates and accumulates time for payroll, 
time billing or productivity analysis. Prints detailed reports to 
printer or exports to Astrix Payroll & Payroll Plus for payroll 
calculations or to TimeMinder for powerful time invoicing options. 
Password protected. Can be used in conjuntion with a electronic 
card or wan.d reader•• for automatic $199 
employee punch in and punch out. * 
•• Price includes software only; electronic card/wand • 

reader eJ1lnl . Call for further information Introductory Price 

Aatrix 
In addition to features 

ofAatrix Payroll: 
Maintains ledger for 

payroll checking account • 
Allows for 10 different 

income soi.µ-ces or 10 hourly 
rates • Unlimited number ofemployees • Prints 1099's • 
Accumulates sick pay and vacation pay based on hours 
worked • Up to five separate employer contributions • 
Special restaurant tip calculator and 
commission calculator • Writes 
miscellaneous checks • Much More!! 

Astrix Checkwriter is a 
Macintosh® desk accessory which 

allows you to write cbecks - personal or 
business. • Gives you the ability to create a check form to match 
your current checks. • Keeps check ledger for one or more checking 
accounts. • Allows for entry of miscellaneous checks. • Deposits, 
bank fees, etc. can be entered into the check ledger. • Allows for 
voiding of checks written in error, leaving record for audit trail 
purposeii. • Tax deductible checks can be separately reported. • 10 
different notes or amounts can be written to the check stub. • 
Ledger can be printed by month, by quarter or up-to-date or only 
tax related items. • Ledger can be exported as a text file to 
spreadsheets or accounting programs. $ 
• Memo's can be added to checks. *7 9 • Account balance can be viewed 
on demand. Introductory Price 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee** Aatrix INFO LINE 1-800-426-0854 

SOFTWARE P.O. Box 5359 • Grand Forks, ND 58206-5359 

~ease-:i:lrcle_63 on raa.de[ serlll.ce c.arCI_•.________ • Shipping & Handling Extra **If purchased through Aatrix Sofl;ware 

http:serlll.ce


When you're choosing 
abig screen for your 
Macintosh, whichever 
model you own, consider 
this: Nutmeg Systems 
has full and dual page dis
plays for all Macintoshes 
from the 128K to the 
Macintosh II. 

And whether you 
choose our 15" Nutmeg/

Xerox FPD or our grey
scale capable 20" Nutmeg 
19 +you'll be getting an 
ultra-high-res display 
designed to provide crisp, 

paper white, flicker free is protected because your 
viewing for long hours of Nutmeg solution is simply 
demanding professional and affordably upgrade-
use. able from model to model 

Plus... your investment as your system grows, 
even someday to the... 
Macintosh III. 

111111111!1 Nutmeg Systems, Inc. 
~ 25 South Avenue 

New Canaan,CT 06840 
(203) 966-3226 

Please circle 116 on reader service card. 



PORTRAITS 

he artists on the following pages 
ave many things in common. 

They share the frenetic pace of] 
managing multiple projects si

multaneously, while orgamzmg and 
preparing for the next one in their 
spare time. They must somehow bal
ance their search for inspiration and 
innovation with the demands of dead
lines and dejection. And they also have 
one other thing in common: They've 
discovered a tool that can assist them 
with both the artistic and administra
tive aspects of their work: the Mac. 

Here's a behind-the-scenes glimpse 
at several Mac artists: a magazine il
lustrator, a software look-and-feel de
signer, a graphic artist, a songwriter, a 
photographer, a journalist, a musician, 
an editor, and a record producer. The 
amazing thing is that we're profiling 
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only four artists - but each of them 
wears many hats. 

The community of Macintosh art
ists is still small and tight-knit. Artists 
working in different disciplines often 
know one another through their Mac 
connection, and it can open new artis
tic doors. Thanks to the Mac, they can 
pursue all the different directions 
where their artistic visions lead. In pre-

BY JON ZILBER 

Mac days, most artists focused their 
talents on a single medium and spe
cialized in a particular style. A skilled 
painter couldn't easily transfer those 
skills to music or dance. With the Mac 
interface, however, it's much easier to 
dabble in more than one medium; 
there are music tools, for example, that 
a graphic artist can use to turn visual 
patterns into sound. And someday in 
the not-too-distant future, you . might 
even be able to export a MacPaint file 
directly into MIDI format or vice 
versa, adding new meanings to the 
term multimedia. 

The Mac also opens new artistic 
doors by making art happen in real 
time. By compressing the cycle of 
rough and final drafts, the Mac pro
vides a more direct route from inspira
tion to masterpiece. 

ELI REED 

PH< >T< >.J< >l' R'.\ .\LIST 

Magnum Photos 

"Computers are sneaking into 

the newsroom through 

the back door, just like 


35-millimeter photography did." 


............................ 


............................ 


When it comes to technology, jour
nalists tend to be a conservative bunch. 
There are still plenty of newsrooms 
filled with the cacophony of typewrit
ers hammering away, instead of the 
gentle pitter-patter of word processors. 
And photojournalists are no exception. 

Apple, as one of the sponsors of the 
A Day in the Life of. . . series of photo
essay books, has been making inroads 
in the photographic community by 
providing Macs to the teams of photo
journalists involved in the projects. 
One of the photographers featured in 
A Day in the Life of Japan was Eli 
Reed, who now uses his Mac to help 

organize the photojournalistic expedi
tions that take him around the world 
- to Central America, the Middle 
East, Europe, and around the U.S. 

At Eli's base of operations in New 
York, the Mac is an integral part of his 
life, keeping track of his itinerary, 
equipment, contacts, and notes on the 
people and places he's capturing on 
film . His applications are simple 
general business software - but the 
benefits have been enormous. Eli notes 
that, when the events you're covering 
are chaotic, it's crucial to have your 
own information and plans under con
trol. 

Eli Reed's latest project (not counting some 
assignments for MacUsel) was a book called 
Beirut: City of Regrets, a collection of photos 
and essays. 
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• Portraits of the Artists 

NATASHA 

LESSNIK 

ILl.l"STR.-\ TOR 

SPY 

"I create dingbats directly in 
Illustrator, but I still do 

them in ink, too. So I can 
even work in ablackout." 

If there was a Pulitzer prize award
ed for hyphenated adjectives, Spy 
magazine would be a shoo-in. For the 
uninitiated, Spy is the no-holds barred 
humor magazine that's rechristened 
such memorable luminaries as stubby
fingered developer Donald Trump, bo
somy dirty-boqk writer Shirley Lord, 
and non-Israeli guitarist Roy Clark. 
Much of the punchy flavor of Spy is 
due to.its avant-garde anti-contempo
rary look. As a start-up magazine on a 
budget, Spy has turned a limited bud
get for four-color art into an asset, cre
ating a sassy look based largely on 
typography and black-and-white icon
ographic illustration. And that's where 
the Macintosh skills of Meryl Streep
impersonating-f ree-lance-dingbat-il
lustrator Natasha Lessnik really come 
into play. 

That's dingbat, as in a typographi- · 
cal ornament or symbol. Natasha uses 
the Mac to create many of the icono
graphies sprinkled throughout Spy as 
design elements, labels, and in charts. 

Many of these icons are created in 
Adobe Illustrator - from scratch or 
by starting with a scanned sketch. 

Spy uses lots of little dingbats for 
charts like "The New York Post in a 
Nutshell," a graphic that condenses 
the recurring themes that appear in a 
month's worth of Posts - like Em
bassy Spy Scandals, Pit Bulls, and 
Embarrassing Adultery (By Other 
Than Evangelist) - into a single 
handy chart. "We used to draw these 
tiny dingbats and get a bizillion stats 
made of them. It took hours to strip in 
these smaller-than-baby-fingernail
sized pieces of repro," says Natasha. 
She started doing them on the Mac 
after a set of original drawings inad
vertently ended up in the trash. Not 
only does the Mac protect things from 
accidental trashification but also Na
tasha can easily modify the drawings, 
change the scale, and export them into 
other programs like PageMaker, 
where it's easy to construct charts with 
them. 
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Natasha learned PageMaker in a 
two-day "trial-by-fire" experience. 
Later on, she picked up QuarkXPress 
because she had heard it was better for 
complex publications. But it still sits 
unopened under her desk, waiting for 
the day when she has some time. 

You can install a screen-saver on 
your Mac, but not on your eyes, and 
scrutinizing the Mac screen can get 
tiring. Natasha does the next best 
thing: "l make this horrific back
ground pattern behind the Mac desk
top, so I'll remember to look away 
when I'm not using it." 

For final Linotronic output, Nata
sha has to get the document to a near
by service bureau. Unfortunately, 
many of these documents run more 
than SOOK, so it's impossible to down
load them to a disk. The solution: Cut 
the chart into SOOK-sized pieces and 
manually paste the output together. 

All is not high-tech in the magazine 
business. An old waxer sits next to the 
Mac equipment on Spy's "Technology 
Row." The waxer is "good for heat in 
the winter, but not much else," says 
Natasha. Another reminder of the per
sistence of low-tech are the baskets of 
hard-copy manuscripts produced 
without the benefit of Macs - but 
that's changing as the rest of the mag
azine gets exposed to the Mac. 

f._...~~~• .......................... 

........ ~...--- .............-.... 


~- ......._ ...........,_......."*-........ _ 

,....... ___,,,,_,.., ........."""'--· 
......,..___.......____......_.....,.. 

...... - ................................ ........_-... 


How much of a sneer should Elvis have? "It's 
hard to make dingbats that you can 'read' at a 
small scale, so that the point gets across." 

f1\ u 


AMERICA: 
THE om CONTINENT 

all - star CHEfS 

,_ ___-·-·.. 

.2' . 
'------------~ 

This map of insipid and tasteless American landmarks went through several iterations because 
"the research department would see it and say, 'No, that's not where Elvis was born  he was 
born two picas over to the left.' " Revisions are far less aggravating, though, when your cutting and 
pasting is done electronically. 

To create a series of "All-Star 
Chefs" trading cards, an Illustrator 
design was converted to FreeHand 
to add curved type. 
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• Portraits of the Artists 

CHRISTOPHER 

CERF 


\ll SH ' I.\\ . \\ RITER. 
PROl>l CER 

Children's Television Workshop 
"My first exposure to the Mac 
was at asneak preview where 

Steve Jobs asked me if I thought 
the machine would work without 
color. I assured him it wouldn't." 

If Chris Cerf looks familiar, maybe 
it's because you've seen his Muppet al
ter ego, the leader of Chris and the 
Alphabeats. Or maybe it's because he 
looks a little like another Muppet -
Fozzie Bear. In his human persona, 
Chris is a composer, writer, producer, 
and funny guy who's responsible for 
many of the songs seen on Sesame 
Street, several of those wicked maga
zine parodies (like Off The Wall 
Street Journal ), and numerous other 
spoofs. 

One of his latest projects is an up
coming prime-time ABC television 
special loosely based on the best-sell
ing book, Free To Be . .. A Family 
(which Chris edited along with Marlo 
Thomas). The program will feature a 
"space bridge" between the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union - it will also be 
broadcast on Soviet television - and · 
will include an unprecedented "puppet 
summit" between Kermit the Frog 

and a high-level Soviet frog counter
part. 

This project, like much of Chris' 
work, has been a collaborative effort 
with dozens of contributors - from 
different countries and even different 
species. Tracking the status of each 
author's contributions is a big job, 
made manageable by the Mac. 

Although he has looked at more so
phisticated database products, Chris 
finds that MacWrite, Word, and Excel 
- along with the Mac's Hierarchical 
File System - are really all he needs. 
In Chris' case, it isn' t the individual 
data items that are so complex - it's 
the multitude of individual pieces. And 
for that kind of organization, the 
Mac's own data structure - of files 
within folders within folders - is his 
most important software tool. "The 
Free to Be . . . project would have filled 
three or four file cabinets of paper; on 
the Mac it's just a little folder." 



STREET 
80-{ TOASO 

Chris also uses the Mac as a creative 
tool - for writing music, lyrics, and 
satires. He often roughs out demos of 
songs in his home studio, creating se
quences on his 5l 2K Mac using Mark 
of the Unicorn's Performer, a Yamaha 
DX7 synthesizer, and a four-track 
tape recorder. When it's time to head 
to a professional production studio to 
record the final tracks, he has a huge 
head start. Chris can just play back the 
sequences on another synthesizer or 

Chris has developed many computer 
peripherals and programs, like the Muppet 
Learning Keys for the Apple II. Another 
computer-related project - a TV show on 
computing conceived with collaborators Alan 
Kay, Douglas Adams, and Jim Henson - Is on 
hold, so you'll have to wait to find out about the 
Artificial Stupidity Lab where computers are 
learning to tell Fozzie Bear-type jokes. 

sampler, instantly giving his rough in
strumentations a polished sound 
whether it's the sound of orchestral in
struments or of an all-animal orches
tra. 

The Mac also helps him create let
terheads, business cards, and other 
materials for the companies he's 
formed for different projects - and 
for some "shell" companies that exist 
solely in the minds of Chris, a few 
friends, and a LaserWriter with a 
sense of humor. "If you want to start a 
completely fake company," says 
Chris, "aH you need is a LaserWriter 
and a few typefaces, and suddenly 
you've got a company like Pentagon 

SESAME 

Chris was nominated for a Grammy tor the 
album Bam To Add. Unfortunately, Michael 
Jackson was nominated In the same category. 

Products, Inc." Or The Deep Thought 
Company of America, co-founded 
with Douglas Adams; Amalgamated 
Humanities of Greater New Jersey, 
Inc., a partnership with frequent-col
laborator-and-marshmallow-fluff
heiress Sarah Durkee); or Splotched 
Animal Music. "I think the Laser
Writer was invented for me," Chris ac
knowledges. 

"The main point," says Chris, "is 
that doing things on the Mac may not 
always make things easier, but they 
become more challenging or more fun. 
I used to hate doing expenses; now I 
just dislike it. And I can at least play 
with the form while I'm at it." 
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DISK DRIVES 
CURTIS MANAUFACTURING AST RESEARCH MEMORY UPGRADES 

Curtis Ruby ............ . 
KALMAR DESIGNS 

$ 45 Turbolaser PIS ........... $3,035 AST RESEARCH 

Micro Cabinet .......... . 
Double Micro Cabinet ... . . 

s 
s 

11 
18 SCANNERS 

Mac286 
Co-Processor (Mac II) . . . . . $1 ,031 

Triple Micro Cabinet . ... . . 
KENSINGTON 

Macintosh II Stand ...... . 

s 

$ 

24 

17 

AST RESEARCH 
TurboScan SF .......... .. $1 ,096 

DOVE COMPUTER CORP 
MacSnap 524 .. .. .. .. .. . 
MacSnap 524E .. .. .. .. .. 

S 
$ 

Mouse Pocket .......... . $ 6 TurboScan FLBD .......... $1,225 MacSnap 524S .. .. .. .. .. S 
Mouseaway ........... .. $ 5 SUMMAGRAPHICS MacSnap 548 .. .. .. .. .. . $ 
lmagewriter or MacTablet 12 x12 ....... . $ 351 MacSnap 548E .. .. . .. .. . $ 

lmagewriter II C .......• s 7 MacSnap 548S .. . .. .. .. . S 
Macintosh Plus/ 

SE Dust Cover .. .. .. .. . 
Mouse Cleaner . .. .. .. .. . 

S 
$ 

7 
9 

INPUT/OUPUT 
DEVICES 

MacSnap Plus 2 . . .. .. .. . S 
MacSnap 2S or 2H S 
MacSnap 4S or 4H .. .. • .. $ 

Mouse Cleaning Kit w/Pocket S 14 ABATON SCSI Interface/Port . . . . . . . S 79 
Disk Drive Cleaning Kit . . . . $ 
Tilt/Swivel .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. S 
Turbo Mouse .. .. .. .. .. .. S 
Turbo Mouse ADB . . .. .. .. $ 
Polarizing Filter . . . . . . • . . . S 
Printer Muffler 80 .. .. .. .. . $ 

18 
18 
73 
73 
29 
39 

ProPoint .... . . . .....• . .. 

MOUSE SYSTEMS 
A+ Mouse .............. 
A+ ADB Mouse ...... .. . 

SIGMA DESIGNS 

S 

$ 
$ 

99 

56 
73 

MacSnap Toolkit .. .. .. .. . $ 13 

EVEREX 
EMAC 20D .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. CALL 
EMAC 40D .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . CALL 
EMAC 60T Tape Backup . . . CALL 

Control Center .. .. .. .. .. . $ 
System Saver Mac . . . . . . . S 
A/8 Box . . ........ . ..... S 

ORANGE MICRO 

56 
57 
56 

LaserView 15" 
for the MAC SE 

LaserView 19" 
for the MAC SE 

......... $1 ,302 

......... $1,715 

PERSONAL CMPTR PER 
MacBottom HD·21 . . . . . . . . . 
MacBottom HD-32 . . . . . . . . . 
MacBottom 20 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

Grappler UQ .. .. .. .. . .. . S 81 LaserView 15" MacBottom IHD-144 Meg . . . CALL 
SONY for the MAC II .. .. ...... $1 ,302 RODI ME 

3.5' DS/DD .. .. . .. . .. .. . . $ 19 LaserView 19" Rodime 20 Plus . .. .. .. .. . S 585 
3.5" SS/DD .. .. .. .. .. .. . $ 15 for the Mac II ........ . .. $1,715. Rodime 45 Plus .. ........ S 874 

• No Olmgt for VISA llld lllSlerc*1l • Frae M appies ()l(,h ~~ ll 10 tis. &0.,, $50. 
• We Do Nol Olmgt Yow c.d ~Yow Order Is Sllipped • >J IJTXb;ts rmy IJlly marota::uer's W<mnlies.Weoo rd lo10I 
• Yoo Pay ~ Gnml ~ $6.00 (~Alaska an1 Hawai) !1JRlleeS.raba!es. m~~cr~JIOC1afllS 

WePay ~M Dilen!IO! ~ by nmJalactLres. 



ACCOUNTING DESKTOP PUBLISHING EDUCATIONAL 
Business Sense .. .. .. .. . .. $ 259 Image Studio .. . .. .. .. .. .. . S 259 KidsTime ................. $ 23 
MacMoney . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . S 56 Pagemaker .. . .. . •.. .. .. .. S 362 Math Blaster! .............. s 23 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Cricket Graph ... .. ....... . 
MacCalc ....... ... .. .... . 
MS Excel .... .. ....... ... . 

CAD PRODUCTS 

s 
s 

95 
65 

s 222 
s 166 

Cricket Draw .. . .. . .. .. . $ 143 
MacDraft . . . . . . .. .. .. .. $ 132 

COMMUNICATIONS 
inBox Starter Kit .. .. . .. .. .. S 183 

Ready, Set, Go! .. .. .. .. .. . 
SuperGlue .. .. •.. . . . . . . .. . 

GRAPHICS 
Canvas ..... .. . ..• ....... 
Certificate Maker .. .. .. .. .. . 
"Draw It Again Sam" .. .. .. .. 
Fluent Laser Fonts . . . . . . . . . 
Fontographer . •.. .. . . . .. .. . 
GraphicWorks .. .. .. .. . . .. . 
Illustrator .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
PixelPaint ............... . 

S 259 
$ 42 

S 91 
S 
S 
S 
$ 188 
S 52 
$ 259 

13 
69 
32 

s 230 

Typing Tutor IV ............ 

GAMES 
Balance of Power .......... 
Chessmaster 2000 ......... 
Dark Castle ........ ....... 
Deja Vu ··· ··············· 
MS Flight Simulator ........ 
Patton vs Rommel ......... 
Shadowgate .............. 

UTILITIES 

s 26 

s 26 
s 25 
$ 23 
$ 26 
$ 28 
s 22 
$ 26 

inBox Personal Connection . . $ 65 Post ART ................ . $ 33 Calendar Maker .. .. . •.. . •. $ 23 
Maclink Plus .. . . . .. . . .. .. . S 103 Print Shop ...... ......... . $ 31 Copy II Mac .. . •.. . . .. .. .. . S 15 

. 
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CREATIVE SOFTWARE 
ConcertWare + .... .. ...... S 33 
ConcertWare + MIDI . . . . . . . S 71 
Deluxe Music Construction Set . s 56 
Studio Session •........... s 42 

DATABASE 
DBase Ill Plus . . •. . . . . . . . . . S 286$ 
Double Helix II · · · · · · · · · · · · 31 2 
FileMaker Plus . . •. . . . . . . . . $ 137 

Omnis 3 Plus/Express ...... ss 2 
4 
6 
6 
6 

PictureBase .. •.. •.. .. . .. . . 

DESK ACCESSORIES 

ClickArt Publications .......• 
Silicoll Press ............. . 
SuperPaint ..... . ........ . 
Videoworks 2 ........... .. 
WetPaint Clip Art ........ .. 
World-Class Fonts! ...•..... 

LANGUAGES 

s 26 
s 37 
s 70 
$ 102 
$ 27 

19s 

Lightspeed c s 92 
I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I o I 

Lightspeed Pascal . . . . . . . . . . $ 65 
T b p I s 57 ur o asca ..... .••...•.. 

SPELLING & GRAMMER 
C h s 47oac .................. . 
coach Professional . .. ..... . s 91 

Disktop .. .. .. .. . .. . •. •. •• S 23 
Findswell .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • S 23 
Icon-It! .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . S 38 
Multi-User Super Laser Spool . S 184 
My Disk Labeler w/Color . . . . . S 27 
PowerStation •.. . . .. . •.. . •• S 28 
QuicKeys .. . •.. .. .. . . .. . . . S 47 
Sentinel .................. $ 137 
Stepping Out .. .. . .. .. .. .. . $ 44 
Suitcase .. .. .. . •.. . .. .. .. $ 28 
Super Laser Spool .. .. .. .. • S 70 
SuperSpo~ ............... $ 35 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Coach Professional Multi-User . $ 230 FullWRITE Professional . . . . . $ 185 

w/AppointmentDiary ....... S 70 Coach Thesaures .. .. .. .. .. S 28 MS Write ................. S 98 
Smart Alarms .. .. .. .. .. . .. S 23 Word Finder . •.. . .. . . .. .. . S 28 MS Word .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . S 222 
SmartScrap &The Clipper ... 
Tempo II .... ...... . ...... 

S 
S 

28 
70 

Spellwell 
Thunder! 

................. 

................. 
S 
S 

35 
28 

Word Perfect ...... . ....... 
Write Now ......... ....... 

S 161 
S 92 

MEMBER 
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• Portraits of the Artists 

DAVID SMITH 

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 

Adobe, Activision, Apple 

"I love the constraints 
of developing icons 
one little shift of apixel 
can change everything." 

When David Smith was an un
known artist in the artistic enclave of 
Marin County, California, struggling 
to make ends meet, concerned friends 
and relatives would ask him if he was 
making any money yet. So finally he 
decided the time had come to make 
some money - big money. Really big 
money. So he embarked on a series of 
paintings of enormous dollar bills, sev
eral feet in scale. 

The image of the dollar bill was one 
of the first icons from which David 
drew inspiration. He also created a se
ries of portraits of unreal people, cul
tural icons like Mr. Potato Head and 
Gumby. And that has led him, natu
ra lly enough, to creating software 
icons; he's created a ll of the icons for 
Adobe's application software (like Il
lustrator 88) as well as icons and 
screen design for Focal Point and Busi- · 
ness Class, the best-selling HyperCard 
stacks. 

Among Illustrator circles, David is 
something of a n icon himself. Not only 

did he design the icons for the pro
gram, but he conducts seminars on 
how to use the program, designs pro
motional posters for Adobe, and is 
t raveling the globe - Japan in partic
ular - as an Illustrator evangelist. 

David notes that there are still only 
a handful of graphic artists in the 
world that use the Mac as their prima
ry medium. One reason is that match
ing screen colors and printed colors is 
still a complex and risky business. In 
Japan , he notes, color separation is 
more of a science than an art; he felt 
confident enough to have a Japanese 
printer work from an on-screen image 
created for a piece of promotional art
work he developed for Apple Japan, 
without ever having seen hard-copy 
output. 

But while color may be more seduc
tive, black and white still offers an end
less array of creative options. Before 
he got hooked on the M ac, David de
signed logos by hand, which developed 
his appreciation for the power of mini-

PROJECTS 



This cover for an in-house Apple 
magazine was done in MacPaint. 
"Never underestimate MacPaint 
and MacDraw," says David. "I 
play with every piece of Mac 
software I can - like 
MacCalllgraphy, Mac3D, and 
MacDraft - but if you're getting 
what you need from a program, 
you don't need a new one. What 
you need is to know what's 
available." 

This geisha was printed on the 
Tektronix color printer. "The Tek 
color printer has a brighter, but 
waxier look. The OMS is more 
subtle and has Postscript 
capabilities." It was painted in 
Pixel Paint. "I'm enamored with 
Pixel Paint, although I don't get a 
lot of opportunity to use it," says 
David. (He got another chance to 
use Pixel Paint when he produced 
the artwork on the cover of this 

A never-released application by The cow was drawn with a The logo for the Smart Love
issue of MacUser.) 

Bill Atkinson retains the freehand mouse in Illustrator. newsletter was done in Illustrator. 
"pixelated" look of an icon when it David adds that "I now know that (h's two people's names, not the 
magnifies ii to 81/2 x 11 inches. cows have four, not five, udders." sequel to Safe Se.r). 

A presentation of the concept 
"ideas under consideration" 
should ideally give equal weight to 
all the ideas. The reality of 
manually produced art is that you 
have lime to do a complete 
treatment for only one or two of 
the ideas, with rough sketches for 
the others. "With Mac illustration, 
all of the rough sketches are of 
pretty finished quality, instead of 
playing favorites." 

malistic art. One of the strong points of 
the Mac is that, after coming up with 
the right concept, David can immedi
ately generate pages and pages of vari
ations on that logo or icon to fine-tune 
it, using a few simple commands. 

David's wife gave him one of the 
first 128K Macs as a present, and the 

rest was history. "It revitalized my life. 
For 20 years, I hadn't learned any
thing new - I was recycling old stuff. 
Now it's helped me redefine my art 
and transformed my life. I became a 
Mac evangelist and my wife became a 
Mac widow." 

In fact, says David, "Everybody in 
Marin has a Mac, ever since it ap
peared in 'Moonlighting' (even if they 
never use it)." But he suspects that 
most of them are being used for busi
ness purposes, not artistic ones. "Peo
ple have been emphasizing the D in 
DTP - desktop - but you can't for
get the P - publishing. You still need 
design ability and other skills to create 
worthwhile content." ~ 
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The WriteNow difference: 

Ease, Performance, and... 


Spelling checker size 
Font size range 

Maximum recommended document size (lo pages) 
Number of open documents 

Mall ... Yes No No 

.~ N.uinber of editable, on-screen columns (WYSIWY(.1) 4 1 1 
On-screen auto-numbering footnotes Yes No No 

Automatic repagination Yes Yes No 
Graphics in same lineas text Yes No Yes 
Multiple headers and footers Yes No No 

Extenslve Undo Yes No No 
Variable ~ne spacing (in points) Yes No No 

Selective font, size, style, and ruler changes Yes No No 

~UserMagazine's Best New Word Processor Yes No No 

Search for aword 2.4 sec 7.6 sec 9.5 sec 
speu C!Jeck document 6.3 sec 2min 34.0 sec 2min 2.3sec 

Copy & Paste large area 6.8 sec 1min 0.9sec 12.4 sec 
Change font size of document 10.7 sec 50.2 sec 17.6 sec 

Change font of document 10.8 sec 37.1 sec 14.1 sec 
'Save As' a 12-page document 3.6 S8C 9.4 sec 20.3 sec 

Retail Price $195 $125 $175 

HappyUS«S y,, ? ? 

Yes 
1 

No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
9.7 sec 

1 min 48.0 sec 
12.3 sec 
16.2 sec 
15.2 sec 
19.6 sec 

$395 

? 

Our users love WriteNow-a claim our competition can't 
easily make for their products. 

How do we know? l3ecause our users tell us--<>n regis
tration cards, on the telephone, on bulletin boards~ and in 
letters. 

We've heard dramatic stories about how WriteNow has 
significantly reduced training and support costs. And how 
clean, fast, and enjoyable it is to use. And how WriteNow 
got the job done when our competition sputtered. 

You see, at T/Maker we feel a great word processor is 
more than just a stockpile of features. It's the usability of 
those features--how easy they are to learn and use, and 
how they feel under your fingertips when doing real work. 

And from their overwhelmingly terrific response, it's 
clear our users agree. 

WriteNow 2.0 is tire user's choice for best Macintosh 
word processor-and we'll show anyone our customer 
registration cards to prove it! 

1/M~lo29~ ,..,.,H~loo md. 
I/Maker Company • 1973 Ltndings Dm"e • Mountain Vi~ CA 94043 • 41S.962-0195 

Demo version of~'~~~sE'~~~L~tionon ot 12-page WriteNow included 
• 	 Number dnmnined by M.acintoe.h sy•lrm c:onstninls. on all Jasmine hard 

drives. 
~~~~~a~d~Jb"!r· ~~~~=~~ed~J~~~~~~l~~ettd and 
T/~er Co.; Macintosh, Apple Compuler, Inc.; MacWri tc, Oari5Corp.; 
Microsoft, M iaosoft Corp. 

.. .Happy Users! 
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Got a Mac problem? 
Sumething you'd like ex

. plained? Something you 
can 't find the answer for 
anywhere else? Apple's 
Chris Espinosa will answer 
your questions every month 
in this space. When the 
questions are too tough or 
too esoteric for -Yiim, he' I/ 
get the answers from other 
members of the Mac team. 
So ask what you need to 
know and get your answers 
straight from the source! 

Send your questions to 
Chris care ofMacUser, 950 
Tower lane, 18th floor, 
Foster City, CA 94404. 
Chris will read all of your 
questions, but, unfortunate
ly, he may not be able to an
swer individual queries. 

WITH OR WITHOUT? aI own a Macintosh 
512K and am defi

• nitely thinking of 
buying a Mac II (definitely 
at discount prices - not full 
retail), so I am gathering the 
prices. My question: When 
you buy the Mac II, does the 
Apple Video Card come with 
it, or do you have to buy it 
separately? Another ques
tion: If a SIMM is designed 
for the Mac Plus or SE, is it 
compatible with the Mac II? 
ANONYMOUS 

HONOLULU, HI 

AThe Mac II comes 
without a monitor 

• or video card, so you 
can choose the one you want 
- Apple's or somebody 

T E 

F 
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else's. There are a lot of rea 
sons you might wa nt a dif
ferent video card and moni
tor. Some monitors are 
larger and more expensive 
(SuperMac's Spectrum, 
Sigma Design's LaserYiew, 
or E-Machines' Big Pic
ture), others are vertically 
oriented so you can see a 
whole page at once (Radi
us) , and some special boards 
blend the Mac II 's picture 
with live video from a VCR 
or camera (such as Comput
er Friends' TY-Producer). 

What I haven't seen, 
though, a re many monitors 
or video cards that are the 
same as Apple's but cheap
er. The Classic Professional 
Graphics Display (check 
out the July '88 Quick 
Clicks - it got 3 1/ 2 mice) 
lists for less than the Apple 
high-resolution color moni
tor, but it still requires the 
Apple card. 

SIMMs come in several 
flavors: The most common 
are 150 ns and 120 ns. The 
ns stands for nanoseconds 
and indicates how quickly 
each RAM chip can look up 
one bit of information. (A 
nanosecond is one one-bil
lionth of a second - that's 
fast!) The Mac II runs fast
er than the M ac Plus or SE, 
so it needs the faster ( 120
ns) chips. And the slower 
(150-ns) chips that work 
fine in the Mac Plus and SE 
are not compatible with the 
Mac II. 

If you happen to find 
SIMMs with even faster 

D 
s E s p 

chips (90 or 100 ns), they' ll 
work in any Mac. However, 
you'll be paying a premium 
price for speed that will not 
actually be used . Still , in 
these days of dire SIMM 
shortages, any SIMM in a 
Mac ... 

Many commercial RAM 
vendors sell only the faster 
chips, which work in all 
Macs, but the chips that 
Apple builds into the Plus 
and SE can't be popped out 
and put into a Mac II. 

TALK AND POKE aRecently I bought a 
Jasmine 20-mega

• byte hard disk for 
my two-drive Mac SE. The 
drive came packed with 
shareware and new System 
software. Inside the System 
folder I found a M.acinTalk 
System file. (At the time, I 
didn't know what it was good 
for.) 

I also had two shareware 
programs, CheapTalk and 
Welcome, which I later dis
covered (much to my amuse
ment) worked just fine with 
MacinTalk. Then my dealer 
let me copy for a tryout an 
application called Poke, 
which supposedly would 
alert me in case a "virus" 
program entered the system. 

As soon as I tried to open 
Poke, an alert box with a 
three-beep sound came into 
view to inform me that "the 
following error has oc
curred. Fatal error while 
opening the AppleTalk 
MPP driver. Error number 

L 

E 
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- 98." Then I tried to open 
CheapTalk and the follow
ing warning box appeared: 
"MacinTalk driver would 
not open. The driver must be 
in the same HFS volume as 
CheapTalk. It must also be 
named 'MacinTalk'." So I 
went back to the System 
folder to see if there had 
been any changes and no, 
there was MacinTalk, as al
ways, with the rest of the 
files. 

Although I don' t know if 
the problems related to these 
boxes have any connection, 
they seem to have developed 
at the same time. Since then 
I have tried several things to 
reawaken MacinTalk. I have 
taken it off the hard disk and 
recopied it, rebooted the 
Mac, moved MacinTalk to 
other folders, and so on, but 
to no avail. Could you please 
help my Mac speak again? 
EDUARDO BERMUDEZ 

HATO REY, PUERTO RICO 

A Well, let's start by 
clearing up some 

• misconceptions 
about Poke. It's NOT a vi
rus detector - if you want 
one of those, try Apple's Vi
rus Rx or CE Software's 
Vaccine, either of which you 
can get from a dealer. 

Poke is a nything but a vi
rus detector. It's a network 
diagnostic aid, which lets 
you inject random packets 
onto an Apple Talk network. 
(Readers are probably won
dering how somebody could 
make such a mistake. Well, 
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the Poke icon is a hypoder
mic needle poking into a 
network cable, and at first 
glance it looks like some of 
the vaccine program icons.) 

So when you ran Poke, it 
looked for the Apple Talk re
sources (the MPP, or Multi
ple Protocol Package). Not 
finding what it was tra ined 
to look for, Poke then pro
duced the first set of errors. 

Now I don 't know exactly 
what happened next, but it 
seems that something hap
pened to the drive r number 
assignment of the Macin
Talk driver; perhaps your 
versions of MacinTalk and 
MPP were using the same 
driver number. My advice is 
to back up your fonts and 
desk accessories, then start 
up your system from a clean 
copy of the original disk that 
Jasmine supplied, trash the 
System file on the Jasmine, 
and copy the System file 
from the start-up disk back 
into your System folder on 
the hard disk. Then reinsta ll 
the MacinTalk driver from 
its original disk. (Don't use 
a copy you made off the 
hard disk; that one may 
have been damaged.) And 
toss Poke. Unless you design 
or debug network protocols, 
it's unlikely you' ll need it. 

Both Poke and Macin
Talk are avai lable through 
APDA. Poke is in the Inside 
AppleTalk package (order 
KNSIAT), and MacinTalk 
is in the MacinTalk Devel
opment Package (order 
KMST3D). Join APDA, 
290 S. W. 43rd Street, Ren
ton, WA 98055 for a catalog 
of these and other goodies. 

MACBOTTOM UP aI had been using my 
512K with a Mac

• Bottom 20 Serial 
Drive hard disk. I upgraded 

to a Mac Plus with the new 
ROMs and SOOK internal 
drive but still use the Serial 
Drive hard disk. I also had a 
dealer install a MacSnap 
548 2-megabyte memory 
board. 

I reinitialized my Mac
Bottom hard disk and in
stalled the Mac Plus up
grade system. Everything 
works fine except l cannot 
figure out how to make my 
hard disk serve as the start
up disk. And when I am in 
Finder or MultiFinder, I 
cannot choose Restart under 
the Special menu - it is al
ways grayed out. 

Can you help me get re
started? 
K ENNETH D. HARRIS 

PLACERVILLE, CA 

A The Mac Plus was 
the firs t Mac to be 

• able to handle any
thing other than the internal 
and external floppy disks as 
startup devices, and that 
ability has expanded 
through the Mac II to han
dle NuBus cards as startup 
devices. But no Mac is able 
to sta rt up off a serial device 
without the help of a floppy 
disk. 

Make sure you have the 
same System software on 
both the floppy and the hard 
disk's System folder. Under 
System software version 5.0 
and later, the System folder 
should have a little Maci n
tosh icon on it. Then , the 
first time you double-click 
an application off the hard 
disk, it ' ll automatically 
switch to the software on the 
hard disk, and you should be 
able to remove the floppy 
and operate only on the hard 
disk. This probably will 
reenable the Restart item as 
we ll. 

A macro program like 

Tempo II will allow you to 
specify a sequence to be per
formed automatically on 
startup (the Finder's Set 
Startup doesn't work on 
non-startup volumes, unfor
tunately). Install Tempo II 
on your startup floppy and 
hard disks, and make a 
startup macro on the floppy 
to launch some application 
on the hard disk. That 
should automate the startup 
and take some of the pain 
out of a floppy-disk startup. 

APPLES IN ARABIC aMy interest was 
piqued in the June 

• issue of MacUser 
at your response to the ques
tion about what is in the SE 
ROMs. Will programs like 
FONTastic Plus let me write 
font sets for Arabic that can 
be managed by the new 
Script Manager and used in 
a word processor like Word? 
Are there any word proces
sors for languages like Ara
bic now using the Script 
Manager in the SE ROMs? 
LEONA RD LIBRANDE 

OTIAWA, ONTARIO 

A I have bad news and 
good news and bad 

• news. The bad news 
is that I was wrong; the 
Script Manager isn't in the 
ROM s at all. The good 
news is that it's in the Sys
tem file and can be used on 
any Macintosh, even the 
Macintosh Plus. And you 
don 't have to use FONTas
tic; Apple makes an Arabic 
font and System software to 
match, so most applications 
can accept and display Ara
bic text. Now that doesn't 
mean that applications' 
menus, dialog boxes, help 
files, or other on-screen in
structions are automatica lly 
translated. The application 

developers still have to 
translate the text informa
tion themselves (or you can, 
using REdit, but it's te
dious.) But at least you can 
have Arabic text informa
tion in documents, such as 
databases and spreadsheets. 

The other bad news is 
that most word processors 
don't yet support the Script 
Manager, so the particular 
thing you want - an Arabic 
version of Word - isn 't 
available. And to top it off, 
Apple sells the special Ara
bic keyboards only in Ara
bic-speaking countries. 

Arabic System software 
is available from APDA (or
der KMSSMA). 

FOUR THOUSAND NAMES aI've been reading 
the many Mac 

• magazines lately in 
search of a program that will 
help us keep track of our 
subscribers, donors, and so 
on. We have about 4,000 
subscribers to our various 
series and we desperately 
need some way to keep track 
of them. 

Both of our minicomput
ers are full, otherwise we'd 
put these lists on there. Since 
most people around here are 
now familiar with the Mac
intosh, I was hoping that 
maybe such a program espe
cially geared to performing 
arts centers existed. Does 
it? 
MARI BERG 

URBA NA, IL 

A I couldn't find any 
program specifical

• ly geared toward 
performing arts centers, but 
a 4,000-name mailing list 
shouldn 't be any problem 
for many Macintosh appli
cations. And there's quite a 
price range of programs in 
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that class: everything from 
free lo $2,000. 

If all you want to do is to 
keep track of 4,000 names 
and addresses, plenty of in
expensive mailing list pro
grams are available. Mail 
List from Artworx Software 
{$19.95) and T-MAN from 
James River Group {$60) 
are both special-purpose 
mailing list programs that ' ll 
probably handle your load 
well. Bulk Mailer Plus from 
Satori Software can handle 
up to 90,000 names, and it's 
compatible with Apple's 
MultiFinder and works on 
the Macintosh II; it retails 
for $350. 

If you want something 
customized for your specific 
situation (to keep track of 

who subscribed to what se
ries, separate various levels 
of donors, etc.), you' ll prob
ably need more than a mail
ing list program. Both Hy
perCard from Apple (free 
with a new Mac; $49.95 oth
erwise) and FileMaker 4 
from Nashoba Systems 
{$295) let you create cus
tom layouts, add your own 
info other than name and 
address, and sort and search 
in interesting ways. Hyper
Card is faster; FileMaker 
Plus is better with reports 
and labels. 

If you want to do more 
sophisticated reporting, you 
may need a relational data
base. Relational databases 
are best when you have sev
eral sets of related informa

lion - a file for subscribers, 
a file for donors, a file for 
performers and crew, a list 
of donors with how much 
they gave, and so on - and 
you want to link all these 
lists together and perform 
sophisticated searches and 
sorts. 

Relational databases are 
probably most like what you 
have on your full minicom
puters. Some lo try are 
Fourth Dimension from 
Acius {$695), Double Helix 
II from Odesta {$595), Re
flex Plus from Borland 
($279), and Omnis III Plus 
from Blythe Software 
{$575). All of these give you 
a graphic Macintosh inter
face for creating a set of re
lated databases, and all al

low varying degrees of speed 
and customization. Also 
look a t Fox BASE + /Mac 
from Fox Software and 
dBASE Mac from Ashton
Tate. 

With any of the relational 
databases, you' re getting 
into a decent amount of 
money and work, so I'd 
highly recommend looking 
the software over in a deal
ership before you try it. And 
read the magazine reviews, 
such as those of Reflex Plus 
and dBASE Mac in the Feb
ruary '88 issue of MacUser. 

a 
AREAL BUG 

Oh my, oh my, oh 
my! I have a bug in 

• my Mac Plus. Not 
a simple virus, or even a pro
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grammer's glitch, but a real 
live spider. 

The other night I spied a 
small spider walking along 
the front of my Mac Plus. 
Before I got a chance to 
make it a good (read "dead") 
spider it ducked into one of 
the vent slots below the 
screen. I promptly vacuumed 
all the vent slots but have no 
idea whether or not I got it 
out. 

My questions are: (I) 
What can such an insect do 
inside a floppy disk drive, 
which has a tempting (to a 
spider) slot open all the 
time? I have been extremely 
fussy about dust covers but, 
since they offer no protec
tion from bug-bugs, I now 
cover the drive slots with 
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masking tape while I am not 
using them (is there a better 
way?) (2) Are there any other 
nasty things a bug-bug can 
do wandering inside my Mac 
Plus case? I now use Mac
Chimney; would a fan reduce 
the attractiveness of my 
Mac to bug-bugs? 
c. P. FER ANDEZ 

SAN JOSE, CA 

AHave some feel ings! 
Can you imagine 

• what it must be like 
fo r the spider? In ferna l 
whirling disk motors spin
ning over a moonscape of 
chips and capacitors ... it 
crawls up the analog board, 
over the flyback coil, and 
across to the CRT, where a 
sudden arc, like a Star Wars 

pE L 
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particle beam, zaps it into 
oblivion. Oh yes, the Mac 
Plus is far more dangerous 
to the spider than the other 
way around. 

If it managed to sneak in 
through the vent slots, it's 
probably pretty small , and 
the number of things it can 
hurt are minimal. The only 
way I can imagine it can 
hurt something is for it to 
crawl on to the disk read/ 
write head right as you in
sert a floppy disk and ge t 
smeared (squeamish read
ers, you can go now) all over 
a disk. The only other mov
ing parts in the Mac are the 
disk loading mechanism 
and head and spindle mo
tors, and those are much too 
coarse to be bothered by an 

arachnid of almost any size 
that could get in. 

A fan might help; it might 
not; I'm not a spider, and I 
don't know what they like 
- except that they seem to 
favor warm, dark places, 
and a fan simply makes your 
Macintosh nicely warm. If 
you want to really protect 
you rself, I'd recommend 
fi nding that yellow shipping 
insert that came with your 
Mac. Remember it ? It was 
ejected from the disk drive 
the first time you powered 
on your computer, and your 
owner's manual recom
mended that you keep it 
around. Just pop it in before 
you put the dust cover on 
and it'll keep the drive heads 
safe. It will be ejected when 

ItTookAn Advanced Drawing Program

To CreateThisArt 




you power on the Mac in the 
morning. 

ENGINE WITHOUT THE CAR 
have attempted 

unsuccessfully fora I 

• close to a year to 
figure out how to operate 
and set up the Tour Engine 
application found within 
various Tour disks. I would 
like, if possible, to create my 
own tutorial disks or visual 
displays without depending 
on a VideoWorks I/II pro
gram. In my search I have 
exhausted all readily acces
sible information sources. If 
there is any help available to 
me, please aid this inquisi
tive soul. 
MIKE HERRON 

MANNSVILLE, NY 

A There are a couple 
of different Tour 

• Engines used. One 
plays back a sequence of re
corded mouse actions, and 
it's the basis of most of the 
Apple Guided Tours back to 
1984. A development kit for 
it is available through 
APDA (see " Talk and 
Poke," above, for address; 
order KMSJGT). 

But that package doesn' t 
work on the Macintosh SE 
or Macintosh II; it exploits 
some quirks of the original 
Macintosh ROMs and 
doesn' t work well in the 
newer machines. So Apple 
uses Video Works I and II to 
make its animated guided 
tours nowadays. The Tour 
Engine that's included (the 

icon is a little movie projec
tor ) can't be used to create 
tours, only to play them 
back. So you' ll have to get 
VideoWorks to make tours 
on the Mac S E or II. 

THE BACKUP DEBATE aThe June '88 issue 
devoted three arti

• cles to the impor
tance of regular backup of a 
hard disk. On page 13, Fred
eric Davis states, " . . back 
up your data onto another 
hard disk . . . it's the.fastest, 
easiest way." On page 66, 
Jim Seymour states, "this 
serious Mac owner .. . 
backs up the primary inter
nal hard disk to an external 
hard disk . . . incredibly 
easy . . . speed and conve

nience." On page 174, Ben 
Templin states, " ... (this) 
really isn't a viable solution, 
since a major cause of hard 
disk crashes is System prob
lems that will probably af
fect the other hard disk, 
too." 

I always thought disk 
crashes were caused by some 
physical calamity like the 
disk being hit by a baseball 
bat or some other internal 
horror story similar to a 
" Mission Impossible" open
ing. 

Question 1: What is a disk 
crash? Question 2: If Sys
tem problems are a major 
cause of disk crashes, then 
why would backing up to 
floppies be viable, since one 
would be restoring the same 

But It Didn'tTakeAn Advanced 

Artist 


''Anyone who has used a drawing program 
can begin to use FreeHand productively in a 
relatively short period oftime." 
- Michael Ward, InfoWorld 

"Professional-quality illustration application; 

beats the current competition in both ease of 

use and capabilities thanks to easier draw

ing tools . . . " 

- Bruce Fraser, MacWeek 


'~ . . compared to similarPostScript programs, 
FreeHand provided themost readily usable 

For a demonstration of the sophistica
tion ofAldus FreeHand'; simply glance to your 
left. Itcreated both the drawing and color 
separations used to print it in this magazine. 

For a demonstration of the simplicity of 
Aldus FreeHand, take a look at this page. As 
you can see, ours is much easier to use than 

drawing and transformation tools .... A begin
ner . . . can begin to draw almost immediately." 
- Joost Romeu, Macintosh Today 

'~ . . FreeHand is the most accessible and cap

able program I have yet tried, and I recom

mend it to you." 

- John Odam, Verbum Journal 


"I was impressed not only by the number offea
tures FreeHand offers, but also by how easy it 
was to learn the program~ basic operations." 
- Erfert Fenton, MacWorld 

any other advanced drawing program. 
Isn't that what being advanced is all about? 

Fora free 
self-running JIIJ,. DA/V),.... U Jr.,u 

demodisk, ~_L7J{jt/S,J /t:a.Htftll. 
411 First Avenue South, Suite 200. Seattle. WA 98104 (206)622·5500.call 1-800- - 1988 Aldus Corporatim. i'Jws and the 1\ldus logo are registered trademarks 
and Aldus Free Hand is a trademark of Aldus Corporation. PostS<ript is a reg33-ALDUS. istered tradC'mark or Adobe Systems Inc. 
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problems? Question 3: Be
cause a hard disk is relative
ly inexpensive compared to a 
tape-backup device, is a sec
ond hard disk really the way 
to go? (In other words: Who 
above is right, or does Mr. 
Davis, the Editor-In-Chief, 
win by default?) 
LEONARD ITKIN 

BRIARCLIFF MANOR, NY 

AFor an individual 
Mac user at home, 

• an inexpensive sec
ond hard disk is a fine way 
to make "safety" backups 
- that is, to regularly save 
all your files for recovery af
ter a hard or soft crash. 

A hard crash is when 
something physically goes 
wrong with the drive - ei-

F 0 L D 


ther physica l abuse, or an 
electronic failure - that 
prevents the drive from get
ting information off the 
disk. A soft crash is when 
bad information is inadver
tently written to the disk, 
erasing useful information. 
It 's extremely rare for soft
ware to cause a hard crash, 
but buggy software - ei
ther System software, appli
cation software, or utilities 
- can mista kenly erase or 
scramble the disk. 

And it's not just bugs that 
do it; last week I scrambled 
my own hard disk just by be
ing dumb with FEdit. 
What's important in this 
case is to have a recent copy 
of EVERYTHING, and in 
the case of a ha rd crash, an-

E R 

other working hard disk. 
This gets you back up and 
running. 

Of course, if it was bad 
software that caused a soft 
crash, you don' t want to in
vite it again. (And I don't 
happen to agree with Ben 
Templin - software causes 
system crashes, which 
might destroy data, but rea
lio-trulio hard-disk crashes 
are most often caused by 
hardware problems.) That's 
why some people only back 
up their documents, not 
their system software or ap
plications - they just keep 
the original floppy disks for 
those, and restore these 
most authentic versions af
ter a crash. That's what I do. 

If you work in a group of 

people or you want to keep 
more than one hard disk's 
worth of information (for 
example, for archival pur
poses), the backup-on-hard
disk route starts getting 
costly. That's why people 
use tapes: A dozen tapes 
cost much less than a dozen 
hard disks, and a group of a 
dozen people can share a 
tape drive just as they share 
LaserWriters. And having 
backups of the files you de
leted months ago is really 
helpful if you're running at 
the edge of capacity on your 
hard disk but still want to 
keep a lot of information 
around for reference. 

So there's your answer 
none of them were right, but 
I am. (Sorry, Fred.) ~ 

OUR FIREWORKS 

PREVENT BURNS! 


If you leave a constant image on your screen 
for too long a time, it can "burn" into the screen, 
causing permanent damage. 

That's why you need PYRO!, The Ente1iaining 
Screen Saver. PYRO! prevents screen burn-in 
by darkening the screen. Then, so you know it's 
working, it puts on a fun little fireworks show 
that moves around the screen until you either 
use your mouse, press a key or insert a diskette. 

All you have to do is put PYRO! in your system 
folder and it installs automatically when you 
turn on your Mac. The display then activates at 
a time interval you 've selected (you can also 
choose a roving clock instead of the fireworks), 
and the display will even be in color if your 
system supports it. 

Extend the life of your Mac. 
Ask for PYRO! wherever 
Macintosh products are sold. 

•R£ENSA\/ER
"{HE ENlERlA\N\NG sc____ 

Fi~hGeneratlonSyscems, lnc. 11 
11200 lndustriplex Blvd. 
Baton Rouge,LA 70809 

1800) 225·2775, 1504) 291-7221 

F'dth Generation 
SYSTEMS . I NC. 

Please circle 41 on reader service card. 
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Shorten the distance from 

inspiration tb publication 

~ > 

Introducing Finale~ 
The first music software that 
efficiently eliminates labor 
intensive,hand written scor
ing and editing from the 
composing and f>Ublishing 
proc.ess: All you peed is.the 
inspiration to wnte music. 
Finale will do the rest. 
NO OTHER SOFTWARE 

HAS THE BRAINS TO 


WRITE MUSIC LIKE THIS. 

The secret lies in Finale's 

revolutionary cognitive abili
ties. It literally understands 
what you play into it. 

You just sit at your MIDI 
keyboard an~ improvise . 
your score using expressive
dynamics and rubato. Within 
seconds, yotrr score will 
appear on the screen in stan
dard music notation. 

You can even "explode" 
or expand a simple piano 
score into a full orchestration 
with just a few clicks of 
the mouse. 

Then add MIDI chan
nels and patch assignments 
to hear your orchestration. 

And, once your score is 
entered, you can use Finale's 
Please circle t45 on reader .service card. 

unprecedented page layout 1-800-843-1337. Or call 
and editing features. collect 612-854-9554 for 

Finale even has its own the dealer nearest you or 
PostScript font called for more information. 

Petrucci~ . 


All of this for only $1000 

makes Finalea true invest

ment for the professional 


1988 Coda Music Software. a divlSiQn 11f \\lenger Corp., composer. Just call toll-free 1401 E. 79tlLSt.. Mpls. MN 55425. Parent l'ending. 

Qyartet 
6y Janus J. '}(pmto 

purussion 

-· 1Jlf !WITH Rll rTHM IC FRFJ!DOMI 

finale's jJubli.she1<quality scares are a sightfor sore (fyes. 
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THE ULTIMATE 
PRESENTATION 
SPREADSHEET. 




THIS IS WAYIDO EASY. UNSURPASSEDNUMBER-CRUNCHING POWER CHARTS so 

GRAPI-IlC, THEY JUMP OFF THE SCREEN IN10 PAGE PERFECT PRESENTATIONS. YOU'RE 

ACTIJALLY IDOKING FORWARD ID YOUR NEXT MEETING. BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT JUST 

GOING ID SHOW THEM NUMBERS. YOU'RE GOING ID WIN THEM OVER WITH WINGZ. 




••••r---:.T__ ..:::m I '\TF. l'RESE TR"!\l-1£'...;;U'J..:..:: "f'RE.-\lliHECT 

wr~c;z ' 


l 	SIDEWINGZ 
Spreadsheet 
• ltfltksheer s/1e, 32.768 rows • Aui/1iing, BuilMn tools (or AOOMONTHS.ADOYfARS, 
by 32)68 columns-over a chec~ni canreletronships and ·CMONTH, CWEEKOAV. OA'(E, 
blllionctlls. perlorm1ng other worksheet OATEl. OA,TE2, OATE3. 
• H'fewch1"cal menus,Canain auditing tasks OATEVALUf. OAY. OAYtlAME, 
menunemswill brmgup asub· • Sew11'ry, Protect yourWmgz MONTH. MONTHNAME, NOW 
menu. attached10 the onginal worklheets with passwords YEAR, AOOl!OURS. 
menu. (read/write and reatl Ollfy) plus AOOMINUTES. AOOSECO NOS. 

data encrypuon. ATIME. HOURS. MINUTE. 
for Wlngz is estimated at least • Annowed Celfs, Add notes 
• SfJl!M, A:1erageretaltulauon 

SECONO. TIME. TIMfl. TIM~2. 
30' ·fastei thanns Closest 10 anyworksheet. Then hrde, TIMEVAm. 
competitor. 'liew,orprint them. ~ Lqgica/.functions; , 

,,ERR, EXACT. FALSE: Fllt, 
agemenb Vfmgz anocates mem· Columns, Rows and cillumns 
• Spa(se'ma/fl) memory m.1n· • Ailjustab/eRo..:Si(ld' · 

ISBLANIC !SCAlt. ISNUMBER 
ory only for tllosece!ls 1ha1 can both be resired within any fSSTRING . rnur; IS ERR• . 
con talll da1a. ailowlng for more Wing1 W01kshee1. ISRANGE. ISNA SIGN. 

eJhc ie~t memory un. • Cl!ll Se/eel/on, Wmg1 allows Numeric fuhcfions: 

• M1~lmi11m,1/culs1ion, Wingz '/GU to selectdiscontiMous ABS, ACOS. ACOS~. ASIN. 
1ecognizes v1hich~ens are ran9ei ol cells for manijiutaucfl; 

alfeqed liy aworksheet • fmtl,Searthworl:sheet for 

change and-recalculates onlv specific text. value. lo,rr11ula.. or. 


· · these.cells,T1tl1reduces calcu: other crite11a. '";u, · 
ta1fon tlrri. ' 

· • Calcula1/on op1imrs. Wrngz 

has au1oma1it. andmaflllal 

ietalculauon. as es 113tural, 

rov1. colilqm, recatcu!ate a 

range and.iterations. 

• linking, Through HyparScrfpt 

users can linktogether as many 

Wingz f.1es as !heirsystem's 
 What you see is what you
memory willaUow. Ariy formula get with WinQl. Presents· 
can 1eter to any cell or any riongraphics, spra;HJsheet
worksheet inmemo..,. dara. and text all on one 
• Naming Cd(ia/Jt/1ry· ldenufy page. 

ce!ll by names ra1herthan ceR 

loca11ons. lliiill·in functions include: 

~ ·f1)/,, fi\i a range wuh nunterlc Business functions: 

or special ·1e;t lnfo rmafion. BONOPRICE. BONOYTM. 

• ConsQlidwon. "Paste Spe CllHEREST. CPRINCIPAL 

tial"' rorrunandcopies cells, CTERM. 008. ~ FVl.. 

formulas. values, lormats. It 1mmST. IRR. NPV. PMl 

also aflol'ls you 10 combine PRINCIPAL PV. PVL RATE. 

lnlormationfrom1•ro ranges on SLN, SYD. TERM. 

asing!e worksheet 01lrom two Database functions: User-defined functions: 

different workshee1s. OMAX. OMIN. OSTO, OSTOEV. Create custo!Jl functions using 

•Jnso/} Oe/s1e, Cut,sndCiJf!Y, OSUM. OSUMSO. OVAR, HyperScrlp1language. 

App)icable·lo'r any range of · OVARIAN CE. 'Hundreds of HyperScripr 

cell;. Can paste formulas. for. Oare/Time functions: functions: 

mats.valoes.or anycombination. AOATE. AOOOAYS. H.undreds al 01her funouons 


are availalile ihrou~h the · ' ot graph types cap becreated 
.Hypemript ta'nguage.T . throuJlh um modification. 
func tions laPin10 lour basic > 00111 smoot/lfng, User 
ca\egories. COLOR. ENVIRON· .'_ controllable. 

"MENT. CONTROL and IJ/1/lmired graphs pet wotk· 
MISCEUANEOllS. sheeb MUitipie graphs can be 
Presentation capabilities created lrom either the same 
Ofsp/11f Options: Prinung data or d1ffe11m1 sets oJ data 
~Ph$. 1ei1. numbers. and clip .. Wlthm aWingz worksheet. 

rffi an all.on a)le·page.~ili1y 10 ' i' · JOGraphs, Three d'lmensional 
- access as many lont 1ypesand · graph options,Unlimitedper· 

·sires at the Macintosh system mu111ioos ot 3.0 graphs 
accesses. and use up 10 256 through graph r01ation.etm. 
colors.IMacfntosh II hardware tion, end vanable perspective 

ld1s1enceJ alterauons. 
liyout Options, Automauc or 
manual chan la1JJut options. 
legends! Can be automaticaTiy 
createdand labeled. 
Aiis stalin~;Manual or auto· 
meuc. lmeai. loganthmic. or 
pen:eot scales. 
C11'd t/ispli!f! User 111Ddifiabl8 
gr11lend~. 
Doto fofnts, 32,768.l!ata · 
points ~er s.eries.<, 
Dynamic Uiitage, 
Aurornat~ redr~s charts 
and makes appropriaurchanges 
in teXI field; wflen spreadsheet 
dara changes. 

can appear In red. or any 01he1 :" Database 
·t olor you choose. /J$t spwdshee1 an da1abase, 

• '.>tV ei.i fields,.Blocks of teit l(e~t·~• •Allowj,for qu!ck andeasy ·· 
~	Jffil~'s i cen be placed or\ the .,,,,.,. o1gen0ng. f1lm9. ~ortlng,.and 


v..irksheet. Ed11ing features ? retrtevrng of dara in any 

lnchide tab. mdenL WOld wrap,. spreadsheet. 

mn:h.Change fonts and Joni SOlb can son on as many as 

annbutes down 10 the mOrvid- • 256 keys. 


~·oaf chara~ter. Can raferenie ,..' ·- Ope181fons, four 1mpo11an1 
fotmulas fu a spreadsheeL '. database functions are, Find. 
Objec/ Orienra1ion, Eleme~ts •. Extract. Delete. and Sort. 
on thewo1kS~ee1 such as ,. · Numoe1of1ect11ds, Up to 
charts. free'.band dr.iwl~gs,'t~- 32;767 records. Actual silll 
fieldsand controls soch as · hmnedonly by memory, 
HyperScnp1buuons are consltl- Database mecrion c11/ena, 
ered objects. Objects canbe &tract or lrlkfUSl tile mforma· 
overlapped, covered. removed, t!Onyou need. 
res~ed. end repos111oned Ill a Application Programming 

, ;.oider. A~Y pul!\ber of · Langua'ge ,. . 
"' ca~ be ettac~ed ioasti e 	 HmrScrlpr, Complete pro· 

grammmg language. EngUsh· 
like. Event·driven.Aseries ol 
commands can be e•ecu1ed by 
asingleevent such as tile click 
ol abunon. 
ftrl!JfBmming fea1ures, Oassu:. 
powerful prog rajl1ming features 
Include lf.THE~·HSE C,ASE 
statements, OO:WHILE.looping, 
FOR·NEXT./Oops. PROCE· 
OURES. etc. 
C11$1omiMIXJll, Use1.def111ab.'! 
menus, advanced con1{llls !but· 

Capab1li1y10 · 	 tons. slidebars. and number 
wheels!. dialog bom. aod .. with special '."" func1jons. 

Ci'tle,Square or Recteng!&. " Ouaons,Automate virlually any 
" 	. no1ools:.Straight lfne. An:,. 

"'and Plilygon or Polyline. action by erecuting a Hyper• 
lmes and~' Ad1us1able Scrip! program. 
line widths. 38 different flt pal· leam Mode., Allows recording 
terns. and any combinatioo of ol scripts for replayored11 
cotoo. Can be rW!ed or llljltlsi· PUJl!OSU. 
tillned anyWhere on W!Jrksheet. Import/Export Capabilities 

·}fWJhic f!enienis, Grap~ 1c • Reed ?Rd wnte hie exchange 
images. clipan. photographs'." with Other Macintosh ana OOS 
PICT files. etc. imported on the spreadsheet programs, such as 
'Mngz cl1pboartl can be used U.Cel (SYLKI or lolUs (WKS. 

Charts and Graphs Wl(I), as well as OIF and ASCII 

Chs11 types,lWenty basicchart file folJ1)als. 

types. bot)) scleouhc and busi· Printing 

n&ss oriented, 2·0 Bar. Line. Pflnt Ptf!VlfJN, Shows entire 

Layer. S1ep, Combmauon. Hon· page. ns ta1ouL and page 

.iontal bar. Pie. Hilo, 3·0 Bar, breaks, 

3-0 Uno, 3·0 layer. 3·0 Step, Pagefeawll!si Headers, footers. 


:c3·0 e~mbination. 3·0 Pie, XY. ti tles. margins. au1orna11c page 

Scatter. PQJai. Wireframe. Con· numbermg. pr1111 lormotas or 

tll!J!; Surface. Unlimited nombet values 


Hide/Show fea(u/l!s, Hide'or 
shovlVlorksheet mfo rmatlon• 
rued titles, cell notes. lBXl 
fields.,grid lines. bullons and 
controls. graphics including 
fines. S1luares. etc. 
Ptinw;, Supports the range of 
printe~ S1Jpported by theApple 
pnnt drivers. including 1he 
leser'M'iter. lasoMtiferPlus. 
LaserWriier II, Image ~rter II. 
andImage 'M'iter LO pnnte1s. 
Wmgz also suppORs arange of 
add11iona!hardware mcludmg 
color prlnte{s which ru ppon 
postscript andApple llu1ck 
OraviComman ds. 
Colot Pdn!ing C11pOb//ll'f, 
Requires compatible pn91eror 
plotter and dnvr1r softwa re. 

Wingz can creare dramatic 
engineeriilg graphs thar 
lend visual clarity to rom· 
plex data. 

Other.Wingi leatures · 
fot~. sopRons M~ciniosh user· 
interl<i"ce for increased ease of 
use. 
U1ilires up to BMB memory on 

Macintosh II. 

Toolb9x for selection of poin1· 

ing. selecting. crea1ion and 

drawing tools. 

Extensive keyboard interlace 

uulizing Apple El\tended ~ey

boaid ·function keys. 

Comprehe11sr;e. contm sensr· 

uYe. on.Jine help HefD dis· 

played 0t1 screen et sime tune 

as actM! worksheet. Multiple 

help wi~~ows mey be OJlen at 

oneliljle. 

Network supporL File protec· 

tron/encllJltion. 

Wingz ts n01 copy·protected. 

Har~ and Dperaling 

System Requirements 

Wmgz requires aMacintosh 

flus. S~. or II w11h one meg· 

aby1e ol-mymory, end 1wµ , , ,. 

dlskDne dn~es or one hard dis~ , 

Two megaby1es of memoryIs 

s~gest2d When runnmg Multi· 

Finde• Ahard dJSk is · 

recommended 

Wingz.~uppons the Macin tosh 

operating system, and w~I run 

under Sys1emvr1rsion 4;1 

(Finder 5.5) or higher.Wing1 

also runs underMUl11f1nder or 

Apple A/UX. 


© t9B8 lnformri Sohware. Inc .. 

All specifications subject 10 " 

change w11hou1n011ce. lnforrn~. 

Wingz. HypeiScrrpt end Hypet· 

Sheet are trademarks of lnfor· 

mu Software. Inc. Apple, Apple· 

Talk. LaselMim, lma~llMi te r 

andA/UX·are registered1rade· 

maiks.ol Appia Computer, Inc. 

Macinlosh. HyporCard a~d 

Ouic~Oraw. are lf<ldemarl)fof .,, 

Appte;Computer. Inc. 


http:maiks.ol
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MacUser Labs sizes 
up 25 color 
monitors for the 
Mac II and reveals 
which ones come 
through with 
flying colors. 

S
o many colors, so little time. 
When Apple an nounced the 
Macintosh II , with its ability to 
create an astounding 16.8 mil

lion colors, the closet colorists went 
wild. After years of secretly yearning 
for purple folders and a chartreuse 
desktop, they were suddenly faced 
with an embarrassment of riches. Fi
nally, the Macintosh offered just the 
right shade to illustrate a red herring, 
the moody blues, or Soylent green. En
gineers and desktop publishers drooled. 
The white knight who had saved them 
from Big Blue was finally in Techni
color. 

Alas, the monitors to display this 
multitudinous rainbow were slow in 
arriving. Apple's own High-Res RGB 
wasn 't available for nearly six months, 
rendering the new Mac II temporarily 
color blind. Sony quickly filled the 
breach with its 1302 M ultiscan moni
tor, a nd for a while, if you wanted color 
on the Mac II , Apple and Sony were 
the only real choices. 

Not any longer. Today, color moni
tors are multiplying like rabbits, with 
more than 30 available for the Mac II. 
Your choices range from the 13-inch 
Classic ($549) to the 19-inch Raster
Ops Trinitron, an 80-pound gorilla 
costing $7690 with video card. There 
are big screens, little screens, screens 
that shake a lot; sharp screens, fuzzy 
screens, even screens with missing 
dots. 
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TESTING, TESTING 

For this MacUser Labs report, we 

looked at 25 color monitors available 
for the Macintosh II. The monitors 
were almost evenly divided between 
standard-size screens (12 to 14 inches 
diagonally) and the big screens ( 19 
inches), with three 16-inch exceptions. 
Most monitors were compatible with 
Apple's 8-bit color video card; a few 
came with their own video card. (One 
trendy term is "display system," which 
is the monitor, video card, and cable.) 
The RasterOps Trinitron was the only 
monitor/card combination that of
fered 24-bit color. 

Whenever possible, we compared 
the monitors using unbiased, objective 
tests. We developed a battery of tests 
for measuring sharpness, convergence, 
gray purity and linearity, and shrink
age - factors that can determine 
whether a monitor will be a valued as
set or an overgrown paperweight. This 
test suite will be the MacUser Labs 
standard for testing all future models. 

However, some "eyeball apprais
als" were unavoidable - and even de
sirable, since that's how most of us 
make buying decisions. The relative 
importance of factors like glare, sharp
ness, and color quality is really a mat
ter of personal preference. That's why 
it pays to shop around before you take 
the plunge. The screen flicker that 
doesn't faze your co-workers may 
drive you straight up the wall. Fuzzy 
text characters may not matter to you, 
but it may be the make-or-break issue 
for a writer. In the end, no matter how 
many scientific studies we do, it really 
boils down to this: Do ya think it's 
sexy? 

Since computer monitors generate 
ionizing radiation and thus are a po
tential health hazard , we hired an X
ray testing service to spot-check sever
al units. We're pleased to report that 
no stray rays were detected. In fact, 
the Geiger counter, which is sensitive 
to extremely low levels of radiation, 
didn' t even click when placed in direct 
contact with the monitors. 

OVER THE RAINBOW 
Color monitors are still a novelty for 

MacManiacs. For years, we had to en
dure the gibes of our Apple II cousins, 
whose less powerful machines could do 
color wheelies around the Mac. A few 
Mac applications like Cricket Graph 
supported color printing, but there was 
no way to display your handiwork on 
screen. 
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Color Key 


We know what you' re thinking: 
Are there really 16.8 million dif
erent colors? We haven 't 

worked our way through the entire pal
ette yet, so we'll take the Fifth. But, in 
theory anyway, you can create an inti
nite variety of colors by combining vari
ous intensities of red , green. and blue 
light - although the human eye can 
only distinguish around 1 mill ion colors. 
Red , green, and blue are called additive 
primaries because, added together, they 
produce white light. 

In contrast, the 
primary colors of re-
fleeted light are ma
genta, yellow, and 
cyan. (In grammar 
school, you probably 
learned them, erro
neously, as red, yel
1ow, and blue.) 
These are the princi

and blue phosphors. A monitor creates 
different colors by varying the intensi
ties of its electron guns. If all three guns 
fire at full (100 percent) intensity, the 
phosphor glows white. The video board 
codes all other color as percentages of 
full intensity. For example, " .3R .9G 
.48" means 30-percent red, 90-percent 
green. and 40-percent blue. Most of us 
would never recognize this code as light 
green, however. Likewise, looking at a 
color won 't help us identify its RGB 

values. 
To simplify mat

ters, some graphics 
programs allow you 
to specify color us
ing the traditional 
terms: hue, satura
tion. and brightness. 
Hue is the wave
length of light, de
termining whether 

pal colors of objects The primary colors red, green, and blue can we see red or yel
- paints. photo- be combined to create any other color in the low. for example. 
graphs, and walnut rainbow - and then some. In this case, 100- Hues include all the 
trees . They are percent red, 70-percent green, and 60-percentcolors of the spec
known as subtrac- blue are blended to make a flesh tone. trum (rainbow), plus 
tive primaries because each absorbs 
(subtracts) one' of the primaries from 
white light and reflects the others. For 
example, minus-blue paint absorbs blue 
light, reflecting red and green. Your 
eyes see this as yellow (strange, but 
true). Similarly, mixing all three sub
tractive primaries produces black, be
cause all light is absorbed and none 
reflected. 

Color monitors (and television sets) 
use light to create screen images, pro
ducing all colors using only red, green. 

The Mac ll's Color Picker lets you choose 
colors in three different ways: from the color 
wheel by using the mouse; by entering the 
traditional HSB (hue, saturation, brightness) 
values; or by specifying RGB (red, green, 
blue) values. The values shown here were 
used to preate the flesh tone In the above 
picture. 

.. 
1e1et t o hl!J llllghl co lor. 

magentas and purples. 
Saturation refers to vividness. or the 

absence of white in a color. It's the 
difference between pink and red or be
tween lavender and purple. Also called 
chroma. it is usually described in per
cent - 100 percent for a fully saturated 
color and zero for white or gray. 

Brightness, sometimes called value, 
is similar to lightness (never white
ness) . It's the difference between light 
and dark shades of a color, assuming 
they have the same hue and saturation. 
The computer stores brightness as a 
percentage of maximum brightness. 

Since 1931 , the standard reference 
for color measurements has been the 
CIE Chromaticity Diagram. (CIE stands 
for Comm ission Internationale de 
l'Eclairage.) The chart 's x value shows 
the amount of red present in a color; the 
y value is the amount of green. Hue and 
saturation are measured by their posi
tion on this chart, which places white 
and grays in the center and saturated 
colors along the edges. Brightness is 
represented by a third axis perpendicu
lar to the other two. 

(And yes, Virginia, there really are 
16.77 million colors possible with the 
Mac II, using 24 bits of information per 
pixel.) - Aileen Abernathy 

Then the Macintosh II , armed with 
Color QuickDraw, arrived and 
changed everything. By plugging in a 
color video card and monitor, you can 
display up to 256 colors at once, from a 
pa lette of 16.8 million. Mac Plus own
ers are still out of luck, colorwise, but 
Orchid's new ColorVue card (see re
view in this issue's Quick Cl icks) al
lows the SE to display up to 16 colors 
at a time on an external color monitor. 
(The Rumor Manager hears that a 
color SE will debut in 1989.) 

Software developers have been 
working overtime to capitalize on the 
Mac Il 's color capabilities. The latest 
versions of MacDraw, Word, MORE, 
and PageMaker support color. Excel 
now allows you to add color to formu
las and charts, so you can see your red 
ink li terally. But the real gems are 
newcomers like PixelPaint, FreeHand, 
and Illustrator 88 (see "Call It A 
Draw" elsewhere in this issue). Versa
CAD and ReadySetShow are coloring 
the worlds of engineering and presen
tation graphics, respectively. And 
Video Works II produces color anima
tion so rea listic it practically jumps off 
the screen. 

What about getting high-quality 
color into and out of the Mac? Be pre
pared to pay - the products are more 
than just a tad expensive. A Tektronix 
46930 printer will set you back 
$ 11 ,490 for the recommended config
uration. That's cheap compared to the 
QMS ColorScript 100, a PostScript 
printer that retails for $24,995 (see 
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Color monitors like 
the Radius GS/C 
Display let you 
colorize everything 
from complex 
graphics to 
spreadsheets and 
circuit-board designs. 
Because of 
limitations in color 
printing, this picture 
doesn't fully 
reproduce the detail, 
vibrancy, and color 
you see on-screen. 

FROG COURTESY OF 
SUPERMAC, CIRCUIT 
DESIGN COURTESY OF 
DOUGLAS CAD/ CAM 
PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM 

" Here's Looking at Hue" elsewhere in 
this issue). To scan color images, you' ll 
need a color scanner like the Sharp 
JX-450 ($6,995 ). The Barneyscan 
($8,700) digitizes 35-millimeter slides 
into a color TI FF file, while Presenta
tion Technologies' Montage ($5,995 ) 
lets you produce them. 

A QUESTION OF COLOR 
We've said it before, and we' ll say it 

again: Select your monitor based on 
your application. Color costs, and 
while it looks great, its bells and whis
tles may not be the best choice for 
everyone. Sure, color adds more infor
mation. Color-coding your files and 
folders , for example, adds another lev
el of organization to the desktop. For 
some folks, though, color may be just a 
toy, useful mainly for distinguish ing 
the good guys from the bad in Crystal 
Quest. 

If you spend most of your time 
working with text , think twice before 
investing in a color monitor. Text char
acters will be slightly fuzzy on even the 
best color monitors (although Trini
trons do quite well in this area ), be
cause of unavoidable convergence mis
matches among the three electron 
beams used to create the images. Thus, 
monochrome or gray-scale monitors 
still offer the sharpest pictures. 

Speed is another consideration . The 
I-bit video of monochrome monitors 
will always be faster on the draw than 
the more than 8 bits used for color 
monitors. Up to eight times faster, in 

0nee upon a time, Macintosh display architecture was simple and uncomplicat
ed. Screens were 342 x 512 pixels, in black and white only. Then the Mac II 
came along with Color OuickDraw. Screens have become not only taller and 

wider but also deeper. Th is third dimension is not something you can measure with 
a ruler, but it has a dramatic impact on the realism of a color image. 

Depth refers to the number of different colors that can be used for any pixel on 
the screen. For the Macintosh, this number is based on a binary representation. For 
example, an ordin ~ry monochrome screen requires one binary digit (1 bit) to 
represent two colors, black and white. On the other hand, 8-bit color video has 8 
bits of information associated with each pixel. These 8 bits give you 2 to the power 
of 8, or 256, choices of color at one time. 

In the Color OuickDraw implementation currently provided with the Mac II, each 
pixel contains a binary value that is 1, 2, 4, or 8 bits deep. This value does not di
rectly indicate the color but is used instead as an index to the Color LookUp Table 
(CLUT). For example, if a binary value of 9 represents olive green, then the PixMap 
would look up color information for a pixel with that value from the ninth position in 
the CLUT. (The PixMap is the RAM version of \he screen image.) 

The CLUT describes each color with 48 bits, 16 bits each for the red, green, and 
blue (RGB) components - although most existing hardware and software use only 
8 bits for each component. Each color on the screen must be stored as an indexed 
value in the CLUT. With an 8-bit video card, only 256 different colors can be stored 
(and displayed) at one time. Thus, the CLUT is actually a subset of the 16.77 million 
colors possible with Color QuickDraw. Certain utili ties, such as Kolar and Klutz, let 
you change the CLUT's color contents. 

Apple and third parties are extending Color OuickDraw to provide direct (or 
" true") color specification. Each pixel will have its own RGB components, 
eliminating the need for a CLUT limited to 256 color choices. This scheme uses 
three 8-bit components for a total of 24 bits, or 2 to the power of 24 (16.77 million) 
color choices for each pixel on the screen. 

Two distinct and largely incompatible implementations of direct color have been 
proposed. The first, chunky/ planar. is already being used in RasterOps video 
boards. It handles each 24-bit PixMap as three 8-bit PixMaps. Its main advantage is 
that it can be implemented by third parties without a major rewrite to the Mac II 
ROM. 

However, Apple has announced it will be providing fully chunky color, in which 
each 24-bit value is stored within a contiguous 32 bits. Its main advantage is speed 
of drawing, although the extra 8 bits will be wasted in many cases. Once this update 
is released in ROM patches with System 7.0, it will be available to all Mac II owners. 

Direct color promises to be a key part of the Mac II market, once the 
specifications are nailed down and third-party hardware and software are available 
to support the new capabilities. - Joel West 

The graininess of this picture is typical of an 
8-bit color video card. The screen can display 
only 256 colors al once, which Is not enough 
to show all the minute color variations 
present in a photograph. 

Baby Elizabeth looks much belt.er in 24-bil 
color. This picture, generated from the same 
TIFF Ille as the 8-bil version, is displayed with 
AasterOps' 24-bit color card. Because 
AasterOps uses 8 bits each for red, green, 
and blue, you can display 16.8 milllon colors 
on-screen at the same time. 
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VIDEO BASICS 
This Macintosh II has an 8-bit color video card 

plugged into one of its NuBus expansion slots, with 
cables extending from the card to a Sony Trinitron color 
monitor. 

The computer uses the video card 's RAM to create a 
pixel image, or PixMap. Each 8-bit pixel contains a value 
that serves as an index to the Color LookUp Table 
(GLUT). The video card 's Tl 3406 chip retrieves digital 
RGB values from the GLUT and passes them to the 
digital-to-analog circuitry (DAG) . which creates the ap
propriate analog video signals (indicated by simulated 
meters on the RGB cables) . 

The video signals then travel to the color monitor. 
Sony Trinitron monitors have a single electron gun that 
fires three precise electron beams corresponding to the 
RGB video signals. The beams strike vertical strips of 
alternating red , green, and blue phosphors on the 
monitor's faceplate and create the screen image. Since 
these strips are only a few thousandths of an inch wide, 
the beam first passes through an aperture grille - a 
series of unbroken vertical strips. 

The beams lay down the screen image, or raster, one 
row at a time, starting at the top left. When the beams 
reach the bottom of the screen. they flick back to the top 
and start over again. The entire screen is repainted , or 
refreshed, about 65 times per second . 

8-Bit Color Video Card • ••.; 
in NuBus Slot • • • ;: • 

....... . 
,....

••• 

Pixel Image Pixel Value 

fact, on similarly sized screens. System 
6.0 partially addresses this problem 
with Quickergraf, a built-in patch to 
QuickDraw that significantly in
creases the speed of color graphics. 
Quickergraf is also available as a sepa
rate INIT file that works with System 
4.2 (check CompuServe or other on
line services). 

So who needs color, anyway? Engi
neers, for starters. Intricate mechani
cal designs and multilayered circuitry 
patterns quickly degenerate into 
meaningless scribbles when rendered 
in black and white. Presentation 
graphics also cry out for color. Archi
tecture, medical diagnostics, and 
many other fields rely on color for in
formation and clarity. The case for 
desktop publishing is not as clear cut, 
since quality color printing is still a 
pricey and problematic proposition. 
Finally, artists are exploiting the 
Mac's color potential, both for com
puter art and applications such as tex
tile pattern design. 

RESOLUTIONARY THINKING 
Your most important consideration 

in choosing a color monitor after price 
(more on that later) should be resolu
tion. Resolution is simply the total 
number of pixels (picture elements) 
you can see on-screen at one time. It 
affects usability more than any other 
factor, since it determines how much 
information the monitor can display. 

A monitor's vertical resolution is 
given in lines, and its horizontal resolu
tion, in pixels per line. Apple's High
Res RGB monitor has 480 lines of 640 
pixels per line (normally listed as 640 x 
480). On a 9-inch screen, that's 72 pix
els per inch (ppi). Most of the monitors 
reviewed here fall into this category. 
So-called high-resolution monitors 
have pixel counts greater than I000 x 
800. The Radius GS/C, for example, 
has a resolution of I, 152 pixels per line 
across a 19-inch SCfeen, yielding 82 
ppi. 

When should you opt for high reso
lution? If you'd like to see more of your 
painting or 130 columns on your 
spreadsheet, then a high-resolution 
monitor may be for you. CAD/CAM 
appl ications are also good candidates; 
increased resolution means you can see 
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CHANGING COLORS 
The Mac 's System software includes two Control 

Panel devices (cdevs) - Monitors and Color - that let 
you adjust the color of your monitor. 

The Monitors cdev (left) lets you select the number of 
grays or colors, which depends on the video card's 
memory capacity. Monochrome monitors need only 1 bit 
of memory for each pixel on the screen. Color requires 
more bits per pixel to keep track of the red, green, and 
blue components of each color. The more memory a 
video card has, the more colors you can display on the 
monitor at the same time. Apple 's 4-bit video card 
provides a maximum of 16 (2 to the power of 4) colors, 
while an 8-bit card provides up to 256 (2 to the power of 
8) colors. The Mac II theoretically can support the 
definition of as many as 281 trillion (2 to the power of 
48) colors. The actual colors used for an application will 
be a subset of the possible colors. 

The Color cdev (above) enables you to modify one 
value in the Mac 's default CLUT, the one that governs 
the screen 's highlight color. The rest of the CLUT 
remains the same unless it's changed by loading a new 
table or changing the existing one. Many color paint 
programs allow you to change the CLUT. The shareware 
program Klutz allows you to see and change the CLUT's 
full palette of colors. 

more of a circuit board design, for in
stance. Bear in mind that high resolu
tion doesn't necessarily mean im
proved sharpness, especially for text. 
(See sidebar "Pixel Perfect.") 

Bigger screens usually have higher 
resolution but not always. The Micro
vitec Definition monitor using the Ap
ple video card has exactly the same 
number of pixels per line as Apple's 
High-Res RGB monitor. But the Mi
crovitec displays them across a 19-inch 
screen, yielding only 43 ppi. Thus, al
though it has a magnified picture, the 
Microvitec has the same resolution as 
the Apple monitor and, consequently, 
displays exactly the same amount of 
information. Note that the two moni
tors have identical resolutions but dif
ferent ppi val ues; ppi is only useful in 
comparing resolutions when screen 
sizes are the same. 

Keep in mind that the Mac's 
WYSIWYG relationship with Post
Script printers works only for monitors 
with a resolution of 72 ppi (sometimes 
called dots per inch, or dpi). A lower 
ppi will produce bigger on-screen im
ages (sort of like blowing up a photo
graph), but the printout will still be 72 
dpi. Likewise, monitors with higher 
ppi produce smaller, tighter screen im
ages that aren't accurately represent
ed on paper. 

CHROMA CHAMELEONS 
Ifyou want to use your monitor with 

computers besides the Mac, you 
should buy a multiscanning monitor. 
M ultiscanning means the monitor can 

Trinitron monilors such as E-Machines' T16 can 
display relatively sharp text in color (below, 
top), but they can 't compete with the crisp 
letters produced by monochrome monitors like 
the Radius Two-Page Display (below, bottom). 
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vary its scan, or frequency rate. The 
horizontal scan rate tells how fast the 
electron guns lay down individual lines 
on the phosphor-coated creen (in kilo
hertz, or thousands of cycles per sec
ond); the vertical scan rate, or refresh 
rate reflects how quickly entire screens 
are drawn (in hertz). Monitors are 
normally preset to operate at only one 
horizontal and vertical scan rate and 
therefore will only work with video 
cards that use those rates . But multi
scan (or multisync) monitors can syn
chronize their circuitry with a variety 
of scan rates. This offers greater flexi
bility, since a multiscan monitor can 
be used with any video card that "fits" 

Shades of Gray 

you need more moxie than aIf 
monochrome monitor offers but 
gulp at the price of a color setup, 

take a look at gray-scale monitors. 
These monitors, to be covered in a 
future Labs Report, produce up to 256 
shades of true gray (as opposed to 
dithered patterns of black and white 
dots that merely imitate gray) . 

The fundamental difference between 
gray-scale and color monitors is their 
beam arrangement. Gray-scale moni
tors produce screen images using a 
single electron beam of varying inten
sity. The harder the beam hits the 
phosphor, the whiter the phosphor dot 
glows. In contrast, color monitors mix 
three beams together to get a single 
color. Even in monochrome mode, a 
color monitor must blend the three 
beams to get black and white. This 
requires greater precision in focusing 
and convergence; thus, gray-scale 
monitors generally provide sharper 
images than color monitors. 

Gray-scale monitors are excellent 
choices for desktop publishing and 
many graphics applications, especially 
those using scanned images or photo
graphs. If you don't really need color, 
it can be a waste of money. An excel
lent gray-scale monitor and card can 
be purchased for under $1, 100, slight
ly less than a mediocre color system 
of similar size. - Andrew Eisner 

its horizontal and vertical scan rates. 
The Taxan Ultra Vision I 000, for 

example, is a multiscan monitor that 
can run on either the Apple or Radius 
video cards, which have different scan 
rates. Apple's High-Res RGB can' t be 
pai red with the Radius card, however, 
because the monitor's fixed scan (fre
quency) rates are too low. 

The main drawback of multiscan 
monitors is that they a re adjusted to fi t 
an average of video inputs and thus 
may not work perfectly with a ll cards. 
Of course, this "average" is today's 
standa rd , IBM. Some multiscan moni
tors we tested, like the NEC models, 
were not designed to operate with the 
Apple card and consequently produce 
images that a re too small. Another dis
advantage of multisca n monitors is 
their plethora of controls, a ll of which 
must be adjusted before you get the 
image you want. Fixed-frequency 
monitors, on the other hand, are usual
ly preadjusted. 

STICKER SHOCK 
If you want a clear, sharp picture 

with excellent color, be prepared to 
pay for it. The top of the line - in 
price, resolution, and quality - are 
the 16- and 19-inch monitors tha t use 
Trinitron tubes (made by Sony). 
E-Machines, RasterOp , a nd other 
companies sell Trinitron display sys
tems for prices ranging from $3,300 to 
more than $7,000. Next are the 19
inch multisca nning monitors like the 
Taxan and Electrohome models, 
which have sticker prices of $2,900 or 
more just for the monitor. The Apple 
and Sony 1302 monitors are in a class 
by themselves, offering high-quality 
Trinitron pictures on 13-i nch screens. 
They retai l for about $1,700 with the 
Apple card. Finally, there are 12- to 
14-inch monitors like the Relisys and 
Magnavox, which run on the Apple 
card and have price tags of $700 and 
up. 

The monitors' warranties range 
from Apple's 90 days to Magnavox's 
two years for parts and labor. Bear this 
in mind; color monitors a nd video 
ca rds are almost as expensive to repair 
as they are to buy. Some companies 
offer toll-free support , which can be 
extremely helpful if you mail-ordered 
you r monitor. 

If you' re buying a multiscanning 
monitor, be forewarned that they all 
come with PC cables by default. Be 
sure to tell your dealer or mail-order 

house that you need a Mac II cable 
(you'll have to pay extra for it) . The 
general rule is: If the monitor doesn ' t 
come bundled with a video card for the 
Mac Il, or the cable isn't permanently 
attached, you must specifically ask for 
it, even if it's free. 

When your monitor arrives, instal
lation is a snap, thanks to the flexibility 
of the Mac's NuBus expansion slots 
a nd system software. All you do is in
sert the video ca rd, attach the cable, 
and turn it on. Go to the Control Panel, 
click the Monitors icon, and select 256 
colors. It's that simple! 

PHYSICAL FITNESS 
Color monitors are generally bulki

er than monochrome models because 
of the color CRT's increased depth. 
Their footprint s range from a petite 
178 square inches for the 12-inch 
screen to a truly massive 403 square 
inches for a 19-inch monitor. We espe
cially liked the 16-inch monitors' eco
nomical use of space. They provide a 
nice screen size without taking up so 
much real estate. Their footprint is 288 
square inches, only 56 square inches 
more than the largest 13-inch monitor. 
If you really require a huge screen , 
keep in mind the extra space needed to 
house them. 

Tilt/swivel stands can help fine
tune the screen a ngle to reduce glare 
a nd achieve a comfortable viewing lev
el. Most monitors we tested come with 
a tilt/swivel stand; the rest offer it as 
a n option. We recommend getting one 
if you aren't a lready equipped. Small 
monitors benefit from the added 
height provided by a tilt / swivel stand, 
while the 19-inch behemoths gain im
proved maneuverability. One compa
ny, Ergotron, makes tilt /swivel stands 
to fit severa l popular monitor sizes. 

CONTROLLING FACTORS 
A color monitor shouldn ' t require 

frequ ent adj ustment, al though it 
might need an initial tweaking of verti
ca l and horizontal size and centering. 
Unfortunately, some don' t have all the 
controls you need to adjust them prop
erly. The Classic monitor, for exam
ple, doesn't have any horizonta l or ver
tical size controls, so we couldn 't make 
the screen image as large as it should 
have been. Multiscan monitors may 
need occasional readjustments, so 
their controls should be readily acces
sible. Some monitor makers hide them 
in the back - perhaps to maintain 
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Without a doubt, sharpness is the 
most complicated, confusing, 

and difficult-to-measure quality 
of color monitors. It's related to resolu
tion, but not directly. More pixels (pic
ture elements) can improve sharpness, 
but high-resolution monitors with fuzzy 
pixels don't look too sh·arp. A higher 
resolution photograph can look sharper, 
for example, because more small fea
tures can be seen in the picture. But in 
general , as more 
pixels are crammed 
into a line , the 
sharpness of each 
pixel decreases. 

Sharpness is also 
affected by the num
ber of colored phos
phor dots on the 
screen. Contrary to 
popular belief, one 
color dot does not 
necessarily . equal 
one pixel . Some 
monitors have pixels 
composed of more 
than one color dot 
(actually a triad of 
red, green, and blue 
dots). These moni
tors generally have 
sharper images than those with only one 
dot per pixel. Why is this? Because a 
1 :1 dot-to-pixel ratio demands a more 
precise electron beam, and some color 
monitors aren't up to the challenge, 
resulting in smeared pixels and a fuzzy 
picture, as well ·as moir~ (irregularity of 
appearance) problems. This precision is 

at least one reason high-resolution 
monitors are so expensive. In this re
port, we use pixels per inch (ppi) in
stead of dots per inch (dpi) to refer to 
resolution, to avoid confusion with col
or dots. 

In the monitors we tested, the ratio 
of color dots to pixels ranged from the 
1 :1 of the Radius GS/ C to the 2:1 of the 
Microvitec Definition. We salute the 
engineers of the Radius monitor, one of 

our top-ranked machines, lor managing 
to combine a high pixel resolution and 
surprising sharpness. 

Color-dot spacing, or dot pi tch, re
fers to the distance between Ii ke-col
ored phosphor dots (or adjacent color 
stripes in Trinitrons). In general, a 
smaller dot pitch produc~s a sharper 

Pixels per inch and dots per inch don't always mean the same thing, so choose your terms 
carefully when comparing resolutions. In this example, the dot·to·pixel ratio ii; 1.5:1. That 
is, every pixel has a width of one and a half color-dot triads. The distance between two 
phosphor dots of the same color is the dot pitch. · 

image. The monitors we tested had dot 
pitches ranging from 0.25 millimeter to 
0.31 millimeter - a small difference, 
true, but enough to affect sharpness 
when pixels are packed close together. 

A monitor can have a high ratio of 
color dots to pixels and a small dot 
pitch and still fail the sharpness test. 
The culprit is usually misaligned beams 
(misconvergence), poor focus, or low 
bandwidth. A poorly focused beam may 

be too wide, and will 
result in fuzziness 
because pixels are 
sme.ared together. 
Or it can be too nar· 
row, creating black 
spaces between the 
raster lines that are 
just as annoying as 
fuzziness . Ideally, 
pixels s'hould just 
touch one, another to 
give a solid, sharp 
image. 

The video band
width indicates how 
quickly the electron 
beams can be 
switched on and off. 
A high-resolution 
monitor, which scans 

extremely quickly, must have a hi~h band
width in order to prevent horizontal blur
ring of pixels. The monitors in this report 
had bandwidths ranging from 17 to 200 
megahertz. Within each size category, the 
monitors with the lowest b!llldwldths gener
ally.suffered in the objective sharpness test 

-,-Aileen Abernathy 

that sleek, uncluttered look. Poor 
placement of controls is especially 
bothersome with large monitors. You 
almost have to be a contortionist (or 
use a mirror) to make the adjustments 
and see the screen at the same time. 

Unlike monochrome monitors, most 
color units don' t come with software. 
E-Machines, Radius, and RasterOps 
were the exceptions, providing cdevs. 
E-Machines' cdev allows you to adjust 
contrast and brightness and provides a 
screen saver. The Radius cdev's fea
tures include tear-off menus, while the 
one from RasterOps allows you to 
switch between 8- and 24-bit color. 

A bright screen image can help 

combat glare, so make sure your moni
tor has a brightness range adequate to 
your needs. Keep in mind that brighter 
images may not be as sharp. Increas
ing the intensity of the electron beams 
makes them wider, and they can bleed 
into adjacent pixels. 

Also check the monitor's contrast 
the relative difference between the 
screen's dark and light areas. Displays 
with poor contrast ratios will look 
muddy or washed out, and similar 
shades of color may blend together or 
disappear in bright light. Contrast is 
also important for readability; poor 
contrast between text and background 
can quickly cause eye fatigue. 

0 C T 0 B E R I 

Another handy control is the de
gausser, which removes the screen dis
tortions caused by nearby magnetic 
fields. Color monitors are extremely 
sensitive to magnetic fields, which 
magnetize any metal near the screen, 
such as the shadow mask or aperture 
grille. This creates some interesting 
screen effects in both color and linear
ity. Be careful not to put your tele
phone receiver or magnetic paper clip 
holder too near the screen; even these 
tiny magnetic fields can create havoc. 
The degausser demagnetizes the mon
itor, restoring things to normal. (On 
the flip side, we wonder whether plac
ing a degausser right over a hard disk is 
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really such a good idea.) 
If your monitor doesn't have a de

gausser, keep an electric pencil sharp

Three monitor makers - E-Machines, Radius, and RasterOps - let you 
set options through cdevs. 

ener handy. In a tight situation, it's 
been known to do a fair job of degauss
ing. With the sharpener running, hold 
it close to the screen and slowly rotate 
it as you move it away. 

HOW GLARE YOU 
Because color screens are not as 

bright as monochrome screens, glare 
resistance should be a prime consider
ation in your choice of a monitor. 
Screens without glare protection offer 
the sharpest, truest color, but their pol
ished-glass surfaces resemble mirrors, 
reflecting even the slightest hint of am
bient light. While you're admiring 
your reflection, whole color families 
are consigned to oblivion. Monitor 
makers overcome this problem by us
ing anti-glare surfaces that let you see 
subtle shades of color even in bright 
light. 

As always, there are trade-offs. 
Coatings from Optical Coating Labs 
Incorporated (OCLI) provide the best 
glare resistance, but they are expensive 
and show fingerprints with amazing 
clarity. The most common anti-glare 
treatment - etching - blurs the 
screen image slightly. The least eff ec
tive solution is darkened glass, which 
merely deepens the background black 

li ired of twiddling the knobs on 
your monitor, trying to achieve 
1ust the right balance between 

brightness and contrast? Here's a 
simple solution using Pyro! , a screen
saver program that creates a "zero" 
value black screen. 

Get the fireworks going, then crank 
up the brightness until you see the 
border around the active screen. Now 
turn the brightness back down until 
the border just disappears. Last (but 
never least),. adjust the contrast-, until 
the white level . is at a ·,u~able. 
·brightness. " ' . 

That's all there is to it - and now 
you know Tip 48 of "101 Ways to Use 
Screen Savers." , -Andrew Eisner 

of the screen. (For more information 
on glare treatments, see MacUser 
Labs Report, August '88 .) 

All the monitors we tested had some 
form of glare protection. To judge the 
relative merits, we looked at the 
screens from various angles in a room 
with subdued lighting. As expected, 
the six monitors with OCLI coatings 
had the best glare resistance. Next 
came those with etched screens, usual
ly in tandem with darkened glass. The 
lowest scores went to screens like that 
of the Apple High-Res RGB, which 

had a highly polished - albeit dark
ened - glass surface that didn't pro
vide adequate glare shielding. 

GHOST WRITING 
On a monochrome monitor, "ghost

ing" is an afterimage that remains on
screen even though the original image 
has disappeared. Color monitors, on 
the other hand, display ghosting as a 
faint double image, similar to a televi
sion set with poor reception. It's usual
ly caused by cabling problems. We 
also checked for related problems like 
"striping," faint horizontal shadows 
that continue beyond actual lines of 
text or windows. Some inexpensive 
monitors also show faint vertical 
stripes on the left side of the screen. 

FLICKER FLACK 
Flicker is a faint pulsing of the 

screen image, usually more apparent 
out of the corner of your eye. You may 
walk into a computer store, stand six 
feet from a flickering monitor, and be 
dazzled by its gorgeous colors and im
pressive graphics. After sitting in front 
of it for eight hours, though, you may 
be more inclined to put the monitor out 
of its (and your) misery. 

Flicker can occur when a low refresh 
rate (below 65 hertz) is combined with 
a short-lived screen phosphor. Succes
sive screens don't blend together com
pletely, and your eyes see each screen 
being replaced by the next - over and 
over and over again. Large monitors 
are especially susceptible to this nui
sance. Generally, a vertical scan rate 
of 65 hertz (a redraw rate of 65 times 
per second) is enough to eliminate 
flicker on large screens. 

THAT'S AMOIRE 
Another minor annoyance common 

to color monitors is moire, a faint, 
marbled pattern resembling oil on wa
ter. These wavy patterns, usually visi
ble only in patterns of thin lines or 
dithered backgrounds, result from a 
low ratio of phosphor dots to pixels. 
We checked for moire by looking at 
dithered white and black dots. The Ra
dius GS/C fared worst, displaying a 
moire pattern of alternating pink and 
green stripes. 

(Dithering is the creation of an illu
sory color or shade of gray using a pat
tern of dots. It allows you to create 
colors that don't really exist, such as 
grays on a monochrome monitor. 
Dithering can be as simple as the alter
nating black and white pixels that 
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Best Picture 


Il's true: The Sony Trinitron really 
loo ks the best! Of all the monitors 
we tested, the Trinitrons - manu

factured by Sony and marketed by 
several companies - provided the 
sharpest pictures. Sony's superiority 
comes from its screen shape, aperture 
grille, and one-gun/ one-lens beam 
generation and focusing. To under
stand what this means, you first have 

In a conventional delta, or shadow mask, 
display, the phosphor Is laid down In a 
pattern of dots, represented here by the 
SuperMac 19-lnch Standard Color Monitor. 

Sony Trlnltron monitors use vertical stripes of 
phosphor, which provides a sharper image. 

to know how a color monitor works. 
A CRT (cathode ray tube, or picture 

tube) resembles a shooting arcade. 
Three electron beams (one each for 
red , green, and blue) shoot out of the 
neck of the tube toward the phosphor
coated screen. The beams whiz around 
the screen, painting an image by se
lectively turning on phosphor dots. 

In conventional picture tubes, three 
separate electron guns and focusing 
lenses are arranged in a triangular, or 
delta, configuration. This arrangement 
requires very small lenses. which cre
ate beam-focusing problems. A related 
configuration, the precision-in-line 
(PIL) layout, places the three guns in a 
horizontal line, which reduces conver
gence problems. In contrast, Trinitrons 

use a single gun to produce three identi
cal, horizontally aligned beams, which are 
focused by a single large lens. This Delta 
scheme greatly reduces beam error and 
produces smaller beam spots. 

As the beams approach the screen, 
they converge and pass through a mask 
that makes sure each beam hits only one 
phosphor color at a time. In conventional 
tubes, this shadow mask is a metal plate 
riddled with tiny holes - one hole for 
each phosphor dot. Once through the 
mask, the beams strike their respective 
targets. The dots are separated by a black 
matrix that absorbs stray light. This is the 
oldest and cheapest CRT technology, but 
it requires extensive horizontal and verti
cal alignment. 

The Trinitron setup uses an aperture 
grille, which has long, vertical slits rather 
than holes. The electron beams pass 
through the slits at different angles but in 
the same horizontal plane. In addition, the 
phosphor is laid down in vertical stripes 
rather than dots. The aperture grille has 
several advantages over the shadow 
mask: 
• It allows more of the beam to pass 
through, creating a brighter picture. 
• Stray beams can overheat and deform 
shadow masks, but the aperture grille is 
made of tightly stretched wires, which are 
less likely to deform. 
• The grille is less affected by terrestrial 
magnetism, which pulls the beam down. 
• It reduces roll ing fticker because sl ight 
vertical shifts of the image don't create 
brightness changes. 

Finally, there 's the Trinitron 's superior 
tube shape. Conventional tubes have a 
spherical surface, like the side of a bal 
loon. Trinitron screens are cyl indrical , like 
the side of a bottle. Thus, while a spheri
cally shaped screen is round in all direc
tions, a Trinitron curves only in the hori
zontal direction; its vertical axis is 
straight. This reduces both image distor
tion and glare. 

The Trinitron isn 't perfect, however 
(and you thought this was a commercial). 
Its main drawback is price - Trinitrons 
are much more expensive than other color 
monitors. In addition, the screen is 
crossed by one or two faint black lines, 
which are actually the shadows of 
strengthening wires for the aperture grille. 

- Andrew Eisner 
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form the "gray" Mac desktop or as 
complex as the multiple color patterns 
that PixelPaint creates.) 

The Radius GS/C Display has the worst case of 
moire, which appears as a faint marbled 
pattern on the screen. 

THE OUTER LIMITS 
Q: When is a straight line a curve? 

A: When it's near the edge of the 
screen. That may be a slight exaggera
tion, but many monitors do have ge
ometry problems, especially a t the out
er edges of their display. Some have 
only a slight inward curve a t the sides 
of the screen, a distortion called "pin
cushioning." Others, pa rticularly the 
larger models, display circles as ovals 
and rectangles as squares. Obviously, 
this is a no-no if you're working with 
graphics. Even text can be distorted, 
contributing to eye strain. 

Zenith Data Systems markets the 
extraordinary Flat Tension Mask 

Monitor for the IBM PC. This 14
inch color monitor has a completely 
flat screen, which greatly reduces 
glare because less ambient light gets 
reflected from the screen. This results 
in an unusually white and bright im
age. The ftat screen also el iminates 
the image distortions endemic to 
curved screens. You 've got to see this 
monitor to believe it - chec~ it out at 
your local IBM computer dealer. 

So why isn't this monitor available 
for the Mac II? Well, the Rumor Man
ager hears that· RasterOps may be 
modifying their 8-bit Mac video card to 
drive the FTM monitor. The monitor 
itself retails for $999, about the same 
as the Apple High-Res RGB or Sony 
1302 Multiscan. If everything gels, 
flat-screen Mac monitors could be big 
news ayear from·now. -Andrew Eisner 

We checked geometric linearity 
with the shareware program Test Pat
tern Generator. We used a n image 
consisting of a la rge circle in the center 
of the screen and smaller circles in the 
corners. Monitors receiving the high
est scores had a square screen image 
and five perfectly round circles. Those 
with poor scores displayed severe pin
cushioning or shrinking at the corners 
of the screen or showed the circles as 
egg shapes. 

COLORING INSIDE THE LINES 
Convergence measures how well

aligned the red, green, and blue beams 
are, on a pixel-to-pixel basis, when 
they converge (come together) at the 
screen. A monitor with poor conver
gence shows color fringing at bound
aries - that is, objects have shadows 
of red, blue, or green. Misconvergence 
also affects sharpness, creating blurred 
images that can cause eye strain. 

We first eyeballed convergence us
ing the test screen from the Monitors' 
cdev. Monitors with poor convergence 
displayed the white lines as separate 
lines of color. We then used a Klein 
Convergence Meter to measure the 
misconvergence of the red and blue 
guns from the green gun in both the 

Good convergence is essential for a sharp 
screen display. The top-ranked monitors 
produce sharp lines with no color fringing (left). 
Monitors with poor convergence may display 
white lines as separate colors (right). 

vertical a nd horizontal directions. We 
took readings at the center and a ll four 
corners of the screen to determine how 
much of the screen was affected (con
vergence is often worse at the screen's 
edges). 

The top-ranked monitors had mis
convergences of half a pixel or less. For 

Geometric linearity was checked with the Test Pattern Generator. The The Princeton Ullrasync can dislort high-resolution features. Note the 

E-Machines' T16 sailed through this geometry test, displaying straight flattened circle in the upper-right corner. 

lines and consistently round circles. 
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monitors with a density less than 65 
pixels per inch, that translates to 0.2 
millimeters. Misconvergence is more 
important - and a greater problem 
for high-resolution monitors because 
there are more pixels present. Moni
tors with a pixel density greater than 
65 pixels per inch need a misconver
gence of less than O. i 5 millimeters. 

ASHARPER IMAGE 
A monitor's sharpness, or focus, can 

make the difference between a finely 
striped design and a featureless blob. 
Basically, sharpness reflects how well 
you can see fine features (see sidebar, 
"Pixel Perfect"), and it can make or 
break a high-resolution monitor. If 
pixels blur together, small details like 
dithering and thin lines can be lost, and 
small font sizes may be unreadable. 
Thus, monitors with poor sharpness 
are generally useless for desktop pub
lishing and CAD/CAM applications. 
The only benefit of poor sharpness is 
that it smooths the shading generated 
by half-toning or dithering of colors. 

We first did a subjective appraisal of 
sharpness using an Excel spreadsheet; 
a circuit pattern from the Douglas 
CAD/CAM Professional System; a 
PageMaker document consisting of 
several font sizes, dithered gray blocks, 
and a dithered image of a tiger; and a 
PixelPaint document consisting of ver
tical and horizontal stripes one pixel 
thick. Some monitors sailed through 
this test, while others displayed the 
PixelPaint stripes as solid grays. Most 
monitors had no trouble with the Excel 
and CAD images. The CTX Multi
scan, which fared worst, was unable to 
display the PageMaker document 
sharply. 

For a more objective test of screen 
sharpness, we measured the horizontal 
and vertical Modulation Transfer 
Function (MTF) of each monitor. 
This simply means we compared the 
contrast of thin black and white lines 
to that of large areas of black and 
white. A monitor with perfect sharp
ness ( 100 ·percent) would display 
stripes with the same contrast as larger 
areas. An MTF of at least 15 percent is 
usually necessary to distinguish short, 
thin lines and to make small text read
able. As expected, monitors had the 
most trouble displaying the bands of 
single-pixel vertical lines. The Micro
vitec Definition scored highest at 65 
percent; the Princeton Ultrasync, with 
a score of only 10 percent, displayed 
the stripes as a uniform gray area. 

S
ony's. Cl?D-1302 Multiscan moni

'tor i~ .. comparable in nearly every 

·way to the Apple color monitor, 


and its street price is hundreds of dol

lars lower. This sounds great, but 

there's a catch. The Sony's picture is 

not on the square - literally. The right 

and left sides of the screen have un

sightly bulges, a dis

tortion ~~Jle~ pincu

shion irfg{'".'·and th.e 

bottom of · the dis

play is narrower than 

the top. 


But never fear, 

MacUser's~. here. If 

you have 39 minutes 

and a· spiafl plastic 

scre.w.tlriv,er. we ' ll · 

show you.::ti9w fo ob

tain a clean, square 

image that is argu

ably better than Ap

ple 's own. 


WARNING: If you've 

never worked around 

CRTs, ·dq NOT attempt this yourself. 

Potentially· lethal electrical charges lin

ger inside the monitor case even when 

it's unplugged. The risk is especially 

high here · because you'll be adjusting 

the monitor while it's turned on. If 

you 're not a·- techie, take these instruc

tions. the mon.itor, and your Mac II to an 

authori~e~ _SPJJY dealer , and let them 

make the-:aaj~stments for you. · 


First, remove the monitor's back cov

er and set the chassis upright next to 

your Mac. Connect the video and power 

cables and ·turn on the monitor and 

computer. Close all windows on the 

desktop; leaving only the startup disk 

icon. Make --sure the desktop pattern is 

the stanoar~;iss\Je gray, ·and turn off 

any screen-saving software. A_llow the 

monitor to warm up for an hour before 

doing the adjustments. 


OK, now we're ready to roll. Lay the 

monitor on its side so that the bright

ness and contrast controls are facing 

up. The controls you want to adjust are 

on the PC ·board that's on the bottom of 

the monitor. Do NOT make the adjust

ments from the top of the monitor, as 

you will be dangerously close to the 

CRT's high-voltage cables! 


Using the plastic screwdriver, turn 

the PIN AMP control until the screen 

bows o~twacd at the sides. MJpst the 


PIN PHASE control so that the peak of 
the bow is in the middle of the screen 
on either side. Now use the Plf'3 'AMP 
control to make the sides as straight as 
possible. A slight pincushion looks per
fectly straight when the monitor is side
ways, so check your handiwork by look
ing at the screen right side up. 

If the bottom of 
the display is S,!llall
er than the top,.. ao
just the ~UB . PIN 
control until you get 
a square picture. You 
may have to turn it 
all the way up -',-- we 
did. Again, double 
check the results .by 
viewing·the screen in 
an upright position. · 

To adjust the Sony 1302 Multlscan, remove 
the cover and turn the monitor over so that 
you have easy access to the bottom PC board, 
which contains all the necessary controls. 

When you 're finished, turn everything 
off. replace the monitor's cover, ani:I 
degauss the screen if necessary. 
Your Sony monitor now has a ·pictu[e 
that rivals anything o·n the market. · 

- Jet( P,f~telt<au 
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TRUER COLORS 
The Mac II can display almost any 

color the human eye can see. To be 
used for serious color work, the moni
tor must display these colors with the 
same hue, saturation, and brightness 
that you see on paper  WYSIWYG, 

. I' -' 1
t1a.cpaer U~.ba 

Sh.a. pneas IT1est · 

·;:. 
[ 
'i' 

The RasterOps Trinilron provides excellent 
overall sharpness, and 24-bil color to boot. 
Even very thin lines show up clearly. 

The Microvilec Definition scored highest on the 
MTF sharpness test. The Mitsubishi Diamond 
Scan(below) didn't performaswell- note the 
poor contrast of its single-pixel vertical lines. 

in other words. Software like Laser
Paint 11 and QuarkXPress 2.0 can use 
the Pantone Matching System 
(PMS), a standard color key used to 
convey precise colors to printers. This 
precision can be crucial in fields like 
desktop publishing and graphic de
sign. A monitor with poor color quality 
may show PMS 527 as dark blue when 
it should be displaying purple. If you 
select this color thinking it's blue, 
you II have a rude awakening when the 
printer delivers your order. The pro
gram correctly stores the color as PMS 
purple, and the printer matches that. 
A monitor with good color quality 
should guarantee that what you see is 
what you get. 

To test color quality, we used a 
PixelPaint picture containing blocks of 
pure red, green, and blue, as well as 
various other colors and gray levels. 
Since most monitors could display red, 
green, and blue quite well, we included 
colors more difficult to reproduce ac
curately, such as purple, brown, and 
olive green. All colors were generated 
using the standard color palette in 
PixelPaint and Apple's 8-bit video 
card and High-Res RGB monitor. 

Most monitors produced bright, ac
curate colors as well as good grays. A 
few showed purple as dark blue or 
brown as brick red. The Princeton Ul
trasync again fared poorly, displaying 
olive green as black, reds as bright 
pink, or dark gray as green. 

AMAZING GRAYS 
The growing prevalence of gray 

scales in scanned photographs and 
other images makes gray purity (the 
absence of color in grays) as important 
as color quality. Indeed, since it re
flects the accuracy of the electron 
guns, gray purity i a good test of color 
quality. 

Grays are actually dim whites 
that is, whites of lesser intensity, or 
brightness. When all three electron 
beams fire at full ( IOO-percent) in ten-

Text sharpness varies among monitors. The 
E-Machines' T16 presents crisp, well-defined 
text (above), while the CTX Multiscan displays 
fuuy, eye-straining letters (below). 

sity, the phosphor glows white. When 
the beams fire equally but at lower in
tensities, grays are produced. If one of 
the beams varies even slightly in inten
sity from the others, grays will be 
tinged with color. Poor tracking may 
be most obvious when displaying dark 
colors, since the weak beam may not 
fire and thus a dark red you see on a 
friend 's monitor may be completely 
black on your own. 

We initially examined gray purity 
with a Pixe!Paint document made up 
of adjacent blocks of gray in varying 
intensities. The gray blocks had a 50
percent dithered stripe running 
through the middle. (This checker
board stripe is the same as the Mac's 
default desktop pattern.) In theory, 
the dithered stripe is a "true" gray for 
that monitor, based on the color tem
perature of its white, and it served as 
our control in evaluating the gray 
blocks. The top-ranked monitors had 
grays that didn 't change color with 
brightness, and thus they will provide 
excellent color shading. The Radius 
and Princeton monitors, on the other 
hand , displayed dark grays as shades 
of brown or green, respectively. 

For a more scientific evaluation of 
gray purity, we used the Minolta Color 
Television Analyzer to measure the 
chromaticity of each monitor's grays. 
We recorded the values for whites with 
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This is not just another display clone. It's 
the new Magnavox Analog Color (MAC) 
display, specifically designed and engineered 
to compliment the Macintosh II system. 

When we decided to develop a display 
exclusively for the Macintosh II, we started 
with two objectives: Make it work better, and 
make it cost less. 

Our 14" MAC display appeals to even 
the most discriminating user. It's equipped 
with our new proprietary 0.29mm dot pitch 

CRT for superb resolution, and a glossy CRT 
face for crystal clear images. Graphics and 
text on the MAC display shine at their best. 
The integrated tilt-base provides the ultimate 
in user comfort. 

Additionally we offer a solid, two-year 
warranty instead of the usual 90 days. And 
the $699 retail makes this a great value. 

Designing a superior display for the 
Macintosh II system was smart. Offering it for 
$300 less, that's very smart. 

MAGNAVOX 
Apple Macinlosh n~· is a regislered 1rademark of Apple Compuler. foe. Smart.\erysmart. 
© 1988 Phillps Consumer Elec:1r9nlcs Company 
ADivision of North American Philip Corporalion 

Please circle 192 on reader service card. 



Color quality was rated using a series of color 
blocks that included problem colors like brown 
and olive green. On this RasterOps screen, the 
brown block looks quite good, but the olive 
appears almost black. 

intensities of 25, 50, 75, and I00 per
cent (remember that anything less 
than I 00 percent is gray) and deter
mined how far they deviated from 
"true" gray. The CTX Multiscan dis
played the most dramatic example of 
poor tracking; as the brightness level 
decreased, the color shifted sharply to
ward green. 

We also evaluated gray linearity to 
see how well the monitors could dis
play proportional levels of brightness, 
otherwise known as gray levels. Both 
the gray linearity and purity tests dem
onstrated how well the monitors could 
handle the infinitely variable analog 
signal produced by the video cards. 
Monitors with the smallest deviations 
(less than I 0 percent) had even shifts 
in brightness from one gray level to the 
next and produced better color shad
ing and more exact color values. The 
Taxan Ultra Vision was the only moni
tor to display absolutely perfect gray 
linearity. Those with poor scores didn't 
make even (proportional) shifts in 
brightness between gray levels. On the 
Princeton Ultrasync, dark gray didn't 
show up at all. Instead, it appeared 
black. 

JITTER BUGS 
Jitter is the constant shaking of the 

screen image in any direction. Anyone 
who has an SE with its original "squir
rel-cage" fan is probably familiar with 
the Shaky Screen Syndrome. Besides 
causing eye strain, jitter reflects an 
electronic design problem or defect in 
the monitor /video card combination. 

To assess jitter, we examined the 
screen image from a normal operating 
distance and noted whether the screen 
wavered up and down or to the left and 
right. We also checked for jitter during 
disk access. This would normally be a 
noticeable but tolerable situation, 
since most disk access occurs during 
application launching and file saves. 
However, a few programs like Vi
deo Works II constantly access the 
disk, and a shaky screen during a ma
jor presentation could give you - and 
your audience - the jitters. 

SHRINKING VIOLETS 
Screen shrinkage is caused by the 

power supply's failure to provide size 
stability during changes in the screen 
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Color coordinates of the red, green, and blue phosphors for lour monitors are plotted on the CIE 
chart. Each monitor can generate only the colors inside the triangle formed by these three points; 
therefore, the closer to the boundaries they are (the more saturated), the better. The value for each 
monitor's white is shown in the center. The CTX Multiscan's plot reveals the reason for its dismal 
gray purity. As the white intensity decreases, the green beam becomes dominant, resulting in 
green-looking dark grays. Note that the chart's shark-fin curve is actually the rainbow. Magentas 
and purples, which aren't part of this spectrum, are contained In the straight-line portion across the 
bottom. 
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What's this stack of DOS software Teach your old DOS 
doing next to a Macintosh®If? new tricks. 
Waiting to be thrown out,right? With SoftPC®software, running your 

Wrong.
And while we're on 

••• favorit.e DOSware on your
Mac is as easy as opening 

the subject, what on 
earth is Lotus®1-2-3® 

a window. And just as 
transparent. 

doing on these Mac You can open several 
screens? DOS windows at once. 

Would you believe Or both DOS and Mac 
it's running? 

That's right, 1-2-3 
windows. Then you can 
jump back and forth 

now runs-very between them.Even cut 
smoothly and very
quickly-on the Mac II 

&J}lPCwm nmsanyaur 
atmlera!EXi,MacSE. 

and paste. 
Remember,you're on a 

and SE. 
So does SideKick~dBASE III 

PLUS~The Norton Utilities'." 
Microsoft®Flight Simulator.And all 
the DOSware we're aware of. 

Including the programs-and dat.a 
files-you assumed you'd have to eat 
in order to enjoy the fruits of 
Macintosh. 

Mac now, so you can do new 
things with your old DOSware. 

But ifyou feel nostalgic, you can 
always put your new Mac on a LAN 
with your old PCs. 

(Shhhh. With SoftPC, your LAN 
can't tell the difference.) 

Food for thought. 
SoftPC is either the best thing to 
Please circle 11 on reader service card. 

hing. 
happen to DOS or the best thing to 
happen to Macintosh. 

For sure, it's the best way we can 
think of to spend $595. 

You'll only have to spend it once. 
Because SoftPC is designed to take 
advantage of the latest technology. 

Even technology that isn't 
here yet. 

Fortunately, SoftPC is here now. 
Your dealer will be delighted to give 
you a demonstration. 

Just ask for a big Mac with plenty 
of DOS. 

Insignia 
Solutions 
Inc.Cupertino, 
CA 95015-0399 
Thi: ( 408) 446-4992, 
FAX: (408) 446·2'236. 
SortPC is a registered 
trademark or Insignia 
Solutions Inc. 
Distributed by 
Sortsel'." 
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image. Unless screen size is important 
to you - say, for photographing the 
screen or using animation, where on
screen images shift constantly - you 
would probably view it as a nuisance 
more than anything else. Nevertheless, 
we measured the change in width of 
the screen when an all-white image 
was reversed to black. Excellent re
sults - size reductions of 0.2 percent 
or less - were obtained by several 
monitors. 

THE ENVELOPE, PLEASE 
When all the eyeballing ended and 

calculations were completed, one mon
itor stood out: E-Machines' T 16 Color 
Display System. We couldn' t find a 
fl.aw in this 16-inch Trinitron - even 
the list price of $3,295 (including the 
video card but not the stand) seems 
reasonable. It displays clear, sharp 
text at moderately high resolution, as 
well as bright, vibrant colors. And the 
size is just right: bigger than the 13
inch Apple and Sony but not as mas
sive as the 19-inch Trinitrons. Only 
time will tell if this odd size becomes 
accepted. Meanwhile, the Tl 6 gets the 
MacUser Labs Seal of Approval. 

To get the most monitor for your 

money, we recommend the 13-inch 
Sony 1302 Multiscan, which has a 
street price as low as $650. Combine 
this with the $648 Apple card, and you 
have an economical color display. If 
you do a little tinkering under the hood 
(see sidebar, "A Square Deal"), the 
Sony's picture is a force to reckon with. 
Some folks will still prefer to spend the 
extra $350 for a non-discounted Apple 
monitor with its non-etched screen and 
Apple logo. It's one of the best buys, 
and many people prefer it to the Sony. 
Our tests showed them running neck 
and neck, with Apple excelling in 
sharpness. 

Among the 19-inch Trinitrons, we 
liked the Radius GS/C and E-Ma

.T: o create a numerical ranking of the 25 color monitors, Maximum usable brightness: This is the brightest screen 
we scaled the test results to fit a range of 0 to 100 
percent Final ranking was determined by averaging the 

scores together and scaling them against the best monitor. 
In this graph, the monitors are grouped .acc9rqing to their 

typical use with the Mac II. The first group includ~s medium
resolution (640-x-480) monitors that were tested only with 
the Apple card. The second group contains 19-inch presenta
tion monitors with the same resolution. The final group is 
made up of high-resolution monitors. 

Presentation Display 

image we could obtain while still maintaining a sharp picture. 
Even though we made precise measurements, sharpness is 
really a matter of personal preference, so this Is actually a 

, 1subjective score. 
· Sc.tee·ri nuisances: We took the most important nuisance 
factors.._ pincushioning, shrinkage, ghosting, striping, moire, 
jitter, flicker, and glare - and combined them into one group. 
A higher score means fewer nuisances; a lower score means 
more nuisances. 

Standard Disp lay 
Sony CPD-1302 Multiscan 
AppleColor High Resolution RGB 
Princeton Ultrasync 
NEC MultiSync Plus 

Classic Professional Graphics Display 
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:< ._,Conrac Auto-Trak 7250 72 --.:J !87 1 33 
,.... -Electrohome Vari-Scan 1910 70 -· : 67 

67 ~·=-:JMicrovitek Definition 0!87

High-Resolution Display 
, ~~100 E-Machines T16 Color Display System 87 

-SuperMac 19" Trinitron 96 - [8fi 87 " 
~- -- .....,""'1;., , 93 ·-··  1E-Machines TX Color Display System 100 

~ 

-
,._"'"' ...,..- ... ··~3 ~-Taxan Ultra Vision 1000 87 ___ ...,[1011 

93-- -- - Radius GS/C Display lt>ZS 1 80 -'-~ ,_
SuperMac 19" Standard Color Monitor 91 178- :J 73 

55 - ·-:._____.E-Machines T19 Color Display System 166 - '] 87 - ,_ .. 
PCPC II 86 --

47 ;·~·· ' _,.. - - -~ ~-SuperMac 16" Trinitron 82 15' 80 
" .....77- ' ; '60 -- -·::l_.:,]RasterOps Trinitron 158 
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chines Tl 9 units best, although users 
of RasterOps and PCPC monitors cer
tainly have nothing to complain about. 
At $7,690 (including card) for the 
RasterOps, you have to wonder wheth
er you really need the 24-bit color 
standard, which is slow and somewhat 
undefined. The Radius GS/C displays 
more information - two A4 interna
tional-size pages ( 8 x I I 3/16 inches) 
- although its 82 ppi misses the boat 
on true WYSIWYG 72-dpi text. 
Overall, the 19-inch Trinitrons are 
clearly in a class by themselves and, if 
you've got the bucks, are the best bet in 
large color monitors. 

Ifyou're in the market for a 19-inch 
multiscanning monitor, the Taxan Ul

tra Vision 1000 gets our vote. It's a 
well-engineered monitor with by far 
the ·highest bandwidth (200 mega
hertz, twice that of the Trinitrons). It 
runs on every video card, received per
fect scores on the graypurityand color
quality tests, and - best of all - costs 
$600 less than the Trinitrons. 

Among the 19-inch monitors that 
run only on the Apple card, we can 
recommend the Electrohome, Conrac, 
and Mitsubishi entries. These presen
tation-style monitors all looked good, 
with sharp pictures and nice whites. 

Ifyou' re just looking for an inexpen
sive color monitor to top off your Mac, 
check out Magnavox, Classic, or Re
lisys. The Magnavox Analog Color 

Display is the best of the small shad
ow-mask monitors, with good color, 
acceptable text, and a list price of 
$699. The Classic Professional Graph
ics Display gets the funk award: It's 
actually an IBM monitor in disguise. 
Furthermore, it was manufactured in, 
of all places, Finland. 

Finally, the 14-inch Mitsubishi Dia
mond Scan wins the versatility award. 
The Diamond Scan runs on both Ap
ple and IBM cards and can even be 
used with your VCR! ~ 

AILEEN ABERNATHY IS MACUSER•s SENIOR 

WRITER. A NATIVE OF TH E SOUTH, SHE•s 

STILL ADJUSTING TO THE LEFT COAST LIFE

STYLE, ESPECIALLY AVOCADOES, ACUPRES

SURE, AND ARUGULA. 

, 

Geometric linearity: Higher numbers represent better linear
ity, judge.d by looking at circles and straight lines with the Jest 

single-pixel ~tack and white lines. We summed the figures for 
horizontal an.d vertical dimensions and then averaged them. 
The theoretical maximum is ioo percent, while O percent 
indicates no'. contrast at all. 

Pattern Generator. .. · 
SubjB'ctive sharpness: Sharpness was judged using several 

screens coJ.:ltaining text, gra_phics, and line drawings. Hj q_9er 
numbers n;f~an . sharper image. · f/ , . · " 

Color quality: This subjective judgement ·was based on a 
picture containing blocks of various colors. A higher score 
means better color. 

MTF sharpness: This is the amount of contrast between 

Convergence: We averaged the values obtained for horizon-. 
tal; vertjcal.\":Genter, and .corner measurements.. Higher numbers4mean bettenconvergence. · 

Gray qua_lity: We combined measurements from the gray 
purity and gray linearity tests to obtain one value. As with the 
other categories, higher is better. 

MTF Lack of Usable 
Sharpness Screen Nuisances B~ghtness 

52 
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When you have to go, which would you 
rather carry: an 8 pound box or a 5 ounc~· 
cartridge? A 5 ounce cartridge that gives 
you all the flexibility you need, including 
unlimited storage. 

The Sky's the Limit. 
ln the age of the storage crunch, wouldn't 
it be nice to own a drive that can handle 
all your storage demands? And offer por
tability, security, exchangeability, and 
expandability. 

These days, 20, 40, 80, and even IOOMB 
hard drives fill up much too fast. And crash. 

Bering's solution to this problem: re
movable storage. Reliable, removable 
storage. Using a state-of-the-art aero
dynamic technology, Bering's removable 
drives rival hard drive speeds without the 
threat of head crashes. 
Each sturdy SW' cartridge holds a 

whopping 20MB of data. You can cart 
them around, lock them up, and to ex
pand your capacity, just add another 
cartridge. The sky's the limit! 

Your Mac never 

had it so good. 


Your Macintosh's power can Pe limited by 

its storage capacity. When you have infi
nite capacity, your Mac's capabilities are 
unleashed. 

Bering offers the Totem family of re
movable drives in a variety of combina
tions; single, dual or with a hard drive. 
And they are 100% compatible with the 
Macintosh Plus, SE or II. just pick the 
drive that most suits your needs. 

Totem drives are perfect for backup 
and archiving. No long wait to restore to a 
hard drive, your data is already accessible. 

. 

Bering: Storage unlimited. 
Bering Industries has been offering inno
vative storage subsystems since 1981 and 
shipping Totem removable drives for over 
a year. 

Bering also offers a one year warranty 
and a thirty day guarantee on all media. 
With the largest installed base of remov
able drives, you can be assured that you 
are getting the best quality and most 
experience, as well as more bytes for 
your buck. 

BERING~ 
Bering Industries 

240 Hacienda Avenue 

CampbelJ, CA 95008-6687 

408-379-6900 


• 	Tut•m Is a trnd•mark of llerlng h1dustrles. Macintosh Plus. SP. and II "" 
reglst•"d lrAdtmarlts of Appl• r.ompultr. Inc. 

Please clrcle 7 on reader service card . 

To order call 800-237:.4641. 
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Reviews 

The Labs staff 
provides an inside 
look at each 
monitor's 
strengths and 
weaknesses. 

AppleColor High Resolution RGB Monitor 
This lixed-frequency, 13-inch monitor is man

ufactured by Sony to Apple 's specifications and 
has the excellent Trinitron image quality. The 
monitor's resolution is designed to exactly match 
that of Apple's video card. Its top-notch color, 
sharpness, and gray purity make the High-Res 
RGB the best choice for use with the standard 
Mac II color card. This monitor looks like it really 
belongs with the Mac, and it's perfectly adjusted 
right out of the box. 

The High-Res RGB doesn't come with a tilt/ 
swivel stand, but one is available as an option. 
Most controls, including the degausser switch, 
arein the rear; brightness and contrast are on the 
right side. The antiglare treatment consists of 
darkened glass, the least effective method, so the 
monitor could have glare problems unless it's 
used in dim lighting or is set up to eliminate 
ambient glare. 

The High-Res RGB retails for $999, with a90
day warranty on parts and labor (service available 
through Apple dealers only). An extended warran
ty is available. The Mac JJ's 8-bit color video card 
costs $648; a 4-bit card is $499, and a 4-bit 
expansion kit sells for $149. 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-1010 

Classic Professional Graphics Display 
TheProfessional Graphics Display is a13-inch, 

fixed-frequency monitor. It's really aPC monitor in 
disguise: the "CLASSIC" sticker on the back can 
be peeled off to reveal "IBM." If you 've been trying 
to sneak a Mac into your office, stick this monitor 
on top of the II and your boss will never know the 
difference. 

Power, brightness, and contrast controls are lo
cated to the right of the screen. Like several other 
multiscan monitors, the Classic arrived with a 
screen image that was too small, and we couldn't 
enlarge it because there are no horizontal and verti
cal size controls. The antiglare treatment consists 
of etched, darkenedglass. The shadow-mask CRT 
is made by Hitachi, and the monitor is assembled 
by Solaris, a Finnish company. 

TheProfessi~nal Graphics Display is the lowest
priced monitor we tested and offers an acceptable 
Mac II image for the money, with good, usable 
colors and grays. 

However, it had the lowest bandwidth (17 mega
hertz) of all the monitors tested, which was reflect
ed in its poor performance on the MTF sharpness 
test. There were alsofa int purple and green stripes 
on the Jett side of the screen. 

The monitor retails for $549 and runs only with 
the Apple Card. The warranty is six months for 
parts and labor. Classic Components Corporation 
hasbeen manufacturing and distributing computer 
periphera ls for both the IBM and Apple markets for 
live years. 

Classic Components Corporation 
1490 West Artesia Boulevard 
Gardenia, CA 90247 
(213) 217-1235 

Conrac Auto-Trak 7250 
The Auto-Trak 7250 is agood general-purpose. 

19-inch monitor for the standard Apple card. The 
case is boxy, with straight lines and sharp corners. 
Power, brightness, and contrast controls are to the 
right of the screen, and etched, darkened glass 
provides very good glare protection. A tilt/swivel 
stand is available as an option,and we recommend 
it; otherwise, the display is too low. The shadow
mask (in-line) CRT is made by Matsushita. 

This multiscanning monitor has good colors 
and performed well on the gray purity and linearity 
tests. However. its poor convergence and low score 
on the MTF sharpness test contributed to its last
place finish on the objective tests. The hlto-Trak's 
45-ppi screen gives it a magnified image (but 
prevents true WYSIWYG), and we think it would be 
a reasonablechoice for presentation use with the 
standard Mac II color card . 

The hlto-Trak 7250 also works with IBM's CGA 
and EGA video standards. The monitor supports 
interlaced video, which means it can be used with 
Genlock cards that combine Macintosh graphics 
wi th NTSC standard video. 

The monitor costs $2,995 and comes with a 
one-year warranty on parts and labor. Comae has 
been manufacturing monitors for more than 40 
years. 
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Conrac Corporation 
Display Products Group 
1724 South Mountain Avenue 
Duarte, CA 91010 
(818) 303-0095 

CTX Multiscan 
The 14-inch CTX Multiscan is a compact. light

gray monitor with etched,darkened glass to reduce 
glare. The unit we tested had no tilt/swivel stand. 
but CTX plans to include one by the time you read 
this. Power, vertical hold, brightness. and contrast 
controls are located below the screen; text mode 
and position controls are on a rear panel. The 
shadow-mask CRT is made by NEC. 

Like several other mulliscan monitors, the CTX 
was not originally designed to operate with the 
Apple card and produces ascreen image that is too 
small. It has greenish whites. dim colors.and poor 
gray purity.The image is blurry,and color quality is 
so poor that it could quickly lead to eye strain. On 
the subjective sharpness test, the Multiscan was 
unable to clearly display text and graphics in a 
PageMaker document. In short, this monitor fin
ished at the bottom of both the subjective and 
objective test rankings. The Multiscan would not be 
suitable for serious gray-scale or color work, nor 
could it be used to work with graphics or fine text. 

The CTX Mulliscan retails for $777 and runs 
with Apple and IBM cards.The warranty is agener
ous two years for parts and labor. CTX has been 
making monitors since 1983. The company is 
based in Taiwan, with a U.S.distributor in southern 
California. 

CTX International, Inc. 
260 Paseo Tesoro 
Walnut, CA 91789 
(714) 595-6146 

Electrohome Vari-Scan 1910 
This 19-inch multiscanning monitor has a light

gray case with brightness, contrast. and power 
controls on the front. There are four sets of size and 
centering controls arranged in agrid on the rear 
panel. Three are for IBM video formats. The fourth 
is an override setting that can be used to set the 
display size for the Mac II. Antiglare treatment is 
etched. darkened glass. The shadow-mask CRT is 
manufactured by Matsushita. 

The Vari -Scan 1910 has a sharp picture with 

good color quality, nice grays, and apleasing pa
per white. Its 44 ppi gives the screen a magnified 
image that prevents true WYSIWYG but makes this 
agood monitor for presentations. The Vari-Scan is 
one of several mulliscanning 19-inch displays we 
tested that would sync only with the Apple card for 
the Mac II. It also syncs with IBM color cards, 
which means it can be used for presentations with 
both the Mac II and IBM video formats without 
having to make any size/position adjustments 
when the monitor is switched between computers. 
It also supports interlacing for use with Genlock 
cards. 

The Vari-Scan 1910 costs $2,895, and the war
ranty is one year on parts and labor. Toronto-based 
Electrohome is one of the granddaddies of the 
electronics industry. It began making televisions in 
the 1960s and introduced its first computer moni
tors in 1968. 

Electrohome Limited 
809 Wellington Street 
Kitchener. Ontario N2G 4J6 
Canada 
(519) 744-7111 

Electrohome Vari-Scan 1310 
The Vari -Scan 1310 is acompact, 13-inch mul

tiscanning monitor. Its case is light gray, with 
power, brightness, and contrast controls on the 
front. Multiple size and position controls are in the 
rear and allow the monitor to be adjusted for Mac II 
and IBM displays independently of each other. A 
tilt/swivel stand is included, and the screen has 
etched, darkened glass to reduce glare. The shad
ow-mask CRT is made by Matsushita. 

This monitor has fair color quality and gray 
purity, but it lacks the sharpness and linearity that 
it really ought to have for its $1,098 price tag. The 
image is not square and has a distorted, rippled 
look to it. The Vari-Scan 1310 uses the Apple color 
card and also supports interlacing for use with 
Gen Lock cards. II also works with IBM's CGA,VGA, 
and EGA formats.The warranty is one year on parts 
and labor. (See Electrohome Vari-Scan 1910 for 
company information.) 

E-Machines T16 Color Display System 
The T16 Color Display System is agood-look

ing 16-inch, fixed-frequency monitor housed in a 
light-gray case with very clean lines. This monitor's 

size seems just right in many respects. It's larger 
than the 13-inchers but not as massive and bulky 
as the 19-inchers. You get the best of both worlds: 
the increased screen area of a large monitor and 
the relative compactness of a smaller model. 

Thecontrolsare all conveniently located on the 
front, directly below the screen. A Control Panel 
cdev allows you to adjust contrast and brightness 
without twiddling knobs.and there's an adjustable 
screen saver. E-Machines uses asemi-flat, 16-inch 
Trinitron tube that has a silica coating for glare 
protection. 

The T16 has excellent colors. linearity, and 
sharpness. and it sells for a lot less than its larger 
cousins. The T16's one disadvantage,compared to 
19-inch monitors. is that it cannot display an entire 
8Y2 -x-11-inch page. But the T16 more than com
pensates for this one shortcoming. lls impressive 
gray purity and color saturation provide excellent 
image quality for both color and shading. It has a 
pleasing white screen and the sharpest image of all 
the large-screen monitors we tested. In short, it 
makes no compromises. The T16 is an excellent 
choice for CAD/CAM or color graphics work.As our 
top-ranked monitor, the T16 wins the MacUser 
Labs Seal of Approval. 

The T16's $3.295 price includes E-Machines' 
video card and carries a90-day warranty on parts 
and labor. An optional tilt /swivel stand is $249. 
E-Machines began making computer monitors in 
1986. It specializes in display products specifically 
designed for the Macintosh and developed one of 
the first large-screen Mac displays in 1986 simul
taneously with Radius. 

E-Machines 
9305 Southwest Gemini Drive 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
(503) 646-6699 

E-Machines TX Color Display System 
The TX is E-Machines· high-resolution, two

page Trinitron system. It uses aspecially adjusted 
16-inch Trinitron that's otherwise identical to the 
T16 model. The controls, external cosmetics, anti
glare coating, and Control Panel cdev are also the 
same. However, the drive electronics have been 
revved up to handle the higher scan rates of 
E-Machines' 1,024-x-808 card. which comes with 
the monitor. 

The screen image isn't as sharp as the T16's, 
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but it's still quite good. Color and gray quality are 
excellent, but the TX's higher resolution may make 
text hard for some folks to see. Its 87-ppi screen 
allows two pages to be displayed at once, but it 
also makes 12-point text look like 10-point text. 
Thus, the TX is not the monitor to use if you want a 
WYSIWYG interface. But it 's great for freehand 
painting and CAD work in situations where a 19
inch Trinitron just won't fit the furn iture. 

The TX sells for $4,495, including card and 
cables,with a90-day warranty on parts and labor. 
The optional tilt/swivel stand is $249. (See 
E-Machines T16 for company information.) 

E·Machines T19 Color Display System 
The T19 uses the 1,024-x-808 card of the TX 

but displays the image on a19-inch Trinitron. This 
gives a true WYSIWYG resolution of 72 ppi. The 
T19 looks like the other 19-inch Trinitrons. It has an 
OCLI coating for glare reduction and the same 
controls and cdev as E-Machines' T16 and TX 
models. Unlike the others, however, the T19 pack
age includes a tilt/swivel stand. 

As with the other E-Machines models, the T19 
screen image is very sharp and has excellent color 
quality and gray purity. Image quality is compara
ble to the T16, and for those who want a larger 
screen, the T19 is the way to go. E-Machines has 
once again produced awinner in the color-monitor 
market. 

The T19 is more expensive than the PCPC and 
SuperMac Trinitrons, but it has a screen refresh 
rate of 71 .3 hertz, compared to 60 hertz for the 
other two monitors. The higher refresh rate means 
less flicker is visible on the screen. If the flicker on 
the PCPC and the SuperMac monitors annoys you 
but you really want aTrinitron, then the T19 may be 
worth the extra expense. 

The T19 reta ils for $5,995, including card and 
cables.and provides the standard 90-day warranty 
on parts and labor. (See E-Machines T16 for com
pany information.) 

Magnavox Analog Color Display 
The 14-inch, fixed-frequency Magnavox Analog 

Color (MAC) Display has a compact, Apple-plati
num case with all the controls conveniently located 
on the front. It comes with a tilt/swivel stand, and 
the screen is darkened glass with no etching or 
other treatment to reduce glare. Philips makes the 
shadow-mask CRT. 

Picture quality and color saturation are very 
good,with slightly warmer whites than those of the 
Apple monitor. The MAC's screen is not as sharp or 
clear as the Sony and Apple units, but it's the best 
of the 12- to 14-inch shadow-mask monitors. It 
was already adjusted for the Mac II video card 
when it arrived,so setting it up was just amatter of 
"plug and go." The screen did have aslight bowing 
problem at the top. 

At $699, the MAC is the second-cheapest mon
itor in this review. We recommend it as a cost
effective alternative to theSony 1302 Multiscan or 
Apple High-Res RGB.It carries agenerous two-year 
warran ty on parts and labor.Magnavox, founded in 
1911 , is the th ird-largest supplier of stand-alone 
computer display systems. In 1974Magnavox was 
purchased by North American Philips, whose Bel
gian parent dates back to 1892. 

Philips Consumer Electron ics 
1149 Straw Plains Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37914 
(615) 521-4366 

Microvitec Definition 
This 19-inch, fixed-frequency monitor has a 

case madefrom sheet metal,with rough edges and 
exposed screws. The design is bulky and resem
bles something from the late 1940s. The controls 
are in an exposed panel on thelower-right front of 
the monitor. The power switch is in the rear. The 
unit we tested had a pol ished, darkened glass 
screen that was inadequate for reducing glare, but 
an etched antiglare screen is avai lable as an op
tion. The shadow-mask CRT is manufactured by 
Toshiba. 

The Definit ion has a sharp image, wi th good 
colors and grays. It had the best MTF sharpness 
score (65 percent),mainly because it's abig moni
tor running on the Apple card. It has the same 
resolu tion as Apple's High-Res RGB but only 43 
ppi, resulting in a magnified image. Indeed. we 
could actually see the individual pixels; they were 
completely separated on the screen. On the down 
side, the Definition has a jittery display and bot
tomed out on the convergence test. Corner conver
gence was especially bad. It also had a striping 
problem on the left side of the screen. 

The Definition runs only with the Apple card, 
and theheadshell of thecable had to be removed 
in order to plug it into the Mac II. This monitor can 

handle interlaced video, so it's compatible with 
GenLockcards.Although the Definition did well on 
several of our tests, we can't really recommend it 
for the Mac II unless you get an etched screen and 
properly matched cable. 

The Definition monitor retails for $2,395. The 
Mac II cable is $34.92, and the etched screen 
option is,$129. The warranty is one year on parts 
and labor. England-based Microvitec is the second 
largest monitor manufacturer in Europe (after Phil
ips), and the Definition is one of Europe's top
selling monitors for PC applications. 

Microvitec, Inc. 
1943 Providence Court 
College Park, GA 30337 
(404) 991-2246 

Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 
The Diamond Scan is a 14-inch multiscanning 

monitor with auto-tracking. It's housed in a plain 
gray case with brightness, contrast, and power 
controls located on the front. The antiglare treat
ment is etched darkened glass. Mitsubishi makes 
its own shadow-mask CRT. 

The Diamond Scan is the most versatile monitor 
we tested. It has three separate inputs, which are 
selectable from aswitch in the back. The connec
tors accept TTL video from an IBM CGA or EGA 
card, analog inputs from aMac II card, and NTSC 
standard video inpu t. This allows you to connect 
the Diamond Scan to your Mac II,IBM PC,and VCR 
all at the same time and switch back and forth 
without moving cables. A handy tint control lets 
you set the tint for a standard television picture 
without affecting the other video inputs. 

Although the Diamond Sean's screen is not as 
sharp as that of the Trinitrons or Magnavox Analog 
Color, it has an acceptable image for general Mac II 
color use. It did well on the gray purity, conver
gence, and usable brightness tests, although it tell 
short on MTF sharpness. The screen has asevere 
pincushioning problem and noticeable ghosting 
(the Trash Can had a twin). 

The Diamond Scan sells tor $889, plus $39 for 
the Mac II cable. The warranty is one year on parts 
and labor. The 1371 model we tested was recently 
superseded by the 1381 , which Mitsubishi says is 
essentially the same monitor.Japan-based Mitsu
bishi has been marketing computer peripherals in 
the United States since 1977. 
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Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. 
Computer Peripherals Division 
991 Knox Street 
Torrance. CA 90502 
(213) 515-3993 

Mitsubishi C6922 
The 19-inch C6922 is amultiscanning monitor 

housed in a large, platinum-colored case that per
fectly matches the Mac ll's color scheme. The 
monitor has avery solid chassis.so it's heavy. The 
C6922 display is also available without the exterior 
case. which allows it to be used for special applica
tions like console mounting. Etched. darkened 
glass provides glare protection. Mitsubishi makes 
its own shadow-mask CRT. 

The power. brightness. contrast, and degauss
ing controls are on the front. Positioning and size 
controls are inside the case, which is anuisance if 
you need to tweak it to improve picture quality. We 
had to perform just such an operation to get it to 
sync with the Mac's video card. 

The C6922's image quality is good, especially 
gray purity and linearity. However, it fared poorly on 
the MTF sharpness test and had aslight ghosting 
problem. Its 43-ppi screen provides a magnified 
image suitable for presentations. 

The monitor is yours for $2,980, plus $54 for 
the Mac II cable. The warranty is one yaar for parts 
and labor. (See Mitsubishi Diamond Scan forcom
pany information.) 

NEC MuftiSync Plus 
The 14-inch MultiSync Plus is acompact, light

gray monitor with numerous controls, all conve
niently located on the front. Less frequently used 
controls are hidden behind asmall pop-open pan
el. The antiglare protect ion is etched, darkened 
glass. and the monitor has a quiet (but audible) 
internal fan that prevents overheating. NEC manu
factures its own shadow-mask CRT. 

The MultiSync Plus was not originally designed 
to work with the Apple card and consequently 
produces ascreen image that is too small, leaving 
more than an inch of unused screen on every side. 
The monitor also works with the E-Machines 
medium-resolution card, which produced much 
better results. 

The MultiSync Plus has a flat , square screen 
image with good contrast and excellent gray scal
ing. Color saturation and gray purity were both 

quite good. but the image was not as sharp as that 
produced by the Trin itrons. The MultiSync Plus 
costs $400 more than the Apple monitor. and we 
don 't recommend spending the extra money if you 
just plan to use it withthe Apple card. With the E
Machines card. however, the MultiSync Plus would 
provide a good, high-resolution display for about 
$1 ,000 less than a 16-inch Trin itron. 

This monitor retails for $1 ,399, plus $19.95 for 
the Mac II cable.The warranty is one year on labor 
and two years on parts.Tokyo-based Nippon Elec
tronics Company (NEC) has been selling electron
ics products in the Uni ed States for more than 22 
years. 

NEC Home Electronics 
1255 Michael Drive 
Wood Dale, IL 60191 
(312) 860-9500 

NEC MultlSync XL 
The 19-inch MultiSync XL has a large, light

gray case with numerous controls in the front. Less 
frequently used ones are hidden behind a small 
pop-open panel. Etched, darkened glass is used 
for glare control. NEC manufactures its own shad
ow-mask CRT. 

Like its cousin the MultiSync Plus, this monitor 
was not originally designed to work with the Apple 
card and consequently produces a screen image 
that is much too small. 

The shadow-mask tube doesn 't offer the same 
sharpness as a Trinitron; instead, it produces a 
fuzzy image that plays havoc with text and fine 
details. But the MultiSync XL has a bright picture 
and is areasonable choice for use with most large 
video cards except the Radius. which has a scan 
rate that is too high for the XL If you really need 
more pixels but can 't afford aTrinitron or the Taxan 
Ultra Vision. this is the monitor for you. 

The MultiSync XL retails for $3, 199, plus 
$19.95 for the Mac II cable. The warranty is one 
year on labor and two years on parts. (See NEC 
MultiSync Plus for company information.) 

PCPC II 
This 19-inch, fixed-frequency Trinitron is 

housedin the same light-gray case as theother big 
Trinitrons,with power and contrast controls located 
below the screen. It has an OCLI coating to reduce 
glare. 

The PCPC II has the typical Trinitron hallmarks 
of good sharpness and color, although it has a 
noticeable flicker and jitter and a slight bowing 
problem at the top of the screen.The unitwe tested 
also had problems with its internal convergence 
adjustment. The external vertical and horizontal 
convergence controls would align the screen only 
in the center, so the edges remained out of align
ment. This misalignment probably resul ted from 
rough handling during shipping or misadjustment 
at the PCPC or Sony factor ies, since none of the 
other Trinitrons had alignment problem s. 

At $5,545, the PCPC II is the least expensive of 
all the 19-inch Trinitron monitors we tested. The 
price includes the PCPC CGC/2 video card, and 
the warranty is onP. year on partsand labor. If you 
want an economical Trin itron, check this one out. 
Personal Computer Peripherals Corporation 
(PCPC). established in 1981 , manufactures com
puter peripherals and software. 

Personal Computer Peripherals Corp. 
6204 Benjamin Road 
Tampa, FL 33634 
(813) 884-3092 

Princeton Ultrasync 
The Princeton Ultrasync is a compact. 12-inch 

multiscanning monitor with agreenish gray case. 
The power switch, text mode, brightness. and con
trast controls are located on the side. Size. posi
tion, and underscan/overscan controls are on arear 
panel. The shadow-mask CRTs, which use etched, 
darkened glass for glare reduction, are made by 
several fi rms. 

The Ultrasync was theonly monitor capable of 
producing a screen image so bright it overloaded 
the Minolta Color TV Analyzer. It had a bright. 
contrasty, glare-free image that made it usable 
even when facing an open window or under bright 
lights. 

This monitor had some serious electronic prob
lems.however. Cycling the contrast control through 
its full range caused the display to change from 
pink to purple to blue to. finally, green. It was 
almost impossible to adjust this monitor to a pre
ferred brightness and contrast settingwithout los
ing "white" whites. 

The Ultrasync fared poorly on several tests. It 
had one of the lowest color quality rat ings of all the 
monitors. For example, dark grays looked green. 
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which is clearly not good for gray-scale or color 
work.The Ultrasync also had the worst sharpness, 
scoring only 10 percent on the MTF lest. It dis
played aseries of thin black-and-white stripes as a 
uniform gray area. It also fared poorly in gray linear
ity; the darkest grays looked black. 

The Ultrasync retails for $849, plus $19.95 for 
the Mac II cable. It runs only with the Apple card 
and carries aone-year warranty on parts and labor. 
Princeton Graphics Systems is asix-year-old com
pany that makes computer peripherals for the IBM 
and Macintosh markets. 

Princeton Graphics Systems 
601 Ewing Street, Building A 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
(609) 683-1660 

Radius GS/C Display 
This 19-inch color monitor is afixed-frequency 

Trinilron with power and contrast controls localed 
on the front panel. It has alilt/swivel stand and an 
OCLI coaling that provides excellent glare reduc
tion. 

Radius did not follow the 72-ppi Apple standard 
with the GS/C. Instead, it created an 82-ppi screen 
that allows you to displaytwo A4 international-size 
pages on the screen at once (A4 is 8 inches wide 
by 11 3/16 inches long). 

Image and color quality are good. although 
grays are displayed as shades of brown. Also. a 
purple and green moire pattern appears in any 
dithered image such as the Mac desktop. If Radius 
would adjust its monitors more carefully, the GS/C 
Display could become the standard for color desk
top publishing and a top choice in the 19-inch 
Trinitron/8-bit color card market. 

The GS/C also comes with aControl Panel cdev 
featuring tear-off menus that can be positioned 
anywhere on the desktop. The choices include 
larger font sizes for pull-down menus to make them 
easier to read, an 8-bil color screen dump that 
works with the already familiar Command-Shift-3 
sequence. and the Radius screen saver. Yet another 
nice feature: The Radius card is disabled if the cord 
to the monitor is disconnected while the Mac is 
turned on.This is useful if you want to use the Mac 
without the Radius monitor but don't want to open 
the Mac and remove the card. 

The monitor/card combination costs $6,190 
and comes with a 90-day warranty on parts and 

labor. The monitor alone is $4,295. and the video 
card is $1,895. Radius was founded in 1986 by 
several members of the original Macintosh design 
team. It makes and markets monitors, graphics 
boards, and accelerator cards. 

Radius 
404 E. Plumeria Drive 
San Jose. CA 95134 
(408) 434-1010 

RasterOps Trinitron 
This 19-inch. fixed-frequency Trinitron is 

housed in a large, light-gray case with power and 
contrast controls on the front panel. It has a till/ 
swivel stand and an OCLI coating that provides 
excellent protection against glare. 

This is the only combination of a 24-bit color 
card and monitor that we tested. Overall image 
quality was impressive, with excellent color and 
grays.There was a significant flicker problem,how
ever. 

AControl Panel cdev allows you to switch be
tween 8- and 24-bil color. The RasterOps card has 
speed characteristics comparable to the other 
high-resolution (1.024-x-768) cards in 8-bit mode, 
but it's excruciatingly slow in 24-bit mode. In the 
latter mode. pull-down menus are drawn and 
erased one color at a time. However, new color 
scanners and software such as LaserPaint II sup
port the 24-bil color formal, which provides re
markable color display and editing capabilities. 
Barneyscan images from 35-millimeter color slides 
looked quite good. 

The RasterOps display system is the most ex
pensive one on our list, due to its unique video 
card.The monitor retails for $4, 195,and the 24-bit 
card is $3,495. The warranty is one year on parts 
and labor for the monitor and 90 days on the card. 
RasterOps, founded in mid-1987. is devoted solely 
to color graphics display systems. 

RasterOps 
10161 Bubb Road 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 446-4090 

Relisys Multiscan 
The Relisys Multiscan is a 14-inch monitor 

housed in a light-gray case. The antiglare treat
ment is etched, darkened glass. The power switch 

is under the front panel, and there are four LED 
lights on the front to indicate active mode and 
power. Centering and size controls are in a small 
control panel on the right side. The shadow-mask 
CRT is manufactured by NEC. 

Like several other multiscanning monitors, the 
Relisys was not originally designed lo operate with 
the Apple card and produces ascreen image that is 
too small. Unfortunately, there is no horizontal size 
control. which meant we couldn't compensate for 
this problem. 

The Multiscan is a good low-priced monitor. It 
worked well with the Apple color card but was 
plagued with faint, rolling interference lines that 
were especially noticeable on awhite screen.White 
screens also looked a bit grainy. 

The monitor costs $795. Add another $25 for 
the Mac II cable.The warranty is two years on parts 
and 15 months on labor. Relisys, like RasterOps, is 
a newcomer. having been in business only a year 
and a half. It is a subsidiary of Teco of Taiwan, 
which has been making computer peripherals for 
nine years. 

Relisys 
320 South Milpitas Blvd. 
Milpitas. CA 95035 
(408) 945-1062 

Sony CPD-1302 Multiscan 
This 13-inch mulliscanning Trinitron monitor 

has a compact. medium-gray case with power, 
brightness. and contrast controls located on the 
right side. Size and position controls are in the rear. 
The antiglare treatment is etched, darkened glass. 
Sony makes its own (and everybody else's) Trin i
tron CRTs. 

The 1302 Multiscan is perhaps the best small
screen monitor available. Although it has asevere 
pincushioning problem out of the box, there are 
conveniently labeled controls inside the case that 
allow readjustment. If you accomplish this, there's 
no comparison with the other small monitors test
ed. 

Indeed, the Multiscan produces an image equal 
to or better than the Apple High-Res RGB monitor. 
Its etched screen softens the image slightly but 
provides immensely better glare resistance than 
Apple's darkened glass. The Apple monitor had 
sharper convergence in the center of the screen, 
but the Multiscan's convergence was good 
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Introducing FAX.st/ for the Macintosh:" It's the smallest, 
mostlightweight, and simplest way yet to gain full facsimile 
features from an Apple Macintosh.just plug it into the 
printer or modem port to open up awhole new world of 
desktop publishing and transmitting. 
Measuring only 31h''x6"x 1:' FAXstfallows you to send or 
receive documents between your Macintosh and anyother 
facsimile machine or FAXsif-equipped Macintosh.The 
FAXstj Manager allows you to schedule transmissions at cost 

effectiVe times to single and multiple locations. It works just 
as ifyou were printingwith any Macintosh program using a 
standard printer driver, producing documents that rival 
LaserWriter'M quality. And besides its small size, FAX.st/ 
carries asmall price. 
For more information,write:STFTechnologies, Inc., P.O. 

Box 247, Higginsville, MO 64037. Dealer inquiries welcome. 

In Missouri,call 816-584-7727. 

Call toll free today, 1-800-426-1679. 


STFTECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

Please circle 158 on reader service card. 

ThademaJbfOl\ners:Apple.Laser\'l'riter/ Apple Crolputer Inc. Nxlmosh Isa tnde mmc llcmsed to Apple Qxnputer Inc. © 198HSTF'IKhnologles, Inc. 



throughout the entire screen, including the cor
ners. Overall, Sony's Multiscan wins the small 
monitors battle because it gives a steady, sharp, 
colorful display for a lot less money. 

The 1302 Multiscan retails for $1 ,045, which 
includes the monitor,stand,and Mac II cable. Sold 
separately, the monitor is $995, the cable $29.95, 
and the stand $39.95. It runs only with the Apple 
card, and the warranty is two years on the CRT, one 
year on all other parts, and 90 days on labor. 

Sony recently introduced the CPD-1303 Multi
scan, a cheaper ($825) version of the model we 
tested. The 1303 has apolished glass screen that 
provides greater clarity but increases glare, and it 
has a larger dot pitch, which may reduce sharp
ness. 

Japan-based Sony needs no introduction. Be
sides its phenomenal consumer electronics busi
ness, Sony is an original-equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) supplier to the computer industry and has 
marketed peripherals under its own name for three 
years. Of the 25 monitors we tested , Sony manu
factured 10 of the CRTs along with a substantial 
portion of the other electronics. It has produced 
important components of the Macintosh from the 
beginning, including disk drives, power supplies, 
and the Multiscan's major competitor, the Mae II 
color monitor. 

Sony 
Sony Drive 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656 
(201) 930-1000 

SuperMac 19-lnch Standard Color Monitor 
This 19-inch, fixed-frequency monitor has a 

light-gray case with power, contrast, and bright
r'less controls located on the right side. It has an 
etched screen to reduce glare. Matsushita makes 
the shadow-mask CRT, and lkegami assembles the 
monitor. 

The monitor comes packaged with SuperMac's 
own video card. Unfortunately, the combination 
produces aflickery, fuzzy image. The low, 60-hertz 
vertical scan.rate of the SuperMac card causes the 
flicker. Th is monitor costs $1,000 more than its 
closest competitor, the NEC MultiSync XL,without 
offering an appreciably better picture. 

The complete display system retails for $4,795, 
and the warranty is one year on parts and labor. 
SuperMac, which markets Mac peripherals, was 

founded in 1985 and purchased by Scientific Micro 
Systems in 1987. 

SuperMac Technology 
295 North Bernardo 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 964-8884 

SuperMac 16-lnch Trinitron 
SuperMac's 16-inch, fixed"frequency Trinitron 

monitor has alight-gray case with power and con
trast controls on the front panel. It has atill/swivel 
stand and aspecial screen coating (probably sili
ca) to cut glare. 

This monitor is perhaps too small for the Super
Mac card, because a noticeable loss of typical 
Trinitron sharpness occurred when we connected it 
to the 1,024-x-768 card. The moir~ pattern on the 
screen was very disturbing, and the 60-hertz verti
cal scan rate of the SuperMac card resulted in a 
mild screen flicker. The 86-ppi screen produces a 
smaller image that lacks true WYSIWYG. The E
Machines card, with a resolution of 832 x 624, 
seems more reasonable for amonitor of this size. 

The monitor's $4,395 price includes the Super
Mac card. The warranty is one year on parts and 
labor. (See SuperMac 19-lnch Standard Color 
Monitor for company information.) 

SuperMac 19-lnch Trinitron 
SuperMac's entry in the 19-inch, fixed-frequen

cy Trinitron competition is housed in alarge, light
gray case with power and contrast controls on the 
front panel. It comes with a till/swivel stand and 
has an OCLI antiglare coating. 

This monitor finished third overall in both the 
subjective and objective tests. It had superior color 
saturation and grays, as well as good sharpness 
and nearly perfect geometric linearity. The 60-hertz 
vertical scan rate of the SuperMac card caused an 
annoying flicker, but otherwise the image equaled 
that of any other 19-inch Trinitron. 

The $5,795 retail price includes the card. The 
warranty is one year on parts and labor. (See 
SuperMac 19-lnch Standard Color Monitor for 
company information.) 

Taxan Ultra Vision 1000 
This 19-inch multiscanning monitor has an at

tractive light-gray case with power, brightness, and 
contrast controls located below the screen. Screen 

size and position controls are cleverly hidden un
derneath the display in a drop-down box that's 
easily accessible. The shadow-mask CRT is made 
by Mitsubishi and has an OCLI coating to reduce 
glare. 

The Ultra Vision's picture quality is the next 
best thing to a19-inch Trinitron, and ii costs a lot 
less. In addition, this monitor has awide range of 
input frequencies. The Ultra Vision is the most 
"multi" of all the multisync-type monitors. It works 
well with all the video cards we've mentioned, from 
Apple to Radius, and will probably handle new 
cards as they appear. The Ultra Vision's 200
megahertz bandwidth was the highest by far 
100 megahertz higher than the 19-inch Trinitrons. 

The Ultra Vision far outdistances its 19-inch 
shadow-mask rivals. It has excellent color quality 
and received virtual ly perfect scores on the gray 
purity and gray linearity (brightness) tests. A 
640-x-480 display doesn't begin to ta xits capabil
ities. The Ultra Vision's biggest problem was 
screen shrinkage, which was 1.6 percent. 

The monitor retails for $3,695, with aone-year 
warranty on parts and labor. Taxan, a subsidiary of 
Kaga Electronics, makes monitors, CAD/CAM, and 
desktop systems for both Macintosh and IBM 
computers. 

Taxan 
368 Montague Expressway 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 946-3400 
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Screen size: This is the diagonal measure
ment of the CRT as it comes from the factory. 
Although manufacturers use this figure to indi
cate screen size, it seldol'(l represents the 
actual measurement of the exposed screen. 

Active screen: This is the active area of the 
screen, or raster image, as we measured it. 

Power consumption: A monitor rated at 100 
watts uses as much electricity as a 100-watt 
light bulb. 

Tube manufacturer and type: This shows 
who made the CRT and whether it 's a Trinitron 
or shadow-mask model. 

Power-on indicator: Most monitors have 
blank screens when the computer is off, so this 
light reminds you that the monitor is still on. 
This is useful because prolonged use can make 
a monitor grow old quickly. 

Text mode: This lets you change the back
ground color from white to amber, blue, or 
green. Only the Princeton Ultrasync had a text 
switch that actually worked with the Mac's 
video card. 

Brightness and contrast: These frequently 
used controls let you adjust brightness and 
contrast to meet ambient lighting conditions. 
Some monitors have only a contrast control. 

Vertical and horizontal controls: Positioning 
controls center the screen image, while size 
controls adjust its height and width. Some 
monitors lack one or more of these controls, 
and you may not be able to make the screen 
image large enough. 

Degaussing: A degausser removes magnetic 
interference that can distort the screen image. 
Many monitors have degaussers integrated into 
the on/ off switch, so that the screen is de
gaussed each time the monitor is turned on. 

Dot pitch: This is the spacing, in millimeters. 
between like-colored phosphor dots on the 
screen. Smaller is usually better. 

Glare resistance: The top rating of 5 was 
reserved for monitors with OCLI coatings. 
Since all the monitors had some form of glare 
protection, 2 was the lowest possible score. 

Brightness continuity: Monitors that could 
display a solid white rectangle over the entire 
screen received an "OK." Those with blotchy 
screens or dim corners were marked down. 
Trinitron monitors generally performed better 
than shadow-mask monitors on this test. 

Maximum usable brightness: Using the 
Minolta Color TV Analyzer. we measured the 
brightest screen image, in foot-lamberts, that 
could be sharply displayed under EV9 (sub· 
dued) room lighting. 

Moire: Monitors without moire received a 0. 
Those with distinct wavy patterns were given a 
1 or 2, depending on severity. 

Geometric linearity: Monitors that displayed 
a square image and the five circles of the Test 
Pattern Generator earned a 5. Scores went 

Monitor Criteria 
down for irregular screen shapes or squashed 
circles. 

Plncushloning: If the screen bowed inward 
at the top or sides, the monitor received a 1 or 
2 (worst). 

Shrinkage: If the screen shrank when a 
white image was switched to black, we calcu
lated the percentage of difference in screen 
size. 

Sharpness: Monitors that could easily re
solve single-pixel lines in the PixelPaint docu
ment received a 5. Those that failed this test 
but could display an excellent CAD image got a 
4. Monitors that displayed usable images from 
PageMaker, Excel, and CAD documents scored 
a 3. The lowest scores went to monitors that 
could not clearly display text in a PageMaker 
document. 

Color quality: Monitors were ranked from 5 
(best} to 1 (worst) based on how accurately 
they displayed various colors. Lower scores 
indicate color mismatches or tinted grays. 

Gray purity: Monitors with scores below 5 
had grays tinged with color or dark grays that 
appeared black. 

Mlsconvergence: We used a Klein Conver
gence Meter to determine the largest deviation 
(in millimeters} of either the red or blue gun 
from the green gun at the center of the screen 
and in the worst corner. 

Gray linearity: Using the Minolta Color TV 
Analyzer, we calculated the amount of devi
ation from true proportional brightness when 
the monitor displayed gray levels of 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 percent (white). The lower the percent
age, the better. 

Gray Impurity: Again using the Minolta Color 
TV Analyzer. we measured the chromaticlty of 
each monitor's grays at different levels of 
brightness. A higher percentage means a great
er deviation from "pure'' gray; that is, the 
grays will be tinged with color. 

Chroma values: These are the x-y coordi
nates of color for pure white. red, green, and 
blue. By plotting them on the CIE Chromaticity 
Chart. you can determine how truly saturated 
the colors are on a given monitor, as well as 
how white the whites are. 

White color temperature: The x-y chroma
ticity values for each monitor's white were 
matched to color temperatures on the CIE 
chart. Lower values indicate a warm, yellowish 
white. Higher values represent a cooler, bluer 
white. 

Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) val· 
ues: We measured the MTF, or contrast. of 
one-pixel horizontal and vertical lines. A high 
score means the lines were easily distin· 
guished. A very low score indicates no contrast 
between adjacent lines - they appear to be a 
gray block. A score of at least 15 percent is 
required to resolve smail features. 

Apparent mlsconvergence: This is a subjec· 
live measurement that indicates to what degree 
the red, green, and blue guns were not in 
alignment. 

Dot-to-pixel ratio: This is the number of 
phosphor-dot triads that make up each pixel. 

Vertical-line overlap: This is the degree to 
which single-pixel vertical lines overlap one 
another. The ideal is 100 percent - the lines 
just touch each other with no break. A lower 
percentage means vertical lines overlap each 
other slightly. More than 100 percent means 
pixel lines are separated by thin lines of black. 

Video Inputs: The Mac II uses an analog 
input, which is commonly used by high-resolu
tion gray-scale and color monitors. NTSC is the 
television video signal also used by VCRs and 
computer game units. TIL is IBM's standard 
digital format, and all monitors that list TIL 
capability will run on any IBM or clone. 

Resolution: This is simply the number of 
pixels displayed along the horizontal and verti
cal axes of the screen. 

Pixels per Inch (ppi): We determined a 
monitor's ppi by dividing the number of hori
zontal pixels by the width of the active screen. 
The ppl measurement affects how compressed 
or spread out characters and graphics appear 
to be on the screen. 

Maximum resolution: Some monitors can 
produce higher resolutions when matched with 
the appropriate video card. 

Bandwidth: This measures how fast the 
electronics can turn the beams on and off. 
High-resolution monitors require high band
widths to prevent horizontal blurring of pixels. 

Vertical scan (refresh) rate: This is the 
number of times per second (hertz) that an 
image is put on the screen. Rates lower than 65 
hertz will usually cause noticeable flicker. Con
versely, flicker is rarely observed in monitors 
with refresh rates higher than 65 hertz. 

Horizontal scan rate: This is the number of 
horizontal lines displayed per second. It de
pends on the number of vertical picture ele· 
ments and the refresh rate. If you multiply the 
vertical resolution by the refresh rate, you get a 
fair approximation of horizontal frequency. If 
you add in the horizontal blanking time. the 
figure is closer to the actual scan rate. 

Cable length: This can be important, since 
monitors are too large to be placed atop the 
Mac II. If interference is a problem, make sure 
to get an FCC-approved cable. 

Connector type: Apple uses a nonstandard 
15-pin cable to connect the monitor to the 
computer. The analog standard is 9 pins, which 
is used by most multiscanning monitors. Many 
large monitors. such as the Trinitrons. use a 
BNC cable. Be sure to ask for a cable that fits 
the Mac II. 
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APPLECOLOR CLASSIC CONRAC 

High Resolution RGB Pro Graphics Display Auto-Trak 7250 


Screen size: 
Active screen: Diaaonal 

Width x Heiaht 
Case dimensions IW x H x Dl: 
Weioht: 
Footprint (sQ. In.): 
Power consumotlon: 
Ergonomics: Tilt/swivel stand 

Glare treatment 
Tube manufacturer & tvoe: 
Controls: Power switch and indicator 

Text mode/color 

' 
Brightness 

-

Contrast 
Vertical position 

'· 
Vertical size 
Horizontal ositio'l_ -
Horizontal size -Deaaussing 
Other 

- -
Image aualitv: Dot Pitch 

Glare resistance 
I Ghostingl smearinalstrioina 

Flicker/iitter 
Briahtness continuitv 

I Max. usable brightness 
Moire 

' Linearity 
Pincushionina 

I Shrinkaae 
Sharpness 
Coloraualltv 
Gray purity 

Obiective tests: Center misconvergence 
Comer misconveraence 
Grav linearitv 
Grav impurity 
100% white chroma x 

y 

white color temp_erature 
100% red chroma x 

Y. 
100% green chroma x 

y 

100% blue chroma x 
y 

Shar~ness : Horizontal 1-oixel MTF 
Vertical I -Pixel MTF 
Aooarent misconvergence 

~ Dot-to-pixel ratio 
Vertical-line overlao 

Video inouts: 
Resolution looil as tested : I 

Maximum resolution: ... 
Bandwidth: -
Vertical scan (refresh) rate: 
Horizontal scan rate : I 
Cable lenoth: 
Connector !voe: 
Documentation : 

-
Service and support: 
Warrantv info: 
Price: Monitor 

Card 

13" 
11 112· 

9 1/4" x 6 718" 
13 112· x 11 314• x 15" 

341b 
203 w/out stand 

160 watts 
ootlonal 

polished darkened glass 
Sonv Trinitron 

'"' rear ../ front 
-

v rioht -TrSUb on rear) 
v rlaht side 
../~ 

' rear 

- \ rear 
\ rear 
\ rear 

H & V convergence - rear 
focus - rear 

.25mm 
2 

none 
none 
OK 

18.4 ft·L 
0 
4 
0 

.2 % 
5 
5 
5 

.1 mm 

.4mm -

13" 
11 · 

8 3/4" x 6 3/4" 
1s· x 11 • x 15.5" 

341b 
232.5 w/out stand 

87 watts 
no 

etched. darkened class 
Hitachi shadow mask 

../ fronH 
--

· ..J front 
..J front 

" - . 
-- :...,., -
~- .::=" 

-- automatic 
-

- .._ 
.31 mm 

4 
faint stripes 

none 
not OK 
22.8 ft-L 

0 
3 
0 

0 % 
3 
3 
3 

::.., .1 mm 
.2mm 

40 % --,1i.~- 51 % .... 
23 % - - l ! - 15 %- ""' 
.282 - = .286 .-

- .295 :0--~ .309 -
9.9 K ... 8.0 K 
.644 - """' .627 
.314 - - • --~-!! .325 • 

~ 

~ I 

-. 
:t -. .. 
• 

19" 
17 5/8" 

14 1/8" x 10 5/8" 
19" x 14" x 21 · 

68 1b 
399 w/out stand 

170 watts 
ootional 

etched, darkened glass 
Matsushita shadow mask 

v rear v front 
-

vfront 
..J front 
-
-
-
-

..J front 
-

.31 mm 
4 

none 
litter durina disk access 

not OK 
15.7 ft-L 

1 
3 
0 

.3 % 
4 
5 
4 

.25mm 

.45mm 
27 % 
7 % 
.267 
.302 
9.0 K 

- .628 
- .322 

.271 - ~'li-r....- .299 .~~ .270 

.605 ~I - .-:= .580 ~-.....; 

.600- -. 
.144 Ii 'Ii'[' .143 __d.. .145 
.054 - - .051 .052 
50 % 20% 15 % 
65 °/o 70% 65 % 

mild H + V mild H + V moderate H 
1.5 : 1 1.3 : 1 2.0 : 1 
100 % 110 % 100 % 

Analog RGB I ~- ___ Analog RGB TTL & Analoo RGB 
640 x 480 fs9 oni) ! 640 x 480 173 ooll 640 x 480 145 ooil 

same as above , 
same as above 1024x600 

23 MHz 17 MHz 40 MHz 
66.7 Hz 66.7 Hz _.. 47 Hz - 80 Hz 
35 kHz - 35 kHz ~--"""'i 15.75 kHz - 37 kHz 
3 1/2 ft --- - 5 ft - Sf! 

detachable 15-oin D attached 15-oin D detachable 9-oin D 
Good Aople manual, 24 pp Photocopied pages from 28 pp 

Classic's IBM disolav manual 
Dealers and Applelink Dealers and manufacturer Distributors and outlets 

90 davs 6 months 1 vear 
$999 $549 52995 

$648 IAoole\ $648 IAonlel $648 !Annie\ 

i 
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' 

I 

I 

I 

Screen size: 
Active screen: Diagonal 

Width x Heioht 
Case dimensions (W x H x D): 
Weight: 
Footprint Isa. in.I: 
Power consumption: 
Ergonomics: Tilt/swivel stand 

Glare treatment 
Tube manufacturer & type: 
Controls: Power switch and indicator 

Text mode/color 
. Brightness 

' Contrast -Vertical e_osition 
Vertical size ' . Horizontal eosition -

' Horizontal size .. Degaussing · 
Other 

-
Image aualitv: Dot Ditch 

Glare resistance 
Ghostinglsmearingl strie_ing 
Flickerfi.itter 
Brightness continuitv 
M~x. usable brj_ghtness 
Moire 
Linearity 
Pincushioning_ 
Shrinkaoe 
SharDness 
Color qua/it 
Gray purity 

Objective tests: Center misconvergence 
Comer misconvergencf! 
Grar linearitY. 
Grar imouritv _ _ -
100% white chroma 

,white color temperature-
100% red chroma 

.. 100% green chroma 
,.. 

- 100% blue chroma 

Sharpness: Horizontal 1 ·Dixel MTF 
Vertical 1-oixel MTF 
ADDarent misconvergence 
Dot-to·oixel ratio 
Vertical-fine overlaD 

Video ineuts: 
Resolution cool) as tested: 
Maximum resolution: - - -,.. - - -
Bandwidth": -
Vertical scan (refresh) rate: ~~... -
Horizontal scan rate: -- -

14" 
11 3/4" 

9 3/8" x 7" 
_} 4 3/4" x 13 3/4" x 15 1/2" 

28.16 lb 
228 w/out stand 

75 watts 
no cavailable in Au!l.!!~) 

etched darkened alass 
NEC shadow mask 

v front v- 
v rear 

-

- -  -v front 
front --;::=

--·
v rear 

19" 
17 3/4" 

141/2" x 10 1/4" 
19" x 17" x 19" 

72.8 lb 
361 w/out stand 

150 watts 
no 

etched , darkened glass 
Matsushita shadow mask 

-vfront"v -
- - 

11 -
1u; v front - _J ! ~ -,... front ·=P .. 

13" 
12 7/8" 

10 1/2" x 7 1/2" 
14" x 15" x 14 112· 

301b 
203 w/out stand 

80 watts 
yes 

etched darkened alass 
Matsushita shadow mask 

v front v -
-

vfront 
v front -

~ 

i\ 

vrear ( 4 sets) ~- -. rear (g_ seta.., 
v refil - l v rear C4 setsl1' v rear (2 sets~' 1..;:::--. v rear """="' n.- vrear (4 se),§)...., -=' J rear (2 setsl1 ~ 
../ rear -  _ rear (4 sets) I v rear l~~ .,,.. r automatic If= :.J rear t auto~ .......,. - \

vertical~ - front '"""' -
-~ 

loo through switches - - ,-
over/under scan -

.31 _[l.[11 .31 mm .31 mm 
__3 __ 4 4-

-  none faint strii:>ing faint stripina 
iitter during disk access 0 occasional jitter 

·-1

_QK____ -  not OK --  - not OK -
25.2 ft·L 16.1 ft·L - 19.7ft-L--  -

1 1 1 
3 2 3 ....,..- 
0 0 1- --  - 1.3% .1% .7% 
2 5 3- -  -- 
1 4 3- --·-- ---- 
1 4 2- - - - '. ~ .. . 1 mm l: ~ - .2mm . Omm :L 

.3mm - 1 .45mm - .35mm- - ---60 % =-" "' t A38 % •62 % . .p ' 
100 % . 57 % - 3 % I--  . .326 ~- - L ·x .280 - .260 -- 

--~ ~ -- Ly .351 .329, .237 R-• 7.9 K ........ ,_ El - 5.8 K I greater than 15 K ~. 
x .630 ~ ,#-: ,... .639 637 ~ 

.322 
~ 

~ .332 - ,,_ • .1 .324 -
x .299 ' 

- - -.:::: • . 277 ----1·- .276 -
~ ~ 

y .590 Co 
" .604 .602 . - i1 .......----.... = x .142 r. .147 .150 -

v - .058 ,; ~ .055 .054 -
40% 30 % 30 % 
40% 75 % 60 % 

mild H + V mildV none 
1.3 : 1 2 : 1 1.3 : 1 

. 
-

110% 90 % 110% 
-

ITL & Analo-g RGB ITL & Analog RGB TIL & Analog RGB 
640 x 480 168 coil 640 x 480 '( 44 ppj) 640 x 480 (61 ppj) -

~ BOO x 560 .. 1 024 x 512 720 x 540 

- .... 30 MHz 35 MHz 30 MHz - -
SO to 70 ,H~ (rnanu~I) I• I 45 - 86 Hz !~ 50 - 85 Hz 

I - ~ 
~ - 15.5 , 35 kHi(automatic) 15 • 38,kHz . 15 · 38 kHz 

~ 
Cable length: --  - ~-~- 7 ft 5.5 ft 7 ft 
Connector type: :;i_ detachable 9-oin D dfilachable BNC -q I detachable 9,oin D 
Documentation: . - - . Thorouah manual 30 oo Ii ·- ·1 1not receiv.edl (!lot received~ 

E 
·~ - _,,.. I 
~... ~:i.~""'.'" - -Service and suPoort: ~· .ij" ;.. - Factorv. or will send1oarts Distributors 16 in U.S.) :oTstri.butors (6 in U.SJ -

Warranty info: ;;.o - =.;;:=..=--2 vears 
. 

..,1 year 1 year - ~ 

Price: Monitor $n7 $2,895 $1 ,098 
Card $648 I AQQ!fil $648 IAoole) $648 (Applel 

CTX ELECTROHOME ELECTROHOME 

Multiscan Vari-Scan 1910 Vari-Scan 1310 
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--

E-MACHINES E-MACHINES E·MACHINES MAGNAVOX MICROVITEC 

T16 Color Display Sys em TX Color Display System T1 9 Color Displav Svstem MAC Color Display Definition 


16" 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 
14 3/4" 15" 17" 12 3/4" 18 3/8" 

11 3/4" x 8 7/8" 113/4" x 93/8" 133/8" x101 /4" 10 1/4" x7 112" 14 3/4" x 11 · 
t--=::--:1'"76:-" '-':x71757·~x-:-1~8~·--::-+-----'1-=6_x .:'-=-""-'-'-''- 19"-" ::= " x-=o· __!-_ __;_4-'- 8'-x_,_3" "-'-"" 18 112· x 19 3/4"" '"':- 15" x 17"--+--..:..:=- x'-19:...-"" 2"'-_ 1..:.. 1/'"" " ::. 1-"'__,x 15" x 19 1/2" 

59.4 lb {64.9 w/ stand) 64.9 lb 90 lb 25.7 lb 59 lb 
288 w/out stand 288 w/out stand 380 w/out stand 212 w/out stand 361 w/out stand 

t--____ ~~~---r---~7~ watts----+-----'220 ~atts ~ ~atts 100watts175-:watts 1-'-5.:'-~=~ ~~~w=-~'-----+------'85'-w~~~ 
t----...,.,,.:o~Plti~~~----+---~~1t~i ~ a~----+----......,v1es'-------l-----1y-"'"---- v1e> ~onal op on=l ~~ 1es -1----,,-,--.,--~-:s--,..-----i 

silica coatina silica coating OCLI P-==-s_,,ed ·-,..._.,.._ e-'- alas.:'- '--'-lished, darkened alass~'o l i h-:-~ darken.:'-d~"""' s--+~
tr-_ _ _ nf7'"_ n.,tr,..._ -on1v';-Tr-:ni ron---J~-==-='"" nrv-;-"=i.,...i o,... Ph i li~shadow maskSo_, vTri-:- i on"""""'=~---S_-: _ i -: ~ So• Tr n, n_-:--t---'--'-"" Toshiba shadow masktr tr.:'-
it:_ \t front ..J v tront_'.J __ ct,~--- t __ -_-..;;;-_-;;: -" fron't_.J-::":'_~:::-,----,.,,...-r...,""r fro -~¥1...,::l..~__ _ " fr~ ,, -... " ~+~~---.-:__ ea "'"v..,...,.""nt
ii;;;::=-:'----'!::-"~ :,:::, - f7 - ~· IL.., - - ~ ~- ~ - 1
~·-- - - --.-' 1 .- ·~ "' - ---r~-:---=::!; ~~~.;::..,.c-~ .,/;JfrO:!.(n t - " ~ .F;:;..::::::__-,,;;=~:..._..::==~~i?::::.c:=? c;#~~~..._- >'~--~· ....,.._~~-~ ~ ~.._~~~~~~" 4r.Q!l!t -·J .J front ~ ..,, front 1•1- ~ 1 v front '- ~ ~ "'. .v front • 'JO l·l.."';'..,..__ v front 
i=:=-:-"'"'" v front _.q_:.IJ~ -~·- .-.I front ;,,tll!t~ ~ -'- _,..;.....o< v front ~"\..-.; I~ - v fro t 
1.,· -..,.:;~~J.;I&-; - - - J i •.o:<. - ...:1. 'JO;ilii - ... :5 1~'- ..J front~-------.:;;;;;:
1 - ~.~~ JG.~------_...,..,,..._ •ff... ~ - _ ~I~ \l tro~t 'f. - ~ front 
t-'r - --...,.ill~ ........ - ,_Ji:I• - - ,_ !' •- __ ,, - vfront 
- automatic automatic ~1 ; automatic , :;:""ff ·automatic·- " - ..J front 

H & V converaence H & V,conver ence I • H & V converaence r - - - inout selector 

l J i - · .26 mm .26 mm .31 mm .29 mm .31 mm-4 4 5 2 21-----------+-----------+-------"-------1-----------+---------- 
none none none none faint striPina 
none none none none constant iitter 

,____slill.b!.J2r________,______ _ OK ~ not~~K~ _oblem OK-:--:--~-t------_____~t--·~--OK-----t-----'-'-~ O-'-----t 
17.3 ft-L 23.3 ft-L 36.8 ft·L 21.3 ft-L 16.9 ft-L 

0 2 1 0 1 
4 5 5 3 2 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0
0 % 0 % -+------'0""-"Vo'------t-----·'-"8_!.'-"o- ----+------'1.8_"!._o_____, 

1-----5=------+-----~4'---------'"-----4"-----11- 4 4 
f------5'----~-~-- 5 4 5 - 1---~~3'----~~~ 

5 5 5 3 3 
~,J~__ O '-- ~ ...;......t ·~~~---= ~. ~- ~""""'~--.---"~~~~ -~ mm - ·~!_- .3 mm -- ~__ :r;r' __.~mm'--~--+--' ~~ 1 mm -'---~·,0~ .1 mm ~ ~~ ..... ~ --'15=,.;.;~"------ ~. ____"-"~~'--~-•~~ 
-...r- .3 mm ~= :... • .1 mm ---- - .2 mm .J#- · !"""""'- .3 mm ~.,._ .,,§§ mm 

~ 
i.,;~'"''- .::: -- -+---=d 49 % _..... -· ,_. _.., 70 % ,. • '-. 29 % - • II'-·~ 27 %~-!-:;.:=--...:3::::8:.-0Yo,__.......;~ :::_~,,__--=~~
 - .!1 
11"".r::~ 3 % .,. ;: 5 % ._ J• • 4 % , .. , I: 29 % '"..1f l'"'·- -"'- 8 % 

.r:r....: .272 -; .. --i: .276 .:: -. : ........ c: _ .283 ¥ ~· · 1 • ' .313 , • -:; l;,_"...:'.'C~ .279 _ 

"!1' . ....::r- .2 :::i.::: """-''+" ·~~~-=-:1; ~~~-,,---- ,...._ "' .284 ~ ..... ~ _ 3'"' ,. .--~--1~_ .""--=-- --·--..
~"":: --":;:,;9c.;:o'--=- :::~:: -2'=2: !r..i. --------3~0,_-- --~ -_-._-335;::;~;;~ .., 

..:!I 9.2 K T-.:.~ 1~1:-" 13 K • - .......::_ 11 K . ~ -· 7.1 K .... ._ I fo' 8.2 K .. ~ 

~rr..s~,-- ~ 3~ ~"L:- --~ ::i11~:......;: .64o __ - 1~ .63~ ::::;:::...;~----- .638:__""""""~~---'1----'--~·~27 - ·~::=-=-: -=-- ---6~o-""""':::,~=~~ --- ......· 9_..._~·~ ---'~~ ·- ,,... 6~;__~-~
lf::. -~ .3 ~-~f':::--: ":tl'-~'-~:::~~3:::,14:0----: n !• ~ .313 'Ii • .318 ,. -~ .317 _,,~- 'f---'-~1;-;o µq., •;;:: ::·~:--.: "" - ·~
~ """' -- .275 " ~. ":"""-.;g. _,::269 _:__ ~':":..._:::· 69 ~ :C:. °'' -=- '-' ·3 ~ .:.._ - .305 - ~· ~~_ =.::=:..+=l::.:_...:..:: 2c::;=-----==::....:::.i-...:z:;...:....-:::::03:___--- '"~~;..:·_
~ - .600 -· .593 • ~ ' _.._-=;:;: .599 iJ - .. • " :> .599 • • -. I. -~~ .593 :\', ~I 

f -==:::-:=---:-:.1 :-:: 2----'==::::---t..,_-·.,:n:, , 1 4:-:4:---~::;::=ll~; .144 c-·<£ .. " .144 """ t 1 ~-"-...--=-~ _, ~--==,,,r:_... - 2-::- _ ._ -5 ....,,,,..,..;;~ _ . 144 -
::: - .060 ~ ~ .059 - - ·•~t .056 """ ·- : .049 ~ ~-·- .052 - .,_ 

W % ~ % W% ~ % ~ % 

~% W % ~ % ~ % M % 
moderate H none none mild H + V mild H 

1----~'-=-'=~'---+-----'-'~'----~-f--·---'-"'-~-----l----'-"'-'---'----t----..,-~-----t
1.5 : 1 1.2 : 1 1.1 : 1 1.5 : 1 2.0 : 1 
90 % 11 0 % 120 % 11 0 % 90 % 

Analoq RGB Analoq RGB Analog_, RGB it:_ Analog RGB • TTL & Analog RGB 
47-""83""'2 x 62'""' (7 1_.P=i. .02'-' i...:8c:c8 ( 7-" oil '=-""'1.02...,. ( 2;.:,. o~""o.r.,;~..,.. "'48::.;;0'-'"' 2:;.. 0 '"'i---;.1;_-_:""' 4""' x .:.:,.,,o l·4-:31 .~o'7::.i.l'--'-'_'"' 4--"""' P'il--+-...-.,1"""" 4"". 0~--'-" o_,._-'= - -" 7'°" o,...ii l , 64+0'-'x °" (,6"" o-'1 1 _..:;5:: ::..'"'= 5 ~"",,., "":r.. i '=-__,8"" 4 x 808-..~ 0:....::; =-'-o

same as above same as above "' I same as above t! same as above 900 x 600 
~; .o:;;;:;;;.;~1 0 """"~ 4 M-H~-;---'IV 100 MHz - 100 MHz - """-o<;;MHz~-'"'--- fl_ - 18 MHz ,..,....,.___,o.;"°'0""" ~z ~ · 

l'f+,,._----"'='=~=-----1-_,..---=::-~=:-=--;;,;;::;:tt;-:;..._.....,~~"-::-~'---:--=.",~r~-. - -· . ------ •• ~"""...._-7::--=:-~~=-..o;.;~...- - --<67 Hz _ 71.3 Hz 11 71 .3 Hz ~ -. 66.7 Hz 45 -100 Hz a 

45 kf"lz ~ _ ' 62.24 kHz ~. 1~ 62.24 kHz -!TI'"-·· 35 kHz .-:" 15 · 36 kHz 
6 11 ~ 611 _.;;:a1-:- 6 ft ""k-. 4.511 :-. 6ft 

detachable BNC detachable BNC detachable BNC ... attached 15-oin D ~ ll detachable 9-oin D 
Good, complete. 33 oo Good, complete, 33 oi:i' Good, complete, 33 oo - Still in production • ~, Complete, 24 pp 

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer Beaional cntrs. (6 in U.S.) Distributor in Atlanta, GA 
90 davs _ 90 davs 90 davs .I 2 vears "'F ' 1 vear 

$3 295 includes card $4 495 includes card $5 995 includes card $699 $2 395 (Mac II cable: $34.92) 
$249 for tilVswivel option $249 for tilVswivel option $648 IAoole\ $648 (Aoolel 
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MITSUBISHI MITSUBISHI NEC 

Screen size: 
Active screen: Oiaaonal 

Width x Heiaht 
Case dimensions (W x H x D) : 

Weight: 

Footorint (sa. in.I: 

Power consumption: 

Ergonomics: 	 Tilt/swivel stand 

II"--~·--...-

Image aualitv: 

Flicker/jitter 
Briahtness continuity 

----------cM..,_~sable b~ightness_-cax. u__.._...__.~._____
Moire
Linearity 433-----1-------'"------+-----~-----i 

Pincushioning 2 1 0 
Shrinkaae 1.7 % .1 % .3 % 
__h~a~w~,n~e=s~ -----  3 4 3 
Color auality 5 4 4 
Gray purity 
Center misconvergence 

4 4 5 
.2mm :r.1 mm - -.15 mm 

,__...... 

________s 

l Objective tests: 

[--·...., 	 y 
... ~- >o; 100% blue chroma x 

v 
Sharpness: 	 Horizontal 1-pixel MTF 

Vertical 1-oixel MTF 
Apparent misconveraence 
Dot-to-oixel ratio 
Vertical-line overlap 

Video inputs: 

Resolution !ooll as tested : 

Maximum resolution: 

Bandwidth :" 


t· Vertical scan (refresh\ rate: 
I~ Horizontal scan rate: 
" Cable length: 

Connector tyoe: 
Documentation: 

Service and suooort : 
Warranty info: 
Price: 	 Monitor 

Card 

Diamond Scan 
14" 


11 3/4" 

9· x 7 112" 


14" x 13" x 14 112" 

28.16 lb 


203 w/out stand 

90 watts 


no 

etched, darkened alass 

Mitsubishi shadow mask 


- vfront v 

none 
OK 

16.9 ft·L 
1 

C6922 Mu/I/Sync Plus 
14" 

18" 
19" 

11 114" 
14 314" x 10 1/2" 9" x 6 314• 
19" x 17" x 19" 14" x 15" x 15 314"• 

35.74 lb621b 
221 w/out stand361 w/out stand 

120 watts120 watts 
no ves 

etched, darkened alass 
Mitsubishi shadow mask 

.J front v 
.____, 

.31 mm .31 mm 
4 4 

sliaht ahostina none 
none none 

not OK not OK 
24.7 ft·L 28.5 tt-L 

2 0 

__.,.c ___er m'"''""onver:.;:::n=:e:'.::::~-=~======-=-.4 mm - i--_,,.."'" .25mm .,,..,__ - - .4 mm --~! "'orn"""'_ isc.__""'"a,e c:::	 - ~--"'---·1-....,•._.~ -	 Gray linearity Ii 31 % " ;; h"::: :o...f«L- 60 %6 1 ~ 	 ~-	 -·· """' ~ _. "' Grav imouritv • 8 % ~ ... --~ 14 °o r~ 
.I.~ =-~ 100% white chroma x .280 	 .280 . 	 y ' .313 - .... l: .302rc:::l[ _~.,.... - - ----..... --L\.,=-· - ~ white color tem."""°""~...."""' '·~- 'l;: 8.6 K -.• 01e~ature-----1---- 8.4 K 
It:- - -:::::? - 100% red chronia ' .654 NIA 
,..... -- ""'-

J( 

y I .303 ~ 11' .- NIAk. '1:i~~-- 100% green chroma x 1• . 251--- _ "-=-...+ NIA ,, - '"--------'"'"" _-.oi---...;...---'~-

TIL & Analoa RGB, NTSC Analog RGB -W TIL & Analog RGB j 

640 x 480 ,(71 DPil 640 x 480 (43 ooi\ ~ll 640 x 480 m ooil ....-; 
800 x 560 same as above -J..: 960 x 720 
30 MHz 

..... 45 · 75 Hz 
~.15.6 • 35 kHz 

6 ft 
detachable 25-oin D ,.._ detachable BNC :I. detachable 9-pin D 
Good,14 DQ. but no Verv technical, ., Easv-to-read manual with 

50 MHz ·-_ ... ';Ji. 55 MHz (BNC) 

6ft ~ l 6ft 

warrantv i o-""~io'"" -... 1o r'""~erage"" s... f -:::-....,s' t.r-:&:-""°" h-':.i:-'to, 2"' pp"'"-:!nt""rmat:- n--;---not 7~ av""--= u,._.er-=-t- illu ~ tec"'" n"'"""-=5'-""

Distributors or TRW Distributors or TRW 11 Auth. serv. cntrs. 
1 vear 1 vear 1 vr. labor 2 vrs. carts 

$889 (Mac II cable $39) $2 980 (Mac II cable $54) $1 399 (Mac II cable $19.951 
$648 CAoole\ $648 !Aoole\ $648 <Aoolel 

.615 --- ' [ NIA R-l""• .143 	 NIA ~ -~ 

.053 • 1 NIA ~ 

10 % 15 % 
75% 60 % 

mild H mildV 
1.3 : 1 1.3 : 1 
100 % 120 % 

9 % 
.ii!· .288 ...J.11 Jl 

rh .301 ""'--(' 
8.2 K - _-.!=:-.-: 

.l!; ' .613 v-__,. 
'~Li.• ...=. .312 !.~ - .... .31 1 ''="'_;~ 

-.ilrr .578 'J 

..-

..- .145 ~.:. '.aj 
~ .061 " "1l 

40% 
70% 
none 
1.3 : 1 
110% 
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19" 
15" 

12" x 9" 
19· x 18 1/2" x 21 114" 

59.4 lb 
403 wlout, 144 wl stand 

130 watts 
yes 

etched, darkened olass 
NEC shadow mask 

vfront ..J 

..J front -
- + front .'::: .. ..J front =:I 
- .J front ~--

..J front 
,..., 

- ..J front ~ 

..J front 
..J riaht underside 

input - BNCID-sub 

.31 mm 
4 

none 
none 

no 
39.8 ft-L 

0 
4 
0 

.2 % 
4 
4 
5 

.05mm r": 
- .25mm -
- 100% ::: .... 5% ...., 
v• .260 1

- .289 -"'
9.7 K ~~ 

= .626 -= 
-~- .319 ·.s: 
;= .281 ~ · .600 ~ 

.::3 .145 ~ 

:£: .055 ;;. 

25 % 
95% 

mild H + V 
1.8: 1 
90 % 

TIL & Analoo RGB 
640 X 480 (53 P[)il 

1 024 x 768 
65 MHz (BNC) 

56 - 80 Hz 
21 .8 - 50 kHz 

6 ft 
detachable 9-pin D 

Easy-to-read manual with 
illust. & tech. info, 25 pp 

Auth. serv. cntrs. 
1 yr. labor, 2 yrs. parts 

$3 199 (Mac II cable $19.95 
$648 (Apple) 

~ 

-

19" 
17 118" 

13 314" x 10 1/4" 
19" x 19" x 20" 

901b 
380 w/out stand 

220 watts 
yes 

OCLI 
Sony Trinitron 

vfront ..J 

12" 
11 " 

9" x 6 1/2" 
12 1/2" x 12112· x 14114" 

27.5 lb 
178 wlout stand 

85 watts 
yes 

etched, darkened alass 
JVC shadow mask 

vside ..J front 
- - ' vside - -- "' - - I ~ ../ side 

r ..J front - ..J side 

~=- vfront - - ..J rear -
- - ..J rear. 

,;r-" -' - - r -./ rear -- ..J rear 
automatic automatic 

H & V converaence 16/64 colors for TIL, 
over/under scan 

.31 mm .28mm 
5 4 

none faint striping 
mild/mild iitter durina disk access 

OK not OK 
19.2 ft-L 22.6 ft-L 

2 0 
4 (slight bowino at top) 2 

0 1 
0 % 1.3 % 

4 3 
5 3 
5 2 

.15mm - .1 mm - ~ ,_ 

.45 mm - .2mm .. 
19% - 56% 

_ 6% 35% -
.281 . 277 - 

- .319 .275 - 8.3 K - - 9K-
~ .640 

.. t ... ~ !-.. .640 
; ·. .315 - .313 '> 

~ .270 .270 
· .604 - .588 
r,• .145 .144 --- .058 -' ~ .059 -

55 % 10 % 
75% 50 % 

mild H + V mild H + V 
1.1 : 1 1.3 : 1 
110 % 100% 

Analog RGB TIL & Analoa RGB 
1.024 x 768 (74 ppi) 640 x 480 (71 ppi) 

same as above BOO x 600 
100 MHz 30 MHz 

60 Hz 45 - 120 Hz 
49 kHz 15 - 35 kHz 

5 ft 6ft 
detachable BNC detachable 25-pin D 

- (not received) 5 DD, Mac II instructions 
on tao attached to cable 

Factorv, auth. repair cntrs. Factorv: NJ and So. CA 
1 year , 1 year 

$5 545 includes card $849 !Mac II cable $19.95) 
- $648 (ADole) 

'. -

19" 
17 114" 

13 3/4" x 10 112" 
19" x 18 314" x 21 " 
79 lb (85 lb wl stand) 

399 wlout stand 
200 watts 

yes 
OCLI 

Sony Trinitron 
..J front ..J 

-

-
-

..J front 

..J front - -
. ' -

-
automatic 

H & V convergence 

.31 mm 
5 

none 
none 
OK 

19.5 ft-L 
2 
5 
0 

0 % 
4 
5 
3 

.1 mm 
.25 mm -
47% .. 

"' 23 % 
.285 
.306 - 8.3 K -
NIA 
NIA 
NIA . 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 

45 % 
70 % 
none 
1.0 : 1 
110 % 

Analog RGB 
1,152 x 882 (82 ppi) 

same as above 
100 MHz 

72 Hz 
66 kHz 

6 ft 
detachable BNC 

-::-.... 

Complete w/ illust. 29 oo 

Dealers and phone support 
90 davs 
$4 295 

$1 895 ($6 190 total! 

19" 
17 718" 

14 114" x 10 1/2" 
19" x 17 1 /2" x 20" 

791b 
399 w/out stand 

220 watts 
no 

OCLI 
Sony Trinitron 

../ front .V 
_., - -- ,_,z:....__ 
.-. \/ front -~ 
. ..J, tront - .J 

-
- - --
- -

automatic 
H & V convergence l 

.31 mm 
5 

none 
sliaht 
OK 

22.6 ft-L 
1 

slight bowing at top 
0 

0 % 
4 
4 
4 

~ .1 mm I 

·-: .4 mm ~ 
lo, 84% o.;;; 
,_~ 

6% r- -,,_ 
.273 z.. ... 

' .286 Jd \__! 

'....--: 9K ---..;:,1 

'~ .642 ~-~ 
- .313 .. ,:;___ 

·' .268 .,. ....... 
.590 J ~-1 .... .145 ::: 
.059 _,,,~ 

40 % 
35% 

laroe V I mild H 
1.2 : 1 
120 % 

Analoa RGB 
1 ,024 x 768 (72 ppi) 
- same as above 

100 MHz 
60 Hz - ~ 
48 kHz 

5 ft .. 
detachable BNC 

Complete 15 PP manual 

- • 
Dealers and phone support ' 

1 vear monitor, 90 days card 
$4,195 

$3,495 !$7 690 total! 

NEC PCPC PRINCETON RADIUS RASTEROPS 
Mult/Sync XL Trinitron Monitor II Ultrasync GSIC Display Trinitron 
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Screen size: 
Active screen: Oiaoonal 

Width x Heioht 
Case dimensions (W x H x 0): 
Weiaht : 
Footprint (sa. in.): 

__.E.ower consum[:!tion: 
Er9onomics: Till/swivel stand 

Glare treatment 
Tube manufacturer & tvoe: 

.,controls : Power switch and indicator -
Text mode/col~ -- Brightness 
Contrast --
Ve"rtical position -- 
Vertical size 
Horizontal position -
Horizontal size --

14" 
12· 

9 314" x 7" 
14 1/2" x 13 1/2" x 15 1/4" 

301b 
221 wlout stand 

105 watts 
..J 

etched, darkened glass 
NEC shadow mask 

..J'front :J 
../ side ..J rear 

..J side 

..J side 

../ side 
~ side 
~ side -.-

13" 
11 314• 

9 112· x 7" 
141/2" x 12· x 15" 

321b 
218 wlout stand 

96 watts 
optional (see price belowl 

etched, darkened glass 
Sony Trinitron 
..J side ..J front 

-
../ side 
..J side ., 

16" 
14 518" 

11 314" x 8 314" 
16" x 15" x 17" 

581b 
272 wlout stand 

175 watts 
no 

silica coatina 
Sony Trinitron 
- ../ front ../ 

- -""'""' -- '• .( 

..J front ,....,.... 
- ../ rear .._....... J-: ~ ..J front -..J rear - - - ~ - ...... 
~ 

..J fear •;...J :r . ' - - -"'!!-It 

..J rear .. :.. . -
Deaaussina automatic ~. 

l " - automatic " I automatic 
Other - iL. • ,• - --· l 

H & V converaence - - 1• 
Image quality: Dot pitch .31 mm .26mm .26mm 

Glare resistance 3 4 4 
Ghosting/smearing/striping none none none 
Fllckerliitter none none sliahVnone 
Brightness continuity not OK OK OK 
Max. usable briahtness 30 ft -L 22.9 ft-L 19.8 ft-L 
Moire 1 0 2 
Linearity 3 2 5 
Pincushioning 0 2 0 
Shrinkage 1.0 % .6 % 0% 
Shap_ness 3 5 3 
Color aualitv 4 5 4 
Gray purity 4 4 3 

Objective tests: Center misconvergence .15 mm .20 mm Omm 
Corner misconverg_ence .25mm .15 mm - .3 mm -- . 
Grav l1nearitv 97 % - 92 % r~ ~~ 22% J, 

Grav impurity 7 % .. ~ 11 % ~ - 14 % I 

100% white' chroma x .286 . 
.267 .... - - ........:--_ .281 - -· 

y .301 .286 • 1 .317 
white color temoerature 8.4 K 9.2 K ..... -· 8.3 K ·~ JI 

100% red chroma x . 618 - NIA .. f 
~ - .635 -

- y .316 .. NIA - .314 ~ ·' 
100% areen chroma x .304 ' 

_.. 
NIA ~ :::.... .268 -!' 

• y .585 NIA .596 - J' 
100% blue chroma x .146 - -,,. NIA - . .144 - -•. 

y .064 - NIA - .160 
Sharcness: Horizontal 1-oixel MTF 25 % 40% 45 % 

Vertical I -pixel MTF 50 % 55% 80% 
Aooarent misconvergence mildV large V I mild H large V I moderate H 
Dot-tooixel ratio 1.9 : 1 1.5 : 1 1.2 : 1 
Vertical-line overlap 100 % 90% 110 % 

Video incuts: TTL & Analoa RGB TTL & Analog RGB Analog RGB ·
Resolution (ppi) as tested: '640 x 480 (66 cci\' 640 x 480 (67 coil 1,024 x 768 (86 coil 
Maximum resolution : 800 x 560 900 x 560 same as above 
Bandwidth: 30 MHz 25 MHz 100 MHz -
Vertical scan (refresh) rate : 45 - 80 Hz 50 - 100 Hz 60 Hz , 
Horizontal scan rate : 15.5 - 35 kHz 15 - 34 kHz . 48.78 kHz 

__, 
Cable length : 6 ft 5 ft - 4ft . j 

Connector type: - attached 9-cin D detachable 9-cin D detachable BNC I 

Documentation: Comclete, but no warranty Brief, no warranlv Complete, 31 pp 
information, 23 cc information, 12 cc 

Service and suooort : Factorv and chone succort Serv. cntrs ., chone succort Manufacturer, dealers 
Warrantv info: 2 vears oarts 15 mo. labor 1 yr. parts, 90 davs labor 1 year 
Price: Monitor $795 (Mac II cable $25) $995 $4,395 includes card 

Card $648 IAcclel $648 IAoolel 

REL/SYS SONY SUPERMAC 

Multiscan CPD-1302 Mu/I/scan 16" Trinltron 
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SUPERMAC SUPERMAC TAXAN 
19" Trinitron Standard Color Monitor Ultra Vision 1000 

19" 19" 	 19" -· 
17 3/4" 16 314" 	 17 518" -14 1/4" x 10 112· 13 1/2" x 10· 14" x 10 3/<f' 

19" x 19" x 20" 19" x 16" x 20" 19" x 19" x 21 " 
79.2 lb 561b 77 1b 


399 w/out stand 380 w/out stand 399 w/out stand 

220 watts 150 watts 120.watts 


yes no r.es 

OCLI etched, darkened Qlass OCLI 


Sony Trinitron 	 Matsushita shadow mask Mitsubishi shadow mask 
_v front v ..J right side- ../ ' 

-

..J front../~- >- ' 11-:-----~c..,.-...,....-.;.._- ____,,......__c.,.-_~_-- ' _ -

l"',,_= .;.--"',......,__-~;:-='::::+r ...J;...;.' _.. ;:....= :.....;..__ ri_ght side J front 
' - ..J front !'ii• 1 _ ..J riah~ '../ front 
i- :.J front - ::t~ 1 - ~ dro ·down- panel 
1-:,1 '~-=--- · -~--- - ../ droQ·down 11anel'"=='= --_.;;'.!l~ -... _ 
""It:'"_- -:- ,,.· - --'------+--=-"' --~ --+-~.__.....__-- ~· -· -=-- J drop·down panel 
I.,,.. • - - ·~ ~ ---1·- Vdrop-down oanel 
~ -. ~_____ .......,,_._-'au-... ·m ticautomatic ~ to.,.,..a = ..J rig]lt underside"'
~ H & Yconvergence , ~ = 	 H-hold 

.31 mm 
- 55 	 4 

none 	 none none 
,____constant_flicker --...-sligh t iitter durina disk access_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ___ none 

OK not OK not OK 

r----2 .9 ~L 	 30 ft·= 2s_~_~L2 ft·-___+----~~~L----t-----= tt- "--~~___
1 1 1 
5 5 4 - --
0 0 1 

0 % 0 % I 1.6 % 
4 3 4 
5 5 5 
5 5 4

• -:!.. Omm ..._ - . 0.15 mm .;..  .05 
1
mr,n .. 

,-;·  .4 m·m "'~~ .2mm • .25mm 
""""tS 51 % ~.. i:1l(,... 95 % •• _. ...__=----L.8 O/~  '- ... - 1 % .:IC ' "C ~ 2 % -

I .. ~-r;-- .275 ._,,.._ •" tl;......., .279 .283 I1·-=-= .285 '...#_:;:;!'""' !" .302 •. r .311 
I - 9.1 K ..- .... "'~"'........-. .. r 1'< .642. ~ 

::_~ .313 - -
!._.-.;_ .268 ,.r 
•=:_.r. - .586 = . 
' ' .144 - t. - ,.-...;:. .057 IS''..... :a._ .055 - -- .::::::=.- - - .058 ~ 

55 % 40% 30% 
65% 30% 40% 
none mild H + V mildV 
1.1 : 1 1.2 : 1 1.2: 1 
110 % 110% 110% 

Analog RGB AnaloQ RGB ..__ Analoa RGB 
-. 1,016 x 768 (72ooil 1,016 X 768 (76 DQi)""'-+-· 1,152 X 882 (82 ppi)"'- - ....-..

same as above same as above 1 600 x 1,200 

~·--~1 00 M_z - ~l• 1 ~~~~ ~__0 M__~---~~__H.__~~- --~~00 MHz--~-r-- 20 _ Hz
,....._ 60 Hz i...--',• It'-. 60,Hz _ 50 • 80 Hz 
I .!:" 48.78 kHz - ,_ : 48.78 kHz 58-78, 48-53, 30-37 kHz 

"" 4 ft -  4 ft 6 ft 
detachable BNC _ detachable BNC 

Ir'.:' 
detachable 'BNC 

avajlable soonComolete, 31 nn C.omolete 31 rin 

On-site service optional 
1 vear 

Manufacturer, dealers - Manufacturer. dealers 
1 vear__1 vear 
$3,695 1 

$1 895 (Radius Card) 
$5 795 includes card $4 795 includes card 

Subscri be to MacUser and save 
over $59 for 24 fact-filled issues 
that del iver hands-on power-user 
tips and techniques, in-depth cov
erage of business, professional 
and educational applications, AND 
hundreds of product reviews! 
PLUS, you'll receive side-by-side 
product comparisons and evalua
tions, based on hours of rigorous 
testing by MacUser Labs, the 
publish ing industry 's only indepen
dent product testing laboratory! 

Don't hesitate-take advan
tage of this special offer and 
guarantee the delivery of 
more product reviews, more 
insights, and more informa
tion for your Macintosh! 

One year (12 information
packed issues) only $19.97
SAVE OVER $27! 

Two years (24 issues) only 
$34.97-SAVE OVER $59! 
Savings based on annual single-copy 
price of $47.40. 

Mail the attached coupon. 

Ma~U~er 

P.O. Box 52461 

Boulder, Colorado 80322-2461 

Begin my subscription to MacUser 
for: 
O One year (12 issues) for $19.97

SAVE OVER $27! 
0 Two years (24 issues) for $34.97 

- SAVE OVER $59! 
Mr. 
Mrs. 
Ms·----~-~------

Please print 

Company_ _ ___ _ ____ 

Address___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

City_ ____ _ _ _ ____ 

State_____ _ Zip_____ 
Savings based on silgle-copy price of $47.40. Add $18 
per year f0< postage In Canada and al other foreign 
countries. U.S. currency only. Basic amual subscription 
price is S27. Allow l4l to 60 days deivefy of rrst Issue. 

4Z353 

~ 
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UR ILEITWRITER IS 

CREATING HEADLINES 

01 EVERAL FRONTS. 


1 

•DESSERTS• 

""""" w 
•IEYERAGEh· 

c+~ 

Our Silentwriter ™ LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular 
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript®and LaserJet Plus emulation. 

That alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many 
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IB.M 

compatibility. PC Uleek stated, "the LC890 
"'""' is actually better than having both an Apple 

NEC'sSilentWriterPrinterBoasts LaserWriter Plus and an HP LaserJet Plus on 
PostScript, HP LaserJet Plus Emulation your desk." Equally impressed, PC 1\1agazine 
~~~~wn:=,=~ 11wNE~'-:-.:X'"!:i-'="'~""~ awarded it an "Editor's Choice." And cited it 
u..~.-. tlu)'mo(lalcrprinimi....t>e<n m<anin,c IO ll>c: ''""·run fc:uurcd. NEC · " "" m the1r "Best of 1987" issue. ~ •i 1h 1 f bcl•ta1 com · or Adobe S)>1cm1

• m.J>0"1 la~ .....;. · 

....,, And because the Silentwriter has a simple, 
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact, it's twice 
as reliable as ordinary lasers, with an average life of 600,000 pages. 

Ifyou don't require the power of our LC890, con- -. 
sider the rest of the family. The LC850 for text applica- NECPRINIERS.lHEYONLYSIOP 
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex - WHENYOUWANrTHEM10. 

graphics. N 
To start producing your own headlines, ~r.c 

call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635). .I:J' 
We'll send you reprints of all the great 

reviews and the name of the NECIS dealer --= ·-···-------

nearest you. 


NEC In formm ion Systems, Dcpl. 1610, 1414 Massachuscus Ave. , Boxborough, MA 01719.C&C Computers and Communica1 ions 
Reprinted from PC ~13gazine Jan. 12, 1988. © 1987 Ziff Communications Company. 

Please circle 166 on reader service card. 
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This month in DTP, we discuss what it takes to 
organize your own desktop publishing business . 

There are also helpful tips for Microsoft Word, 
PageMaker, and Key Caps. 

Elsewhere in this issue, you'll find coverage of 
color printers, a MacUser Labs report on color 
monitors, and ahead-to-head review of FreeHand 
and Illustrator 88. If you need more space than a 
typical Mac screen offers, take alook at Stepping 
Out II in Quick Clicks. For capsule reviews of all 
DTP-related products, check out MiniFinders. 

Maybe you have a few tips and tricks of your 
own you 'd like to share. If so, send them to DTP, 
clo MacUser, 950 Tower Lane, 18th floor, Foster 
City, CA 94404. 
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Ed it Ulew Special Cu ratorOA 

[~~-~ywordil ® Cllp Art Uo l . 

rneCuroto r 's 
l\ssiswnt is 

7 < 

~ 

••• let experts manage y_our art collection! 

Whether you're looking for that elegant egret or 

your busby bluebird, The Curator takes the confusion 
out of fmding and integrating art in all of today's 
common formats. 

The Curator accesses graphics in TIFF, Encapsu
lated PostScript™ (Macintosh or IBM); Glue™, Mac
Paint, PostScript and PICT formats from any program 
through a desk accessory (or MultiFinder application). 
It can even convert your art to a different format. Now 
you can use all your graphics in almost any application. 

Take a drawing from Illustrator™ and copy it into 
Word™. Scan a picture into TIFF format and paste it 
into MacDraw™. Trace your signature in FreeHand™ 
and paste it into any word processor. Ifthe art is not in 

a format your program will accept, convert it and try 
again. It's that simple. 

When you work with graphics, you remember what 
they look like, not what they're named. So, The Curator 
gives you a visual table of contents for your whole disk. 

You can also search for your files by name or key
words without filing them in a database. Ifyou have art 
in PictureBase™ format, The Curator will convert it, 
complete with keywords. Or, you can use The Curator 
to add keywords. You'll never have to wonder where 
you left that elegant egret again. 

Ifyou use one, or many standard graphic 
formats, you need The Curator to manage 
your art collection. Get yours today! 
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Shops like Utopian Technology 
feel that designing by Mac and by 
hand is an important combination. 

Do you want people to work on a file 
simultaneously? II you're as 

ambitious as Mac Studio in San 
Francisco, networking may be for you. 

One of the best ways to enhance 
an SE is to hook it up to a large
screen monitor as shown here at 

Mac Studio. 

Shops like Mac Studio feel that the 
demand for high-resolution output 

doesn't justify the highu~~~~oo~i~ 

some knowledge - you can open your own 

desktop publishing shop. 


"He who first shortened the labor of 
typesetters and graphic artists by the de
vice of Macintosh was disbanding hired ar
mies.... He had invented the art of desk
top publishing." (Apologies to Carlyle.) 

Desktop publishing certainly has revolu
tionized the fields of typesetting and 
graphic arts. Those disbanded armies now 
have their own publishing houses. But 
what exactly do you need 10 become a 
desktop publisher? If you have a Mac, 
word processor, page-layout program, and 
printer, does that mean you're ready to 
open your own business? Perhaps, if you ' re 
only doing a few newsletters. 

What training do you need to run your 
business? That depends on the type of ser
vices you want to offer. While there is no 
definitive formula for becoming a desktop 
publisher, here are a few suggestions on 
how to set up your own business. 

You and Mac Against The World 
In the beginning (say, two years ago) , 

desktop publishing implied th at one per
son could easi ly produce a publication or 
even start a document-processing business 
alone. And this was truly the case, as peo
ple discovered a real market in newsletter 
and brochure production . No more dealing 
with middlemen such as typesetters and 
printers: The desktop publisher became a 
one-man band . When it emerged as the 

BY KRISTI COALE 


buzzword in 1986, desktop publishing 
meant having a Mac and using PageMaker 
1.2 to mix text and graphics. People set up 

shop in their own homes, producing news

letters, fliers, and other publications. Al

though this was not the most elegant 

means of publishing, it was a cheap way to 

circumvent the high costs of doing it com

mercially. Needless to say, this innovation ' 


did not meet with much enthusiasm from 

phototypesetters and printers. 
 IJTimes have changed, and typesetters as 

. 

we ll as printers now often see their busi
nesses flouri sh when they take advantage 
of DTP technology. Desktop publishing 
has increased the quality of their work and 
allowed them to reduce prices. Desktop 
publishing, in turn, has broadened its hori
zons to include graphic design , color sepa
rations, and scanning. + 
Defining Your Business 

As the technology becomes more sophis
ticated, the people who run these shops 
find new titles for their businesses and 
themselves. Shop owners want to avoid the 
term "desktop publishing" because it is as 
sociated with people working out of their 
homes. 

Not to intimidate you prospective entre
preneurs, but many desktop publishing 
studios are owned and operated by printers 
and typesetters who have switched over to 
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Bit Pad Plus is the latest tablet from 
Summagraphics- the world's leading supplier of 

graphics tablets. This versatile, 12" /Jj 12" input 
device greatly enhances the graphics capabilities of 

your Macintosh to create a more productive, more 
professional graphics workstation. 

Our Bit Pad Plus comes with a four-button cursor, 
stylus, and an Apple® Desktop Bus"' interface to 

connect to your computer- no separate power supply 
is needed. It performs menu selection and steering 

functions as well as amouse. Plus it allows you to trace 
and draw naturally. Provides better accuracy through 

higher resolution. And it's compatible with all Macintosh II 
and SE software. 

Why settle for less from another tablet or mouse? Ifyou 're 
really serious about graphics, move up to Bit Pad Plus today. 

Draw on our experience® 203-384-1344 
© 1988 Summagraphlcs Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Please clrcle 136 on reader service card. 

Send me more information on the Bit Pad Plus 

graphics tablet. 


Type of industry:------ -----\ 
Type ofapplication:------------ \ 
( ) I'm interested in OEM information. \ 
Name: Trtle: ______ _ \ 

\ 
Company: - -------------\ 
Address: _ ______________ _ \ 

\City: - - - ---- State: _ _ Zip: ____ _ 

I MU 10188 I 	 Mail to: Summagraphlcs Corporation 
\ 
\ 

777 State Street Extension Fairfield, CT 06430 \ 

~-----------~--~------~ 
Images courtesy of: P:tgcm2ke r from Aldus Publishing. VcrsaCA O, Powerpoint from 
Microsoft , PlxcJP..1.int from SuperMac Techno logies. True Vision and Apple Computer. Inc. 



Cricket to Sing 
Ragtime 

MALVERN, PA - Cricket 
Software has signed an agree
ment with MacVonk of Zeist, 
Netherlands, to market Rag
time, the integrated spreadsheet 
and page-layout program for
merly distributed in the U.S. 
through Orange Micro. Although 
the agreement is not final , Crick
et expects the deal to be con
cluded by the end of the sum
mer. 

Rumors concerning the shill
ing of Ragtime's marketing from 
Orange Micro had circulated for 
several weeks, and at one time, 
Nashoba was mentioned as a 
prime candidate for the acquisi 
tion. Nashoba's preliminary dis
cussions with Orange Micro 
were abruptly terminated, how
ever, when Claris acquired Na
shoba. See "News Line." 

- Russell Ito 

modern technology. These new businesses, 
no matter what the size, are commonly 
called service bureaus. Regardless of what 
you call them, the services offered by the 
bureaus are divided into two categories: 
shops that rent out hardware by the hour, 
so customers can create their own docu
ments; and full-service shops, where the 
proprietor sells personal or corporate ex
pertise in graphic design to customers who 
bring in their copy and art for a publica
tion. 

The Helpful Hardware Man 
Renting time on Macs is commonplace 

in many copy shops. And on the surface, 
such businesses might seem trouble-free 
for the proprietors. After all, they are just 
renting Mac time to others. However, this 
assumes the customers are knowledgeable 
Mac and software users - which is often 
not the case. In other words, you must staff 
the place with helpful, Mac-literate em
ployees if you want to be successful. Be
cause your prospective customers will of
ten rely on you to help with their projects, 
you and anyone you hire should be famil
iar with the page-layout programs, word 
processors, and graphics programs used in 
your shop. One of the biggest assets to 
your business - aside from the actual 
Macs - is to have at least one Mac me
chanic. Should one of your machines mal

0, 

. 

function, you have a person on the prem
ises (perhaps yourself) who can repair it. 
Otherwise, you're at the mercy of your lo
cal dealer or other Mac fixer. This means 
you'll lose the use of a machine for at least 
a day or two, and if you only have two or 
three Macs, this will obviously cut down on 
business. 

Shopping List 
Getting started in this type of business 

involves at least four items: office space, 
computers, software, and a printer. If you 
want to entertain guests and save on rent, 
you could start the business out of your 
home. Otherwise, consider renting a small 
office to give yourself a choice in location 
and more working space. As for location, 
you' re better off near a downtown area or 
in a college town. Look for the place where 
most of your customers will congregate. 
Corporations, other businesses, student 
publications, and campus organizations all 
produce newsletters, fliers, and other pub
lications - and they're a rich source of 
business for you. The biggest expense is 
hardware. How many Macs should you 
have? How many laser printers? How fan
cy (i.e. , expensive) should the printers be? 
Should you have a loaded Mac II , or are 
Pluses and SEs enough? 

The answers will depend on your loca
tion. For example, if you're in or near a 
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CG TYPE 1"-Professional type for your Macintosh 1 
' 

1 

"•-·.l.N THIS CASE, ALL THE 
NEWS THAT WAS FIT TO 
PRINT WAS ALSO FIT TO 
READ. It blew me away. This 
was a newsletter that teamed 
a crack reporter and crack 
photographer with an equally 
talented designer. Somebody 
who knew type . Knew that 
CG TYPE's Garth Graphic® 
has the legibility and power 
to etch printed words into the 

minds and hearts of millions. 
My kind of designer. 

"Will they ever award Pulitzers 
for excellence in desktop 
publishing? We may read all 
about it soon. Because now 
people who publish from their 
desktops can get type-as well 
as consultation and technical 
support-from the profession· 
als . The world's largest type 
resource for nearly three 
decades. Compugraphic~" 

CG TYPE can be used with 
all POSTSCRIPT~-compatible 
printers. And it's delivered 
overnight, free. Call the type 
experts, at 800-MAC-TYPE, 
for more information. In 
Canada, call 800-533-9795. 

800-MAC-TYPE 
CG TYPE is a trademark. Compugrophic is o 
registered trademark and Garth Graphic is a 
registered trademark and exclusive type design 
of Co mpugrnphic Corporation. Macintosh is a 
tradema rk of Apple Computer. Inc. PoSTScR!P7 
is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. 

Compugraphic Corporation, Type Division, 90 Industrial Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 ~ 
Please circle 79 on reader service card. cgType'" 



And That's Not All 
OK, you've made the 

investments, hired a 
staff, and set up book· 
keeping. You think 
you're set, but noooo. 
You've forgotten one 
thing: the taxman. The 
IRS needs to know 
your business exists, 
and if you don't tell 
them, they'll find out 
somehow . What fol· 
lows are some federal 
tax guidelines for 
small businesses. 
Check with your local 
IRS offices for other 
federal laws and your 
state's requirements. 

The three types of 
businesses, as defined 
by the IRS, are sole 
proprietorships, part· 
nerships, and corpora· 
tions. There's no sin· 
gle set of tax laws that 
covers all three, and 
different businesses 
pay different amounts 
of taxes on the same 
income. For example, 
sole proprietorships 
and partnerships don't 
pay corporate income 
taxes. Instead, the pro· 
prietor or the partners 
include their profits or 
losses on their person· 
al income tax returns. 

A prevailing notion in 
all IRS publications is 
that you should set up 
an extensive account· 
ing system. This isn't 
too difficult with the 
abundance of good 
spreadsheet programs 
and accounting pack· 
ages. You'll have to 
keep track of your ex· 
penses and profits, as 
well as salaries if you 
employ others. Be sure 
to record all transac· 
tions involving money 
and property, personal 
as well as business. 
And, of course, save 
receipts to keep track;;:: 

CJ"J of your deductible ex·<
"" penses. Thorough rec·Cl 
LU 

SETTING UP SHOP 0 
college town, expect a lot of evening walk
in business. You might make a living just 
from students working on term papers. 
Keep in mind that these configurations are 
merely suggestions; your situation and per
sonal preferences are sure to differ. Simply 
due to its speed, the SE is the computer of 
choice. Its price ranges from $2,700 for 
one without an internal hard disk to $3,600 
for one with a 20-megabyte internal hard 
disk. Shop around for the internal hard 
disk. You can get one for less money than 
you might think. If speed isn't important 
to you, then consider buying a Mac Plus, 
which sells for $1,700 or $1,800. Retail 
computer stores sometimes offer special 
package deals, such as a free word proces
sor to go with the Mac. If you opt for an 
SE without an internal hard disk, you'll 
need an external one for each machine. 
Multiuser software isn't far off and reli
able networking packages already exist, 
but reliability, performance, and licensing 
considerations make a hard disk for each 
machine the best way to go. 

Once you have aSSJ!mbled your hard
ware package, purchase a page-layout pro
gram, word processor, and graphics pro
gram for each machine. Aside from the 
ethical considerations, which should be 
sufficient, using illegal copies to save a lit
tle money makes you an easy target for the 
software publishers' legal beagles. Also 

consider how you're going to keep your 
customers from walking off with copies of 
the software. 

You're better off using programs that 
are familiar to most users. PageMaker 
(now version 3.0) is the most commonly 
used page-layout program and lists for 
$595. The current leader in word process
ing is Microsoft Word. Version 3.02 retails 
for $395. Finally, there's SuperPaint 
($150) and MacDraw II ($395), enough 
graphics power for all but the most ad
vanced users. 

Initially, you should choose one program 
in each category. But eventually you 'II 
want single copies of virtually all the soft
ware that your customers use. And I can't 
emphasize too strongly the need to obey li
cense and copyright restrictions, even if 
you don' t believe in them. The last thing 
your fledgling business needs is to become 
a legal test case. 

Printing requires a laser printer - noth
ing else will do. Your customers won't be 
your customers for long if you don't offer 
laser-printing capabilities. You don't need 
a Linotronic, since most of your customers 
won't need such high-resolution output. 
However, these expensive printers can be 
addictive to users and profitable to you, so 
start saving your pennies. Prices start at 
$30,000 - $40,000 for a Linotronic I00 
with PostScript. 
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QMS introduces 

thousands


of improvements

to PostScript printing. 

ThenewQMS 
ColorScripf 100. 
The world's first color 
PostScript printer. 

marker strokes. Even comme.rcial 
using Adobe Postscript~ the 
new graphic possibilities 

printing proofs and in-house color separations 

~'·· 
~~ 

\"1>'"'-1""' 

iill 111 
llJ!!!I! 

industry-standard language of the can be produced and color-matched. All this 
desktop publishing revolution. will help save the two things every business 

Now, your proposals, presentation graphics needs. Time and money. 
and publications can go from gray to glorious. QMS worked closely with Adobe Systems, 
Graphic design color schemes can change with software developers and users to design the 

PostScript printing is no longer simply 
a black-and-white issue. Thanks to 

the QMS ColorScript 100. 
Now QMS has opened 

your projects to a range of 
just a single 
keystroke, not a hundred 



ColorScript 100. All agree it's a breakthrough. 
That's not surprising since QMS offers more 
Postscript products than anyone else. 

The ColorScript 100 uses a revolutionary 
thermal transfer process that produces true 
300x300-dpi resolution. That means you can 
generate thousands of brilliant colors with 
pinpoint registration that can match the color 
swatches scattered on this page. 

The printer is built around an intelligent 
controller, running a 68020 processor, equiva
lent to the one in the Macintosh II. That 
makes it a powerful computer in its own right. 
A 16 MHz processing speed makes it respon
sive. Especially to things like deadlines. You 

IB~ 

can print an 81/z"xll" page in just a single 
minute. An 11"x17" page in under two. 

The system's large 8 megabyte memory 
can handle complex applications. And a 20 
megabyte hard disk offers generous 

space for downloadable typefaces to 
complement its 35 resident Adobe typefaces. 

Compatibility is also built in. The 

ColorScript 100 connects with Macintosh~ 


Compaq and other compatible 

PCs, along with minicomputers, 


workstations and mainframes. 
That means you can work 

with Aldus FreeHand": 
Micrografx DesignerT~ 

Quark XPressr~ Adobe 
Illustrator 88r~ AutoDesk 

AutoCAD and most pro
grams written under Micro

soft® Windows. Plus all the new 
programs that are being devel
oped to join dozens of other color
compatible applications. 

The ColorScript 100 is yet 
another useful solution from 

QMS. Solutions that have 
made us a leader in print 

technology. That's one fact 
we don't mind giving you in 

black and white. 
For information on the 

QMS ColorScript 100, includ
ing print samples, a complete 

list of compatible software and information on 
financing, call 1-800-631-2692, ext. 203. 

tem manager in the 
Midwest says: "Our 
clients are getting more 
options, in less time, at 

lower costs.'' 

Pictured are just some ofthe ways design
ers are using the QMS ColorScript 100. 
The creative director at one design firm 
notes: '"We're doing comps in minutes 

that used to take hours. 
9 The quality is fantastic." 

A computer design sys

SALES FORECAST 


GMS® 

More Useful Solutions. 

Please circle 191 on reader service card. 



Whats the bestway to dress up 

your printed documents? 


y·s CLOTfUNG 
s~ forC.on\\cmcn 
fine fashions Ne.-lr.th' \'N"ttlni\I\)' proft\e 

20% 

Pro-Tech Computer Paper and Film 

There's no better way to brighten your brochures, 
rev up your reports, or add a little sparkle to your 
in-house newsletters , handbooks , invitations, and 
overhead presentations. 
Pro-Tech Computer Paper and Transparency Film is 
available for laser, impact, ink jet and thermal transfer 
printers, as well as pen plotters. In a wide range of col 
ors and special finishes . So now you and your business 

documents can dress for success. 

Becouse the right paper a11dfilm makes all the differe11ce."' 

Send for free samples. If you'd like a sample of the 
righ t paper for your printer, and in fo m1ation on how to dress up 
your printed documents, simply fill out this coupon and mail it to: 
Pro-Tech ,James River Corporation, Electronic Imaging Products, 
1500 Forest Ave. (#208) Richmond, VA 23288. Or call us toll-free 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 5:00 EST at: 
1-800-521-5035. 

In MA l-413·589-7592. 

1 ame_________Title ________ 


r.ompany ________ .lelephone ______ 

Address ______ ____________ 

City _________State ___Zip ____ 

My Computer Printer is------------ 
f.>\anufacturer - Make - Model No.) 

[;=JJJto::] JAMES RIVER CORPORATION 
ELECTRONIC IMAGING PRODUCTS 

Please circle 57 on reader service card. 
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0 
ords will show when an 
asset was acquired, 
what it was used for, 
and if it was sold, trad· 
ed, or destroyed. Hav· 
ing this information on 
file will help you take 
advantage of capital 
gain and loss laws. 

If you employ others, 
you'll have to keep rec· 
ords that include infor· 
mation such as: 

• Each employee's 
name, address, and so· 
cial security number. 

• The amount, pay 
date, and period of 
time covered in each 
paycheck for an 
employee. 

• The amount of with· 
holding tax collected 
on each paycheck and 
the date. 

• Citizenship records 
for each employee 
with special detail for 
nonresident aliens, 
residence in Puerto 
Rico or the Virgin Is· 
lands, or residence or 
physical presence in a 
foreign country. 

• Withholding exemp· 
tion forms (W·4 forms) 
from each employee. 

• Any agreement you 
have with an employee 
regarding voluntary 
withholding of addi· 
tional tax. 

These are just a few 
things to keep in mind. 
For more information, 
pick up a copy of the 
Tax Guide for Small 
Businesses free at 
your Post Office or Ii· 
brary. You can also get 
one by contacting your 
local IRS office or by 
writing the U.S. Depart· 
ment of the Treasury. 
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Laser printers come in two varieties: 
PostScript printers and those that aren't. 
Go for PostScript compatibility. It costs 
more, but it's necessary when dealing with 
Macs. And go for speed. Get the fastest 
printer you can. Even with a spooler in
stalled (more on that in a bit), the printer 
is where your operation is going to logjam. 
Always. A printer in the speed range re
quired costs more than $5,000, even when 
discounted. If possible get two, since 
you're out of business if your only printer 
breaks down. 

Remember to get the necessary cabling 
to hook the Macs and printers together. 
PhoneNET and LocalTalk are the choices, 
with PhoneNET being easier to hook up, 
cheaper, and more reliable. Apple manu
factures and sells LocalTalk but uses 
PhoneNET in most of its offices. Enough 
said. 

And don't forget spoolers. Without 
printer spooling, the Mac takes much long
er to print, and if someone else is printing a 
job, your Mac is tied up until it gets its 
turn. Keeping customers sitting in front of 
(and paying the meter on) a Mac that's 
waiting to print is bad business. With a 
spooler, the job just goes to an intermedi
ate storage location and waits in a queue to 
be printed. Spoolers make the printers 
(your most expensive piece of hardware) 
maximally productive. 

Spoolers also have two flavors: local and 
remote. Local spoolers are inside the Mac 
doing the printing. Remote spoolers are, 
well, remote. They collect print jobs from 
several machines at once and feed them to 
the printer one at a time. The best of the 
remotes, Apple's LaserShare, requires its 
own Mac and hard disk (a used Plus is 
more than enough here). But it's reliable 
and offers a Print Log feature that clearly 
indicates how many copies each machine 
has ordered printed. In addition, it indi
cates the time each print request was 
logged and also when it was printed. That's 
vital information if you plan on charging a 
per-page fee as well as a time fee (a com
mon pricing structure). 

What's It to You? 
Having introduced the cast of charac

ters, there's the small matter of deciding 
the worth of your services. In California, 
some service bureaus charge $6 to $8 per 
hour for work on any Mac. Others base 
their hourly rates on the specific machine 
in use. These prices range from $15 an 
hour for a Mac Plus to $20 an hour for an 
SE or Mac II. Printer output is priced by 
the page, 30 cents to$ I a page. Check over 
the prices of competing shops to gauge 
how much you should charge. To keep 
track of your earnings, you can use a 
spreadsheet program. Try Excel 1.5 
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l oak for people 
who are qualified 
commercial graphic 
designers, and if 
they're up to speed 
on the Mac, all the 
better. 

{$395) and accounting templates from 
Heizer's Small Business Accounting 
($79). 

But Do They Do Windows? 
Earlier this century, "full service" 

meant you couid pull up to a gas station 
and, within seconds, two or three gentle
men would be pumping gas, cleaning the 
windows, and checking the oil. Today, you 
can toss out that notion, as far as gas sta
tions are concerned. However, there are 
full-service desktop publishing bureaus. 
Although they don 't check under your 
hood, they do design layouts and graphics, 
scan images, and more. The possibilities 
for these shops are endless; this could be 
your route to success. You might run a 
small operation where you work alone de
signing publications, or you could expand 
to include graphic design and scanning. 
Some shops specialize in Linotronic print
ing. Others mix a modern technology shop 
with the older pasteup shop. 

Full-service bureaus are more labor-in
tensive than shops renting out hardware, 
and the labor is highly skilled. The number 
of employees you hire depends on the na
ture of your business. No matter what ser
vices you offer, you'll need one or two peo
ple who can service the machines. Unlike 
rental parlors, full-service bureaus don 't 
require all of your employees to be Mac-

O;. 
' 

...... ; 

literate. In fact , you should look for people 
who are qualified commercial graphic de
signers, and if they're up to speed on the 
Mac, all the better. If they're not, you or -q-1 
your resident Mac guru can teach them 
what they need to know about the machine 
and software. This is infinitely easier 
than teaching someone to be a graphic art
ist. You'll a lso want an office manager to 
schedule jobs, keep the books, and oversee 
operations. One person might handle all 
that, at least for a while. But in the long 
run , a full-service shop is a multi person op
eration. 

It's What You Have 
Equipping a full-service bureau can be 

complicated and expensive. Again, we're 
simply offering suggestions based on shops & 
we've visited. At the very least, you'll need 
a Mac Plus equipped with an external hard 
drive to handle small jobs. If you're just 
starting out and haven't purchased a Mac 
yet, or if you anticipate large, involved 
jobs, consider purchasing a Mac II. From 
the standpoint of graphic design, this is the . 
machine to have simply because it can use 
a color monitor. But it is expensive, and it 
does take up a lot of table space, an impor
tant consideration if you have a small 
shop. The Mac II with an SOOK floppy 
drive sells for $3,200 to $3,800. If you add 
a 45-megabyte internal hard disk, like one 

SETTING UP SHOP 
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S canners are 
becoming part 
of the standard 
equipment in service 
bureaus because 
they are such 
timesavers. 

SETTING UP SHOP 


from Rodime, add $1,600 to the price. On 
the other hand, if you already have an SE, 
you might look into upgrading. In fact, a 
good rule of thumb is to buy equipment 
with the idea that you will enhance or up
grade. For example, if you decide to go 
from an SE to a II, you'll want an internal 
hard disk that will transfer from one ma
chine to the other and take the data with it. 
Newer versions of the Rodime drive, for 
example, can go along if you move from an 
SE to a II. The best way to enhance an SE 
is to add a large-screen monitor. (See the 
MacUser Labs Report on monochrome 
monitors, August '88.) 

Another excellent enhancement is an ac
celerator card like those from Radius and 
SuperMac. The Radius 16-megahertz card 
costs $1,295 with a math coprocessor chip 
or $995 without. If you want more speed, 
you can use Radius' 25-megahertz acceler
ator card. With the math chip, this card 
sells for $2, 195. Without it , the price goes 
down to $1,695. The SuperMac Speed 
Card doesn ' t pack as much punch as the 
Radius units (no Mac - of any ilk - is 
faster than an SE with the Radius 25
megahertz card). But you 'II find it's vastly 
cheaper ($395 list). 

You' ll want a laser printer because most 
projects require this type of output. For 
projects that need a higher printing resolu
tion than the 300 dots per inch (dpi) that 

most current laser printers deliver, consid
er doing what most service bureaus do: 
Farm it out to specialty shops that have 
Linotronic printers. Because full-service 
bureaus see such a small return on the in
vestment with Linotronics, they make up a 
large portion of the client list for those 
printers who do specialize in Linotronic 
work. 

With the standard equipment and high
ly skilled employees in place, what hap
pens when someone brings in some graphic 
item that is not (horrors!) already in elec
tronic form? Scan it, naturally. Scanners 
are gradually becoming part of the stan
dard equipment in service bureaus because 
they are such timesavers. A four-bit scan
ner, the Data Copy Model 83, sells for 
$2,800. The difference among scanners is 
in the number of gray levels available. The 
Model 83 can handle 64 levels. For higher 
quality output, there is the Model 84. This 
eight-bit scanner, which lists at $6,800, 
can re-create 256 gray levels. 

There's a closely allied technology 
called optical character recognition 
(OCR) that promises to make the scan
ning of text as easy as graphics scanning is 
now. However, OCR is still the exclusive 
province of specialists and experts. Try it 
at your own risk. 

So you've got your page-layout pro
gram, such as QuarkXPress ($695) or 

0. 
.... ... 


1=1· 
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Howtoimpress

theRowers thatbewith 


the powerthatis. 

Chances are your bosses don't have afull 

appreciation of your Macintosh. It's powerful, nice 
to look at, and it's great with graphics-they'll grant 
you that much. But does it have a way with words? 

Well now, thanks to WordPerfece for the 
Macintosh, you can finally put their minds at ease. 
It's a new, powerful, easy-to-use word processor 
from the world leader in word processing. Aword 
processor designed specifically for the Mac. 

So give your Mac the word processing power 
to be its best. For more information, w1ite to 
WordPerfect Corporation, 1555 North Technology 
Way, Orem, Utah 84057. Or call (801) 225-5000. 
(In Canada, call 1-800-267-2499.) 

WordPedect 

CORPORATION 

WoroPerfec is a registered trademar ... of WordPertec1 Coroota11on All olner 01and a-,a oroduct names are traaerrar"l.s or reg1s1ered 1tademar"s of tt1e1r rescec 1ve comoames 

Please circle 133 on reader service card. 
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••
Get more power and pleasure from your Apple 
with A+. We'll help you work smarter with 
hands-on tutorials ... show you programs that add 
sound, color, and animation to your system ... 
tell you about the best business and educational 
applications ... and fill you in on all the new 
hardware and software you can own with 
in-depth product reviews & evaluations! 

Address. 

I want to save up to 50% on A+. Send me: 

D 24 issues for $35.40-1SAVE50% 
D 12 issues for $19.97-1SAVE44% 

8H096 
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D Payment Enclosed. D Bill Me Later. 
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Inspite of what 
graphic designers 
may say, desktop 
publishing is for 
"the rest of us." 

Ready,Set,Go! 4 ($495). And a word pro
cessor - maybe FullWrite Professional 

· ($395), WordPerfect ($395), or Wordstar 
Mac (price not available at press time). 
What next? Well, you'll probably want 
more sophisticated graphics software to 
match the skills of your designers. Free
Hand ($495) and Illustrator 88 ($495) are 
commonplace in service bureaus. For in
stances when you need to trace an image, 
you might want to have MacTablet 
($495), a stylus-driven graphics tablet. 

Little Shop of Macs? 
IBM computers and their clones have 

found their place alongside the Mac in 
many full-service shops. And, like Jimmy 
Swaggart, they're just there to watch. 
Shop owners have found this genre of com
puters quite useful for storing files while 
the Macs do all the work. However, the 
PCs mere presence can open up your busi
ness still further. Customers can bring in a 
PC-formatted job, and you can read the 
files into your Mac using hardware like 
DaynaFiles, and software like MacLink 
Plus ($195) and translators ($159). If 
you're really ambitious, you could set up a 
networking system like the one from 
TOPS. However, you could be inviting 
trouble in regard to license and copyright 
restrictions from software companies. A 
system such as this should be used either 
for more than one person working on a file 
simultaneously or for the easy transfer of 
files, not for sharing software. Let the user 
beware. (For more information on Mac
PC connectivity, see the September '88 is
sue.) 

Name Your Price 
When deciding what to charge for your 

services, remember that you are selling 
your expertise and that of your staff. Also 
consider the level of equipment you use for 
a specific job. Perhaps you should charge 
more for projects you have to scan than for 
those brought in on-disk. If you do a job 
entirely on a Plus, you might charge less 
than if it involves an enhanced SE. Our 
survey in the San Francisco Bay Area re
veals that proprietors charge $50 or more 
for individual projects and design. For 
typesetting and putting books together, 
prices usually run around $35 an hour. 
You' ll have a better idea of what prices are 
competitive if you take the time to do some 
quick market research. 

SETTING UP SHOP D 
Things Mom Never Taught You 

Although Sunset is the magazine for do
it-yourselfers, it won't ever do a series on 
how to design your own publication with a -h-' 
computer. However, learning about desk- ...,. 
top publishing is easy. Companies like Tu
torland offer "Teach Yourself" series for 
the more popular programs. This series, 
and others like it, comes with a training 
disk, but you must supply the application. 
Your local full-service bureau may be a 
great source of training. (Just don't tell 
them you' re about to become a competi
tor.) You can also rent video tutor pack
ages that demonstrate desktop publishing 
with the more commonly used programs. 
Of course, there's always hands-on train
ing. Why not take that page-layout pro
gram you purchased and learn it on your & 
own? A few hours spent using the program ~ 
is probably as valuable and more effective 
than reading the manual. Besides, who in 
the Mac community reads documentation 
anyway? Many software companies real
ize this and include a help folder and tu
torial with their program. 

And in the End 
In spite of what graphic designers may 

say, desktop publishing is for "the rest of 
us." It is a chance for you to break away 
from big publishing and printing houses 
and be on your own. In fact, desktop pub
lishing would not have caught on so quick
ly, or at all, if it hadn't been for the one +
man bands. These loners found a 
flourishing business in desktop publishing 
and began opening up design shops. Print
ers and typesetters converted to this move
ment when it became apparent that desk
top publishing was the dominant modus 
operandi in the industry. To meet the de
mands of this fast-growing industry, more ~\' 
software companies began catering to the \\ 
needs of the desktop publisher. For those 
graphic designers who feel that desktop 
publishing is only for highly trained pro
fessionals, you really have the "little guy" 
to thank for setting the technology in mo
tion.~ 

IN HER SPARE TIME, KRISTI COALE BACKMASKS ~ 
BEATLES' RECORDS TO COME UP WITH OBSCURE . 

HEADLINE REFERENCES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ORIG- '··<:...; :, 
INAL TITLE OF THIS ARTICLE WAS ··sGT. PUBLISH- ···:.;'··<\ 
ER"S LONELY ARTS CLUB BAND." BEGRUDGINGLY, 

SHE IS ALLOWING MACUSER TO BREAK HER OF 

THIS HABIT. 
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Jasmine 
1-800-347-3228 

Available for only $999 for the 20MB.1'Crs!on and $69') for 
"Hard Disk Eocydopedla," 

ihe IOMQ version, theJasmine MegaDrh'll comes with the jasmine Tuchnol9gies, Inc. 
simples\, best documentalio1,1 in the business and a Free 174.Q Army Street 
~ l9$$ Ja5m lne Tuch110Jogles. hie. Ml'gllllril'e and MegaFloppy are 1mdema_m ol J;ismlne.Tudinologles, Inc. Sart Francisco, CA ~124 
Maclmillh ls a teglstelt'd irudemark Uceiued 10 Apple Coll)pute~. Inc. 
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PAGEMAKER 
If the File Fits 

Deleting big-memory items like EPS 
graphics from a PageMaker document 
doesn't necessarily decrease the size of the 
file. This is because PageMaker does mini 
saves periodically (see page 1-34 of the 3.0 
manual for details on when , if not necessari
ly why, the program does this). 

Although it's mentioned in the manual, 
the following technique for compressing 
these inflated files to their smallest size is 
still not widely known. To compress an 
"inflated" file , simply perform a Save As at 
the end of any PageMaker session before 
closing the document. This will shrink the 
file by as much as 30 to 40 percent - a real 
boon since PageMaker jobs can be gargan-. 
tuan to begin with. Using this procedure can 
make the difference between being able to 
back up a job to floppy or leaving it to the 
vagaries of your hard disk . 

PAGEMAKER 
Saving Specs 

Changes made to PageMaker's Printer 
Setup specs are not saved if you simply 
open a file, make some changes to the 

& fil e Edi t Op ti ons Poge Typ e lines Shodes II!! 
Ml -Fonts 2JI 

~~ . \ 
10fµt]0csy&p""" '¥'Hpo10\dwv~<« '*'t t ip0vccmep1ovW<c«V0v a:ip1.. I 
11'-oilvcro.c•l1aiv. o!-ri o6cp"' ,Ti;ixroSTµ lt-;<« Vn6&:cnsti"i;61avoloi; n: p1cpyia<01 ~ 
!c01W>v C119uµ£ 0. KO. tO P<"ka9m µ.aS::iv t\ tO tiAo:; Cot v tci> cina:avoU ica. tfo:~ ~· 

~ rmoucoOvo:s Civep.amOI. . n 
t •ll<iT•lsT10lnTulol!l .,T10l11Tul,,T201D-,, .1 "'·"'' .. 

Key Co ps 

Figure 1: When working with a complex 
typeface such as Greek or with a symbol 
set like Zapf Dingbats, resizing the main 
program window and leaving the Key Caps 
DA open below it can prevent a lot of 
unnecessary hair-pulling by allowing you 
to see the keyboard layout all the time. 
And the Key Caps window always reflects 
changes brought about by Shift, Option, 
and Option-Shift even when it's not the 
active window. 

Styles 

v' copteHt f( OK JI 
dropcop 

( Concel) 

( Apply ) 

Font: Times 10 Po int, Flush left, Line Spocing: - 10 
pt 

....... . 

I 

Styles 

4;1.nm ~ (( oK JI 
dropcop 

•Normol ( Concel)r'------------~-~ ( Apply ) 

dropcop + Font: 1O Point, Indent: Left 0.38in, 

Line Spocing: - 1O pt 


Styles 

v' copteHt f( OK )J 

•Normol ( Concel) 

( Apply ) 

Normol + Font: 36 Point, Subscript 7 Point, Line 
Spocing: 1 pt, Side- by- Side 

Figure 2: Even Word has its place in 
desktop publishing. Here is an example of 
the three styles that must be set up in 
Word to create drop caps. 
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specs, print the job, and then close it. If you 
want these changes to stick beyond the 
immediate session, make some simple 
change to the document, then immediately 
Undo it. For example, draw a box on the 
page with the box tool , and then choose 
Undo. Now any changes that you've made 
in the Printer Setup dialog box will be re
tained when you Save and Close the 
document. +WORD 3.0X 
Dropping Caps 

Although Word isn't particularly known 

for its DTP capabilities, it can be used in 

that arena - especially by exploiting its 

side-by-side paragraph feature . A nifty ex

ample of this is the creation of drop caps , 

enlarged capital letters that are inserted at 

the beginning of paragraphs. 


The drop-caps effect requires three style 

sheets: 1) the normal style used for all body 

text below the drop cap; 2) a style for the 

text that lies next to the cap; and 3) the 

style for the drop cap itself. The latter two 

make use of side-by-side paragraphs to 

form the drop-cap effect. Figure 2 shows 

the settings necessary for each of these 

styles assuming that your basic typeface is 

Times. 


The basic trick is to format the initial letter 

as a subscript and as a side-by-side para-
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The Word That's Worth A Thousand Pictures 
• 

EPS illustrations 

Professional PostScrlpt•Art for Macintosh•or PC 
Picture this.Computer an crisp and clear enough for t'l'Cn the most 
discriminating designer.;. Introducing ClkkAn EPS Illustrations.the 
new standard for high·qualiry computer an. 
ClickAn EPS IJlustrations is aponfolio of PvstScript an created by 
professional anists. fust5cript aJIO\vs EPS Illustrations to be rt'Sizcd 
to any dimension 1bitlxmt loss ofdetail or sharpness.And,the 

-~ Personable Images 
~m· Acid that pcrsoml !Ouch 10 your primed 
~' ~'CJ, m:1tcri:ils. lncludcs cars.famous people. 
~ ~~ ~~- canoons, animals.~vons, st :nucs, hill· 
~•_,. r boards.Americana. dinghaL~. border.;, 
f,.A~ Q• _1 arro\\ -, political figure ,sk")'linl'S, 
~~ andmon:. 

- Macintosh $49.95 PC $69.95 

hMltM ClipOut 

Apowerful and extremely useful 
desk acccssorv that allows access 
into Macf>.tini files\\ithout 
lea\ing your current appli· 
C"Jtion.ClipOut climinatt'S the 

need to own apaint package for 
the simple touch·up and transfer of clip an. 

Now i11c/11dcrl FREE with l~'et)' OickArt bil·mnppcrl 
portfolio! 

resolution of the images is limited only to the resolution ofyour 
fustScript printcr.111a1 means that EPS images print :ll 300 dots 
per inch on your LascrWriter or l\'rsonal l~1gePrinter, and at 
2,540 Jpi on your Linotronic"' 300! 

EPS Illustrations are ideal for use in publications demanding 
only the hight'Stquality an.Images include bu iness-orientcd 
an,maps,food & drink, tmel & transponation,maps, 
spons,musical instruments,seasons,states,people & 
lifestyles,and more. 

Macintosh and IBM PC -rersions: $129.95. Must be 
used wi lh applications that read Encap~ulated fustScripl 
and printers 1hat ou1put fustScript. 

Gil'C your p11hlica1i ons a professional nair. 
Includes borders. carillons,maps, illus· 
Irated headli nes,dingb:us,desk items. 
seasons. s1rect signs, spons, MC and 
Visa S)mbols. decoratil'c alphalxts. and 
more. 

Macintosh $49.95 PC $69.95 

lfll!$N Holidays 

Seasonal Symbol~ 
Lend seasonalOair to your announce· 
ments.ne\\~lettcn; , and party imitations. 
Includes an for 01ristmas. llanukkah, 
Thanksghing. Easter. Valentine's Dai: 
Nl'IY Year's En: and many other fest ire 
occasion1. 

Macintosh $49.95 PC$69.95 

And now when you buy GUckArt you get the best of both worlds: Clllck:An ships in Stackware and MacPaint files! 

Serious Business Art 

Guaranteed to give your business repons that profes
sionally designed look. Includes presentation art. office 
equipment, industrial & communication images, people, 
states, map S)mbols. flags.food. arrows,logo and more. 

Macintosh $49.95 
PC$69.95 

Enlighten your 0 1ristian·oricmcd publica1ions. Includes 
crosses, Christi an lifes1yles, services & ccrcmo1tics, 
images of Jesus, churches,old testament,stations, rcli· 
gious holidays,and more.For the wide range ofChristian 
denominations. 

To receh'e your Free GllckArt Catalog, filled with image portfolios, font collections, and graphic accessories for • • 
your personal computer, contact: • • • 

T/MakerC.Ompany • l390VillaStreet • ~lountainVie'\\;CA9404J. 15·962-0195 • ••• ·_•ii••f'4• ·~• 
o 1988Tt \llla:r~All fl#ll' rt"mnfT1~1*rmtJOdMllt'"'1:J..'llC'ftd~dT< ~LllaC'1N11WJ' 
All othn' pro.Jucts'att' lDdcnwl..,,n/1hrir reiipmnt' hokJcf'\ 

Please circle 62 on reader service card. 
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s File Edit Search Format f ont Document Window l!I) 
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Page 

Figure 3: "Crime and Punishment" might 
be the best way to describe what a DTPer 
goes through when trying to create drop 
caps in Word, but it can be done. Here is 
the result in Word's Page Preview. 

'* file Edit Options Page 	 Type Lines Sh odes Ul 

ML- f onts 


ITC Zapf Dingbats 

OOOGCiUI~ 
©© @®@@ @®@® 
OOC>OC3Cil900'9 
©© @@@@ ®®®® 

+++~* ~CA** **~ ********•• 
oo +• ~~ + +••••••• * •- - - - - ·- ... 

Figure 4: Creating a sample type sheet for 
clients is a snap using Word's Code 
command. All characters in the chosen 
typeface, even those without keyboard 
equivalents, can be obtained in the more 
logical ASCII order. 

graph. By changing the amount of sub
scripting , you can raise or lower the letter to 
your liking. Be sure to use a negative line 
spacing. If you just input a positive value for 1=1·-· 
the line spacing, the program may increase 
the leading on its own. By putting in a 
negative value, you force the document to 
maintain the line spacing. 

The text immediately to the right of the 
cap is also formatted as a side-by-side 
paragraph. You 'll have to experiment a bit 
to find out where the last line of this section 
should break, since all text below the cap 
must be formatted in your normal style as 
an ordinary paragraph. In other words, al
though the printout and Page Preview view 
show all of this as one paragraph with a 
drop cap, you actually have three 
paragraphs. 

It' s not easy, it 's not fun, but, hey, this is 
Word ! Figure 3 shows the result in Word 's ( 
Page Preview window. U 

WORD 3.0X 
Codes of Characters 

Professional desktop publishers or type
setters using DTP need to have sample type 
sheets for their clients that show all the 
characters available for any given typeface. 
Unfortunately, in the case of Adobe fonts , 
not all characters are directly accessible 
from the keyboard - even using the Shift , 
Option, and Shift-Option key combinations. 

But you can access all characters 
through Word 's Code command. Open up a 
new Word document. Choose the desired +
typeface from the Font menu and type Com
mand-Option-a. In the lower left corner of 
the window, where the page number usually 
appears, you 'll see the word " Code." Enter 
the number 32 and hit return. When you 
press Return , the ASCII character repre
sented by that code will appear at the 
insertion point. To get all the characters, ,~,,,,.,, 
repeat this process up to 255. Remember, 
you must type Command-Option-a before 
each number to get the corresponding 
ASCII character. 

The advantages to this procedure over 
simple keyboard entry are twofold: You can 
access all characters in the typeface wheth
er or not they have keyboard equivalents ; 
and you obtain the characters in ASCII ~· 
order, which in the case of Symbol or Zapf ';, 
Dingbats, is more logical (related characters -·_~._ o.__ 

are bunched together) than if you simply ., :, 
entered the characters in keyboard order. ·"-<.-.,,. ': 

Afterward , you can format and rearrange .. ,.,,..,; 
your page in Word or a page-layout pro
gram (see Figure 4) to create an attractive 
and informative type sheet for your clients . ~ 
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LabVIEW Instrumentation Software. 

Our Users Tell the Story. 


AUTOMATED TESTING 

University of Southwestern 
EDUCATION 

Sundstr:md-Sauer 

Louisiana "With LabVIEW, I have re
duced testing lime for our

"LabVIEW is the best single control panels from 1 S 
S-Oftv.ttt entity th:tt has bttn minutes to less than I
wrincn to date for any com minute.'' J>)' llcrmo.n is in 
puter for any purpose." Dr. charge of tcstln1t Sundstrand
John O'Dell , profcs.<or of Me control panels used on con· 
chanical En~inccring. uses crc lc paving machines. A GPID· 
L.;ibVIEW in h is course on controlled power supply tests 
computcr-c.:ontrollcd sys1c ms. the power requirements for 

th<'SC m>chlncs. An:tlog >.nd 
digital lines on 1hc control 
panel lrC ICSll-<l wi th 1hc ND· 
MI0- 16 board. 

MEDICINE PHYSICS 
Saltlgren Unil'ersity llospital-Swcden The Univcrsil)' of Texas 

at Austin 
"Without ani· earlier experi 

ence with progr.unmlng, we 
 "We initially set up our S)'S
were writing our own applica tem on a MicroVAX. II took 6
tions after the LabVIEW 3-day months. With LabVIEW and a 
training course." Dr. Ander.; Macintosh II, we got it work
Ullman uses L.1bVIEW in ing in a couple of weeks." 
c linical pharmacology. Muscle Azucena Ovcrm:tn, graduate 
conlr:1ctions evoked by nerve student in the Physics Depar1 
s timu lation ur by <lifkrc.:m m cn1, n."SCarchcs 1hc chemical 
drugs arc mc2.'iiure<l \'l :a iso· proper1ks of surfaces. In her 
metric force 1ransduccrs with a rcs.=arch. LabVIEW controls
plug-In analog Input board. GPIB ins truments and graphs 
Each channd is monicorc.:d on a the darn collcc l cd. 
LibV IEW strip chart . 

CML ENGINEERINGOPTICS 
Stanford Unil'ersityNewport Corporation 

"LabVlt:W is the most Hex.Ible 
tem we needed to complement 
"labVIEW Is the S-Ofnl':ltt sys

data acquisition S-Oftware I've 
our instruments." Scott Jorwn ever seen-It's a!S-O a bit of 
includes l~bVIE\l' with a Nl"w· fun... Dr. Stc\'cn Monismith of 
port Opllcal Powc.:.r Meler and a thl· Civil En)tinccring D<..-part · 
Nt.•wport Programmable Con· mcnt uses an cxpcrimcn1al 
trollcr in a la.ser concrol system pond to research double di · 
mark<t<'ll by Newport ffus ivc systems. UbVIEW and 
Corpor.uion. :in NB-MI0-16 board me:osure 

signals from l cmperaturc and 
conductivity probes in the 
pond, and control a motor that 
\'atics the dcp1h of the probes. 

SEMICONDUCTOR RESEARCH 

Raytheon Company 


"LabVIEW is the system of choice 
for data acquisition." John Da)• 
uses LabVIEW and GPIB instru 
ments to measure ph)'slcal propcr
rics ur GaAs scmiconduc1o rs. 
LabVIEW generates graphs of 
o p:1ci1:mcc versus frequency 2.fld 
capacilancc \'crsus voltage. 

Now •.. LabVIEW®2.0 
Faster, more versatile, and even easier to use. 

Grapbica f f11s tr11111e11tatio11 Software 

f or Data Acquisition, Analysi.~ and Presentmion. 


~-TNATIONAL 
~· INSTRUMENTSTM ,.
The Software is the lt1slrumet1l ™ 


12 109 Technolo1tl' Uh·d. Austin. T<"X:&S 78727-620-i 
5 121250-9 119 H00/ 531-4 74 2 llOO/IEEE-488 in Tc.us 

SIMUIATION 
Engineering Measurements Company 

"LabVIEW saved me several 
months of development.'' John 
Wacr.; simul>i<'S diglr:tl signal pro· 
ccssing algori1hms wilh LabVIE\l'. 
·111c algorithms arc burned into 
EPROMs on in1clUgcnt t1ow meters 
m:inufacturcd h)' Engi neering Mc.a.· 
!tll rcmcnt.s Company. 
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A/UXILIARY

INFORNIA.TION 


Beauty and the Beast - the Mac 
married to UNIX. The Macintosh op
erating system has become famous 
largely because of its pioneering 
achievements in interfacing humans 
with computers. UNIX is a powerful 
multiuser, multitasking operating sys
tem that originally ran only on mini
computers. UNIX was written by and 
for programmers, and where the Mac 
is famous for ease of use, UNIX is 
equally renowned for being obscure 
and puzzling. 

A/UX, Apple's implementation of 
UNIX, has the potential of combining 
the power of UNIX with the sophisti

cated interface of the Mac. Its initial 
release created a demand for the Mac
intosh II in traditional scientific and 
engineering markets where UNIX has 
long been a standard. As A/UX 
evolves and programs become avail
able that better use the Mac interface, 
both the UNIX and Mac worlds may 
change in very exciting ways. 

"A/UXiliary Information" will 
keep you informed about new products 
and developments in the A/UX com
munity. As the role of A/UX evolves, 
so will our coverage, enabling the curi
ous and the committed to explore this 
newest direction in the life of the Mac. 

FILLING IN THE BLANKS IN AIUX 
BY VANESSA SCHNATMEIER 

T:
he good news is that Release l. I 

f A/UX will probably be avail
ble shortly. Most Macintosh 
nd UNIX developers would 

agree that news comes none too soon. 
Despite Apple's assurances that I 0 

percent of Macintosh software would 
be able to run unchanged under A/ 
UX, and that most of the rest would 
require only minor changes, the flow 
of A/UX software is still only a trick
le. That's because the initial release of 
A/UX was lacking in several major 
respects, and those shortcomings se
verely handicapped product develop
ment, especially in the end-user soft
ware packages that Apple has 
specialized in for so long. 

As a result, the company may have 
to revise its estimates of when A/UX 
will come into its own in scientific, en
gineering, and education markets. 

Apple originally hoped that as 
much as one-fourth of its VAR chan
nel would be given over to A/UX 
products next year. But red-faced Ap
ple representatives admitted last sum
mer that they missed their original 
goals with A/UX. Smita Deshpande, 
A/UX product marketing manager, 
said that Apple simply didn't realize 
how many applications bent the rules. 

Companies that adhered strictly to 
the guidelines laid down in Inside 
Macintosh reported little or no trou
ble. Susan Beveridge, product plan
ning technology manager at Informix 
Software (Menlo Park, CA), was 
porting manager for Informix's 
Wingz, a "WYSIWYG integrated 
spreadsheet" under development for 
the Mac OS. Beveridge found that if 
they followed the rules to a T, there 
were few problems porting to A/UX. 
Doug Edwards, executive director of 
brand marketing for Wingz, adds 
that the company's Wingz-A/UX 
team said the port was "a no
brainer." 

Well, yes, said Stephen Hill, Infor
mix's director of product marketing, 
there were almost no difficulties at 
all ... except for that one minor prob-
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• A/UXiliary Information 

lem about how A/UX could read 
only 400K floppies. 

That "minor problem" indicates 
just how many things were lacking 
from Release 1.0 of A/UX, and the 
floppy problem was the tip of the ice
berg as far as developers were con
cerned. 

Let's look at writing for A/UX as a 
developer might. A well-behaved 
Mac OS application can be launched 
under A/UX, so you may not need to 
rewrite your program at all. But if 
you want to use the A/UX process 
structure or other A/UX features 
that have no equivalent in the Mac 
OS, you need to fully port the appli
cation. What then? 

First, your software must be writ
ten in the right language. According 
to one developer, if you have software 
in the Mac OS world and you want to 
port it to A/UX, the software must 
be written in C because, at this writ
ing, there are no Pascal compilers 
available for A/UX. 

Fine, your software is written in C. 
Then you open the A/UX documen
tation and glance at the page that lists 
the Mac OS functions supported un
der A/UX. Chapter 4, page 68 is 
somewhat sobering. Macintosh tools 
that are not available in Release l.O 
include: 

• The palette manager 
• The printing manager 
• The script manager 
• The SCSI manager 
• The serial driver 
• The slot manager 
• The sound manager 
• Video drivers 
AppleTalk is not supported in Re

lease 1.0. The A/UX toolbox pro
vides less accurate implementation of 

the standard Macintosh time manag
er. A/UX has "partial implementa
tion" of the Macintosh hierarchical 
file system. 

Whew. Sort of takes the wind out 
of your sails, doesn't it? In particular, 
the absence of the printing manager 
and the sound manager have ham
strung several developers. 

To give Apple credit, it reportedly 
plans to brick up many of the biggest 
holes with Release I. I. The next re
lease of A/UX will definitely, accord
ing to several sources, support color, 
read double-sided disks, and provide a 
printing manager; several of the other 
gaps listed above also will be closed. 

Developers have encountered some 
subtler problems, though. Rusty 
Rahm, president of StarNine, an 
A/UX software development house 
in Berkeley, CA, points out that in 
Release 1.0 it isn't possible to create 
Desk Accessories. That's because of 
the differences in UNIX and Macin
tosh memory structures. 

Another sticking point for A/UX is 
that the Macintosh Programmer's 
Workshop tools don't run under the 
new operating system. The Mac tools 
for creating dialogues and adding 
fonts don't exist yet under A/UX, ex
cept for a few relatively primitive ca
pabilities - this hinders Mac devel
opers much more than UNIX 
developers porting to A/UX. Apple 
has yet to make a commitment to 
bringing over MPW tools, but then, 
the company probably figures that its 
efforts would be better spent shoring 
up the Mac OS for A/UX. 

Apple has been burned too often by 
unavailable software to let the gaps in 
A/UX remain unfilled. Filling those 
gaps may solve the immediate diffi

culties for developers. But even if 
those gaps are fi lled, Apple will have 
to scramble to make up for lost time 
in bringing UNIX products to the 
Mac II. 

What's New for 
AIUX? 

StarNine is doing its part to shore 
up the gaps in A/UX Release 1.0 
with a package called StarNine Utili
ties. This package includes six Macin
tosh-like functions: 

l)A/UX <<=>>MAC 
This A/UX to HFS direct file-trans
fer utility will copy to and from A/ 
UX and your Mac and A/UX vol
umes using a simple copy dialogue 
that looks like a Font/DA Mover. 
The utility also lets you launch Mac 
OS programs, and an optional watch
dog timer returns control to you if 
there is any difficulty in launching 
the Macintosh application. 

2) AUDIT system - This check 
system serves as a sort of visual front 
end to A/UX autorecover. Working 
with configuration management list 
(CML) files, AUDIT shows you what 
autorecover would do if you ran it, 
and gives you selective control over its 
functions. 

3) Disk Admin - A program that 
lets you view your SCSI hard disk 
partitions graphically. 

4) Ramdisk - A RAMDISK driv
er and configuration utilities that re
portedly boost the performance of the 
Apple 80-megabyte hard disk tenfold. 

5) Screensaver - This utility 
blackens the monitor and displays a 
floating icon. 

6) Snapshot - A utility that cap
tures an A/UX screen to be viewed, 
to be saved as a MacPaint file (or in a 
compressed format, which, unlike 
MacPaint files, can accommodate 
any screen size), or to be sent directly 
to a printer. Snapshots can also be 
taken of Macintosh applications run
ning under A/UX using StarNine's 
improved version of the launch com
mand. 

List price for StarNine Utilities is 
$99; site licensing is available, and 
universities receive a 20 percent dis
count. 
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L1u1ai· Rescue·Road.Racef 

Speed limit 200. 
Strap yourself in for the 

ride ofyour life. 
Road Racer's detailed graphics 

and digitized sounds simulate driving 
conditions in 5 environments ranging 
from high-speed desert flats to twist
ing mountain roads. So convincing 
you'll actually find yourself trying 
to look over the hills and around 
the turns. 

The trees, rocks, telephone 
poles, and other graphics fly past your 
1965 Corvette at breakneck speeds. 
Hear its thundering 350-horsepower 
engine and screaming tires as you 
corner around wicked curves. 

Steer and accelerate with the 
mouse, and use your keyboard for 
brakes and shifting. 

Each levelis tougher than 
the last with unpredictable road 
hazards and many courses to travel. 
You score points for fast , skillful 
driving. Road Racer is high peliorm
ance you won't forget. 

Watch out! ... SMASH! ... 

A heat-seeking missile 


has just slammed 

into your ship. 


The year is 2059. Raiders have 
stolen five controlling crystals that 
maintain the defense and supply net
work for the moon's 26 cities. With 
key commodities cut off, the cities 
are doomed. 

Your mission is to recover the 
fiendishly hidden crystals while trans
porting vitally needed goods between 
cities. Traverse dangerous terrain and 
combat relentless attacks with your 
arsenal of lasers, cannons, bombs 
and shields. 

Prepare yourself for an odyssey 
of furious action and strategic high 
stakes trading. 

Lunar Rescue is an addictive 
adventure that challenges your imagi
nation and sets your adrenaline on fire. 

Apremium edition of the 
best selling Macintosh 

game in the world. 
MacGolf Classic puts you into 

a full perspective 3-D simulation of 
realistic golf action. You match your 
skills against fairways, roughs, sand 
traps, water hazards and trees. 

MacGolf's two courses are 
together with the four MacCourses:M 
for a total of 108 holes, all in vivid full 
screen color on the Macintosh II. 

MacGolf Classic gives you a 
player's eye view and an aerial over
view of each hole \vith close up options. 
You have complete control of your 
position, ball placement, ball speed 
and direction, and selection of all 14 
clubs. Spectacular digitized graphics 
and sounds add to the excitement. 

MacGolf Classic is so close 
to the real thing it will improve your 
golf game. Every challenge should 
be this spectacular. 

©1988. PCAl/Practical Computer Applications. lncorpcrated 6121427-4789 
MacGolf, MacCourses. Lunar Rescue and Road Racer are trademarks of PCAI. 
Macintosh is a 1rademark of Apple Compuler, Inc. 
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By the time you read this, Star-
N ine should also be shipping its own 
version of TOPS for A/UX. This ver
sion is a networking package that al
lows Macintosh and IBM PC users to 
share files with and run applications 
residing on a Mac II running A/UX. 
Using TOPS, the Mac II under A/ 
UX can function as a server to the 
Mac and PC network. TOPS uses the 
AppleDouble format , so that Mac ap
plications can be run over the network 
or by the A/UX server. 

The product can serve as a gateway 
for NFS (Network File System from 
Sun Microsystems in Mountain View, 
CA), which means that Mac and PC 
users can mount volumes from ven
dors who support the NFS standard. 
For a one-to-four user license, TOPS 
lists at $895; for five or more, the 
price is $1 ,495. For more informa
tion, contact Elizabeth McGee, Vice
president of Sales and Marketing, at 
StarNine, 2124 Kittredge #48, 
Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 451-9789. 

Another of A/UX's weak spots, 
real-time processing, has been at
tacked by Golden Triangle Comput
ers (San Diego, CA) with its product 
FirePower, a real-time processor 
board that fits into a Nu Bus 
card slot. 

FirePower makes distributed real
time processing capability accessible 
from A/UX. The board is a NuBus 
master /slave with a 68020 processor, 
an optional 6888 l floating-point unit, 
up to 4 megabytes of DRAM, two 
Apple-Talk compatible serial ports, 
and a SCSI interface that reportedly 
performs five times faster than the 
SCSI interface on the Macintosh IL 

FirePower's real-time operating 
system, GT/X, is tightly coupled with 
A/UX, making it possible to develop 
and use real-time applications. A/UX 
or other UNIX processes communi
cate transparently with GT/X appli
cations using TCP/IP over NuBus or 
Ethernet. The product is available 
with a 16-megahertz, 20-megahertz, 
or 25-megahertz 68020, and is avail
able in reseller's volume price at 
$2,500. For more information, con
tact Golden Triangle Computers at 
4849 Ronson Court, Suite 206, San 
Diego, CA 92111; (619) 279-2100. ~ 

II 
Quoted by industry experts, passed around in user 
groups, and relied upon by everyday Mac users, 
THE APPLE MACINTOSH BOOK is the bible of 
the Mac world. Now, it' s thoroughly updated with 
the latest on new and emerging Mac products. If 
you just bought a Mac or are thinking of upgrad
ing, don ' t miss this book. Cary Lu explores: 

•how the Mac works: its video screen, key
board and mouse, disks and disk drives, data path
ways and memory, and printers 

•what's currently and soon-to-be available in 
word processing, graphics, business software, 
communications, networking, and desktop pub
1ishing for the Mac 

• how to manage disks with available memory 
and what options exist for mass storage 

• what programming languages exist 
THE APPLE MACINTOSH BOOK. Your Mac 

library is incomplete without it. $21.95 

Microsoft® Press 

Hardcore Computer Books 

Available wherever books and soft ware are sold. 

Or call in your credit card order 800-638-3030 (In MD 824-7300). Refer to ad MU88.. 


Book Code 86-96213. 
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TIP SHEET 

COMPILED BY GREGORY WASSON 

Found a trick, short cut, or 
smarter way to get something 
done with a program? Share 
your hints by sending them to 
The Tip Sheet, c/o MacUser, 
950 Tower Lane, 18th floor, 
Foster City, CA 94404. We pay 
at least $25 for every hint we 
publish, plus we'll print your 
name and hometown. 

Every month we 'll select one 
tip as the Tip of the Month. The 
person who sends in that tip will 
receive $100 for it. 

WORD 3.02 
When you renum
ber an outline in 
Word 3.0 I , any en

tries that began with a num
ber (a date, for example) get 
renumbered as well. This 
nice outline, for example, 
Introduction 

The historical perspective 
1968 - Ajax Frizbott 

Co. founded 
1975 - Purchased by 

Ace Frizbotts lnterl. 
1988 - Merged with 

Frizbotts RUs 

becomes: 

1. Introduction 
1. The historical perspec

tive 
1 · - Ajax Frizbott Co. 

founded 
2 - Purchased by Ace 

Frizbotts lnterl. 
3 - Merged with Frizbotts 

R Us 

To avoid th is, choose 
Styles to set the font for 
your various outline levels to 
Palen'cia or some other font 
that doesn 't use the D (Op
tion-H) symbol. Every time 
you type a number to start 
an entry in the outli ne mode 
(which, as you may recall, 

always displays in Geneva), 
precede the number with D 
(Option-H). When you re
number and leave the out
lining window, the D char
acters will disappear. You 
don't have to use Option-H, 
of course. Just pick an Op
tion-key combination that's 
blank in the font you've cho
sen. 

Doing this will allow your 
outline to print without los
ing any of the data/text: 

1. Introduction 
1. The historical perspec

tive 
1 1968 - Ajax Frizbott Co. 

founded 
2 1975 - Purchased by 

Ace Frizbotts lnterl. 
3 1988 - Merged with 

Frizbotts RUs 
JON H. CLINC H 

HATFIELD, PA 

,4. In Word 3.0x's
'o/ Save As dialog box 

you can use key
board shortcuts instead of 
cl icking with the mouse on 

the usual buttons. Press 
Command-S for Save, 
Command-E for Eject, 
Command-C for Cancel, 
and Command-D for Drive. 
This feature is particularly 
convenient for switching be
tween drives when search
ing for documents. The 
same technique works in the 
Delete dialog box, except 
that Command-S activates 
the Delete command. 
JOHN FOUNTAIN 

CHRISTCHURCH, 

NEW ZEALAND 

Users of Word 
3.01 and the new 
Apple Laser-

Writer II SC will probably 
run into problems. Trying to 
print justified text results in 
ragged-right output. Ver
sion 3.02 is supposed to cor
rect the problem but creates 
some more of its own. When 
you open a document in 
Word 3.02 and try any pro
cedure that requires pagina
tion, you will bomb out! 

To correct this, you must 

select the LaserWriter II 
SC driver using the Chooser 
each time you open the ap
plication (even though the 
LaserWriter II SC driver is 
the only one in the System 
folder and you had chosen it 
while in the Finder or anoth
er application). You only 
have to choose the Laser
Writer II SC driver once 
when you open Word 3.02. 
As long as you stay in Word, 
you can open any document 
you wish or start new ones 
without encountering any 
problems. 
M EL c. L AB RADOR 

ANN ARBOR , MI 

DARK CASTLE 
Here's an interest
ing bit of trivia 

• concerning the 
game Dark Castle. The 
Black Knight isn't such a 
mean fellow after all. Use 
the Alarm Clock DA or the 
Control Panel to set the date 
to December 25, then start 
up the game. It appears that 
the Knight isn't as much of a 
Scrooge as you might have 
thought. 
K. L. ]UNCK 

ANN ARBOR, MI 

BYRON CALHOUN 

MCLEAN , VA 

HYPERCARD 
Here's a tip on how 

~ to use a lot of dif
~ ferent sounds in 

HyperCard without using 
too much disk space. Use 
Font/DA Juggler Plus. 
First, use the Fkey /Sound 
mover, included with Font/ 
DA Juggler, to create the 
sound files. Hold down the 
Option key while opening 
files to open a HyperCard 



Develop your ideas 

in Digital Darkroom. 


1A class ic arch be

comes th e anchor for 

lliis surrea l composi

tion . After elimina/ing 

unwanled areas, a slair

slep des ign is added. 

2A ft e r being cu t 

from ils background, a 

skyscraper is added. A 

false bollom is crea/ed 

wilh simple re /ouching. 

3 Wilh th e help of 

au/oma/ed paste con

trols /hat replace ledi

ous pixel ediling, /h e 

waues wrap around 

the arch. 

Imagine a computerized darkroom .. .in your 
Macintosh.® Software that gives you more control 
over grayscale images than even the most skilled 
photographer. That's Digital Darkroom."' 

Unique "intelligent" tools eliminate much of 
the work in creating dramatic compositions, 
whether you're a beginner or a professional. You 
can automatically select objects using the Magic 
Wand, or blend one image into another with simple 
slider controls. You can freely slant, stretch or 
rotate your image to get precisely what you want. 

For detailed retouching, you have brushes 
and filters that blur, sharpen, smudge or create 
complex textures and other special effects. You 
can even outline shapes in your images automati
cally with AutoTrace.'" 

4 Using brightn ess 

and con/rasl conlrofs, 

dramalic clouds are 

sa / uaged from an 

underexposed original 

and /h en pasted info 

/he background. 

5Finally, /h e chil

dren s/ep out of an 

o lherwise ordina r y 

photo - wilh the help 

o f Ille Magic Wand 

automat ic se lection 

100/ - 10 add /he key 

dramalic elemenl lo 

the composilion. 

And when it's just right on-screen, the exclusive 
Advanced Halftone printing option will give you the 
smoothest grays and sharpest detail you've ever seen 
on a 300 dpi laser printer - even on non-PostScript® 
language printers. 

From simple retouching, to the wildest flights of 
imagination, develop your ideas - in Digital Darkroom. 

Suggested retail price: $395. 
Special introductory price: $295. 
System requirements: 

Macintosh Plus, SE or Macintosh II 


Silicon Beach Software, Inc. 

9770 Carroll Center Road, Suite J 

San Diego, Ca 92 126 • (619) 69~956 


Digilal Darllroom a11d Auto Truce are rrodemarlu ofSilicon 
Beach Sohwarr, Inc. Macintosh is a registen!d trademark of SILICON BEACH 
Applr Computer, Inc. PostScripl is a registered lrudemark ol SOFTWARE 
Adobe Sys1en11 l11c 
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stack. Then create new 
Fkey/Sound mover files, 
and copy the HyperCard 
sounds to the new files. 
Font/DA Juggler Plus can 
open these new Sound files 
at any time. Up to 12 sound 
files can be opened. The 
only limitation on the num
ber of sounds is disk space. 
You can switch sets of 
sounds quickly and easily. 

One problem: Hyper
Card can play only Hyper
Card sound resources. The 
Mac II beep sounds that 
came with Font/DA Jug
gler Plus cannot be played 
in HyperCard. 
ADAME. EK 

LEE, ME 

In the January '88 
MacUser Tip 
Sheet, a Hyper-

Card tip says that pressing 
the Command and Option 
keys simultaneously will 
outline all buttons, includ
ing hidden and concealed 
buttons. Hidden buttons, 
however, are only outlined 
in Button mode - other 
buttons will be shown in 
Button and Browse modes. 

While in Field mode, you 
can outline all fields, wheth
er hidden or not, by pressing 
the Command, Option, and 
Shift keys simultaneously. 
This is very useful when 
learning programming 
techniques from other 
stacks. 
ALISON MOORE-SMITH 

PROVO, UT 

[Version 1. 2 has a com
mand to show all buttons 
Ed.] 

When you're au
~ thoring Hyper
~ Card stacks on an 

SE, you don 't always have a 
convenient spot to stash the 
tools menu. You can hit the 
Tab key to go from button 

Scrlpl of cord Id 2942 

:Qon tabKll\I 
oet tM tool 
I f I\ Is ""bu l \ on tool '" or ''is "fl•ld tool " t ~n 

choos. bf-ow,. too l 
pg.u \ gbk"-V .... " 

on f11C\lon1Ce\I,.... 
put "bf"oa-• , bullon, H eld. nlect.. l"to O:~ 
I f,..,. l ! and nua f I I.hen - p.-u• Opllon-c to 99\ J 

;at ·choose· u <ltu Cnca-4) of ncevs> H "" t.001 · 
do ll 

etn 
poss f \onC \lonKey .... " 

~ f\A"IC\ lcnke\I 

or field mode to browse 
mode, but this has the some
times undesirable side effect 
of selecting the first un
locked field. The contents of 
fields can be lost this way. 
This can be avoided by add
ing the top group of lines in 
the illustration to the Home 
Stack. 

And if you have the ex
tended keyboa rd, you can 
change tools by using the 
function keys. Put the sec
ond group of lines from the 
illustration into the Home 
Stack: 

Don 't use Ft through F4, 
since these are reserved for 
Undo/Cut/Copy/Paste. 
ERIC PROMISLOW 

OTTAWA, CANADA 

HYPERCARD REPORTS 
While using Hy

~ perCard Reports 
~ (by Mediagenic 

nee Activision), you can en
counter an unusual prob
lem. 

In the HyperCard script 
editor, using the Tab key 
simply realigns the indenta
tion in the script. However, 
when using HyperCard Re
ports' script editor, pressing 

the Tab key actually inserts 
some character (probably a 
tab character) that shows 
up as white space. When the 
script is executed, Hyper
Card cannot interpret the 
added character and this re
sults in a "ca n't under
stand" error. To fix it, you 
must delete the added char
acter. So don 't use the Tab 
key in HyperCa rd Reports ' 
script editor. 
SAMUEL M . SMITH 

PROVO, UT 

SUPERPAINT 
It 's possible to en
large any selection 
in SuperPaint to 

page size or any size that 
you want. First, use the las
so or marquee tool to select 
the picture. Then, use Com
mand-C to Copy, a nd press 
Command-A to select the 
screen. Next , press Com
mand-V to paste and, after a 
few seconds, the selection 
fills the entire screen. If you 
want a smaller enlargement 
instead of Command-A, use 
the marquee to select the 
size, then press Command
V. 

This helps a lot when you 

want an enlargement, be
cause you can choose the 
size first instead of slowly 
enlarging step by step. 
STEVEN L EE 

BELLEAIR, FL 

MACMONEY 3.0 
When printing the 
report "This 
Month 's Activity," 

you can print only the 
month currently active (as 
determined by the Control 
Panel). To print reports for 
other months, simply use 
the Alarm Clock or Control 
Panel DA to change the 
date temporarily to the 
month you want the report 
for. Remember to change 
the day to the last day of the 
month as well, or transac
tions for that month will be 
printed only up to the day 
the System date is set a t. 
MARK D. KRAUSE 

MERRILL, WI 

THUNDERSCAN 2.0/4.0 
Frustrated that 
neither version 2.0 
nor 4.0 of Thun

derScan will operate in the 
background with Multi
Finder? Simply launch ver
sion I. Ix of ResEdit, locate 
your copy of the Thunder
Scan software that you 
want to use for a back
ground scan, and double
click on it to open. Locate 
the SIZE resource, double
click on it, then locate the 0 
listing in the SIZE resource. 
Open this by double-click
ing, at which time you 
should see the words "Can 
background" with two radio 
buttons to the side. Click on 
the I, and then close the file 
and save changes. You can 
now run ThunderScan in 
the background with Multi
Finder. 

You can also make most 
programs MultiFinder 

VIERadl 



P1rofessional Desk Top Video for the MAC II 
Fix, Frame, Freeze in Full Color (24 bits and 8 bits) with 

ColorFreeze-24 and TV Producer 
Education Video Production Animation 

TV Producer™ board 
Turn your Macintosh II into a video 
workstation with TV Producer. Merge 
graphics from any program with a video 
source to create computer generated 
animation and special effects. Super
impose computer generated graphics 
over a video picture and store the results 
into any VCR.. Sophisticated GenLock, 
Chroma and Luminance correction elec
tronics yield excellent TV color images. 
TV Producer features Overlay (superim
pose graphics on TV images) and 
Video Keying (select any of 256 colors 
to be 'transparent' to the TV signal). TV 
Producer comes complete with software, 
and is installed as a desk accessory. 
Operation is very simple , start-up , 
enable, click and you are in TV mode. 

Applications: 

• Animation . Transfer your animations, 
created with VideoWorks™ or Aegis™ 
software to videotape. 

• Training. Combine video with graphics 
to create interactive train ing tapes , 
using for example "CourseWare TM 

• Multimedia Presentations on large 
color TV monitors. 

• Interactive Video Games. 

Available in NTSC, NTSC/RGB and PAL 


ColorFreeze-24 ™board 
(24 bits/pixel with Image Processing) 
With ColorFreeze -24 capture and 
'freeze' a video signal (color or black & 
white) using any video camera or cam
corder. The image is captured at 24 
bits/pixel and can bereduced to 8 
bits/pixel. Just as with TV Producer, Col
or Freeze 24 operation is very simple, 
point the camera to your subject and 
click 'freeze'. Your image is now ready 
for loading in FULL COLOR into your 
favorite program. 

Modern Artist™ 
with professional color separation 
Modern Artist is the most sophisticated 
and powerful Color Paint program for 
the Macintosh II. Its unique 5.5 millon 
colors simultaneously on screen yield 
spectacular results for demanding art 
work or for general presentations. Spe

cial effects open a new dimension to 
color painting on the Macintosh II. For 
example , 'Wet canvas ' lets you mix 
and 'smudge' colors on screen as you 
would do with a palette , making it pos
sible to achieve effects a la Van Gogh 
or Turner. We pack each unit with 5 
disks of color art for direct use, inspjra 
tion and instruction. Modern Art ist 
includes ColorSep™, a professional 
color separation utility for the Laser 
writer ™ or Linotronics ™ 

PanChroma TM 

300 DPI Color Printer 
The PanChroma 300 DPI Color Printer 
gives you superb prints on paper or on 
transparency. Quiet, compact, reliaple, 
PanChroma gives you beautiful colors 
while maintaining picture sharpness. 
Unparalleled performance at an afford
able price. Available also in 200 DPI. 

Call 1-800-547-3343 for more informa
tion or contact your nearest Apple 
Dealer. All products are available 
immediately. 

Computer Friends, Inc. 14250 NW Science Park Dr. Portland OR 97229 , tel. (503)626-2291 
fax (503)643-5379 - telex 4949559 CF - Applelink 00438 

Please circle 98 on reader service card. 
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compatible, if they aren't al
ready, by clicking on the 
"Juggler Aware" button in 
the SIZE resource just 
above the "Can Back
ground" radio button. As an 
example, Picture Base can 
be adapted to MultiFinder 
in this way, so long as it is 
the first application opened 
under Multi Finder. 
RICK LARSEN 

POCATELLO, ID 

FILEMAKER+ 
_ When setting cus

ffi tom paper sizes in 
ig:. the Apple menu, 

keep in mind that File
Maker+ places the page 
break at an improper posi
tion on the layout. 

When the page length is 
adjusted for labels, the page 
break shows up on the lay
out screen at two thirds of 
the height that you type in 
the Set Paper Size dialog 
box. When printed, howev
er, the page break is in the 
position that you typed. 

This bug also causes the 
layout to extend beyond the 
page height, causing an 
alert to appear and disal
lowing you from using the 
setting, even though it 
would print properly. 

To assure that you will be 
allowed to print your whole 
layout, make certain your 
paper size is longer than the 
layout. To bypass the bug, 
you can set the paper height 
to twice the necessary 
peight. This will place the 
page break at one and one 
third of the layout height on 
the screen. Although this 
will cause a blank page to be 
printed after each good 
page, at least you 'II get the 
printout lined up with the 
page breaks on the paper. 

If your page height is set 
to double the label height, 
the printer will skip every 

other label. To take advan
tage of this, print half of 
your records, place the same 
pages of labels back into the 
printer, line up the print
head on the first blank label, 
and then print the second 
half of your records. This 
will interlace them, using all 
of the blank labels. 
KEN WHITMORE 

HAYWARD, CA 

IMAGEWRITER 
. . lmageWriter LQ
W ribbons are pricey 
~ at $19 retail. 

Notice that only the top 
edge, approximately ¥s of an 
inch, receives the brunt of 
the printing load. To double 
the life, simply invert the 
ribbon in six easy steps: 

I. Remove ribbon from 
printer. Then remove the 
ribbon clip-in guide (illus
tration on page 12 of the 
owner's manual) from the 
ribbon by gently spreading 
the guide's frame and re
leasing the white rollers 
from the guide. Take slack 
out of the ribbon with the 
ribbon knob. 

2. Remove the top cover 
of the ribbon case by releas
ing the tabs around its pe
rimeter. No more than gen
tle prying with a fingernail 
is necessary to accomplish 
cover removal. You will find 
"miles" of accordioned rib
bon inside. 

3. Place the bottom of the 
case with the ribbon inside 
on a large flat surface. Re
lease the ribbon at the knob 
end by pushing the lever 
near the knob to the side; 
this pulls apart the knob 
rollers so the ribbon can be 
lifted out of the knob mech
anism. Release the ribbon at 
the other end of the case by 
pushing the flat metal 
spring to the side. Just "let 
be" the short length of rib-

TIP OF THE MONTH 

PAGEMAKER 

For those who do 
not have Page
Maker 3.0 (or are 

wa1tmg for their copy), 
printing with 2.0 to a new 
generation Laser Writer can 
be rather trying. Trying to 
print, for example, to the 
LaserWriter II/NT results 
in an alert box informing 
you to change the printer 
type. There's a fairly 
straightforward way around 
all of this. 

Locate the LaserWriter 
Plus.apd file that came with 
PageMaker 2.0. This is the 
file that tells PageMaker 
what the printer looks like. 
Open this file as text, using 
your favorite word proces
sor. You'll see something 
like the illustrated screen. 

Notice the highlighted 
section. This is the name 
that you 'll have to change. 
For the LaserWriter II/ 
NT, type in LaserWriter II 
NT. Make sure that you 

type the new name exactly 
as it appears in the Page
Maker alert box when the 
program first balks at print
ing your file. If your printer 
has added capabilities (for 
example, a newer version of 
PostScript or a higher reso
lution) make those changes 
as well. Note that for the 
LaserWriter II/NT, you 
can and should also change 
the PostScript version num
ber in the .apd file from 37.0 
to 47.0 to give marked per
formance increases. Do not 
forget to use Save As to save 
your file in text format and 
to use <Printer> .apd as a 
filename, where <Print
er> is the name of the 
printer. The name you give 
to this file will show up in 
the Change dialog box that 
you get from pressing the 
Change button in the Print 
dialog box. 
ANTHONY YEN 

AUSTIN. TX 

IUork 

•Comment: Adobe Print.er Description (APO) !lie ror Apple 
LasorWrit.er Plus. 
.comment: This APO produced for use with Aldus PageMaker 2 0 
.comment: 4/2 1/ &7 
.comment: keyword values are currenuy limited to 255 charact.crs 
In length. 

• FormatVe rsi.on: - i.o
•Product: -aww1g1or 
• PSVerslon: ' (37.0)' 
• PSRevislon: • 1 • 

ctResolution: · 300 300· 

• AlloWComments: ·true· 
•AUowVMQuery: · true· 
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HyperCard+ The Proof is in 

Reports'~".. the Printouts 


Use Reports to Organize and 
Print HyperCard Data. 
Don't let HyperCard limit you to just printingcardsand 
stacks, columnsand rows. Get Reports, theComplete 
Report Generator for HyperCard . With Reports, you can 
select whatever you want from your HyperCard data, 
then print it any wayyou want : reportsand phone lists, 
invoices and checks, mailinglabels, Rolodex®cards, 
summaries and much, much more. Organize and analyze 
information in thousandsof ways, with 5leveisof sorts 
and breaks, 8 selection criteria, totals, subtotals, 
averages and other deta.il summaries. Design print-outs 
with pizzazz, usingacustom layout editor with flexible 
formatting, variable fontsand character styles. Plus 

graphics-paste in pictures m·~-!~~~·~ ~~~·~·~· ·- - ·-~·- ·- - -~~ 
from your HyperCard ?~::,:,~ .,... 
stacks, scrapbooks, or " --_,_.,,....__ ___.. .._.:. - - 
other applications, or use ~ ..::; = ,.....,.. 
thebuilt-in drawingtools. Llj :i::~"··- ~·~~- 1:...,.~~~~-~~~ -~=~-· ; 

Wilb /be en~)•· lo -use itlJ'Olll editor 
in keporl.1 what )'()II see is w/Jat 
yo11'1/pri11/. 

Advanced Features 

Card selection criteria includes < , > , =, *· contains, 

excludes, and more. 

Sort on text, numbers, and dates. 


Print multiple reports fromone stack or one report from 

mul tiplestacks. 

Chain reports fo r unattended printing. 


Completecalculation capabillty. 

Includes Previe11Jr• for viewingformatted reportson 

screen(a S29.95 value). 

If you use HyperCard, you need Reports. It will turn 
your HyperCard data into useful information , anyway 
you lookat it. 
How to order: Askyour retailer for Reports or, to order 
direct, call 800-345-2888, Operator 300. S99.95 
suggestedretail price. 

Please circle 131 on reader service card. 

Reports~ 

The Complete 
Report Generator 
for HyperCard 

~~ HYPERWARE" FROM 
l:b.SJ ACTIVIS I ON. 
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bon that is outside the case 
until you have inverted the 
"accordion" inside the case. 

4. Now poke your fingers 
in the case and compress the 
ribbon into a size that you 
can contain with your fin
gers (use both hands so you 
can invert the ribbon with 
wrist action). Lift the rib
bon out of the case, invert 
and put it back in the case 
without letting go. 

5. Rethread the ribbon 
through the knob roller and 
spring at the ends of the 
case. Take up slack with the 
knob roller and, as you do, 
the portion of the ribbon 
that was left dangling out
side the case earlier will in
vert itself. Once the slack 
has been taken up, continue 
turning the roller and 
checking for tangles until 
the entire length of the rib
bon has been cycled 
through. 

6. Reinstall the case cover 
and the ribbon guide. Pop it 
back in the LQ. 

The whole process takes 
about 15 minutes. 
EDWARD E . SHARP, II 

BEDFORD, TX 

m Like the reader in 
the June '88 issue, I 
too have suffered 

several years with the prob
lem of cut sheet paper slip
ping and not feeding - a 
problem that spoiled more 
sheets of letterhead than I 
care to mention. The prob
lem can be solved much 
more easily than by tearing 
apart the printer by visiting 
your local stationery supply 
store and purchasing Bates 
Platen Clean, made by The. 
Bates Manufacturing Com
pany, Hackettstown, NJ. 
They supply ten cleaning 
pads per package for about 
$15. They're made just 

for the problem mentioned 
in the June issue and are 
easy to use. The pads re
move accumulated clay and 
tars from paper, roller 
glaze, and correction fluid. 
After cleaning, the platen 
has a nice "tack," to it that 
eliminates paper slippage. 
RICHARD E. WIEGAND 

PORTLAND, OR 

KEYBOARD 
--------. Often the most 
p:::@:::j l frustrating part of 

an action game is 
accidentally hitting the 
wrong key during the heat 
of battle. Because all the 
keys are the same height, 
it's often difficult to avoid 
such a slipup. This can be 
avoided by using a small 
amount of rubber cement to 
attach a piece of cork to the 
action keys, raising them 
above the rest of the key
board. 
MARK MASUELLI 

DENVILLE, NJ 

[But be careful when re
moving the cork and dried 
cement when play time is 
over. Otherwise, nubbies of 
rubber cement might drop 
into the keyboard! - Ed. ] 

FINDER 
Want to neaten the ITT appearance of the 

~ application and 
document icons inhabiting 
windows in the Finder? 

Open the window you 
want to tidy up. Go to the 
View menu and set it so that 
the window is showing your 
applications and documents 
by Name and not Icon or 
Small Jeon. 

Use the Select All com
mand under the Edit menu. 
Drag everything out onto 
the Desktop and wait a sec
ond or two while the Finder 
catches up with you. Go 

back to the View menu and 
reselect By Icon or By Small 
Jeon - whichever you pre
fer. Then go to the File 
menu and select Put Away. 
Your applications and doc
uments will begin quickly 
arranging themselves in the 
window in alphabetical or
der. 
BRAD FERGUSON 

NEW YORK, NY 

QUICKEYS 
If you program 
QuicKeys to scan 
the menus looking 

for "Print . . . " and find that 
it doesn't work in some ap
plications, remember that 
some applications do the el
lipsis after print with three 
periods and some do it with 
Option-semicolon. They 
may appear the same on the 
screen, but to QuicKeys 
they're quite different. 
Here's the solution: Define 
an application-specific 
QuicKeys file for each ap
plication. 
DAVE BURBANK 

ITHACA, NY 

DESKTOP 
The mouse button 

ITT on the Macintosh
8 is buffered (at least 

on the Macintosh Plus and 
SE). So, when I need to 
open an application directly 
on one of my hard disks, I 
just make sure that all the 
images of the folders and 
the application's icon are 
aligned. 

Let's say that you have a 
folder on your desktop 
called "Word Prgs", inside 
of which are several folders 
containing various word 
processors and associated 
files (like "Help" and "Dic
tionary" files) . Odds are 
that there is one application 
you'll use more than the oth

ers, such as Word 3.0 I, 
which is in a folder by the 
same name. Click open the 
Word Pgms folder, and 
align the newly opened win
dow so that the Word 3.0 I 
folder is directly over the 
outline of the Word Pgms 
folder. (This might take a 
few tries.) 

Once they are aligned, 
open up the folder called 
Word 3.0 I and align the ap
plication Word 3.01 in that 
window with the previous 
windows. 

Now when you want to 
open your most used word
processing application, all 
you have to do is place the 
arrow cursor in the middle 
of the Word Pgms folder · 
and click six times to open 
the two folders and launch 
the application. 

No more moving the 
mouse around each time a 
folder window is opened to 
get the next folder to open. 
And this trick still allows 
you to keep a neat desktop 
with everything in its cor
rect folder. 
CRAIG A. PEARCE 

BERWYN, IL 

MACWRITE 
While using 
MacWrite's (ver
sion 5.0) spelling 

checker you might come 
across the following dialog 
box: "The clipboard is too 
large· to transfer for use by 
desk accessories or other ap
plications." To be able to 
use the spelling checker at 
this point, you must quit 
MacWrite and then reopen 
the program or the file you 
want to check. Those with 
large amounts of RAM 
probably won't have this 
problem. 
MIKE TZAVELIS 



1988-SOUND 

1982- GRAPHICS 


1959-TEXT 

First there was the word. Then the picture. Now, a new dimension. 
Sound. And not just bells and whistles. 

The MacRecorder Sound System comes with MacRecorder hardware 
and SoundEdit software. For the first time, you can record, edit, and mix 
sound, speech and music in your Mac. 

Add sounds you create to HyperCard stacks, and produce multimedia 
sales presentations, complete with music and sound effects. Or, compose 
speech and language lessons. Even make small talk with another Mac. 

Sound good so far? You haven't heard anything yet. 
MacRecorder. Evolution by innovation from Farallon. For a free 

demonstration at the dealer nearest you, call (415) 849-2331, ext. 20. 

·:: Famllon™ 

2150 Kiltredge Street. Berkeley. CA 9~704 

Fax: (415) 841-5770 MacRecorder & SoundEd1t arc trademarks of Farallon Computmg, Inc. Macintosh & HyperCard arc registered trademarks or Apple Computer. Inc. O 1988 Farallon Computing, Inc. 

Please circle 4 on reader service card. 
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Although the hyper-hoopla has dis
sipated, HyperCard remains one of 
the most significant software applica
tions developed for the Macintosh. Its 
impact is as varied and broad-ranging 
as Mac users themselves. The diversi
ty of HyperCard's potential is exciting 
and has made quality editorial cover
age a challenge. 

MacUser responded initially with 
introductory HyperCard features, and 
next with the monthly section "Flash 
Cards," to keep track of the most ex
citing stackware we've seen. We then 
followed with Michael Swaine's "Card 
Tricks," a monthly column devoted to 
HyperTalk techniques. 

This month we introduce a new sec
tion specifically for HyperCard. 
You'll find "Hyperspace" in every is
sue, with a variety of HyperCard in
formation, including "Card Tricks" 
and "Flash Cards." 

With the release of HyperCard 1.2 
(actually, make that 1.2.1., following 
Apple's latest bug fix), we have an 
evolving software tool that provides 
much that was missing from the origi
nal version. The most important of 
these new Apple-supplied features is 
the ability to handle stacks read from 
CD-ROM discs. But perhaps even 
more exciting is the growing library of 
user-supplied features available for 
HyperCard, in the form of HyperTalk 
scripts, XCMDs, and XFCNs. Even 
the most humble contribution bears 
witness to a modern phenomenon: a 
powerful focus of various minds and 
perspectives, working independently 
- yet collectively - toward a defini
tion of a shared, visual programming 
environment. 

Whether HyperCard is best de
scribed as an information presentation 
tool, database, programming lan
guage, knowledge navigator, custom 
application builder, revolutionary edu
cational tool, or new art form is some
thing you'll have to decide for your
self. But we'll take the liberty of 
telling you that outside of any and all 
of these descriptions, there is some
thing more. 

And so welcome to "Hyperspace!" 

Note Cards 

HyperCard could become the ultimate 

musical instrument. Like the song 
says, "Be it ever so humble, there's no 

place like Home." 
BY KEVIN ELLIOTT 

hen HyperCard was 

™

st announced, musical

nclined Mac users ev

erywhere hummed happily 
over their synthesizer keyboards and 
multitrack cassette machines, at the 
thought of what it might do for them. 
Musicians were quick to realize that 
HyperCard's aptitude for sound, 
graphics, and interactive control 
would open up new possibilities for 
them. 

No previous programming environ
ment has ever offered such simple and 
direct access to musical sounds. Write 
"play harpsichord c3," and out pops a 
note. Store musical ideas in a free
form, cross-indexed file. Trigger se
quences of notes, whole compositions 
perhaps, with the click of a button. 
Automate the control of external 
MIDI instruments. Keep track of re
cording sessions or performance set
ups with graphic illustrations. Maybe 
even learn how to play better! 

The potential was there, all right. 
But as with most HyperCard applica
tions, it has taken time for really use
ful software to emerge. Only recently 
have wc begun to see polished, bug
free stacks for the music-minded. 
And it may be a while, yet, before 
full-blown commercial products 
emerge with the high gloss of business 
tools like Focal Point. But right now, 
you can find a working HyperCard 

stack to satisfy almost any musical 
need, at any level of experience 
and it'll cost next to nothing, because 
most of these stacks are free or very 
inexpensive. 

CARD TUNES 
The first music stacks to appear 

were designed to automate the script
ing of HyperTalk music sequences. 
There are now at least a dozen of 
them posted on the major networks 
and bulletin boards. They all provide 
some way to select combinations of a 
note's pitch and duration, by clicking 
on buttons, and a method for storing 
the selections as a string of notes in a 
HyperTalk play statement. 

The best of these song recorders is 
HyperTunes (version 2), written by 
Joe Pavone. It includes just about ev
ery imaginable feature for handling 
HyperTalk sound and play functions 
with ease. Notes are selected by click
ing on a four-octave piano keyboard, 
with durations chosen from a "pal
ette" that ranges from 64th-note trip
lets to whole notes. Rests are also 
available in all durations to create si
lences and gaps. Entering music in 
HyperTunes is remarkably quick and 
easy, especially when compared with 
some of the clunkier rival stacks. This 
is a tribute to good card and back
ground design. 

But this stack really stands out 
from the rest by virtue of its addition
al features. It comes with 15 built-in 
sounds, such as Bamboo, Kalimba, 
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• Note Cards 

This HyperTunes 
sequence (in the center 
of the card) plays a line 
of a Two-Part Invention 
by J. S. Bach. Notes are 
added to the sequence by 
highlighting a duration at 
the left, then clicking on 
the keyboard to select a 
pitch (or the Rest box to 
create a silence). The 
Recall button calls up the 
Tune Card, which 
accesses eight stored 
sequences, and the Voice 
Select button takes you 
to a Voice Card where 
you assign one of 15 
built-in sounds. 

The HyperTunes Tune 
Card has eight sequences 
on call at the click of the 
numbered buttons to the 
left. The sequences are 
of unlimited length and 
can be edited on this 
screen with standard 
text-editing techniques. 

Maestro's music 
scripting/sequencing 
card has buttons for 
every note over a six· 
octave range. Each note 
selection generates a 
new HyperTalk play 
statement in the scrolling 
script lield at lower right. 

~ perTunes b Jae Pavone ~ l!l I lkHZ 
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Techbell, and ElectroFuzz. They 
sound excellent, in spite of the rela 
t ively low sampling rate of 11 ki lo
hertz (presumably via Farallon's 
MacRecorder hardware and 
HyperSound stack, rev iewed in 
June '88). You can add your own 
sounds, by making samples and in
stalling them as S ND resources. Its 
export capabilities also make it easy 
to install a HyperTunes sequence on 
a ny bu tton in any other stack. You 
can save up to eight sequences a nd re
call them qu ickly from a " tune" card . 

HyperTunes never gets in the way 
of creativity, thanks to thoughtfu l 
touches such as a repeat (any number 
of times) key, and Undo and S hutup 
buttons. The interface is intuitive, and 
there is good, succinct help ava ilable 
for each card. The scripting is slick 
and bug-free. T he only complaint I 
have is that you have to use cut-and
paste operations to reca ll a stored 
tune to the act ive edi ting buffe r; it 
would be nice if this were handled like 
everything else in HyperTunes 
with a button. I'd also like to see mu
sic stack authors translate Hyper
Talk's arbit rary tempo values in to 
musica lly sensible met ronome equiva
lents. 

But overa ll, HyperTunes is fun to 
use, especially fo r beginn ing musi
cians, who will have no trouble creat
ing sequences that sound good. The 
stack is well worth a $7 shareware 
fee, which entit les registered users to 
the enha nced version 2 +, with 
sounds sampled at 22 kilohertz and 
no limit to the number of sounds and 
tunes that can be stored. 

Two other music script recorders 
a re worth a look, even though they 
can't keep pace with HyperTunes 
when it comes to efficient music writ
ing. Maestro and Sound Scripter each 
work well and incorporate a unique 
featu re or two. Maestro uses notes on 
a musical staff, instead of a piano 
keyboard , for inpu t (you still j ust 
click on the note you want). It also of
fe rs a handy wri teMusic command, 
which imports play scripts into Hy
perCard from ordina ry text files. 
Sound Scripter uses the standard Hy
perCard keyboard fo r input, but it's 
an exceptional seven octaves long. It 
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The Mac Standard 


Design Courtesy Dresser Manufacturing. Nil-Cor Operations. All iance, Ohio. 

Now Twice the Value 

The toughest reviewers agree about VersaCAD: 

"An excellent piece of work with all the features 
professional users need while maintaining the intuitive feel 
of the best Macintosh programs." -MacUser 

"VersaCAD packs more power than any other 
Mac CAD program and makes that power easy to use:· 
-Macintosh 1bday 

"If you've gotten the impression that I like this 
product, you're right." - Macworld 

And that was VersaCAD's lirsl Macintosh release. 

Now Version 2 doubles the value with . . . 
• 30 visualization, complete with color shading, 
wireframe and extrusion. 

• Powerful HyperCard utilities, including bill of 
materials, database, parametric design, and more. 
• Total customization, such as adding menus or 
running your own programs right inside VersaCAD. 
• A second system at half price to celebrate our 10th 
anniversary year. 

Add VersaCAD's reputation for ease of use, free 
technical support and top value, and it's clear why 
VersaCAD is the 
Macintosh standard. For 
more information, see your 
authorized dealer today, or 
call (714) 960-7720. 
Versac;:uJ Corporation, 2124 Main Street. 
Huntington 13cach. CA 92648. 
A. Company of Prime Computer. Inc. 

Please circle 103 on reader service card. 



• Note Cards 

Sound Scripter creates 
HyperTalk play scripts 
according to a 
combination of note 
(keyboard) and duration 
(radio button) clicks. 
Scripts are saved by 
pulling down the special 
Script menu. 

The Track Sheet card of 
4-Track Stack lets you 
record lhe approximate 
settings of volume faders 
and pan/EQ knobs. The 
controls are adjusted by 
clicking on the control, 
then typing a numeric 
value representing clock
hand position in a text 
field. The procedure Is 
slow but lets you print out 
the control settings. 

ATake Sheet card from 
4-Track Stack uses letter 
codes to indicate the 
status of each take. 

a Fiie Edit Go Tools Objec ts Scrip I Go To Fiie 
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a lso has some sharp spot animation, 
including a " mini-Pyro" screen dis
play that is seen on every Help card. 

If you want to beef up your sound 
library, take a look at B & B Sound
works' HyperCard Sound Libraries. 
T here are currently two sets - one 
for musical instruments and one for 
sound effects. 'Each has five disks full 
of sounds and sells fo r $29.95. A 
three-disk sampler (combining both 
instruments and effects) sells for 
$19.95. 

MAKING TRACKS 
Another popular application is 

managing recording projects with 
HyperCard-generated track sheets. 
Track sheets are used in recording 
studios to keep a history of instru
ment assignments, control settings, 
and notes for each session and "take." 
Stacks are available to suit the needs 
of both amateur and professional re
cording artists. 

Basement studio operators will be 
interested in 4-Track Stack, by Paul 
Lemieux, and Home Multit rack Re
cording Log, by Oscar Hi ll. Both fea
ture a graphic representation of a 
tape deck/mixer front panel, where 
slider and knob positions can be slid 
and knobbed to reflect the real thing. 
Text fields are placed for listing in
strument assignments, song title and 
duration, composer and a rtist, pro
ducer and engineer, tape ID, and 
counter reading. 

There are problems with the graph
ic control panel cards in these stacks. 
To be usefu l, the layout of the card 
should closely match the layout of 
your own recording equipment. 
Chances are it won't, since there are 
so many different machines on the 
market. And even if your equipment 
matches, you may find - as I did 
that the data-entry systems are too 
clumsy and slow to make the effort 
worthwhile. Pencil and paper is prob
ably quicker! 

The major difference between the 
two stacks is the number of tracks ac
commodated: 4-Track Stack provides 
for (surprise!) four tracks, whi le 
Home Multitrack Recording Log is 
intended for eight. (An updated ver
sion of 4-Track is planned with 6-, 8-, 
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"Can you believe it? Our team got picked 

for the hottest project of the year 


because they found out 

we do all our work on Sony diskettes:' 


T 
he fast-moving, fast
thinking people in 
todays competitive 
corporate world 


are the people pushing for 

the highest standards. For 

example, Sony diskettes. 


People in the know; know 
- that Sonys standards are the 

very highest. That, after all, is 
what made Sony a world leader 
in audio, video and computer 
magnetic storage media. 

But selecting Sony also 
shows solid business sense 
because we invented the 
revolutionary format for the 

3. 5" drive and 3. 5" floppy 
So we simply have much 

more experience than anyone 
else at making and perfecting 
3. 5" floppy disks. 

Think of it this way: 
when your reputations on 
the line and you've put your 
very best into your work, 
you want to be sure that 
your floppies are every bit as 
good as you are. 

The way to do that is to 
make sure they're Sony 

Then you'll be in the very 
best of company 

SQNy;

THE ONE AND ONLY& 

~ 1987 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony. 

Please circle 177 on reader service card . 



• Note Cards 

The Home Mullilrack 
Recording Log main card 
represents mixer settings 
for up to eight channels. 
Knobs are (slowly) 
adjusted by clicking and 
holding on the up/down 
arrowi; next to each one. 

The Song Track card of 
The Hyper-Song 
Tracksheet stack shows a 
great deal of Information 
clearly. The cue points in 
the center panel are set 
automatically according 
to the clock reading when 
the cue-point button is 
clicked. The box In the 
lower-left corner 
calculates rhythmic 
delays according to the 
Tempo selling. 

The card layout of 
HyperTRACKSHEET is 
clean and simple. 
Clicking on a track 
number opens a card of 
additional information for 
that track. 

Date: June 14, 1988 cu ..1, w.111 119Wlllt• 
Artist: Wetu r19Wt11f1 PrM1teer: kevln Clltott 

Ta,. Ila..: XN-013 C.,t H er: i evtn rn tott 
Nehe Red .: Do1bV C ot•er: 

SD.ECTIOM 

0 

T•mpe ~ it htro 

c ••• c::::=:::J ...... 
ott:!t' oe:oo :oo . oo Cl Yrsl 

£nd oa: o'5:32.oo Cl Yn2 

.. Chsl 
, ... ... _G.l G._ .. _,
T•H .. Vrs> 

.. Chs2 

~ 
••t•s 

STRRT 

12:02: 
00;00 .. "'2 
00 :13 .. l'9 
00 :39 .. II 
DI :09 .. 12 

01 :35 .. •• 
01 :48 .. ,. 
03:0< .. IS 

03 :40 

Client: 1:!.0ill-A9fill.<;.Y___ Producer: Kev10 Ellto lt 


Rrtlst:~el Eng ineer: Kevi n Elhol l 


D 

and 12-track versions, if there is a de
mand.) Another difference: 4-Track 
provides a. pop-up scrolling field for 
filing lyrics, which may be imported 
from ASCII text files. Home Multi
track has a secondary card, linked to 
the main card by buttons, for storing 
information on individual "takes" 
during a session. Whether either of 
these stacks will help you depends on 
your personal preferences and operat
ing methods. 

The Cadillac of HyperCard track
sheets is a stack from France (some of 
the dialog boxes are in French) called 
Hyper-Song Tracksheet. It's built 
around a well laid-out card that 
crams a great deal of information into 
a small space without sacrificing clar
ity. It will be most useful to profes
sionals working in a large studio. 

Hyper-Song provides a 24-track 
layout, with ample fields for all the 
standard information. It goes well be
yond the expected, with a number of 
unique and innovative features like a 
large digital clock that shows running 
time, even from across the studio; a 
tempo field , linked to a box that auto
matically calculates delay times (in 
milliseconds) for typical rhythmic 
echo effects; fields for listing up to six 
effects devices, and their assigned 
preset names; 16 cue points (for auto
locating the tape on overdubs) that 
are set by clicking buttons while the 
tape rolls and the clock runs (the but
ton reads the clock and stores the 
reading to the cue-point field); and 
comprehensive card-sorting and 
searching. Highly recommended. 

A simpler 24-track sheet, also in
tended for pro use, is Jeremy Roberts' 
HyperTRACKSH EET 0. 71 . As the 
revision number suggests, this stack is 
still under development. The main 
Card lists the 24 tracks, with a box 
for a brief description of the track as
signment (such as the instrument 
name). Clicking on any track-number 
button brings up a scrolling notepad 
for additional information. The cur
rent version has no built-in card-du
plication function , which may cause 
some frustration . And those who 
don't use time-code synchronization 
may be annoyed to find that one track 
must be dedicated to time code. It's a 
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How 1b Build A Better Macintosh 

Lets take aMacintosh II and build a formidable 

workstation. Whether its for desktop publishing or 
computer aided engineering. the PCPC II high 
resolution colorgraphics system provides unrivaled 
powerand performance for even the most demand
ing professionals. Choose 256 colors at one time 
from a palette of 16.7 million. or 256 shades of gray 
and create the most realistic images possible. With 
a resolution of 1024 x 768. you get the maximum 
in image detailing. 

Next add the PCPC 144Mb internal hard disk
the perfect complement for any workstation. All 
yourdazzling data is stored rapidly with megabytes 
to spare. And to protect your creations. there$ the 
PCPC Tape Backup system. with our highly rated 
HFS Backup program. You can archive 2gigabytes 
at speeds of up to 14 megabytes per minute- ideal 
when you have overwhelming amounts of data 

IN EUROPE CONTACT: 
PCPC Llmlted. Farley Hall l.Dndon Roild. 
Bracknell Berkshire RG 12 5EU England 

(0344) 863510 •FAX (0344) 863999 

and no time to spare. 
We can also help you build up your Mac Plus or 

SE with our MacBottom hard disks. Available in 
21. 32. 45 and 70 Mb capacities. theres one to fit 
your every need Plus.we offer an optional integral 
modem which ties you to the exciting world of 
telecommunications. All MacBottoms come with a 
two year warranty so your investment is protected. 

And we haven't forgotton the original Apple® 
hard disk owners. because our HD-20 WSI. an 
inexpensive SCSI upgrade. will improve its per
formance six to ten times. 

So. when building your 
Macintosh. whether you need to 
put some power under it. next to 
it. on top of it. or inside it. call PCPC 
at 1-800-622-2888 for the name of 
your nearest dealer. 

Personal Computer Peripherals Corporation 
4710 Eisenhower Blvd. Bldg. A4. Tampa. Florida 33634 
(800) 622-2888 • (813) 884-3092 • FAX (813) 886-0520 

0 1988 Personal Computer Peripherals Corporation. PCPC II. MacBottom and HD-20 WSJ are trademarks of PCPC. Macintosh Is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 
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• Note Cards 

The Time Code Converter 
slack is simplicity itself. 
Select a lime-code 
format for each window, 
enter lhe known frame 
value on lhe appropriate 
side, click on lhe convert 
button. and in five 
seconds you have lhe 
converted frame number 
in the other window. 

This sample HyperMIDI 
application sets envelope 
rates and levels on a 
Yamaha DX7 or similar 
synthesizer. The sliders 
move smoothly in lhe 
direction of lhe mouse as 
you click and drag. Send 
data to lhe synthesizer by 
clicking on the Send 
Sellings bullon. 

This HyperMIDI 
application uses MIDI 
toolbox filler commands 
to remove dense and 
unnecessary controller 
data from the MIDI 
stream. 

'* Fiie Edit Go Tools Object s 

The Time Code Converter. 
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useful feature if you do use sync, 
though. 

Either of these 24-track sheets can 
be used for smaller studio configura
tions as well. Don't be put off by the 
lack of a graphic panel representation 
- you'd probably fi nd such displays 
to be of limited use in practice. 

Another useful pro tool is John 
Worthington's Time Code Converter. 
It's a simple stack but very practical 
for musicians working with video and 
film . 

It converts time codes among 
any combination of the four standard 
protocols of SMPTE time code (30
frame drop and non-drop, 25-frame 
non-drop, and 24-frame non-drop), 
and raw frames. It works reliably, 
quickly, and easily. (If you aren't sure 
what this terminology means, see 
"SMPTE-MIDI Journey" in this is
sue.) 

'S WONDERFUL, 'S MARVELOUS 
The full power of HyperCard in 

musical applications can be unleashed 
only through external command sets 
that link it, via MIDI, to record and 
control synthesizers, samplers, drum 
machines, mixers, lighting control
lers, and other devices. Potential ap
plications ra nge from simple sound li
brarians for synthesizers to tasks such 
as algorithmic composition, sequenc
ing, mixdown automation, and script
ed control of complex multimedia 
performances. 

The most complete MIDI pro
gramming toolkit currently ava ilable 
for HyperCard is HyperMIDI I. I. 
The stack is built around a set of ex
ternal functions and commands 
(XFCNs and XCMDs) that allow for 
active control of MIDI devices, and 
transmission and reception of MIDI 
data. These are high-powered, speedy 
routines, written in assembly lan
guage, accompanied by 14 pages of 
excellent documentation on disk. 

You can' t take full advantage of 
HyperMIDI's routines unless you are 
will ing to get involved in the nitty
gritty of H yperCard scripting. How
ever, the whole point of the stack is to 
make MIDI programming as accessi
ble to novice programmers as Hyper
Talk scripting. To help beginners get 
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CREATE OR 

AN IMAGE ••• IMPROVE 


Mike Uriss 
created this 
image using 
lmageStudio ONE' . 
paint tools. 

Willi 
LETRASET'S 
IMAGESTUDIO" 

SOFTWARE. 
'111his unique software combines the func

tions or a full featured paint program with 
the technical capabilities of a sophisti

cated retouching program. Whether you're 
creating original images on the Macintosh or 
retouching scanned ones. ImageStudio 1.5 
software offers improved memory manage
ment to handle the resolution required for 
professional results. 

..... Use it as a 1.alnt program ... 
ImageStuclio software goes far beyond the 
limitations of conventional paint programs. It 
offers a wicle range of pens ancl clrawing too ls 
with pressure settings for customizing them to 
your own neecls . The program supports 256 
gray levels ancl resolution up to 2000 dpi for 

Bert Monroy us. 
into aPowert .ing theretouch in . 

u/ image,Quickly an~ ~~;~;n lmageStudio software fur 

better image quality. Images can be output as 
TIFF. RIFF. EPSF or PICT files for easy import
ing to other programs. 

.......or use It for changing t.~xlstlng Images. 
ImageStuclio software is icleal for editing and 
retouching images that have been digitized 
on any of the popular gray level sca nners. 
Retouching too ls. contrast controls and dark
room effects can all be used to improve the 
scanned image. 

So if you're involved with the production or 
printed materials. ask your I etrasct Graph ic 
Design Software Dea ler for a demonstration or 
call I 800 722-0377. 

Please circle 114 on reader service card. 

ned an ordinary Photograph 

~ 1988 Esselte Pendaflcx 
Letraset is a 1egis1e1ed trademark of Esselte 
Pendaflex Corpcra:ion in the USA. 
lmageSiudio is atradema1k ot Esselte 
Pendallex Co1pora1ion i11 lhe USA. ol Lelraset 
Canada Limited in Canada and of Esselte 
Letraset Limiled etse whc1e. 
Letraset Subsidiaries 
Australia Tel 02 975 1033 
Austria Tel 0222 92 t4 49 
Belgium Tel 02 4287t56 
Denmark Tel 02 849300 
Letraset Export Ltd . Tel 0233 24421 
Canada Te l 416 47575t t 
Finland Tel 358 0565 3355 
France Tel 4859 t540 
Germany Tel 069 420 9940 
Nederland Te l 02907·5641 
Italy Tel 02 46245t /2/3 
Japan Tel 03454 0931 
Norway Tel 02 257350 
Spain Tel 91 2798072 
Sweden Tel 08 7647760 
Switzerland Tel 01 8106266 
UK Tel 01928341t 
Letraset USA Tel t 20t 845 6t00 

Letraset® 
0 ESSELTE 



• Note Cards 

Asimple random
sequence generator 
constructed with 
HyperMIDI XCMDs and 
standard HyperCard 
buttons and graphics. 

A full-screen editor for 
Yamaha four-operator 
synthesizers such as the 
DX100. It is scripted in 
HyperCard using the MIDI 
XCMD external command 
toolbox from Japan. Not 
quite as smooth as the 
functions in HyperMIDI, 
but still very capable. 
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started, HyperMI DI comes with half 
a dozen demo cards and scripts, in
cluding a data ana lyzer, a patch 
changer, a random-sequence genera
tor, a Roland D-50 synth patch li
brarian, and a card to scale envelopes 
for the Yamaha DX-7 synthesizer's 
notorious ly d ifficu lt envelopes graphi
cally. 

The HyperM IDI toolbox provides 
HyperTalk commands to set M IDI 
transmit and receive buffers, to send 
and receive MIDI data strings, and to 
process MIDI data in various ways 
(fi lte ring, time-stamping, conversion 
to symbolic notation, and so on). It 
also includes a set of commands for 
design ing sliders to generate almost 
any imaginable M IDI data from a 
HyperCard. Think of it as a MIDI 
construction set. Combined with the 
simplicity of HyperTalk, it provides 
the quickest possible pathway to real 
MIDI programming. 

In the current revision, the demo 
applications are extremely impres
sive. The sliders arc smooth and a joy 
to operate, equaling the best interfac
ing to be found in today's commercial 
MIDI software. Author Nigel Red
mon continues to develop the toolbox. 
Plans for coming releases include 
more extensive utilities for a number 
of popu lar synthesizers and MIDI ef
fects units, fuller documentation, and 
a thorough tutorial. Additional con
trol types will be added to the slider
handling commands, and more task
specific XCM Os will be added as 
plug-in modules that will require little 
or no programming. 

Another set of external M IDI com
mands has been developed in Japan 
by Kunihito Koike. His MIDI 
XCMD I. I is less complete than Hy
perMIDI but is also very promising 
and functional. It comes with a rud i
mentary MIDI sequencer and an im
pressive fu ll-screen patch editor for 
Yamaha DX- I00 syn thesizers, as de
mos. But as the brief documentation 
points out, "Good luck! . .. this is 
MID I adven ture stackware," so it 
doesn' t have a manual. You need a 
fair understandi ng of MIDI program
ming to make any headway. Definite
ly not for beginners. 

A fi nal M IDI control application 
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Introducing The DayStar 
NovyMac20MXAccelerator 

Move into 
the Fast Lane 

DAYSTAR 

D G T A L 


The highly rated Novy Mac20MX accelerator 
can move your Macintosh TM into high gear. 
Upgrade your SE, Plus, or 512e for less than 
one-third the price of a new Mac II and achieve 
equal or better speed. 

Whatever the application , the Mac20MX 
will dramatically increase your desktop per
formance. Move through page layout as fast 
as you can move your mouse. Spreadsheets 
scroll and calculate in a fraction of the time. 
Engineering CAD is a breeze. Make your 
AppleShare™ file server finally serve. 

Depend on the Novy-DayStar Team 
Novy Systems designed the state-of-the-art 
Mac20MX with blazing processing speed 
and unsurpassed compatibility. DayStar has 
now teamed with the Novy engineers lo provide 
seasoned production , a highly reliable product 
and knowledgeable customer support. The 
Novy-DayStar team will clearly outperform 
the competition . 

Compare and Choose 
In the March , 1988 MacUser Labs Report, 
independent experts rated the Mac20MX as 
the overall fastest accelerator that uses standard 
SIMM memory. Couple this speed with the 
widest range of available features and the 
Mac20MX becomes the only choice. 

Other brands and produd names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respedive holders. Produd specifications are 
subjed to change without notice. © 1988 DayStar Digital, Inc. 

Go Fast or Faster 
The Mac20MX uses a 32-bit 68020 processor 
and comes in 16 or 25 MHz speeds. The 16 
MHz version races with the Mac II -that's four 
times faster than your basic Macintosh. You'll 
speed your Macintosh up an amazing six limes 
faster with the 25 MHz version . Or purchase 
the 16 MHz version today and you can upgrade 
to 25 MHz al any time. On top of this, spreadsheet 
and CAD number crunching will fly up lo one 
hundred times faster with the optional 68881 
math coprocessor. 

Easy to Handle 
Our special features can be selectively used 
to optimize your Macintosh operations. Hard 
drives will operate properly, and most big screen 
monitors will plug right in and go to work . 
Sound quality is faithfully maintained at all 
speeds. Don't throw away your games or old 
software, because you can sti ll choose to run 
with the orig inal 68000 processor. 

We Stand Behind You 
The Mac20MX's track record is so impressive 
that we offer a 12-month warranty on materials 
and workmanship. Our in-house customer 
support is second to none and ready lo serve 
you . Race over to your nearest dealer today 
and join the Novy-DayStar team. 

Call our toll-free hotline today to receive the 
name of the nearest DayStar dealer. 

1-800-962-2077 
5556 Atlanta Highway• Flowery Branch, GA 30542 • 404-967-2077 •FAX404-967-3018 

Please circle 169 on reader service card. 



• Note Cards 

The large button fields in 
the Xylophone Composer 
stack for preschoolers 
make ii easy for toddlers 
lo manage the Macintosh 
mouse. A child's clicks 
are stored as a sequence 
of play commands and 
can be replayed using 
HyperCard's built-in 
musical sounds. 

The chord diagrams in 
the Guitar Chording stack 
use a specially-designed 
font called Guitar 24. The 
diagrams show where lo 
place fingers on the 
fretboard to form the 
selected chord. Clicking 
on the diagram plays the 
chord in broken form. 

They may never replace 
baseball cards, but the 
character cards in J. M. 
Anderson 's Parsifal stack 
are becoming collector's 
items among opera bulls. 
The small black square 
indicated by the pointer 
is a button that plays 
Kundry's musical theme 
or leitmotif. 
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mm mmlOlh f. 
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*..... 
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for HyperCard comes from South
worth Music Systems, and it is limit
ed to use with Southworth's Midi
Paint. MidiPaint is a powerful 
sequencer used widely by professional 
musicians. The MidiPaint Stack al
lows MidiPaint sequences to be 
played in the background, by external 
MIDI instruments, from any stack. 
Up to thirty separate sequences can 
play at once(!), and you can get on 
with other HyperCard activity while 
they play. Combined with South
worth 's forthcoming MaxAudio 
sound-processing card, the MidiPaint 
Stack makes direct recording into 
MidiPaint files via HyperCard possi
ble. This points the way to the possi
bility of a full-featured MIDI se
quencer in HyperCard. 

Note that a MIDI interface, and at 
least one MIDI musical instrument 
are required to use these MIDI-ori
ented stacks. In addition, the South
worth MidiPaint Stack requires 
MidiPaint and a JamBox MIDI in
t erface. 

LEARN, BABY, LEARN 
HyperCa rd's built-in music func

tions and interactive design make it a 
natural for music education. Surpris
ingly, educational stacks have been 
slow to develop. But there are a few 
good ones to be found if you dig 
around. 

Xylophone Composer is a good, 
simple player /recorder for preschool 
kids. It 's fun and should be effective 
in teaching the names of musical 
notes and for developing a sense of 
pitch. The "Boing lt!" button is a nice 
touch . 

For more mature learners, Paul 
Lemieux (of 4-Track Stack) has cre
ated a guitar-chord tutor stack called 
Guitar Chording. This is a simple but 
effective educational tool for those 
learning to play guitar. [t gives a fret
board representation of standard 
playing positions for ten chord types 
(such as minor, major, diminished, 
and major 7th) in all 12 keys. Click
ing on any fret chart plays the chord, 
arpeggiated at adjustable speeds. 
Thus, the stack teaches how to play 
the chords as well as what the various 
positions sound like. The stack in
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Universal Micro/SEi Internal Hard Disk Drives 
Flexible brackets allow these systems to be installed in the 
Mac SE or the Mac II with an option to keep both SE floppy 
drives. Micro Net uses only the finest embedded SCSI hard 
disk drives which are fu lly tested and formated before they 
are shipped. We offer 30, 46 and 80 MB subsystems with 
fast access and above average data transfer rates . Others 
promise performance, reliability and the best technical 
support, but we deliver it. We are Macintosh power users. 

We specialize in affordable, high speed, high 
capacity, SCSI mass storage subsystems 
Our systems provide exceptional reliability and value. 
We use CDC WREN drives in our Micro/Max systems. 
These drives are industry known for both quality and per
formance. Internal and external , 150, 160, 300, 620 MB 
systems with16.5 ms access time for the Macintosh II. 
60 MB or 150 MB tape backup available. Custom built 
and tested by MicroNet technicians. One year warranty. 

Micro/Stack External SCSI Hard Disk Drives 
Stackable systems that fit neatly under the Mac Plus or 
the Mac SE. Saves desktop space and raises the SE to 
more desirable eye level. We offer 30, 46, 62, 80 and 160 
MB capacities. Features include external termination, 
external ID select, visible disk activity light, two 50 pin 
SCSI ports and a quiet system fan . Great care was taken 
in the design of these systems to insure reliabilty. The 
Micro/Stack is a perfect match for your Macintosh. 

Please circle 204 on reader service card. 
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• Note Cards 

In the main card of 
Hyper-Rap, the notation 
in the scrolling lield 
represents a sequence of 
mouse clicks on the 
numbered buttons to the 
left. Each button 
produces a different 
percussive break sound. 
Icons in the center panel 
control a variety ::f 
playback modes. (It 
sounds better than it 
looks!) 

An entertaining idea, 
combined with good 
graphics, animation, and 
clues sampled frJm 
compact discs makes for 
a fun quiz in Nam i Thal 
Guitarist. 

SoundBase helps 
organize music recorded 
using the Dyaxis hard 
disk recording system 
with MacMix software. 
Using this stack as a 
front end, you can 
associate your own 
keywords or indexing 
information to different 
tracks. 

S7 
S I I 
S7 
s 13 
SI 
S I 
S I 
S9 
S4 
S3 
S4 
s 13 
S 12 
s 11 
S7 

Hyper-Rap 
n.,1 by Jerry C. W e lsh 

1 6 11 

2 7 12 

3 8 13 

4 9 14 

5 10 15 
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~~~ 
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eludes a guitar chord font that can be 
extracted using the Font/DA Mover. 

Parsifal has attracted a lot of atten
tion, thanks to its effective use of the 
hypertext concept. This three-stack 
set is a database of information about 
Wagner's opera. Links between the 
stacks interrelate details of the story, 
interpretations and criticisms, charac
ters, musical themes, recordings, and 
bibliography. Buttons within text 
fields trigger relevant sounds and 
graphics - musical themes and 
drawings of characters and objects. 

The stack is far from finished 
it's a dangling Parsifal - and many 
characters and themes are not yet in
cluded. But Parsifal offers some in
spiring clues to intelligent use of Hy
perCard for communication. And 
even in its current unfinished state, 
the stack is certainly worth a browse. 
Author J. M. Anderson continues to 
develop and improve it, so keep an eye 
out for the latest version. 

TAKE FIVE 
Finally, have a look at a couple of 

the best music-oriented stacks intend
ed primarily for entertainment. 

Hyper-Rap is a novel sequencer 
that comes with 14 "rap"-style sound 
effects (scratches, claps, bangs, and 
the like) that you assemble into au
thentic-sounding "break" loops by 
clicking on buttons. The results can 
be surprisingly good: Raps from this 
stack are already appea ring in other 
stacks making the rounds. But it isn't 
easy to get the effect you want, be
cause the sounds all have different 
durations, and it's tricky to calculate 
the rhythm. If you get rapper's block, 
there's a random-sequence generator 
built in. Raps can be played in three 
modes: forward, backward, and loop
ing. The stack is buggy: It doesn't 
save without debugging, and there's 
no "Go Home" button, or "Help" 
button (although help is available). 

Name That Guitarist is a tongue
in-cheek quiz game that has you try
ing to guess the identity of 14 promi
nent rock guitarists from digitized 
snippets of their records. The graph
ics are slick, with several effective 
spot animations. Recommended for a 
few minutes of light diversion. 
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SOFTWARE == 

3G GRAPHICS 
Impact Graphics & Symbols 1 ............................ .. 52 

ABA SOFTWARE 
Draw ii Again Sam ........... .................... ..... .......... .... . 74 

ADOBE SYSTEMS 
Adobe Illustrator '88 .............. ... ....... ..... ...... 325 

AFFINITY MICROSYSTEMS 
Tempo 11 ... ...... .......................... . .... ............... 76 

ALDUS 
Pagemaker ................ ..... .... ........ ... ... ........... ..... 419 

ALSO FT 
Disk Express ................... ............ .... .. ..................... 26 

Fonl/OA Juggler Plus ......... ... ... ....................•... ....... 32 


ASHTON-TATE 
FullPaint .................... ........... .. ...... . . ...... .. 69 
FullWrile .... ..... .... .. .......... . . ....... ... ........ ... 275 
dBase Mac ............. ......... . . ........ 275 

BEDFORD SOFTWARE 
Simply Accounting .. .. ............ ............................... 199 

BERKELEY SYSTEMS 
Siepping Out 11 •.• .. •.•••••••••••.••.•.•.•.•.••••••••. ...••••••••.••••.. 49 

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 

Sidekick .. ......... . ... .... ............. 59 

Aellex Plus .......... ................. .. . ................. 165 

Turbo Pascal. ............... ...... .... . ...... ........... 64 

Turbo Toolbox Mac ......... ... ...................... .... . .. 64 


BRAVO TECHNOLOGIES 
Mac Cale ................... ......... ......... ............. ... ..... ... ... 72 

CE SOFTWARE 
OuicKeys .................... .... ... ........................ .•...... ...... 50 
Calendar Maker .. .. .. . .................... 26 
Disktop ...... .. ... 26 
Ouickmail ... ............. .. ......... .. ... ... ....... 153 

CODA 
MacDrums ................... ...... ........... . . ...... 29 

COMPUSERVE 
Compuserve Navigator ............ . . ............... 40 

CRICKET SOFTWARE 

Plct·o·Graph ............ ....... .. .. . . ............. .... 105 

Crickel Graph .... ................... ................. .... ...... ... .. . 119 

Crickel Draw .............. ....... .. . ...... ... ......... ... 169 

Cricke1 Presents .. ... ............... . ...... ... .......... 289 


DENEBA 

Canvas 2.0 ... ............................................. ............. t50 

Coach .................... ............ .. .. ... ... ........................ .... 51 

Comment 2.0 ........ .... .. .......... ......... ........ ... ..... ...... .... 51 

Coach Thesaurus ... ......... ................. ... ...... .....•........ 31 

Coach Professional ............ .. ... .. . .... .. . ..... 99 


DUBL CLICK SOFTWARE 
Wet Paint Vol. 1 & 2 ............. ............. ...................... 32 

E.K .D. 
MacTerm .......... ......... .... 83 

FIFTH GENERATION 
Faslback .... ... ................. 5 t 
Suitcase............... ..... ....... .... .. .... .. 32 
Power Stalion ........... ....... .... ............. ... .... ....... .. ... ... 32 

FOX SOFTWARE 
FoxBase Plus ..................... ... .. ........... ... .. ............... 200 
FoxBase + Limited Runtime ............ ................. .... . 155 

IMAGINE SOFTWARE 
Smart Alarms & Appl Diary .......... . 
Sman Alarms Multi-User ... .. . 

.... ...... .. 32 
...... 79 

INNOVATIVE DATA DESIGN 
Mac Draft ... ........ .......... .............. . ......... 144 
Pas1e-Ease ............................... ............................. 28 


INTUIT 
Quicken ......... ................ .. ... ............... ...................... 35 

LACIE 
Sliver Server .................................. . . .. 89 

LETRASET 
Ready. Set. Go 4.0 .............•..................... ... 275 

MACROPAC INTERNATIONAL 
101 Macros for Excel .............. ........ ... .. .... 36 

MECA 
Managing Your Money ................... ..... ................. 125 

MICROL YTICS 
Wordfinder ..... . ............... .... ....... 32 
Gofer 1.0 ........ ......... .. ............ ... 42 

MICROSOFT 
MS Word 3.0 ................. . . ........... .... 249 

Chan ····· ········ ··· ················ ·· ··-······· ····•···· ....... 79 

Excel •.......... .................... .. ............. ...•.. . . ...... . 249 

Works ....... .... .............................. . ... 189 

Flighl Simulalor .......... .. .... ............. . . ............. .... . 34 

Power Point . ............... .. ......... ...... . . .... 249 


NOLO PRESS 
Will Maker ..... ........................ . . .......... .. 35 

NORTH EDGESOFTWARE 
Timeslips 111 ...•..•••.••.•••• ..•••.•••••••••••. ••••• ....... .... 115 

PRO PLUS 
Wall Sireet lnves1or ........ ............. . . ............ 285 

SILICON BEACH SOFTWARE 

Super Paint .... ............................... ................ ...... ... 76 

Dark Casile ............................................................. 26 

Silicon Press ..... .............. ............................. ... ......... 40 

Beyond Dark Casile ........ ....... .......... ............... ........ 26 

Super 3D ..................... .. .... .... ...... ..... ... .... .... ......... 152 

Digita l Darkroom ...................... ...... ....................... t 52 


SMETHERS BARNES 
Protolyper ................ ... . ···················· ... 69 

SOFTVIEW, INC. 
TaxVlew Planner .......................... .... . 44 
Form Set Business Forms .. . ............ . . ..... 50 

SOFTWARE VENTURES 
Microphone 1.1 ........................ . ... t t 9 
Microphone II .. ......................... . . ......... 229 

SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL 
SmanScrap & The Clipper ........... . . .............. 36 
SuperGlue ........ .... ...................... ....... . . .... .... 46 
The Cura1or .............. ...................... . . .......... 72 

SU PERMAC SOFTWARE 

SuperSpool 5.0 .......... 54 

SuperLaserSpool 2.0 .......... ..... .................... ... 82 

Multi-User SuperLaserSpool. .... ........ ....... ......... ... t 99 

Disk1it ....... ....... .......... .... ..... ................ ......... .......... 54 

Network Diskfi1 ....... ... ... .... ...... ................ ............. .. 199 

Senlinel ........................ .... .. ................... ......... ........ t 55 

Pixel Paint ...... .. .... ................................................... 259 


SURVIVOR SOFTWARE 
Mac Money 3.0 .... .... ... ............................................. 59 

SUMANTEC 

Mac SOZ ......... . ............................................... 46 

In Box S1aner ................................ ... ........... ........ . 199 

Symantec Ulilrties ............. ....................... ... ............. 75 

Llghtspeed C ... .... ... ..... ........... ....... ...... .. .... . 995 

Lighlspeed P ......... ...................................... ............. 65 

SUM Mac ....... ............ .............................................. 58 


SYMMETRY CORPORATION 
Ac1a 2.0 ................ .................... .......................... .... 32 
HyperDA ................................ ....... . .... ........ 36 

TELEG RAPHICS 
Hypenutor ..... .. . .... ..... .... ......... 26 

TRAVELING SOFTWARE 
Lap Link Mac ..................... .................... ........ 82 


T ·MAKER 
Wnte Now ..... ................................ ...... .................... 96 

WORD PERFECT CORP. 
Wordperfect . . .......... .............. . . . ......... t 75 

==HARDWARE == 
CURTIS MANUFACTURING 


Safestrip Surge Suppressors ........ ...... ..................... 20 

Diamond Surge Suppressors ............ . ..........: ... 32 

Emerald Surge Suppressors ............ .. ..................... 35 

Sapphire Surge Suppressors ......... . ..... ........ 45 

Ruby Surge Suppressors .. .... ....... 55 


DATADESK 
Mac· tOt ............................................... ... ........... 139 
HyperDialer ........ .......... .................... . . .......... 26 

FARALLON COMPUTING 
PhoneNET·AppleTalk t 20 ......................................... 9 
PhoneNET PLUS .............. ............ ........... ......... .. ..... 35 
PhoneNET Star Controller ............ ..... ...... .... ........ 1389 
PhoneNET Punch Down Block Wire Kit ................. . 68 
TrafficWatch .. . 155 

KENSINGTON 
Mouseway .... . ..................... ...................... 8 
Mouse Pocket .................................... ........................ 8 
Mac Plus/Mac SE Cover .......... .......... ...... ............ ... ... 9 
Prinler Siand ... ........ ................................................. t 6 

Disk Drive Cleaning Kil .. .... ... .... .............. .. ....... .... .... 20 

Maclniosh II Stand ................................ ... ..... .......... . 20 

MasterPiece Mac II ............................ .... ..... ... ........ 103 

System Saver Mac ............................... ........ ........... 59 

Turbo Mouse ..... ........................... .......................... t03 


MIG ENT 
Pocke1 Modem .................................... . . .. .. .. ... 110 

MSC TECHNOLOGIES 
A + Mouse .................... . ...................... ................ 63 
A + Mouse ADB ................................... .................... 83 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 
t 200 Baud EX1ernal Modem ................................. 105 
2400 Baud External Modem ... . ..... ......... .............. 185 

SOFTSTYLE 
MacEnhancer .. . .... t 55 

SUMMERGRAPHIC 
MacTable1 12· x 12· ............ .... ............... ......... ...... 375 

THUNDERWARE 
ThunderScan 4.0 wilh PowerPort ......................... 193 
Mac II Power Accessory ............... ... .......... ............ 41 

To order or for a complete list of all Hardware and 

Software items and our free catalog call 


Dr. Mac INC. 

1-800-825-MACS 
1-800-825-6227 
FAX· 1-818-501-3760 

Please circle 162 on reader service card. 

Pollcfea 
• Corpora1e Accounts Welcome 
• Visa and Mastercard accepted wf1h no surcharge 
• Credit caid Is not charged until order Is shipped 
• Cafrtornla residents-add 6.5% sales tax 
• To order call anytlme Mon · Fri, 10 - 9 EST 
• Enquiries call (818JW1-6581, FAX# (8f 8) 501-37~ 
t All prices subject to change without ootiCe. · 
Shipping • 
.. All orders add $4 
• Sa.me day shipping on orders placed by 5pm EST 

Returns 

• Defective software willbe repla(\ed Immediately by the 

.same hem. Call customer service Bl (818). 501-0861 for 
'Fl.A. number before retumlng defective product. 

.. Qr. Mao Inc, 
· '.14542 Ventura Blvd.~Sulte 200 , 

Sherman Oa~ CA 91403 
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Directory 


Most of these stacks can be 
obtained from CompuServe, 
PAN, user groups, or public

domain software catalogs. If you find 
the stack useful , remember to send in 
your shareware fees. 

Paul Lemieux 
904 Jason Court 
Cary, NC 27511 
4-Track Stack 1.01 
Shareware: $2 
Guitar Chording 
Shareware: $5 

Home Multilrack Recording Log 1.9 
Available on CompuServe and other 
networks, as "Multitrack" 
Free 

HyperCard Sound Libraries 
B& BSoundworks 
P.O. Box 7828 
San Jose, CA 95150 
$29.95 per library; sampler: $19.95 

HyporMIDI 1.1 
EarLevel Engineering 
21810 Barbara Street 
Torrance, CA 90503. Shareware: $5 
for disk, $30 for registration 

Hyper-Rap 
Avai lable on CompuServe 
Free 

Hyper-Song Tracksheet 
Available on the PAN network; 
Author unidentified 

HyperSong 
Dalcon Desktop Systems 
1222 16th Avenue South 
Nashville, TN 37212 
$99 

HyperStudio 
Smoketree Productions 
9752 Baden Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
(818) 980-2211 
$133.95 

HyperTRACKSHEET 0.71 
Available on the PAN network; 
Author: Jeremy Roberts 

HyperTunes version 2 
Joe Pavone 
204 Purchase Street, Room #3 

Rye, NY 10580 
Shareware: $7 

Maestro 
Steve Merel 
400 Ardmore Avenue 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
Shareware: $5 

MidiPaint Stack 
Southworth Music Systems 
91 Ann Lee Road 
Harvard, MA 01451 
(617) 772-9471 
Shareware: Request contri butions of 
Christmas song sequences and visuals 

MIDI XCMD version 1.1 
Kunihito Koike 
2-20-41 Hiyosi , Kouho-ku 
Japan 223 
Free 

Name That Guitarist 
Greg Neutra 
c/o Playings Hard To Get 
Box 194 
Cerrillos, NM 87010 
Shareware: $5 

ParsIfal 
Avail able on CompuServe 
Free 

Sound Scripter 
Tim Lyons 
9211 Palmer Road 
North East, PA 16428 
Free 

SoundBase 
SoundSmiths 
500 East 63rd Street 
Suite 25A 
New York, NY 10021 
(212) 751-7723 

Time Code Converter 

Yokohama, 

Available on the PAN network 
Free 

Universe of Sounds 
Optical Med ia International 
485 Alberto Way 
Los Gatos, CA 95032 
(408) 395-4332 

Xylophone Composer 
Available on CompuServe 
Free 

NEW WAVE 
Where does music stackware go 

from here? We can expect speedy de
velopment of the MIDI connection: 
Look for full-featured standard 
MIDI applications (sequencers and 
editor /l ibrarians) with HyperCard 
front ends. 

A couple of high-end stacks de
signed for pro studios may be avail
able by the time you read this. Hyper
Studio is a massive stack designed to 
handle the business aspects of a re
cording studio. It was developed by 
Doug Parry of Smoketree Produc
tions. HyperSong from Dalcon Desk
top Systems is a database for song 
lyrics and lead sheets stored in word
processor or music-notation files . An 
off-the-shelf version of HyperSong is 
available fo r $99, although Dalcon 
prefers to include the stack as an op
tion in customi zed turnkey systems. 
The full version can include options 
that, for example, track what key you 
perform each song in , log copyright 
and licensing data, and even generate 
contracts. 

HyperCard is also being used as a 
front end for hardware and compiled 
applications. Soundsmith 's Sound
Base is a HyperCard front end for 
MacMix, the software used with the 
Dyaxis disk-based recording system 
from IMS. And Optical Media Inter
national has developed a HyperCard 
front end for its Universe of Sounds 
compact disc lib rary of sampled in
struments and effects. 

I expect to see (hear?) a boom in 
educational music stacks. Computers 
have a proven record in the coaching 
of music skills, and HyperCard 
with or without MIDI - makes a 
simple job of designing interactive 
tools for ear training, score reading, 
and music theory. As HyperCard be
comes a permanent fix ture among the 
next generation of musicians, Simon 
and Garfu nkel won't be the only ones 
who are Home-ward bound. ~ 

KEV IN ELLIOTI IS A FREELANCE PRODUCER. 

COM POSER, SOUND DESIGN ER, BROA DCAST

ER. AND WR ITER BASED IN HALIFAX. NOVA 

SCOTIA. HE DIVID ES HIS ENERGI ES FIV E 

WAYS SO T HAT NO BODY WILL EVER KNOW 

IF HE'S ANY GOOD AT ONE T HING. 
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Amazing how much more work 

gets done after a few well-placed

internal changes. Inner ~1'f~lt1fl1E 


Internal Drives 
for Mac II: 
4oi401\m. 4oms: s 585. 

:~::!~:~::; :.::~: 
300/3001\18.16..'>ms: s2185. 

MacSE: 
30 30 585

' m . -1oms: s · 
50/501\18, 40ms: S 730. 

Of all the things sitting on your desk, there's one that can 
always do more: your Macintosh. With achoice addition of anew 
internal product from Crate Technology-Inner Crate. Crate 
develops mass storage systems that enable your Macintosh to 
store an amazing amount of data, up to 300MB. 

We're not only aleader in price and performance, but aleader 
in hard disk solutions. You can find us in many locations and we 

.__________, offer atwo-year warranty on parts and labor. 
As the Macintosh on your desk continues to grow in capabilities, so do we as a 

company. In fact, we've made some internal changes of our own. Everything we 
produce now comes under the name of Crate Technology. ~_ __ .,,> ,.,,,,(

We're the company that works hard to create quality "' :...:: ~ ,_, 't,.l~ .... 
products to make your Macintosh more useful to you. · ~~ 9TECHNOLOGY 

li050 \l i11l' la11d Avr.. llld~. M. North llollywood. Ci\ 9Hi05 

Apple Crate external hard disc drives: 20MB. $560; 40M~ $770; 60MB, $839; BOMB, $1249 
Available at local dealers. Or call 800-543-580tl. In CA 800-323-9994 

Please circle 40 on reader service card. 
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Don't BeAOne-MacBand. 

The largest group of Mac·· users in the world 

shares its problems and solutions online every day in 
CompuServes Mac Forums. And you can join them. 

Find out which Mac software lives up to its claims, 
which hard drive is best for your applications, how to use 
the new and exciting HyperCard'·. Get support from 
Mac software authors and hardware vendors. 

Struggling with a complicated desktop publishing 
program? Ask someone whos been through it all . 
Can't make your word processing software work with 

Pixel Paint? Visit a CompuServe Mac Forum and get 
the answers. There5 no better way to get more out 
of your Mac. 

To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer. 
To order direct or for more infonnation, call l 800 
848-8199. In Ohio and Canada, call I 614 457-0802. 
If you're already a member, type CO MACINTOSH 
at any ! prompt. 

CnmpuServe~ 
An H.!. R Blod. Cur11PJn)' 
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Programmer's 
by Michael Swaine Pegboard 

l 
his month's column presents a 

olution. I've heard that the pre
entation of a solution should be

gin with a statement of the prob
lem that it solves, and the problem, I'm 
sorry to say, is all too apparent to me as 
I sit here this morning before my Inte
grated WorkSurface. 

I've never felt myself a part of the 
various DTx movements such as Desk
top Publishing, Desktop Engineering, 
and Desktop Communications. I can 't 
help but think that it's because I don't 
have a desktop. I can' t work comfort
ably at a desk; I find it too constrain
ing. But that's not The Problem. 

After all, I have my Integrated 
WorkSurface. My IWS consists of two 
tables (one of which looks like some
thing upon which I cut up frogs in high 
school) butted against one another in 
an L shape plus a two-drawer file cabi
net of the same height , for a little extra 
surface. Arrayed across my IWS as I 
survey it this morning are the Mac II, 
an AT clone, two monitors, the trusty 
old ImageWriter, a modem, 12 books 
on HyperCard, an empty beer bottle, 
various other books and magazines, 
the week's mail, my keys, the tele
phone, a harmonica, pencils, a tape 
dispenser, a stapler, a television set 
(for the "I Spy" reruns), disks, two 
coffee cups, a rock from the garden, a 
salt shaker, uncountable Little Yellow 
Sticky Notes, and a half-eaten ear of 
corn. These confessional details may 
point out several problems with my 
work habits, perhaps even some deep
seated psychological problems. But 
they still do not represent The Prob
lem. Not quite. 

The Problem is that the desktop 
metaphor that is the heart and soul of 
the Macintosh user interface is too 
good. One's electronic desktop comes 
in time to resemble one's actual desk
top (or in my case Integrated Work
Surface). The heart and soul of my 

user interface is a heart of darkness 
and a Jost soul. My electronic IWS is a 
voracious electronic mouth that swal 
lows information, and I guess you can 
see what unpleasant images for infor
mation retrieval that last metaphor 
produces. 

I Jose things. That's my problem. I 
suspect I'm not alone in this. And Hy
perCard makes the problem worse, not 
better. 

Consider the new things you have to 
keep track of if you have begun to cre
ate stacks. A simple stack can easily 
have a dozen scripts, all hidden. Many 
of these scripts will be usable directly 
or with slight modification in other 
stacks, but if you have a couple of doz
en stacks with a mere dozen scripts in 
each, you have hundreds of these pro
gramming tools to keep track of. 

Maybe you already had problems 
keeping track of resources. Is that font 
in the application or in the System? 
But unless you have programmed be

fore, you probably have not had to 
keep track of which icons, sound re
sources, external commands, and ex
ternal functions were in which files. 
Now you do. HyperCard stack devel
opment presents you with a real 
information-management challenge. 
If you en li sted in HyperTalk program
ming because the recruitment poster 
made it look like fun , you may be dis
mayed to find that it 's not just an ad
venture, it's a job. 

This aspect of The Problem is relat
ed to a second aspect. If the devil in the 
first aspect is chaos, the devil in the 
second is corruption. Just last night I 
downloaded an on-line debate on the 
issue of commercial stackware prod
ucts' modifying the user's Home stack. 
The authors of such programs feel they 
have to install resources and scripts 
and buttons in the user's Home stack 
in order to provide global capabilities, 
and they may be right. 

But how do you know that these 
modifications are benign? Maybe the 
author of MediaGenics' Reports 
knows what he's doing, but can you 
trust a public-domain util ity stack that 
installs resources in your Home stack? 
When your System crashes while you 
are running HyperCard, how do you 
trace the cu lprit in what has become a 
multisource software product? 

The solution to that one may be to 
go back to the unmodified Home stack 
that you have Jocked up in that drawer 
for emergencies. That's related to a 
good technique for stackware develop
ers who are creating stacks for broad 
distribution: Do all your development 
in your modified, souped-up Hyper
Card environment and then test the 
finished product with an unmodified 
release version of HyperCard and the 
Home stack to ensure that you haven't 
used anything your users don't have. 
But abandoning your Home stack be
cause you suspect that one of the pro-
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Insurance 
For 

Fried 
Apples? 

When your surge protector fails will your in
surance save you? SAFEWARE · computer 
insurance covers power surges, lightning, 
theft, fire, accidental damage and more! Full 
replacement of hardware, media and pur
chased software for as little as $39 per year. 

Total Yalue, Hardware, Annual 
Media & Purtllased Software Premium 

up to $2,000 $ 39 
$ 2,001-$ 5,000 $ 69 
$ 5,001-$ 8,000 $ 89 
$ 8,001-$11 ,000 $109 
$11,001-$14,000 $129 

For immediate coverage, information 
and rates on higher coverages. call 

2 1-800-848-3469 
Locally 614-262-0559 On Compuserve, GO SAF 

SAFEWARE ,The Insurance Agency Inc. 
2929 N. High St.. P.O. Box 02211. Columbus. OH 43202 

Please circle 150 on reader service card. 

' Projecl " Sh.11 per. l11ore 
Proless ion<1I lm;ige with Scotch 


Br<1nd Proclucl s tor Compuler 

Output Devrce s 


Tronaparency Film IOf Pen Plott•ra~ 
Gives you sharp contrast, vtvld color, more 
unfform denatty and better defined lmagea. 
~: $27.95 Box (50 Sheets) 

Transparency Film IOf l.asef Printers 
Produce Superior Graphlc:e. ready for 
projection with no Intermediate steps required. 

~: $14.55 Box (50 Sheets) 
Pl._. 52.00 S&H per Box 

Save Time and Money ... Buy 
Your Laser Cartridges from 
Precision Data Products 

Serles II Laser Cartrldgea 

Compatible wilh : Appl&-Laserwriter II, 

Bro1her HL-8, HP-Laser Jet II~ 

Only 583.95 each ~ _ , 
Pl 52.00 ~H 

I 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 
Cn1J>plPle Lin <' of Ou.ill1y SuppliP s 

for Your CoinputPr 

FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED 
Prices Subject to Change (Mnmum 0ro.r $25.00) 

_h _o rd•r Toll FrH: 800·258-0028 
~, -~3 c.o.o. In Ml: 800-632-2468 

llllpdllll ~~~:'=1. ~~d ::i~:.~1·::51e 
I.. 61&-452-3457 FAX: 515--452--491• 
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gramming tools installed in it is caus
ing you problems is an extreme 
measure. Ideally, you should be able to 
remove such tools selectively, and if it 
were easy to tell which scripts, buttons, 
and resources were part of HyperCard 
and which you had added at some 
time, it would be easy to do just that. 
But it isn't. That's an aspect of The 
Problem. 

I ran into another aspect of The 
Problem when I was putting together a 
set of tools to include in my HyperTalk 
programming book. Readers of the 
book would be new to HyperTalk, and 
I didn't want to confuse them about 
which capabilities were inherent in the 
language and which were add-ons. Ap
ple has already muddled people's per
ception of the product slightly by in
cluding without explanation the 
external command Flash, which most 
people now think is a HyperCard com
mand. I didn't want to make that mis
take. I needed a way to make various 
programming tools (scripts, buttons, 
external commands, and functions) 
readily accessible for use in stacks that 
my readers wou ld create without fun
damentally changing the way in which 
HyperCard works and without mess
ing with their Home stack any more 
than I had to. I found one clue in Stan 
Krute's "To the Macs" column in the 
April '88 issue of Dr. Dobb's Journal. 
In HyperTalk programming, learning 
from others' work is good, and ac

knowledging those others is important. 
Stan dealt with buttons in clusters and 
provided ways to add or remove them 
efficiently. An idea was taking shape. 

When it finally solidified, the idea 
was pretty obvious. If you've got a lot 
of things to keep track of, you build a 
database. HyperCard has some abi li
ties along those lines, so you create a 
stack. I did that; the stack I created 
keeps track of what programming 
tools (resources, scripts, and buttons) I 
have installed in every stack. This Pro
grammer's Pegboard database stack 
also contains handlers to add or re
move those resources, scripts, and but
tons. I can't print the entire stack here, 
but I can give you the database engine, 
the specs for the database fields , and 
the short Home stack script that will 
make it accessible from anywhere in 
your personal HyperSpace. 

What's chiefly lacking are the rou
tines to do the actual moving of re
sources, handlers, and buttons. With
out them, this is just a database for 
keeping track of where you've installed 
tools, and that's useful , I think. But it 
has the drawback that any database 
has: You gotta put the info in or it ain 't 
any good. With the installation and de
letion routines, the Programmer's Peg
board becomes more useful because 
the act of installing or removing these 
tools automatica lly triggers the re
cording of the act. I'll give you those 
routines next month. 

Programmer's Pegboard Version 1.0, July, 1988 
Written by Michael Swaine 
Designed for tutorial purposes and released to the 
public domain. May be used freely. 

This script maintains a library of reusable 
software components, installing them in scripts, 
removing them, and keeping track of where they 
are installed. The components can be resources, 
scripts, or buttons. 
To keep track of the components, this script 
requires that the stack in which it is installed 
contain four scrolling card fields named Stacks, 
Resources, Scripts, and Buttons. These hold the 
names of stacks in which you install the components 
and the names of the resources, scripts, and 
buttons that you've chosen to treat as reusable 
software components . 

On openStack 
This handler is invoked when stack is opened. 
It directly maintains the field of stack names. 
The name stored is the full path name of stack. 
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It messages two oth er handle r s to maint ain the 
fields of resource, script , and button names 
and to perform the installation and removal 
of components . 


Hide message box 

Global pbTargetStack, pbField.Names, userLevel 

-- Debugging: 

Put empty into bkgnd field debug 

If pbTargetStack is empty then exit to HyperCard 

Put the userLevel into oldUserLevel 

Set the userLevel to 5 

Put "Stacks , Resources,Scripts,Buttons" 

into pbField.Names 

Put item l of pbField.Names into pbFld 


If current stack is not in the database, add it . 
If pbTargetStack is not in card field pbFld 

Then 
Put 1 + the number of lines of card field pbFld-.., 
into pbLine 
Put pbTargetStack into line pbLine of card -.., 

field pbFld 

Repeat with i=l to 3 


Put item i+l of pbField.Names into line -.., 
pbLine+i of card field pbFld 

End repeat 
End if 
-- Find the entry in the database 

for the current stack. 
Repeat with i=l to -.., 

(the number of lines of card field pbFld) 

If pbTargetStack is in l i ne i 

of card field pbFld 


Then 

Put i into pbLine 

Repeat with j=l to 3 


Put line pbLine + j of card field -.., 
(item 1 of pbField.Names) 
into line j of prevList 


End repeat 

Exit repeat 


End if 
End repeat 


For each type of reusable component, 

offer to insert/remove items in database. 


Repeat with i=l to 3 

DbUpdate i, pbLine 


End repeat 

StackUpdate pbLine , prevList 

Set the userLevel to oldUserLevel 

Put empty into pbTargetStack 


End openStack 

On dbUpdate n,pbStack 
This handler conducts a dialog with the user, 
offeri ng to add items to or remove items from 
the stack speci fied by parameter pbStack . 
The items are components read off from 
one of the fi l es contai n i ng the names of the 
reusable components . 
The parameter n indicates which of the files. 

Global pbField.Names 
Put empty into pbList 
Put item n+l of pbField.Names into pbTool 
-- Allow user to skip viewing any type of component . 
Answer "Do you want to see" && pbTool & "? " 

with "Yes " or "No " 


PROTECT YOUR COPIES 
OF MacUser 

Make yuur culil:ctiun of Madjser a hand 
some addition to your office o r home
and protect them for easy reference! 

MacUser Magazine Binders and Cases 
are made of durable luxury- look leath 
erette over quality binder board. Custom 
designed for MacUser, every order 
receives FREE gold transfer fo il to person· 
alize dates and volume numbers. 

For Fast Service Call Toll Free, HJ00-972 5858 

Magazine Binders Open Back Cases 
Holdyou r issues on Store your copies for 
individual snap· on rods. individual reference. 
S9 .95 each. 3 for $27.95. S7.95each . 3 for S21. 95. 
6 fo r $52 .95. 6 fo r $39.95. 

MaCUser 
c/0J-Jonulnd11trl11 · I 

499 Ent Erle Annue-Pllll1delphl1, PA 19134 

Please send me:Quantity oBinders DCases 
 I 
Payment bycl\eek or money orderenelostdtor$ • 
Add S1 per caselblnder lor postage and handll111,1 . (Outside USA, 
add$2.50 per asetbinder ordered, US Currency only.) 1Charge my:O AmEx o Visa O MC (minimum orderS15). 

Card No·-------~·.. Date.____ I 
I 
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sorry we'canno1ship10 P.O. eoxes:Thank vou. "1 

Cily Stat•----~P _ - I
L"" ·~·~...~ - _J 

.....-::~'···-,.... MathType
·:.... .l.,~;.. ':· 
····..,·...Tl The Mathematical 

"'"" E4uation Editor 

Edit equations li ke th is: 

And get LaserWriter out put like thi s: 

4 J ~l~ -(x' + r' )d d 1- e · x y = 
7r 0 0 

Bu ild c4ua1ions by clicking on '"'Yof 62 lcrnplatcs and 80 
special symbols - MathTypc"' aulorna rically dclcnnincs 
spacin g and se lects typefaces according 10 the ru les of 
ma1 hcmatit~ ~1 l 1ypcseuing. Works as an applica1ion or as a 
desk accessory wi1h any word processor or page layou1 
program. MathType is available now for only S149. Ca ll 
or write fo r a free demo disk and brochure with sam ple 
output. Ask about our new TEX interface capabili1y. 

Sec a rcvic\\ of MathTypc in 
April ·xx MACWORLD 

..Design
Kl.IScience 
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Long Beach. CA 90803 • (2 13) 433-0685 
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If it is "Yes" 

Then 


The interaction with the user is not 
sophisticated. Each item from the field 
(each resource, script, or button) is 
presented; if it's already installed in the 
stack, the user is asked if it should be 
removed ; otherwise , the user is asked if it 
should be installed. 

Repeat with i=l to the number of lines -.., 
of card field pbTool 
Put 0 into pbFound 
Repeat with j=2 to the number of items of -.., 

line pbStack+n of card field 
(item 1 of pbFieldNames) 

If item 1 of line i of card field pbTool -.., 

= item j of line pbStack+n of card field -.., 

(item 1 of pbFieldNames) 


Then put j into pbFound 

End repeat 
If pbFound=O then put "Add" into action 
else put "Remove" into action 
Answer item 2 of line i of card field -.., 
pbTool with action or "Skip" 

If the user requests an installation or 
-- removal, add the item to a list . 
If it is not "Skip" 

Then 
If pbList is empty 

Then 
Put item 1 of line i of card field -.., 
pbTool into pbList 

Else 
Put " ," & item 1 of line i of -.., 
card field pbTool after pbList 

End if 
End if 

End repeat 
-- Handle all the items in the list. 
Repeat with i=l to the number of items 

of pbList 
Put 0 into pbFound 
Repeat with j=2 to the number of items of -.., 

line pbStack+n of card field -.., 

(item 1 of pbFieldNames) 

If item j of line pbStack+n of card field -.., 

(item 1 of pbFieldNames) = item i of pbList 


Then put j into pbFound 
End repeat 
If pbFound>O 

Then 
Delete item pbFound of line pbStack+n of -.., 
card field (item 1 of pbFieldNames) 

Else 
Put "," & item i of pbList after line 
pbStack+n of card field -.., 
(item 1 of pbFieldNames) 


End if 

End repeat 


End if 

End dbUpdate 


On stackUpdate pointer, oldList 
Here's where you'd do the actual installing 
and removing of components . 

End stackUpdate ~ 
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Introducing the T16™ Color Display System from 
£-Machines. T16 features a custom 16" SonyTrini
tron that displays a working area almost twice the 
size of the Mac fl standard 13" screen. See full
page, high resolution images in 256 brilliant 
colors with 67Hz flicker free performance. All at 
a cost lower than anyother large color screen. 

We've been told by independent experts that the 
£-Machines Tl6 is the onlycolor displaysharper 
than Apple 13" system. That's no accident. Our engi
neers are leaders in color video displaydesign. In 
fact, members of the T16 team developed one of 
the very first color CAD workstations. 

The T16's ability to displayfull-page actual size color 
slides makes color presentations from your desktop a 
reality. Desktop publishers can select PMS colors for 

layout and reverse colored type over graduated tones. 
Architects and Interior Designers can now design color 

boards on screen. 

We've brought down tl1e high price of color, while giving 
you tl1e working space to be more productive.And 

productivity is what it's all about. Our customers 
at FORTUNE500 companies have shown a 

20% increase for £-Machines large screen users. 
That's a ve1y high payoff in anyone's business. 

Call us todayfor more information and the 
£-Machines dealer near you. 

-
WWW •--•- £-MACHINES 
(503) 646-6699 
9305 SW Gemi ni Dri v<:: 

www Beaven o n, Oregon 97005 

Please circle 18 on reader service card. 
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This stack reviews more than 100 position papers present- Hypertext '87 Digest is available from Mark Bernstein, 
ed at the fi rst international Hypertext Workshop. It's an Eastgate System~. P.O. Box 1307 Cambridge, MA 02238; 

~ informative source of uses of hypertext and its applications. (617) 782-9044: $,10. 
--~~~~~~~~ 

B c D E F G H J K L M 

5 

1 6 

2 Nn 7 

3 8 

4 9 

v w x y z 
.Glick on the letter D and hear a dog bark. Click on P and 

watch Pinocchio's nose grow. The Alphabet Soup stack uses 
stj und and animation. to teach your child the ABCs and 

M 
0 5 

1 6 

2 7 

3 8 

4 9 

numbers from zero through nine. Alphabet Soup is shareware..., 
from The Pal ms Computer Group, 9107 Cypresswood Circle, 
Tampa, .F. L 33647; (813) 937-3090; $15. · · 

EDITED 

You've come a long way, Hyper
Card. You' re getting older . .. and 
better. And now you're up to Version 
1.2. 

Since "Flash Cards" premiered in 
our December '87 issue, we have been 
showing you the good, the bad, and the 
ugly. Stacks in general are getting 
more sophisticated, yet we still receive 
many attempts from first-time Hyper-

BY LAURA JOHNSON AND VICTORIA 

Card users. We've introd uced you to a 
variety of applications - from a gold
fish bowl and an in fi ni te number of 
Rolodex variations to a tour of the 
brain and a video-applications inter
face. Some of our Flash Cards' listings 
have graduated to Quick Clicks and 
full-feature articles. 

You can find the shareware and 
freeware stacks on bulletin boards and 

JUAREZ 

the commercial stacks at your local 
software emporium. For freeware, 
please send a blank disk and a SASE. 
If you create a stack that you think 
others will be interested in, send it to 
Flash Cards, c/o MacUser, 950 Tower 
Lane, 18th floor, Foster City, CA 
94404. We can't promise to show your 
stack, and we can' t return your 
disk. 

ln1fo Digestion 


p
:>c ·,· 
..,,. 

~· 
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Edil No les 

HuperteKt '87 Dlaes t 


Appllcallons of HyperleKt 
 ,. 

0 ArgumentaUon and Cooperaun Work 

0 Commercial Products 

o Docuverses and Libraries 
o Educauon 

0 The Uberal Arts 

0 Know!edge Work and Ille O!tice 

0 Medicine 

0 Program Development and Software Engineering 
 ii o Wr!Ung, Technical and CreaUve 

o Unusual appllcaUons 

rrol\lcover !APPLICATIONS !ISSUES ISYSTEMS CONTRIBUTORSl•rtvt ouo , ... 
 front cover I APPLI CATIONS l°ISSUES l°SYSTEMS ICONT RIBU10RSlprevt ou:11 pace 

( hyperleKt In in•lruclion) 

-

• file 

ID 

The Polenque Project 

HyperleKI '87 Oioesl .. 

Kathlttn S. 'lt'ilnn 
Bdc Stru t Co\ltg• 

610 'w'• st I 12th StrHl 
Ntv York , NY 10025 

(2 12) 663-7200 

"Ve ha,ve been interested in issue: or hov to creete m.ultl-m.edl o. database 
environment.s lhat promote inqui r y and disco~.ry. tho.t incorpor o.10 lntuil lveJ y easy 
interro.ce conventions. tho.t are mo1ive.tin2 ror children, and that aJlov child user s to 
explore the interconnections betveen dirterent types or information .... The desien of 
tho Pelenque interre.ce inch.ides hie:h ly visual menus. plctoitrophs end dyne..mfc 
icont, and met&.phors ror ' re al ~vorld' e.ctlvtties. tuc:h es talcme e. trip to an ancient 
Maya si le in MeLico·s Yuc e.ten Peninsula. celled Pelenque." 
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Collector's Item 

1858: Proor~f M f1nt 
ofttred to u... 
public. 

19 16to 193 6: Ho proob 
offtred thtu vun. 

1936: Boql nn1119 or 
modtrntn fn 
>trU:lnQ proo h . 

19 4 3 to 1949: No proo h 
otftrrd thtu Vt•n . 

1965 to 196 7: Ho proofs 
offered then •JH n . 

1'roor coins ore especlolly strudc rorcollectors In os 
mJCh os they ore prepel"e<I C!lr rerent then the oro<llellon 
coins lllllt ore used forevery<Joy colnoge. The ·proor Ol es 
ore Vel]j well detolled ond hl!1>1y polished which oro<llees o 
sh«pness or re nt'"' ond mirror-like finish which con only 
be seen lnproor coins. The metol blonks ore cleoned ono pol· 
Ished ond then hond-fed Into the press one ot o time. Eoch 
blonk recleves two strikes for hlfll-re ll er oetolls. All coins 
ore hlrldled wltl1 gloves ond ore ln<llvlelJOll y Inspected 
before being seoled In specie! plostlc coses which ore used 

11 ,.,,.,-,-...,,....,,..,,.~-~111 1 to protect end view the coins. Before 1968 proof coins 
n o..=.~:.:.;.;"-'-'=---'111 1 were strudc ot the Phfllllelphlo Mlnl Since then, the Son 

Fronclsco Mint hos been oro<llelng the mojor1ly of proof 
coins for the ptbllc. Mint m<r1c "S" oppeors on these coins. 

Organize your coin collection with the aid of this stack. It 
features the major coin categories. including uncirculated and 
proof coins, commemoratives, and silver certificates. Coin 

Map It Out 
Lambert Conformal Conic 

Lines or longitude (mer ldlons): 
Mer ldlons ore s trol ght lines 

converg ing ot o pole. 

lines of lo tllude (poroll els ): 
Pere11 e1s ere ercs or concentric 

circles conceive towei rd e pole end 
centered ot the pole. 

Grollcule spoclng; 
Me rldlon s poclng ts true on the 

stcnderd perellels end decrecses 
toword the pole. Porollel s poclng 
lnce oses owoy from the stondord 

Fiie Edit Go 

Sinusoidal 

(Mlsce lloneous) U.S.G.S. 

Map Projections is a guide to the three major types of map 
projections - planes, cones, and cylinders - and their 
variations. This stack also includes a miscellaneous map 
eategory, definitions of terms. and examples of thematic 

1- IQ;(•leli 
.'!!!t !)'.I!.!. 

--------------------------------------- -- - --------------

----------------------

mm 
Collection can be ordered directly from JS Graphics, 2472 
North Bartlett Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53211 : (414) 964-
2480; $11 .95. 

c;o;.:,.~,Com< • 
There are five conic 

map projections 
in this guide. 

2 Alber's Conic Equal-Area A • 
3 Lambert Conformal Conic • ; 

4 American Polyconic 

5 Bipolar Oblique Conte Conformal~ 
( Deue lopoble Surfaces ) ¢1 Q 

Lambert 
Conformal 
Conic 

Outl ine 
represents 
tho 
United St.ates 
Base Map 
(60 StAtos) 

Cone s 

U. 5.G.5. 

maps produced by the U. S. Geological Survey. It's available 
by writing to the U. S. Geological Survey, Books & Open-File 
Reports, Federal Center, Building 41 , Box 25425, Denver, CO 
80225: you'll be billed for the price of a disk. 
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Consult the Expert 
* Fiie Edit Consultotlon Browse 
... John Doe 


I f Ewplaln Dis play ... } IQ
0.•12 1 Pulmonary neoplosrn 


could explofn lhe roll owlng rindlngs· 


55 --Age 


! 

~ 
Yes -- Hove you hcd o cough wllh this Illness? >---
Ves -- Hove you coughed dOlly ror more thon 2 months? 

Ves -- Hove you coughed up lorge amounts of blood? 

Ves -- Do you cough up sputum streaked with blood? 

Ves -- Hove you smoked cigarettes for more then IOpock-years? 

??--il'Slgns or systemic Infecti on 


Ves -- Hove you hod o lever with this Ill ness? ' 
Ves -- Hove you hod chllls with this tllness? 

7?--il'Pleurol etruslon 
??--il'Pleurttlc chest ooln 

No -- Is your chest poln Increased by coughing? ~ 
( Pri nt ) l1ll!!Z!DllEl11ll ~ Resu me ~ 

~ 

~ 
l' .
Iliad Tutorial 1s a HyperCard stack that demonstrates how 

Iliad functions - its knowledge structures, reasoning strate
gies, and user interface. Iliad is a medical-diagnosis expert 
system that aids physicians in patient diagnosis. It can be 

" rue Cdll Consultntion Browse 
- John Ooe 

Q1"9<:SO 

St>< : ~~ .. Olfferentlol Olaanosls 
0.133 Pneumonia = O090 Pulmonory neoplasm 

0,074 Chronic bronch1lls 

~ 


U.kllhtn1 

t\\toUllY•Vtt\tS70,040 Pulmonery embo1us 
\\j; 111M1170.038 Asthmo reocllve airway disease 
tdb"l c.~~10.023 Asbestosis 

mon th.,-i 2 rM'Jlh:J70012 Acute cholecystllls 
'0 lli

"'" ~ 
The dtrrerenllal diagnosis window shows a list of ranked- diseases with an associated probability The diseases 
Included In lhe list must explain al least one patient 
finding From this wtndow you couJd select any disease 
name and ask ILIAD lo explain why the disease Is being 
considered. We'll try this tater. Now click on the scr oll 
bar . 

fu1. ~ ~ 
used as an educational device for medical students and as an 
on-line health-care information system. For more information 
contact a.l.p. Systems, Knowledge Products Division, 295 
Chipeta Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84108: (801) 584-3000. 

Red Tape 


0 What Cop}'rlcht h 
0 Whoc.. c1a1mcopyrti111 
0 Cop)'t!iht...S Ha<ioNIOr!tllloflhe Work 

0 Tiit MMlll11<1\1rioc Cl&u" 
0 WM1 Wot~ an Pro-ec•d 
0 What 1' Not Pto•ic~d by Copyr¥h.t 
0 Kov '> Secure• Cop}'J1ch1 

-Copyr1(h1 Secured Aut:>madctlly 
- Upon Cnation 

0 Publlcallon 
0 Ho1ko ol Cop)'rlch1 

-Ponn of Holk• rot VUually Ptrt1ptlble 
Cop».s 

-Ponn of Nolice !or Phoriomo:d.J of Sowld 
Rtcordlr.cJ 

-Pub~•tloN tneorporaUr.c U.S.Oovt Works 

-Unpubl&hd Works 
- E!Cecto!Ombsionor IN: None• or 

o! E.rror 
0 Hov Loll( Copyricht Pro~t.on Endu:u 

-Wotlu Ori(l.nallyCop)'ric:h~d on or 
A!•r Januuy 1, l978 

-Wotb Copynchled Befon 
JanU41)1I,1978 

0 1nn>ftro1Cop)'t!ihl 
0 TenniMtionofT'nJu!en 
0 lntema'donal Cop)'rirht Protl!c'don 
0 Cop)'ricbt RecLstn.tion 
0 Rttbtn.Con P?OCe4U."t.S 

- lnCeMral 

- Unpublished. Collectiof\j 


Find 

Help~Can The vay in vhich copyright proll!ction issecured w.ler 

Copyright 
 the pmenl lov is frequenUy misunderstood. No Fonru 

t----lpublic:ation or registration or oUler action in the - Copyright Office is required to secure copyright (see Q & A
Whall• NOTE belov) There are, bovever, certaindefinit8 

Homot----lod vontagos to registration. 

Under lhe present lav, copyright is secured automatically 
vh!n the vork is created, ard a vork is ·created· vhen il © 
is f1><ed in a copy or pbonorecord !or the first time. In 

Q. WHATDOTHETERMS"PATENTPENDING" 
AND ' PATENT APPLIED FOR' MEAN? 
A. ~y an Wtd by• tl'W'lu.factunr or nlln of an iudcle tl Wo:m \hie, public ~1 an 1pptx.oon 
tor p1•n1 on ~t ankle Ls on hie tn IN P11Dnt IUld nwlenw:k OU-JCe~ The l&v unposu a ffr.t on 
1hoJ1 v ho we UleJt •mu fahtly t:> d1ctm W publk, 

Q. IS THERE ANY DANGER THATTHE PATENT ANDTRADEMARK 
OFFICE WILL GIVE OTHERS INFORMATION CONTAJNED IN MY 
APPLICATION WHILE IT IS PENDING? 
A. NO. All pnnt1pptic1tions lilt malntainr:d ln Ul.f: stdc~tseciteyuntil ~ P•'=ntb i:JJ"Ced . 
Alar Vi. P• Wn1 b biued, ho"'~r. W OUfte rut con1».1n1nc: 0¥ •.PPlicttion llM all 
co1111pondcirict lu.dlnc up t> issua....u of tht p1en1 b ma4e av.ilAblt in !ht: Pilts ln!onnation 
Room forbupectlon byan)tlnt , and copies ct these files maybe p~he.nd from the Oftict: . 

Q. MAY I WRITE TO THE PATENT ANDTRADEMARK OFFICE 
DIRECTLY ABOUT MY APPLICATION APTER IT JS FILED? 

A.. Tb Otfk:t vtll tN-Wt an •pp&anf' tnqv.lnes u" Ole ' ~N.J oflhe •PPlk•tion, and More... 

I+++ 
COPYRIGITT APPLICATIONS 

~ Original Registration 

~ Renewal Registration 

lilJ Corrections & AmplificaUons 

~ Group of Contributions 
~ to Pcrlodknls 

TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS 

I~ 
~ Individual Application 

PATENT FORMS 

~ DeclaraUon for Patent 
~Application 
~ Verified Statement 
~ (DeclaraUon) 
~ Claiming Small Entity Status 
~Amendment Transmittal letter 
~ Patent Application 
~ Transmittal Letter 

~ Corporation Application 

~ Partnership Application 

Copyrights, Trademarks & Patents is a "how-to" guide on necessary application and registration forms with instruc
the rules and regulations regarding copyright, trademark, and tions for completing them. From Aardvark Software. 14400 
patent registrations. It includes a question-and-answer sec Ella Blvd, Suite 150, Houston, TX 77014; (713) 872-8085; 
tion for each category, government guidelines, and the $49.95. 
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GREAT MOMENTS IN ACCELERATION. 

Some people are born overachievers. 
Seeing th ings as they are and saying, ..Why not 

faster and better?" 
Like the people at SiCLON E:" where increasing 

your Mac~s performance with solid , innovative 
products is what we're all about. 

Take our Turbo SE,"' for example. Powered by a 
hard-charging 16MHz 68000 microprocessor, 
Turbo SE doubles the speed of your standard 
Mac i ntosh ~ SE, while ensuring compatibility with 
your favorite appl ications. 

So instead of jogging, you fly through 
PageMaker~ And push 
Hypercard'" to new dimen
sions of performance. 

If number crunching·s your game, our optional 
16MHz 68881 math coprocessor will help you zip 
through Excel spreadsheets up to 40 times faster. 

We didn't forget all you forerunners, either. 
SiCLONE's MacAdapt '" lets you install Turbo SE 
into any "classic " Macintosh 512KE or Macintosh Plus 
to enjoy the same boost of speed and performance. 
We even included a SCSI port with hardware hand
shaking for smooth data transfer. 

Both Turbo SE and MacAdapt come with a full 
year limited warranty, and can be installed in minutes 
by your SiCLONE dealer. For the location nearest 
you , call 1-800-862-2636 ext.120; in California, 
(408) 734-9151ext.120. 

Turbo SE by SiCLONE. Designed to make every 
minute on your Mac a great moment. 

Turbo SE°" power users 
can add up to 4MB of 
optional MultiSIMMs;• \:: tl~,,.# "Ill~ S1ClONE SALES& ENGINEERING CORPORATION
plus our 16MHz 68881 ~s1..,.....,,.,~ 1169BORREGASAVENUE.SUNNYVALECA94089 
coprocessor. 

Please circle 66 on reader service card. 
S1CLON E_ Turbo SE MacAdapt and Mull1SIMMsare trademark.Sol S1CLONE Sates& Enu1nocmng Co1porat1on Mac1n1oshand Mac arc rcg1slcrco tradcma1k s nnd Hvoorcard is a l radcmarot of Apple Comou101. l r.c 


PageMaker is a rcg1s1cre<1 lrndcmark o f Aldus Coroora 11on The pho1ograph o l 1ho trnck shoe p1c1urcd above is used with lhc ocrm1ss1on o t ad1das USA Inc · Pho10 is a ciramal zation only 




F L A S H C A R D s 
...................................... 

Buyer, Be Aware 


s Fiie Cdll Go 

PageMaker8 3.0 
Aldus CorJJorot1on 
41 I Flnt Avenue South , Sult& 200 
Suttle, Wnhlnqton 98104 
(206) 628-2375 

LlstPrice $495.00 

Aldus CorJJorotlon·s PogeMokerll :Q 
deskt op publishing soilwore ,_ 
ln tegrotes te•I ond grophlcs, 
ollowlng Mocintosh users to design, 
edit, ond produce high quollty 
printed communlcn\1ons wtthln on 
office setting. By bringing 

., 

{i 

Cher t 

The Maclnfo buyers guide has information on most avail
able software products, listed by categories such as word 
processing, freehand graphics, presentation graphics, data
bases, and page layout. Listings contain product descrip

lnde K 

production In-house, II gives users 
complete fleMlblllty ond control 
over the design ond production 
process. 

The newest version for the 
Mocfntosh, PcgeMoker 3 O. builds on 
the strengths or Aldus ' orlginol 
lntercc tlve desktop publfshfng 

S~ll Cht<kcr 

flnd/R:ep1tte 

Au1omtUc llnb 

Runeround1 

P19t Numberinq 

Hu • of P.,s .. 128 

Mu PtqeS1u 8...5x 14'W<I. 17x22m 85 x 1'4 S\ "•'' 21x21S\ 36x3Eh 

lndeK about 

tions, comparison charts, price, and manufacturer informa
tion. Each category comes on an individual stack ($14.95 
each). Maclnfo is from Kordor Productions, 50 Gardenside 
#6, San Francisco, CA 94131 ; (415) 695-1208. 

Words, Music, and Art 

Ccss fop to r eo lo tt 
s trongor thon nil othe rs. 
ror sho lo bound by bl ood 
nnd water to her 
k i n s woman~ Qu een Vega. 
And by tho mc rk of th e 
s tar on hor forehead. 
Ca ss topl o s tirs nt f irs t 
light. f ooling n ch i ll 
thnt bites bitterly fn to 
he r ng od bonus . · 

T he vision 
hnzes and 
f ades. 
leov1ng 
Cnssfopln 
s pent wft h 
terror and 
sorr ow. Sho 
hos li ved t o 

,s fil e Edit Go 

. . . offer a new medium for fiction. Follow along through 
"On Rainbow Wing" and participate in the "Dream Called 
Storm." A complete line of fiction stacks for children and 

adults is available from B & B Souodworks. 1040 S. Daniel 
Way, San Jose, CA 95128; (408) 241-7986. "On Rainbow 
Wing" sells for $39.95; a "Dream Called Storm'' is $19.95. 
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Internal Drive Kits for Macintosh SE and II 


20Mb MiniScribe 68ms $398 
30Mb Seagate 40ms $474 
40Mb MiniScribe 28ms $575 
49Mb Seagate 40ms $585 
80Mb Quantum 19ms $955 

These complete internal drive kits include the drive, 
partitioning software, hardware mounting kit, all 
necessary cabling, and How-To manual. 

These internal kits are mounted without removing a floppy drive! 

High Capacity drives for Mac II 
Complete internal kits include drive, partitioning 
software, moWlting kit and all necessary cabling. 

65Mb4oms $675 

155Mb18ms $1499 


340Mb1sms $2395 


TRUMP1DDD SERIES 

External Drives for Macintosh Plus, SE and II 
Trump 1020 20Mb 65ms $ 499 
Trump 1040 40Mb 40ms $ 695 
Trump 1050 50Mb 26ms $ 975 
Trump 1060 60Mb 40ms $ 7 65 
Trump 1080 80Mb 26ms $1235 
Trump 1090 90Mb 18ms $1325 
Trump 1155 155Mb 17ms $1795 
Trump 1300 300Mb 17ms $2445 

All products include our full ONE YEAR Warranty and our 30Day "Worry-Free" Guarantee. 

HOURS: 8:00am to 7pm Monday - Friday, 12pm to Spm Sat. MST 


Im§-. ~ura-1~n•1±1~~P-

(800) 234-DISK 
International Orders call (602) 784-1038 

I "7$A Ci~c~ -=illliliilll (::,,. ~ 

Toll Free Customer Service: (800) 541-8387 1208 E. Bro~dway Road #110 Tempe, AZ 85282 


(602) 7$4-1038 FAX: (602) 829-9193 
Prices and availability subkct to clwutc without notice. All items arc NEW, 5% surcharge for ~i=> Express and COD ordcn . P.0 .'1 accepted NET 10 • with 9% surcharge. Add $14 shipping fo r 

APO/FPO or&:rs. Technical Auislancc is not Toll Pree. 30 Day Guarani«> conditiOD1: shipping & liandl ing charge is not refundable; product mu1t be undamaged in original eoodition. MCU!OSS 

30Day "Worry-Free" 

Guarantee 


If for any reason, you 

are not completely 

satisfied with any 


product, simply return 

it for a prompt and 

courteous refund! 


Help is just a phone call away 
with our Technical Assistance 

Department! 

Please circle 168 on reader service card. 
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BRAVO 

u 
© 

UJ 

u 

0 

I 

' ~ 
u 

LL ~ 

UJ 

t-

Please circle 76 on reader service card. 

Inventor y Item Control Cnrd 0 

lst•ck Numt. er !1 

( Modi fy ) 

( beie.ie )loHaU tv On Hu• I 15 J 
( New item ) ls•lH•t Pric. LOO I ICut Prioe I ."7' I 

JtuaU•• Soles ) 

.,., ..... ~. r;;;;;;;:;i~ . _:. ( Ret urns ) 
Pf'rl•d s .. lu Ye.ar'9 Salu lut Or4itrd Lad Rtceln4 LHt Se14 I ( Orders ) 

' ~, 1 1 1. J 4/29/88 ''"'"' I .., 2,/ 88 1 1 4/29/88 1. C Receipts ) 

T•t.11 YalH I .00 I ~ ~:!f :~'...,:"~~:Y-4 ~• •:•1 ~Ht '_ '! .00 I 
( Print Cord) 

m 
c Sort ) 

IH infmum Hulmum RH r der Ohl I (Period End) 

=1-===::. .·_l'-------=l ==='J.=l = = '" L '"J___. _.J( Yeor [nd ) 

It's Strictly
Perso·nal 

Record all your vi
tal data using Mac
Personal Class. This 
personal-information 
organ izer includes 
ten categories for in
put of informatien 
such as family data, 
personal will , invest
ments, and benefits, 
with subcategories 
that can be custom
ized to meet your 
specific needs. From 
Quadmation 1 1016 
East El Camino ReaJ, 
Suite 160, Sunny
v a Ie, CA 94087; 
(415) 980 -7488 ; 
$59. 

Stock 
Exchange 

Inventory Item 
Contro l Card up 
dates quantities on 
hand and provides 
sales history and in
ventory levels. This 
is a shareware prod
uct available from S 
& J Enterprises. P.O. 
Box 1134 , Betten
dorf, IA 52722-1134; 
(319) 332-4166 ; 
$25. 
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GET MORE FROM YOUR MACINTOSH.. INVESTMENT 

I MASS STORAGE I 

YES! We've Got It! Guaranteed! 
For Macintosh Plus ,SE ,11 

Ram Il +II - Cost Effective $CALL 
4 Megabytes RAM , 120ns, CMOS. 

Ram 11 - Cost Effecti ve (No Mil e II) $CALL 
Ex p<t nds to 2.5 Megabytes RAM . SE & Plus 

For Macintosh Plus 
RamPlus 2- Cost Effec tive $CALL 
Ex p<t nds to 2 Megabytes RAM. Plus Onl y 

RamPlus 4 $CALL 
J\SK 1\ l30L'T OUR UPG RA DE 

l\;S ll Rr\ ' .:CF.! 

Make your collection of MacUser 
a handsome addition to your 
office or home-and protect 
them for easy reference! 

MacUser Magazine Binders and 
Cases are made of durable lux
ury-look leatherette over quality 
binder board. Custom designed 
for MacUser, every order receives 
FREE gold transfer foil to person
alize dates and volume numbers. 

For Fast Service Call 
Toll Free, 1-800-972-5858 

MAGAZINE BINDERS 
Hold your issues on individual snap-on rods. 
$9.95 each. 3 for $27.95 . 6 for $52.95 . 

OPEN BACK CASES 
Store y1JL1rcopies for individual reference. 

$7.95 each. 3 for $21 .95 . 
6 for 539.95. 

MacUser 
c/o Jesse Jones Industries I 

499 East Erle Avenua-Plllladelpbla, PA 19134 
Please~ me: Quantity__ O Binders D Gases IPayment by check or money order enclosed for$__.• 

Add SI per case/blnderfor postage and handling. (Outside 
USA. 1idd $2-50 percase/binder ordered, US Currency only.) I 
Chargumy: D AmEx O Visa O MC (minimum order $15). I 
Card l\o.______EXp, Date___ I 
Name·-,------------ I 

I 
Stree Address


I Sol!Y•Mcannotsflip to P.0.'Boxes. Thank you. 
 I 
I City Slate__Zlp__ I 

1 

LPAresilents"l'd6"sale5tax. - _J 

Expands to 4 Megabytes RAM . Plus On ly 
l\'OTE: l{;rn1Plu!' m.1y no t be physk,11ly nunpMiblc with inl t.' rna l d e\'icl'S. 

I VIDEO I NOW WITH GENLOCK! 


Mac II to NTSC (Television) Converter 

Connect your Mac II to NTSC video. 

Record your Macin tosh images to video tape, 

or use fo r live presenta tions. Cumpntible 
with Apple & SuperMac Vid eo Cards. 

VISA~MC/AMEX I 
Discover 

Accepted 

VideoEx- $149.95 
Expand the Mac II 
to full color c<tpabilit y 

I 
1981. 19U O'lN MAC Ent.,prbe1 Vo.tob, 

Acc.-ct0f2. RomPtvi. Rom • . Rom 11 •1. VA P'lui, 

VA Sl, CME <&Cl, 100i. 140i or• l rcd9"'1C1fir.s of Open 

All OPEN MAC products are Guaranteed: 

· A rt" ~1.lnu facturrd by OJT:'\! \ t Al Ent,· rpn.....• · Art' U\t' f ln" l.albhlc • l 1rtSerY (' M.an uf .a ct urrr'~ 


\\'.a rr.m l)' · C.irry .a mi nim u m 1 'l'Nr W.-rr.an ly • t\N" storI. n l for rn11id sl1i }'m t'n l • 


• 1\ rc foted .at .a C.1"h Oi~nnm l l' ricc • Crr11it Cm1f t> 11 c> t d w ry:l'i l m1t il sl1 i1mw111 - l' ri cH nl.l)' v.uy 


OPEN MAC Enterprises 
415/682-0440- FAX: 415-686-4244 

0 """'"'.,,,...' "~'"'°"" '""""'"" '"'"°"""' 2280 Bates Avenue, Suite J, Concord, CA 94520 
of A001e Compulet lnr;Ol'p0tO:ed. 


°'Mic10\ClftCorpot'al'ion MoclntoVl llatrocMmottc ·---------·--·----· 


Please circle 87 on reader service card. 

CUSTOM DESIGNED REPRINTS 

When your product or company is covered by this maga

zine, you can order custom designed reprints* for use in pro
motional mailings, sales kits, press releases and point-of
purchase displays. 

For more information on how you can take advantage of 
this wonderful promotional opportunity, call or write: 
Jennifer Locke- Reprints Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing 
Company, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 
212-503-5447. *Minimum quantity 500 

http:VideoEx-$149.95


12~ 
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* * * SOFTWARE GUARANTEE * * * 
Ir for any reason you are dissatisfied with )'Our software purchase, )'OU may return it 


within a period of 30 days from receipt and receive 90% of the product price 

as a credit toward your next software purchase. Call 1-(S05)-584-0255 for ·details. 


·~ Data Cartridges 
\~ QO·BOOA "CALL" 

" MAC·PAC·SO "NO LABEL"3~2 (50) (100) (400) 

SINGLE l.18EA. 1.16EA. 1.13EA. 
DOUBLE 1.4hA. 1.37EA. l.32EA 

Telex#4933362-Fax#405·495·4598 

SOFIWARE 

Accounting & Financial 

Accountant Inc •.••162.95 

Managing Yr Money .126.95 

In House Acct.••••114.95 

Payroll 3.01••••••114.95 

Quicken.•••••. , .34.95 

Rags To Riches •• .299.95 


Business 
t--------,...,....,.--1 SmartScrap & Clippr .37.95 


Acta 2.0•••••.•••44.95 

Business Class•.•. .31.95 

C.A.T. , ••••••••229.95 

Eureka•••••••••117.95 

Microsoft Excel 1.5••247.95 

Focal Point•••••• .SS.95 

MacCak 1.2••••••77.95 

MathView Pro..••129.95 

QuickDEX ••••• • .33.95 

Reports •••• • • • .57.95 

TimeSlips lll•••• •U2.95 

Trapeze 2.0A. • • • .152.95 

Works w/SpellsWell.lS7.95 

Communications & 

Networking 


--.,.
!l'- _.,,.

KAO.
Mediafrom the Surface Scientists ·• '. -~ 

(3.5") 2-4 box 5-9 box 10+ box 

MF-I DD 12~ 12® 11'9 
MF·2DD 1700 16~ 15llCOLOR PACK 

MF-2Do 15~ 14@ 13~ 
MF·2HD 36~ 35~ 34~ 

DOUBLE (50) (100) (400) 


SIDE 129 125 119
BULK ea. ea. ea. 
- Qtf ,__. oe1~~I~)2J;,~~1&~~~ 


D·~ tf Oklah<><na 1·800·654·4058
I e l': O. - 1174, Mnwn. ()I{. 7300I 

Otltll-+-Cl·n..- Nevada 1·600·621•6221ecliV.t '-0. .. tUM, LAI VIGAa, lf'f. 99111 


Minimum order $25Q9 "No Surcharae on Visa 
MasterCard." COD orders add $3@. Surface 
Shipi;>ina UPS add $3129 per 100 for 3~2"or 51-"". 
add $4® per 100 for 8~ U.S. Mail delivery add 
5~." Pr ices S!Jbject to change without Notice: 

dBASE Mac•••.. .2S0.95 

Double Helix II•.. .320.95 

FileMaker Plus••••204.95 

FoxBase+ .•.•••199.95 

4th Dimension.• .In Store 

McMax ••••••• •166.95 

Omnis 3+•••••••267.95 

Reflex Plus. ••••.162.95 


FastFormsl ••••••CALL 

Full Write Pro••• .254.95 

PageMaker 3.0••• .JS2.95 

Publish PaGoc• •4.•• .4.23729.995

Ready-Set- .0. • • 5 

Silicon Press••••.•42.95 


Graphics 


Business Images. • • .30.95 

Calendnr Maker , • .27.95

Canvas 2.0•..• , .164.95 

Certificate Maker •.•25.95

rnrlt~t n-··· 1cn n~ 

Cricket Graph. ••.109.95 

Cricket Presents. • .268.95 

Draw It Again Sam •.74.95 

Freehand .••••• .359.95 

Full Paint. • • • • • • •64·95 
Illustrator 88.••• .284.95 

Image Studio•••••272.95 

More•.••••••••161.95 

Picture Base 1.2•••.54.95 

Pict-0-Graph••••• .99.95 

Pixel Paint.••••.2"9.95 

Po~rPoint 2.0•• , .247.95 

Print Shop••...• .36.95 

Ready Set Show!.• •172.95 


Super Glue, •••••.49.95 
Super Paint••••••79.95 
The Curator ••••••74.95 
Video Works II••••114.95 
V. W. II Acee!••• , .124.95 

V, W. II Hypercard..•59.95 

WetPaint Vol 1 & 2. .34.95 

World Class Fonts • .34.95 


Education & Recreation 

OPTICAL DISKS CALL 

Packed 10/Box 2 Box 5Box 10Box 

51" MD·20 7~ 7~ 7~ 
-* MD·2HD 15?9 14119 llti 
l" MF1DD - 12~ 12@ 12§32* - 17~ 17~ 17~MF2DD 

MF2HD - 39~ 390.f 37~ 
O' * FD1-1200- 19~ 19?9 IBY 
U FD2-1200- 23~ 221§ 21~ 

1-----------+-----------1 
Apache Strike•••. .2S.95 

Be)'Ond Dark Castle••2S.95 

Calculus ••• • • • • .59.95 

Chessmaster 2000•••29.95 

Crystal Quest 2.2. ••2S.95 

Critter Editor •...•44.95 


Red Ryder 10.3•••••54.95 Dark Castle••... .2S.95 

SmartCom II.•••. .86.95 Early Games••••• .29.95 

TOPS for the Mac••144.95 Falcon. • • • • • • • • .28.95 


Flight Simulator .. .34.95 

Database Geometry • • • • · · .59.95 


HardBall • • • • · • · .26.95 

Harrier Strike II. , , .2S.95 

K.d T1 s ime•••••••2S•95 

Kings Quest Ill... .30.95 

Leisure Suit Larry ••25.95 

Mac Golf, • • • • • • .36.95 

Math Blaster • • · • .2S.95 

Physics • • • · • · · • .59.95 

Police 

Turbo Pascal •••••59.95 

Turbo Tutor ••• , • .43.95 


Word Processing & 
Spelling Checkers 

1-----------i 

Coach Professional••107.95 

Coach Thesaurus•• .33.95 

Lookup •••••••• .29.95 

Spell~ll ••...••40.95 

Spell~ll Lgl & Med.52.95 

Thunder 1.1•••.. .31.95 

Microsoft Word••• .234.95 

Word Finder • •••• .33.95 

WordPerfect •••••ISS.95 

Word Tools. ••••• .42.95 

Write • , , • , • , •••7S.95 

Write Now 2.0...••9S.95 


HARDWARE 

Communications 
& Networking 

Inbox/Mac Conn , , .72.95 

lnbox/Mac Starter .193.95 

Smartmodem 1200• .349.95 

Pocket Modem. , , .111.95 

Mac Comm 2400 , ••239.95 


1------------i 
Floppy & Hard Drives 

1-----------f 
Rodime 


JOOORX lOOMB Int.1019.95 

20 Plus 20MB Ext••629.95 

45 Pl 45MB E t 934 95 


us x • • •
4SORX 45MB Int•••S19.95
CMS 

SD 20MB Ext•••• .549.95 

SD 60MB MacStack.S19.95 


Central Point 

SOOK Ext. Drive•.•184.95 


American Micro 

Quest••• , , .30.95 SOOK Ext. Drive•. .204.95 


PI'-109 •••••••. .30.95 1------------t 
Reader Rabbit•••• .32.95 


Desktop Publishing AccessoriesShadowgate••••• • .32.95 

Sub Battle Simulator.25.95 
Type! .. , , • , . , . .33.95 

Tviiini? Tutor IV ..• _'\5,95 

Ut'1l 1t. "1es & Lan01•ages 
.. 

1--C--II_M____.2-- -5 -1 
1 1 9
opy ac. • • • • • 

Disk Tools Plus•• , .31.95 

DiskFit 1.4. · • • • • .49.95 

FastBack Mac•••• .52.95

Light Speed C•••••95.95 
Q · k 52 95


u1c eys , , , , , ' , ' ,
Suitcase • • • • • • • .33.95
s s I 5 o 52 95 


uper poo ' ' ' ' • ' · 

Abaton Pro Point•. •99.95 

Dntadesk Keyboard .128.95 

Ergotron Mac Tilt•••64.95 

MS acVisioB~·t 'p' d. '+' ..317248.9955 


umma 1 a • . 

Grappler ••••••••77.95 


Kensington Microware 

Antiglare Filter •.• .35.95 

A-B Printer Switch••61.95 

M II St d 22 95 


ac an ' ' • ' ' ' ' 

Mac Tilt. • • • • • • .24.95

System Saver , • , , .64.95 
s s Pl t• 62 95 
ys aver a mum. • •
Turbo Mouse ADB••104.95 

90 West Easy St., #5, Simi Valley, CA 93065. Shipping & Handling: 4% of total, $4 min., 
in continental U.S. All products shipped insured. Prices and availability subject to change. 
Cancellations and refusals subject to handling charges. Purchase orders, C.O.D., APO 
FPO Alaska Hawaii, and Puerto Rico orders extra. FAX 1-(805)-584-3442 

Hours: PST Monday Thru Friday 7MI to 5PM Saturday 9AM to 2PM 

TO ORDER CALL 1-(800) 537-5355 *** In CA CALL 1-(805) 584-0255 

For Product Info, Tech Support, & Or:der Status, CALL 1-(805) 584~255 


Please circle 120 on reader service card. Please circle 100 on reader service card. 

http:Simulator.25.95
http:MacStack.S19.95
http:Int.1019.95
http:Med.52.95
http:w/SpellsWell.lS7.95


Please circle 43 on reader service card. 



MINIFINDERS 
awkward to use. Mac II and color supported. $395. Access 
Technology, 555C Heritage Harbor, Monterey, CA 93940. 

Have you often wished for a personal assistant to help In NCP(Dec 87) 
picking software? These MlnlFinders may not breathe 
and move, but they do tell you what products are hot and, 
better, what these products do. Each of these items has BUSINESS ACCOUNTING 
been carefully reviewed and selected by the MacUseredi· Accountant, Inc. v. 2.0 integrates accounts payable, accounts 
torial staff. Each has been rated in increments of half !!! receivable, general ledger, and inventory modules. Prints 
mice, from 1 to 5. Ratings are relative within categories, checks, purchase orders, invoices, customized reports. 
and they can change as categories expand and new prod· Bare bones accounting system limited in size and scope, but 
ucts advance the state of the art. You won't see many low ease of use and integration make it suitable for small busi 
ratings or bombs, since we're telling you about the cream nesses. Requires 512K+. $299. SoftSync, 162 Madison 
of the crop, but we will warn you about the really bad prod· Ave., New York, NY 10016. NCP (Oct 87) 
ucts so that you don't spend your money on them. Red Back to Basics Accounting is a powerful double-entry accounting 
names indicate this month's additions. The letters at the !!!! software package for the small business user with GL, AR,end of the entries indicate whether a product is copy pro· 

and AP modules. Exhaustive manual with numerous examtected (CP) or not (NCP). If a product has been reviewed or 
ples. Report capabilities are excellent. $199. Peachtree, Quick Clicked in MacUser, the date of the review Is 
4355 Shackleford Rd., Norcross, GA 30093. NCP (May 87) shown. Eddy (Editor's Choice) Award winners are noted 

with a * and the year in which they won prizes for an 	 BPI General Accounting is an easy-to-use system. Six journals, 
!!!! AR, AP, Payroll, and GL on one disk. Offset amounts autoexcellent product. Next time you have to find products 

you can count on, count on MacUser! matically post to ledgers. Up to 8000 accounts. Detailed 
records, wide range of reports. Switcher and HFS compati· 
ble. $249. Requires 5 I 2K +. BPI Systems, 3001 Bee Cave 
Rd ., Austin, TX 787 46. NCP (Aug 86)MINIFINDER INDEX 

Insight is a high-powered accounting program for the small-to 

!!!!v.medium-sized business. Modules include Accounts Receiv


able, Payables, and General Ledger; others are in the works. 
BUSINESS ACCOUNTING ....................... 343 

Requires 512Kand hard disk. $595. Layered, 529 Main St., COMMUNICATIONS .............................. 353 
 Boston, MA 02129. NCP (Dec 86) *'86 Eddy

DATABASES ...................................... 344 Rags to Riches integrated accounting modules (General Ledger and 
DESK MANAGERS ............................... 362 !!!!v.Accounts Receivable) uses Mac interface to the hilt. Informa

tion entered in one window automatically transfers. Detailed,DESKTOP PUBLISHING ................. ........ 350 

flexible report options. Very easy to use, but it can be confusing EDUCATION ...................................... 371 
 with several windows on screen. Requires 512K + and printer. 

ENTERTAINMENT ............................... 372 $199.95 per module. Chang Labs, 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd., 
San Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Dec 85)GRAPHICS &DESIGN ........................... 347 


Rags to Riches Professional Billing tracks and bills professional HARDWARE &ACCESSORIES .................. 380 

!!!! services. Batches activities for individual timekeepers. Use

HYPERCARD .................................... 358 as standalone, or integrate with R to R modules. Requires 
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE ............. . ......... 343 512K+, printer. $399.95. Chang Labs, 5300 Stevens 

Creek Blvd., San Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Feb 87)LANGUAGES ..................................... 368 

Slmply Accounting has 6 ledgers and 8 journals to handle the MUSIC ........................................... 378 
 !!!! needs of most small-to-medium sized businesses. Better 

NUMBER CRUNCHING .......................... 344 Mac interface than most accounting packages. Unfortu
ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS ....................... 361 nately, payroll tax labels can 't be modified, which forces you 

to subscribe to Bedford's yearly update service. VersionPERSONAL FINANCE ............................ 343 

1.03. Requires I M. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. $349. SYSTEM SOFTWARE ............................ 357 
 Bedford Software, 1531 I Northeast 90th St. , Redmond, 

UTILITIES ....................................... 362 WA 98052. NCP (Sept 88) 
WORD PROCESSORS ........................... 354 Strictly Business General Ledger features clear, well-outlined set

!!!! 	up procedures and operations. Very flexible, up to 99 profit 
centers with up to I 00 departments each, and customized 
reports. Program print spools. Requires 5 I 2K +, printer and 

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE external drive. $395. Future Design, 13681 Williamette Dr., 
Jazz provides well-integrated modules for word processing, graphs, Westminster, CA 92683. NCP (Dec 85) *'85 Eddy 
!!!! worksheets, databases, and communications. HotView is Tlmesllps Ill tracks billing and expense information for people who 

best feature . Requires 512K+ and external drive. Version !!!!V.charge by the hour. DA turns the clock on and automatically 
1 A requires 400K drive. $395. Lotus, 55 Cambridge Park bills a client when a session is over. Version 1.06. Requires 
way, Cambridge, MA 02142. CP (Prem) 5 I 2K and two disk drives. Mac ii and MultiFinder friendly. 

Microsoft Works is an integrated application that includes word $199.95. North Edge Software, 239 Western Ave., Essex, 
!!!!V2processing, database, spreadsheet, and telecommunica  MA 01929. NCP (Sept 88) 

tions functions. The telecommunications module includes 
both background up- and downloading. $295. Microsoft, 
16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 98073-9717. NCP (Oct PERSONAL FINANCE 
86) *. 86 Eddy Dollars & Sense is a bookkeeping program. Easy to use, with a 

Trapeze (version 2.0) is a powerful presentation worksheet that ! !! good manual and excellent on-screen help. Will handle up to 
!!!!v.combines mathematical functions and graphic representa 120 separate accounts or money categories. Uses standard 

tion. The interface, which consists of an icon bar, can be double-entry accounting techniques. Will work on l 28K. 
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$149.95. Monogram, 8295 S. La Cienega Blvd., Inglewood, 
CA 9030 I . CP (Mar 87) 

Easy Checks puts your check register (or credit card records or any 
! ! other simple financial account) into a desk accessory. Creating 

formats is rough, can"t save reports to disk and there"!i no 
Laserwriter support. Requires 512K+ . $44.95. PAR Soft
ware, PO Box l 089, Vancouver, WA 98666. NCP (Apr 88) 

MacIn Tax is an excellent tool for preparing tax forms. Intuitive, easy 
!H!!	to use. Accepts data from leading personal finance pro

grams. Good built-in help. Liberal upgrade policy for current 
owners. California forms set also available. $1 19 federal; 
$65 Cal ifornia. SoftView, 4820 Adohr Lane, Suite F, Cama
rillo, CA 93010. NCP (Mar 87) *'86 Eddy 

MacMoney is a financial manager that uses information gleaned 
!!!! from your checks and deposit slips. Produces a variety of 

reports and graphs. Requires 5 l 2KE and printer. Version 
3 . 1 reviewed. $119.95. Survivor Software, 11222 La Cien 
ega Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90304. NCP (Jul 88) *'86 Eddy 

Wall Street Investor spots stock market trends. Downloads infor
!!H mation from an electronic service. Good charting ability. Pre

viously known as Market Pro. Version 2.1. Requires l mega 
byte, two SOOK drives or hard disk, and an l.P. Sharp 
account. $495. Pro Plus Software, 2150 East Brown Road, 
Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (Oct 88) 

DATABASES 
Business Fllevlslon is a masterpiece of Macintosh programming, 
!!!! 	the only true graphic database on any micro. Much more 

powerful than the original, accepts MacPaint graphics. 
$395. Marvelin, 3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 
90405. NCP (Feb 86) 

C.A. T. is a dedicated relational database for managing contacts, 
!!!~ activities and time. Links between types of data make it 

easy to keep track of important people and events. 
$399.95. Chang Laboratories, 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd., 
San Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Nov 87) 

dBase Mac is a relational DBMS that includes a structured pro
!!!! gramming language to develop standalone applications. 

Palette icons as alternatives to menu commands will help 
novice users. Requires l M +. $495. Ashton-Tate, 20101 
Hamilton Ave., Torrance, CA 90502- 1319. NCP (Feb 88) 

Double Helix II is a powerful database that supports a multiuser 
!!!! 'henvironment with an upgrade. Uses an icon-based develop

ment system for easy creation of databases. $595, single 
user version. Odesta, 4084 Commercial Blvd., Northbrook, 
Ill 60062. NCP (Apr 88) 

Fiie is a flexible data manager. Creates files for a variety of data, 
!!!! including simple graphics. Files are created in simple row/ 

column format, but reports and forms are easily customized. 
$195. Microsoft, 160 l l NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 
98073-971 7. CP 

FlleMaker Plus retains features of FileMaker and reads FileMaker 
!!!!!data, also displays up to 8 files, uses "lookup" to retrieve 

data from other files. Enhanced calculation with many addi
tional functions. Scripts automate a sequence of actions. 
Requires 5 I 2K +. $295. Nashoba Systems, 1157 Triton 
Dr., Foster City, CA 94404. NCP (Nov 86) *'86 Eddy 

4th Dimension is a versatile tool that creates standalone relational 
! ! !!'hdatabases. Design and layout environments allow easy link

ing of information. Robust. Pascal-like procedure language. 
$695. Acius, 20300 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 
95014. NCP (Nov 87) *'87 Eddy 

FoxBASE + jMac is a relational database that can read unmodified 
!!!!'l2dBASE Ill Plus applications created in the MS-DOS world. Amaz

ingly fast. Good implementation of dBase on the Mac. Version 
l.O. Requires lM. Mac II and MultiFinderfriendly. $395. l 18W. 
South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551 . NCP (Sept La) 

MacDeweyl (version 2.5) is a cataloging program featuring the 
!!! Dewey Decimal Classification system. Uses predefined fill

in-the-blank fields to create catalog cards. Suffers from bugs 
in search routines and the Inability to distinguish first 
names. Not for professionals; home libraries might benefit. 
$79.95. Mousetrap Software, 336 Coleman Dr. , Monroe
ville, PA 15146. NCP (Nov 87) 

Omnls 3 is a power database, featuring concurrent-multiple-file 
!!!! management. Can handle 24 files, 12 at a time, and is fully 

relational. Create custom environments, including user-de
fined menus, commands, and dialogs. $495. Blythe, 2929 
Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403. NCP (Mar 86) 

OverVUE is a power-packed relational database that has extensive 
!!!!'hsorting, summarizing, and report generation capacity. Has 

macros, and a charting function. Good manual. It can ex
change files with a very wide variety of other programs (In
cluding IBM software). $295. ProVUE, 222 22nd St., Hun
tington Beach, CA 92648. NCP (Nov 85) * '85 Eddy 

Professional Blbllographlc System is a special ized database for 
!!!! storing and retrieving bibliographies. Redesigned templates 

(20) simplify creation. Version 2.6 offers improved speed, 
flexible formatting. $295. Personal Bibliographic Software, 
Box 4250, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. CP (Feb 87) 

Record Holder is a flexible, easy-to-use form-oriented data manag
!!!! 	er. Setup is particularly simple and the search features are 

powerful. $69.95. Software Discoveries, 137 Krawski Dr., 
South Windsor, CT 06074. NCP (Apr 86) * '87 Eddy 

Reflex for the Mac is a flexible relational database. Excellent report 
!!! ! 'h generator gives full control over appearance, style ofoutput. 

Requires 5 l 2K +, second drive, or hard disk. $99.95. Bor
land International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 
95066. NCP (Dec 86) * '86 Eddy 

Reflex Plus is a relational database with "smart" entry, and report 
!!!! 	design, but no overall programming facility. Simple to set up, 

yet fast. Graphic capabilities are quite limited. Version 1.0 
reviewed. $279. Borland/ Analytica , 4585 Scotts Valley Dr. , 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-9987. NCP (Feb 88) 

Writer's Workshop maintains orderly records for writers. It can 
!!!•12 	track manuscripts, income, and publisher. Based on and 

includes Runtime Helix. $99.95. Futuresoft System De
signs, PO Box 132, New York, NY 10012. NCP (Apr 87) 

NUMBER CRUNCHING 
DeslgnScope is a construction kit for digital and analog circuits. Up 
!!!! 	to 254components can be utilized in a single circuit, and the 

equivalent of a dual-trace oscilloscope plots output in real 
time. Good for testing circuitry without touching a bread
board. $249.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd. , Calaba
sas, CA 91302. NCP (Nov 86) 

Excel is THE power spreadsheet. Of the Mac, of the world. Has 256
!!!!! column by 16,384-rowcapability. Features include a power

ful macro function (with a recorder to make creation simple) 
and elaborate charting facilities. 5 l 2K + Mac and external 
drive required. $395. Microsoft, 1601 l NE 36th Way, Red
mond, WA 98073-9717. NCP (Prem) *'85 Eddy 

MacCalc is a fast, competent, full-featured spreadsheet with im 
!!!! pressive built-in functions, font control , on-line help, ability 

to expand columns and rows, and read/write SYLK or WKS 
files. The worksheet is 125 columns by 999 rows. A very 
flexible, pure spreadsheet. $139. Bravo Technologies, c/o 
DPAS, PO Box T, Gilroy, CA 95021 . NCP (Sep 86) * '86 Eddy 

MacSpln is a unique and powerful graphic data analysis program. 
!!!! Handles multivariate data in a highly visual manner. Nothing 

else like it for any micro. $199.95. 02 Software, PO Box 
9546, Austin, TX 78766-9546. CP (Jun 86) * '87 Eddy 

MacSQZI compresses Excel files up to 88% of their actual size. 
!!!!!Good to free up disk space. Also contains password utility. 
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PERFECT MATCH 

TURBO TRACKBALL 


TWICE THE SPEED, 
TWICE THE ACCURACY 

IN HALF THE SPACE!! 

The perfect matching trackball, 
with the lowest profile and 

lowest price. The Asher Turbo 
TrackballTM gives you precise 

fingertip control in a space saving, 
ergonomic package designed with a 

patented hi-tech encoder used in 
sophisticated aerospace instrumentation; 

like aircraft, missiles, torpedoes, gyros and 
space shuttles. The Turbo TrackballTM is a 

versatile, reliable, easy to use and very accurate 
device for sophisticated desktop publishing, graphics, 

CADCAM and many other applications with over 250 
counts per inch of tracking resolution. 

Also available for Asher's patented encoder and high quality components 
IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. 

allow us to off er a lifetime warranty. 

ASHER ABATON KENSINGTON 
Turbo Trackball ProPoint Turbo Mouse 

Technolog~ Patented encoder O(;!to-Mech O(;!to-Mech 

Manufacturer Asher En9. Abaton 3rd Party 

ASHE.R ENGINEERING CORP. Precision 

Shift Lock Ke~ 

250 CPI 

Yes 

200 CPI 

Yes 

200 CPI 

Yes 

15115 Ramona Blvd. 
Baldwin Park, CA 91706 $99.00 

Left or Right 
Hand O(;!tion 

30 Day Money 

Yes No Yes 

For Macintoshrn, Mac Plus, Apple® lie or lie 
ask for model LX200-192-D1 

Back Guarantee Yes 

Warranty Lifetime 
PRICE $99.00 

No 

Lifetime 

$159.95 

No 

One Year 
$169.95 

For Macintosh SE, Mac II or Apple llGS (ADB) 
ask for model LX200-192-S1 

To order yours today contact your local Apple Dealer or call: 
800-824-3522 (outside CA) or 818-960-4839 (inside CA). 

Kcmin&tao Tuibo MOUJC b a lrldemark or Kcmin&tao Microwan: Lid. ProPoim b a 1radcmark or Abalon Inc. Please circle 99 on reader service card. 
Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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MultlFinder hostile. Requires Excel. Version 1.01 . $79.95. 
Turner Hall Publishing, 10201 Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA 
95014. NCP (Aug 88} 

MathVlew Professional is an equation solver that combines two
!!!! and three-dimensional plotting with routines for matrices, 

differential equations and integrals, complex numbers, and 
the like. Interface leaves a lot to be desired. Version 1.0. 
Requires 512KE and two disk drives. Mac II and MultiFinder 
friendly. $249.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd., Cala
basas, CA 91302. NCP (Sept BB) 

Mlcrotemp Flnanclal Calculators is a set of worksheets for Excel 
!!!'>'• and Works that calculates common personal and small busi 

ness financial problems. Includes cash flow, real estate and 
rate of return calculators. Version 1.0.$79.95. Mlcrotemp, 
P.O.Box 120B, Santa Rosa, CA 95402. NCP (Aug BB) 

Mlndslght is a professional level, decision-support, and business 
!!!! planning package. Can work with IFPS on mainframes, and 

is able to transmit models in both directions. Powerful and 
easy to use. Requires 5 l 2K +. $249. Execucom Systems, 
PO Box 975B, Austin , TX 7B766. CP (Dec B6) 

Multlplan, the first Mac product from someone other than Apple, is 
!!!If• 	beginning to show its age. Still a very capable basic spread

sheet with simple sorting, 63 columns by 255 rows, many 
built-in functions, other standard spreadsheet features. 
$195. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 
9B073-97 l 7. CP (Mar B6) 

Parameter Manager Plus is a data manager, incorporating integrated 
!!!! 	scheduling, statistics, and graphics. It has solid spreadsheet, 

calendar, and database functions and reports can be custom
ized using other software. Parameter Manager can also import 
data from Excel or Lotus 1-2-3. $395. Rebus, 2330-B Walsh 
Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051. NCP (Jul 87) 

StatVlew II is a remarkably complete data analysis package. Es
!!!!! sential for any kind of descriptive, comparative, or multivari 

ate statistics. Works in color on the Mac II. Version 1.01. 
Requires Mac II or SE equipped with 6B020 and 6BBB 1 
math coprocessor; two BOOK disk drives or hard disk. $495. 
Abacus Concepts, I 9B4 Bonita Avenue, Berkeley, CA 
94704. NCP (Oct BB) 

101 Macros for Excel offers all the power of macros without having 
!!!t 	to learn how to write them. Some gems include a macro to 

transpose rows and columns, and a search and replace macro. 
Requires Excel. $69.95. Macropac International, 19B55 Ste
vens Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Jul 88) 

GRAPHICS & DESIGN 
ArtWare: Borders enables you to customize your own clip art disk. 
!!!! 	The border collection is the best package in terms of quality 

of art. Other packages available. Requires a program that 
reads Encapsulated PostScript files. $129. Artware Sys
tems, 3741 Benson Dr., Raleigh, NC 27609. NCP (Aug BB) 

CalendarMaker creates monthly calendars in a variety of formats. 
!Ht'hUsers can incorporate their art and daily notes. Note files 

can be imported from a variety of DA calendars and outlin
ers. Shareware and prelicensed versions available . $49.95 
CE Software, IB54 Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA 
50265. NCP (Dec B6) 

Canvas is a Draw and Paint program that uses QuickDraw as its output 
!!!!'121anguage. Full of features, including free rotation and one-and

two-point perspective. Also has graphics macro commands, 
unusual in a program this inexpensive. $295. Deneba, 7855 
N.W. 12th St, Suite 202, Miami, FL 33126. NCP (Jan 88) 

Chart can easily create area, bar, column, line, pie, scatter, and 
!!!v. combination charts. A total of 42 styles are provided. Limit

ed to 100 data items (64 in a series) on a I 2BK Mac, 
approximately twice that on a 5 l 2K Mac. $125. Microsoft, 
16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 9B073-97 I 7. CP 

Ciiek & Cllp offers seasonal graphics packages. Of the two quarter
!!! ly editions released, the Spring 'BB package is the better 

collection. Requires a program that reads Encapsulated 
Postscript (EPS) files. $39.95 per edition. Studio Advertis
ing Art. P.O. Box IB432-52, Las Vegas, NV B9114. NCP 
(Aug BB) 

ColorPrlnt allows you to print FullPaint, MacPaint, MacDraw, and 
!!! MacDraft documents in color using the lmageWriter II or 

lmageWriter I. Paint fi les set up as overlays are read into 
ColorPrint, and the program controls proper positioning reg
istration. $29.95. 1/0 Design, PO Box 156, Exton, PA 
19241 . NCP (Mar B6) 

Comic Strip Factory is an assembly program for creating comic 
!!!!Y2strips. Includes a database of parts for various characters 

and backgrounds for panels. Good text editing in balloons. 
Can import and export in MacPaint format. $69.95. Founda
tion Publishing, 5100 Eden Ave. , Edina, MN 55436. NCP 
(Dec B7} 

Cricket Draw is an object-oriented drawing program that will pro
!!!!! duce stunning, high-quality output. Designed to print on 

PostScript-compatible devices, such as the LaserWriter. 
Making shadows and flowing fountain effects is just a point 
and click away. $295. Cricket Software, 30 Valley Stream 
Pkwy., Malvern , PA 19355. NCP (May B7) 

Cricket Graph easily generates 12 graph types. Multiple windows 
!!!!!can be displayed. Graph prints in up to eight colors with up to 

16 patterns. Self-generating macro formatting. Switcher, 
HFS, LaserWriter, and plotter compatible. $195. Cricket 
Software, 30 Valley Stream Pkwy., Malvern, PA 19355. NCP 
(Jun B6) * 'B6 Eddy 

Cricket Presents creates desktop presentations in the form of over
!!!! 	head transparencies, slides, or even on the Mac itself. Modem 

files to Autographix Imaging Service for overnight color slides. 
Good chart and graph capability; poor text handling. Version 
1.0. Requires 1 M and a hard drive. Mac II friendly. $495. 
Cricket Software, 40 Valley Stream Pkwy., Great Valley Corpo
rate Center, Malvern, PA 19355. (Sept 88) 

Crystal Paint creates an electronic kaleidoscope. It is MacPaint's 
!!!!'hBrush Mirrors gone wild in a small, simple, yet wonderful appli

cation. Does not work in color on Mac II. MultiFinder friendly. 
Requires 512K+ . $49.95. Great Wave Software, 5353 
Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Feb 88) 

Curator catalogs your art and graphics so it's easy to see what's 
!!!!Y2what and where it is. Supports PICT, TIFF, EPSF, PostScript, 

MacPaint, and more. Changes creator types. Requires 512K 
and an BOOK drive. $139.95. Solutions International, 29 
Main St. , Montpelier, VT 05602. NCP (Sep BB) 

DeskPalnt is a full -blown paint program as a desk accessory. Allows 
!!!"'• you to spruce up a graphic while in another application. 

Imports and exports MacPaint and TIFF images. Great for 
DTP, but not enough features to rival the leaders in paint 
programs. Zedcor, 4500 E. Speedway, Tucson, AZ B57 l 2
5305. NCP (Mar 88) 

"Draw It again, Sam ... " v. 1.03 is an object-oriented graphics 
!!!! program, like MacDraw, that adds such useful wrinkles as 

layered drawing, on-screen libraries, and color. Manual is 
weak. Requires 512K + and an BOOK disk drive. $150. Aba 
Software, PO Box B50, Frazer, PA 19355. NCP (Feb BB) 

Easy3D is a three-dimensional, solid modeling masterpiece. Four 
!!!! variable light sources, powerful sculpting tools, and an ex

quisite user interface make this a must-have for graphics 
enthusiasts. Requires 5 l 2K +. $149. Enabling Technolo
gies, 600 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605. NCP (May B6) 

EPS Illustrations is a potpouri of illustrations with no real focus. As an 
!!! 	art package, this one is not very useful as you cannot alter any 

of the drawings. Requires a program that reads Encapsulated 
Postscript (EPS} files. $129.95. T /Maker, 1973 Landings 
Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Aug 88) 
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EZ Draft is a high-level CAD application. Does things usually only 
!!! found on minicomputer programs. Uses "pop-up" menus to 

supplement a full set of pull-down menus. Comes with an 
additional set of printer/plotter/monitor drivers. A real pow
erhouse. $1995. $500 for IEGS module to link to other CAD 
programs. Bridgeport Machines, 500 Lindley St., Bridge
port, CT 06606. CP (May 87) 

FastFormsl Construction Kit is both a fast and efficient business 
!!!~!forms creator (a drawing program) and a specialized applica

t ion (and DA) to fill out the data fields in your forms. $149 
(US). Shana Enterprises, Advanced Technology Center 
# 105, 9650-20 Ave. Edmonton, Alberta T6N I GI , Canada. 
NCP (Nov 87) 

Fluent Fonts is a two-disk collection of fonts. Forty-nine different 
!!!~ items are included. All install easily in user systems. Most 

are well executed and some are extraordinarily nice. This is a 
real bargain for font lovers. $49.95. CasadyWare, PO Box 
223779, Carmel, CA 93922. NCP 

Fontastlc is the bestfont editor now available for the Mac. Features 
!!!~'ha large editing window with a grid to make positioning easy. 

Select letters to edit by clicking on a matrix of the font. 
Allows scaling of existing fonts and previewing the various 
styles. $49.95. Altsys, PO Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086. 
NCP(Dec 85) 

Fontographer is a complex, but excellent laser font creator. The 
!!!!Y2fonts created have 300 bits-per-inch resolution. The fonts 

are actually downloadable PostScript files. $395. Altsys, PO 
Box 865410, Plano, TX 75086. CP 

FreeHand greatly simplifies the drawing ofcurves, the use of layers 
!!!!'hand text handling when manipulating Postscript graphics. 

And it works in color on the Mac II. Requires 1 M and 2 disk 
drives. $495. Aldus. 411 I st Avenue South. Seattle, WA 
98104. NCP (Aug 88) 

FullPalnt is an expanded version of MacPaint. Features include full 
!!!t! screen drawing, multiple documents opening simultaneous

ly, brush editing, movable tool palettes, special text effects , 
and much more. It fills the gaps left by MacPaint. $99.95. 
Ashton-Tate, 20101 Hamilton Ave., Torrance, CA 90502
1319. NCP (Jun 86) * '86 Eddy 

GraphlcWorks 1.1 is a powerful drawing and painting program that 
!!!! creates high-resolution bit-maps. Easels contain graphics, 

balloons hold text, and both reside on panels. Graphic primi
tives are now a separate tool. $149.95. Mindscape, 3444 
Dundee Rd. , Northbrook, IL 60062. NCP (Oct 87) 

Graphldex indexes MacPaint and MacDraw format graphics without 
!!'h removing them from their original documents. Indexed 

graphics are retrieved via the Graphidex DA. Can modify an 
indexed graphic without affecting the original. Best for bit
mapped (Paint format) images, but the design is question
able and the execution imperfect. Requires 512K + . 
$124.95. BrainPower, 24009 Ventura Blvd. , Calabasas, CA 
91302. NCP (May 87) 

GrldMaker is a tool for artists who use perspective. The program 
!!! automatically generates a series ofthree-dimenslonal plane 

sets that can be pasted Into MacDraw. Sizes and viewing 
vantage points are easily modified. $49. FolkStone Design, 
PO Box 86982, North Vancouver BC V7L 4P6, Canada. NCP 
(Nov 86) 

Illustrator 88 is a professional-level graphics program from the 
!!!!'hpeople who defined the PostScript language. Uses tem

plates for precise drawing and detailed artwork. Requires I 
megabyte. $495. Adobe Systems, 1585 Charleston Road, 
Mountain View, CA 94039. NCP (Oct 88) 

Image Club is an overwhelming collection of EPS clip art available 
!!!!!ondisk and CD-ROM. Comes with a well-designed catalog of 

images. Requires a program that reads Encapsulated Post
script (EPS) files. $99. Image Club Graphics, 2915 19th St. 
NE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2E 7A2. NCP (Aug 88) 

Image Studio puts a photo-retouching lab on the desktop. Editable 
!!!!!brushes let you modify digitized Images in 65 gray levels. 

Requires IM + and two BOOK disk drives. Mac II and Multi 
Finder friendly. Version 1.0 reviewed . $495. Letraset USA, 
40 Eisenhower Dr., Paramus, NJ 07653. NCP (Jun 88) 

Images with Impact I brings clip art out of the tum-of-the-century 
!!!!!woodcut style and into a modem graphic sensibility. "Graph

ics and Symbols I " is the first in a series. Requires a pro
gram that reads Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) fi les. 
$99.95. 3G Graphics, 11410 NE !24th St. , Kirkland, WA 
98034. NCP (Aug 88) 

Japanese Cllp Art is a two-disk set of extraordinary Japanese cl ip 
!!!!'hart. Consists of MacPaint documents and separate fonts. 

Volume I, Heaven, covers mythological subjects; Volume II, 
Earth, has secular subject matters. $79.95 each volume; 
$149.95 set. Qualitas Trading, 6907 Norfolk Rd ., Berkeley, 
CA 94705. NCP (Apr 87) 

LaserFonts are new fonts for the LaserWriter. Users download 
!!!! them to their machines. Very high quality and very simple to 

use. Willamette looks like Avant Garde. MicroFonts provides 
tiny, expanded, and condensed versions of the Laser
Writer's own fonts. $34.95 to $44.95 each. Century Soft
ware, 2483 Hearst, # 175, Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP 

LaserPalnt's clumsy interface makes it a slow program. There's 
! good laser output, if you persevere through the creation of a 

document. The support is scads better than the documenta
t ion, which is lousy. Version I. 1.4. $495. LaserWare, PO 
Box 668, San Rafael, CA 94915. CP (Jan 88) 

Lasertalk is a Postscript programming tool that establishes interac
!!!!! tive contact with laser printers. Preview window and on-line 

help make it a powerful tool. Requires IM + and a Post
script Printer. $249. Emerald City Software, PO Box 2103, 
Menlo Park, CA 94026. CP until registered (May 88) 

The Mac Art Dept. is a collection of over 150 graphic images 
!!!! ranging from foods to hands holding signs to borders. Best 

suited for letterheads, memos, other business use. $39.95. 
Simon & Schuster, Computer Software Div., I Gulf+ West
ern Plaza, New York, NY I 0023. NCP (Mar 86) 

Mac-a-Mug is an ldentikit-type program for creating faces from 
!!!'h facial feature files. Uses scroll bars that are slow and jerky. 

Lots of creative fun. IM + Mac required. $59.95. Shahera
zam, PO Box 26731, Milwaukee, WI 53226. CP (Jul 86) 

MacCalllgraphy is the best simulation of brush painting in any graph
!!!!'h ics program. User-designed Seals and Touches enable you to 

design your own signature tool and the style of brush you use. 
Comes with a clip art disk. $1 75. Qualitas Trading, 6907 Nor
folk Rd., Berkeley, CA 94705. NCP (Feb 88) 

MacDraft is an object-oriented graphics program. It sports ad
!!!! vanced features such as variable scaling, single-degree ro

tation, complex arcs, and a FatBits-like magnification mode. 
Best used to complement MacDraw, not replace it. $269. 
Innovative Data Design, 2280 Bates Ave., Concord, CA 
94520. NCP (Feb 86) 

MacDraw is an object-oriented structured graphics program. Can 
!!!!'hbe used to design forms, create presentation materials, and 

do technical illustrations. Drawing sizes up to 8 feet by I 0 
feet are possible . Text can be easily generated and integrat
ed in the graphics. $195. Claris, 440 Clyde Ave. , Mountain 
View, CA 94043. NCP (Nov 85) * '85 Eddy 

MacModel is an economical 3-D package with shading. Somewhat 
!!! sketchy Mac interface, shading speed slow (but accept

able), grainy image resolution. On-line help screens are a 
welcome addition. Frequent updates and low price make 
this a reasonably good buy. $40. A.P.P.L.E. CO-OP, 290 SW 
43rd St., Renton, WA 98055. NCP (Aug 86) 

MacPaint hasn't lost its shine after all these years. Still one of the 
!!UY2best freehand graphics tools. Version 2.0 supports multiple 

windows, design templates, and a magic eraser to correct 
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RasterOps 
ColorBoard 104..$2499.00 
24-bit TrueColor, graphics board 

ColorBoard 108..$1149.00 
8-bit, high-res graphics board 

19" Trinitron 
Monitor..$2999 

We carry over 1000 software products for 
your Mac, so please call and ask for items 
not listed in this advertisement. 
Adobe Fonts 25% off Adobe 

62.00 Broderbund 
119.00 Oeneba 
309.00 Cricket 

Draw It Again Sam 89.00 Aba Software 
FileMaker 4.0 195.00 Nashoba 
FoxBase+Mac 
Freehand 
FullWrite Pro 
lightspeed C 
MacGoll 

230.00 Fox Software 
355.00 Aldus 
285.00 Ashton-Tate 
105.00 Think 
35.00 PCAI 
59.00 Survivor 

143.00 Farallon 
Microsoft Products call Microsoft 
MiniCAD 4.0 372.00 Diehl 
PageMaker 3.0 435.00 Aldus 
Red Ryder 59.00 Freesolt 
Suitcase 39.00 SNI Supply 
Super3D 199.00 Silicon Beach 
SuperPaint 81.00 
Tetris 20.00 
Tops (Mac or DOS) 145.00 

Ordering Information 
Orders: 
Information: 
FAX: 

1-800-622-3475 
1-512-343-9441 
1-512-343-6141 

Hours: lam - 10pm M-F. 10am-6pm Sat-Sun 
Minimum Order: $40.00 
Tax: Texas residents only, add 8% sales tax. 
Prices and items are subject to change and 

availability. 

1MB SIMMs ... from $325 
100 Pieces ... $299/each 

MacProducts USA 

128K-512K Upgrade 
128K-1024K Upgrade 
512K-1 024K Upgrade 
512K-2048K Upgrade 
1 Meg SIM Ms call 
Magic SCSI Port 69.00 
68030 Accelerator 
Dove Mach II SE

LI' Dove 524E 
Dove MacSnap+2 
Dove SCSI 
HyperCharger 
DoubleTime 16 Board 
FX 882 

Hard Disk Drives by CMS, Everex, Magic, 
General Computer, PCPC, NuData, Mirror, 
Rodlme & AppleCrate starting at : 

20meg 
40meg 
60meg 
91meg 
150meg 
300meg 

Grappler LO 

Internal 
399.00 
749.00 
849.00 

1295.00 
NA 
NA 

2400 B. Modem (Hayes-Comp) 
~Hayes 2400 Modem 

60MB Tape Backup 
Thunderscan 4.0 
Abaton Propolnt 
Turbo Mouse (Kensington) 
A+ Optical Mouse 
BOOK Drive 
Moniterm 19• Monitor 
19" Sony Monitor 
DataCopy 730 Scanner 

External 
499.00 
699.00 
799.00 

1395.00 
1950.00 
2500.00 

95.00 
159.00 
499.00 
699.00 
195.00 
106.00 
110.00 
63.00 

179.00 

~ Sharp Color Scanner 
Tecmar QT Tape Backup 
General Computer LaserWriters 

Payment: American Express, Visa, Master
Card (No surcharge), Checks, C.O.D .. and 
Company & lnstllution PO's. 

[~J rzJm"EJ 
Terms: You are not charged until your order 

is shipped. 
Returns may be subject to a restocking fee. 
Shipping: Minimum $4.00 - Federal Express, 

UPS Next Day & 2nd Day Air, US Mall. 

Sony Boxed 
Sony Bulk 
MacDisk 
KAO Bulk 
KAO Boxed 15.50 

Black Ribbons 
Colored Ribbons 
Multicolored Ribbons 

MacPlus Bag 
MacSE Bag 
Image!! Bag 
Teak 45 Disk Holder 
Disk File/30 

11 .59 

3.00 
3.50 

12.00 

59.00 
69.00 
55.00 
15.00 
7.00 
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corrections. Requires 5 l 2K and second disk drive. $125. 
Claris, 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jul 
88) *'85,'87 Eddy 

Mac30 2.0 is a feature-laden 3-D program with a MacDraw-like 
!!!! interface. Postscript-resolution shading with six variable 

light sources, user-definable tools, and many more features 
make this a powerhouse. $249. Challenger Software, 
18350 Kedzie Ave., Homewood , IL 60430. NCP (Jan 87) 

MapMaker v.-3.0 is a digital cartographer that charts demographic 
!!!!'f2and marketing information on a geographic basis. Wide vari

ety of amps available, some at an additional cost. Requires 
Sl 2K. $349. Select Micro Systems, 40 Triangle Center, 
Yorktown Heights, NY I 0598. NCP (Aug 88) 

MGMS: Professional CAD for Macintosh offers more than 200 
!!!! functions. Very complete, capable program. Groups, Dimen

sion, Libraries, etc., are standard. Sometimes confusing 
designed for experienced, professional CAD user, not the 
novice. Full plotter support. 512K+. $799. Micro CAD/ 
CAM, 3230 Overland Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90034. NCP 
(Nov 87) * "87 Eddy 

MtnlCad v.-3.0 is a pro-level CAD package. Vast array of features, 
!!!~ many accessible only through Command/Shift/Option key 

combinations. Works in 2-D or 3-D with easy transition from 
one to the other. MacDraw-like interface makes it easy to 
learn and use. Requires 512K + . Diehl Graphsoft, 8370 
Court Ave ., Suite 202, Ellicott City, MD 21043. CP (Oct 87) 

Phoenix 30 Is an economical 3-D drawing package, with features 
!!!! that belong in a more expensive program. Multiple light 

sources, fine object placement and orientation control, and 
a good selection ofshapes. $49.95. Dreams of the Phoenix, 
PO Box 10273, Jacksonville, FL 32247. NCP (Oct 86) 

PlctureBase is a powerful graphic librarian. You can store paint and 
!!!!'f2PICT formatted items and attach keywords for later search 

and retrieval. $69.95. Symmetry, 761 E. University Dr. , 
Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (Sep 87) * '86 Eddy 

Pixel Paint is a color paint program with customizable palettes and 
!!!!'f21ots of special effects. Slow OPEN and SAVE. Requires Mac 

II and 8-bit video card. $495. SuperMac Software, 295 N. 
Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (May 88) · 

Post Art I is a collection of signed originals on disk. Overall , a pretty 
! useless collection in terms of clip art. Meant for hanging 

prints on a wall. Requires a program that reads Encapsulat
ed Postscript files. $69.95. Olduvai, 7520 Red Rd., So. 
Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Aug 88) 

The Print Shop makes it easy to create greeting cards, signs, 
!!!"'• banners, and letterheads. Uses its own special graphics and 

can import Paint files. Hard-disk users get version 1.02 or 
higher. $79.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 
94903. CP (Sep 87) 

Slide Show Magician 1.3 is useful for creating full screen audio 
!!! visual presentations on the Mac. Frame branching, im

proved editing capabilities, external cassette recorder syn
chronization, and digitized sound capabilities make this 
much more powerful than the original. $59.95. Magnum, 
21115 Devonshire St. , Chatsworth, CA 91311. CP (Mar 
86) 

Space Edit is a 3-D CAD program. Display shows top, front, side, 
!!!.,,. and axonometric views of an object, all at once or one at a 

time. Has standard CAD features plus zoom, exploded view, 
animated flyover. Suppression of hidden lines is very slow. 
Requires IM+. $625. Abvent, 9903 Santa Monica Blvd., 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212. CP (Jul 87) 

Storyboarder produces working animated storyboards for use in 
!!!! film and video production. Imports graphics from MacPaint; 

allows screen masking to simulate television, 35mm or 
70mm screen widths; allows limited animation and special 
effects. $495. American lntelliware, PO Box 6980, Tor
rance, CA 90504. CP (Nov 86) 

SunShlne Graphics Library is a collection of 46 400K disks (to 
!!!! date) with a wide variety of high-quality digitized images 

stored as MacPaint files. $20/disk: discount scale for multi 
ple purchases. SunShine, Box 4351, Austin, TX 78765. 
NCP (Feb 87) 

SuperPatnt is a powerful, easy-to-use graphics program with all the 
!!!!!best features of MacPaint and MacDraw - and then some. 

LaserBlts provides 300 dpl magnification and there are 40 
editable brush shapes. Requires 5 l 2K + . $149.95. Silicon 
Beach, 9580 Black Mountain Rd., PO Box 261430, San 
Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Feb 87) *'87 Eddy 

Trueform takes a scanned image of a paper form and turns it into 
!!!!Y2an electronic equivalent, complete with fields for entering 

data. It can automatically sum numeric fields. Requires ex
ternal BOOK drive. $495; run-time version, $295. Spectrum 
Digital Systems, 2702 International Lane, Madison, Wt 
53704-3122. NCP (May 88) 

VersaCAD is a powerful CAD program that doesn't show any of its 
!!!! 	MS-DOS roots. Excellent element manipulation, full plotter 

support. Library user interface is crude. Requires 1 M +. 
$1995. VersaCad, 2124 Main Street, Huntington Beach, 
CA 92648. NCP (Jul 88) 

VldeoWorks II is an easy-to-use animation toot - the best available 
!!!!'f2on the Mac. Has an Overview mode that acts as a slide show 

carousel for presentations. Works in color on the Mac II. $195. 
Requires lM+ and an BOOK drive. MacroMind, 1028 W. Wol
fram, Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Mar 88) *'85, '87 Eddy 

VldeoWorks II Clip Animation, Clip Charts, Black and White Mov
!!! ! 	 ies, and Clip Sounds are four separate aids to help you 

construct movies and business presentations. Requires Vi 
deoWorks II. $49.95 to $59.95. MacroMind, 1028 W. Wol 
fram. Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Aug 88) 

WetPatnt consists of two 3-disk volumes of very high quality clip 
!!!!!art. Also includes the Art Roundup DA, a good art browser/ 

editor. Volume I or 2, $39 each; both volumes, $59. Avail
able in PictureBase format for $15 extra per volume. Dubl
Click Software, 18201 Gresham St. , Northridge; CA 91325. 
NCP (Sep 87) 

World-Class Fonts! comes in two volumes of three disks each. 
!!!!'f21nctudes all the Mac the Knife fonts and a lot more, including 

two useful utilities. This is now the best collection of tmage
Writer fonts available. Each volume: $39; both volumes: 
$59. Dubl-Click Software, 18201 Gresham St., Northridge, 
CA 91325. NCP (Dec 86) 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
lnterleaf Publlsher is a speedy multiuser layout system for produc
!!!•t. 	Ing large, complicated documents. Has strong global for

matting ability but can't use downloadable fonts. Requires 
Mac II with 5M of RAM and 40M hard disk, $2495. lnterleaf, 
I 0 Canal Park, Cambridge, MA 02141. NCP (May 88) 

JustText is a professional level word processor and page makeup 
!!!"'• program that generates PostScript output. Comes with a set 

of LaserWriter utilities that allow total manipulation of art 
and text. Requires LaserWriter or other Postscript compati
ble output device. $195. Knowledge Engineering, GPO Box 
2139, New York, NY 10116. NCP (Dec 85) 

MacTEX (v. 2.0) is the TeX environment of choice for hardcore TeX 
!!!'f2 users on the Macintosh. Very intimidating for others. Painful

ly slow and visually unattractive. Requires IM+. $750. FTL 
Systems, 234 Eglington Ave. East, Toronto, Ontario M4P 
1K5,Canada. NCP(Apr88) 

PageMaker v. 3.0 retains its paste-up approach to page layout. 
!!!!!New features include auto text flow, stylP. sheets, and spot 

color support. The standard keeps getting better. Requires 
IM + hard disk. $595. Aldus, 411 First Ave. South, Seattle, 
WA 98104. NCP (Aug 88) (*) '85, '87 Eddy. 
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ol . Each WetPalnt 
v. ume ~ntains an extensive collection of ~ 
p1ctu~es, ico.ns, borders, maps and patterns-in a 

wide variety of styles, designed for both home 
and business use. 

WetPain~ files can be read read b aintin
pro~r'.l"'s Oike Full~ain~ru, MacPaint~:Supe~

ainh~) a~d apphcat1ons like PageMaker™ 
WetPaint is also available in PictureBase . 

format at an add~ional $30 per volum~~ 
Even if you don't own apainting program au 

fil ca~ still copy pictures directly from WetP~int 
.1 es using our A~Roundupn1 desk accesso -
incl~ded Free with every Wetpaint volume! ~nd 

rtRoundup's new Slldeshow tool is a.great 
way to scan hundreds of images in minutes. 

" um About ArtftounouP - · 

op en... lllD 

~n;::,Dr9~::~~ :~ .-"~!lrn 
Stollng roc1or... tlf 
58ltc1 R\I MR 

fscalell) Pla te 
(Scald) copy 
1nuerl 
Flip Hort zontal 
ntp ueruut 
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ArtRoundup comes free wilh WelPainl. andcan Scale. !< ·-~t"'"'' ••9•1 
Invert, Rip and Rolale the larges! of painl-slyle images. c,;•:::•':;..'___:o.::,. 
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Portfolio: Designs for Newsletters provides over 20 templates for 
!!!! 	2-page newsletters with pre-set columns, headlines, graph

ics, and captions. Documentation provides excellent tutorial 
in page design. Requires 512K+; PageMaker. $79.95. Al
dus, 411 First Ave. S., Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98104. NCP 
(May87) 

QuarkXPress is a high-end desktop publishing application. Layout 
!!!!lf2is done in block format; powerful lining tool ties blocks to

gether. $695. Quark, 200 S. Jackson, Denver, CO 80209. 
NCP (Sep 87) 

Ragtime is an " Integrated Page Processor" with text, graphics, and 
! ! ! ! built-in spreadsheet. Flow text automatically from one frame to 

another. Spreadsheet has a full set of functions. Excellent, 
easy-to-use program. Requires 5 l 2K +. $395. Orange Micro, 
1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807. NCP (Aug 88) 

Ready, Set, Go! 4 has an elegant interface and excellent manual. 
!!!!lf2Powerful text wraparounds, fast word processor with hy

phenation and spelling check and custom stylesheets. Re 
quires 1 M + . $495. Letraset, 40 Eisenhower Dr., Paramus, 
NJ 07652. NCP (Feb 88) * '86 Eddy 

Textures (v. 1.0) is an implementation of TeX, the big daddy of 
!!! 	 typesetting programs. Good for people trained on main

frames in the early days. Otherwise very sticky with a high 
learning curve. Requires 5 l 2K +. $495. Kellerman & Smith, 
534 S.W. 3rd Ave., Portland, OR 97204.. NCP (Apr 88) 

COMMUNICATIONS 
AppleShare is the long-awaited file sharer from Apple. Software
!!!! based, AppleShare requires you to dedicate a Mac and a 

hard disk to run it. Allows users on the network to protect 
things from other users on the folder level. Interface to net
work is provided at a revised Finder. $799. Apple Computer, 
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (May 87) 

Com Serve allows you to share a Hayes-compatible modem over an 
!!!! AppleTalk network. You can call out, but you can't call in. 

Works with most telecommunications packages. $195 per 
server. lnfosphere, 4730 SW Macadam Ave., Portland, OR 
97201. CP (Feb 88) 

Desktop Express is a simple-to-use, semi-automated program for 
!!!112 using MCI Mail and Dow Jones News/Retrieval. Perform

§bl. D 	 uq. 

ance is traded off for ease of use. Requires 5 l 2K + . $149. 
Dow Jones, PO Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08543. NCP (Jan 88) 

HomePak is a package consisting of Horne Term, an excellent, sim
!! pie telecommunications program with strong macro fea

tures; HomeFind, an electronic filer as bad as Horne Term is 
good; and Apple's Edit, a simple, non-HFS-compatible text
file editor. $49.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San 
Mateo, CA 94404. NCP (Sep 86) 

lnBox is an easy-to-use mail system. It's called up from a desk 
!!!!112accessory. Has a very slick interface. Dedicated Mac not 

required . $350 for starter set which includes one Adminis
trator disk and three Connection disks. Additional Connec
tions cost $125 each. Think Technologies, 135 South Rd., 
Bedford, MA 01730. NCP (May 87) *'86 Eddy 

lnTalk comes with its own communications command language 
!!!!lf2able to do unattended sessions. Supports Xmodem and 

MacBinary. Has a macro key function. Many sample setup 
documents and command language files provided. $195. 
Palantir, 12777 Jones Rd., Houston, TX 77070. NCP (Prem) 

Lapllnk Mac quickly transfers data to and from the MS-DOS and 
!!!! Mac environments. Kit contains a cable and software. Con

trol of transfer is on the IBM side. Version: 1.2. Requires 
5 l 2K. $139.95. Traveling Software, 19310 North Creek 
Pkwy., Bothell, WA 9801 1 . NCP (Aug 88) 

MacTermlnal provides basic telecommunications and terminal emula
! !'12 lion. Doesn't have macros nor any sort of auto re-dialjauto log

on capability. Best for those needing faithful VT 100 or IBM 3278 
emulation - it is superb at those. $125. Apple Computer, 
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Prem) 

MacWorkStatlon is a development environment and communica
!!!! tions program that accesses custom mainframe applica

tions through the Macintosh interface. Modular design al
lows for expandability. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. 
Version 3 .0 . $2,500 for internal use license, $5,000 from 
commercial use license. Apple Software Licensing, 20525 
Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Oct 88) 

MlcroPhone is a high-powered terminal program that's easy 
!!!!112enough for novices. Very powerful command language al

lows full automation of communications, if desired. $149. 
Software Ventures, 2907 Claremont Ave., Berkeley, CA 
94705. NCP (Jul 86) * '86 Eddy 

CUSTOM DESIGNED REPRINTS 

. When your product or company is covered by this maga

zine, you can order custom designed reprints* for use in pro
motional mailings, sales kits, press releases and point-of
purchase displays. 

For more information on how you can take advantage of 
this wonderful promotional opportunity, call or write: 
Jennifer Locke- Reprints Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing 
Company, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 
212-503-5447. 	 ·Minimum quantity 500 
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Microsoft Mall is an electronic mail system that runs under Apple
!!!! "'Talk. Supports file transfers across the mail system. Full on

line help facility. Also includes '"While you were out" mes
sages. Desk accessory based. Prices detennined by 
number of users licensed. One to four users, $299.95; five 
to IOusers,$499.95; 11 to20users,$749.95; 21 ormore 
users, $949.95. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, 
WA 98073-9717. NCP (May 87) * '87 Eddy 

Red Ryder is a full-featured telecommunications program that supports 
!!!~! MacBinary, Xmodem, and Kennit. Has big screen support, auto 

procedure creator, and up to 30 keyboard macros. This is the 
cream of the crop (In late 87). $80. Freesoft, 150 Hickory Dr. , 
Beaver Falls, PA 150 I 0. NCP (Dec 87) *'87 Eddy 

Smartcom II balances power and ease ofuse. Capable ofunattend
!!!! 'hed operation and has a very powerful command language. 

Supports MacBinary, Xmodem, and Hayes Verffication pro
tocols. The large screen buffer can easily be archived. $149. 
Hayes, 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, GA 
30092. NCP (Jul 86) * '85 Eddy 

Telescape is the power telecommunicator's tennlnal program. Can be 
!!! configured to emulate any tenninal. The documentation does 

not adequately explain the many features. $125. Mainstay, 
5311 -B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I . NCP (Jun 86) 

TOPS is a file server designed to network computers with differ
!!!! 'IJent operating systems. Supports Macs, MS-DOS compat

ibles, and UNIX. Access to files and subdirectories is 
transparent to the user; they appear as Mac folders. Only 
handles ASCII or Text files. $149 for Mac version . $389 for 
PC's (comes with add-on card) . TOPS, 2560 Ninth St., 
Berkeley, CA 947 IO. Serial number protected. (May 87) 
* '87 Eddy 

VersaTerm features include DEC VT 100 and VT52, Tektronix 4014 
!!!! 'IJgraphics terminal and Data General DG200 emulation. Sup

ports Xmodem and MacTenninal Xmodem protocols and 
MacBinary. Versa Tenn is easy to use and well-documented. 
$99. Peripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen 
Ave. , Mt. Penn, PA 19606. CP (Prem) 

VersaTerm-Pro is a very powerful tenninal program with several 
!!H'IJspecial features. Does one of the best VT! 00 emulations 

available and specializes in high-quality Tektronix 4014 and 
4105 emulation. A pro's tool. Requires 5 I 2K +. $295. Pe

ripherals, Computers & Supplies, 2457 Perkiomen Ave., Mt. 
Penn, PA 19606. NCP (Apr 87) 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Document Compare allows users to compare any two MacWrite 4.5, 
!!! ASCII , or MOS documents. Differences in spelling, punctuation, 

fonnatting, and wording are detected. Documents can be print
ed out with differences highlighted. $99. Legalware, 33 Young 
St., Toronto, Ontario M5E IS9, Canada. NCP (May 86) 

Document Modeler can automate much of a professional office's 
!!!!'IJcorrespondence. Comes in two parts: Template Maker and 

Document Maker. Initial setup requires time and is complex. 
$299.95. Legalware, 33 Young St. , Toronto, Ontario M5E 
IS9, Canada. NCP (Mar 87) 

Doug Clapp's Word Tools is a useful punctuation and style editing 
!!!! program. It won't turn you into a Proust, but it will help you 

make your writing cleaner and clearer. Word counts among 
different fonnats show discrepancies, but not to worry. Re
quires 5 I 2K +. $79.95 Aegis Development, 2125 Pico 
Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405. NCP (Sep 87) 

Expressionist is a powerful DA that allows you to create complex 
!!!!!mathematical equations from within an application. Equa

t ion manipulation has never been easier. $79.95. Allan 
Bonadio Associates, 1579 Dolores St., San Francisco, CA 
94110. NCP (Jul 87) 

FullWrlte Professional combines outlining and word processing 
!!!!'IJwith page layout and drawing. Its many features translate 

into sluggish perfonnance unless you have a lot of extra 
RAM. Impressive. Version 1.0. Requires IM. Mac II and 
MulitFinder friendly. $395. Ashton-Tate, 20101 Hamilton 
Ave. , Torrance, CA 90502. NCP (Sept 88) 

Graham Speller is a desk accessory-based spelling checker. In
!!! eludes macro feature. Good guesser in interactive mode. 

Clumsy interface. Version I . I . $44.95. Graham Software, 
8609 Ingalls Circle, Arvada, CO 80003. NCP (Aug 88) 

Kadmos Greek Font is a full character set of ancient Greek that 
!!!'IJ prints on any Postscript printer. Requires learning new typ

ing skills, but excellent quality makes it worth the effort. 
$85. Allotype Typographies, 1600 Packard Rd., Ann Arbor, 
Ml 48104. NCP (Oct 87) 

CUSTOM DESIGNED REPRINTS 

When your product or company is covered by this maga

zine, you can order custom designed reprints * for use in pro
motional mailings, sales kits, press releases and point-of
purchase displays. 

For more information on how you can take advantage of 
this wonderful promotional opportunity, call or write: 
Jennifer Locke- Reprints Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing 
Company, One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016, 
212-503-5447. · Minimum quantity 500 
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Now MACINTOSH AND WANG 

(AN COMMUNICATE 

AND NOTHING GETS losT 
. IN THE TRANSLATION 

~~~==-

Transferring files fr uw 
one system to another 

is somewhat pointless 
if you spend most 

- ofyour time re
formatting the data. 

Which is why we introduced 
MacLinkPlus for Wang. Whether you're run


ning a Wang VS system, an OIS or a Wang PC, 

MacLinkPlus provides a complete solution for 

document transfer and file conversion. 


MacLinkPlus includes the entire collection ofmore 
than 40 translators-the key to accurate conversion of 
file formats such as rulers, indents, bold and plain text 
styles,margins, tabs, underlines, superscripts, subscripts, 
paragraphs,and tabular tables. If it looks a certain way on 
aWang, it will look the same way on a Mac.And,ofcourse, 
vice-versa.No time-wasting and difficult pre-conversion 

Wang Word Processing Microsoft Word 

to ASCII or print files is necessary. 
MacLinkPlus doesn't stop there, however. It offers full Wang 

VS Workstation capabilities, allowing easy access to Wang word 
processing, data processing and electronic mail. All 32 Wang 
Workstation functions can be executed through familiar Macin
tosh menus or command keys, and you'll even be able to use the 
mouse on Wang displays. 

Software for the Macintosh, software for the Wang (8" or 

Wang 2ll0 Terminal 

5.25"), software for the PC and adirect connect cable 
(you can use a Hayes or compatible modem ifyou 
prefer), is included in the MacLinkP/us 
package; everything you need F-"--.--.:.::""'°'.•'to be 
up and running in minutes. 

So call (203) 268-0030 for 
your nearest DataViz dealer, 
because no matter which Wang 
system you're using, there's a 
MacLinkPlus solution to con
nect it to the Mac. 

Who says you can't have
Macintosh 2ll0 Terminal Emulation the best of both worlds. 

DATA!! MACLINKP/u.S/Wang

35 Corporate Drive 
Trumbull, Connecticut 06611 


Please circle 189 on reader service card. 
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Laser Author is a high-powered, technically oriented word proces
!!!'I• sor. Good math setting capability. Has style sheets, word 

count, and page layout capability. $199.95. Firebird licens
ees, PO Box 49, Ramsey, NJ 07446. NCP (Mar 87) 

Lookup is an on-call , quick single-word spelling checker. Designed 
!!!!!for the way writers really work. Uses the 93,000 + word 

Spellswell dictionary. $49.95. Working Software, 321 Alva· 
rado, Suite H, Monterey, CA 93940. (Dec 87) NCP 

MacGAS is a DA spelling checker with both a small and extended 
!!! dictionary. Its best point is the excellent thesaurus, provides 

antonyms & glossary. A slow checker. $99. EnterSet, 2380 
Ellsworth, Berkeley, CA 94720. CP (Oct 86) 

MacProof is a grammar, style , and spell ing checker that's like 
!!!!'hhaving your own personal copy editor. Grammar rules are 

fixed, and you may not agree with the choices. The program 
only suggests corrections, it doesn 't make them for you. 
And the checking process can be slow if your document is 
long. $195 for standalone version; $2500 for networked 
version. Automated Language Processing Systems, 190 
West 800 North , Provo, UT 84604. NCP (Apr 87) 

Macspell + v. I . IO is a spell ing checker that installs as a desk 
!!!! accessory. Works easily with MacWrite 4 .5 and 2.2 and 

Word , but has some drawbacks. New version just avail
able. Requires 512K + , two drives or hard disk. $99. 
Creighton Development. 16 Hughes St. , Irvine, CA 92718. 
NCP 

MacWrlte is starting to show its age. While still a good, basic 
!!! program, it's out-performed by its competition. Probably 

enough for the occasional user. Version 5.0 includes com

mand key equivalents and spell checker. Requires 
5 I 2KE +. $125. Claris, 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 
94043. NCP (Jun 88) *'85 Eddy 

MergeWrlte is a mail-merge program for MacWrite (also works with 
!!!112 	ASCII files) . Program combines names and addresses from a 

data file into predefined fields in a form letter. Also allows 
simple conditional IF-THEN-ELSE equations. $49.95. Soft
ware Discoveries, 137 Krawski Dr., South Windsor, CT 
06074. NCP (Dec 87) 

MlndWrlte integrates outlining and word processing better than 
!!!! 	anyone. Version I. I fixes many problems of the earlier ver

sion. Sophisticated search and select options. Unimpres
sive speed. $295. Access Technology, 555C Heritage Har
bor, Monterey, CA 93940. NCP (Feb 88) 

QUED/M v. 2.0 I is an excellent text editor that saves documents 
!!!!'hin a form readable by most computers and printers. 

Doesn 't support graphics or multiple fonts. Programming 
language allows creation of database. $129. Paragon Con
cepts, 4954 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar, CA 92014. NCP (Mar 
88) 

Quick Word is a word processing accessory that adds sophisticated 
!!!'h glossaries to MacWrite. Simple to install and use, yet power

ful and efficient. $49.95. EnterSet, 2380 Ellsworth, Berke
ley, CA 94720. NCP 

Scrlptor is designed for producing standard format scripts. Starts with a 
!!!! 	Word document. As you change your Word document, Scriptor 

will reformat, renumber, and reprint the script. Supports Laser
Writer and daisywheel printers. $295. Screenplay Systems, 
348 E. Olive Ave., Suite F, Burbank, CA 91502. NCP (May 87) 



Spelling Champion is a fast and accurate batch-type spelling 
!!!! checker. Back-up feature allows you to undo corrections in a 

paragraph. Works only with MacWrite 4.5. $39.95. Champi
on Software, 6617 Gettysburg Dr., Madison, WI 53705. 
NCP (Oct86) 

Spelling Coach Professional is a desk accessory and stand-alone 
!!!!¥.spelling checker as well as thesaurus. Includes dictionary 

definitions. Off-the-wall phonetic guesses. Version 3.0. 
$195. Deneba Software, 7855 N.W. 12th Street, Suite 
202, Miami, FL, 33126. NCP (Aug 88) 

Spellswell is a stand-alone batch spelling checker. Also checks for 
!!!!'l2punctuation and other t\rors. Good dictionary, thorough 

checking, simple interface. Weak guessing. Version 2.0. 
$74.95. Working Software, 321 Alvarado St. , Monterey, CA 
93940. NCP (Aug 88) 

Thunder! is a desk accessory spelling checker. Includes macro 
!!!!'l2features. Fairly fast, good guessing of misspelled words. 

Small dictionary. MultiFinder hostile. Version I. I. $49.95. 
Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. 
NCP (Aug88) 

Word Finder is an electronic thesaurus that won't replace your 
!!!'I• trusty Roget's, but is still useful for checking synonyms on 

the fly. Large respectively. Version 2.0. Requires 5 l 2K. Mac 
II and MultiFinder friendly. $59.95. Microlytics, 300 Main 
St., Rochester, NY 14445. NCP (Sept 88) 

Word 3.01 fixes many of the bugs of the justly maligned 3.0. Still , 
!!!!'l2it's the most feature-laden word processor around. Also has 

Microsoft's somewhat unusual view of what the Mac inter
face is. Esoteric command key combinations. Requires 

512K+. $395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, 
WA 98073. NCP (Mar 88) 

WorksPlus Spell is a speedy spelling and hyphenation checker for 
! ! ! !'12 Microsoft Works. It includes a glossary for abbreviations and 

time/date stamping. The biggest drawback is its limitation 
to one program. $59.95. Lundeen & Associates. PO Box 
30038, Oakland, CA 94604. NCP (Oct 87) *'87 Eddy 

Write is a "beginner's" version of Word 3.0. More features than 
! ! ! some word processors in its class, but not all of the features 

work well. Poor value, and expensive upgrade path to Word. 
$175. Requires 5 l 2K +. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, 
Box 970 I 7, Redmond, WA 98073-9717. NCP (May 88) 

WrlteNow for the Macintosh has many of the features of MacWrite 
!!!!'12and then some, including the ability to work in columns. Has 

built-in spelling checker with 50,000-word dictionary. $175. 
T/Maker, 1973 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. 
NCP (Mar87) 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
HyperCard is a totally unique program for the Mac. It uses an index 
!!!! 	card metaphor and it contains a programming language, 

Hyper Talk. Requires IM+. Free with new Macs, otherwise 
$49.95. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014. NCP (Dec 87) *'87 Eddy 

System Software Update 6 .0 contains an improved version of 
!!'I• 	 MultiFinder and new features like CloseView (for visually 

impaired users), Map, and MacroMaker. Incompatible with 
many programs; lots of small bugs. Requires I megabyte. 

Plug a 330-rnegdbyteMacDis'k™ drive into your Mac; and scream 
thr:ough all the high-performance applications you want. No stall
ing, No botuenecks. 

Programs load in c:lbout 20 inilliseconds. Data mmsfers at up to 1.3 
megabytes§ per second. 

And MacDisk is alreaqy formatted, so irs out of the box, hooked 
into Y,OtJf Mat's SCSI pmt and .r€ady to go in about two minutes. 

With certifia.ition at awhopping 40,000-hour Mean Time Between 
Failure, ~rou'll m~e tracks, for a long, long time before ym.1 have to 
think1 about it again. 

Gall now, and get your Mac off the blocks with a 40-Mb, 65-Mb, 
100-Mb, 230-:Mb or 33-0-Mb MacDisk high-performance storage 
system. 8Q0~345-9242 1 Dept. 248. ln Calif., 714-545-2774, Dept. 248. 

M.'lCDisk is atr.td~'fllaiK. ?nd RRIAM L• a'"'8J.'l\<'n:d tr.tdem;lii< C)fPRtMI OorporJti()fl. M~and Madmosh are regl<tered tr-idemarks 
· ' of f.t?Ple ~mpuct;t[ lnc.' Cl?.&\ PRIAM Corporation 
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$49. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, 
CA 95014. NCP (Oct 88) 

System Tools 5.0 is the Apple System upgrade for Mac Plus, SE, 
!!!! 	 and II owners. It contains MultiFinder (a multitasking envi 

ronment), a LaserWriter spooler, and a Control Panel re
source to add color on the Mac II desktop. Takes 1 M +. $49. 
Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 
95014. NCP (Mar 88) 

HYPERCARD 
Business Class is a HyperCard stack that contains world travel 
!!!Y:z information and itinerary planning. Uses maps to locate 

countries of Interest, but it lacks United States domestic 
travel information. Requires 1 M + and HyperCard. $49.95. 
Activision, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
NCP (Mar88) 

City to City imparts travel Information on 31 U.S. cities including 
!!!! details on hotels, restaurants, and nightlife. Helps plan an 

itinerary. Requires HyperCard, 2 disk drives, and a printer. 
$49.95. Activision , 3885 Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, CA 
94025. NCP (Sep 88) 

Focal Point is a HyperCard stack that ties together a calendar, 
!!!! Y:zphone log, client accounts, and more In one easy-to-use 

organizational tool. Requires 1 M+ and HyperCard. $99.95. 
Activision, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
NCP (Mar88) 

HyperBook Maker adds many of the printing utilities that Hyper
!!! 	Card lacks. Best used to figure out signature breaks to print 

pamphlets. Version I.la reviewed. Mac II and MultiFlnder 
friendly. $59.95. ldeaform, 612 West Kirkwood, Fairfield, IA 
52556. NCP (Jun 88) 

HyperAtlas is a collection of U.S. and World maps that are 
!!! 	 networked to stacks containing economic, political, and 

population data. Version 1.0. Requires HyperCard and sec
ond disk drive or hard disk. $99. MicroMaps Software, P.O. 
Box 757, Lambertville, NJ 08530. NCP (Oct 88) 

HyperDA lets you browse through HyperCard stacks through a desk 
!!!! 	accessory. A true equalizer for 512K Mac owners who can

not normally access stackware. Doesn't support global vari
ables. Requires 5 l 2K +. $69. Symmetry, 761 E. University 
Dr., Mesa, AZ. 85203. NCP (May 88) 

HyperTutor is a stack that teaches HyperTalk, Hypercard 's pro
!!!!Y:zgramming language. Uses an interactive Test Mac on each 

card to write scripts. A variety of windows makes it good for 
both beginners and advanced programmers. $49.95. Teli
graphics, 936 Sir Francis Drake Blvd., Kentfield, CA 94904. 
NCP (Apr88) 

Reports endows HyperCard stacks with the power to sort and im
!!!Y:z part information like a database. Customizing reports is diffi

cult. Requires HyperCard. $99.95. Activision, Inc., 3885 
Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025. NCP (Aug 88) 

ScrlptExpert helps you generate HyperTalk scripts by leading you 
!!!! 	through the correct use of the language. Select a common 

command, and dialog boxes prompt you for necessary com
ponents. Version 1.0 Requires HyperCard. $79.95: Hyper
press Publishing, P.O. Box 8243, Foster City, CA 94404. 
NCP(Oct 88) 

Pearl Lisp 
Lisp is the premier Al language . . . Pearl Lisp is a 

full-featured Lisp compiler with object-oriented 

programming and complete access to the 

Macintosh toolbox. Designed to exploit 

popular Lisp tutorials and priced under 

$200, there's no better way to explore 

the concepts and techniques ofAl 

and Lisp programming. 


• 
Logo is the educational dialect of 

Usp that has been popular in schools 
for over eight years . . . ObjectLDgo is the 

latest in Logo development, featuring easy to 
learn object-oriented programming andgraph

ics capabilities. There's no easier way to explore 
symbolic processing andadvancedAl techniques. 
Andnow, make double-c/ickable applications. 

ToorderCALL NOW (800) 521-1027 
in MA(617) 868-7440 
60-day money back guarantee 
Shipping: US $5, Canada $10, Others $30 
Coral Software, P.O. Box 307, Cambridge, MA 02142 

There's no better, 
easier way to explore 

object-oriented program=,~~~:l o~a--·"'-c I-·n._,, ,,·r"' ming, symbolic processing 
and the fascinating world of ~. SOF TWAR E 

Al programming. The natural choice for Al on the Macintosh 

Trademarks.owners: Macln1osh - Appia Computer, Inc.; Ot>jecl Logo, Pearl Usp - COfal SOftware COrp.; AJlegroCommon Lisp -Coral Software Corp. end Franz Inc. 

Please circle 106 on reader service card. 
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FAX #: (602) 246-7805 1-800-.~~~:MAC2MAC-MTA 
Order Line -1-800-669-6222 

Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 
PRODUCTS Order Status and 6:30am-9pm MST. 


Tuesday &Friday 6:30am-5pm MST. Technical Support 

Saturday 9am-5pm MST. 2727 W. Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051 602-246-2222 


Accounting 
MECA 
Managing Your Money . . .. Call 

Mlgent 
In House Accountant .. . . S90 

Monogram 
Dollars & Sense .. . . . B1 

Peachtree Software 
Accounting Syslem (3 pack) . .. . 129 

Soft.sync 
Personal Accounting . .. .. . . . . . 29 

Communication 
Centram Tops . S12S 
Dataviz 
Maclink Plus wlcable . 14S 

Palantir Software 
lntalk . 10S 

Hayes 
Smarlcomll . . . . BB 

Database 
Ashton Tate dBASE Mac . 5299 
Borland Rellex Plus ........... 159 
Forethought 
Filema er Plus .... 14S 
Fox Base - .... . . 20S 

Microsoft File . . . Call 
Nantucket McMax . 169 
Odesta Double Helix .. . .. 27S 
Double Hel ix II .. . . . 340 
Mull i User Kit for DH II . .. Call 

Provue Overvue 2.1 _... _ .... 149 

Desktop Publisher 
Aldus Pagemaker 3.0 . . 5393 
Letraset Ready Set Go 4.0 . .279 
Orange Micro Ragtime ... .. . . . 2t6 

Educational 
Davidson Math Blaster . .S2B 
First Byte 
First Leners &Words . . 32 
First Shapes .. 32 
Kid Talk ... .. . 32 
Math Talk ... 32 
Speller Bee .. . . . 32 

Mindscape 
New Improved Mastertype .. . 32 
Perfect Score SAT . .. 4S 

Simon & Schuster 
Typing Tu tor IV . . . 39 

Springboard 
Early Games . .. 30 
Easy As ABC .. 30 

Entertainment 
Avalon Hill MacPro Football .. S2B 
Electronic Art s 
Chessmaster 2000 . .. . ... 30 
Deluxe Music Cont . .63 
One On One ..... 16 
Patlon vs Rommel . . 27 
Scrabble .39 
Seven Cil1es ol Gold . 16 

Holobyte Falcon . 32 
lnfocom Beyond Zerk . 32 
Lurking Horror .... ... 2B 

Mindscape Balance of Power . 30 
De1a Vu . 29 
King al Chicago .... . ..... 29 

Sierra On Line 
Championship Boxing . 2B 

Silicon Beach 
Beyond Dark Castle 28 
Dark Castle 2B 

Enchanted Sceplers . 22 


MAC Goll 3S 

World Class Goll . Call 


Graphics 
Ashlon·Tale Full Paint .. SSS 
Borderbund Printshop 3S 
V1deoworks 2 ... 11S 

Cricket Draw ....... 1S9 
Cricket Graph . 112 

Microsoft Chart . 79 
Microsoft Power Point .. 219 
Mindscape Graphic Works 1.1 .. . S9 
Silicon Beach Super Paint . . . . . 7B 
Soft Style Bluestart . 29 
Co1orma1e 21 .. 49 
Epstart .... 29 
Jelstari ...... 29 

Springboard Certificate Maker ... 2S 
Super Mac PixelPa1n1 . . 2S2 
T·Maker 
ChckArt Bu siness Image .. 29 
Click Art Ellects . . ........ ... . 29 

Click Art Personal Graphics ..... 29 
Chck Art Pubhcat1ons .29 

Integrated 
Works 1.0 .. Call 

Languages 
Borland Turbo Pascal 
Microsoft 
Basic Compiler 1 0 
Basic Interpreter 3.0 
Fortran Compiler 2 2 . 

Think Technologies 
L1ghtspeedC 2.1S 
L1ghtspeed Pascal 

.. SS9 

Call 
.. Call 

.. . ... .. Call 

. 99 
...... 72 

Statistical Analysis 
Borland Eureka . 5119 

Brainpower Sta1v1ew 512 · 179 


Utilities 
Central Point Copy II Mac S21 
Borland Sidekick 2 O 6S 
FGS Fastback SS 
Living Vldeolext More 1.lC . 179 
Silicon Beach S1hcon Press 4S 
Word Build er 4S 

Supermac 01sk l1t 4S 
Superspool . 4S 
Superspool Laser BS 
Superspool Mull1u ser 210 

Word Processors/ 
Spellers 

Aegis Development 
Doug Clapps Word Tools 

Ashton·Tate Fullwrite Prol 
Electronic Aris 

Thunaer 
Microsoft Word 3 01 
T-Maker Wnlenow 
Working Software 
Spell swell 
Word Perfect MAC 

S49 
2S9 

32 
Call 
100 

42 
lBO 

Worksheets 
Timelink S42 
Microsoft Excel 1 04 Call 
Mult1plan 1.11 Call 
Softview Mac In Use 3S 

Accessories 
Curtis Ruby SPF·2 
Kensington A-B Box 
Grapler LO 
SCSI Cable 
SCSITerm 1na1or 
Disk Case 
Polat1z1ng Fillers 

Ti1t/Sw1vel lP1a11num1 


Softstyle Mac Enhancer 

SS9 
6S 
99 

22.SO 
29 
22 
3S 
27 

169 

Modems 
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 53S9 
includes Smartcom II and cable 
Mlgent M1gen1 MAC Modem 16S 
Evere x EMAC 2400 Call 

Call For Our 

Special Prices On 


All Microsoft 

Products 


Disk Drives/ 

Hard Drives 


Everex 
EMAC ·20D 

EMAC ·40D . 

EMAC·201D(MACll) . 

EMAC • 20SE(MAC SE) 

EMAC·4010 . 

EMAC·9110 . 


Laser Computer 
BOOK 3 5· Drive 

General Computer Corp. 
HyperDrive FX/20 . 
HyperOrive FXl40 . 
HyperOrive F1/40 . 

.. 5S2S 
B19 

. . 469 
469 
779 

.1S19 

. 1 BS 

.649 
909 

.909 
40MBmr. hard drsk for MAC SE 
'HyperTape Platinum Kit .. 99B 
40MB SCSI tape drrve 

Input/Output 
MAXX for 1he MAC 

MACH IV· 

NEC· LC·890 .. 

Viking Monitors 
General Computer Corp. 
?ersonal Laser Printer . 
Personal Laser Plus .. . . 

Kensington 
TurboMouse ADS 3 o 

Koala Mac Vision . 
Sigma Designs 
LaseiV1ew 1s· MAC SE .. 
aseiView 19· MAC SE 
aseiV1ew 1S"MAC II 

LaserV1ew 19~ MAC II . 

$79 
. S3.9S 
.3300 

Call 

. . 1449 
. 1S99 

119 
17S 

. 134S 
... 171S 
.. 1419 
. 17BO 

Summagraphics Mac Tablet . . 379 

Thurderscan Call 


Upgrades 
Dove Computer Corp 
MacSnap 

General Computer Corp. 
Hypercharger020 
noramor68881 
Hypercharger 020 no 68881 
Hypercharger020w/688B I 

.. Call 

. 5719 

.. .. 929 

... 1219 

Servicing our PC buyers with low pricing and technical experience since 1979. 
• Shipping on most software 1s $5.00 • Persona l/company check allow 14 days to clear. • Ttlere will be a 20°0 restock fee No Charge for MasterCard or Visa 
• AZ orders add 6.7% sales tax . · All returns are subject to our approval. on all rel urns 
• We accepl Purchase Orders from authorized · Sorry. no refunds on open software. due 10 · All prices are sub1ec1 to ct1ange. 

institut ions lor 3.5% more than cash price. copyright laws. • Sorry. no COO orders. 1-.=. 

Please circle 183 on reader service card. 



WISe up to nightly savings 
online with GEnie:' 
" GEnie has opened my eyes to what an online service 
can do for me. I thought I knew it all until I discovered 
GEnie's vast array ofSpecial Interest Groups, offering 
thousands ofsoftware files, dynamic bulletin boards, 
lively discussions and "tips" from the experts. Not to 
mention services like Comp-u-store Online® shopping 
service, USA Today Decisionlines and access to 

·~ 

Services Availab l~ Pricing ** Comparr 
Nun -primL Ti"" llnlL>& IVglltraliun MonthlyElt!ctm nic ~tail • CB Sav< Minimumftt ]()() baud 1200 bmuJ• s1c ;vu~cr Group' 

• Tr.tvcl • Shopping None$29.95 $5.00 $5.00 GEnic t • Finan c • Kcft.·rc11n· 
PmfMo..~ional • Leisure CompuServe $39.95 None $6.00 $12.50 

• Camcs • Ne\\~ 
Otltcr $49.95 $10.00 $8.40 SI0.80 

*Get 2 Fret Hours with Sigr1-Up. 

Stilljust $5 per hour. Get online today! 
I. Have your major credit card or checking account number ready. 
2. Set your modem for local echo (half duplex)-300 or 1200 baud. 
3. Dial 1-800-638-8369. When connected, enter HHH 
4. At the U#= prompt enter ~758,GEnie then RETURN. 

DowJones News/Retrieval.® And those friendly people 
. Need help or more information? No modem yet? We can help. 

at GEme really give a hoot about being helpful, In U.S. or Canada call 1-800-638-9636 or write GEnie, 401 N. 
day or night w Washington St., Rockville, MD 20850. 

Compare GEnie for selection, 
services and price, night after night -ilYl Mf , 1•lJ" 8It wil.l open your eyes too. Only -

GEme offers you so much online, 

for less." We bring good things to life. 


"Sask r.net and SC"nices in c:fTect 1~ apply in U.S. only. tNnn·primc time r.1.trs:i ppl)' Mon.-Fri. 6PM-8AM load time 1md all 
dayS:tL,Sun .. and 11a l1. holkl:1y1. Subjccl ln M:rvlcc :iv.iilahiliry.Some~~ offcm:l oo C f.Il ic may inclu1le :.iclditlon.:U clurp 
• S10 cmli1 applies. Offttgood ror 30 <.bp from ,lgll-up. 
0 1988 Wna.11 Ekruic- ComJW1y. U.5.1\. 
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MINIFINDERS.q ~~ q £1 ~ q 

Design is a powerful organizational tool. It goes beyond mere flow

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS !!!!"'2charting. Graphically depicts relationships between sys
Acta, is an outline processor in desk accessory format. It has practi  tems. Complex, detailed program aimed at software pros. 
!!!!•t.callyall the powerofa stand-alone program, and then some. $250. Meta Software, 150 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, 

Can save files as Acta outlines, MacWrite files, or text files. MA 02140. NCP (Apr 88) 

Version 2.0. $79. Symmetry Corporation, 761 East Univer FamllyCare is a " yuppie" handbook to childhood diseases. The 

sity Drive, Mesa, AZ 85203. NCP (Oct 88) ! ! ! rule-based expert system gives advice based on symptoms. 


AEC Information Manager helps middle-level managers keep track of Ailments and diseases run the gamut from acne and appen 
!!'I• 	 projects from start to finish. Has date calculations, scheduling dicits to wheezing and yeast infections. Lacks graphics. Ver

graphs, and alarms. Overpriced. Version 1.21 reviewed. Re sion 1.0. Requires 5 l 2K. $99. Lundin Laboratories, 29451 
quires IM +. $695. AEC Management Systems, 20524 Ame Greenfield Rd., Southfield, Ml 48076. Mac II and MultiFinder 
thyst Lane, Germantown, MD 2087 4. NCP (Jul 88) friendly. NCP (Sept 88) 

Calllope is a new type of outlining program. Chunks of information Family Heritage Fiie a genealogy database that is compatible with 
!!! are manipulated as small " light bulbs" containing text. Re  !!! programs issued by the Mormon Church. An MS-DOS spin 

lated elements can be graphically connected, and their text off that doesn't support the Mac interface well. Requires 
information viewed in hierarchical order. Text files can be 5 l 2K. $149. StarCom Software Systems, Windsor Park 
created for MacWrite editing. $99. lnnovision, PO Box 131 7, East, 25 West 1480 North, Orem, Utah 84057. NCP (Oct 
Los Altos, CA 94023. NCP (Sep 86) 88) 

Comment (previously known as Memorandum) is the electronic Famlly Roots is a genealogy program that allows you to customize 
!!!"'2 	equivalent of Post-it Notes. Notes can be attached to many !!! input with programmable function keys. Unfortunately, its 

different types of documents. Doesn't work well with Super user interface is poor. Buggy and slow. Version 1.3 . Re 
Paint or Microsoft Works. An alarm clock feature alerts users quires 512K. $72.50. Quinsept, P.O. Box 216, Lexington, 
ofTimed Notes. $99.95. Deneba Systems, 7855 NW 12th MA 02173. NCP (Oct 88) 
Street, Suite 202, Miami, FL 33126. NCP (Nov 87) FlowMaster charts your ad dollars In print, TV, billboard, and other 

DeclslonMap organizes data to facilitate decision making. Unique !!!!!mediums. Analyzes costjbenefit ofa campaign in terms that 
!!! 	weighting abilities make this a powerful tool. The decision even jaded Mad. Ave. execs will find innovative. Includes 

analysis process is long and sometimes complex, but never bar-chart and tabular output. Requires 5 I 2K +. $495. Se
difficult. $145. SoftStyle, 7192 Kalanianole Hwy., Honolulu, lect Micro Systems, 40 Triangle Ctr. , Yorktown Heights, NY 
Hl96825.CP 10598. NCP (Jan 88) 

Here ore the best values In Public Domain & Shorewworel We 've taken the guesswork out of finding the 
very best Public Domain and Shareware! Only $25.00 per PAK! Any 3 for only $69.95! 

--=--- Wilh thousands of Public Domain and Shareware'7. ~ sohware ti1fes available,tt's sometimes diffirulttoknowi\l&t:••~ 1f f'/8 which programs are the very best. Our Five SiarLaserPAK~- HyperPAK M<t>E ABCO ~ I~ Collection Series otters those programs and applica·** * * * lions !hat we feel are 111Jly deserving of your attention.A-BCD ABCD Sf'Jf Ead1 collection consists of rrve double sided disl<s, a11100100 ~ ·~ for only $24.95! All cisf<s are lil1ed wi1h oothing bu1 the 
best. and have oo S)'Slemor Finder files to take up 

~'11" '&:(/f'(trlf ''' '(!Jl"t'l'R')( HU I "" LAArft111 t S11.lflp/l~f~ W l..4> tt'l'Jt~ lll1 1 .,. 

~-).t.Of;f t~ Volume !. 11 , or Ill 
~ space INow you can get the very best software for your 

Collection Series Mac all in one package · all for one very special priceI\~ f.~ 	 - ''ii\ , J ~- ~.r~ .. · ·-k~ ~ .. ~I . ~,~-· =~ {i( l ~ 	 ) . ·· · ~GamePAK ArtPAK tiPRODUCTIVITY cO:::~~~"~C:: : ~r~~1--~~·~:. ____J: ~~ ;, 250 
ltlb . ..:.t ~~\'. L ~ 

Dul< Ubtanan · Red R,oe< 9.4 • Se.....nt · Take Al.!tte< · Clasis· Fontsit•• ·;-·,.. w • • tiUTILITIES Padod< • Layoi.< •MacSnoop • INFOMakO< • B'J Screen INIT · plus 33 -~100 v.r~ ~--'~ ~ - t'0- !i:: 	 ~;1~ -""3~) BeYltlt Kls · Boston II • Palero. · Us«Key · lasetUI> · CaSoO 
For<U> · Savicu · MT09 · 0AIJ · T...-.it.1oose · plus30mot~tiFONTS/DA 'S 


tiART/GRAPHICS J:M~-;::.;="~~~~:, 

$1.•r.c. (SWJ/f'IJe1 in, y11..w-P.sl:f\ IOO N Jln s111t1.p(t~ frr.r.WJ1rtl'5l '}( :i.50 "' 

"8Qi~ SourdMoY9f • Sourdlnil • CheapBeep • plus t t "'°'' DeskPAK mSOundPAK tiSIGHTS/SOUNDS !"09''""·plus 37 irusic lies, plus 53 sound liesl 

~~; tlGAMES ~/R:.~e.~=--~=-~;:,,~1-~;~~: 200 ;~ __ '. 150
~~~ 

,_ -. - -	:'\ . tlSTACKS VOL. I ~sr:-~~·.\~~:~~~~ 
.SU..r/tJ/,.,,.cAt1>t.Jtfjl~!fll"" :i;syfu:r/fa-i WJ"91.""2';R~ zru rw 

HtDl r Ul.llCJ.MNot~IK••.J.gh!jlZl·· -	 A&X(!Q11JU1'~NVWll'f~\ tlSTACKS VOL. II °""'~~n,:"~~._~"':"pk..~= 
RBCDEFGabcde fl!.r.: .!.! [_ .:: .-:: .J .: j FontPAKUtilityPAK tiSTACKS VOL. Ill ~~·-~~= : ~:::i~:"~~"':'i:;:iAll~ ... .;.++ + i!iCI I • ( .C .la L .:: .-:: .J .: ~ ~·Citt~~sn.i.rx::o. rf tt~t'Q 

c c: £:: 	 ............ :J ...... 
 ABCDEFGabcd£fg I < Each collection on five double200150 =:==.."i:::::._. ___ ..,:.· AUClll!fllllllJOll!:l 
sided disks for only $24. 95 per set! 

~I /rr:tr11 Wfl1ility PSt'}(lJO !"\( Sttlfta//,,,.u/rtlftl 1.~ 11Jrtr1'1 'X,ZCO "'4 

BudgetbbJtes EechPAKon4doublesideddisks.Save more!Any6 PAK"sonly$129.95; any8:$169.95 ; an ten; $199.95 1 Add$4.00per orderS&~ ( 800) 356 3551 
($7 Canada, or Sl 2 foreign).KS ordersadd 5%. Thousands of satisfied customers In over60 countries have made Budgetbytes th&1r • 
#t choice for Macintdsh Public Domain and Shareware. You~ find !he best se~, lhe best selection. and the best pik:e~. Ch~ FOR INFO CALL• (913) 271-6022 
fromover 4.500 programs on over 650 disks. and never pay more lhan $3.50 per single slded. or $6.50 per double slded dis!< againI • 

2231 Wanamaker Road Ste 102 No membelship fees. evet! Just great softwareat honest prices.Order today and get our new 240 ~catalog. absolutely free. Or • 11 ' ~..! 
• • send $2.00(refundallielromyour first Oilier). Discxlver lhe Budgetby1esdilterence,and srart get!ltg morebytes for yourbuck. \Oday! J:.w-~~ 

P.O. Box 2248,Topeka, KS 66601 -"""""""""'_d_"""-·'"'-Thr-N<ICO_......,.. ....................___......._....,,...._ -...=..; ,.:t,..,., . w...,, = 
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GeoQuery puts your database on the map by accessing Zip code 
!!!! 	information. Comes with maps of the U.S. Other atlases 

available. Version 1.0 reviewed. Requires IM + and second 
disk drive. $349. Odesta, 4084 Commercial Avenue, North
brook, IL 60062. NCP (Jul 88) 

Gulde allows you to " cross reference '" from within a document 
!!!!>12using hypertext. You can set up words or sections of the 

document so that double-clicking brings up explanatory ma
terial , graphics, and other useful items. The word processing 
and formatting functions, however, are limited. $135. OWL 
International, 14218 NE 21st St. , Bellevue, WA 98007. 
NCP (Apr 87) 

Instant Expert is an excellent way to learn the mechanics of creating 
!!!112 an expert system. The inference engine (that ultimately finds 

the answer) is visible. Lacks a true Mac interface. Version 1.0. 
$49.95. Human Intellect Systems, 1670 S. Amphlett Blvd., 
Suite 326, San Mateo, CA 94402. NCP (Jan 88) 

MacGene tracks your family tree elegantly and with graphics. Docu
!!!t! 	mentation is scanty, and it doesn't handle dates too well. 

Version 2.85. Requires512K. $145. Applied Ideas, P.O. Box 
3225, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. NCP (Oct 88) 

MacProject allows a user to plan and track a project from begin· 
!!! 	 ning to end . Uses CPM to produce schedules with start and 

finish dates for each task. Can report on resource interde
pendencies and generate al l needed printed reports. 
$195. Claris , 440 Clyde Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. 
NCP (Mar86) 

MacSMARTS can create small, standalone expert systems. Fea
!!! 	 tures hypertext connections to Paint, PICT, SYLK, and text 

files. Still a little buggy. Requires 5 I 2K + . Version 1.03. 
$149.95. Cognition Technology, 55 Wheeler St., Cam
bridge, MA 02138. NCP (Jan 88) 

Micro Planner Plus Is a great project management system. Out 
!!!~112standinganalysis capability. Memory based, making it much 

faster than the original. Includes a font menu. Even saves 
reports out in MacDraw format for further work. Uses stand 
ard print drivers. HFS compatible. $495. Micro Planning In
ternational, 235 Montgomery St., San Francisco, CA 
94104. NCP (Dec 86) 

MORE is an incredibly powerful outline processor with gobs of great 
!!!!!features: instant charts, math capabilities, multiple win 

dows, font and style control , templates, and more. Prints 
outlines in any of several standard formats, even in color. 
Requires 512K+. $395. Symantec, 117 Easy St., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jan 87) * '86 Eddy 

PowerPolnt is a comprehensive presentation-creation tool. Han
!!!! 	dies 35mm slide and overhead transparency formats. Good 

graphics and text editing capabilities. Requires 512K + . 
$395. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, WA 
98073-9717 . NCP (Aug 87) * '87 Eddy 

STELLA for Business is a simulation tool used to model complex 
!!!!>12business systems. Requires that you master a discipline 

called ··system dynamics. '" Requires 512K+. Mac II ver
sion available. $350. High Performance Systems, 13 Dart
mouth College Hwy. , Lyme, NH 03768. NCP (Jun 88) 

SuperExpert is an expert system shell that induces rules from 
!!'12 	 examples. Rules become unwieldy when many criteria and 

examples are used. Overpriced. Version 1.4 reviewed. Re
quires 5 I 2KE. $199.95. Softsync, 162 Madision Avenue, 
New York, NY I 0016. NCP (Jul 88) 

DESK MANAGERS 
Executive Office is a jack of all trades office application. Good 
!!!'h 	database, word processing, graphics, and minispreadsheet. 

Available on 400 or SOOK disks; get the 800 if you can. 
$249.99. DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91423. CP (Mar 87) 

Front Desk lets small businesses and offices easily keep track of 
!!! personnel schedules, activities, and payments. The pro

gram can keep track of up to 15 employees, functioning as a 
day-, week-, and month-at-a-glance calendar. $149.95. 
Layered, 529 Main St., Boston, MA 02129. NCP (Dec 85) 

MockPackage+ is a set of extremely powerful DAs. Includes a text 
!!!!>12editor, text printer (supports LaserWriter), charter, terminal, 

and EZmenus. HFS compatible. $35. CE Software, 1854 
Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Mar 87) 

My Office lets you handle your files and papers in much the same 
!!!! way you did before you got a computer. Excellent use of 

graphic symbols. $129.95. DataPak, 14011 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Prem) 

Qulckset is a set ofdesk management and organizational tools that 
!!! can be used as desk accessories or applications. Functions 

include note filer, card filer, calendar, phone dialer, financial, 
and statistical calculators, and a file encryptor. $49.95. En 
terSet, 2380 Ellsworth, Berkeley, CA 94720. NCP (Dec 85) 

SldeKlck 2.0 beefs up original SideKick DAs and adds two major 
!!!! new ones - MacPlan, (formerly Click-On Worksheet) and 

Outlook, a full-featured outliner. Also comes with seven ap
plications to support the desk accessories. $99.95. Borland 
International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 
95066. NCP (Jun 87) 

Smart Alarms Is the best reminder system for the Mac. Easy to use, 
!!!!>12versatile and, well, smart. This self-running DA automatically 

reminds you of anything you enter into its Reminder file , 
giving you a wide range of useful advance warning options. 
$49.95. Imagine Software, 19 Solinas Rd ., Fairfax, CA 
94930. NCP (Oct 86) 

Top Desk is a set of 7 self-install ing (and self-removing) DAs. Menu 
!!!!>12Key adds Command key sequences to programs; View al 

lows looking at and moving data between up to 8 MacWrite 
documents; also included are BackPrint, Touch 'n' Go, 
Blank, Encrypt, and Launch. $59.95. Cortland Computer, 
PO Box 9916, Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (May 86) *'86 
Eddy 

UTILITIES 
AutoSave DA is insurance against system crashes. It saves your 
!!! 	 work automatically at intervals from I to 99 minutes. Com

patible with many applications, but not recommended for 
use with databases. $49.95. Magic Software, 1706 Galvin 
Rd. S., Bellevue, NE 68005. NCP (Jan 88) 

Capture saves any portion ofa Macintosh screen to the Clipboard or 
!!!!! asa PICT file . Works in color on the Mac II. Requires 512K+ . 

Multi Finder friendly. $59.95. Mainstay, 531 1-8 Derry Ave., 
Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I . NCP (Jun 88) 

Colorlzer adds pigments to the desktop and black and white appli
!!! cations. Also colors PICT graphics. System resources in

clude saving and printing color screens. A useful novelty 
that'll run its course as developers add color to apps. Re 
quires Mac II . $49.95. Palomar Software, PO Box 2635, 
Vista, CA 92083. NCP (Jan 88) 

Copy II Mac does efficient sector and bit copies and in Its latest 
!!!!!version can back up virtually all Mac software. Features 

graphic displays of copy progress. Comes with MacTools, a 
multi-use utility that can recover many damaged files. 
$39.95. Central Point Software, 9700 SW Capitol Highway, 
Portland, OR 97219. NCP (Apr 86) *'85 Eddy 

DlskExpress unfragments disk volumes by reorganizing data into 
!!!! continuous sectors and arranging files to slow down further 

fragmentation. Works with MacServe, floppy drives, and 
most hard drives. Requires 512K +. $39.95. ALSoft, Box 
927, Spring, TX 77383. NCP (Feb 87) 

DlskFlt is a utility for backing up and restoring hard disk files. Cre
!!!!'l2ates a " SmartSet'" offloppy disks so incremental back-ups 
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the@®11~~ 	 SPECIAL of 

month 

FileMaker 4 
(Nuhoba Syatema)©®~IPWTI~IB~ 

Single User $I69.00P.O. BOX 6"8 • WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91360 
Network Pac:k $3%5.00 
The powerful new euy•to-use data manace·ORDERS ONLY I·800·248·0363 ment pro11ram with multl•UHr capabllltlea. 

More power to manace )'OUr bualnea 

IN CALIFORNIA I·80S·499·0I97 . 	 ,. 
Mon. thru Fri. 7am - &pm Sat. 9am - 4pm Pacific Time 

DATABASES 	 WORD PROCESSORS HARD DRIVE 
ACIUS 4th Dimension 500.00 	 MICROSOFT CMS 
ASHTON TATE dBase 286.00 Word 3.02 225.00 Pro 43 11/1 (40ms, Int) 625.00 
BLYTH SOFTWARE Write 110.00 Pro 80 II/I (26ms, Int) 1210.00 
Omnis 3 Plus/Express 275.00 T/MAKER Pro 150 II/I (16ms, Int) 1850.00 
BORLAND Reflex Plus 165.00 	 Writenow 115.00 Pro 43 SE/I (29ms, Int) 875.00 
FOX SOFTWARE WORDPERFECT CORP Pro 45 SE/I (28ms, Int) 700.00 
Fox Base Plus 210.00 Word perfect 169.00 Tapestack 60MB (Tape backup) 715.00 
Fox base Plus/Development 210.00 GENERAL COMPUTER CORP 
Fox base Plus/Runtime 156.00 Fl/40 SE (40MB, Internal) 890.00 
MICROSOFT File 119.00 • DESKTOP PUBLISHING Fl/40 MAC II (40MB, Internal) no.oo 
NASHOBA SYSTEM Filemaker Plus 149.00 	 Fl/80 MAC II (80ms, 29MB Int) 1300.00 ADOBEODEST A Double Helix II 335.00 	 FX160 MAC (External) 1100.00 •Adobe Illustrator 88 	 315.00 FX180 (29ms, External) 1375.00 ALDUS 

Hypertape (SCSI Tape backup) 900.00Pagemaker 3.0 	 400.00 LANGUAGES RODIME SYSTEMS 	 CallLETRASET 

BORLAND Image Studio 
 275.00 •
Pascal Numerical Methods 64.00 	 Ready Set Go! 4.0 275.00 UPGRADESTurbo Pascal 64.00 TARGET SOFTWARE 

MICROSOFT Scoop 220.00 AST 
 •Basic Compiler 125.00 MAC286 MS DOS Co-processor 1045.00 
Basic Interpretor 61.00 DOVE 
Fortran Compiler 196.00 UTILITIES MSE1 (16 MH3) 575.00 
SYMANTEC lightspeed C 104.00 	 MSE4 (16 MH3, 1MB, Co-proc) 930.00 
Llghtspeed Pascal 75.00 	 AFFINITY Tempo II 79.00 MAC SNAP 524 (512K to 1MB) 200.00 

CE SOFTWARE Quick Key 57.00 MAC SNAP 5481' (512K to 2MB) 400.00 
CENTRAL POINT MAC SNAP 548S (512K-2MB, SCSI) 475.00 

BUSINESS Copy Two MAC 	 20.00 GENERAL COMPUTER 
FGS Fastback 57.00 Hyperdiavge 020 (16MHz, 

ACTIVISION SYMANTEC Utilities 65.00 68020, 1MB, Co-proc) 1195.00 
Business Class 30.00 SUPERMAC 
Reports: For HyperCard 60.00 Diskfit 	 55.00 MODEMSBORLAND Eureka: The Solver 125.00 Superlaser Spool 2.0 80.00
BRAVO TECHNOLOGIES Superspool 5.0 	 41 .00 ANCHOR
Mac Cale n.oo TOPS Tops 2.0 	 115.00 MACPAC 2400E w/sottware 160.00 
CHANG LABS C.A.T. V 2.0 225.00 

• 	 •
EPIC

CRICKET SOFTWARE Epic 2400 I, II 	 ea. 275.00 
Cricket Graph 	 105.00 HAYES
Cricket Presents 	 268.00 EDUCATION 

Smartmodem 2400 	 425.00 
Pict-0-Graph 	 105.00 ShivaBARRON'SINTUIT Net modem V 2400 	 391 .00 Barron's Program for SAT 33.00 Quicken 	 31.00 US ROBOTICS BRODERBUNDLUNDEEN & ASSOC. Courier HST 9600 w/MNP 694.00 Where in the World is Carmen 26.00 Works Plus Command 59.00 Where In Europe is Csrmen 26.00 MARVELIN CORP 

DAVIDSON Math Blaster 33.00 Business Filevision 	 201.00 MONITORSELECTRONIC ARTS MECCA 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing Managing yo\)r money 125.00 	 33.00 SIGMA DESIGN 
FIRST BYTE MICROSOFT 	 Laserview 15" (MAC Ill 1400.00 Kidtalk, Speller Bee, First Shapes, Excel 245.00 	 ea. _ Laserview 19" (MAC II 1800.00 

Mathtalk 	 32 00Works 	 180.00 LEARNING COMPANY Power Point 	 245.00 Reader Rabbit 39.00 •Mall (1-10 users) 300.00 	 ACCESSORIESSIMON & SCHUSTER 
Typing Tutor IV 40.00 ABATON Pro Point (SE, MAC II) 115.00 •

KENSINGTON System Saver 65.00 ACCOUNTING MSC Technologles 
A+ Mouse ADB n .oo•BPI General Accounting 61•.00 GAMES ORANGE MICRO CHANG LABS 
Grappler C/MAC/GS 	 74.00 Rags to Riches ACCOLADE Hardball 30.00 


General Accounting-3 Pac, ELECTRONIC ARTS 
 Grappler UQ 	 95.00 
(GL, AR, AP) 289.00 Chessmaster 2000 30.00 


Inventory 235.00 Scrabble 26.00 
 GRAPHICS
ledger 120.00 Chuck Yeager AFT 33.00 
Accounts Payable 120.00 GREAT WAVE Kidstime 33.00 ABA Draw It Again Sam 85.00 
Prof. Accounting-3 Pac MINDSCAPE Shadowgate 33.00 BRODERBUND Print Shop 36.00 

(Ledger. Pro Billing, AP) 375.00 SIERnA ON·LINE DENEBA SOFTWARE Canvas 2.0 160.00 
Retail Accounting-3 Pac King's Quest I, II, Ill ea. 33.00 SILICON BEACH 

(Ledger, Inventory, Payables) 375.00 Space Quest II 33.00 Super 30 Enhanced 265.00 

HUNDREOS MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE - PLEASE CALL FOR PRICING!I 	 I 

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE CALL 1-805-499-7785 Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Pacific Time 

To order cell loll free or send check or money order to !he P.O. Box onty. VISA/MC oroers welcome. Sorry, no C.0 .0 . PtfaonaJ an<! company checks, afkt# 10 working days 10 ctear. Specify computer type, It to ~ck 
order or to' send refund. California resJdents add 6% sales tu. Include phone number with order. All s.afes are final. Oetectlve l1ems will be re~aeed or money refunded, 11 our descrellon. CaJI for Return AuthortzaUon 
number. We are noc responsible f0t sul1abllity or compatability. Re.stocking roe ot 15% will apply. Shipping and handling: Conlinent1I U.S.· Software: add $4.00, Hardw11e: add 5'MI ($8.00 min). APO. FPO Alaska. Hawaii, 
Puorto Rico and CanadL Sohware: add se.oo min. Hardware: add 10% ($10.00 min). 

ALL SOFTWARE SHIPPED STANDARD AIR. NEXT DAY AIR AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. 
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, PRICES AND STIPULATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

1111 R1ncho Conelo Blvd. #407 Newbury Pa,k, CA 91320 

Please circle 21 on reader service card. 



General Ledger 
• entire fiscal year available for reports 
• user definable chart ol accounts 
• prior period postingSimply • produces lull audit trail 

Payables/Receivables 
• uses open invoice method 

Accounting 

is simply 

:magnificent 


lnfoWorld, March 14, 1988... 

"Simply Accounting lists for $349, accounting systems for the Mac 
which gets you all six accounting include Plains & Simple, priced at 
functions . Other popular entry-level $395, and Back to Basics at $199. 

Of course , these competitors 
provide only three accounting 

~- - INFQn-;e functions, compared to the six 
functions of Simply Accounting . You~RLD~Lv 

R E P O R T CARD 

SOFTWARE 

SIMPLY 
ACCOUNTING 

j " ![I] ~ i !~ ~ f:> .:! 

Per1ormance D D D IY-" D 
Documenlalion D D 0 D [g.

Ease ol Learning D D D D lll-" 
Ease ol Use D D 0 D iY"' 
Error Handling D DD IY-" D 
Support 0 0 lll-' O 0 
Value D 0 0 [Jlo- 0 

can get these other accounting 
functions with higher level systems 
from Great Plains and Layered Inc., 
but they hit your wallet for $600 or 
so a module. 

Not every company will want to 
automate the additional functions of 
inventory, job costing, and payroll . 
But if you do, Simply Accounting 
delivers the goods in a cost-effec
tive package. 

Simply Accounting is one of the 
top choices for small businesses 
who want to start Maccounting ." 

• prints checks. invoices and statements 
• user defined aging periods 

Payroll 
• uses built-in payroll formulas; no user

maintained tables 
• automatic federal and slate deductions 
• accumulates OTO. YTD. W-2. 940 and 

941 inlormation 

Inventory 
• fully integrated with payables and 


receivables 

• uses average weighted cost method 
• handles adjustments and transfers 

Jobcost 
• distributes revenue or expense to projects 

or profit centers 
• paycheck distribution includes the 

company's portion of FICA, SUTA and 
Disability Insurance 

Requirements 
• Apple® Macintosh"' computer with one 

megabyte of memory. 1 BOOK disk drive 
and 128K ROM 

Standard Features 
• Six fully integrated !unctions 
• Reports can be displayed, printed or 

exported 
• Exclusive Comfort Guarantee assures 

every version reflects the latest tax 
formulas and program features 

• Not copy protected 

Available through most Apple® dealers. Suggested Bedford Software Corporation 
selling price of $349. Dealers may sell for less. 15311 N.E. 90th Street 
Compatible with Bedford authorized DataPrint 
forms. 

bedford® Redmond, WA 98052 
making software comfortable"' Supports AppleShare1M and MultiFinder' ". (206) 883·0074 

Mac nlosh. AppleSha1e and Mui11F1nde1are 11ademarks ol Apple Compuler. Inc • md1cales manulacwrer's rt!<JlSlere<l tradema·k • Simply Accnunhng i; atraderrak ol Bedlord Sollware Corp 

Please circle 15 on reader service card. 



MINIFINDERS~ ~&f q_ ~~~ 

only update files modified since the last back-up procedure. 
Backs up to floppies or another hard disk. Requires 5 l 2K +. 
$74.95. SuperMac Software, 295 N. Bernardo Ave., 
Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jun 87) 

DlskQulck is an easy-to-use cataloging program. Criteria selection op
!!!! tion for generating subcatalogs. Requires 512K+. $49.95. 

ldeaforms, PO Box 1540, Fairfield, IA 52556. NCP (Apr 87) 
Disk Ranger is a speedy cataloging program that doubles as an 
!!!! efficient labelmaker. Comes with pinfeed labels. Works with 

regular and hard disks. Can catalog HFS systems. $34.95. 
Graham Software, 8609 Ingalls Circle, Arvada, CO 80003. 
NCP (Mar86) 

DlskTools Plus is a set of 8 useful DAs and applications. Earlier 
!!!!!version was sold as Battery Pak. The DA Disk Tools II is a 

Finder replacement. Also included are an RPN calculator, 
Phone Pad, and Calendar Manager. Requires 512K + . 
$49.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 
94404. NCP (Mar 88) 

DlskTop is a desk accessory Finder replacement of extraordinary 
!!!!v2power and ease of use. Comes with the useful LaserStatus 

DA and Widgets application. The extras alone are worth the 
price. Requires 5 l 2K + . Upgrade from version 1.0, $7; $10 
with new manual. $49.95. CE Software, 1854 Fuller Road, 
West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Aug 87) 

Dubl-Cllck Calculator Construction Set lets users design personal 
!!!!V2ized calculators with a variety of standard and special functions. 

Finished calculators can be saved as installable desk accesso
ries or as clickable applications. $59. Dubl-Click Software, 
18201 Gresham St., Northridge, CA 91325. NCP (Apr 86) 

Eureka: The Solver is a free-form numerical equation solver. Stand
!!! ard trigonometric and logarithmic functions are available as 

is treatment of imaginary and complex numbers. $195. Bor
land International, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr. , Scotts Valley, CA 
95066. NCP (Mar 88) 

Fastback for the Macintosh is hard disk back-up software that is 
!!! very quick ifnot very efficient. Doesn't automatically exclude 

applications. Creates a separate catalog disk. $99.95. Fifth 
Generation Systems, 1322 Bell Ave., Tustin, CA 92680. 
NCP(Apr88) 

Fedlt Plus is the file and disk editor for everyone, from newest Mac 
!!!!!owner to oldest. It can do more for your disks and files than 

any other application. Can recover deleted MFS files. If you 
own a Mac, get it. HFS-compatible. $49.95. MacMaster 
Systems, I 08 E. Fremont Ave., # 37, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 . 
NCP (Sep 86) * '86 Eddy 

Flndswell is an indispensible utility that installs a new button in the 
!!!!!Open Dialog box of virtually every Macintosh application. 

Press the button, type a search string, press Find and Finds
well searches for any files that match. Click Open or double
click to open the correct file. Requires 5 l 2K + . $49.95. 
Working Software, 321 Alvarado, Monterey, CA 93940. NCP 
(Nov 87) *'87 Eddy 

lstAld Kit HFS recovers lost or damaged files from floppy or hard 
!!!!V2disks. An excellent manual-turned-textbook actually teach 

es the Hierarchical File System. Requires IM+. Version 2.2 
reviewed. $99.95. !st Aid Software, 42 Radnor Rd., Bos
ton, MA 02135. NCP (Jun 88) 

FlashBack Is a utility to back up HFS hard disks onto floppies. A 
!!! unique graphic display of the HFS directory facil itates file 

selection. The program can handle files larger than BOOK. 
$59.95. Mainstay, 5311 -B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA 
91301 . NCP (Nov 86) 

Font/DA Juggler Plus gives you unlimited access to almost any 
!!!! 	number of fonts, desk accessories, and sounds. Uses hier

archical menus. $59.95. Alsoft , PO Box 927, Spring, TX 
77383. NCP (May 88) 

Glue adds a print-to-disk capability to many programs. lmageSaver 
!!!!V2installs as printer driver; Viewer allows copying and printing 

of Glue files. Handy utility for desktop publishers. $59.95. 
Solutions International, Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. 
NCP (Dec 86) 

Hard Disk Utll uses patch files to allow users to mount and run 
!!!!'12specified programs on their hard disks. The list of patches is 

constantly expanding. $89.95. FWB Software, 2040 Polk 
St. , San Francisco, CA 94 I 09. NCP 

HFS Backup ranks as one of t he preferred hard disk back-up utili 
! !!!V2ties. Back up by file/folder or last changes. Back-up specifi

cations can be saved as templates. Good graphic interface. 
Reliable program. $49.95. PCPC, 4 710 Eisenhower Blvd. , 
Tampa, FL 33634. NCP (Dec 86) 

HFS Locator Plus is the essential HFS desk accessory. It can 
!!!! search for a file by name or date of creation, create folders, 

move files from one folder to another, set a program to 
launch while in an application. $39.95. PBI Software, 1163 
Triton Dr., Foster City, CA 94404. NCP (Sep 86) 

Icon-It! v. 1.0 lets you create icons to use as an alternative to menu 
!!!!'12commands. Comes with 47 icon templates or you can cre

ate your own. $79.95. Olduvai Software, 7520 Red Rd., 
South Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Feb 88) 

LabVlew is a graphical programming environment that creates "vir
!!!! tual instruments" to perform calculations, acquire labora

tory data, and control instrumentation. Slow. Version I . I 
reviewed. $1900. National Instruments, 12109 Technology 
Boulevard, Austin, TX 78727-6204. NCP (Jul 88) 

LaserServe is a printer spooler for Apple Talk networks. After instal 
!!!!! lation all operations done via a desk accessory. Works with 

both MacServe and TOPS. Requires 5 l 2K + and SOOK drive 
or hard disk. $95 per node. lnfosphere, 4730 SW Macadam 
Ave., Portland, OR 9720 I . NCP (Feb 87) 

Mac Disk Catalog II is a utility that will quickly organize a moder
!!!! ate size disk library. Easy to use with powerful reporting 

and label-making features . $49.95. New Canaan Micro
code, 136 Beech Rd ., New Canaan, CT 06840. NCP (Dec 
85) 

MacEZ-Mlll is a CAM program that controls industrial milling ma
!!!!'12chines. Quickly writes part programs that previously only 

very experienced designers could execute. $6000. Bridge
port Machines, 500 Lindley Street, Bridgeport, CT 06606. 
CP (Jul 88) 

MacFlow is a design tool created for programmers. Traditional flow
!!!V2 charting symbols are linked together, and a symbol can be 

connected to a separate flowchart file . Now supports cus
tom symbols. $125. Mainstay, 521 1-B Derry Ave., Agoura 
Hills, CA 91301 . NCP (Apr 87) 

MaclnUse tracks time spent in applications and saves info as text 
!!!!!files. Installs on any disk, works in background. MFS, HFS 

compatible. Extremely valuable for tax purposes, client re 
cords, etc. $79. SoftView, 4820 Adohr Lane, Camarillo, CA 
93010. NCP (Jan 87) * '86 Eddy 

Maclabeler lets users instantly index and print labels for all the 
!!!'12 disks in a burgeoning collection. Choose border type and 

orientation ofyour label ; Index by folder or document. Starter 
set of labels is included. $49.95. ldeaform, PO Box 1540, 
Fairfield, IA 52556. NCP (Prem) 

MacNosy is a global disassembler. A very advanced user can use 
!!!!!this program to look into the code of virtually any program. 

This advanced tool can take you places no other Mac pro
gram could dream of going IF you have the skill to guide it. 
The documentation Is sparse. For pros only. $90. Jasik De
signs, 343 Trenton Way, Menlo Park, CA 94025. NCP 

MacSafe is a data file security program that allows you to place 
!!!! 	multiple files into a "safe," and then you can further protect 

them through two types of encryption (including DES). Flexi
ble and very easy to use. Allows for installation on hard disk. 
$149.95. Kent Marsh ltd, 1200 Post Oak Blvd., Houston, 
TX 77056. CP (Mar 87) 
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MacServe converts a Mac and a hard disk into a disk and print 
!!!!v.server. Uses the Apple Talk network and is easily hooked up. 

Users can partition the hard disk into multiple volumes. 
Runs in the background, so users can work on all machines 
in the network. $250. Requires 512 +. lnfosphere, 4730 
SW Macadam, Portland, OR 9720 I . CP 

MacTree displays your files in the form of a hierarchical tree. Good 
!!!v. idea, poor performance. Can't view tree easily. Good search 

function. Requires 5 12K+. $69.95. Software Research 
Technology, 2290 I Mill Creek Dr., Laguna Hills, CA 92653. 
NCP (Apr88) 

MacZap is a three-part disk and memory utility. It can be used to 
! ! ! ! recover some damaged files and disks, compare disks, analyze 


disk structure, and make back-up copies of most disks. $60. 

Micro Analyst, 2505 Roxmoor, Austin, TX 78723. NCP (Jan 86) 


Menu Fonts displays the names of fonts in the actual font instead of 

!!! standard Chicago. Won't work with programs that have a 

nonstandard Font menu or no Font menu. Comes with Lock
out, a utility that gives password access to your Mac, and 
FastFormatter, a utility for formatting multiple blank disks. 
Requires 5 l 2K + . $15. Beyond Software, 6069 E. Grant 
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85712. NCP (Jul 87) 

myDlskLabeler is an excellent label maker. It can read directories 
! !!! and use large or small icons or anything desired. Comes with 

54 precut labels. $44.95; with color printing ability (on the 
lmageWriter II), $54.95; with Postscript font capability (on 
the LaserWriter), $64.95. Williams and Macias, PO Box 
19206, Spokane, WA 992 19. NCP (Aug 87) 

'Ncryptor is a simple safe program that lets users password their 
!!!! files. The same program is used for encoding and decoding. 

This Is one of the best products in its category. $39.95. 
Mainstay, 531 1-B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I . NCP 

NlghtWatch locks up your hard disk by using a floppy start-up disk 
!!!!V.that acts as key. Type In the correct password, and access 

to the hard disk is allowed. Version 1.02. Requires 512KE, 
a hard disk, and an BOOK Drive. Mac II and MultiFinder 
friendly. $149.95. Kent Marsh Ltd., P.O. Box 460289, 
1200 Post Oak Blvd., Suite 210, Houston, TX 77056. NCP 
(Sept 88) 

On Cue lets you switch applications without returning to the Finder. 
!!!!v.Under MultiFlnder, active applications are listed on a pop-up 

menu. Can also launch directly to a specific document. Ver
sion 1.0. Requires 5 l 2K. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. 
$59.95. learn Simulations, 648 South Wheeling Rd., 
Wheeling, IL 60090. NCP (Sept 88) 

Pacldt Ill ls an essential util ity. Primarily used to temporarily " glue" 
!!!!v.files together, It can also compress and encrypt. Feeware. 

$10, $ lOfor printed manual. Harry R. Chesley, 1850 Union 
St., San Francisco, CA 94123. NCP (Jan 87) 

PowerStatlon Is an extremely easy-to-use, versatile and powerful 
!!!! ! Finder substitute. Loaded with power user features. Comes 

with Pyro! $59.95. Fifth Generation, 1322 Bell Avenue, Tus
tin, CA 92680. NCP (Dec 87) 

Prlntworks for the Mac is a comprehensive software-based dot
!!!~ matrix printer control system. Optimizes printing from differ

ent applications, and easy to use. Requires 512K+. $75. 
SoftStyle, 7192 Kalanlanao!e Hwy., Honolulu, HI 96825. 
NCP (Aug87) 

Programmer's On-llne Companion puts an abridged version of 
!!! Inside Macintosh in your system for reference. Simply read 

the text or transfer some or all of it directly into your normal 
editing window. Non-Mac- lsh interface makes the program 
confusing, somewhat difficult to use. $34.95. Addison
Wesley, Route 128, Reading, MA O 1867. NCP (Jul 87) 

Quick & Dirty Utllltles, Volume One is a disk full of handy programs. 
! ! ! ! v.Several desk accessories include a menu bar clock and a termi

nal emulator. $39.95. Dreams of the Phoenix, PO Box I 0273, 
Jacksonville, FL 32247. NCP (Nov 85) *'85 Eddy 

QulcKeys lets you make full use of your keyboard. Assign any 
!!!!!command (menu choices, DAs, etc.) or series of text blocks 

and/or command to any key or key combination. Enor
mously powerful; necessary for Apple Extended Keyboard 
owners. Requires 512K + . $99.95. CE Software, 1854 
Fuller Road, West Des Moines, IA 50265. NCP (Jan 88) 
*'87 Eddy 

RamSnap Is a RAMdisk and disk cache in one easy-to-use pack
!!!! age. Can store multiple configurations as fi les. Good product 

but a little pricey. $59.95. Dove Computer Corp., 1200 
North 23rd St. , Wilmington, NC 28405. NCP (Jun 87) 

Read-It! v. 1.0 is the best consumer value in optical character 
!!!! recognition software. Works with any scanner that saves 

images as a bit map, PICT or TIFF file. Comes with type 
tables that can be customized. Version I . I , $395; Thun
derScan version, $149.95. Olduvai Software, 7520 Red 
Rd., South Miami , FL 33143. NCP (Apr 88) 

Sentlnel encrypts data files (or sets of files) using a super-secure 
!!!! DES or a super-fast SuperCrypt algorithm. Provides high

level security if you can keep your passwords secret. Re 
quires IM+. $149.95. SuperMac, 295 N. Bernardo Ave., 
Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Apr 88) 

SmartScrap and The Cllpper are two useful desk accessory utili 
!!!!v.ties for graphics work. SmartScrap is a major enhancement 

to the standard Scrapbook DA. The Clipper provides you 
with a transparent Clipboard window, allowing you to resize 
or crop a graphic to the area that it will be pasted to. $59.95. 
Solutions International, PO Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602. 
NCP (Jul 87) * '87 Eddy 

SoundWave Is a useful sound recording and editing utility. Works 
!!!! with waveforms; able to change sampling rates. Previously 

known as SoundCap. $199.95. Impulse, 6870 Shingle 
Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430. NCP (Apr 88) 

Stepping Out II is a software alternative to a large-screen monitor. 
!!!!!Lets you create a virtual screen (as large as memory allows) 

inside the Mac's 9-inch screen. Automatically scrolls to new 
document position as you type or draw. Version 2.0. Re 
quires 1 megabyte. $95. Berkeley System Design, I 700 
Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (Oct 88) 

Suitcase is a transparent program that automatically lets you use 
!!!!!all your fonts and DAs. Foolproof and indispensible. Comes 

with Pyro!, the best screen saver. Requires 5 l 2K + . 
$59.95. Fifth Generation, 1322 Bell Avenue, Tustin, CA 
92680. NCP (Nov 87) * '87 Eddy 

SuperLaserSpool is a LaserWriter spooler. Very fast because it 
!!!! does conversion to Postscript in the background, but 

doesn 't print a faithful rendition of PageMaker documents 
as a result. $149.95 single user, $395.95 for up to five 
users on one network. SuperMac Software, 950 N. Reng
storff Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. NCP (Jun 87) 

Switcher is Andy Hertzfeld's contribution to Mac productivity. This 
!!!!!program lets users run several programs at once (up to eight 

on a I -megabyte or larger machine). Switching between the 
programs is nearly instantaneous. Requires 5 l 2K +. 
$19.95 from Apple, free from BBSs, included with some 
third-party applications. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani 
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP (Jun 86) 

Symantec Utllltles for Macintosh (or SUM) reduces worries about 
!!!!!losing data. It prevents, diagnoses, and if required, fixes 

many serious disk and file problems. Recovers lost files on 
crashed hard disks. Version 1.0. Requires 5 l 2KE. $99.95. 
Symantec, 10201 Torre Ave., Cupertlno, CA 95014. NCP 
(Sept 88) 

Tempo is a desk accessory that allows most Mac commands to be 
!!!! intelligently recorded and played back. Capabilities include 

pausing, conditional branching, and macros that work be
tween applications. $99. Affinity Micro Systems, I 050 Wal 
nut St. , Boulder, CO 80302. NCP (Jul 86) 
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Team up your Macs and PCs for 

LAN-based 3270 access. 


The Netway® 1000/PC. It's a 
vision that's become reality. 
The fil'St SNA gateway offering 
total access to the 3270 world 
for every workstation in your 
corporate workgroup. 
The best of both worlds. 
Bring together the sophisti
cation and flexibility of the 
Apple'Th.lk™ LAN with the 
power of an IBM®host. With 
the Netway 1000/PC, every 
IBM PC (or compatible), along 
with all the Macintoshes in 
your AppleThlk workgroup, 

can get full 3270 workstation 
emulation in a multivendor LAN 
environment. And Netway's 
industry-standard file-transfer 
support means your Macs, PCs 
and mainframe can exchange 
text, Mac or IBM PC application 
files with ease. 
Multisession capability. 

The Netway 1000/PC is the only 


SNA gateway that permits users 
to be logged on to as manyas 
six host sessions on the PC 
and up to eight host sessions 
on the Macintosh. On the PC 
you can toggle in and out of 
sessions via a hot-key sequence. 
With MuJtiFinder™ on the 
Macintosh, you can window 
host sessions and Macintosh 
applications concun'ently. 

And because it functions 
as a 3274 gateway, the Netway 
1000/PC can easily handle 16 
host sessions from diffe1'ent 

\ 

workstations in the Applelhlk 
workgroup. 

High end solutions, 

low end costs. 

With all its high end features, 

you'd expect the Netway 1000/PC 

to carry a price tag to match. 

But you'll be pleasantly sur

prised. For a workgroup of 16 

Macs and PCs, the Netway 


1000/PC costs less than $250 
per active 3270 workstation 
session. 
From the leader in 
AppleTu.lk- to-mainframe 
communications. 
The Netway 1000/PC is the 
latest in the Netway 1000 
family of products, which have 
been serving business and 
government connectivity needs 
for more than two years. 

Contact us about our 
demo program and connect 
your Macintoshes and PCs to 
your IBM host today. 

TRl·DATA 
Sal'l'ifiJillg aurcuslbnurrsfermare than tux:ntrj years 

'Iii-Data Syst.ems, Inc: 
1450 Kifer Road 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086-5306 
Telex: 172282 AppleLink: 00120 

Fax: (408) 746-2074 
Thi: (408) 746-2900 

Please circle 39 on reader service card. 
I 988 Tri-Daui Systems, /n.c. Natimy is a 

registered tradam.ark ofTri-Data Syst.ems, 
Inc. Macintosh is a trademark licansetl 
to Apple Cmnpuler, Inc. Mu.UiPinder 
and AppltfRilk are t:rodenwrks ofApple 
Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered tmde
mark QfInlenwtional Business Machines 
Co1710rati011. 

http:Apple'Th.lk
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TMON is the debugger for the Mac. This isn't open to question. 
!!!!!	TMON Is simply the best. Comes with the latest version of 

Darin Adler's Extended User Area. $149. ICOM Simulations, 
626 Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, IL 60090. NCP 

Turbo Download is a desk accessory designed specifically to in
!!!!v. crease the speed of Xmodem data transfers from national 

databases to your Mac. Speed increases range upward from 
50% to over 300% at 2400 baud. $39.95. Mainstay, 5311 
B Derry Ave. , Agoura Hills, CA 91301. NCP 

Twelve-C Financial Desk Accessory brings all the power and func
! ! H tionallty of a Hewlett-Packard 12C programmable calculator 

to your desktop. Can be programmed and all registers can 
be viewed while calculator is running. $49.95. Positive 
Works, 142 Cone Road, Ormond Beach, FL 32074. NCP 

TypeNow is a desk accessory that allows the Mac and lmageWriter 
!!H to function as an electronic typewriter. Type can be placed 

into blanks in complex forms easily. Typing can be recorded 
and played back. $39.95. Mainstay, 5311 -B Derry Ave., 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 . NCP (Jan 86) 

WorksPlus Command lets you build and define macros for all 
!!!! Works modules. Predefined macros provide for an even 

tighter integration of program's word-processing, spread
sheet, and database modules. Requires lM+ . $99.95. 
Lundeen & Associates, PO Box 30038, Oakland, CA 
940604. NCP (May 88) 

LANGUAGES 
AAIS Prolog is a fast standard Prolog with excellent debugging and 
! ! ! ~ 	 error handling. Good for serious program development. Doc

umentation is not as good as the program. $150. Advanced 
Al Systems, PO Box 39-0360, Mountain View, CA 94039
0360. NCP (Mar 87) 

Aztec C is a C language that will appeal to users with a UNIX 
!!!l\ background. It uses many UNIX conventions and in the more 

expensive versions comes with standard UNIX utilities, in
cluding the VI editor. $75 beginners, $199 basic system, 
$299 development system, $499 commercial system. 
Manx Software Systems, PO Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 
07701. NCP (May 86) 

Basic Compiler is the long-awaited compiler for Microsoft BASIC. 
!!!"h The interface is unfriendly, but it gets the job done. Compiled 

programs run faster, but you can still tell they are written in 
BASIC. $195. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, 
WA 98073-9717. NCP (May 87) 

ExperCommon Lisp is a LISP development system. Not fully Common 
!H LISP compatible, but creates good compiled code and stand

alone applications. Requires 1 M +. $995. ExperTelligence, 559 
San Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. NCP (Aug 87) 

ExperLISP Is a useful programming language for high-level pro
!!! grammers. The more you use it , the more you ' ll figure out 

about it. $495. Requires 512K +. ExperTelligence, 559 San 
Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. CP 

Experlogo Is a version of the popular teaching language, Logo. 
!!! Features three-dimensional graphics using "bunnies" rath

er than the usual "turtles." Very speedy, smooth program. 
Comes with an excellent manual. $149.95. ExperTelli
gence, 559 San Ysidro Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. CP 

ExperProlog II is a Prolog based on the new Prolog II standard. Has 
!!! the ability to handle infinite trees and allows user-defined 

functions that operate conditionally. Documentation is not 
the best and Mac interface is nonstandard. $495. ExperTel
ligence, 559 San Ysidro Blvd., Santa Barbara, CA 93108. 
NCP (Mar87) 

Llghtspeed C provides an integrated environment for developing 
!H!v.desk accessories, applications, and code resources in C. 

The editor works with the compiler for searches and file 
management. Can get awkward if you need something out

side the environment. $175. Think Technologies, 135 
South Rd., Bedford, MA 01730. NCP (Apr 87) 

Llghtspeed Pascal Is a fast, powerful development system for 
!!!!!Pascal programming. Fully integrated Mac-like environment. 

Requires 512K+. $125. Think Technologies, 135 South 
Rd ., Bedford, MA 01730. NCP (Feb 87) 

LPA MacProlog v. 2.0 is a much improved program that Includes 
!!!! Incremental and optimizing compilers, a graphics environ

ment package, and C and Pascal submodules. Requires 
1 M +. $495. Programming Logic Systems, 31 Crescent Dr., 
Milford, CT 06460. NCP (Feb 88) 

MacAsm is a software development system that allows programs to be 
!!! written in assembly language. Programmers can assemble, 

edit, and test software, and an integrated resource compiler lets 
independent applications run from their own icons. $125. Main
stay, 5311-B Derry Rd., Agoura Hills, CA 9130 I. NCP 

Mac C Is a good, highly Mac-oriented implementation of this popu
!! !! lar development language. Assembler and linker included. 

$425. Consulair, 140 Campo Dr., Portola Valley, CA 94025. 
NCP * '85 Eddy 

MacExpress is a development environment or shell. Programmers 
!!! 	 use it to save time and effort when developing standalone 

applications for the Mac. $195. ALSoft, PO Box 927, Spring, 
TX 77383. NCP (Feb 86) 

MacForth Plus is an excellent implementation of the popular Forth 
!!!! programming language. New, reduced price, $199. Creative 

Solutions, 4701 Randolph Rd. , Rockville, MD 20852. NCP 
Mach II is a multitasking implementation of Forth that allows local 
!!!! variables and text files. Can create standalone applications. 

Several windows can be up with different operations in each, 
operating concurrently. Execution is fast. $99.95. Requires 
5 l 2K +. Palo Alto Shipping, PO Box 7 430, Menlo Park, CA 
94026. NCP (Apr 86) 

Macintosh 68000 Development System Is a fairly traditional as
!!!! 	sembly language package. The two-disk set provides an 

editor (Edit), an assembler, a linker, an executive, and a 
resource compiler. $195. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani 
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. NCP 

Macintosh Pascal is Apple Computer's version of this very popular 
!!! 	 programming language. Loaded as It is with innovative 

teaching features, this interpreter is an excellent Introduc
t ion to Pascal. $125. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., 
Cupertino, CA 95014. CP 

MacScheme is a LISP dialect with "artificial intelligence" capabili
!!! 	 ties. Has a large appetite for RAM. Interpreted language with 

Toolbox access limited to a small part of QuickDraw. $125. 
Semantic Microsystems, 4470 S. W. Hall St. , Beaverton, OR 
97005. NCP (Jun 86) 

MacScheme + Toolsmith is a Mac version of Scheme, a LISP dia
!!!!!	lect. Beautiful implementation, marred only by relative slow

ness compared to similar products. Get Toolsmith . Requires 
lM+. $395. Semantic Microsystems, 4470 S. W. Hall, 
Beaverton, OR 97005. NCP (Aug 87) 

Megamax C is an easy-to-use, full version of C. Has a compiler, 
!!!! 	linker, disassembler, editor, and much more. Good for be

ginners. Excellent documentation. $299.95. Megamax, PO 
Box 851521, Richardson, TX 75085. NCP 

Microsoft BASIC was the Mac's first programming language. This 
!!!! 	interpreter (it's not a compiler) now supports the Toolbox 

and the whole Mac interface can be implemented in your 
programs. For nonprogrammers there are lots of programs 
available. $99. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, 
WA 98073-971 7. NCP *'85 Eddy 

MIDIBasic is a library of simple, but highly useful routines for writing 
!!!! 	MIDI software. Good stuff. Sketchy documentation. Works 

with both Microsoft and ZBasic. Requires 512K+ plus BA
SIC. $49.95. Altech Systems, 831 Kings Highway, Shreve
port, LA 71 119. NCP (Aug 87} 
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ZO Megabyte External Hard Drive s449 

Hard Drives 

CMS Mac Stack SD Series 
(Mac Plus, SE, II) 
SD 20 Megabyte ........ ..... s54g 
SD 30 Megabyte .......... . .. s54g 
SD 43 Megabyte ....... . ... .. s7ag 
SD 60 Megabyte ............. sa25 
SD 80 Megabyte . . ......... s124g 
SD 102 Megabyte . . . . . . . . . . s12ag 
SD 140 Megabyte .......... s13ag 

CMS Pro Serles Internal Mac SE/II 
30 Megabyte SE rear ......... s4gg 
45 Megabyte SE rear . ...... .. s5ag 
43 Megabyte Mac II .... .. . .. . 5645 
60 Megabyte Mac 11 •••••• •• •• s5gg 
80 Megabyte Mac II .... . . . . 51145 
100 Megabyte SE rear .... .. s14ag 
102 Megabyte Mac II s11ag 
140 Megabyte Mac Ii s12ag 
150 Megabyte Mac 11 s1 a7g 
300 Megabyte Mac II s27gg 

Everex 
External 20D . ........ . . .. .... s5og 
External 40D . .... . .... .. . . . . . sa4g 
g1D (II, SE, Plus only) ... . .. 51445 

Zero Footprint 
20 Deluxe .. . ................ .s575 
40 Deluxe ...... ... .... .. .. ... saag 
g1 Deluxe .. . .. ........ .. ... s154g 
40/60 DTL . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . s17g5 

Everex Internal for Mac II 
20 ID ... ...... . . ... .. ... . . ... 5445 
40 ID ............. . . . .. . ..... 5845 
g1 ID .. . .... . .............. s13g5 

Tape Back-up 

Everex 60 Megabyte External 
60T . .. . ... ..... ...... ... . .. . . sags 

CMS 60 Megabyte External 
TS-60 ... . ... . .... .. ... ... .... s72g 

SOOK External 
Disk Qrive .. ............. ... . 5175 

Epson Printers 

FX-850, FX-1050, FX-286e, LQ-500 
LQ-850, LQ-1050, LQ-2500 

Epson LX-800 
g pin, 180 cps . .. . ... . . .. . .... s1gg 
Grappler C/ Mac . . . . .. ....... . . s7g 

Epson LQ-500 
24 pin , 180 cps .... . .. . ...... . s35g 
Grappler LO .. .... ... .. .... ... sag 
Hewlett Packard 
DeskJet ... ....... . . . .. . .. .... s5ga 

Low prices, 

great service 


--- .. ~ 

General Computer 
PLP Laser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s15ga 

PLP Plus ... . ... . .... ... .... 515ga 
Business Laser Plus . . ...... s33ga 

SHIPPING 
All items in stock will shi p in 
24 hOU'S. We o ffer dai ly 
serv ice from Federal Ex press, 
UPS. U.S. Postal Service. UPS 
grounq shipments, please odd 
50< per po und. UPS Air 
shipments. please ad '1 per 
pound. M in imum shipping 
and handling charge 1 4.00. 

Computer professionals since 1975. 

1-800-426-8166 ~-· 

".o:o:.o:.~.:: IUllUIP-

From Beverly Hills Fax Machine f)" !;lY.!~ 
(213) 273-3710 (213) 675-2522 	 ~ 

279 South Beverly Drive, Suite 1200. Beverly Hills. California 90212 
Please circle 67 on reader service card. 

Dove Computer 

MacSnap Tool Kit ...... . ...... s15 

MacSnap 524 ................ Call 

MacSnap 524S ........... .. . . Call 

MacSnap 2 SE ............... Call 

Mach I I/SE Accelerator ....... s5ag 


Co-Processor 
68881 ......... ... .... .. .. . ... s24g 

Call for SIMM prices 

Modems 
Beverly Hills 
External 1200 Baud ............ sgg 
External 2400 Baud ...... . .... 518g 

Everex 
2400 with cable ....... . ...... s21 g 
DCA 
Mac Irma-Mac II or SE . .. ... .s7g5 

SE Silencer 
Ultra qu iet 
internal Fan 
Keeps it cool & quiet . ....... s3gss 


Accessories 

Data Desk Keyboard 

101-key layout, 15 Function 

keys, separate numeric and cursor 

pads, positive Tactile feel ..... 512g 


Kensington Mlcroware 

System Saver . . ....... .... .. .. 563 

System Saver SE ... .... . .. . .. . 552 

Tilt & Swivel .................. s22 

Super base ..... .... . ... .... . .. 533 

Masterpiece Mac 11 • ••• ••••• •• 5105 

System Stand Mac II ... ....... 519 

Printer Stand . .. . . ....... . . .. .. 515 

Mouse Pad ..................... sa 


Aldus 

Pagemaker ........... .. .. .. . s3g5 


Please call for competllive system pricing. 

OUR POLICY 
• Plain and simple. Hardware: your saustact ion guaranteed 

or yo ur money back. 
• 	Software; defec t ive software wi ll be replaced immediately. 

Manufacturers policies proh ib it us from offering refunds 
on opened software. 

• We accepl most major cred it cards with no surcharge added. 
• Your credit card is not charged until we ship. 
• Please allow 10 days for personal and company checks 

to clea r. 
• C.0 .0 . ardors accepted. 
• We g ladly accept purchase orders from most major inst itut ions. 
• 	California , Texas and Georgia residents please add t he 

appropriate local sales tax. 
• To p lace orders call Monday thru Fr iday 7AM to 6PM P.S.T . 
• Prices and Availability subject to changea;c l•J 



Great Introductory 

Value on Rodime 


Hard Drives. 


Rodime &OORX™ 

Looking for agreat deal on ahard drive? Turn to 
Anthem Technology Systems for special prices 
on Rodime's entire Macintosh product line. 

Capacity Internal* External 
20 Meg 200 RX ...... .. $449. 20 Plus ........ $624. 
45 Meg 450 RX ........ $829. 45 Plus .. ...... $929. 
60 Meg 600 RX ........ $945. 60 Plus ...... $1029. 
100 Meg 1000 RX .... $1029. 100Plus .... $1149. 
140 Meg 1400RX .... $1149. 140 Plus .... $1299. 
( • 1n1emal drives operate with tho Macintosh SE and Macintosh II computers only.) 

Anthem Technology Systems offers more than 
low prices on mass-storage systems. VISA and 
Mastercard orders are welcome. Your products 
are shipped the same day. All products carry a 
minimum 1-year warranty. Plus, you have the 
security of dealing with a division of Anthem 
Electronics, one of America's most successful 
and most respected electronics distributors. 

• t988Anlhem Technology Syslems. 20, 40, 60, 100, and 140 Plus. and 200. 450.600, 1000 and 
1400 RX arc trademarks of Rodime Inc. Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE. and Macintosh II arc 
registered trMemarks of Apple Computer Inc. 

Rodime 60 Plus™ 

Select the drive you want and give us a call. 
These special prices are part of alimited offer and 
apply only to the products we have in stock, so 
call us today! 

ffTS 

=-ANTHEM TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS = 

ADivision of Anthem Electronics Inc.I ANew York Stock Excl1ange Company 

2157 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose. California 95131 

1-800-451-5441 

In California call (408) 943-6631 

Please circle 9 on reader service card. 
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Object Logo is an object-oriented programming language with ac
!!!! 	cess to the Toolbox. Good product, but can't produce stand

alone applications. Requires 5 l 2K +. $79.95. Coral Soft
ware, PO Box 307, Cambridge, MA 02142. NCP (Aug B7) 

Personal Prolog is an inexpensive and well-documented program. 
!!!! Has no debugging or search and replace facilities, making it 

a more appropriate tool for learning than development. Doc
umentation and use of Mac interface are excellent. $64.95. 
Optimized Systems Software, 1221 B Kentwood Ave., San 
Jose, CA 95129. NCP (Mar B7) 

Prolog/m is a solid Prolog following the Edinburgh standard. Has 
!!!! extensive debugging facilities, but you 'll need separate 

Toolbox disk with 5B additional predicates. Drawback: no 
true editing or printing facilities. $99.95. Chalcedony Soft
ware, 55BO La Jolla Blvd ., La Jolla, CA 92037. NCP (Mar 
B7) 

QUED (Quality Editor for Developers) is the ultimate source code 
!!!! 	editor. Loaded with useful and well thought out features, it 

will make any programmer's life much easier. It is not a word 
processor, however. $65. Paragon Concepts, 4954 Sun 
Valley Rd. , Del Mar, CA 92014. NCP (Mar B6) 

TML Data Base Toolkit is an ISAM type database that provides fast 
!!!! 	and efficient administration of large data tiles in applications 

developed with TML compiler. Supports multiple open index 
files. $B9.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Meadows Rd ., Jack
sonville, FL 32217. NCP (Dec B6) 

TML (Maclanguage Serles) Pascal is a good Pascal compiler, 
!!!!!capable of producing standalone programs. Can use most 

existing Lisa Pascal programs with only slight modification . 
Requires 5 l 2K +. $99.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Mead
ows Rd., Jacksonville, FL 32217. NCP (Jun B6) * 'B6 Eddy 

TML Source Code Library shows how to write programs that use 
!!!!v.custom definition routines, speech, serial drivers, split bars, 

and other topics. Provided on three 400K diskettes. Re
quires TML Pascal. $79.95. TML Systems, 4241 Bay Mead
ows Rd., Jacksonville, FL 3221 7. NCP (Dec B6) 

Visual Interactive Programming is a unique visual programming 
!!!! system for creating simple Macintosh applications. Pro

grams are constructed in a flowchart-type manner. Easy 
access to most toolbox routines. $ 149.95. Mainstay, 
531 1-B Derry Ave., Agoura Hills, CA 91301 . NCP (Jun B7) 

ZBaslc is a fast , interactive compiler capable ofcreating standalone 
!!!! 	applications that take advantage of Mac's unique features 

and abilities. Includes Edit, RMaker and MaclnTalk. Re
quires 512K +. $B9.95. Zedcor, 4500 E. Speedway Blvd., 
Tucson, AZ 85712. NCP (Dec B6) 

EDUCATION 
Alphabet Blocks teaches prereaders the letters and sounds of the 
!!!!!alphabet. The digit ized voice of an on-screen elf is clear and 

pleasant. Very intuitive. Requires 1 M +. $49.95. Bright Star 
Technology, 14450 N.E. 29th Place, Bellevue, WA 9B007. 
NCP (May B8) 

American Discovery is an interactive United States geography 
!!! game that teaches states, capitals, and, in a roundabout 

manner, postal codes. Suffers from small maps. Requires 
512K+. Great Wave Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr., 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (May 88) 

Business Simulator is a training tool in a simulation game. Make 
!!!! 	decisions that manage the company through several stages 

over 25 years. Decisions become more difficult over time. 
Requires lM+ , 2 disk drives (one must be BOOK). May be 
run from a hard disk. $69.95. Electronic Arts, l B20 Gateway 
Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. NCP (Dec B7) 

ChlpWlts is a combination game and teaching tool. Players create 
!!!'12 programs to maneuver robots through a set of Bmazes. The 

programs are written in ChipWit's built-in icon- based pro

gramming language (IBOL). $49.95. BrainPower, 24009 
Ventura Blvd. , Calabasas, CA 91302. NCP * 'B5 Eddy 

Course Builder v. 2.0 creates standalone educational applications. 
!!!! 	An easy-to-learn dedicated programming language uses 

blocks and arrows. Graphics. animation and sound can be 
integrated. Version 2 allows mathematical calculations. 
Poor documentation. $395, plus $1 O shipping. TeleRobo
tics International, B4 l 0 Oak Ridge Highway, Knoxville, TN 
37931 . NCP (Oct B7) 

KldsTlme is a package of five quality educational programs for 
!!!! children between the ages of 3 and 12. The programs all 

have adjustable difficulty levels. Some use speech and one 
is a nice introduction to musical notes. Sparse documenta
tion. $49.95. Great Wave, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr .• Scotts 
Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Oct 86) *'B6 Eddy 

LearnWord 3.0 is a three-part series of cassette tape/ diskette 
!!!"• modules that explain the intricacies of Word 3.0. They do 

the job, but remind you why cutting classes was more fun . 
$49.95 per module. Personal Training Systems, PO Box 
54240, San Jose, CA 95154. (Apr BB) 

LXR•Test generates tests from a database of questions. Makes it 
! ! !! 	easy to modify and scramble test questions. Flexible output. 

Requires Mac 512E +, two BOOK drives, or a hard-disk 
drive. $199 or $399, depending on features. Logic exten
sion Resources, 9651 Business Center Dr.• Rancho Cuca
monga, CA 91730. NCP (May BB) 

MacEdge and MacEdge II each contain B reading or math drill 
!!! 	 programs for basic skills. Programs follow one of three for

mats, a bit contrived. Contrivances are design flaws. 
$49.95 each. Think Educational Software, 16 Market St., 
Potsdam, NY 13676. CP 

MacType offers structured typing instruction. Can teach both 
!!!! 	standard and Dvorak keyboards. Features include certifi 

cates for reaching certain levels. Can be used in a multistu
dent environment. $49.95. Palantir Software, 12777 Jones 
Rd., Houston, TX 77070. CP 

MasterType is proof that learning to type can be fun. In this arcade
!!! 	style action game words descend from four corners towards 

the center ship; the user must type them correctly. Features 
l B skill levels, tracks errors. recommends lessons and pro
vides comparison scores. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dun
dee Rd ., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP 

On Becoming a Desktop Publlsher is a video training tape based 
!!!! largely on the syndicated television program, " The Comput

er show." Good primer on the fundamentals of DTP prod
ucts. Will eventually become dated. Requires Beta or VHS 
VCR. $49.95. Ocean Communications. 1641 North First 
St., Suite 160, San Jose, CA 951 12. (Sep BB) 

Practlca Muslca uses an interactive game and practice approach to 
!!!! teach music theory and ear training. Excellent training tool for 

the serious music student, it is also fun for anyone who wants to 
develop a trained ear for intervals, chords, and melodies. Re
quires 5 l 2K +. $125. ARS Nova Software, P.O. Box 40629, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93140. NCP (Nov B7) * 'B7 Eddy 

Reader Rabbit teaches 4-to-B-year olds how to read in four elegant 
!!!!!games that play and build off of each other. Requires 

512KE + and an BOOK drive. Mac II and MultiFinder hostile. 
Version 2.0 reviewed. $59.95. The Leaming Company, 
6493 Kaiser Dr.• Fremont, CA 94555. CP (Jun BB) 

Sensel Physics is a capable , intelligent, well-designed study aid. 
!!!!'12Covers Vectors to Thermodynamics to The Nature of Light. 

Animated experiments let you try out concepts. Requires 
5 l 2K +. $99.95. Broderbund Software, 17 Paul Dr., San 
Rafael , CA 94903. CP (Jan BB) 

Subll-Mac is a self-hypnosis program. combining subliminal, relax
!!"• ation, and positive-self-image techniques. Flashes a brief 

user-written message (against a diversionary pattern) at 
your subconscious. Dangerous near hard disks. Manual suf
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fers from terminal California-ese. $39.95. Psy-Den, PO Box 
248, Champlain , NY 12919. NCP (Jan 88) 

Type I teaches typing to the hunt-and-peck crowd. Lots of stats for 
!!!! 	speed and accuracy. One flaw: it's aimed more at typing on a 

typewriter rather than on a computer keyboard . Version 1.0. 
Requires 5 l 2K. $44.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive, San 
Rafael, CA 94903. NCP (Oct 88) 

ENTERTAINMENT 
The Ancient Art of War gives users a chance to refight some 
!!!!'f.zfamous campaigns on both strategic and tactical levels. 

Campaigns can also be designed from scratch. Very play
able, addicting game. Requires 5 l 2K + Mac. $44.95. Bro
derbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Apr 86) 

Apache Strike would have been an excellent arcade game in the 
!! 	 late '70s. Now, it's passe. Navigate a helicopter to destroy 

ever-increasing numbers of enemy aircraft and tanks. Mac II 
hostile. Requires 512K + . $49.95. Silicon Beach Software, 
P.O. Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Jul 88) 

Archon pits the forces of Light against Dark in a quest to gain control 
!HJ!v2of five Power Points on a checkerboard grid. The shifting 

cycles of squares' colors keep the balance of power ever
changing. One or two players. $39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 
Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Oct 86) 

Balance of Power is the world's first computer peacegame. This 
!!!!!simulation allows players to become either the President of 

the United States or General Secretary of the Soviet Union. 
Extraordinary artificial intelligence routines and general play 
make this a classic. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd., 
Northbrook, IL 60022. CP (Prem) 

Battle Stations is a deceptively simple game based on the pen and 
!!!! paper game of Battleship. Requires strategy on several lev

els. Makes excellent use of Mac sound and graphics. Fun, 
casual game, especially when the Mac is one of the players. 
Requires 512K+. $30. Tlmeline , PO Box 60, Ypsilanti , Ml 
48197. NCP (Jun 87) 

Beyond Dark Castle brings back Prince Duncan in an encore per
!!!'h formance to run, jump, and beat his way to victory. But 

really, just more of the same. Requires 5 l 2KE. $49.95, 
Silicon Beach Software, P.O. Box 261430, San Diego, CA 
92126. NCP (Aug 88) 

Beyond Zork is yet another installment in the famous Zork series of 
!!!!'f.ztext adventures. Find the fabled Coconut of Quendor to 

restore failing magic in this expert-level game. On-screen 
mapping and the Mac's window environment are utilized. 
$49.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 
02140. NCP (Apr 88) 

Bureaucracy is a paranoiac text adventure that dares you to move 
!!!112 to a new house and job and still maintain some degree of 

sanity, not to mention a low blood pressure. Written by 
Douglas Adams of Hitchhiker's fame. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 
CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP (Aug 87) 

The Chessmaster 2000 is a masterful chess program that will 
!!!!!appeal to both novice and master. You can view the board 

from 2- or 3-D perspective and turn the board for a better 
look. Play is smooth and easy, and the program responds by 
voice. You may get tired of hearing "Gotcha," though. 
$39.95. The Software Toolworks, 13557 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423. CP (Jul 87) 

Crystal Quest combines all the good elements of nearly every video 
!!!!v.game ever made. Move a piece around to gobble up points 

and crystals. Shoot the nasties and get through the goal 
before they get you. Excellent sound effects. In color on the 
Mac II. Requires 512K +. Greene, 15 Via Chualar, Monte
rey, CA 93940. CP (Apr 88) 

Dark Castle is an outstanding achievement in action games which 
!!!!!integrates RealSound with superb animation and graphics. 

You'll need better-than-average hand/eye coordination, but 
It's well worth the effort. Requires 5 l 2K +. $39.95. Silicon 
Beach, PO Box 261430, San Diego, CA 92126. NCP (Apr 
87) * '87 Eddy 

Deja Vu: A Nightmare Comes True is a graphic adventure that 
!!!!"!breaks new ground. Innovative use of the Mac interface in 

truly playable and exciting game. A great introduction to 
graphic adventure games. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dun
dee Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Jan 86) *'85 Eddy 

Down Hiii Racer is an action game with three skier personalities, 
!!!! four courses and four skill levels. There's something here for 

every player, no matter how bad or good. Full digitized sound 
(very nice!) $49.95. Miles Computing, 7741 Alabama Ave., 
Canoga Park, CA 91304. CP (Sep 87) 

Enchanted Scepters is a surround-sound graphic adventure game. 
!!!! It has a limited vocabulary and virtually no story. Offers ex

tensive and varied scenes and utilizes the Mac interface to 
the fullest. $39.95. Silicon Beach, PO Box 261430, San 
Diego, CA 92126. CP (May 86) 

Falcon simulates an F-16 fighter jet with gut-tightening, sweat
!!!!'l2making realism. Go against MiGs and dodge SAMs scenari

os. Requires IM+. $49.95. Spectrum HoloByte, 2061 
Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501. NCP (May 88) 

Ferrari Grand Prix is an exciting race car simulation game. Master
!!!! ing it takes quite a bit of time and effort. Startup course and 

four other courses are built into the program. You can also 
design your own courses and backgrounds. Requires 
512K+ . $59.95. Bullseye Software, PO Drawer 7900, In
cline Village, NV 89450. CP (Jul 87) 

Flight Simulator puts you at the controls of a small plane (prop or 
!!!! jet) and lets you roam North America. As difficult as real 

flying. Mac version has features not found on earlier ver
sions, including spotter aircraft. Not all features available on 
128K. $49.95. Microsoft, 16011 NE 36th Way, Redmond, 
WA 98073-971 7. CP (Nov 86) 

Fokker Triplane is about as near to flying as you can get seated in 
!!!! front of a computer. Very realistic simulation and excellent 

graphics. Well-designed and implemented. $59.95. Bulls
eye Software, PO Drawer 7900, Incline Village , NV 89450. 
CP (Feb86) 

Fool's Errand is an outstanding collection of 80 puzzles woven 
!!!!!around a mythical theme of an evil priestess and the search 

for wisdom. Requires 512K+ . $49.95. Miles Computing, 
7741 Alabama Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304. NCP (Jul 
88) 

GO is the Chinese equivalent of chess. Players plonk markers on a 
!!!'12 grid to gain territory and outwit an opponent or the comput

er. Requires 5 l 2K +. Mac II hostile; Multi Finder friendly. 
Version 1.0 reviewed. $49.95. Infinity Software, 1144 65th 
St., Studio C, Emeryville, CA 94608. NCP (Jun 88) 

Grand Slam is an absorbing and realistic tennis simulation game. 
!!!! Practice or play tournament against Mac-controlled players 

with different styles and abilities on four different surfaces. 
5 l 2K or Mac Plus. $49.95. Infinity Software, 1331 61 st St., 
Emeryville, CA 94608. CP (Nov 86) 

Handwriting Analyst produces a personality profile based on an
!!!!'12 swers to questions about one's handwriting. It's simple and 

the results will amaze and astound. $49.95. Ciasa, 201 7 
Cedar St., Berkeley, CA 94709. NCP (Apr 88) 

HardBall is a baseball simulation game complete with umpire's 
!!!! calls and crowd sounds. Great graphics and a lot of fun for 

fans. $44.95. Accolade, 5500 S. Winchester Boulevard, 
San Jose, CA 95128. CP (Feb 87) 

Hollywood HIJlnx substitutes a modern Hollywood estate for the 
!!!! famous Underground Empire, but otherwise represents a 

return to Zork gameplay and feel. There 's even a maze to 
navigate. Simplistic, but good. $39.95. lnfocom, 15 Cam
bridgePark Dr., Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP (Jun 87) 
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Hard disks are great 
for storing data,but 
they're, well
hard. 

protect. Hard to trans" 

e a tape back'up ,...• ..., 

Mac40 to w1ite to a tape, 

5. Superior sofuvare. 

how. Ma\'be that's wlw we're able to 
gi\'e you a 'l\vo-year wa1:ranty.And. if you 

7Reasons Why Tecmar 

Tape Backup is Vital 


ifYou Own aMac Hard Disk. 

1. Why do youthinkthey call 7. E.xpetts agree. 

it a hard disk? 


3. Faster than aspeeding Apple. 
Compatible, but better! TheQT-Mac40 Ric ford- MacWEEK: "Our e.\/Jerience 

is more than twice the speed of Apple's with theQTMac40 uas quiteposilite. 
tape backup.So. you can back up an entire Thehardware 1~· solid allraclireand 

40MB hard disk in just 16 minutes- compact. It prorec(fl1stest among the 
it takes 40 minutes with Apple. 

4. P01tabilit) for sharing. 
QT-Mac40's compact, free

standing design makes it easy to 
move from Mac to Mac or to a chain of 

SCSIperipherals for sharing. It's so small 
that it e\·en fits in most briefcases. 

Using the Mac's famil iar. eaS\·-to-use 
icon-oriented software interface, theport data and software.You get tlie picture. 
QT-Mac40Tecmar's QT-Mac40rnmakes owning a 

requires no Tecmar's QT-Mac40 
hard disk easy. This 40MB tapedrive pro
special vs. Apple's 40SC1"'tects your data from human and mechani 
training. __s....__ _____cal failure; lets vou remove, \'et save. fi les 

And, the m-:. '1b:....le _,___1---...,- -mP.:..:.ort.:..:. _____-1--...,,...,;.N10 - from your harci' disk; lets y0t; send large 
QT-Mac40 90 da ~ 2yearsamounts of data across counu~· OYernight: 

as many Backlllp jN011e •Li ""'"t"0h ' and even organizes all files under an easy . $1,495 Sl ,395softwareto-use. menu-driven format. That's a hard 
features thatdisk management system. 

John Rin.o-~lacintoshTcxt.~1 : " / recom·simply aren't arnilable with any other
2. More than Apple®com /Ile}/(/ the TeemarQ/'.,1fac4 OjiJr its ~peed.unit. such as our exclusi\'e PowerTagrn 

portahili(r quali(J' o/constmctio11 andsoftware that lets you selectil'ely tag onlypatibility-interchangeability. 
S(!/iu:are inte(/t1ce. ..the files that haw changed for backup.Apple selected tlie 40MB QIC I00 tape 

Shop and compare. Read the rel'iews.And a background backup mode that letsfo1111at using DC2000-size ca111idges for its 

mu back up whi le using the Mac. 
 Then bur Tecmar's QT-~lac40. There's lotsown rape ~~'Stem . so to be compatible 

of reasons. Call us todm- for informationyou must ha\· 6. Expeiience makes the ~It (800) 624-8560. .system capableof 
difference.reading and writing 


As the leading tape backup
in tliis fo m1at. 

The QT-Mac40 
 supplier for all personal com TECMAR

pute1'S, with over I00,000 unitscan. In fact. the 

in the field. no one- not e\'en
QT-Mac40 is so 


compatible with 
 Apple-can match our expe

Apple's own tape 
 rience and engineering know

~)'Stem tl1at youcan use 
 Tecmar. Inc.. 6225 Cochran Road. Solon. Ohio 
;i QT 44139-3377. (2 16) 349-1009 

QT .lfac-1 0 mu/ Pot1"t!rTag tmdmwrkJ; ofTtOJltlf /rte. .lladnto.•hhare a problem in the first six monthsput tl1e tape in an Apple ~'Stem 
1r:1dm10 rk of.Hclnto~h lahoratory. Inc.: ,.1,ppli' rt'p)sterul trade· of ownership, we guarantee a replacement mark and -10SC trademark ofAppft• Cumput1'r. !nr.and restore tl1edata to a hard disk. and 
OfiJ1"! TI~11Tecrnar. Inc.. a s.11Nd1:uyof Rexon. Inc.. 19&.~ All rights re::en'C'dwith in 48 hours.vice-versa. 

DC2000 units..:· 

Apple's 40SC 
,___l_M_B,_/m_i_n._ _ -'--'---- 
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You're already familia r with the old view of desktop 
presentations. Dull, lifeless charts. Title slide after 
endless title slide. Plenty of facts and figures, but no 
inspiration, no life. Just a lot of, pardon the expres
sion, hot air. 

Now you can put some life into your desktop 
presentations. With NuView, AST's exciting 

real-time image capture card for t11e 
Macintosh™ II. 

Using a video camera, camcorder 
or VCR, you can input live images 


into your Mac II. Images that are as 

full of color as the world around you. 


From a palette of 16,700,000 colors. 
Of course, NuView is designed to 

1 ----- - ---- I 

I 

O Yes, please send me information on NuView. I 
0 Please have an AST representative call me. 

I Name _ _ _____ _________ I 
I Title____ _ _________ I 
I Company I 
I Address I 
I~ ~ ~ I 
I Phone ( I 
I Send to : AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue, I 
Line, ~92714-4992 Att~M~ _ _ _ 

work with MultiFinder;M and popular desktop 
AST is p roud to presentation software like Cricket Presents;" ~nsor NBCsAS[® tel<C.JSt ofthel988Ready-Set-Show™ and Power Point:" There's RESEARCH INC. SummcrOlympl"' • 9 

even the capability to digitize live 
images into a window on the screen. Times Have Changed. 
The whole process is as easy to use AST markets products worldwide-In Europe and the Middle East, 

call 44 I 568 4350; in the Far East, call : 852 S 717 223; in Canada,as, well, a Macintosh. 
call: 416 826 7514. ASrand ASr logo reg istered and NuView trademark 

Give AST a call today. We'll give you AST Research, Inc. All other brand and product names are trademarks 
or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright 1988 a whole new view ofdesktop presentations. 
AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved. 

(714) 863-0181, operator AA35 or send Image captured with NuVicw. 8-bit mode, 256 colors. Charts created 
us the coupon. with Ready-Set-Show. 


Please circle 190 on reader service card. 
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Klondike 3.3 is a version of solitaire that uses video game-like 
!!!!!scoring to create a superb, totally addictive game. Simple to 

play, nearly impossible to stop playing. Shareware: $1 o. 
Unison Software, 415 Clyde Ave. , Mountain View, CA 
94043. NCP (Dec 87) 

Leather Goddesses of Phobos is another in the long line of witty 
!!!!!and entertaining lnfocom text adventures. This one lets you 

choose your sex and comes with a 3-D comic and a scratch 
'n sniff card. It has three levels of play: tame, suggestive and 
lewd. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cam
bridge, MA 02140. NCP (Feb 87) 

Lode Runner is a 150-screen action-strategy challenge. Move 
!!!! around a grid of ladders and platforms collecting treasure; 

dig a hole to trap pursuers. Build your own challenges. 
$14.95. Broderbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael , CA 94903. CP 

MacCourses adds four very challenging new courses to MacGolf. 
!!!lf.z 	Courses are swapped on the original MacGolf master disk 

two at a time. Nice add-on for a good game. Requires Mac
Golf. $34.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305 Jeffer
son Hwy., Champlin, MN 55316. CP (Apr 87) 

MacMan is a two-part package. The software portion is a decent 
!!!!! 	PacMan-like game. The hardware part is a tiny converter 

that lets you use a joystick with a Mac or Mac Plus. $39.95. 
Nuvo Systems, 225 Tank Farm Rd. , San Luis Obispo, CA 
93401 . CP (Aug 87) . 

Mac Pro Football is a terrific sports simulation that gives you the 
!!!! chance to pit any combination of 38 Super Bowl teams 

against each other and direct team play. It comes with excel 
lent, detailed (and necessary) documentation. Play selec
tion can get a bit Byzantine. $49.95. Avalon Hill, 4517 Har
ford Rd ., Baltimore, MD 21214. CP (Mar87) 

MacRacquetball uses digitized videos and sounds of professional 
!!!'12 players for a realistic simulation. Has lots of control settings 

and can be played against someone else over a modem or 
between hard-wired Macs. Tum off hard disks before play
ing. $59.95. Practical Computer Applications, 1305 Jeffer
son Hwy., Champlin, MN 55316. CP (Oct 87) 

Maze Survival challenges players to destroy maze walls before roving 
!!lf.z bugs squash themselves against it. Bugs lay eggs to spawn a 

new generation. Repetitive.$34.95. Olduvai Software, 7520A 
Red Road, South Miami, FL 33143. NCP (Aug 87) 

MazeWars+ is an interactive, multiplayer game to be played on 
!!!! AppleTalk or through a modem link. Chase opponents 

through a four-level maze. Requires 5 l 2K +, AppleTalk or 
Hayes-compatible modem. $49.95. MacroMind, 1029 W. 
Wolfam, Chicago, IL 60657. NCP (Nov 86) 

Mind Over Mac features five games. Entertainment for the whole 
!!!! family. Good graphics paired with synthesized sound and 

on-screen help. $49.95. Think Educational Software, 16 
Market St. , Potsdam, NY 13676. CP (Feb 86) 

MoonMlst is an Introductory level text adventure game. This is a 
!!! typical haunted English castle story, not quite up to lnfo

com's best. It has four versions, so it's good for more than 
one play. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cam
bridge, MA 02140. NCP (May 87) 

MSFL: Pro League Football is a professional football league simu
!!!!'l:i lation that encourages people to play people, not the ma

chine. Fast with lots of stats. Quirky MS-BASIC behavior. 
Spotty manual. No LaserWriter support. Requires 1 M +. 
$49. MicroSports, PO Box 15799, Chattanooga, TN 37415. 
NCP (Apr88) 

NewGammon is animated backgammon that will challenge even 
!!!! good players. Features include variable skill levels and strat

egies and options to play the Mac or watch the Mac play 
itself. An arcade-like high speed mode is included. $39.95. 
Newsoft, PO Box 3046, Newport Beach, CA 92663. CP 

NFL Challenge simulates coaching and watching professional foot
!!!lf.z ball. Comes on two disks, one with program and System, the 

other statistical data. Play against either human or comput
er coaching. Plays are selected from pre-defined playbooks. 
$99.95. XOR Corp., 5421 Opportunity Ct., Minnetonka, MN 
55343. NCP (Jun 87) 

Ogre is a strategy tank game played on a hexagon grid. The ogre is 
!!!! 	an intelligent cybertank out to smash your command post. 

Customize your defense. Exceptionally good Mac in- ter
face. Has two-player option. $30. Origin Systems, 136 Har
vey Rd ., Building B, Londonderry, NH 03053. CP (Nov 87) 

Orbiter puts a real space shuttle on the Mac screen. A multitude of 
!!!!'l:icontrols, intelligent on-board computer with speech capabil 

ities, real-time graphics, and 16 distinct missions help this 
program succeed as both a game and a simulation. $49.95. 
Spectrum HoloByte, 2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 
94501. NCP (Jul 86) 

Patton vs. Rommel is a traditional-style strategic war game. It 
H!! 	covers events in Normandy In 1944. While complex, it's 

well-designed and very playable. $39.95. Electronic Arts, 
1820 Gateway Dr. , San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Apr 87) 

The Pawn is an unusual British interactive adventure game with text 
!!!lf.z and graphics. The unique interface has some drawbacks, 

but The Pawn has humor, social satire, is entertaining, and is 
challenging. $44.95. Requires 1 M +. Firebird , PO Box 49, 
Ramsey, NJ 07446. CP (Mar 87) 

Plnball Construction Set lets users create their own pinball
!H! 	games, as elaborate or as easy as desired. Uses MacPaint 

for backgrounds and has lifelike sounds (on 5 l 2K + Macs). 
$39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr. , San Mateo, CA 
94404. CP (Jan 86) 

Plundered Hearts brings gothic romance to interactive fiction in the 
! ! !'t. 	familiar lnfocom mode of puzzles, mazes, and riddles. You play a 

I 7th-century heroine dodging pirates to rescue her wrongly 
imprisoned father. Medium difficulty. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 
cambridgePark Dr., cambridge, MA 02140. CP (Jan 88) 

Portal is an intriguing science fiction novel for kids that suffers from 
!!! having a poor interface. Storyline: All of humanity is missing 

and you have to search through a database for files that 
reveal the mystery. Nothing In the way of role-playing, and 
the Mac version is slow and buggy. $49.95. Activision, 
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Oct 87) 

PT-109 by any other name is Gato, a WWII submarine simulator 
! also put out by Spectrum. Three year old technology with a 

minor face lift. Version 1.0. Requires 5 l 2K. Mac II friendly; 
MultiFinder hostile. $49.95. Spectrum HoloByte, 2061 
Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501 . NCP (Sep 88) 

Puppy Love is a combined game and teaching tool. As you teach 
!!!!lf.zyour puppy tricks and routines, you learn the basics of pro

gramming logic. Great tun for all ages. Does not run from a 
hard disk. $29.95. Addison-Wesley, Route 128, Reading, 
MA 01867. CP (Mar 87) 

Quarterstaff (v. 1.2) is a fantasy adventure game of the typical 
!!!! " good vs. evil" variety. Ability to use characters in other 

adventures gives this game a lot of potential for develop
ment. Requires IM +. $49.95. Simulated Environment Sys
tems, 800 South Pacific Coast Hwy., Redondo Beach, CA 
90277 . NCP (Mar 88) 

Seven Cities of Gold is an educational program masquerading as 
!!!! an adventure game and is practically unique In being equally 

good in both respects. You are to land (not the easiest part) 
in the New World and attempt to placate the natives, seed a 
few missions and collect gold. Nice work if you can get it. 
$39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 
94404. CP (Jun 87) 

Shadowgate is an icon-based graphic adventure. You, as the seed 
!!!!'l:iof prophecy, must save the world from the evil warlock. Far 

surpasses all others with great animated graphics, sound, 
and adventure. $49.95. Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd., 
Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Dec 87) 
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Shanghai challenges players to clear a board of all 144 tiles by 
!!!!!matching pairs of mah-jongg tiles and removing them. Terrif

ic strategic options plus the abil ity to randomly generate 
new game boards keep this one fresh . $44.95. Activision, 
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Nov 86) 
*'86 Eddy 

Snake-Bar lets you guide a snake (or train or semi) through a maze, 
!!!! picking up objects that feed and make your snake grow. 

Options include changing languages, editing the maze, and 
an X-rated game. $15. (shareware). Georges Malmound, 37 
Bis rue des Abbesses, Montmartre, 75018 Paris, France. 
NCP (Dec 87) 

Solitaire Royale is a collection of eight sol itaire card games. The 
!!!! Tour mode cycles through each game. Tournament deals 

the same hand for several players. $34.95. Published by 
Spectrum Holobyte, 2061 Challenger Dr.. Alameda CA 
94501 . CP (May 88) 

Space Quest is a three-dimensional, animated adventure in which 
!!!! you play a janitor in a dicey situation. All you have to do is get 

off your ship before it explodes and save the Eamon System. 
Runs on any Mac. $49.95. Sierra On-Line, PO Box 485, 
Coarsegold, CA 93614. CP (Sep 87) 

Star Fleet I: The War Begins! is a space opera of the Star Trek 
!!!! variety. Rise through the ranks from ensign to admiral in this 

serialized adventure. Requires 512K+ . $55. lnterstel , PO 
Box 57825, Webster, TX 77598. NCP (May 88) 

Statlonfall is the sequel (finally) to lnfocom's excellent Planetfall 
!!!!v.text adventure. Reunited with Floyd and sent to pick up 

requisition forms, you must solve the empty space station 

problem. As straightforward as other lnfocom games; more 
so than some. $39.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr. , 
Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP (Nov 87) 

Strategic Conquest Plus challenges you to discover an unexplored 
!!!!•t.wortd and conquer it by manufacturing and deploying ar

mies, ships, and planes. A two-disk game that doesn 't sup
port an external drive. Requires 512K +. $59.95. PSI Soft
ware, 1111 Triton Dr.• Foster City, CA 94404. CP (Feb 88) 

Sub Battle Simulator is a superior naval combat game. Sixty differ
!!!! 	entmissions and the ability to link missions keep it from ever 

getting boring. Requires 512K + . $39.95. Epyx, PO Box 
8020, Redwood City, CA 94063. NCP (Aug 87) 

Tass Times In Tone Town is a slightly off-the-wall graphic adven
!!!v. ture in which you need a flashy hairdo and a jumpsuit before 

you can get anywhere, and you pay for things with guitar 
picks. Decent puules, with a sense of humor. $4.95. Activi 
sion, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Jan 
87) 

The Toy Shop is a construction kit for building 20 different working 
!!!! model toys. Some parts can be customized. Manual gives 

clear instructions, but many toys are too complex for a child. 
$49. 95. Brodertbund, 17 Paul Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903. CP 
(Nov 86) 

Trust & Betrayal: The Legacy of Slboot requires negotiating with 
!!!!V.six artificial personalities in a struggle for power - not sur

prising considering that it comes from the maker of Balance 
of Power. Uses hieroglyphics to communicate in a fantasy 
world . Requires 512K+ . Mindscape, 3444 Dundee Rd., 
Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Mar 88) 

Now you can recover the numeric data behind the 
printed graphs with Data Scan analyzes bitmaps be quickly exported into a 

in MacPaint, Uncompressed spreadsheet or statistics pack
FOTO (PageMaker 1.2) , TIFF, age, or data points can be 
or Thunderscan format cap counted within a specified area 
turing the numbers behind the of the graph.Data s__c__a _n 
graphic presentation . 

An assortment of powerful 

With the help of a scanner, interpolation and smoothin·g 


Data Scan is the first image processing Data Scan may be used to options, data filters, distribu 

extract numeric data from tion options, image tilt correc
software available for the Macintosh; 
graphics in newspapers, jour tions, and screen-based visual 

recovers numeric data from: nals, or any hard copy source data editing offer impressive 

• Bar charts 	 ·log/log plots •and more! when the original numeric data flexibility. 
is not available. Data can then• Line charts • log/linear plots 

• Area charts • linear plots Data Scan ... $199.95. Requires a Macintosh with at 
least 512K RAM 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-' 

IRAINPOWEI, INC. 
24009 Ventura Boulevard 

Calabasas, CA 91302 
800-345-0519' • 818-884-6911 (in CA) 

FAX 818-884-6931 

Please circle 8 on reader service card. 
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"FASTBACK is far and away the fastest program currently available for the 
Mac ... the new speed champ in the Mac backup field. FASTBACK'S extra
ordinary speed will encourage frequent backups, perhaps the most important 
consideration with backup software'.' 

MACWEEK 
November 1987 

"Fast ... easy to use. FASTBACK'S hallmark in the MS-DOS world is its speed, 
and the Macintosh product inherits this traie' 

Macintosh Today
January 1988 

"FASTBACK for Macintosh ... will outpace most tape systems at a fraction 
of the cost. .. FASTBACK is the only one'.' 

MacTimes 
April 1988 

"FASTBACK took half the time of DiskFit (to back up). FASTBACK sets an 
entirely new standard for performance. It truly appears to be a next-generation 
backup program'.' 

Portland Mac User Group 
November 1987 

"FASTBACK offers the quickest and most efficient (backup) solution'.' 
Southern California MacOrange User Group
February 1988 · 

At two times faster than DiskFit, and up to five times faster 
than other Macintosh backup programs, FastBack sets a new 
standard for all Macintosh backup systems. With daily incremental 
backups averaging about a minute, it's probably the only backup 

program you'll ever truly want to use. A M.1nut e 
A Day Keeps 

Disaster Away 
Please circle 146 on reader service card. 


Fifth Generation Systems, Inc., 11200 Industriplex Blvd., Baton Rouge, LA 70809 

Sales Office: 1322 Bell Ave nue, Suite IA, Tustin CA, 9~680 · (800) 225-2775 (714) 259-0541 


This product is in no way associated with or has origination in Fisher Scientific or Al lied Corporation. ::. 
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Ultlma Ill allows up to four characters to cooperate to explore the 
!!!!•t.vast wilderness of Sosaria. $59.95. Origin Systems, 340 

Harvey Rd., Manchester, NH 03103. CP 
Uninvited is an icon-based adventure game set In an extremely 
!!!!~haunted mansion. Since you access the parser by double

clicklng, command choices are always visible - you don't 
waste time trying to figure out which words the program 
understands. It has animation and sound. $49.95. Minds· 
cape, 3444 Dundee, Northbrook, IL 60062. CP (Sep 86) 
*'86 Eddy 

Wizardry is an outstanding dungeon exploration adventure pitting a 
!!!!! party of up to six characters against the guardian monsters 

of the evil wizard Werdna. Capture his amulet to earn your 
reward. Even after solving the game, you'll want to go back 
into the dungeon. $59.95. Sir-Tech, Char1estown-Ogdens

- burg Mall, PO Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669. CP 
Xyphus is a role-playing game pitting four characters (fighters or 
!!!! wizards) against multiple scenarios that grow increasingly 

harder. Excellent Mac interface and icon control. $39.95. 
Penguin, PO Box 311, Geneva, IL 60134. CP 

Your Personal Poet creates personalized greeting cards on the 
!!!'f.. Mac. Comes complete with four greeting cards and match

ing envelopes. Requires 512K+. $29.95. Computer Poet, 
775 E. Greg St., Sparks, NV 89431 . NCP (Jun 87) 

Zork II Is where the adventure continues in the underground 
!!!!v.empire. A wandering wizard keeps things interesting, 

though there's a way to beat him if you persevere. 
$44.95. lnfocom, 125 CambridgePark Dr., Cambridge, 
MA 02140. NCP 

Zork Ill is the final chapter in the trilogy. Players come up against the 
!H 	 ultimate enemy - the Dungeonmaster himself. More 

closed-ended than previous Zorks. $44.95. lnfocom, 125 
CambridgePark Dr. , Cambridge, MA 02140. NCP 

MUSIC 
Alchemy loads and edits digitally sampled sounds from most com
!!!!!	mercial samplers. Works with 512K, but it eats up memory 

quickly. Requires MIDI or RS-422 interface, and sampler. 
$495. Blank Software, 1477 Folsom Street, San Francisco, 
CA 94103. CP (Oct 88) 

Apple MIDI Interface Is a simple Musical Instrument Digital Inter
!!! 	 face with a I MHZ clock rate. Has only one MIDI Input and 

one output. Works with all Macs; adaptor required for l 28K 
and 5 l 2K. $99. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cu
pertino, CA 95014. (Jun 88) 

Beaverton D-50 Edltor/ LlbrarJan is one of the most innovative but 
!!! 	 least intuitive editor/librarians available for the Mac. Ran 

domization masks, Crosstalk system, Universal Algorithmic 
Slider. Version 1.01, $199. Beaverton Digital Systems, P.O. 
Box 1626, Beaverton, OR 97075. CP (Oct 88) 

ConcertWare + is an enhanced version of ConcertWare. Has differ
!!!! ent instruments and can use any four of a set of eight at any 

point in a piece. Supports Adobe Sonata music font. 
$69.95. Great Wave Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr., 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. NCP (Dec 87) * '85 Eddy 

ConcertWare+MIDI is a composition and transcription program 
!!!! 	that can record multiple notes from a MIDI keyboard. Easy to 

CMS 
MacStack 30 ... ....................... ... ...... $597 

MacStack 60 .. ........... .................... .. .. 777 
MacStack 80 ............ ................ ....... 1197 
Ta peSrnck 60 .. ..... .... .. ................ ....... 697 
PCPC 

Classicrn 13" Mac II Color ....... ...... .. $499 Moniterm 

Sigma Laservi ew 19" SE/ II .. ............ 1695 Viking 19" SE/ II ........... .............. $1549 

Radius FPO. T PD ... ..... .......... .... .... . Call! Viking Greyscale, Viking Color .. ... Call! 


N 	 C 0 RP 0 RAT E D 

4 103 L.ocust St., Philadelphia, PA 19 104 (2 15) 386-2208 

MC/ VlSA accepted with 110 surcharge. COD, U11ivc rsi1y Purchase O rders wckomc. Your order will not. he 
chai·gcd until shi pped . Prices and a\'ai lability subject to change wi tho ut no ti ce. Shipping via FEDX, UPS. 
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use if you read music. Handles eight tracks of eight voices 
each. Requires 5 l 2K. Version 4.0 . $149.95. Great Wave 
Software, 5353 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066. 
NCP (Dec 87) 

Deluxe Music Construction Set lets you enter up to 48 voices on 
!!H eight staves, and play the music through the Mac's internal 

speaker and/or via MIDI. Requires 5 l 2K+. Mac II and Multi 
Finder hostile. Version 2.0 reviewed. $99.95. Electronic 
Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr. , San Mateo, CA 94404. CP (Jun 88) 

Dr. T's Roland D-50 Editor/librarian is solid, reliable and entirely 
!!!'12 intuitive. Great sound auditioning. Little In the way of patch 

generation. Version 1.0. $175. Dr. T's Music Software, 220 
Boylston St. , Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. CP (Oct 
88) 

Jam Factory is a program for performing complex manipulations on 
!!! MIDI data in real time. Unique, entertaining, and very power

ful, but requires lots of patience and practice. Requires 
5 l 2K+,MIDI interface, and MIDI synthesizer. $189. Intelli 
gent Computer Music Systems, PO Box 8748, Albany, NY 
12208. CP (Oct 87) 

Jam Session is a music program for those who think MIDI refers to the 
!!!! length of skirts. Without any skill , you can " Jam" with rock, 

jazz, rap, or country tunes. Asort of " Sing Along With Mitch" for 
the computer set. Requires 5 l 2K+. $49.95. Broderbund, 17 
Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903. CP (Jul 88) 

listen is an educational tool for ear training. It has both a piano 
!!!! keyboard and a guitar fretboard for the student to input 

notes, and offers a wide range of exercises. $99. Resonate, 
PO Box 996, Menlo Park, CA 94026. (Jan 87) 

Mis a music composition and creation program that works with MIDI 
!!! data in real time. Unique, entertaining, and very powerful, 

but requires lots of patience and practice. Requires 512K +, 
MIDI interface, and MIDI synthesizer. $219. Intelligent Com
puter Music Systems, PO Box 8748, Albany, NY 12208. CP 
(Oct 87) 

Master Tracks Pro is a full-featured, second-generation MIDI se
! ! ! ! inquencer that adheres to the Mac interface very well. It's the 

first program to have graphic-controller editing. Needs patch 
chasing for professional use, but it's still a rock-solid pro
gram. $350. Passport Designs, 625 Miramontes St.,# 103, 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019. CP (Dec 87) 

Music Mouse is a music program in a genre all its own . Called an 
!!!!!"intelligent instrument," Music Mouse gives you instant 

musical feedback as you move the mouse and type on the 
keyboard, which controls tempo, vibrato, volume, etc. 
$59.95. OpCode Systems, 444 Ramona St., Palo Alto, CA 
94301 . NCP (May 87) 

Opcode D-50 Editor/librarian is the industry standard in music 
!!!! editors. Comprehensive features including randomizing fun

tions and Library and Bundle files. Poor screen layouts. Ver
sion 5.01. $250. Opcode Systems, 1024 Hamilton Court, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Oct 88) 

Performer v. 2.2 is the definitive MIDI sequencer, and is priced 
!!!! accordingly. Includes looping, SMPTE synching, 32 simulta

neous Ins and Outs, unlimited overdubbing, and compatibili
ty with Professional Composer for transription. Requires 
MIDI interface and 512K +.$395. Mark of the Unicom, 222 
Third St. , Cambridge, MA 02142. CP (Jan 88) 

To use today's complex Macintosh software. you have two 
choices. You can puzzle over lengthy, hard-to-use manuals. Or 
use QulckCard'" Reference Guides which provide concise step
by-step instructionsforevery feature plus all keyboardcommands 
You'll also discover those special features buried in the manualS'. '' 
QulckCard Refe rence Guidessave time-andincreasethe valJJ~ il . · ,, 
you r software. Get the guides used by corporations, univ l'Sltles: li 
and professionals! ' 
•All Information on one 81/z"x11" reference card 
• Step-by-step Instructions for each feature 
• Every keyboard command displayed 
• Dozens of tips and shortcuts 
• All the special techniques "hidden" In 

the manuals 
• Organized for Instant use 
• New users get up to speed quickly 
• Experienced users learn new skills 
• Highest quality non-glare laminated vinyl 

PROTECT YOUR COPIES 
OF MacUser 

Make your culiccliun of Mac User a hand· 
some additio n to your office or home
and protect them for easy reference! 

MacUscr Magazine Binders and Cases 
arc made of d urable lux ury·look leath · 
erene over quali ty binder board. Custom 
designed for MacUser, every order 
receives FR EE gold transfer fo il to person· 
alize dates and volume numbers. 

Far Fast Service Call Toll Free, 1-800-972-5858 

Magazine Binders Open Back Cases 
Holdyour issues on Store your copies fo r 
individual snap-on rods. individual refe rence. 
$9.95each. 3 for $27.95. S7.95each. 3 for S21 .95. 
6 for $52 .95. 6 for S3 9.95. 

,\~. 

MacUser 
clo"-J.......llllrttl 
 I 

499 Eat Erie Anaue-Pllflldtlpllla, PA 1tl34 

Please ~d me: Quantity DBinders DCases 
 I 
Payment bycheck or money order enclosed tor ,• 

Add S1 per case/binder tor ?OS1•o• and twldllno. (Outside USA, 
 I 
add $2.50 per c:aseltiinderordered. US Currency only.) 

Cl!alge my:D AmE.x O Visa O MC fminlmumorder S15~ 


caro 11o._______Exp. I
oat~--

N~'"------------- IStree1 Address______ _____ 

So1TyWtt11100tsl'jp10P.O - '""""YW· I 
Cily State P- - °:_j 
Pllmillruldcl n .........
L2 - - - - - --- -

• Quick, easy, enjoyable to usel 	 Actual size detail 

Available for: 	 0 Microsoft Excel 0 Mlcrosott word 3.0 {vEts'loNs) 0 Mlcrosott WOrks 
D PageMaker 3.0 D Ready Set Got 4.0 

To order, phone or send your name, address and check for $14.95 for each OuickCard ReferenceGuide 
plus $1.95 shipping per order. Or charge to yourVISA/MC by sending complete card number 
and expiration date. Be sure to specify which guides you want. 

Round lake Publishing Co. Dept. MU10 

415 Main St., Ridgefield, CT 06877 


Order llne- (203) 438·5255 
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ProfElsslonal Composer produces performance-quality sheet mu 
!!!'I• sic using Adobe's Sonata font. Scores can be created from 

scratch or imported from Performer (and can be exported to 
Performer for MIDI playback). Requires 512K +. $495. Mark 
of the Unicom, 222 Third St.. Cambridge, MA 02142. CP 
(Jan 88) 

Soft!iynth creates sounds for additive synthesis samplers. Down
!!!! loading from Mac to sampler is time consuming. Requires 

512K, sampler, MIDI interface. $295. Digidesign, 1360 Wil 
low Road, Suite 1O1, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Oct 88) 

Sound Designer set the standard for editing samples on lower-cost 
!!!! samplers, but rt still lacks real-time high-fidelity playback. 

Requires 5 l 2K, sampler, MIDI interface. $'495. (Emax, E II, 
2000/ 2002, DSS- 1, S900); all others, $395. Digidesign, 
1360 Willow Road, Suite 1O1, Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP 
(Oct 88) 

Studio Session consists of two programs, an Editor, and a Player, 
!!!!'lathat produce music with six voices of digitized sound. Excel

lent program plus good manual make this a good buy. 
$89.95. Bogas Productions, PO Box 6699, Terra Lina, CA 
94903-0699. NCP (Aug 87) * '86 Eddy 

Turbosynth creates sounds for a digital sampler using modular 
!!!!!synthesis techniques. Good harmonic spectral inverter. 

Lacks an easy method of multisampling. Requires 1 me
gabyte, sampler, MIDI interface. $349. Digidesign, 1360 
Willow Road, Suite IO I. Menlo Park, CA 94025. CP (Oct 
88) 

UpBeat turns the Macintosh into a front panel for a highly complex 
!!!11:t and versatile drum machine. Input patterns with mouse, 

MIDI keyboard , or drum machine. Requires 512K. $150. 
Intelligent Music, PO Box 8748, Albany, NY 12208. CP (May 
88) 

Valhala D·SO Editor/librarian is a reasonably sol id program with 
!!! 	 clear editing features. Some incompatibilities with any DAs 

that access the serial port. Ver. I. I I. $131.50. Valhala 
Music, P.O. Box 20157-MU, Ferndale, Ml 48220. NCP (Oct 
88) 

HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 
AST TurboScan is a 300 dpi scanner with sophisticated graphics 
!!!! software. Scans at resolutions from 72 to 300 dpi. Super

Scan software offers halftone, line art, and mixed modes. 
·'Virtual memory processing' ' lets you scan images too large 
to fit in RAM. $1899. Requires 512K+.SuperScan software 
included. AST Research , 2121 Alton Ave.. Irvine, CA 92714. 
NCP (Nov 87) 

Classic Professional Graphics Display is a low-cost color monitor 
!!!'I• for the Mac II. Good value, but has an IBM-look about it. 

Green tint is annoying. Requires Apple video card. $549. 
Classic Components, 1490 Artesia Blvd., Gardena, CA 
90247 (Jun 88) 

CMS S-140 SCSI Hard Disk is a very fast, high-capacity SCSI hard 
!!!!!disk with a unity interleave and average access time of 18 

msec. Holds I 40M. Help, file transfer, and tape back-up 
commands built in . Hard Disk Partition is a useful DA. Comes 
with a 6 ft . SCSI cable. $2995. CMS Enhancements, 1372 
Valencia Ave., Tustin, CA 92680. (Jul 87) 

We RENT Mac Software "•• 
MacStore,~·;~-::~· 1 [C- J 

Natio nal 800-847-0026 C. ~ i 

Ask about our frequent renter program I / ~ m 

We'll match any software rental price in ttiis issue. 
Wo havo hundreds ol olh-Ot t~les ava~:lblo tor lhOMac. If you don1 soo whal you want · can us I 

Accessory Pak 1 or A1t Grabber 8.80 Mac Goll 9.10 

Accounting Packages Ca.II Mac l abeler 8 .80 

Banery Pa~ 8.80 Mac Lightning 14.80 

Bu!k Mallor 18. 70 Modica! or Logttl Oic.lionary 13,JO 

Ousinoss FilQ\fi1lon 56.25 Mac t..-b1 Bock (all volumes 1 • 6) 25.47 

Ca'endar Ma.kor or Certifiea1e Maker 8.80 Mile Publ1$her & Mac Publisher II Call 

Click Art, Ellocla, Lellers, Publica llons (oach ) 8.80 Mac Spoil Righi or Mac Spoil • 13 .35 

ConsuHanl 
Copy II Mac 
Championshi::> 0 01.ing or Bas&baP 
Cri:ket Graph 
Da·1ir.c.i lWo havo lhom ant) 
Dollars and Sense 
Doubte Heluc 
Excol 
Fllomakor PIJs 
Fluenl Fon1s Fon1u1ic. Font E1ploror, 

UsOf Fo1111. Superfonts. Ulu~ont1 . . . 
Ferran Grand Prl .- or Flighl Simulator 
Full P.ainl 
Gato, Orbiter, or Gridwars 
Helht 
lnfocom oamas 
LasorSpool 
Keystroke 
Kid's T1mo 
Laogu;:agos (Asm, Basic, Z Bu ie, C, Cobol, 

E,pottisp Fonran, TML Pascal, otc .I 
Microsoft Chart, Filo. Mu,fiplan. Word 
Mac Auack 
Mc Cad 
Mac Challonsor or Mac Command 
Mac Oralt 
Mac Draw 

28.80 Mac 3 D 31 ,3 1 
8 .80 Ma c Tracks 8 .30 
8 .8 0 Mac the Knifo t . 2. or 3 (Art. Fonts. Ripper) C.tU 

27.90 M.u RAM M.u: PR IN T 8.80 
Call Micro Planner P lus 72 .00 

18.70 More 34 .69 
60.50 Musieworits or Videoworks 13,19 & 14.15 
5 2.75 Omnis 111 Plu s 57 . 12 
3 6. 50 OvorVuo 35 .80 

Cilll Picture Base or Poalorma)(or 8 .80 
Call Pinball Construction Se! 8 .80 

8.8 0 Quick Disk. Quick Word, Ouiek Paint (oach} 8.80 
13.56 Ready Set Go C.ill 

8.8 0 Smar! Al.ums 8 .90 
49 ,50 Super Pain! 13 .<0 

Cati Tompo 15.36 
15.16 Thundorsc4n 4 1.60 
64.68 Will Wr11er 8.80 

8.80 Write Now et Word Handk)r Can 
Call Wor k s 37.go 
Call A ccesso r ies 
Call Cable$ - we s.lock mosl ~Uc cabtos Can 

8.80 Carry1og Caso!-for all Macs C.1 11 
62.56 10 Bo)(oaSonY Disks 10 .95 

8 .80 800k Ex!orna l Dmes Ld oub! e s ided) 184.50 
33.8 4 Upgrac:es & Power Supply Boatd RopiNI C1n 
32~ 7 20 Mog SCSI H.ud Dis 695 .00 

No membership fee • 16 day rentals • Rental appl ies to purchase 
~~ 1tore logo is a 1rat1om~of ..tac5101t, lnc., 1he--.pp1e ioQo-.. lfild.9m111( oi' ~ Comp._bc-8™ 

~ In 800-222 1537 Morlo~eoskoperator lo r ~ 
~ Texas • extension 993265 

~ or dial direct 512-629-5419 mlli1 
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Pe e 

n o transmiss ion 	 Paste Into any Word Proceosor 
or Page Layout document asin lim it k--0; 
PICT or text format . 

All mathematical symbols available from an 
editable palette. 

E xpressionisl 2.0 is a powerfu l application and desk 
accessory tha l enables ma thema tical equa tions to be 
quickly an d easily placed In to your word processor or 

page layout documents. If you use equations. you will 

fin d Expressionisl very useful. All you do is create. copy. 

paste. a nd gel results like this: 

1,------:--i

I Send S129.95 for the complete. . I 


pockoge OR for o FREE Demo Disk
I I
and Brochure write to: 

ollon bonodlo associates 

814 Castro Street #53 
 I 

Son Francisco. CA 9411 4·2809 
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A Facelift 
for Desktop Publishing 

ColorVue SE is a video processor board for the Mac SE that lets you 
!!! display 16 colors on an exemal RGB monitor. Slows up 

performance. $695. Orchid Technology, 45365 Northport 
Loop West, Fremont, CA 94538. (Oct 88) 

Data Frame 40XP is a very fast, very quiet 40-meg external SCSI 
!!!! 	hard drive. Cornes with a good and complete set of utility 

software. About as fast as a SCSI drive can be. Requires 
SCSI port, 5 l 2K + , new ROM. $1899. SuperMac Technolo
gy, 295 N. Bernardo Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043. 

DaynaFlle hooks up to a SCSI drive to read MS-DOS disks in the 
!!!! 	Mac environment. Use Mac applications to manipulate data 

created with an IBM PC. Comes in both 5-~ and 3- V2 jnch 
formats. $595 for single floppy. Dayna Communications, 50 
S. Main St., 5th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 84144. (Jan 88) 
*'87 Eddy 

Felix is an optical-tracking graphics tablet that replaces a mouse. 
!!!! Precision mode gives pixel by pixel control. Doesn't collect 

dirt like a mouse does. The 6-inch square device Is designed 
primarily for right-handed people. Works with Mac Plus. 
$149. Lightgate, 6202 Christie Ave., Emeryville, CA 94608. 
(Sept 88) 

FX-20 is a good 20-meg external hard drive. Good utility software. 
!!!! 	Reliable and reasonably quiet. Sits next to Mac, has a large, 

oddly shaped case. Requires SCSI port, 5 l 2K + , new ROM. 
$1199. General Computer, 215 First St. , Cambridge, MA 
02142. (Feb 87) 

Hard Disk 20SC is Apple's 20-meg SCSI hard disk. Reliable, fairly 
!!!! noisy unit. Good utility software, but no back-up yet. Re

quires cable and terminator ($80). Requires SCSI port, 

512K+, new ROM. $1299. Apple Computer, 20525 Mar
iani Ave. , Cupertino, CA 95014. (Feb 87) 

Hewlett-Packard ColorPro Graphics Plotter is an eight-pen desk
!!! 	 top plotter that requires third-party software to drive it. Fonts 

are limited to an optional Graphics Enhancement Cartridge 
that requires some BASIC programming. $1295. Hewlett
Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Dr., San Diego, CA 92127. 
(Feb 88) 

HyperDlaler provides an interface between a phone and your Mac 
!!!•12 so you can " dial" a number using one of the Rolodex-type 

programs, like SideKick, Focal Point or QuickDex. Hooks up 
between the Mac's sound port and a telephone handset. 
Requires 128K. MultiFinder friendly. $39.95. DataDesk In
ternational, 7651 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406. (Sept 
88) 

lmageMaker shoots 35mm color slides direct from the Mac. Sup
!!!! ports most presentation software. Uses patterns to repre

sent colors. Not fully compatible with the Mac II. Requires 
512K+ . $4995. MacDriver software, $149. Presentation 
Technologies, 743 North Pastoria Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. (Feb 88) 

IS/ONE tablet with Penworks software lets you use a corded or 
!!!'12 	cordless pen or mouse and a high-res tablet for precise 

graphics input. Minor bugs with some applications and DAs. 
Keystroke macros can be launched from the tablet. Minimal 
documentation. Requires 1 M +. $595 to $1145. Kurta, 
4610 S. 35th St., Phoenix, AZ 85040. (Jan 88) 

Jasmine Direct Drive 50 is a very quiet 1: 1 Interleave 50 megabyte 
!!!!!hard drive and one of the fastest SCSI drives around. A small 

Create PostScript fonts and logos 
using f OtffOGRAptttR 
Professional desktop publishing combines both type and 
graphics in a document suitable for high resolution printing. 
Fontographer® provides quick. accurate tools to create 
professional type and graphics characters. Typefaces can be 
designed with precise widths and kerning pairs to the high
est typographical standards. Existing fonts can be customized 
with your logo or special symbols on any key. Fontographer 
generates fonts that are accessible from any MacintoshTM 

application. And they print with full PostScript® resolution 
up to 2540 dots per inch. All type and graphics in this ad 
were created in Fontographer. Use desktop publishing to its 
full est potential-with Fontographer. 

Create bitmap fonts and graphics 
using fONTABTIC pLU8 
Tired of using the same old typefaces in your documents? 
Now create your own fonts. display faces. foreign language 
fonts and unique graphics. Have them accessible from any 
Macintosh application at the touch of a keystroke. Modify 
and customize existing fonts with all those special charac
ters you 've always wanted. Create the proper sizes. widths 
and kerning pairs for printers like the Image Writer™ II or 
LQ and LaserWriter™ II SC. Use FONTastic™ Plus
the best bitmap font editor available on a microcomputer. 

t-\l_T5\15 

CORPORATION 

720 Avenue F. Suite 1090 · Plano. TX 75074~	make desktop publishing better/ (2 14) 424·4888 Ext. 3 
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fan keeps it cool, but it's still quiet. $1159. Jasmine 
Technologies, 555 De Haro St. , San Francisco, CA 941 07. 
(Mar 88) * '87 Eddy 

LaserWrlter II NT is Apple's mid-priced Postscript laser printer. It's 
!!! faster than the LaserWriter Plus, with blacker blacks. Gray 

scale is less even than that of Plus. Requires 512K + . 
$4599. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014. (May 88) 

Laser Writer II NTX is Apple's top-of-the-line Postscript laser print
!!!! 'her. 68020 chip makes it very speedy; expandable to 12M; 

SCSI hard disk can be attached for fonts. Requires 512K + . 
$6599. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave. , Cupertino, 
CA 95014. (May 88) 

LaserWrlter II SC is Apples's low-end QuickDraw laserprinter. Can 
!!! be upgraded to NT or NTX; reasonably fast. Requires 1 M+ . 

$2799. Apple Computer, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014. (May 88) 

MacADIOS II is a hardware and software interface for laboratory 
!!!! instruments. Standard configuration samples up to 142 

kHz. Documentation is sketchy. $1290 for Macintosh 11
ready data acuisition card; $600 for MacADIOS II software 
interface. GW Instruments, 264 Msgr. O'Brien Hwy. , Cam
bridge, MA 02141 . (Jul 88) 

MacBottom 45 SCSI and Internal Modem has a modem that fits 
!!!!'hinto the top half of the 45-megabyte SCSI hard-drive case. 

Comes with HFS Backup and Eureka. $1795. PCPC, 471 O 
Eisenhower Blvd., Tampa, FL 33634.(0ct 87) 

MacBottom HD21 is a very low (about 2 inches high), external 20
!!!!! meg hard drive. Fits under the Mac. Very quiet, very reliable. 

COMPUTER 

Capture Video Images: $249.95! 
Capture real-world nnageson your Mac 512E. Mac Plus. SE . or 

Mac II from any standarcl video source (video camera. VC R) 
On the screen ... 

CompulerEyes includes several options lor images display. and 
edit op11ons such as sh11nk. expand . scroll. and more 

Behind the scenes . . . 
ComputerEyesacquues larger-than-screen images with 256 gray levels 

lor desktop publishing and image processing 
On paper.. . 

ComputerEyes saves images on disk 111 several Ille formals 
1nclud1ng TIFF. MacPaint . PICT. RIFF, and EDS lor use w1lh 
PageMaker. Hypercard. MacParnl - virtually all the pop lar 

graphics programs 
Th ink ol the poss1b1 l1t 1es1 

Computer Eyes is backed by a one year warranty and the success of 
over 20.000 syslems sold See your dealer or order direct 
For more information. example images. or Demo Disk (53) . "' 

call (617) 329 ·5400 

To order call 800-346-0090 
VISA. MIC. COD acccp1cd 


D1g 11a1V1s1011 Inc 
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Good utility software, including HFS Backup. Requires SCSI 
port, 512K+ , new ROM. $1195. PCPC, 4710 Eisenhower 
Blvd. , Tampa, FL 33634. (Feb 87) * '86 Eddy 

Maclntlzer is a graphics tablet and absolute positioning device that 
!!!! replaces the mouse. Various scales are possible. $599. 

GTCO Corp., 7125 Riverwood Dr., Columbia, MD 21046. 
Maclarger is a 12-inch external monitor for 512K machines on up 
!!! to the SE. Displays the same number of pixels as an internal 

monitor, only one-third larger. Bigger and brighter, but less 
crisp than the Mac's own screen. $449. Power R, 1606 
Dexter Ave. North, Seattle, WA 98109. (Apr 88) 

MacPacq transforms the Macintosh Into a digital oscilloscope, 
!!! waveform generator, and chart recorder. PacqManager soft

ware expandable via external routines in Turbo Pascal and 
other languages. Version 1.03 reviewed. $995. Biopac Sys
tems, 42 Aero Camino, Goleta CA 931 I 7. NCP (Jul 88) 

MacRecorder Is an easy-to-use sound digitizer. Includes software 
!!!!'hto tum sounds into HyperCard buttons, mix sounds, add 

special effects, and convert sound formats. Stereo record
ing possible on a Mac II . Requires 512K + . $199, Faralion 
Computing, 2150 Kittredge St., Berkeley, CA 94704. NCP 
(Jun 88) 

MacSnap Plus 2 is a 2M memory upgrade for the Mac Plus. The 
!!!! 	board has 256 kilobit chips. User installable. Not compatible 

with existing big screens or internal hard disks, and can 't be 
expanded further. $399. Dove Computer, 1200 North 23rd 
St. , Wilmington, NC 28405. (Jun 87) 

Mac Table is an elegant Danish worktable that holds a Mac and printer 
!!!!'f.iwith room to spare. The 30-inch deep by 60-inch wide table is 

Turn a Typewriter or 

Daisywheel into a 


printer on your Mac 


ss2 
MAC DAISY LINK '" 

!Cable option S22.9S) 

A printer driver that supports 
any Dafsywheel pri nter or 
typewriter wi th any Macintosh 
computer. Letter quali ty results 
wi th many features. Call for 
more info: 

For Inquiries: (604) 291 -9121 
To Order: 800-663-6222 GDT Softworks Inc. 

P.O. Box 1865 	 The PRINT·LINKTM continues 
Poin t Robert s. WA 98281 to be the preferred tool for dot 

matrix printers. 

Macintosh TM Is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc. 

The PAINT·LINKTM & MAC DA ISY LINK™ are trademarks of GOT Soilworks Inc. 

Please circle 139 on reader service card. 
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made of particleboard and must be assembled. Cabinet is 
optional. Table, $289; cabinet. $139. ScanCoFum, PO Box 
3217, Redmond, WA 98073-3217. (Mar 88) 

MacTiit/MacTiit SE is a Mac (and external drive) holder that allows 
!!!! 	a full range of swiveling and tilting. Very strong, this well 

made unit is also very easy-to-use. $99.95. Ergotron, PO 
Box I 7013, Minneapolis, MN 55418. 

MacVlslon is a digitizer that uses an ordinary video camera for 
!!!! 	input. Capable of extremely fine results and special effects. 

Easy to use and well -documented. $349.95. Koala , 269 
Mt. Hermon Rd., Scotts Valley, CA 95066. 

Mac-101 is a keyboard alternative that has a good feel to it. Has a 
!!!! 	keypad, 15 function keys, and more. The IOI -Keys desk 

accessory lets you define macros. Comes in an ADS version 
for the SE and II. Requires 5 l 2K +. $169.95. DataDesk 
International, 7650 Haskell Ave. , Van Nuys, CA 91406. 
Software NCP (Apr 88) 

Magic Digitizer is a hardware digit izer that works with video cam
!!!! 	eras. With LaserMagic software you can generate 300 dpi 

images (in Postscript). Requires 5 l 2K + . Digitizer with Mag
ic software, $399.95; LaserMagic software, $49.95. New 
Image Technology, 10300 Greenbelt Rd., Seabrook, MD 
20706. NCP (May 87) 

Mlcrotek MSF-300C is a 300-dpi flatbed scanner. Really fast when 
!!!'12 	used with optional MS-SCSl/C adapter. Comes with Versa

Scan Plus software (NCP) to scan and manipulate image. 
Saves images in a number of formats including TIFF and 
MacPaint. $1895. Microtek Lab, 1690 I S. Western Ave.. 
Gardena, CA 90247. (Dec 87) 

Mlgent Pocket Modem is a 300/1200 baud portable modem 
!!!'12 about the size of a 3 X 5 index card . Comes bundled with 

MacTerm 2.0, Borland's telecom DA. Manual is confusing, 
and tech support is minimal. $259. Migent, 865 Tahoe 
Blvd ., Incline Village, NV 89450-6062. (Nov 87) 

Mouse Mover is a mouse pad-type surface that snaps onto the 
!!!!lf>bottom of the mouse like a roller skate, freeing it up to 

glide over desk or mouse pad with ease. 99 tiny ball bear
ings at three strategic points. Mouse glides faster and 
saves on mouse wear and tear. $19.95. Magnum Soft
ware, 21115 Devonshire St. , Chatsworth , CA 91311. 
* '85 Eddy 

Moustrak is a fabric covered foam mousing pad. It will increase the 
!!!! efficiency of your mouse while helping to keep it clean. Pad 

comes in a variety of colors. Particularly useful in the typical 
office desktop environment. $10. Moustrak, 3047 St. Hele
na H'v\'.y. , St. Helena, CA 94574. 

NetModem is a 1 200-baud modem that can be accessed by all 
!!!! 	users on an Apple Talk network. The modem's display lights 

and the dial tone are simulated on screen. Requires 
512K +. $599. Shiva, Suite 1200, 222 Third St. , Cam
bridge, MA 02142-99 19. (Feb 88) 

NolabelSystem is a plastic permanent labeling system in which 
!!!! 	users slide new tabs into a transparent plastic case on the 

disk. The tabs stick out of the case slightly, making them 
easier to read while in the drive. $19.45. Weber & Sons, 
3468 Hwy. 9, Freehold, NJ 07728. 

One Plus One is a user-installable memory upgrade for a Mac Plus. 
!!!!'t.Adds 1 megabyte of RAM to the 1 M already there. Simple 

Changing vaur 
mailing address? 

~O. Box 56986 
Boulder, Col0rado 
'80322-6986 
Please allow up to 60 
days for change of 
address to take place~ 

OC T 

UP TO 50°/o OFF OUR COVER CHARGE. 
Protect your Macintosh computer investment with our pertectly fitting Cover 

Sets made of 400 Denier Nylon. water and static-resistant,won't tear or collect lint 
Cover Sets made for virtually any Macintosh and Apple II system configuration, 

including printer, external disk drives and mouse covers. 
Buy any of our complete dust cover sets. get aMouse Pad for just S1 (Reg. 

fl value). 

Save On Our Complete Cover Sets. 
Limited Time Only_* 

Macintosh Macintosh II 
Mac, keyboard and mouse. Monitor atop CPU. keyboard & mouse. 
Reg. $32 Now Only $25 Reg. $42 Now Only $33 

Buy one complete cover set, add only $9 for basic printer cover (for Laser
writers add $14) and $3 for external disk drive cover. 

Other Accessories At Great Savings. 
lmagewrlter II Ribbons. Black/Box al 6: From S3 per ribbon. Solid Color/Box 

of 6: From S4 per ribbon. Multicolored Box of 6: From $8 per ribbon.Portable Conlura 
Diskette Holders. 3sizes for 1to12 diskettes; choice of colors. Amaniy Disk Banks. 
For 3.5'" and 5.25 '" diskettes. Specially priced with purchase of complete cover set. 

Cordura Macintosh Carrying Cases by West Ridge Designs. 
Mac Plus/SE: From $55.Mac/SE Eitllnded: From $65. lmagewrlterII Ca!Tylng 

Case: From $35. 

Shipping (U.S.A.): Phone orders shipped next day. Air delivery available. 
Corporate &school P.O.s and personal checks accepted.Add $3 for shipping &hand~ng . 
CA residents add 6% sales tax. 

All Merchandise Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

TOLL FREE: 800/235-5330 
In CA: 800/237-5376 

COMPUTER COVER COMPANY 
23352 Peralta, Ste. 14, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 

"Prices effective unlil Dec. 30. 1988 & subject lo change without notice. 
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" ... Get 
Crystal Quest as 
soon as possible" 

Louise Kohl, MacUser 

Please circle 174 on reader service card. 

Introducing /\ 1, ,, 
EPSF Clip Art Files V l Vl () Impressions! ™ 

m(;azelle" 
ke((s e OJearhTM 

m	~a la6i 11 TM 

ABILENE 
T M 

llATITM 

CAsAdyW\nETM 
or 14081624-8716 

P.O. Box 22 3779 Carmel, CA 93922 All products ore registered trademarks Ot trademarks of the1r manufacturers. 

3 

Cat 
Alphabet 

For information call 140 8) 6 46-4660 For orders call 1800) 331 -4321 or in CA call 
1800) 85 1- 1986 - iiiiiiJ ... 

Please circle 175 on reader service card . 
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one-evening project. Includes MacBreeze, an excellent 
small fan. Requires Mac Plus. $375. Levco, 6160 Lusk 
Blvd. , San Diego, CA 92121 . (Aug 87) 

Personal LaserPrlnter is a non-Postscript laser printer at a great 
!!!! 	price. Clumsy workarounds required in some applications. 

Printing can be slow. Requires IM +. $1999; Fonts Plus, 
$299. General Computer, 580 Winter St., Waltham, MA 
02154. (Apr 88) 

Personal Writer PW15 Sis a tablet-based handwriting recognition 
!!!! 	system that also allows graphics and macros. Number of 

misread characters is too high for general word processing. 
Requires IM+. $895. Personal Writer, 180 I Ave. of the 
Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067. Software NCP (Mar 88) 

PhoneNET is an AppleTalk-compatible network. Network can be 
!!!!!upto 3000 ft in length . In-place, unused phone cabling can 

be used for network, and can be combined with AppleTalk 
on same network. $49 per node. Farallon Computing, 
2150 Kittredge St. , Berkeley, CA 94704. (Dec 86) *'87 
Eddy 

ProPolnt replaces the mouse with an ADB trackball . Works better 
!!! 	 on the SE than it does on the Mac II. Lefties will find the 

button positions uncomfortable. Requires SE or Mac II. 
$139.95. Abaton, 48431 Milmount Drive, Fremont, CA 
94538. (Oct 88) 

QMS Colorscrlpt 100 is the first color Postscript printer that uses a 
!!!! four color thermal wax transfer technology. Works on Apple

Talk. Excellent typographic capability. Currently supports 
only a handful of applications. Requires I megabyte. 
$24,995. QMS, I Magnum Pass, Mobile, AL 36618 (Oct 88) 

QMS-PS 810 is an 8-page-per-minute, 300-dpi Postscript laser 
!!!'12 printer that competes with the LaserWriter NT. 2MB of RAM 

is standard; upgradable to 3MB. Emulates HP LaserJet', 
7475 (HPGL), and Diablo 630. $5495. Laser Connection, 
7852 Schillinger Park West, Mobile, AL 36608 (Jul 88) 

QulckShare adds a SCSI port to an IBM PC for easy connectivity 
!!! with a Mac. Can use an IBM's hard disk to run Mac applica

tions. Requires SCSI port. Mac II and MultiFinder friendly. 
Version 1.24 reviewed. $465. Compatible Systems, P.O. 
Drawer I 7220, Boulder, CO 80308. (Jun 88) 

Radius Accelerator 25 can make your Mac SE run 50 percent 
!!!!!faster than a Mac II. The add-in accelerator card has a Mo

torola 68020 CPU that runs at 25-megahertz, and an op
tional 25-megahertz 68881 math coprocessor. $1695; 
$2195 with optional 25-megahertz 68891 . Radius, 404 
East Plumeria Drive, San Jose, CA 95134. (Oct 88) 

Tektronix 46930 Color Printer is a 300 dpi bit-mapped color 
!!!! printer. Colors look smooth and rich. Uses bit-mapped 

screen fonts; most type has noticeable jaggies. Requires 
Mac II with color monitor. Recommended 8-megabyte con
figuration, $11,490. Tektronix, P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, 
OR 97077. (Oct 88) 

ThunderScan replaces the ribbon cartridge in an lmageWriter, 
!!!! which is required to use it. Laser scans art that can be run 

through the lmageWriter, producing high-quality digitized 
images. The images can be manipulated as they are created 
or afterward. $249. Thunderware, 21 Orinda Way, Orinda, 
CA 94563. * '85 Eddy 

TlmeWand is a bar-code reader with a built-in t ime/date stamping 
!!!! 	clock. Can be used with TimeWand Manager software, a 

database that's extensive though difficult to use. Poor docs, 
but good support. Requires IM+ . TimeWand 2K version , 
$ 198; TimeWand Manager, $489. Videx, 1105 NE Circle 
Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330-4285. (Dec 87) 

TV Producer is an add-in card that overlays Mac graphics and text 
!!~ 	 onto a video signal. Software is clumsy to use. Requires Mac 

II, Apple video card , and video souce. $599. Computer 
Friends, 14250 NW Science Park Dr., Portland, OR 97229. 
Software NCP (Ma}' 88) 

Ad 36-10 

A 
In NJ/ Out of USA 201·832·9004 n C ustomer Service 201-832-9007 
FAX Number 201-832·9740 

C_vcornpu~!~~~:1e~~~::.,~ 
US/ CANADA ORDER TOLL FREE 800-526-5313 

COMPLETE READY TO RUN 

MACINTOSH SYSTEMS 


These systems are guaranteed to be complete and ready to run (no 
missing parts or cables). IJ these systems do not meet your needs 
call our systems sales division and they will help you design a sys
tem to meet your specific needs. 

Macintosh Plus Entry System 
Complete System includes: 
• Macintosh Plus Computer with 

1 Megabyte of memory & 
I Internal SOO K Drive 
Keyboard and Mouse 

• Cutting Edge BOOK External Drive 
• Epson LX-800 Printer 180 CPS 
• Orange Grappler Printer Interface 
• HyperCard Software 
• Diskettes-Box of 10 
• Computer Paper-Package of 500 
•Mouse Pad 

Suggested list price $3017 

CDA Price $1899 


•when ordering specify package 118871 

Macintosh II Systems Featuring 
Rodime Internal Hard Drives 

System includes: 
• Macintosh II CPU including: 

SOOK Floppy Drive 
I Megabyte of Ram 
Sys te m 6.0 Operating System 
HyperCard Software 

• Apple Extended Keyboard 
• Rodime Internal Hard Drive 
• Apple Video Display Card 
• Apple High·Res RGB Color Monitor 
• Apple lmagewriter D Printer 
• lmagewriter II Printer Cable 
• Package of Computer Paper 
•Mouse Pad 
• Dust Cover for Computer 

&Keyboard 
• Dust Cover for lmagewriter D 
• Box of 10 Diskettes 

Package #8891 
With Rodime 200RX 20 Megabyte 

Drive (85ms) $5399 

Package 118892 
With Rodime 450RX 45 Megabyte 

Drive (29 ms) $5799 

Package 118893 
With Rodime 600RX 60 Megabyte 

Drive (29 ms) $5999 

Package #8894 
Wilh Rodime lOOORX 100 Megabyte 

Drive (28 ms) $6199 

Package #8895 
With Roclime 1400RX 140 Megabyte 

Drive (29 ms) $6399 
Rodime Hard Drives all feature fast access 
time, Fastback Utility and Backup Soft. 
ware and a I year warranty. 
Mac 118 Bit Color Option $129 
Mac 11 I Megabyte Upgrade 279 
Mac 114 Megabyte Upgrade 1698 

laser Printers 
Apple LaserWriter SC 2249 
Apple LaserWriter NT $3795 
Apple LaserWriter ND< 5295 
AST TurbolaserPS 3295 

Macintosh SE Super System 
Complete System Includes: 
• Macintosh SE Computer 

with 2 lntemal SOOK Drives 

1 Megabyte of Memory 

Keyboard and Mouse 


• lmageWriter II Printer 
• lmageWriter Cable 
• HyperCard Software 
• Diskettes-Box of 10 
• Computer Paper-Package of 500 
• Dust Cover for the Macintosh SE 
• Dust Cover for the lmageWriter II 
•Mouse Pad 

suggested list price $3689 
CDA Price $2749 

When ordering specify package #8872 

Macintosh SE/20 Super System 
Same as above system but Includes 
Macintosh SE with buih·in 20 megabyte 
hard disk and I internal BOOK floppy. 

suggested list price $4489 
CDA Price $3349 

When ordering specify package #8873 

OUR POLICIES 

Buy with Confidence 


No-Risk 30-Day Satisfaction Guaran· 
tee- If you're not 100% satisfied with any 
Hardware or Accessories purchased from 
CDA Computer Sales. we will refund the 
purchase price 100% or replace with a 
new unit if desired. (Software, internal 
components and media excluded.) 
Technical Support Hotline-We sup
port our customers with knowledgeable 
technicians trained on all products we 
sell at no charge. 
Warranty- CDA Computer Sales offers 
a repair warranty for defective merchan
dise for 60 days after the expiration of 
the 30·day satisfaction guarantee. 
Apple Product- We are not an autho· 
rized Apple dealer, therefore during the 
90-day warranty period, the product must 
be returned to CDA for warranty repair. 
Shipping Charges- UPS Ground .Ship· 
ping, add 2% ($3.50 minimum); UPS Blue 
Service, add 5% ($5.50 minimum); 
APO/FPO Shipping, add 4% ($4.50 min· 
imum); Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and 
Canada, add 6% ($6.50 minimum). For
eign Orders please call. 
Payment- Major Credit Cards Accepted 
at no additional charge! Cashier Checks 
and Money Orders shipped promptly; 
personal checks are held 10 days for 
clearing. NO COD's please. 
Prices are subject to change. 
Apple is a registe red Trademark of ApPle Inc. 

CDA Computer Sales 
One CDA Plaza, PO Box 533 

Califon, NJ 07830 
Monday thru Friday 9 am to 10 pm EST 

Saturday 10 am to 5 pm EST 
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: Save That Paint Program! 

~~;=~~:~i~~•ting ·...i}i~,~;;:\:. ,\: •.:',f~:::~S,\,/f},:

~~~t~;;.J~;~;., ..... '),':?i.9~~;·· 

paint, or page layout -~.. . . . 

programs. _..;:~~; ~:/~~·:::._-; . ;'.:..::::·· ·· . 
Crystal Paint includes. . ,.... . .· ,: ; _'<,,~·· ' :>: . ·. ~~~..::.<_.:- ... ::·. 
powerful draw and editing ..::.\-i!:':' \ :' !.·<>.. . ·. ·... :--.> t:~, ~.::'.;.·,' ;;/..\·... 
tools. Graphics can also be /·) . ~ <". . >: ·:'.':::'\·. ···:" ·· ·::· ~k \' ·_-,,::·· ··· 
used with other paint '·"' :-.: .:· :·.· ·.·· ·: · ·.. ·;: :::: 
programs. Designs may also be imported from other paint programs 
and reproduced in symmetry. Whether you use Crystal Paint alone or 
combined with other programs, it will help you create great images 
beyond your imagination. S d R t .1 p · $79 95uggeste e a1 nee • 
Products are trademarks of their 

respective manufacturers. Requires 512K or larger Macintosh . 


I Great wave 5353 Scotts Valley Drive 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066~ Software (408) 439.1990 

~ Software Excellence for All the AgesTM 

Please circle 113 on reader service card. 

Six Months Ago

You wrote AParauraoh


About Alaska. 

Find It. In 30 seconds. 


ifJou workwith words, you Once you've bought Sonar you 
nee Sonar:· Because only Sonar SONAR can upgrade to Sonar Professional 
and Sonar Professional give you at any time.Try Sonar's full featured 
the power to search and compare H1GH·SPfio100 RETRIEVAL demo for 30 days for just $30 and 
hundreds of documents in you'll see why if you work with 
seconds.Not just titles, but actual content. words, you need Sonar, the power tool for 
And not just key words, but complex relation- word processing. 
shipsacross multiple docu~ents, multiple f~lders, Sonar ... $295 
e.ven documents created with d1~erent appl1ca· Sonar 30 Day Demo Disk ...$30 ~Z/;~·~~~nd 
t1ons.Sonar shows the full text, givesexact SonarProfessional ... $795 added to all orders 
paragraphs, page numbers, document ti tles 
and location. Also from Virginia Systems Round Upr· alow 

Sonar brings mainframe capabilities to your cost utility that searches filecontents across multiple 
Mac. Search up to 15,000 pages of text inunder documents and n;oves them to the desktop for easy 
aminute! Sonar Professionalcan searchat access RoundUpl •1siust $49.95or free with Sonar. 
speeds exceeding 250,000 pages aminute! A!11"""'"""'"''"'"'ed<J"' l<\l""'"""•""'c<1'"'M.K'v 


TO ORDER OR FOR "\ T, 
DEALER INFORMATION CALL: , ..v1Rc1NIA 5509 WEST BAY COURT 

804-739-3200 !EST) . 9~STEMS MIDLOTHIAN, VA 23112 

Please circle 185 on reader service card. 

COMING 


FROM THE DESK OF: 

A look at desktop 


communications packages. 


T 

THE MAC HEARD 'ROUND 


THE WORLD: 

Telecommunications with 


RED RYDER, SMARTCOM, 

MICROPHONE, and INTALK. 


T 

THE BLACK AND WHITE 

OF IT: 
Monochrome video boards 

for the Mac II . 

T 

SHRINKWRAP COPYRIGHT: 


There ought to be a law. 


T 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: 


Is there life in your Mac? 

Meet the experts. 


PLUS 

John Dvorak on the state of the 
Mac. Nell Shapiro's The Macintosh 
Community. Robert Wiggins' Pin 
stripe Mac.Steven Bobkerwith The 
Open Window. Jim Seymour's 
Mainstream Mac.Michael Swalne's 
Card Tricks. Freff's Rhythm 'n' 
Views. Frederic E. Davis' Editor's 
Desktop. Answers from the Mac 
Team. Three pages of hints and 
tips. Over 300 MlnlFinders. An ex
panded Quick Ciiek section, now 
including hardware. 

MacUser 

FINE PRINT WEASEL 

Editors absolutely reserve the right to publish none, some, all, 
or just the parts we managed to complete ot the above, due to 
the inherent problems that occur when reviewing software,
hardwa!ll , and theever-elusive vaporwa!ll. 
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DON'T AVOID 

THIS 'NOID 


Better plan on setting 
aside 40 days and nights 
when you boot up Discov
ery Software's Arkanoid. 
Arcade-style games have 
finally arrived on the Mac, 
and this is one addictive 
game. On the surface, it 
might seem like a pretty 
standard brick-and-paddle
style game - in which the 
bricks are both obstacles 
and power capsules. But 
there are so many levels, 
options, and strategies 
to say nothing of the stun
ning graphics - that you'll 
be hooked sooner than you 
can say, "Looks like rain, 
Noah." A nice touch is an 
option that automatically 
adjusts the speed of play to 
a level appropriate for peo
ple with problems of vision 
or coordination. You can 
reach Discovery Software 
at 163 Conduit Street, An
napolis, MD 21401; (301) 
268-9877. 

- Jon Zilber 

f\ . .. 
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STREET 
We're concerned. And so 

is reader Carey Chaluisant 
of the Bronx, NY. "I heard 
a rumor," Carey writes, 
"supported by the fact that 
his columns have lacked 
the kind of chutzpah they 
used to have, that John C. 
Dvorak was replaced by a 
pod from Invasion of the 
Body Snatchers. He could 
use the phrase 'dicking 
around' more often (see his 
column of September 
'86 )." 

Since we've recently be
come Mr. D.'s neighbor in 
these pages, we' re anxious 
to pass along any advice we 
can. If you have favorite 
words, phrases, concepts, 
rebuses, or hieroglyphs that 
you'd like to see pop up 
more often in his columns, 
let us know; we'll pass the 
information along. 

We also got a letter from 
Captain Chris Habig of 
Lubbock, TX, whom we 
misidentified as PSC Chris 
Habig in our July '88 Dia
log Box of the Month. "I 
really am an officer," he 
notes. "A Captain. There is 
no such rank in the Air 
Force as a PSC - that's 
part of my address. It's 
short for Postal Service 
Center. Does this qualify 

Z I L B E R 

me for a Bug of the 
Month?" No, but it quali
fies you for a cameo in 
Mac on the Street. 

Activision, an old-timer 
in computer gaming, has 
decided to revamp its cor
porate image, starting with 
a new name: Mediagenics. 
We think that's just about 
the savviest new corporate 
moniker since Unisys. Just 
what does Mediagenics 
mean, anyway? It sounds 

REAL SOON NOW 

[Guy Kawasaki, a noted 

Silicon Valley race car en
thusiast, advertising mod
el, and fashion plate (also 
known as the Victor Kiam 
ofsoftware), has been 
thinking about the future. 
This is what he thinks is in 
store. - Ed. ] 
• Alan Kay will get fired 
for using Courier font in a 
memo to John Sculley. 
• Claris will get a real 
name. 
• WordPerfect will sponsor 
a race called Pay to Betas. 
• Lotus will announce that 
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like a form of cancer you 
get by sitting too close to 
the TV. Anyway, our ques
tion of the month is 
"Who's the next candidate 
for a name change?" (Cor
porate slogan and logo op
tional.) Send your sugges
tions, predictions, and fears 
to Mac on the Street, Mac
User. 950 Tower Lane, 
18th floor, Foster City, CA 
94404. 

- Jon Zilber 

Macintosh is a strategic 
part of their business. 
• Ashton-Tate will force 
Apple to unbundle the Sys
tem and Finder. 
• Borland will introduce a 
graphics product called 
Kahn Artist. 
• Ed Esber and Guy Kawa
saki will start an ice cream 
chain called Ed and Guy's. 
• Maddie Hayes will boot 
her Macintosh. . 
• Microsoft will ship a bug
fix version of Word called 
"3.0something." 

- Guy Kawasaki 
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COMPLETELYFREE! 	 NO COST! NO OBUGATION! 


FREE INFORMATION FAST! 

ON MACINTOSH PRODUCTS & SERVICES 


Here's how you can get 
more information on prod
ucts or services adver
tised in MacUser. 

COMPLETELY 
FREE! 
• Print your name and 
address clearly in the 
spaces provided on the 
card opposite. 

• Circle the number(s) on 
the card corresponding to 
the reader service num
ber(s) for advertised prod
ucts or services in which 
you 're interested. You can 

,-------........ -~----.....-----~~~-~---~~------~-

MacUser 	 READER SERVICE CARD 
Void after January 31 , 1989 

Name. ____________________Phone( 

Company 	 Title _____ _________ 

Addres~----------------------------------
City _ _______________ State _ _ _____Zip__________ 

I. 	Please Indicate which of the following computers 
you currently use In your company or organizatlor. : 
(Check all that apply. ) 
0 a) Mac Plus 0 b) Mac SE 0 c) Mac Ii 
D d) IBM PC D e) Other 

2 . For how many micro computers do you buy 
products? 
o f) 1-4 o g) 5.49 
o h) 50 or more 

3. Your primary job function is (Check one): 
0 i) Administrative/General Management 

4. For which of the following products are you Involved in 
select ing brands/models to be bought by your company or 
organization? (Check all that apply.) 
0 o) Accounting o w) Mainframe 

.,, 0 p) SpreadsheetS/Flnancial Planners .,, O x) Mini 

o:: O q) Project Managers a: 0 y) PC 

~ 0 r) Word Processors ~ O z) PrlnterS/Plotters 

t;: 0 s) Database Managers o 0 1) Monitors 

o D t) Graphics ';'i 0 2) Disk/Tape Back-up 
Vl D u) CAO/CAM :i: D 3) Add-In Boards 

D v) Communicat ions D 4) Communications 
0 j) MISIOP, Communications Systems. Programming 5. Are you involved in the purchasing of microcomputer equlp
0 k) Engineering/R&D ment at your company? 0 5) Yes 0 6) No 
D I) Finance/Account ing 6. II so. what function do you serve in t he buying process? 
0 m)Marketlng/Sales 0 7) Evaluation/Specif ication O 8) Recommendation 
0 n) Computer OealerN AR O 9) Buyer/Purchaser 

0 	 Please send me a one year subscription to MacUser for $19.97. I'll save 58% off the newsstand price of 
$47.40. Annual basic subscription price is $27.00. MU10882 

request information on 
any products or services 
in which you are inter
ested, providing a reader 
service number appears 
in each advertisement! 

NO COST! 
• For quick reference, we 
have included both the 
page number and the 
reader service number on 
the Ad index. 

• Now's the time to sub
scribe to MacUser. Just 
check the appropriate box 
on the attached card and 
we'll send you 12 issues, a 
full year for only $19.97
and we'll bill you later! 

NO OBUGATION! 

• Detach and mail the 
card. Literature on the 
products or services you 
have indicated will be sent 
directly to you from the 
advertiser, free of charge. 
No postage is necessary 
if your card is mailed in 
the United States. 
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WE FEEL THE 
EARTH MOVE 

You've no doubt heard 
in the latest news about 
earthquakes in California. 
And the outlook for the 
future is bad. Heck, Nos
tradamus predicted that 
the state will become an 
island because of a big 
shaker within the next five 
years. 

Those of you east of the 
border may be asking your
selves "So what? Who 
needs blue tortilla chips, 
Kentucky Fried Tofu, or 
lifestyles based on the con
cept of improving one's 
quality of life by walking 
on hot coals anyway?" 
Well, Silicon Valley - and 
Cupertino in particular 
sits right in the heart of 
Quake Country. And as a 
Mac user, you should be 
concerned about the safety 
of computer world. 

Seeing that we here at 
MacUser make our living 
off Silicon Valley, we feel 
that we have an obligation 
(albeit a small one) to pro
vide for the safety of the 
Mac hacks in the event of 
heavy seismic activity. To 
fulfill this responsibility, 
we are offering a few tips 
on what to do in such an 
emergency. 

1 At the first jolt, hit 
• Command-S to save 

your document. You are 
expendable; your data isn't. 

Throw your original 2• master key disks un
der a desk or other sturdy 
object. 

Assume the position 3• - throw your body 
over your Mac to protect it 
from falling debris. Also, 
make sure your Mac is 
away from windows. You 
wouldn't want slivers of 

glass getting into your 
computer, would you? 

Keep an emergency4• supply of blank flop
pies, SIMMs, and power 
cords handy; you may be 
unable to get to the local 
dealer for a while, and 
mail-order deliveries may 
also be delayed (rain and 
snow are one thing, but 
when the Big One comes, 
those appointed rounds are 
history). 

- Rusti Coalito 

NUDE ON THE 

MENU? 

Poor Claris. As the 
much-vaunted Apple Com
pany spinoff, they've got a 
lot to prove, including 
whether they can truly be 
called a software company 
when all of their software 
consists of barely upgraded 
golden oldies (like Mac
Paint 2.0). Well , it appears 
a certain clever program
mer with a penchant for 
soft-core fantasy graphics 
has inserted, much to 
Claris' embarrassment, an 
extra ... I guess you could 
call it a feature ... to Mac
Paint 2.0. 

Information from an un
named source in their cus
tomer service department 
revealed that they've been 
receiving calls at the rate of 
three an hour - mostly by 
Moral Majority mothers, 
irate to discover that the 
G-rating on this relatively 

harmless program could be 
upgraded to an R-rating by 
holding down (notebooks 
ready?) the Shift, Tab, and 
Space bar keys while si
multaneously clicking on 
About Macpaint under the 
Apple menu . The Memory 
Available notation will be 
replaced by what has been 
dubbed the "Zebra Lady." 

Rumor has it that Claris 
has discovered how this un
expurgated "Easter Egg" 
was inserted and, in a des
perate attempt to preserve 
the corporate image, has 
removed it from future 
copies of MacPaint. The 
entire first two or three 
runs of the program have 
already been fully distrib
uted with this tidbit intact, 
and they're destined to be
come a minor classic in the 
annals of Apple .. . oops, I 
mean Claris ... software. 

- John J. Ha/big 
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VIEW 

Iomega, maker of the 
Bernoulli Box, has come up 
with some numbers that 
they hope will encourage 
you to spend just a little bit 
more on backup hardware. 
The average cost of reenter
ing a megabyte of lost data, 
they conclude, is a whop
ping $1,341, or about $27K 
for a 20-megabyte drive. 
And that's just typing - it 
doesn't include the cost of 
figuring out just what was 
on the hard disk that 
crashed and reconstructing 

• 

the information. (If you'd 
rather pay a hard disk con
sultant/guru to resurrect 
the data off your crashed 
disk, the going rate isn't 
much better about 
$1,000 per megabyte.) On a 
related note, we hear 
through the grapevine that 
Iomega has a new product 
in the works: the Bertinelli 
Box. It stores up to 20 mega
bytes of made-for-TV mov
ies and is guaranteed. to 
work come Halen high wa
ter. 

Here are some more fig
ures to brighten your day. 
Microsoft recently an
nounced the sale of their 
one-millionth mouse. If 
stacked on top of each other, 
Microsoft notes, tbe mouses 
would reach a height of 
104, 167 feet, three and a 
half times the height of Mt. 
Everest. Why you would 
want to do this, they do not 
mention. 

We've compiled a few fig
ures of our own. One million 
mice squeaking si_multa
neously would produce a 
sound shrill enough to shat
ter Ella Fitzgerald. In one 
day, these same mice could 
consume enough cheese to 
bankrupt Switzerland. And, 
fin ally, our calculations 
show one million properly 
deployed mice would stand 
a fighting chance against a 
legion of carving-knife
wielding farmer's wives. 

- Jon Zilber 
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DAs OF THE 
R~CH AND 
FAMOUS 

Sure, it would be easy to 
figure that Guy Kawasaki 
would have a DA like An
other Dimension which, 
when called, would do any
thing he wants. Problem is, 
it would take three hours or 
so to perform his task. But 
with Guy, speed doesn't 
really count, unless you 're 
talking about his Porsche. 
But DAs aren't just for the 
Silicon Valley bigwigs. 
What about celebs? I 
mean, what sort of DA 
would Ronald Reagan or 
Clint Eastwood have? 
Well, MacUser has been 
snooping around Holly
wood (a.k.a. Sculleywood, 
if you consider all the Macs 
used in movie production 
these days), Washington, 
and all points in between t 
give you a special look at 
the DAs of the stars. 

With her interest in as

trology, Nancy Reagan re
portedly has a DA called 
Star Gazer. It gives the 
First Couple their daily 
horoscopes, their rising 
signs, and the positions of 
the heavens for the pur
poses of policy-making. 
The President, however, 
does not have a DA be
cause it's been determined 
that he needs a substantial 
memory upgrade. 

'LL B BK is Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's favorite 
DA. It automatically de
letes all vowels from any 
document so that they read 
the way he speaks (with 
that unmistakable Kenne
dy accent). The Maclaine 
DA is a pseudo-Multi
Finder DA that temporar
ily reincarnates the appli
cation you were working on 
in a former project. 

Network-news escape
artist Dan Rather is fond 
of the Six Minutes DA. 
This is a presentation DA 
that fills in for Rather on 
the evening news in the 
event of a gap of, say, six 

H I T 

LIST 
Remember June? We' ll refresh your memory: The beach
es were packed, Roger Rabbit was hot, and these were the 
top-selling Mac software packages at Egghead Discount 
Software. 

Microsoft Word
1. Microsoft 

Microsoft Excel 2. Microsoft 
MacDraw II3. Claris 
TOPS4. TOPS 
MacDraw 1.9.5 5. Claris 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 


10. 


PageMaker 
Aldus 
Power Point 
Microsoft 
Cricket Graph 
Cricket Software 
MacProject II 
Claris 
MacWrite 5.0 
Claris 

minutes or so. However, 
this is not to be confused 
with Andy Rooney's DA, 
Sixty Minutes. Have you 
ever wondered what this 
DA does? Neither have we. 
And we're really not sure 
what Eastwood's DA, 
Dirty Harry, would do, so 
we welcome any hints 
about its function . Go 
ahead, make our DA. 

- Kristi Coale 
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ID EA S 

We wouldn't want to say 
that what follow are the re
jects from our monthly Tip 
Sheet section. They are, but 
we wouldn't want to say it. 
You'll get $10 if we publish 
your putative tip here - and 
you can't win if you don't 
enter, so send 'em in to Bright 
Ideas c/o MacUser. 950 Tow
er Lane, 18th floor, Foster 
City, CA 94404. 

BOOK MARKS 
THE SPOT 

The May 1988 issue of 
MacUser had a small tip on 
bookmarks. Here's another 
suggestion: 

There are several ads in the 
magazi ne that have fold-out 
pages. These are ideal as 
bookmarks. Simply fold one 
out, and then fold it in again 
with the loose end tucked in to 
the point at which you wish to 
resume your reading. 

This is not exactly original. 
All the manuals that came 
with my recently acquired 
Mac II use the same idea. 
Why reinvent the wheel? 

Solon A. Ellison 
Englewood, NJ 

QUIET ON THE 
HEADSET 

Anyone reading MacUser 
knows that Macs are legiti
mate players in the corporate 
workplace. The problem is 
that sometimes they play too 
much. One's co-workers might 
forget all the productive 
things people can do with 
Macs when they start hearing 
sounds like monkey squeaks, 
talking mooses, puking disks, 
ad infinitum. 

A peaceful solution to the 
cacophony of the office au to
mation wars is as close at 
hand as the back of your Mac. 
Get a set of Walkman-style 
headphones, and stick the jack 
into the back of your comput
er (it's the one with the speak
er icon). If you want to listen 
in, just put the headphones on. 
To avoid giving the boss the 
impression that she's hired 
some middle-aged head-bang
er, turn the speaker up to 7 
(that's 11 if you're running 
Spina!Mac) and leave the 
headphones nearby. You'll 
hear a pleasant muffied 
sound. Your disgruntled col
leagues will hear nothing. 

"Why doesn't this jerk just 
turn the speaker volume down 
to zero?" you may be asking 
yourself. Because I've lost 
enough files while using the 
Control Panel in the middle of 
another program, and this 
method is actually faster. Not 
to mention more fun. Some
times the analog answers to 
life are the best. 

Eric Promis/ow 
Ottawa, Ontario 
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ADVERTISING RATES AND INFORMATION 


MacUser Marketplace is a special economical section 
for product and service listings. 


Advertisements are grouped by category and sold by 

column inches. Second color option available. 


Standard Directory Listings are also available for a 

minimum of 3 issues at $345.00 per issue ($1,035.00 

total). 


For additional information call 212-503-5115. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING STAFF 


One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016 

(212) 503-5115 


Group Advertising Director Advertising Support 
Kathryn J. Cumberlander Manager 

Monica Dixon 
Group Sales Manager Advertising Coordinator 
Daniel L. Rosensweig Wanda D. Brown 

Production Director Production Coordinator 
Anne R. Brockinton Bessi Dion 

ACCOUNT MANAGERS 


MARY JO NASH (212) 503-5140 

CT, MA. ME. NH. NJ , NY, OR, RI. ID, MT, MD, DC, DE, HI , 

NC, SC, FL, VA, WV , WI , PA, WA , WY , CA, Ml , (Zips 92999 

+ Down) British Columbia 


DENNIS M. LEA VEY (212) 503-5111 

AL, AR, IA , IL, IN . KS, KY. AZ, CO. NM, LA. MN , MO, MS. 
NB,ND,OH,OK,SD,TN , TX , NV,AK,GA,UT,CA(~~ 
93000 + Up), CANADA (other than British Columbia), and 
All Overseas Calls 
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Tecmar 

DISCOUNT MACINTOSH FastLabel'" $49.95FOR MACINTOSH PLUS, SE & II Prints labeL of allWe Will Beat Any Moc Plus $1250 

I • 


Connects on keyboard or ADS 
Moc SE 2 drive $1895 sizes:Requires no additional program or por1 
Moc SE 30mb internal $2395 • Disk Labels • Mai ling LabelsAdvertiser's Does not affect keyboard or mouse Moc II 40mb Internal $3295

Industr ial quality, heavy-duty units • Envelopes • VCR LabelsApple 13" color monitor $ 750 
Also availablePrice On The • Na me Badges • Fi le CardsMoc II expanded video cord $ 475 

Magnetic encoder Keyboard standard/ • and more!Code 39 Bar Code Printing Program ex1ended $95/$195 
Portable Bar Code Reader

Following Imports and formats mailing li sts.lmogewriler IUl.Q $450/$1050 
FOr1is printer for Moc $ 295 Batch Disk Labeler built in: labelHardware TPS Electronics loser printers Call all your disks in one si tting.4047 Transport Street CMS hard drives Call

Palo Alto , CA 94303 Image & Laserwriter.SIMM chips in stock CallM~nufacturers: 415-856-6833 Md 1.5% for Shipping. CA add tax.1 
Telex: (Graphnel) 371 9097 IT'S HOT!

FAX : 415·856-3843 KIWI COMPUTERSAbaton 
2265 Wesrwooa BlvO 11640CIRCLE208 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

LA,CA 90064Apple 
(213) 553-4507CMS Enhancements 

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICECARDCABLESDove 
E-Machines DATACC{))l¥J!PUJ'lf!E!I. IIWC.Everex ACQUISITIONMass Micro 

Vertical Disk Storage $49.95MAC,MAC+ CABLESMoniterm MA CPA CO • Holds 240 di sksAPPLE II CABLES Use your Macasadigital oscilloscope &cliarlMicrotech Intl. • Wall Mountable
SCSI CABLES recorder. Acompleledata acquisilion&control • Rated 95/ 100 by MacGuidePCPC syslem 8channel ND.8digital 110.64K RAM "Now nry di ' ks lire 011 tir e wa ll,APPLE TALK KITS 

Oplically Isolated. lineor nicad powered Runs instead of i11 my way."Radius MINI DIN SWITCHES remote or connecled 10 Mac. Greal soltware StC\'Cn Lempke. Computer l'ruclucts DesignRodime intecface provides !or powerlul and llexible NElf & HOT!syslem. $1195 complete.Sigma Designs ALL CABLES MOLDED 
Biopac Syslems Stop Fighting Your DisksSupermac 100 % GUARANTEED 5960 Mandarin Dr.-SuiteD5 Order both and save $20 
Goleta. CA 93117 Reg. $99.00, together $79.95
(805)967-6615 • Disk labels avai l: Laser & Image 

CIRCLE213 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
INFO: (201 )241-5400 

Vertical Solutions 
(800) 942-4008 

W . Rox 7535, Olym pia, WA 98507 
l' is.1, ~IC, MIEX, Govt. & Ed. l'O'sCOMPUTER SYSTEMS 

lm.q:r"ri tn •nJ Ll>ct \\1icn ~~ 1h1 rd ~11\ ir.Mk~th 

CIRCLE 252 ON READER SERVICECARD 

CIRCLE 241ON READER SERVICE CARO QUALITY DISKETTES 
BAR CODE 3'h" OS-DD $110NEW!! MacWorks™ Plus-Run HyperCard™ 100% Certilied 

Lifetime Warranty EA& MacPlus™ Software on the Lisa/Mac XL! Major Mfg. MIN 25 
Color 3W' DS DD (5 Colors) 

MINIBAR FOR MAC 
Barcode Industries compacl MiniBar permils 

800k Drive I New Internal Hard Disks I HFS I RAM Orange-Red- $dual bar code/mag stripe data enlry Wedge 135 
Yellow-Green-Gray ea.inlerfac1! emulales keyboard. providing pro

gram compatibility. DD80 Holds 80 3 112"Call _ourToll Free l~ 1~0rders & Info $1195Holder w/lock ea.Hotline for Latest ~_J:::::: 800•323•1751 
MC/COO 
$495 includes all cables and lighl pen. VISN 

5v." DS DD 35¢ ea.Product Info. at / a 215·574•0357 
51/4 DS HD 11.00 ea.30 day money back guaranlee. 800•782•7823 . 3W OS HD (2MB) Call f~ best priceBarcodeIndustries, Inc. Dafax•14 North Dr...Malba NY 1135712240 Indian Creek Court - ' .-ai.shipping $4 per 100 diskettes

"IBeltsville. MD 20705 Order by phone or send your check to:
(301) 4!!8-6497 (collect OK) 

AMERICAL GROUP 
(818) 765-3040MacUser MarketplaceMacUser 14200 Ventura Blvd. Ste. 201 

Marketplace Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 
Listings arc grouped by category 

CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CAROTo place your ad call and sold by column inches . 

(212) 503-5 115 

HARDWARE BAR CODE COMPUTER DISKETIES 

SYSTEMS
ADD-ON-BOARDS 

BAR CODE & IT'S NEl\r!
MAGNETIC STRIPE READERS 
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DISKETTES 


3.5 11 OS/DD
DISKETTES 

99&cu 
Bulk 
Pack o·~ft) Litellme @ 
labels Warranty 

MacOnly! 
1-312-433-8796 

D 

P. 0. Box 256 • Highland Park IL 
60035 

CIRCLE 240 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Mac User 

Marketplace 


Second Color Option 

Available 


For more information 

call (2 12) 503-5115 


ENGINEERING 


IEEE 488 

Interfaces 


Macl/488 • NuBus IEEE board tor Macll 
MacSCS/488 • SCSI/IEEE controller 
Mac488B • Serial/IEEE controller 
MacSeria/488 • IEEE plotter interface 
MacDA488 • IEEE desk accessory 
Mac0river488 • IEEE language driver 

Call or send for your 

FREE Technical Guide 


(216) 439-4091 
IOte<:h, Inc. 
25971Cannonfbad 
C lovclan~:J.0hio44146lOtech==:==:==:::::=:::=:= ~:~ei2~~~~~~3 

CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

EXPANSION UNITS 


pen up your ac n os us, 
or II with an expansion chassis 
system from Second Wave, Inc. 
ExpanSE Plus, ExpanSE, and 
Expanse II allow you to custom 
configure your Macintosh with a 
variety of option boards: 

Accelerators • Monitors • MS·DOS 
Communications • Data Acquisition 

Industrial Control • Transputers 
SECOND WAVE, INC. 

9430 Research Blvd., Bldg. II, #260 
Austin, TX 7B759 
(5121 343-9661 

CIRCLE 278 Qrl READER SERVICE CARD 

MAC EXPANSION 
American made I Quality all metal 
Mount up to 4 hlh or 2 flh drives 

enclosure technologies, i11c. 
P.O. BOX 87275 CANTON. Ml 48187 

(313) 459-3557 

CIRCLE 210 Otl READER SERVICECARD 

GENERAL 


Macintosh Service Parts I Systems 
Service parts & systems for the entire Apple 
line bought and sold. Send for free a catalog . 

Call for a quote on your system. 
Logic boards I Power supplies 

Custom chips I CRTs I Disk drives I Systems & more 

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc. 

30 Clematis Ave, Waltham, MA 02154 


Voice: (617) 891-6851 /fax: (617) 891-3556 

CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICECARD 

3 &Used Mac's Wanted 11=:=:: 

£ 

111e buy,selJ & hcr5eirade pcpular C:Crl!Jluler5 [ 

al5c 5ervic:e parts & ac:c:esscries-CALL 

Shreve Systems 2421 Mo.lcolm st 

La. 318-BGS-6743 Shreveport ,La .

1- 800 227 3971 - - l'AX.318-865- 2006 71108 


CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

YOUR MAC SOURCE 

Dalalra111e + 30, 60. XP fi u111 Suµe1Mac Tech 

nology. We are your source for all lhe most 

popular Macintosh producls. including soft

ware. disketles, per ipheral s, Maccases. books, 

nclworking and consul ting. Pr inting and type

setl ing available. Call us today' 

YOUR MAC SOU RC E 

5600 Roswell Rd. Prado N. 

Suite 264 

Allanla, GA 30342 

(800)367-7552: ( 404)843-2267 


INSURANCE 


DATA SECURITY INSURANCE 
The "all risk" Personal Computer Policy from 
OSI includes essential coverages nol available 
with olher policies: protection againsl loss ol 
data (even from accidental erasure). loss of 
cuslom programs. and fraud. As low as 35.00/ 
year. Coverage can be bound by te lephone 9-4 
Mtn. lime. 
DATA SECURITY INSURANCE 
4800 Riverbend Rd .. PO Box 9003 
Boulder. CO 80301 
(800)822-0901 : (303)442-0900 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
Safeware provides fu ll replacemenl of hardware. 
media and purchased sof~vare. As little as $39 
ayear provides comprehensive coverage. With 
blanket coverage, no lists of equipment are 
needed. One phone call does it all' Call 8am lo 
10pm ET (Sat. 9 to 5). 
SAFEWARE, THE INSURANCE AGENCY INC. 
2929 N. High Street, P.O. Box 02211 
Columbus. OH 43202 
(800)848-3469 (NAT) or 
(614)262-0559 (OHl 

MEMORY 

UPGRADES 


Upgrade to 2.5, 4, 5or 8 

megabytes with low-power, 

surface-mounted one meg 


SIMMs from Turbo 

Technologies, Inc. 


Buy 4 SIMMS at our low 

prices and get a 


Macintosh Opening Kit 

(Includes Torx Driver, 

Pryer Tool and Wrist 


Strap-a $19.95 Value) for 

FREE! 


Turbo Technologies, Inc. 

78 Maple Street 


Roslyn Heights, NY 11577 

1 (BOD) 542-7466 

1 (516) 625-3258 


CIRCLE 2~6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

RAM/ROM UPGRAOES ... 
. . . using the new APPLE 128K ROM/BOOK 
drive 
128k lo 512Ke 51 2k lo Plus 
128k to Plus 512k lo 2MB Plus 
128k lo 2MB Plus SCSI Port 
Free inlernal Macintosh Ian wilh upgrade. Call 
or write for upgrade and olher product informa
tion. 
Simmons Consulting 
5526 Pemberlon St. · 
Philadelphia, PA 19143 
(215) 471-9242 
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MEMORY 

UPGRADES 


SE Owners: 
Keep BOTH of your internal 

floppy drives and add an 
INTERNAL hard drive. 

70 Meg @ $1099 
40 Meg@$ 795 
20 Meg@$ 549 

Other Size Hard Drives Available. 

Evergreen Systems, Inc. 

(303) 674-4185 or 
(303) 670-61 77 

Ask about Memory S IMMS 

CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

MONITORS 


MACLARGER VIDEO MONITOR 
12" Monitor shows same 512 x 342 image, 
70% more area.Video board installs in minutes 
without cutting,drilling or soldering, runs 1to6 
monilors in parallel i.e. for classrooms. 
12" Monitor alone $349 
Video Board alone $129 
Bolh $449 (speci fy Mac 512. Plus or SE) 
Power R 
1606 Dexter North 
Seatt le, WA 98109 
(206) 547-8000 

BIG MAC©23" MONITOR 
Displays sharp 23" hi-res black and whi te 
image from Mac. 512K, Plus. or SE. Includes 
composite video card, 25' cable. Mac-Tools. 
and instruction: $1.595.00 complete system. 
Also premium 19" hi-res color monitor for Mac 
II uses standard Apple video card. $2.995. 
Other monitor sizes and projectors available. 
PDS VIDEO TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
1152 Santa Barbara Street 
San Diego. CA 92107 
(619)222-7900 

NETWORKING 


PhoneNET®SYSTEM 
The PhoneNET System creates an Apple Talk 
network with the convenience. added distance. 
and flexibility of telephone wire. PhoneNET can 
use standard telephone cabling. even existing 
wiring. The System includes PhoneNet PLUS 
Connector. PhoneNET SlarController with Star
Command and PhoneNet Manager. Traf tic
Watch. and PhoneNet CheckNET. 
FARALLON COMPUTING 
2150 Kil!redge Street 
Berkeley. CA 94 704 
(415)849-2331 

BROADBAND APPLETALK SUPPORT 
Network Resources Corporation (NRC) 
providesproducts that support broadband me 
dia for AppleTalk users. NRC's broadband 
modem producls include: 
• Native AppleTalk on Broadband 
• Four Frequency Options 
• Internetwork Option Link LocalTalk SubnelS 
Network Resources Corporation 
2450 Aulumnvale Dr 
San Jose. CA 95131 
(408) 263-8100 

ETHERNET FOR THE MACINTOSH 
Kinetics provides Elhernet hardware and soft 
ware for all Macintosh compulers. Producis 
include: 
• Fas1Pa1h:An AppleTalk-Elhemet gateway. 
• ElherSC: A SCSI -Ethernet controller. 
• ElherPort SE: An internal Ethernet option 
card for the Macintosh SE. 
• EtherPort II: An Ethernet conlroller card for 
lhe Macintosh 11. 
All products are AppleTalk software compatible. 
Support for TCP/IP and olher protocols is 
available. 
KINETICS. Inc. 
2540 Camino Diablo 
Walnut Creek. CA 94596 
(415)947-0998 

PERIPHERALS 


Mac-cessory r'
1 

EVEREX Hard Drives 

20MBS514 

EMAC-20D Hard Drive 

EMAC-91D $1399 
EMAC-60T Tape BU. $836 
EMAC-40D $799 
MD-2400 Modem $239 

EMAC-60/60 Call! 
29MS 60MB Drivet60MB Tape 

800-634-1497~or call (216)543-1952 
Valley Computers VISA/MC 

6744 W. Park Circle NOO!ARGEI 
Chagrin Palls, OH 44022 --- ~ 

PERIPHERALS 


9-Track Tape 
Subsystem For 
the Macintosh"' 

Exchange data fil es between your 
Macintosh and any mainframe or 
mini-computer usmg IBM compat
ible 1600 or 6250 BPI 9-track tape. 

Unit can also be used for disk 
backup. Transfer rate is up to 1 
megabyte per minute via your SCSI 
interface. Subsystem includes, tape 
drive, software, and complete 
documentation. For more 
information. call us today! 

OURLSTRR; 
%21 Irondale Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 9131 1 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 
Macintosh ls a trademark of 
Appl• Computor. In<. 

CIRCLE 209 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

SCSI 20 iHD $399.00 
LfFETfME WARRANTY 

CONTAC.T US .SEFOlt E YO U .SUY A SCSI DR IVE 
J.ibtl OtNM ,,,,..,. • 20,000 le 30.000 no..t •t. 0.~ ltoet'""I 
,..,, NEVER PAY A L..AIOA REP.t.tA 8 1ll OH A WfSlCOU 
OAIVf. 5 YE AR WARAAHTY OH PART S. 
El11ma!1 lnclude : C~ 1 30 u.g Of PO& St..rtw.,1 1Zm 
H- L"'.r 1e.ac-.i.c:i w .1• 1 1 z- FootpMt, Fh• "'"°' ' 
Mic ' Twe SCSI P0t11 1 Easr l .-rn&'l•b' °""4nn«I 

20 MEG EXTERNAL · S489.00 140 HD · $699 
IO ltl) MEO EXTERNAL· CAll OH CUA AENT LOW PRICE 
INTERNAL 20 MEO lot SE· '399.00 1 4~6CUO • CAU 
HEW 10 MEC OtSK DR!vt-<:ALL ON CURRENT PRICE 
WUiAWlif..IUT QU JS O N SCSI OR!V£$ IN !Hf USA 

MacBATTERY MONITOR 
THE PART APPLE FORGOT TO INSTALL 

Onlv S29.9$ EASY TO INSTALL / WrTH A LIFETIM E 

WARRANT Y. W11n1 '°" wnen your ~r.1.y - • 1irp1ac.ng 
OOlll loon ~ ota ti. me<nOty"' ~°"'IM••,.,.\• • RAM 

WESTCOM COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
(ncyCIOWl tt 1 715 Wulllnoglon St.I Ayd.n, NC 21S1J 

COO I VISA.I MC 10.'"·Spl'l'I CST 

Ca ll (919)·746-4961 
CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PRINTERS 


APPLE DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 
TRUE letter quality on all MAC's and It's. 
Includes proport ional spacing. boldface. etc. 
Fast 40 cps speedand lull 130 character print
wheet. NEW $449. RECOND. $349 includes 
easy MAC printer driver so ft ware & cable. New 
sheetfeeder $49. Mlg. by Dume. sold by Apple. 
supported by both. All wilh90-day guarantee. 
Quali ty Discounl Compulers. Inc. 
135 Artist View Drive 
Wellington. NV 89444 
(702) 465-2473. (415) 487-8148 

MacUser Marketplace 

To place your ad ca ll 


(2 12) 503-5 11 5 

SECURITY 


Mac Lock/Mac Cables 
Mac Lock. finest security kil for MaC/ +. Se. 
Mac II, secures Mac. keyboard, mouse. 2nd 
drive. modem. & printer. Att ractive red vinyl 
covered sleel 3f16" cables. Lock included. No 
loots req. S-back guarantee. Also. all IBM. 
Apple II. $49 95. Mac Cables provide any 
length custom cables tor MaC/ + (incl. key 
board) or almost any computer need. $20 & up. 
MAC PRODUCTS 
20231San Gabriel Val ley Dr. 
Walnut. CA 91789 
(714)595-4838 

SOFTWARE 


ACCOUNTING 


m a c 
M1NOlNG YOUR OWN BUSINESS 

CJ.ll TODAY 
lor frff broch\IH :~~;~~~ 0.mo lVG\ICl bi• 
1111> •m- 2'"2. 2'nS

'WH8iftfl<lerl!OVht...,...r. 

5\IP90"1" 0 U '1rl .,__, ...,_ 

,..,.,...1r. &. r.cetP'prll\1u. So ffWM'"C
,.,,.,,.,....,,n.. bl" bwlNM .,__,_,,, .........,,.....,.,,_

Cech*' ,,-1 .,.b In 'H I .,._IOt,... 11»1~ 

ro1NT . or . sue - svsTeM 
twtHTOAY &. 5.lt.V CONTROL 
IHVOKINO • l"AIC!! OVOTATION 

1ccouNT5 ar:cr: rvuu: 

l!!XT?N51Vf ar:roanNO PUNCTION5 


POINT OF SALE 
ShopKecper-3 is a Point of Sale. Invoicing, 
Inventory. Billing, AR. & Cuslomer files pro
gram lhal also has Mailing Labels. Floorplan
ning, Bids. Price Labels. Packing Slips. Cash 
Drawer conlrol & more. Up to 5 levels ol 
scheduled pricing or 5 levels of quantity pr ic
ing. The March issue of MACazine says 
"THERE IS SIMPLY NOTHING LIKE IT." Send 
$5 lor reviews & a lull working demo. Single 
user $195. Multiuseravailable thru your dealer. 
ShopKecper Software. Inc. 
P.O. Box 38160 
Tallahassee. FL 32315 
(904)222-8808 

BUSINESS 


ORDER HOUSE 
Integrated business envi ronmen t. ORDER 
HOUSE is amulliuser. multistation application 
thal inlegrales all the functions ol business. 
Includes sales and purchase orders, invoices. 
inventory. and accounting. Also features notes 
and list-mgmt.. pictures. forms-mgml.. labels. 
and merged lellers. We specialize in custom 
tailoring. Demo wilh video training tape avail. 
Elefunt Software 
724 Allston Way 
Berkeley. CA 94710 
(415) 843-7725 
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BUSINESS 

Business Plans & Forecasts 
Business Plan Toolkit Th! Build a complete profes ional busine · plan. 
Includes sample outline; texts; preadsheet models and chans for financial 
analyses, budgets, forecas!S; and practical, eas)'-to-follow manual. 599.95 
Op1ional HyperCard business plan 1ext guide, S 19.95. 
Financial Forecasting ToolkitT~ Simpli~1 cash now and nnancial 
planning with models, chans, macros, and praclical manual. $69.95 
Sales and Market Forecasting Toolkit"Th! Improve your forec-Js1with 
proven methodologies using models, chans, macros, and manual. 569.95 
All toolkits require Excel. Works. or MuhiPlan. Charts and macros with Excel only. 
Adds; Shipping & handling per order. CA residcnlS add , tax. 

Palo Alto Software 
260 Sheridan Ave., Suite 2t9 (415) 325-3190 (800) 336-5544Palo Aho CA 306 
CIRCLE 25 l ON READER SERVICE CARO 

Small Business Accounting 
No small business should be withoul ShuBox Business Plan 
Filing•• .Lowcosl powertul no !rills accounling 
soflware! 30 day salistaclion warranly. All ac on diskette 
counling areas plus many exlra leatures. Inven
tory bil ling invoicing payroll payables receiv BizIFil~l1ilBuilder™ ables banking mai l merge lo name a lew 

A working busi ness pliln lempla le $59.95 HD wilh MAC+, SE or II 
Over 85 pages of outlines, head li nes, A. H. NUSSEL SR. 
started scnlenccs & paragr.1phs, lists, t606 NW 21st SL 

fi nancia l statements, suggestions ... 200KGainesville. Fl 32605 
.1 lready typed into 29 MarW ritc lilcs. (904)372-0066 

fill in the bl.lnks and edi t into a compre~ 

hens ivc p lan. A big h e.:1J·s larl fo r 

consultants and en trepreneurs. 

From Tools for Sa lesrn Mail Order Manager 
SuperMOM is lurnkey database solulion tor 
calalog, direcl markeling businesses. Order $79°0 (415) 941-9191 
enlry, accounts receivable. inventory, report CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARO 
generalor. list management. UPS. mulliple 
ship-to. group pricing, mulli-user. Thorough 
!racking ot markeling. inquiries. promolional COMMUNICATIONS 
response and sales. Demo avail. 
Nalional Tele-Press TextTerm+GraphicsP.O Box 79 
Mendocino. CA 95460 New, MultiFinder version 
(707) 937-2848 supports background file 

transfers, fast DEC VT1 00 
and Tektronix (4014, 4105)

Mac User terminal emulation. Reverse 
scro lling, editor, color, largeMarketplace 

screens & color. $195 
Mesa Graphics 

P.O. Box 600Standard Directory 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 

Listings are also (505) 672-1998 

available for a mini
 CIRCLE 258_0N READER SERVICECAAO 

mum of 3 issues at HP3000, 9000 & 1000 Users 
Your Mac can talk lo all HP compulers wilh 
Session •• (formerly Mac2624). Business Ses

$345 _00 per issue 
($1,035_00 total)_ sion emulales an HP 2392 terminal. running all 

HP sollware in lheunique Macinlosh environ
menl Graphic Session emulates an HP 2393. 
adding monochrome graphics capabil ity. Color 
Session. coming soon. emulates an HP 2397For additional color graphics lerminal. All producls include 
las!. inlelligenl file uansfer information call 
TymLabs Corporalion 
611 Barlon Springs Road 
Auslin, Texas 78704 
(512)476-0611 Telex 755820 

2 12-503-511 5. 

==DAtabase· 

DATABASE 

Graphic Fields o Calculated Fields O Password Protection 

Multiple Fonts&. Styles o Extensive Reporting &. Prin ting 

...and much morel Call and order today. 

$99.95 VISA, MC, or COD 

5100 Poplar Avenue, Suite 271 6 • Memphis, TN 38 137 


8CD423.Q276 . ext. 4700 • 901-683-3383 
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

MAC-ART LIBRARY 
Professional Oeskt~l ishing Clip Ail 

........,. 


Twelve disks of images 

in the rich, lush detail of full bit map 


Animals Geography Signs & Symbols 
Buildings Greeting Card Sports 
On the Farm People Tools 
In lhe Kitchen Plants Transportation 

Full Ubraiy Single Disks Variely Pak 
$250.00 $39.95 $49.95 

compuCRAFT 
P.O. Box 3155, Englewood, CO 80155 303-791 -20n'11 1t 


CIRCLE 259 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

MACPALETTE EDUCATIONAL 
MacPalelle by Microspot enables you to print 
mullicolored pictures and text from exisling COURSE BUILDERNIDEO BUILDER 
Macintosh soflware using lhe lmageWriter II. Create standalone courseware for teaching. 
MacPalelle will colorprint exisiing documents !raining and lesling with lhe click ol themouse. 
from MacDraw. MacDraft. MiniCad. MacPro 6ui ll -ins include drawing. painting, animation. 
jecl. MacWrile. JA7-Z. Microsoft Chari. Word. voice, music, grading. inlelfigenl branching 
etc. (not MacPaint). II prinls black as trueblack and 1ex1-numeric mouse inpullingcapabili ties. 
instead of mixing a black. $69. Free brochure and $10 demonstration disks 
COMPSERVCO available. Course Builder-$395. 
800 Freedom Lane TELEROBOTICS ,. INTERNATIONAL. INC. 
Slidell. LA 70458 84t0 Oak Ridge Highway
(800)272-5533 OR (504)649·0484 Knoxville. TN 37931 

(615)690-5600 

TEACHER'S ROLLBOOKMac User Teachers. The fi rst program lhat handles all 
your record keeping needs. Grade averagingMarketplace and reporting • Full attendance records and 
lotals • Records disciplinary actions • Class

is a special size reports • Up lo 315 students per tile• Even 
remembers birthdays and checked oul itemseconomical section • Requires Mac 512E, 2 Drives • $149 
Curren! Class Produclionsfor product and 
22824 Berendo Avenue 
Torrance. CA 90502 
(213)326-0823 

service listings . 
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Student 
Information 
Management 

System 

~ 

M&int&in over eo different lt.e:rui per 11:.Udan\.. 

ute.:::l.Stve mail mere•. 

WHAT NEW ELF HAS FIVE MICE? 

THE ALPHABET BLOCKS™ ELF 
THAT'S WHO! WE'RE PROUD OF 
OUR 5-MOUSE RATING BY 

MACUSER !!!!! 
LET THE MAGIC ELF TEACH YOUR 
CH ILD ALPHABET LEDER NAMES 
AND SOUNDS. ORDER FROM YOUR 
FAVORITE SOFlWAAE SUPPLIER. 

BRIGHT STAR 
TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

$59.95 

14450 N.E. 29TH, BELLEVUE, WA98007 

206/885·5446 

1 MacKids1
" 

Call or write for your free 
catalog of Macintosh™ 
educationalprograms. 
Written especially for pre
school to elementary students. 
$39.95 each, VISA/MC accepted. 

800-228-0417 
NORDIC SOflWARE 
~l9Nollh'81h 
Uncoln, NE 6a504 . 
.co2"'66"'502 

~PERi~~!~JUDY 
~ MID TERM AN O FINAL EXAMS 

' 100% ACCURAT E RECALL 
' NOW STUDY 3X FASTER 
' INC REASES ALL EXAM SCORES 
' A.I. STUDY INTERFACE 
~ON-SCREEN & PAINTED TESTS 
' LASERWR ITER COMPATIBLE 
' NCP: HD. 11 , & MF FRIENDLY 
\/ SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

$79 VISA/MC 51 2K & UP 
·SJ S&H 124·HR SHIPPING) 

TO ORDER: 1-800-336-6644 
"Invest in your GPA !" 

POWERWARE SYSTEMS 
755 NORTH 100 WEST OREM . UT 84057 

EDUCATIONAL 

CIRCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

CIRCLf 227 ON READER SERVICECARO 

MacANATOMY 
Acoupleelectronic atlas of hurrum anatomy in 
MacPaint document form.The drawingsmay be 
modilied andmergedinto MacWrile documents 
using t~e clipboard. Comprised of four vol
umes. avai lable individually or as acollection. 
MacMedic Publicat ions 
7530 Harwin 
Houston. TX 77036 
(713)977-2655 

CIRCLE 230 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

MacUser 

Marketplace 


To place your ad call 
(2 12) 503-5 11 5 

ENGINEERING 


STRUCTURAL-SURVEYING 

~ -= :2Fj ~~~:;·.~ -=-~-~~ - f --- 1. ' ....c . , ' .. 
~ f~; -;:_,~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~· · , oe ., 

1 
'!IA.Ml MAC 0" C0 00 MAC 


NEW!! COGO MAC ... 

for surveying & land & road layout. 

• En1er. ocM , and i.dju!t tt:l vorses inierac:ttvefy 

· All inlounution 1$ d1,;i£ayed graph;c.llly a1all times 

• P01nts. l1nes. curvn oouncar.es and traverses c.:tn 

oo adO«I. th3ngeo, coped pas~eo aoo aop1;ea1ed 
• 	 FRAME MAC , BEAM t.\AC ti, BEAM MAC Im 
~al analysis ol 2-0 ll';ames trusses anc oeoam\ 

• 	MacCOGO tor CQ.laUtng nuc:ural proper1 es 
All J>fog1am' havo tun1.o.a.an1osn 1n1crtacos 

Money ·bactc. guaran100. tree support. From S.145'·S595 

rompunee11ng Inc q161 738 - ~601 

11 3 r.1cCabe Crescen1 

Th o1 nh1ll . Onla110 L~J 256 CANADA 


CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARO 


DesignWorks "' 
Prorcssional, fully intcgr.11cd schematic and 
simul.a 1ion on the Macintosh, featuring: 

• fully inicracti \·c digiul simulauon \\ilh 
logic·analya:r style timing display 
• customizable ncl and componcn1 lists: for 
interface with PCO layout and mhcr S}-Slcms 
• 7400, 4000, IOK. LSI and analog libr'3rics 
• advanced cdi1ing fea1urcs including bus.sing, 
symbol rot:uions. device and line dragging. 
Cul/Copy/Pas1c, muhi ·pagc drawings 
• do1 -matrh:, lase r prinlcr, pen plotter ou1put 
• uscr.<fcrinablc devices, RAMs. PROMs ;md 
Pl.As wi1h full simulation 

LPLC '" 
'ow you can use che Macintosh to develop 

and test circuit designs using Programnublc 
Logic Devices. Full support for devices 
from MMI, AMO. Signctics, Lattice :md 
01hcrs. Hig.h·h!\'d l.an$uagc cons1ucts 
suppotl Boolean cquauons. state machine 
entry, in1egcr fields, etc. Full simula1 ion 
suppori when used with DcsignWurks. 

D<~lgn\\\nks: Sf>l<S LPLC: S53.I 
L.n.r.·-aN alUCJ11l()O.lll VCDKXlS al-.o :w•11 l:1bk

. -~~ • ( .1pil.1no ( omputing 
-~::• ,>--- "'"°' ·lflSlh 'I . 'oih 11 

• lhlll\lll \\ \ 'IXlllU 

-	 -- -- 11>11-11 '1<1•J.(1J-IJ 
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ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES 


·-;(.ADULT GRAPHICS 
·.': Doz ens of beautiful V1om en 
t: on 4 disks . $29 .95 ppd . 

Gold Coast Computing Services 

\ 't'r.rio111.0 1 A •·a mllyo(IJ..bll 
<.:roM- ~1 acro-A»f:mblersµASM™ 'for thr Mat:lnlosh 111 

· · 4-00 
• • IK02 
: : ~81 
: : 2tt~
••{;809 
• · llC JI I ramil k~ 
• • i<().18 

: : ~51 us $99.95 •• 
• • ZllO plus sih• 

f a\I. EaS) to u~ · tllc.s fo ll adv:inL1gc of tbc M1dn· 
l<hh mtcrfK c-. S <W Uc1 file outpul do.... nlo3:!~ to mo!M 
EPRO!l.t procrarn.·T\Cn . Fcatwc" mxros, ccrvJH10fUI 
l n) , IOC~ l.ndautomiltc labc l). -') mtd u.blccrO\\·rd. 
modult ~moning Ed11or incl MCJV. 

• Micro Dialrcts. Jm·. - 
t!~!5:KJU PO 801J00 1.t Imicro I 
s1,,l\o'tNc11 Cin..: mn:ni, 0 11 4.5230 Olihcti 

(513) 271-9100 • • 
MCl Mu i 1'11CROl>IA U CTS -

CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

MGMSTATION 
by Micro CAO!CAM. Inc is a high powered 
CAO program for the Mac similar to Au!ocad. 
MGMStation boasls over 140 powerful lune· 
lions including: XYcoordinate. polar or digital 
data inpul. 100 power zoom.accuracyto4dec
imals. tangent drawing tools and much morel 
$799. Demo disk and/or VCR tapeavailable. 
COMPSERVCO 
800 Freedom Lane 
Slidell. LA 70458 
(800)272-5533 or (504)649-0484 

MINICAD 3.0 
MiniCad by Diehl Graphsolt boas!s 1000 power 
zoom. internal symbol library, 40 layers, aulo
dimcnsioning. double linetool. clipiadcl/inter· 
sec! polygons tools. objec! snap, fillel & trim 
lines lools. object sizer and localor. 9decimals 
accuracy. full 20 and 3D modes and more. 
MiniCard reads MacDraw. and MacDralt files_ 
$495. Demoavailable. 
COMPSERVCO 
800 FreedomLane 
Slidell. LA70458 
(800)272-5533 or (504)649-0484 

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

Maclnooga Choo-Choo 
Pa1don me boys. is this tileMaclnooga Choo· 
Choo?Yes. an efeclronic trainset! Buildelabo· 
raterailroad systems on your Mac Bring them 
to life wilh a click Placedesired !racks. cars. 
scenery on layoulsof one screen or more. Run 
al nigh!' Use MacPaint for scenery S49.95 + 
S4 p/h. ck/motvisalmclamex. 
ABRACADATA 
P0 Box2440. Dept MU 
Eugene. OR 97402 
(503) 342-3030 

TRAIN DISPATCHER 
How well can you conlrol train traffic? Find out 
with TRAIN DISPATCHER. our simula!ion of a 
ra ilroad traffic control center. Use sequential 
thinking and cause and effect reasoning lo 
routetrainstravell ing inbolh directions through 
apro!otype r< il territory $30 + $2.50 SIH (S4 
foreigni VISA/MC. 
SIGNAL Computer Consullants 
P.O. Box 18222 
Pi tlsburgh, PA 15236 
(412) 655-7727 
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ENTERTAINMENT/GAMES 	 FINANCIAL 


Discover/NEMESIS™ 

• 
the power Lice nsed by Go Master-rM of 

MacMoneyTM 
Now vers ion 3.02 

A personal and small business 
MSFL \plAYE ~S' 
Micro Sports Footbal I Leagu eTM Copyright 1988 NFLPA 

Copynght 1988 MSA financial managemc::nl program 
that's easy lo use. 

Sl l 9.95+ S3J/h \Go, a game of rare elegance and 
(It's not a game ... simplicity. has been a way of life in the (CA n:a. add UA) ) 

Orient for over four thousand years. 
S urvivor 	 Soft ware Ltd. Packed with leatures. NEMESIS'" . the 

world 's strongest program. is an ideal 11222 La Cienega Blvd, Ste . 450 it's a Mind Sport! 
playmate and 1U1or. Jerry Pournelle lnglewood, CA 90304 
named it game ol the month twice : (213) 410-9527 

CIRCLE 266 ON READER srnv1cE CARO 
buy this program." BYTE 7/87 
" 11 you are Interested in Go, 

MSFL $79 !or Go Master1" . $49 !or Joselo T1.1t01 '"'· AOO S3 S&H 

Toyogo, Inc. 76 Bedford S1ree1. #34-U Pro League Football FONTS 
617-861·0488 Lexmgton. MA 021 73 

2 . 0 
CIRCLE 216 ON READER SERVICE CAROMacUser's #1 rated Pro Football 


Simulation, with even more 
 TACTICAL JET FIGHTER '" G·I·A·M·r,~AAn exciling lasl frame rale combat 30 super
sonic flight simulator for the Mac ·· SE. Plus. E.

exciting features ! 

Play via Modem! 512K and 128K 16 scenar ios with air-to-ai r 
Download strategies (30 seconds missiles. cannon. air-lo-grouncl rockel salvos 
each ). load Pro League Football and and bombs Easy to play. wilh onscreen pau:e 

and help. Lisi price $44.95. At compute1 and watch the game play , while your op 
soflwam stnrP.s everywhere ponent watches the same animated Electionic Systems & Software Corp

game from his Macintosh™. t99 N. El Camino Real #F -208 
Encinitas. CA 92024 
(619) 942-0823

MSFL: Pro League Football 2.0 The only 
GRAPHIC ASTROLOGYanimated football simulation designed for 
Acc111ii le. easy to 11se. GA calculales. t1isplays

52 past teams. LaserWriter" ' compatible. It's great for those lunch and prints cha1t an.1 olher data Basic Ve1 sion 
hour or after work football leagues. Playing time per game, 3 to 15 S39 50 Advanced Version $t29 50 lnuoduc

TEXTWARE CORP 

.,._~_,.l'll !AMPA TEXTWARE 
CORP has now made 
av~ilable quali ty laser 
fonts from hot metal 

lllJ!!.l!li...;.:1Sa type fa ce" ~ 

l'OSTSCRlPT ® COMPATIBLE 

131-0 EAST PENDER STREET 
VANCOUVER BC V5L IV8 

Tel: 604-253-08 t 5 Fax: 604-255-2601 

minutes (based on Macintosh used and animation speed selected.) ing Ille Gamma Ver s: on $199 50. Faster. uses CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
mo1eof Mac tool tiox . Multiple Windows. moreMaintains 140 categories of stats per team per game, compi les sea· 
options and documents Converts lo MacPainL 
Supports Laser & Mac II VISA/MC OK' Info on 
request. 

MSFL: Pro Draft Draft and create your own teams 

son stats, tracks league standings and much, much more! $49.95 

TIME CYCLE RESEARCH AT&T. W.R. Grace &Co., 
27 Dimrnock Rd National Easter Seals using 1,200 of the greatest players of all -time. $39.95 Waterford. CT 06385 

~ 	These companies 1(203) 444 -664 t .;'A-/;;;fl 	 call us because we 
perfect their logosMSFL: 1987 Season Redskins down the Broncos' 
in Postscript" for FIN ANCIAL Replay the '87 Season. See if the strike made a difference. $25.00 all applications. 

i~~~o~i°'~r~e 

for the serious investor. Fast. 
powerful technical analysis chart
ing prog ra m lets you see. buy and 
sell signals instantly. Acclaimed 
by brokers and private inveslors! 
$495. MC / VISA . Free Info. 

1-800-628-2828 XI 403 
Bulton-down Software 
P.O. Box 19493 
San Diego, CA 92119 

CIRC LE 264 ON READER SERVI CE CARO 	

o r Po a1Sc1ipl fonls. 
17171 491-2492. 2495MSFL: 500 Great Teams This is the largest col lection 
S oftwarEof teams ever assembled on one disk. Featuring teams from 1965 ComplEmEnt 
S Pcnns.ylvania Ave.1984, it 's a classic ! $49.95 
Mat11moras. PA 18336 

=z..ogosan=t_Jne.... 
For the: Macintosh II , Mac SE and Mac Plus computers CIRCLE 268 ON REAOtR SERVICE CARD 

Avaiiable at yo ur local computer store or Call 

1-800-543-MSFL 
FONTSMicro Sports, Inc. 


1410 Mountain Ash Dr. Hixson TN 37343 
 cmegory co11ti11 11ed 
011 next page 

Macintosh and l...&Jc:rWritcr an: tn.dcmuk.s of Apple Computer, lnc. 

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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FONTS 

t8 POSTSCRIPT FONTS FOR S63 

Arc::hiText.™Briar™UpStarf'' Caspian™ 
Also: ArrowDynamic™ BulletsNstuffTM and MORE! 

Orders or samples call (312) 441-6699 

or write EmDash. P.O.Box 8256. Northfield. IL 60093 


CIRCLE 247 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
, 

DOWNLOADABLE FLUENT LASER FONTS 
LASERWRITER FONTS 

FOk SCIE.NCfi Nineteen Volumes 
=aaa liva~y<I>'l'r. ht 

T~+,-· 
l'oslS4·ripl © t 'ompal lhlP'b~~~ 

r- -~ Disiinguisl11'0 . 
FOR l' O KF.IGN LANGUAGE TEXTS Casual Y.lr!la1d ~~rlf~ 

M~\' \V iit18t Oai. n~).~'i<iSw 'A~lA~ O<; 


~~HilSnA~ZCZLSN 
 Ondrn: 
ll00/}}l-4}21 IN CAiif. 800/851-1986 

ALl...OTYJ1 E TYPOGR AP lll CS 
Fon iNIORMAT lo.~:160() PACKARD R OAD SUITF. 5 

4081624-8716 on 646-4660 
(313)663- 1989 

Compatible with all M.xintosh syucms 

ANN ARUOK , M1Clll Gl\N 481()..l 

CAsAdyWARE 
P.O. Bo' 22H79 • C•nml. CA 9)922 

CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIHCLE 269·0N READER SERVICECARD 

Beverly Hills 1.5 GRAPHICS 
"Bost lmagewriur™ folll availabu!" 

Professional, "typeset" appearance 
Pre>vidcs bcncr quality photocopies MacPerspective™ 
11sizcs: 6-12,14, 18,24&36pt. For archlteclll & draflllmen. 

72 fractions from 1(2 through 9/9 
 Conatruct accurate perapectlvea 
Horizontal lines of varying length from dlmenaloned drawing•. 
2-/1 -pixcl leading/spacc adjuatmmt -This ii med the ~ UMful loots I hi.,. itV• 
Additional mathematical symbols kiund IOI' my wc:r1'....Th#lka.• 

O. H .. - . CO
Two manuals provided on-disc 
Save cost of expensive printer, only ~ $15 ($15.98 in CA)+ blank disc! 

a ADH Software 
l P.O. Box 67129 


Los Angeles, CA 90067-0129 
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o.<o,dM'"' 
 "'""'~" 
313 Marlin Place 
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951 

GRAPHICS CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Introducing . .. 

A•D•V•A•N•C•E•D 
v. I • s . 0 ·A. L. s TM 

Desktop publishers, our first volume of 
postscript art provides you with professional 
quality Adobe Illustrator.,." EPS images on 
two BOOk disks. Also included is an addition
al 800k disk of outstanding color clip art 
produced with Illustrator 88,." and is 
accompanied by a full color pictorial index . 
Topics include Seasons and Miscellaneous. 

IA res. add 4% sales tax. Add $4 s/h. 

Check/ VISA/MC accepted. A-:11........ 

Call toll free or mail to: __·_ _ - _ ,,_.,., ·c ""' o '" 
A D · v· A· N,-"'· E,....·"'

Genesis Systems, Inc. Only $8995 ~ 
P.O. Box 826 
Cedar Falls, IA 50613 
Ask about our rree brochure CIRCLE 260 ON READER SERVICE CARD V ' I • S ' U • A • L . S 

GRAPHICS 

CIRCLE 272 ON READER SERYICE CARD 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Ask Your Dealer For a FREE Poster! 
or write to: Studio Advertising Art P.O. Box 43029 Las Vegas, Nevada 
89116. To order the 500 $395 Call 1 ·B00-453-1860 Ext. R641 or a Years 
subscriptions to regular Click & Clip is only $125 for 4 quarterly issues. 

CIRC LE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

POWERFUL • PERSUASIVE• PROFESSIONAL ·~ ~O~~CRIPT 

~~ARTNOOV~O-GES~ · & Volume 1 • EPS Format 
, Intro. Special $79.95 

""" Check • Visa • MC 
· J · . SILICON DESIGNS ~ '08''3.. 0rio""" 

CIRCLE ~4 ON READER SERVICE CA~D4563 (415) 254-1460 

Versa CAD MacPLOT MacCAD 
VersaCAD. wilh more than 40.000 syslems in MacPlol by Microspol is the "chooser" level 
use worldwide, is now available on IlleMacin plolter driver of choice. It will plot any object 
tosh. Floaling poinl precision guarantees 16 oriented graphics produced on lhe Mac using 
decimal place accuracy. Fealures include: DXF "print" command. It supports over 50 plotters. 
& IGEStranslators included. direclly accesses MacCad is aseries ol 12 separate archilectural 
themalh coprocessor. sophislicaled object at  &engineering template symbol libraries for use 
lributes grouping. and 250 layers. with MacDraw. MacDralt. MiniCAD. etc. 
COMPSEAVCO COMPSERVCO 
800 Freedom Lane 800 Freedom Lane 
Slidell. LA 70458 Slidell. LA 70458 
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484 (800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484 

MacClick '" POSTSCRIPT PLOTTING! 
Adesk accessory to add graphics library func Desktop Plotter is a Tu1bo Pascal toolkil lor 
tions lo all draw/paint programs (PICT via high resolution plotting on the Laserwriter or 
clipboard). Au tomatically retrieve multiple oulput as Adobe lllustralor files. Unlimiled 
graphics at no excessive cl icks. Open/create chart ing. including picture-graphs. from simple 
unlimited library tiles. Works like a built- in Pascal programs. Il lustrator- Pascal transla 
CAO library. Requi re 512K +. MulliFinder tor. spline. bezier curves. arcs. ci rc les. statisti
compatible $49 95. Send CK/MO to: cal ma1kers. $75.00 
Golden Gate Company Sequoia Aircratt Corporation 
714 washington Ave. S.E. Suite 205 2000 Tomlynn Streel 
Minneapolis. MN 554 t4 Richmond, VA 23230 
(612) 33t -3327 (804) 353-1713 
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GRAPHICS LANGUAGE TOOLS PRINTER/PLOTTER PUBLIC DOMAIN 
DRIVERS 

I' Color Postscript Art ' 
Birds ~' Flowers 
Food - \: ~ Tools 

Women 
1 

: lnsec1s 
Spons i.i · Nau1ica! 

Holidays Fish 
Wild Animals mestic Animals 

Subscribe 10 monthly clip-an 
Complete 1( month subscnpl;oo IO 1000. irrqs S895 00 


Onemonltll1$Ut $95.00 


fln prot~colledloli ol tN'411c~wasoes.gned kl 
f\.61 tne mos1 dlll:rmN:n-J aavenisng an recµrements 

Speaty F1eehand, llustrator 88. 01 blO &wtCe EPS lotmit 

Totem Graphic> 
5109·A Capilol Blvd. 

• Tumwater. WA 985014415 rz 
(206)352·1851 

"\... CIRCLE271 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD 

MacAtlas™ 
Professionally drawn maps of !he USA 


by state, world reg ions by country, 

and all 50 s1a1es by county! 


Paint $79 · Draw (Plcn $199 • EPSF $199 

To oroer or 1eques1 inlormat1on please call 


800-334-4291 
'·"<' ~Sort..ore w< ec . 1~1 1~ r ~ 

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CAD MOVER 
CADMOVER creales multiple bridges between 
many llD and lllD CAD systems in today·s 
markel. Graphic fi le formals which it canhandle 
include: DXF, IGES, PICT, MiniCAD. MacDraw. 
MacDralt. and MSC/pal formats. The Data 
lransler may be done by modem or by disk 
(such as lhe Dayna One or the Apple 5.25"). 
COMPSERVCO 
800 Freedom Lane 
Slidell. LA 70458 
(800) 272-5533 or (504) 649-0484 

LANGUAGE TOOLS 


FORTRAN in MPW 
LanguageSystems FORTRAN is a lull -featured 
FORTRAN 77 compiler integraled w/MPW. Full 
ANSI FORTRAN 77 plus VAX-lype extensions. 
SANE numerical calcs & dala types including 
COMPLEX"16.68000.68020 and 68881 object 
code.Arrays greater than 32K.Link with Pascal. 
C. MacApp S304 w/MPW via air. 
Language Systems Corp. 
441 Carlisle Drive 
Herndon. VA 22070 
(703)478-0181 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
Public DomainlShareware/Slackwarc 
• lOO's of lull disks to choose lrom 
• S2 50·SS 400k disks $4.50-DS800k disks 
• Checks. Visa. MC Accepted 
• NO MEMBERSHIP FEES 
• Send $2 00 (refundable) for direclory on disk 
Al so: VCR !raining for Pagemaker avail. 
USPD Library 
P.O Box t19 Dept MU 
Clinon. TN 37716 
(6t5} 457-33 t7 All. 4:00 pm EST 

FREE Mac Software Disk 
Huge library ol packed to the brim sollware at. 
best valueanywhere. Best discsets: 5 SS disks 
$19 or 5 DS disks S24. Topics: Stacks, Nudes. 
Gamas. Fonts. ClipArt & more. Phone orders 
accepted. Beautifu lly illustrated catalog w:lree 
sollware disk. US & Canada S2. foreign $4. 
M.C.U.S. 
P.O. Box 6963. Dept. 71 
San Jose. Ca 95150 
(408) 723-3388 

PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PACK! 

• tOO Games • 100 Desk Accessories 
• tOO Fonts • 18 Business Applications 
• 318 Programs on 7-800k disks 

All 3t8 programs for S29.95 + $4.00 S/h COD 
orders add $2 50. Catalogue $2.00. Any of our 
800k full disks- 3 for $13.00. 
DoMain Chain 
P.O. Box366 
Bronte. TX 76933 
(915) 473-329t 

REAL ESTATE 


PROP[RTY MANAGt:Mt:NT 

for 


Residential & Commercial 

Properties 


• Fu ll llccclvablcslPayablcs 
• Oencml Journal/Ledger 
• Budgeting • Checkwritirig 
• Rental, Repairs & Tenant Mgt. 
• Automatic Rent Increase & La te fees 

Pcoon.11 l'tofcs~lona l 

$595 $1295 

800 MAC LORD/714 687-1919 

9487 Magnolia Avenue 


Riverside ea. 92503 
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Mac User 

Marketplace 


To place your ad ca ll 
(2 12) 503-51 15 

DEVELOPMENT 

LI BRA RIES 


• Programmer's EXTENDER 
Vol 1: Macintosh in terface 
Vol 2 : lists, printing, 1/0, 
graphics, tiling , popups 
• EXTENDER GRAFPAK 
high quality graphs- bar, 
line, log ; customizable 
symbols, grid patterns 

Invention Software 
313-996-8108 
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MAIL ORDER 


/ JetConnect © ~~ 
~i 
·~;:MACINTOSH® ~ 

DESKTOP -~: 

PUBLISHING t. 
with the r::, 

s:::~~}?ff~,::.. I

P.O. Box11756 ::j 

Clearwater, FL 3461 6-0008 ~~ 

\._ '<:<o:;:<~::;;::.:.,::::;:<.::;:;;.;:;;:;.;:::::;,::·:·::::;:;:;;:;:;:;:;:;::::::#i' 
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is plc:ucd to announce ou r entry into the Apple/Macin tosh world of optical 
technology. We arc the leading source of products and ex pe rt advice fo r the 
MS/PC-DOS base of of microcompu1crs. As producl s become ava ilable fo r 
Apple/Macintosh we .,.,·il l add them to our inventory. Please ca ll or write for 
further in format ion. 217 E. ISth &tr•••· Sult• 210. NY NY 10021 Tel . 212-aae -aaaa 
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MUSIC/MIDI 


1lltt 1 l\)l\"1Qea -1>o~ L"-•IDOfl ot'llO l.1 1DI 
P"OOl•~ ll CO..fllbeconM)e!...:! M llctlle....IT-.! or. 
...~•t """" IA IOl <tMJ ' MKVi.e• AlJ91 7 ,... ... ................. ... .. ...................... ..., 


: MIOIBASIC 3 0 $99.95 1 In · 3 Out MIDI In! $79.95 : 
: MIOIPASCAL 3 0 S99 95 2 In r, Out MIDI Int $1 19 95 : 
: ESO 1 UB DA S79 !}5 Mac ABCO Sw•lcil S59 95 : 
: M1' ·32 UB OA $7995 IJIDI RHOufe.tBool. $1795: 
: CZ U B OA $79')5 IAlOllrlpl.rmcn~ S1995: 
: Sys x u e DA $79 95 MJOI s~ E•du~ S19 55 : 

AL TECH SYSTEMS 
831 Klng1 Hwy Suitti 200 Shrtivepof1, LA 71104 

::m:: (318)226-1702 • 
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PAYROLL 


TIME SAVER PAYROLL 4.0 
NOW EVEN BETT ER • FULL FE AT URED 
SYSTEM • salaried. hourly comm. & tips 
• 11 deductions incl. FedlSll Loc la~es • 
• 401k ded • Tax rabies edi ted by use r. 

Reporls incl. 941 . FUTA. SUTA & w2·s 

Prints checks. Requires EXCEL. $99.50 + 

S3 S/h. Demo S15 (applied to purchase). 

WESTERN SOF1WARE ASSOCIATES 

110 El Dorado Rd. 

Walnut Creek. CA 94595 

(415) 932·3999 

Plot-It 
With professional fonts 

& background plotting for 


MacDraw, MacDraft, 

MacProject, MacPaint.. .on 


Apple, HP, Houston plotters; 

A- E sizes ; Multifinder 


compatible. $125 


Mesa Graphics 

P.O. Box 600 


Los Alamos, NM 87544 

(505) 672-1998 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 


Macintosh 
~'11/ific 'lh>111ai11 .::~ Sliara1 1ar.· 

Software 
Over 100 Stacks $48.00 
Over 12s Games $48 .00 
Over 200 Fonts $28.00 
All on SOOK Disks . Packed in quality 
plastic case . Includes usage no1es , 
makes anractive gift. $5.00 slh each 
order. Add $2.00 for COO. 

P.0 .Box 374 • Maynard, ' MA 01754 

(617) 897-1845 
CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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RELIGION SECURITY STACKWARE 

HyperTools™ 
Add Versatility to stacks with 
HyperToo]sTM#J &#2. Each set 
includes 16 Tools which can be 
installed easily into most stacks. 
Great for novices & expens. 

Set #I includes: Icon Editor, 
Scan Cards, Alignment & Array 
Creation Tools, Script & Font 
Tools , plus I0 other tools! 

Set #2 includes: Choice Lists for 
Fields, Field Soning, Formatting 
& Data Validation,Sound Tools, 
Group Tools, plus 10 more tools! 

Each Set ofTools $99+Shipping 
Call (203)926-1116 · 

Softworks Inc ~ 
PO Box 2285 ~--.. 
Huntington, CT 06484 
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MacRecorder ·• 
MacRecorder records real sound into your 
Macinlosh. MacRecorder is simple louse. Jus1 
hold ii in your hand and speak into thebuilt-in 
microphone. or record directly fromyour TV or 
stereo. Your packageincludes HyperSound •· 
slackwareletsyourecordandworkwilhsound 
from wilhinHyperCard. Soundediting sollware 
records sound. lhen leis you edil and save lhe 
lile inavariely ol lormals including HyperCard. 
StudioSession •• . VideoWorks •• & Beep INITs'. 
FARALLON COMPUTING 
21 50 KiluedgeSlreel 
Berkeley. CA 94 704 
i41 5)849-2331 

SCIENTIFIC 

I \ JH'S(' I q t1 .1 h l \ ' Sec 5 Mice Review In this 

Issu e's MlnlFindcrsE uations Made Easy under Word Processing 

Expressionist"' 2.0 - B=µ oJJx r dt 
A powerful applica tion a nd desk accessory that generates 4n: r 2 
equa tions fo r word processing and Des ktop Publishing. 

allan bonadlo associates 81 4 Cas!ro #51 . SF. CA 941 14. (415) 282-5864 $129.95 
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ThePerfectWORDTM 
Bible Search Software 

English Versions 
l<JV • NIV • RSV 

Greek-NT• Hebrew-OT 

Star Software, Inc. 

229 Live Oaks Blvd. #MU 


Casselberry, FL 32707 

(407) 831-8050 


Demo $5 •Dealers W anted 

CIRCLE237 ONREADER SERVICECARD 

NEW! FX-CALCULATOR 
Ascientif ic calculator wh ichcan learn.editand 
playback yourcommands.Excellent !orY= l(x) 
analysis with minimal ellor l. Do x,y tablP.s. 
plots. ovarplols; summalions. area under the 
curve. muchmore.Pick values oil plotswi t the 
mouse. Applical ion disk wi th sample liles. 
User's Guide. $39.95 + $2 P&H. 
Computer Users Enterprises 
P.O. Box 621672 
Lillleton. Colo. 80162 

SECURITY 


The world's leading soft
ware manufacture rs 

depend on Softguard capy 
protection systems. Your 
FREE DISKETIE introduces 
you to Superlock •• - invisi
b Ie <:epy protection for 
Macintosh and IBM-PC (and 
compatibles). 

e Hord disk support 
• No source code changes 
e Customized versions 
• LAN support 
e New upgrades a vailable 

(408) 773-9680 

I n f o G u a r d '" 

Encrypts fil es. applications and 
fo lders. keeping your sensi tive 
da ta sa fe fro m intrude rs a nd 
soft ware pirates. Works in the 
background with Multifind e r. 
Great fo r ne tworks or shared 
co mpute rs . Produ ces a com 
ple t e log o f a ll imprope r 
att empts to de-encr ypt. 
Introductory Offer $89.95us 

Allee Desig n Group Ltd. 
20422 Douglas Cr.. Lang ley, 

B.C. Canada V3A 484 
(604) 530-6457 
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STACKWARE 


FREE 

CATALOG 


Featuring HyperFueFM 
Our exclusive collection of 

HyperCardTM stackware. 

Simply the best 
by the best. Bed & Breakfast Inns! 

Ever dreamedol staying at aVicloria nmansion. 
Soulhern plantation. or seaside resorl? Th e 
infor mativeand entertaining lnnServ B&B Hy
perGuide•• tell s about hundreds ol B& B an d 
Country Inns nationwide- plus state maps. 
Toll Free reserva tion line an d free newslellerl 
$15.95. Credi t ca rd phone orders accepted 
lnnServ 
RL 1, Box 47-B 
Redkey, IN 47373 
(317) 369-2245 

NUTRITION STACK 
You arewhat youeat. so kee pada ilylogol your 
mea ls. Da ily total sol protein. ca rbohydrate. lat. 
fiber. cholesterol, sodium, 8 vi tamins and 7 
mineralsareautomatically ca lculated.Over250 
lood ilems on menus. User may add buttons 
easily. Createsreports Customizes ROAvalues 
lor user type (sex. age. pregnant. etc.) Send 
S49.95 to: 
Big By1e Sollwa re 
25 BlakeStreel 
Needham. MA02 t92 

HyperMedia 

Publishing Group.™ 


PO Box 300 Reading. MA 0 1867 
1-lypcrFucl, Ki<l s Logo & HypcrMcdia 

Puhli.11hing Group arc 1rad l!marks of HMPG. 
HypcrCar<l is a lr<idcmark of 


Apple Computer Inc . 


Submissions Invited 
c;RCLE 283 ON READER SERVIC ECARD 

AUTHORS! 

AUTHORS/ 

CASH FOR STACKS 
Link your HyperCard 

stacks with the nation
wide publishing house. 

~Ive .. your best original stacla 
and your marketing probtema. 

We'll give you a marketing aolullon 
a royally checka. 

Join In a great 
partnership ... today! 

P.O. Box 2719 

Oakland. CA 94602 
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STATISTICS 


RATS!! 
Best-selling and most compre
hensive econometrics & fore
casting software available. 
Combines regression, time 
series and forecasting with data 
base management a nd high res 
graphics. All for only $300. 
Call today and find out how 
RATS can help you!! 

1-800-822-8038 
VAR Econometrics 

P.O . Box 1818 Evans ton, IL 60204 
(312) 864·Bn2 
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WORD PROCESSING 


Japanese\VordProcessing 

Sweet JAM TM 

•Wocl..l ontTTljor~·'hcinWs.h~~~ 

•W«U on~Ph.ts . ~r.r..l lf 
0 f\1ulti.f'll'l<..b- ootflll\tible 

• 7 ·1 ? 11J"};!f4>TT 9 
? - ;,, '/J'O?' 'j J,. 

"C'8*3A(l)(fjjji) 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 
fumninfmm:ionco~'"'t: 

Qu.a!Jtii.s Tradi)l"gl.(.'.;o '." . 
6907 N~r!o)~Jld.;Bc!kdey:qf),4705 
T• l: 4 t5-848.8080 Fax: ·4l5.848."8009 

Developed by A&A Co.,Ltd. 
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MISCELLANEOUS/ACCESSORIES 

MC& VISA 

MAC SE 

MAC SE . EXT/KB 

MAC PLU S 

5211 5165 5126 579 

5220 5174 5136 588 

5211 5165 5126 579 

HEAVY DUTY FOAM LINED MAC PLUS EXT/KB 5220 5174 5136 588 
CASES WITH COMPARTMENTS 

FOR KEYBOARD & MOUSE c~~ ~~:;:,~;\:"1~0'° 
1•800-882•7112 In Ml 616-37•·7105 cusr°'• CAS!S 

WESTERN CONTAINER• CASE Box 12s. Woodland. Ml 48897 
CIRCLE 238 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

The Image II SPEED PAD® 
Mouse Control Pad 

A superior Mouse Control Sur1 ace with a 
clear flip up cover. Room underneath for up 
to 4 standard software templates. It puts 
software help at your fingenips. Perfect for 
trai ning, memory jog, personal notation s. 
etc. 

• Available in •;, page or full page si zes. 
Platinum. Gray or Black. 

$14.95 and $19.95 
A $5.95 MaclOOS Template included with 
every order. --··.... 

24 HRS 1·800-321-1600 
DATA PAD Corp., Orem, UT 84057 
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100 % COTTON CANVAS 
BEIGE WITH GREY TRIM 


BREATHABLE! STATIC·FREE! 


FOR 
MAC, II, &PRINTERS 

CALL TOLL·FREE 
1·(800) 826-5761 
Conlemporary ComputerWear 
1320 · 361h Ave San Francisco 94122 
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EVERYTHING FOi Yoor Mac ,From AGroop of. 
SPECIALISTS . DEDICATED To The Mac 

NORTHWESTS LARGEST PROOUCT SELECTION 

Ma,?rm!nD~s 

· A- NEW KIND OF COMPUTER STORE " 
800 331-1322 503 661·2699 

189 "'· E. BURNSIDE PORTLAND, OR. 
CIRCLE 231ON READER SERVICE CARO 

MOUSEPADS 
Co. Logo Specialist 
Grey. Green & Red 9W' x 8" x %'' 

12 pads w/logo $9.50 
72 pads w/logo $6.90 

144 pads w/logo $4.70 
ENTI RE pad imprintable. GUARANTEED to last 
MULTI-COLOR jobsOK 
SAMPLES wlyour company logo $12.50 
COMPUTER EXPRESSIONS 
3833 Chestnut Streel 
Phi ladelphia. PA 19104 
(800)443-8278 

BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 


Recharge Dealerships!! 
Hot New Fietdl Recycle laser printer & copier 
toner cartridges. Join our nelwork & make 
mon ey now. Train at our location or at home. 
High prolit. low overhead. Established compa 
ny. Learn it right- no drill & fill! Factory-like 
recharge method. Receive tools.supplies. trade 
secrels. ma1keting strategy & technical support. 
Free call tor intormation. 
LASER CHARGE COMPANY 
11782 Joll\'Ville Road 
Austin. TX 78759 
(800) 223-8134 or call collect (512) 335-8191 

COMPUTER 

INSURANCE 


COMPUTERS + INSURANCE = 

SAFEWARE 

'Business Computers "Home Computers 

·overseasComputers "Leased Computers 

·computers Leased to Others ·computers 

taken to Shows ·computers Held 101 Sale 

"Others· Computers in Your Care Call !or com

plete inlo1mation! 

SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agency Inc. 

2929 N. High St. 

P.O. Box 02211 
Columbus, OH 43202 
(800) 848-3469 (NAT) or (614) 262-0559 (OH) 

DATA CONVERSION 

SERVICES 


~~· ata 
~, Tra•slation 

Malnlrameo. 
Mnll, 
DedlcaledWOld-. 
T~ 

o.k-tcp pd>lllhlng •)'Ila.. 
M~. 

Conven and tr11111Ce INIU'91 ol 08MS.1p,_,_ and word PfOC*l/ng lllM 1tOl8d 
on dloka «'-to otlromyour Mldnlolhl 

CompuData Translators, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
000/825 0251 213'387 44n 
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TAPE/DISK CONVERSIONS 
Conversion services lor your Macintosh to over 
1000 computer syslems. Capabil ities include 
converting to or from: 

• Magtapes "Mini & Micro Compulers 
• Word Processors "Typesetters 

Data can be supplied in over 180 sottware 
packages. OCR scanning also available 
Pivar Computing Services. Inc. #MU 
165 Arlington Heights Rd. 
Buflalo Grove, IL 60089 
(312)459-6010 

DATA CONVERSION 

SERVICES 


Stop
Typing! 

[T.lJE SCAN everything,
iM even previously 

printed material. We con
vert everything. CD ROM, 
WO RM. Day or night. 
Free test. Free quote. 

(212) 938-5727 

DATI a 
I World Trade, Suite 1927, NYC 10048 
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DESKTOP 

PUBLISHING 


SERVICES 


The Resolution Solution" 

• l.300 hi~h resolutionou1pu1 to 2540 dpi 

• Ou1put 10 paper or film 
• Macor IB\l-PC/compatible dislls 

• 24-hOUI modem 
• CompleteAdobe type library 

• 24·hour 1umaround 

Dee·Siemer 
JYP°El?GRAPHICS 
312/844·0030 

161 S. Lincolnway. Suile 2tl Nonh Aurora. IL 60542 
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LASER SET '" TYPESETTING 
LOW COST output lrom your Mac/PC Jiles to 
our Linotronic. Disk or modem. 24 hr. service. 
1.270 dpi $7 per page.Volume discounts! Laser 
printing ($.50/pg.) Professional type. design 
and consulling se1vices. Discount Mac hard 
ware and software sales. 
LASER SET' " 
217 Dover Parkway 
Stewar1 Manor. NY 11530 
(800) 333-258t (516) 354-2581 

DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING 
SERVICES 

category 
continued 
011 next page 

Pack your Mac 
in seconds! 

Cordura case has interna l 
pauclccl pockc rs for mouse, 

keyboard and drive . Available 
in six colors . Exrended Key· 
board version also avai lable. 

fo r a deale r near you call to ll frCc 

1-800-548-0053 
West R idge Designs 

I 4!36 N. W . Flanders, Por-iland, OR 97209 
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES 


DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

WITH RESOLUTION 

L300 OUTPUT SERVICE 

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 


24 HOUR TURNAROUND AT REGIONAL TYPOGRAPHERS 

REGIONAL can handle all your graphics and typesetting needs! From 

the best desktop publishing resolution to conventional typesetting 

at a crystal sharp 5200 dpi 's to 300 dpi's on plain paper. . . from 

phototypesetting to full mechanicals and studio work. 


Approved Linotype Imaging Center I Linotype Fonts Available 

NOW AVAILABLE! 

I
I HIGH QUALITY DOWNLOADABLE 

POSTSCRIPT FONTS 
STUDIO 231 at REGIONAL now has new Downloadable Fonts - . 
6 fonts on a volume. A special vo lume • 0 ~" ;· c. / ' •. 
contains borders and assorted characters. • -1- , ,, ·) _ y ·,. "' 
Typefaces by the volume-$99.00 Retail Price -~ ..., ,,, "~ ,; ' , .' . 

A ':t l -~) 
Ask about our Club Membership and Consulting. ~""'. ·"' 

Dealer " REGIONAL TYPOGRAPHERS, INC. Inquiries
229 1BEDFORD AVE.. BELLMORE, NY 11710 welcome. 
516~785-4422 FAX: 516•785-4173 

CIRC LE 289 ON READER SERVICE CARO 
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Finally! Erasable 

LABELS 

MacUser Marketplace 

To place your ad call Disk Labels! 
These labels are flexible. super-thin. Jami· (2 12) 503-51 15 
na ted plastk !rxtremely dun1b/e). Write on 

them wi th the label pens provided; then 

erase them again and again! Great for back

ing up hord drives.Q11atity kits contain 100 

or 200 permanent (but removable) labels 

with pre·printed categories for lis ting the 

contents· Q Startup; 0 Application; 0 File 

storage; 0 Backups; plus lines for names, 

system \'ersion, etc. fndudes pens and all 
 MAILING LISTS accessories. $21.95 (J OO) or $31.95 (200). 

Orders o rinlo: Cates & Co.. P.O. Box 2761 , 

Abilene, TX 79604, 800-541-4351 toll free. 

Satisfacti n guarontttd. Visa/MC. Dealers 

welcom . (Regis tered-US . Patent Office.) 
 MAILING LISTErase-A-Label™ 

Tire Organizational Breaktlrrouglr . of Mac Users 
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On labels, tapes, 
 lrl
Mac diskettes... 

NoLABELSYSTEM© FREE SAMPLE or by modem. I . 
No labels. No label problems. No slicky disks. 
l/'s a permanenl. clear plastic (window) pocket Choose from 
you slick on to a disk. Slide in a tabbed insert hundreds ol Qcard: while and assorted colors included Write thousands or users! . 
on card to identify and organize your disks Call Only 5e per name, with no charge fortoday for rour NolabelSyslem<>. NLS 3.'m> selecting, saning, media, or delivery.S22.45. delivered. Visa/MC. 
WEBER & SONS. INC. (MU) -~. 207cn- Or . Ao<o<. CA95003 

P.O. Box 104 (408) 688-9200
Adelphia, NJ 07710 
(800)225-0044 (201 )431-1128(NJ) CIRCLE 293 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

NOVELTIES 


DISKETTE PORTFOLIO TM 

Genuine Leather 3.5 Diskette Pocket Wallet 

The 3 .5 Genuine Leather Pocket Wallet fits neatly 
in your suit jacket pocket, briefcase, or pocketbook. 
It holds 6-10 diskettes. The protective pockets are 
lined with a non-rip antistatic material. TRIFOLO 
seals tightly with a top line velcro. 

Standard colors: Burgundy, Black, Brown. London Tan. 
We manufacture to suit your needs. 

<Corporate and dealer inquiries welcome.) 
MC/Visa/Am Ex 

Price 524.95 
Please add $2 for shipping & handling 

US Patent pending and Trademark restrictions apply 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Ill REMEMBER WHEN INC. 
15 Union St.. Lawrence, MA 01840 
1-617-685-4504 CI RCLE288 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

REAL 

JiJSOFTWE.AR . 
MAIL TO: 

WESTCOAST TEES INC. 
4738 W. 156th Street 
Lawndale, CA 90260 

WHITE T.sHRT011USSWEATSllllT!]llUS NATIONAL 
l6AC llOOSE 0 IMNIACO (800) 356-6721 

!IZE SllO llED.0 LRG.OnllG.0 Co1tom T·Shlrll CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ACCEPTED 

ADD SZ.00 EA. FOR SHIPPING & HANOI.ING 
 tor your Uur Groupl 
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MacUser Marketplace 

Second Color Option 

Available 


For more information 

call (2 12) 503-51 15 
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Apple, Hewlett -Packard , Canon PC 
Series 1 & ll Cartridges 

St. Louis, Missouri 63114 

T (314) 426-7337 T 

TONER £.~!tr,jdges! 
' 

SUPPLIES GRAPHICS 


DON'T TAKE RISKS 

WITH UNSAFE 


RECONDITIONING 

SERVICES! 


Our reconditioning proces.5 consists of 
disassembling, cleaning & lubricating your 
laser printer and copier cartridges prior to 
recharging them. This means no holes, no 
mess, and no risk for you. 

And We Guanntee it 100%! 

Send a check for $40 +S3 s/h to: 


LaserTooe 

7C Stale SI., Gbmboro, NJ 08028 


Or call for info: 609/881-9595 

Quantity Discounlsand ColorToner Also Available. 
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• BLACK : UO (ISO w/o) 8lUE /8ROWN : 160 (170 w/o) 
• Wo p•y ohippin1 . •Over 10~0 mo1e tonu !hen new . 

• Qu•llly Con1ro l 1h .. 1 •nd feh <lun0t includ td . 

.. . firol n•tionw ide u •l• id1e ,.r.llr• .. . PCIVEEK 11 / 16/86 pl[> 


MI CHLIN t:OMPUTER CONSULTANTS INI.. 
LASER CA RTRIDGE DIVISION 
1770 Plu• Dri ve Suite I 

Ann Atbo<, Mi<his•n OIOS - 1H• 


VISA / MC / P.O. wol<ome 


1n;rr,ipn111, , \ Jll - 60 - 9100 TELEX 91 - ISlO 

100-U-TOflE R FAX : lll6UU62 
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DISCOVER HOW TO 

SAVE 30%-50% 


ON TONER CARTRIDGES. 


$3995" ~ $3995" 
Copiers ---....C _ .::1; Prin ters 

100% Uncondilionally Guaranleed 
Laser Cartr idge Recharging Compa!ib le with 
• Prullcrs H.P Seriec; I & II . Apple. Canon. OMS. 
• Copiers Canon PC models 10. 14. 20. & 25 

Dea lerships & Training Available 
Send em ply Cartr idges & Fell Cleaner 

in original container lo: ~S.E.0 JEC~ 

27403 E. Hwy. 4. Farm1ng1on. CA 95230 

Phone: (209) 886·5440 


118 N. Van Aensselear. Aensselear. IN 47978 

Phone: (219) 866-8233 


Z. "Add Sales Tax tor CA& IN Residents 
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LASEREDGE®Paper/Film 
Get high resol ution lrom plain paper laser 
printers. andcolor plollers. LASEREDGE"' high 
resolution Paper/Films are waxable tor paste
up. Thebrightwhile background.denser image, 
and liner edge ol line will allow enhanced 
capability for 300 dpi to reproduce on camera. 
Call or write tor samples today 
VISA/MC accepted 

It's disassembled , Don't Just Re-load your inspected, cleaned, 
Laser Toner Cartridge: refilled and 

tested before 
it's returned Renew It to you . 

at Select Office Supply 

[.~ all 

Send Chc•ck wit h Emp lv Service is 100% 
CcHtridgL'~ Guaranteed 

MC/V ISA acccp lc'i 
No "Drill & Fill" 

-i° Color Toner Too! 
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& Canon PC Copiers 

BEITER THAN NEW' $4495 (lrffil
e 20% MORE TONER mtm 
e DARKER PRINT 
• 100% GUARANTEED We buy empties $ 10 

Willow Products Corp call for brochure 
3857 Wiiiow Ave, Pgh, P.A 15234 , • : WILLOJ:Y: 1 1 
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GO WITH THE BEST 
oner Cartridge Remanufacturer 

mbo Refills - Colors - Specials 


olume Rates - Bulk Available 


~~~;, ~~I;~ufcK<1-800-111-8444 
CIRC LE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARO 

MlcroArts Trees (2 Disks) 
Price $59 95 j Point formal Clip Ari) 

USA shipping $3.00 per Order, Outside U.S 
Conlinent $7.00 per Order, U.S. Currency. Calif. 
residents add 6.5'1. sales lax. Send Check, or 
Money Order 10: MicroArts Company 215 Long 
Beach Blvd., Suile 423. Long Beach, CA 90802 

(213) 435-0633 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome II 


MicroArts, Publisher 1, & Trees are Trademarks 

of MicroArts CO!lllany 
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Mac User 
Marketplace 

Standard Directory 
Listings are also 
available for a 
minimum of 3 
issues at $345.00 
per issue 
($1,035.00 total). 

For additional 
information call 
212-503-5115. 

RIBBONS 
1-800-331-6841 

1-513-252-1247 (Ohio) 
Over 350 types 


Volume Discounts Available 


* * Satisfaction Guaranteed * * 

BLACK COLORS 

APPLE IMAGEWRITER 2.95 3.65 
APPLE 4-COLOR 10.50 
DIABLO HT II M/S 2.95 
EPSON LX-80/90 3.50 4.35 
EPSON MX-FX 80 2.95 3.65 
EPSON MX-FX 100 3.95 4.95 
IBM PROPRINTER 4.50 
NEC P1 , 2, 6 5.30 
NEC P3, 7 6.40 
OKIDATA 82-92 1.25 1.65 
OKIDATA 182-192 4.50 5.75 
PANASONIC KXP 4.50 5.75 

DAYTON COMPUTER SUPPLY 
a division of Oen-Sys Corp. 


1220 Wayne Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45410 


EST.: 1979 TERMS: MC. VISA, C.O.D. 

DI SCOVER 
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P.C. Copier & 

Laser Printer Owners 


We buy empties-$10.00 

TONER 

SERVICE COMPANY 

2128 Dolman St. Louis . MO 63104 

(314) 776-1155 
800-88-TONER 

Quantity Discounts Available 
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HyperCard: The 
Forth of the 1990sby John C. Dvorak 

Athis point it's obvious that, as a con
cept, HyperCard is a success. But it 
remains to be seen if HyperCard 
applications (stackware) will 

make anyone any money once the novelty 
wears off. It's possible, but unlikely. Stack
ware has an inherent flaw: It has the air of 
public domain software. The HyperCard 
concept, as promoted, has such a socialist 
air to it that the commercialization of the 
stacks seems somehow wrong. 

Also, the cutesy nature of the Hyper
Card environment, with all its little pic
tures and clickety-click interface (where 
one seldom uses the keyboard), makes the 
software very approachable. So approach
able that the sense of value fades toward 
nil. I've been fascinated by the concept of 
perceived value as an aspect of marketing 
and constantly try to evaluate each new 
product with this in mind. 

So let's look at HyperCard. First of all, 
it's given away with each new machine, 
thus lessening its perceived value. To make 
matters worse, as a software package it is 
ill-defined. Is it a programming language? 
An operating environment? An operating 
system shell? A DBMS? What? 

A better question is: How is it perceived 
by the market? I think it's perceived as a 
database manager - a free one. There
fore, stackware is perceived as templates or 
maybe templates with some data sets in
cluded (free!). Templates as a product 
have some track record in the world of the 
IBM PC. Lotus 1-2-3, a product that has 
evolved somewhat in how it's perceived by 
the users, has always had a template busi
ness chasing it. Few have had much suc
cess, and 1-2-3 templates have since be
come the subject of derisive comments by 
marketing types. It's the business that nev
er happened. 

Skeptics of this observation as it applies 
to HyperCard will notice that 1-2-3 differs 
from HyperCard in that 1-2-3 is seen now
adays as a programming language, not a 
database manager like HyperCard. I'll ar
gue that 1-2-3 was seen initially as a 
spreadsheet and database manager and 
has only recently been seen as a program
ming language. (The Lotus 1-2-3 DBMS is 
still employed by countless users, I might 
add.) Anyway, I suspect that the percep

tion of HyperCard while having no 
spreadsheet aspect - will also evolve into 
that of a programming language, since the 
HyperTalk language is the kernel of the 
system and all stackware relies on pro
gramming more than it does on raw data. 
As more and more hopeless stackware de
velopers design more and more stackware, 
the programming aspect will be further 
promoted. 

I want to mention here that we can never 
ignore the "free" aspect of HyperCard ver
sus the expense of 1-2-3. The pricing func
tion of software has always been a reflec
tion of total system cost. The cheaper 
machines have cheaper software - even if 
it's a package identical to that on another 
machine. Apple software has always been 
inexpensive, and the free HyperCard al
most dictates free stacks. The stack down
loading on CompuServe bears this out, as 
CompuServe is making a fortune on con
nect time from people downloading free 
stacks. So even if a 1-2-3 maven can sell a 
template for .$29.95, it seems unlikely that 
many stacks will do well if they cost a pen
ny over $9.95. 

This might change radically if someone 
develops a st-ack that is truly innovative. I 
can't imagine what that might be. The 
most popular stacks consisting of endless 
scanned images of Playboy pinups com
bined with digitized moaning and groaning 
epitomize a HyperCard application, if you 
ask me. Other things we've seen are fairly 
useless or would function better if pro

grammed conventionally. Two uses that 
I've seen may save the concept, though. 

The first use is as a control language to 
move effortlessly through a laser disc full 
of images. The HyperTalk language seems 
well-suited for control applications such as 
this and might possibly supersede the cult 
language Forth for many control applica
tions. I find it amusing that HyperCard 
and Forth have something in common: 
Each system created instant excitement 
when introduced. Forth's subsequent big 
fizzle as a usable general-purpose language 
may foreshadow the same fate for Hyper
Card. 

The second use for HyperCard stems 
from its ease of use and what I like to call 
approachability. This makes it a perfect 
vehicle for children. Educational stacks 
seem like the biggest market of them all. 
Of course, while there is no money in this, 
there is some sense of accomplishment. 
Helping children learn is important, and I 
suppose devei0pers can somehow wrangle 
some dough from the government for these 
efforts. This aspect of HyperCard should 
be no surprise to anyone, since Apple seems 
to have a knack for dominating the educa
tional arena, even if by accident. 

So where does all this leave the budding 
stackware developer who hopes to make an 
unholy killing with stackware? Up the 
creek, that's where. Greed doesn't pay any
way, so I have no sympathy for these guys. 
Besides that, programming a HyperCard 
application is a lazy man's way to write an 
application. The lazy, by definition, will 
never put in enough effort to make an ap
pealing product. 

So where is the money to be made? I 
think we have to go back to the 1-2-3 model 
to discover the potential gold mine. The big 
money in the 1-2-3 world has been made 
from developers who made 1-2-3 enhance
ments. Products that make 1-2-3 more 
powerful sell like hotcakes. Turner-Hall 
Publishing set the pace with Note-It and 
SQZ! products. HyperCard could surely z 

<I:use more than a few enhancements. Al ::;; 
a: 
LUready I've seen sorting capability designed ::;;

by a vendor for use with HyperCard. Un ::;; 
;:::;

fortunately, it's not marketed as a $49.95 ti:: 
LUadd-in. That's the key, the low-price add CD 

in. Send me a copy. ~ 0a: 
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New Turi · o Mouse. 

1Fly across even the biggest 
screen with automatic 

acceleration. Turbo Mouse® 
senses the speed at which 
you're working and moves 
the cursor further when you 
move faster. 

2 No rolling room required. 7 Turbo Mouse offers a 
With the Turbo mouse ball second mouse port. Turbo 

on top, you move only the ball, Mouse ADB offers a second 
not the whole mouse. ADB port. 

------8 Perform one of seven 
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Turbo Mouse ADB.) 
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New patented "optical 
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offers 200 CPI pin-point 
prec1s1on. 

4 One button is for regular 
clicking, the other is a click 

lock. You choose which is which. 

5 
~.,...-"-"'--- 9 Turbo Mouse ADB, #62360, 

works with Mac SE, Moc II, 
Advanced two-button design or Apple llGs. Turbo Mouse, 
allows for either right or #62358, works with Mac or Moc 

left-handed use! Plus. Both have a suggested 
retail of $169.95. 

6 Only 4" by 6", Turbo 10 It's easy to find. For a 
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